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COHOMOLOGY OF THE NILPOTENT SUBALGEBRAS 
OF CURRENT LIE ALGEBRAS
B. L. FEIG IN and A. FIALOW SKI1
Introduction
In this paper we compute the one and two dimensional cohomology spaces 
of the maximal nilpotent subalgebras of affine Lie algebras with coefficients in the 
adjoint representation. We also prove one of the possible analogues of the Bott— 
Kostant theorem for current Lie algebras. This article contains the details of the 
results announced in [4].
Let g be a complex semisimple finite-dimensional Lie algebra, g=n_©I)®n+ 
its Cartan decomposition, g=g<g>C[t,/-1] the corresponding current Lie algebra,
i.e., the Lie algebra of functions A1—g having a finite Laurent expansion, with the 
bracket given by the formula [/, g](x)=[/(x), g (*)],/, g£g, xZ S1. Note that g 
admits the natural grading g =  ffigm, where gm= g ®im. Let us denote (n+®l)ffi 
®(g<g)/)®(gX>/2)©... by tt + and g®C[t] by g[/]; n + and g[r] inherit the grading 
from g. We shall identify g with g® lcg .
Recall that a current algebra is the quotient of an affine Lie algebra by its 
centre ([11]). Note that the main idea in the investigation of the cohomology of 
current algebras (as well as the other Kac—Moody algebras) is the analogy with 
the theory of finite-dimensional semisimple complex Lie algebras. In particular, 
n+ is a counterpart of the maximal nilpotent subalgebra of a finite-dimensional 
semisimple Lie algebra. So, we can use the well-known methods for computing the 
cohomology with the help of the Laplace operator ([12]), the Bernstein—Gelfand— 
Gelfand resolvent ([2]) etc. In [10] V. Kac proved that the cohomology space of 
ft+ with trivial coefficients is in one to one correspondence with the group algebra 
of the affine Weyl group. As a consequence he obtained the Kac—MacDonald 
identities.
Another approach to the cohomology of current algebras uses ideas from the 
cohomology theory of the Lie algebra of tangent vector fields on a smooth mani­
fold ([9]). We are going to use both methods.
In [13] Leger and Luks computed i / 2(n+;n +) (for another computation see
[18]). They used the following method. The cohomology of n+ with coefficients 
in an irreducible finite-dimensional representation V of g is well-known. Namely, 
the Bott—Kostant Theorem (see, [12], [2]) asserts that dim / / '( n+; V) is equal to 
the number of elements of length i in the Weyl group of g. In particular, we know
1 The work was partly done during a fellowship of the Alexander von Humboldt-Stiftung at 
the Max-PlanckTnstitut für Mathematik, Bonn.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 17B56; Secondary 17B65.
Key words and phrases. Nilpotent Lie algebra, cohomology, spectral sequence. Kac— Moody 
algebra.
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H'(n+ ; g), where g is the adjoint representation. Consider now the exact sequences 
of n +-modules:
0 — n + g — g/n+ -  0, 0 -  I) -  g/n+ -  n% -  0.
Here (g/n+)/i) can be identified with n* by means of the Killing form. These se­
quences allow us to reduce the computation of H 2(n+; n+) to that of / f 1(rt+; n*), 
and this space can be determined directly. In this paper we compute // '( f t+;rt+) 
for i =  l, 2, generalizing the method in [13]. Another approach to affine algebras is 
contained in [7].
The cohomology of current algebras is similar to the cohomology of the Lie 
algebra of vector fields on the circle. Our method is illustrated on this Lie algebra 
of vector fields in [5].
In Section 1 we prove a Theorem, analogous to the Bott—Kostant Theorem, 
while in Section 2 we calculate H ‘(n+ \ ft + ) for /=  1, 2.
The authors are greatful to Dmitrij Fuks and George Leger for their useful 
comments.
1. Computation of H '(n +; g)
The Bott—Kostant Theorem can be generalized to affine Lie algebras at least 
in two ways. The most direct generalization is the following one: if F  is an irre­
ducible representation of the current algebra with dominant highest weight, then 
dim H ‘(n+; V) is equal to the number of elements of length i in the Weyl group. 
The proof is similar to that of the finite-dimensional case. The adjoint representa­
tion, however, is not a module of highest weight.
In this Section we give another generalization of the Bott—Kostant Theorem, 
namely we compute the cohomology of ft+ with coefficients in modules similar to 
the adjoint module consisting of functions on the circle S 1 with values in the represen­
tation space of g.
Let F be a representation of g, A a C-algebra and cp: C[t, t -1] — A a homo­
morphism. Define a representation of g in F<8>A by the formula
(x® /)(y®tf) =  x(v)®<p(f)a, X€g, v£V, f£C[t, f-1], a£A.
We need two special cases: A = C[t, i -1], (p is the identity map and A —C, <p{f) = 
= / (  1). In the first case denote the module V®A by F and in the second case by V1. 
The elements of F are rational functions C-*-F, regular outside the origin. 
The mapping, sending a function C-+V to its value at 1, is a homomorphism
The space V is endowed with an obvious module structure over C [/, t x] 
and multiplication by an element of is a g-endomorphism of the g-module V.
Notice that V is a graded g-module, V = © Vt where f ri=VS>l‘.
i€ z
Now we are going to investigate the cohomology of n+ with coefficients in V. 
Denote by C‘(ft+; V) the cochain complex of n+ with coefficients in the ft+-module 
V. The complex C'(ft+; V) is graded by weights: C(fi+; F )=  © Cjm)(ft+; F),
m 6 Z
where for the cochain <p€C^m)(ft+; F) the weight of (p(eil, is + iq
(4 is the weight of eik).
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Lemma 1. For all in the complexes Cjm)(n+ ; V) are isomorphic to each other 
and to the complex C '(n+; Vx).
In fact, the composition of the embedding CJm)(n+; F)—C '(n+ ; F) and of 
the mapping C'OUi P)-*-C'(n+; Vx) induced by the homomorphism V—Vx is 
an isomorphism.
From the above it follows that the space H '(g; F) is a C[/, t _1]-module. 
Lemma 1 can be reformulated as follows.
Lemma 2. ÍT(g; f ) a C [ t ,  H ‘(&; Fx).
Let us now deal with the computation of H '(n+; F,). The Lie algebra rt+ 
is embedded into g[t], Vx is naturally endowed with a g[/]-module structure, con­
sequently the homomorphism
v: ZT(8M,s ; K) -  K) -  H‘(n+; K)
is defined. Let z be the homomorphism
//•(n+)® /r (g [ (U ; K) -  h \ fi+; vx),
sending u®v to the cohomology class uv(v).
Proposition 1. I f  V is a finite-dimensional representation of g then z is an iso­
morphism.
The proof will be given below. Proposition 1 and Lemma 2 imply the basic 
result of this Section.
Theorem 1. #*(n+; g)s=C[t,/-1]<8>c#i-1(n+) f or any nonnegative integer i.
Indeed, set F=g. The space H ‘(n+, g) is a C[/, t _1]-module. It follows from 
Lemma 2 that H ‘(n+, g) is a free module of rank equal to dim H ‘(n+ , Ft). The 
cohomology of u + with trivial coefficients is known (see for instance [8]). Using
this result, it is not difficult to find the cohomology FT of g®!®g®/2© __ We
only need the following fact. The space H' is a g-module, and Homa (g, H ' ) = 0 
if iV l and C if i =  l (see [14]). As i / ‘(g[/], g; F)^H om a (F, H‘), this gives us 
that Ff‘(g[/], g; g)=0 for iV 1 and is one-dimensional for /=1. After this it is 
enough to apply Proposition 1 and we get / / ‘(n+; F1) = /P _1(fi + ).
Let us prove now Proposition 1. Introduce two subalgebras of g: g =  (f— l)g© 
®(t—l)2g®... and n = n +(Tg. Let G be a compact connected Lie group corre­
sponding to a compact real form of g.
Lemma 3.
H-Cn)2zH\n+)®H-(Q)®H-(£2G).
Here QG is the loop space o f G.
Proof. Since g[/]=n++g an d n = n +rig we have C '(n)=C‘(fi+)|S>c (9[r]) C'(g). 
Here the tensor product is taken in the category of differential algebras. In such a 
situation there exists a spectral sequence (Eilenberg—Moore, see [16]), connecting 
the cohomology of these four differential algebras. This spectral sequence generalizes
l*
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the Künneth formula [15]. It converges to //'(ft) and the second term is isomorphic 
to Tor,, (//•(« + ), / / ’(g)), where T = //'(g[/]). We remark that // '(g [i])^ // '(g ) 
(see e.g. [3]) and // '(g) acts trivially on //'(fi + ) and on //'(g) (for / / ‘(g) this is trivial 
and for H ’(ri+) this follows from the fact that the composition //'(g) —/ / ‘(n + ) — 
—//'(n  + ) is trivial). It follows from this that the second term of the spectral sequence 
is isomorphic to //'(vt + )®//'(g)®Tor,, (C, C).
We will show now that Tor,, (C, C) = H ‘(QG). Indeed, the cohomology alge­
bra of g with trivial coefficients coincides with the cohomology algebra of G and 
by the Hopf Theorem it is commutative and free [17]. Using the computation of 
Tor,, (C, C) for the free commutative algebra A (Proposition 7.3 from [16] and see 
also [1]) and the connection between the cohomology of G and QG, we obtain the 
isomorphism Tor,, (C, C) = H'(QG).
Now it can be shown that the spectral sequence degenerates (e.g. by indicating 
explicit cycles of C”(n) which represent the generators of /?„, which we shall do at 
the end of this Section). Lemma 3 is proved.
The Lie algebra h is an ideal in n+ and n +/rt^g . In virtue of this, g acts on 
/ / ‘(ft). The algebra g acts trivially on ZT(n+) and on H\QG), but on / / ’(g) it acts 
in the standard way (g^g<g>/©g®i2©... is an ideal of g[/], g[^]/g = g, so g acts 
on g naturally and the action of g on //'(g) is semisimple).
Now to finish the proof of Theorem 1 let us consider the Serre—Hochschild 
spectral sequence, associated with n+, its ideal ft and the module Fx, converging to 
H'(n +; F,). The algebra fi acts on Vl trivially. The second term of this spectral 
sequence is the following:
/ / ' ( g; H*(n, Fx)) -  Z/'(g; / / '(n )0 F 1) = / / ' ( g; f f ‘(n+)® H ’(g)®ir(QG)®V1) ss 
/ / '( n +)0 // '( i3 G )0 // '(g ; //'(g)® Fi).
As g is semisimple, //'(g) 0  V1 is the direct sum of finite-dimensional representa­
tions, i.e.
H ‘(g; // '(g )0 F 1) - / / ' ( g ) ® /
where / is the invariant space of //'(g)® F, (see [8]). Note that /s=Z/'(g[t], g; F,). 
The differentials in the above sequence act in the following way: they map the gen­
erators of the algebra H'(QG) into the generators of //'(g) and are trivial on 
/ / '(n +)<g>Z7'(g[/], g; F,). It follows from this that the spectral sequence converges to 
//*(ft+)<0//'(g[/], g; F,). Thus our spectral sequence is the product of // '(n +)® 
<®//'(g[/], g; F,) with the spectral sequence of the Serre path fibration EG-+G; 
it follows from this that x is an isomorphism.
Now we explain why the spectral sequence in the proof of Lemma 3 collapses. 
To define explicitly cycles of C‘(rt), representing the generators of E<, we apply the 
continuous cohomology theory. Let tt(0, 1) be the Lie algebra of infinitely dif­
ferentiable functions / :  [0, 1] —g such that /(0)6n, /(1)=0. Denote by Cc(0, 1) 
the complex of cochains of n(0, 1), continuous in the C°°-topology. Let a be a 
generator of //'(g) and ä a cochain representing a. For p£[0, 1] denote by cpp the 
homomorphism it—g, “the value at p”: (pp((t— l)gi, ( / - l ) 2g2, ••■)= 2
m
Let ap—(p*pä, <xpdCc(0, 1). Choose ä in such a way that a0—1£1=0. Let 0, 1;
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then we can define the cochain —  (p) where x  is the coordinate on [0, 1]. It is
(/A
doc doc
shown in [3] that — (p) is a coboundary —  (p)=öco(p) where <5 is the dif­
ferential in Cc(0, 1). Indeed, let Kp(p?±0, 1) be the cochain complex of it with 
support at p. It is proved in the same paper that the cohomology of Kp is isomorphic 
to H'(q). Now, Kp is ^-m odule, where Wx is the Lie algebra of formal vector 
fields at the point p. But H \g) is finite-dimensional and Wx has no nontrivial finite-
dimensional representations. We conclude that if co£Kp and <5v=0 then —— v is 
the differential of some other cocycle \£Kp. ( X
This means that
ap-  OLq = ő J  a>(x)dx.
pi i
In particular, <5 J  co(x)dx=0. Suppose that a' =  J  co(x)dx. The cochain a'
0 _ 0 represents a nontrivial cohomology class of n.
The Lie algebras n + and g=g<8>(í — l)®g®(f— l)2©... are graded. Similarly 
the cochain complexes are also graded. Note that the cochain complex K0 of n(0, 1) 
with support in 0 is isomorphic to ©C;(fi+) and the cochain complex Kx with 
support in 1 is isomorphic to ©Cj(g). It follows from this that the cohomology of 
K0 and K, is isomorphic to H‘(n+) and H‘(g), respectively.
Recall that H‘(g) is isomorphic to the free graded commutative algebra on 
generators £2, ... , deg £k= 2 k  + \. Using the above construction assign to each 
a representative cocycle .
Proposition 2. The space H'(n) is generated by the cohomology classes of 
cochains o f form ulwh P(c'x, ...), where u€A'0, v£K\ are cocycles, corresponding 
to the elements of H '(rt + ) and H ‘(q) respectively and P is an arbitrary polynomial in 
generators
The proof of this Proposition follows from the construction above for con­
tinuous cohomology (a similar argument in a more difficult situation was used in
[6]). In particular, we have an explicit construction of cochains, representing the 
generators of E2 in the proof of Lemma 3, surviving till .
2. Computation of H!(n; fi) for / == 1, 2
Let us consider the next exact sequences:
0 — n+ g — g/n+ -  0; 0 — f) — g/n+ -  n* - 0
((g/n)/Ij can be identified with n* by means of the Killing form). Consider the induced 
exact cohomology sequences:
H°(fi+; S/n+) -  H \n +- n +) -  H \ n + \ §) -  H \ n + - g/n+) -
n+) — H 2(n+; g);
H°(n+; fi*) -  H 1 (n+; I,) -  H \ n +; g/n+) -  H \ n+; n*+) -  H \ n+ ; I,).
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The first sequence allows us to compute H 1(n+; ft+) at once. We will state the result, 
i.e. describe all the derivations of n+.
Each element «€ 1) defines a cohomology class of i f 1(n+ ;h+) containing the 
cocycle / — uf, ( ) ] ,  where / :  C —g,/(0 )£n+. Then to each vector 
field tPdJdt where P is a polynomial in t, we assign the cocycle
n+ -~ n +:f(t)~ tP »fM /dt, f:C  -  g, /(0 )€ n +.
T heorem 2. The mapping, sending the elements o f f) and tC[t]d/dt to the co­
homology classes of the cocycles constructed above gives an isomorphism h® tC [/ ] d/dt = 
^ H 1(n+;n +).
In other words, an arbitrary derivation of ft is uniquely represented as 
u + tP d/dt+q where f), E£C[/] and q is an inner derivation.
For the computation of H 2(n+;h +) by a similar way, we have to know 
Z/1 (ft + ; g/n+). This space appears in the second exact sequence and to find it we 
have to know the isomorphism H 1(h+; n* )ss(Z/1(n+; rt+))*. For this we are going 
to use the next general construction (see Theorem 4.1 in [13]).
Let i f  be a Lie algebra, T  a derivation of i f  acting in a semi-simple way and 
whose eigenvalues are positive. (These restrictions on T can be considerably weak­
ened.) It is clear that such a derivation must be outer. It is easy to see that rt+ has 
such a derivation. For instance, we can take u + t D/dt, where «6f), (y, i f f  R, 
0 < (] i, m)<£, y is an arbitrary positive root, e is a small positive number
|we can take e< y ]  •
Let fT(if) be the Weyl algebra, associated with if . Recall that fT(if) is the 
standard complex of the differential Lie superalgebra i f= if0© ifi, if0 = if , ifj 
as i f 0-module is the adjoint representation and [x, x] =0 if x£JPL. The differential 
d acts as follows: d(if0) =  0, ( /( i f /—if0 is an isomorphism of if-modules. In other 
words, fF(if) is a differential graded algebra, spanned by if0* and ifj*, if0*s:if1* = if* 
where if„* has degree 1 and i f /  has degree 2, cp: if0*—i f /  is the canonical isomor­
phism. The differential is defined by the formula öß=ö0ß + (p(ß) where ö0ß is the 
differential of ß considered as an element of the standard cochain complex of if . 
It is not difficult to show that the complex fT(if) is acyclic in positive dimensions. 
The next Lemma states even more.
In fF (if) we define a filtration: Wt= © A*(£(’o)iS>SJ(£C1)*. Consider the cor-
j'Si
responding spectral sequence E.
L emma 4. The spectral sequence
E l “ = //«(if; SP,2JP*) => H{W(&)) 
is trivial, beginning from E3.
R emark. For arbitrary algebra i f  this is of course not true, but in this Lemma 
we consider such i f  which satisfies a strong additional assumption: there exists 
such a semisimple derivation T : i f  —i f  for which all the eigenvalues are positive. 
Such a derivation can only exist in case of nilpotent algebras, and for them also 
not always. Let us consider in our case such a T.
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Proof of Lemma 4. The differential
8 = dg-q:Hq(£f; S”'2<£*) -  Hq- X(<£\ S p/2+'&*)
is defined on the cochain level by the formula
..., /t - i) ] ( / i , ..., /;+1) =  2  W il l , ..., l'])W, ...,K +i).
7-1
Define the map D: Hq~H & ;Sr+1^ ,* )^H q(S(’; Sr!£*) by the formula
[(D<p)(h,..., /,)](/i, Z ( - i ri'=i ■'[<?(/!. w n ,  k , .... /;>.
It is easy to check that the bracket [£>, (5] coincides with the map, defined in 
H \L£\ S*JT*) by T. This map has only positive eigenvalues and can be transposed
with <5. Define D0 as -j- D on the A-eigenspace of T  in H \L£ ; S*J5f*). Then D(,
is a contracting homotopy in the complex E2 = {H'(£?; S* SC*), d} and this means 
that £'3=0.
This lemma implies in particular, that the sequence
0 -  H !(JS?) -  S£ *) -  S2&*) -  0
is exact. The arrows here are differentials in the second term of E. We remark that 
H0(JT, S2:S?*) is exactly the space of invariant bilinear symmetric forms on L£.
T heorem 3. The space o f invariant bilinear symmetric forms on ft+ is the direct 
sum o f the following two subspaces intersecting trivially.
a) The first space consists of the forms whose kernel contains [ft+, f t+]. This 
space is isomorphic to the space of quadratic forms on ft+/[ft+, n+], i.e. has dimen­
sion (l + 1)(/ + 2)/2 where l is the rank o f g.
b) Let P(t~1)d/dt be a vector field, where P is a polynomial without constant 
tei m. The second space consists o f the forms
(*, y ) — (P i t - ^dx /d t ,  y) + ( P ( t - 1)dy/dt, x> 
where x, y6n+, ( ,  ) is the Killing form on g.
Proof. Let a> be an invariant bilinear symmetric form on ft+ . Let us assign 
to the quadratic form, associated with at the mapping 0: ft + —ft* ; here ft+ = 
= n +®g®i®g®l2®...,n+=:n* 0(g<g»i)*®(9®/2)*©-"- Suppose that to is homo­
geneous with respect to the grading by the weight of t; the it+-module ft* is filtrated 
by the submodules ftj=n* , ft? =n* ©(g®f)* etc. Let i be the smallest number 
such that 0(ft+)cft*. If j= 0  then a> lies in the first factor. The assertion that the 
kernel of this form contains [ft+,ft+] follows from Theorem 5.1 in [13]. If i =  l 
then the image of the mapping n+— (g/)* is either one-dimensional or coincides 
with n +(n+c:gs;(g!g>0*, g is identified with (g<g>/)* by the Killing form). In the 
first case a> lies in the first factor and in the second case in the second one. These 
facts follow from the following simple Lemma.
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Lemma 5. dim H om n+(rt+, g) =  l+ / ,  />  1.
(This Lemma can be verified for instance by looking over all the simple Lie 
algebras.)
Further, by using Lemma 5, we get that if i=2, then the form belongs to 
the second space. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
Now, using the exact sequence (3), we compute H 1(n+] it*) and after this we 
can determine H 2(n+ ; ft+).
Theorem 4. a) The kernel o f the natural mapping
(p:H1(n + ) x H l (n+; rt+) -  7 /2(n+; n+)
is 1+ 1-dimensional where l is the rank of g.
b) I f  rank g> 1, then dim coker tp= / +1 +p where p is the number o f positive 
roots o f g representable as the sum of two simple roots.
The case g =sl (2, C) is not covered by this Theorem. This case is really ar 
exceptional one (see [7]).
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Die vorliegende Arbeit enthält eine Charakterisierung der von den Zykelspie- 
gelungen einer miquelschen Minkowski-Ebene erzeugten Automorphismengruppe. 
Grundlage hierfür ist der Satz von Dienst [3], der diejenigen Minkowski-Ebenen, 
in denen der Schließungssatz von Miquel gilt, durch die beiden folgenden Eigen­
schaften kennzeichnet:
(a) An jedem Zykel der Minkowski-Ebene gibt es eine Spiegelung.
(b) Das Produkt dreier Spiegelungen an Zykeln durch zwei nicht parallele 
Punkte ist eine Zykelspiegelung.
Nachdem Lang [6] durch Spiegelungsrelationen eine Kennzeichnung miquelscher 
Minkowski-Ebenen einer Charakteristik ^ 2  (Charakteristik des der Geometrie 
zugrundeliegenden Körpers) im Bachmannschen Sinne [1] vornehmen konnte, ist 
es uns durch einen neuen Ansatz (Grundannahme über eine erzeugte Gruppe) und 
durch neuartige gruppentheoretische Axiome gelungen, einen spiegelungsgeometri­
schen Aufbau der genannten Ebenen unabhängig von der Charakteristik anzu­
geben. Die für miquelsche Möbius-Ebenen durch Wernicke [10] entwickelte spiege­
lungsgeometrische Darstellung bildete für uns die methodologische Grundlage. Das 
nun vorliegende Ergebnis ist auch in Einheit mit [10] zu sehen: Für miquelsche 
Möbius- und Minkowski-Ebenen liegen vergleichbare spiegelungsgeometrische Be­
gründungen vor.
Neben den schon genannten Arbeiten bildeten die Monographie [2] von Benz 
und die Ergebnisse von Molnár [8], Lang [5], Wernicke [11], sowie von Mäurer [7] 
und Karzel/Mäurer [4] die wesentlichsten Quellen für unsere Untersuchungen.
Die Anregung zu dieser Arbeit sowie wertvolle Ratschläge für ihre Durch­
führung verdanke ich Herrn B. Wernicke.
1. Miquelsche Minkowski-Ebenen
1.1. Minkowski-Ebenen
Eine Minkowski-Ebene (Dienst [3] S. 197) ist eine Inzidenzstruktur (sß, 3 , €), 
bestehend aus einer Menge Iß, deren Elemente Punkte heißen, mit zwei Äquivalenz­
relationen //+ und //_ auf und einer Menge 3  von Teilmengen von sß, deren 
Elemente Zykel heißen, die folgenden Bedingungen genüge:
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision).Primary 51B10; Secondary 51N15, 
51F15.
Key words and phrases. Minkowski planes, cycle reflections in Minkowski planes, characteriza­
tion of the automorphism group o f  Minkowski planes with cycle reflections.
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M l.Durch drei paarweise nicht parallele Punkte geht genau ein Zykel (Punkte
A, B heißen nicht parallel, wenn weder A//+B noch AH_B gilt).
M2. Zu jedem Punkt A und jedem Zykel z gibt es eindeutig bestimmte Punkte
B , Cdz mit A//+B  und A/l_C.
M3. Jede Äquivalenzklasse von //+ trifft jede Äquivalenzklasse von //_ in genau 
einem Punkt.
M4. Es gibt drei paarweise nicht parallele Punkte.
B. (Berühraxiom) Zu jedem Zykel z, jedem Punkt A£z und jedem zu A 
nicht parallelen Punkt B gibt es genau einen Zykel z' durch A und B, der 
z berührt (d. h. z —z ' oder zf)z ' = {A}).
D efinition 1. Für jeden Punkt A einer Minkowski-Ebene sei
A+ := {X£?ß:X//+A} und A~ :=  {X ^ :X h l-A ).
A + und A~ heißen Erzeugende durch A. Wir bezeichnen mit Ä = A +UA~ die 
Menge aller Punkte, die zu A parallel sind. Die Menge aller Äquivalenzklassen 
bezüglich der Äquivalenzrelation / /+ (bzw. //_) wird mit (S+ (bzw. (£~) bezeichnet, 
und (£ ist die Menge aller Erzeugenden. |
In einer Minkowski-Ebene gelten
(1) Ist in M2 zusätzlich A$z, dann gilt B ^ C . Wenn A£z, dann gilt A — 
—B —C. 1
(2) Jeder Zykel enthält mindestens drei Punkte. |
0 )  Jede Erzeugende enthält mindestens drei Punkte. |
(4) Durch jeden Punkt A geht mindestens ein Zykel. |
(5) Durch je zwei nicht parallele Punkte geht mindestens ein Zykel. |
1.2. Die abgeleiteten Strukturen
Für jeden Punkt A einer Minkowski-Ebene heißt
SHA := (iß \l, {z\ { zí}:zí€z£3}, €)
die im Punkt A abgeleitete Struktur der Minkowski-Ebene.
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Wir betrachten die Menge
©a := { z \M :^ ^ 6 3 } U { g \Z : g 6 e \{ ^ +, z*~}}.
Die Elemente von ©x nennen wir Geraden. 
Die Struktur
heißt der affine Abschluß der abgeleiteten Struktur (vgl. Dienst [3] S. 200).
(6) 51^  ist eine affine Ebene. |
1.3. Zykelspiegelungen
D efinition 2. Wir verstehen unter einer Zykelspiegelung an z£ 3  einen von 
der Identität verschiedenen Automorphismus der Minkowski-Ebene, der z punkt­
weise festläßt (Dienst [3] S. 198). |
Eine Zykelspiegelung an z wird mit az bzw. kurz mit <r bezeichnet. Die fol­
genden Eigenschaften über Zykelspiegelungen lassen sich schrittweise bestätigen:
(7) Essei A + £(£+(A~<£<&~) und a eine Zykelspiegelung an z£3- Dann gilt 
<r(zl+)e© (ff(^-)effi). |
(8) Es sei a eine Zykelspiegelung an z£ 3- Die Fixpunktmenge von er ist z.
(9) Ist er eine Zykelspiegelung an z£3> dann gilt für alle A£z, o(A) = A. |
(10) Ist a eine Zykelspiegelung cm z£ 3  und Af_z, dann ist entweder o(A +) = A + 
oder o(A+)=A~ (bzw. o(A~) = A~ oder a(A~) = A +). |
(11) Ist o eine Zykelspiegelung an z63  und A£z, dann gilt o(A+) = A~ und 
o (A~) = A+. |
Wir können jetzt die Punkt-Bildpunkt-Zuordnung bei einer Zykelspiegelung 
beschreiben: Ist o eine Spiegelung an z und A$z, dann ist (o(A)}=ß~ D C + 
mit {B}=A+f]z und {C} = A~ flz. Ist A£z, dann ist o(A) = A. o(A) heißt der 
zu A bezüglich z symmetrische Punkt.




Neben den Aussagen (1) bis (11) gilt (Dienst [3], S. 200)
(12) An jedem Zykel z gibt es höchstens eine Spiegelung und diese ist involuto- 
risch. Für jeden Punkt A£z gibt es genau ein Berührbüschel © in A, so 
daß 93 U {z} die Menge der Fixzykel von az durch A ist. 0
Zwei sich in A berührende Zykel sind in der affinen Ebene 91^  pa rallele Gera­
den. Somit ist das Berühren im Punkt A eine Äquivalenzrelation in der Menge 
der Zykel durch A. Die Äquivalenzklassen dieser Relation heißen Berührbüschel 
in A.
In weiteren sei (©, 3) stets eine Minkowski-Ebene mit
(i) An jedem Zykel z gibt es eine Spiegelung.
Minkowski-Ebenen mit der Eigenschaft (i) werden wir als S-Minkowski-Ebenen 
bezeichnen.
(13) Es seien z, z' zwei beliebige Zykel. Dann gilt die Relation
a z  a z ’ a z  —  Cff-Cz')-
Beweis. Essei P£ oz(z'). Daraus folgt oz(P)£z '  bzw. gzg:.gz{P) =  gzgz(P) =  P 
nach (8) und (12), d. h., die Punkte auf az(z') bleiben bei ozoz-oz fest. Es gilt 
azaz-(jzAiá. In der Tat, wäre ozozmz—\d dann hätten wir o ,oz- = o z , was nicht 
geht. Nach (12) ist damit ozoz.oz=oai(Z’). i
D efinition 3. Für Zykel z, z' schreiben wir z_Lz' und sagen z ist orthogonal 
zu z ' genau dann, wenn oz(z')= z' und z?±z' ist. §
Aus (13) folgt unmittelbar für Zykel z, z'
(14) o,(z') = z -e> GZGZ> =  gz-gz. |
(15) Die folgenden Aussagen sind in S-Minkowski-Ebenen äquivalent:
(ii) Ist z ein Zykel und sind P, Q Punkte, so daß P, Q, oz(P) paarweise 
nicht parallel sind, dann liegen P, Q, gz(P), gz{Q) auf einem Zykel.
(iii) Ist z ein Zykel und P ein Punkt mit P$z, so gilt für jeden Zykel z' 
mit P, oz(P)£z' stets z' _L z.
(iv) Ist z ein Zykel und sind P, Q Punkte, so daß P, Q, oz(P) paarweise 
nicht parallel1 sind, dann gibt es einen Zykel z' mit P, Q£z' und 
z’ _Lz.
Beweis. (ii)=»(iii). Es gelte (ii), und zu einem Zykel z und zu einem Punkt 
P $z  sei z' ein Zykel mit P, oz(P)£z'. Es sei Q ein Punkt mit Q£z', Q a P, gz(P). 
Die Punkte P, Q, oz(P), gz(Q) liegen nach (ii) auf einem Zykel, der durch P, Q, oz(P) 
eindeutig bestimmt ist. Folglich ist oz(z')=z'.
(iii)=>-(iv). Es gelte (iii). Für P, Q und z seien P, Q und o,(P) paarweise nicht 
parallel. Folglich gilt P^Agz(P), d. h. P$z. Wegen (iii) gilt für den Zykel z' durch 
A  Q, crz(P) stets z'j_z. Die Rückgewinnung von (ii) aus (iv) ist evident, g
1 D a P  und rrx(P) nicht parallel sind, ist a I (P )^ P ,  d. h. P ^z.
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Es sei z ein Zykel, © das Berührbüschel in P£z, dem z angehört, und 23* 
das Berührbüschel der Fixzykel von a. durch P. Sei £ P die Menge der Berührbü­
schel in P.
Wir betrachten die Abbildung
coP:2P — 2 P mit o>P(23) =  23*,
wobei w2p nach (14) und (12) die identische Abbildung ist. Zunächst ist in [3] gezeigt 
worden:
(16) Die Abbildungen wP sind für alle P^ © entweder frei von Fixelemente oder 
gleich der identischen Abbildung auf 2 P. |
Die Ergebnisse von Dienst [3] sind
(17) Es sei OP, 3) eme S-Minkowski-Ebene, in der o PA id für alle Pd © 
gilt. Dann gilt für Berührbüschel 23 , 23* in einem Punkt P mit a^a.* =  
=crz*(Tz für z£23, z*623* stets 23^23*. Zu jedem Punkt A6*p \P  gibt 
es Zykel yd 23 und _y*£23* durch A derart, daß cr>,(T)1*|>p\P eine involuto­
rische Streckung (Punktspiegelung) von 21P mit A als Zentrum ist. 2ÍP 
ist eine Translationsebene einer Charakteristik A l. {§
(18) Essei OP, 3) eine S-Minkowski-Ebene, in der 23 =23*. Seien y, >>*€©■ 
Dann gilt entweder oyay* ist involutorisch und hat P als einzigen Fixpunkt 
oder aber ayay*=id, falls y=y*. 2tP ist eine Translationsebene der 
Charakteristik 2. §
Wir nennen eine Minkowski-Ebene von Charakteristik A2 bzw. 2, je nachdem, 
ob 2tP für ein POP eine Translationsebene der Charakteristik A 2 bzw. 2 ist 
(vgl. Dienst [3] S. 202).
In Minkowski-Ebene einer Charakteristik A 2 gilt nach (17)
(19) Zwei orthogonale Zykel durch einen Punkt haben einen weiteren gemein­
samen Punkt, und für zwei verschiedene Punkte eines Zykels gibt es stets 
einen Zykel durch diese Punkte, der orthogonal zum gegebenen Zykel ist. |
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1.4. Miquelsche Minkowski-Ebenen
Eine Minkowski-Ebene heißt miquelsch, wenn sie zusätzlich dem Satz von 
Miquel genügt:
S a t z  v o n  M iq u el . E s  seien Ax, A2, As, A4, B ,, B2, B3, B4 acht paarweise nicht 
parallele Punkte. Wenn dann die Punktquadrupel (A1, A2, Bx, B2)', (A2, A3, B2, B3); 
(A:u A4, B3, B4); (A4, Ax, B4, Bx); (Ax, Az, A3, A4) jeweils auf einem Zykel liegen, 
so gilt dies auch für das Punktquadrupel (Bx, B2, B3, ß 4).
Die miquelsche Minkowski-Ebenen sind durch folgenden Satz charakterisiert 
(Dienst [3] S. 199).
Sa t z  vo n  D ien st . Minkowski-Ebenen, die den Eigenschaften
a) An jedem Zykel gibt es eine Spiegelung;
b) Das Produkt dreier Spiegelungen an Zykeln eines Zykelbüschels (Menge aller 
Zykel durch zwei feste Punkte) läßt einen Zykel punktweise fix2
genügen, sind bis auf Isomorphie genau die miquelschen Minkowski-Ebenen, g
2. Gruppentheoretisches Axiomensystem für miquelsche Minkowski-Ebenen
2.1. Axiomensystem und erste Folgerungen
G r u n d a n n a h m e . Gegeben sei eine Gruppe G , die von einer Menge 
3  =  {a, ß, y, ...} erzeugt wird. Und es gibt ein System 0> = {A, B, C, ...} von Teil­
mengen von 3  mit den Eigenschaften:
2 Aus Eigenschaften über Zykelspiegelungen in Minkowski-Ebenen mit a) ergibt sich, daß 
das Produkt genau die Punkte eines Zykels des Büschels festläßt, d. h., es ist eine Zykelspiegelung 
(vgl. 13]).
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(I) Für alle A^SP und für alle a£3  gilt
a£A <=> A“ := a~lAa = A.
(IT) Für alle oc£3 und für alle A^SP ist Axd3P.
(III) Für jedes oc£3 gibt es ein A£SP mit oc€A. g
Die Eigenschaften (I), (II) und (III) von SP besagen, daß SP eine aus selbst­
invarianten Mengen bestehende, invariante Überdeckung von 3  ist.
D efinition 1. Die Elemente von SP heißen Punkte. g
D efinition 2. In der Menge ^ 8 x 3  sei die Relation „I“ bestimmt durch
Alor.oadA. jjj
D efinition 3. In der Menge G xG  sei die Relation „|” bestimmt durch 
a\b:-e>a, b, ab involutorisch. P
Bemerkung 1. In der Menge der involutorischen Elemente aus G ist a\b 
äquivalent mit
(abf =  1 und ab 1
bzw. mit
bzw. mit
ab = ba und a b 
bab =:ab = a und a 9  ^ b.
Die |-Relation ist symmetrisch, und es folgt insbesondere aus a\b stets a^b .
D efinition 4. Punkte A, B heißen genau dann verbindbar, wenn AClBAO gilt. 
Ist A(1B = 0 so heißen A und B unverbindbar. Punkte A, B heißen genau dann 
parallel (in Zeichen AHB), wenn A — B oder AC\B = 0. |jf
Der erzeugten Gruppe (G, 3) wird eine geometrische Struktur (SP, 3) be­
stehend aus der Menge SP= {A, B, C, ...} der Punkte und der Menge 3  der Erzeu­
genden* 3, hierbei Zykel genannt, zugeordnet. (SP, 3) heißt die Gruppenebene von
(G, 3)-
Die erzeugte Gruppe genüge neben der Grundannahme den folgenden Axiomen:
A l. Es gibt drei4 paarweise verbindbare Punkte.
A2. Zu drei paarweise verbindbaren Punkten A, B, C gibt es genau eine Erzeu­
gende a mit A, B, C la.
A3. Zu einer Erzeugenden a und zu einem Punkt A mit Ala gibt es einen Punkt 
Bla, der mit A verbindbar ist.
A4. Zu zwei verbindbaren Punkten A, B gibt es genau zwei Punkte, die weder 
mit A noch mit B verbindbar sind.
A5. (Minkowski-Axiom) Zu einem Punkt A und einer Erzeugenden a mit 
Ala gibt es genau zwei Punkte B, C mit B, Cla, so daß A, B und A, C 
unverbindbar sind.
a Verwechslungen mit dem Begriff „Erzeugende“ in der Inzidenzstruktur (iß, 3). vgl. Ab­
schnitt 1, sind wohl nicht zu befürchten.
4 D ie Kardinalzahl schließt im weiteren die Formulierung „paarweise verschieden“ mit ein.
2
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A6. Zu drei Erzeugenden a, ß, y und zwei Punkten A, B mit A, Bloc, ß und 
Aly gibt es einen Punkt C mit Cly, CA A derart, daß Cloc oder CIß gilt.5
A7. Sind A, B zwei Punkte und a, ß, y Erzeugende mit A, Bla, ß, y und a\ß, y, 
dann folgt ß=y.
A8. Zu einer Erzeugenden a und zu Punkten A, B, so daß Aloe und B mit 
A und Ax verbindbar ist, gibt es eine Erzeugende ß mit A, BIß  und ß\oc.
Bemerkung 2. Da SA nach (III) in der Grundannahme eine Überdeckung von 
3  und SP wegen der Eigenschaft (II) invariant gegenüber inneren Automorphismen 
von G ist, folgt somit, daß auch 3  invariant gegenüber inneren Automorphismen 
von G ist.
Bemerkung 3. Wie man nun leicht nachrechnet, ist die I-Relation ebenfalls 
invariant gegenüber inneren Automorphismen von G: Aus Aloe folgt Aßlaß für 
alle /?€3-
Für die der erzeugten Gruppe (G, 3)> die der Grundannahme und den Axio­
men A l bis A8 genügt, zugeordnete Gruppenebene (SP, 3) ergeben sich wichtige 
Konsequenzen.
Wir benutzen die Sprache der Gruppenebene und nehmen die Relation „I“ 
zwischen Punkten und Erzeugenden als Inzidenzrelation in iP xS- Wir sagen wei­
ter, daß sich zwei Erzeugende a, ß aus 3  berühren, wenn es genau einen Punkt A 
mit Ala, ß gibt.
(1) Jede Erzeugende a indiziert mit mindestens drei Punkten.
Beweis. Es sei a eine Erzeugende. Da SP eine Überdeckung von 3  ist, folgt 
die Existenz eines Punktes A mit Ala. Nach A3 gibt es einen Punkt Bla, der mit 
A verbindbar ist. Nach A5 gibt es genau zwei Punkte C, D mit C, Dia, so daß B, C 
und B, D unverbindbar sind. Es ist C, D AA, weil A mit B verbindbar ist. Folg­
lich sind A, C, D drei verschiedene Punkte auf a. gf
Mit (1) erhalten wir eine dem Axiom A3 verwandte Aussage.
(2) Zu einer Erzeugenden a und zu einem Punkt A mit Ala gibt es einen Punkt 
Bla, der mit A verbindbar ist.
Beweis. Er ergibt sich unmittelbar aus A5 und (1), da es zu A nach A5 genau 
zwei unverbindbare Punkte auf a gibt und a nach (1) mindestens drei Punkte ent­
hält. g
(3) Zu jeder Erzeugenden a und zu jedem Punkt A mit Ala gibt es eine Erzeu­
gende ß mit Alß und ß\a.
Beweis. Es seien a, A mit Ala gegeben. Nach A3 gibt es einen Punkt B mit 
Bla, und A, B sind verbindbar. Aus der Verbindbarkeit von A und B folgt die von A 
und ß y wegen Ala. Für A, B und B* treffen die Voraussetzungen von A8 zu, so 
daß es ein ß mit A, BIß  und ß\a gibt, g 6
6 Dieses Axiom wurde in [10] bei einer spiegelungsgeometrischen Darstellung Möbiusscher 
Ebenen benutzt. Deutet man A6 in der in A abgeleiteten Struktur 9G (bzw. in ihrem affinen Ab­
schluß ÍG ) einer Minkowski-Ebene, so tritt der grundlegende „affine“ Charakter von A6 hervor.
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Für jede Erzeugende a gibt es einen Punkt A mit Aloe, und somit erhalten wir 
als Folgerung aus (3) die Ergänzung zur Grundannahme
(4) Das Erzeugendensystem 3  besteht aus involutorischen Elementen, gj
(5) Die Punkte A und Ax sind für alle Punkte A und Erzeugenden et stets ver­
bindbar.
Beweis. Es sei Ala. Nach (2) gibt es einen Punkt B lot, der mit A verbindbar 
ist. Wegen Bla ist auch B mit A“ verbindbar. Nach A8 gibt es nun ein ß mit A, BIß 
und ß\a. Da Alß und ß\a gilt, ist Axlßll=ß. Folglich ist A mit A“ verbindbar, g
Bemerkung 4. Nach (1) inzidiert jede Erzeugende mit mindestens drei Punkten. 
Anderseits gibt es zu drei paarweise verbindbaren Punkten genau eine Erzeugende, 
die mit diesen Punkten inzidiert. Sind A, B, C drei paarweise verbindbare Punkte, 
so bezeichnen wir die Erzeugende a mit A ,B ,C Ia auch durch (A ,B ,C ): 
a = (A,B ,C ).
2.2. Berührsatz und Parallelitätsrelationen in der Gruppenebene
Für die Gruppenebene (3A, 3) können wir das Berühraxiom B aus 1.1 nach- 
weisen und nach Einführung zweier Parallelitätsrelationen in der Menge SA der 
Punkte zeigen, daß die Gruppenebene eine Minkowski-Ebene ist.
(6) Sind A, B verbindbare Punkte und ist a eine Erzeugende mit Ala und Bla, 
so gibt es genau eine Erzeugende ß mit A, BIß und a, ß berühren sich.
Beweis. Es seien A, B zwei verbindbare Punkte und a eine Erzeugende mit 
Ala und Bla gegeben.
Existenz. Wir beweisen zuerst, daß A, B und B* drei paarweise verschiedene 
und verbindbare Punkte sind. Aus Ala und Bla folgt AX = A, B ^^B  und B“la. 
Daher sind A, B, B* drei paarweise verschiedene Punkte. Nach (5) sind B und B* 
verbindbar. Da A, B als verbindbar vorausgesetzt wurden, existiert eine Erzeugende 
a' mit A, Bla'. Dann gilt A = AX, B*I(a')*€3> d. h., A und B* sind verbindbar. 
Nun existiert nach A2 eine Erzeugende y mit A, B, Bxly. Wir haben yx = (A, B, Bx)x = 
= (A,Blx,B )= y  und wegen yA-a folgt y\a.
Fall 1. Gibt es außer A, B, B* keinen weiteren Punkt P mit Ply, so ist mit 
ß:=y die Existenzaussage bestätig.
Fall 2. Wir setzen jetzt voraus, daß es einen Punkt C A A ,B ,B X mit Cly gibt.
Die Idee der Demonstration ist dann folgende: Wir zeigen zunächst, daß es 
einen Punkt E mit Ela, y gibt, so daß E und A verbindbar sind. Danach bestimmen 
wir die Erzeugende e=(A, E, E“) und beweisen, daß die Erzeugende (A, B, Bc) 
die Erzeugende a in A berührt.
Aus A3 folgt die Existenz eines Punktes D mit Dly und A, D verbindbar.
Ist Dia, so sei E:=D.
In weiteren sei Dia. Nach A5 ist dann D mindestens mit einem der Punkte 
C, B, Bx verbindbar.
a) D sei mit B (und folglich mit Bx) verbindbar.
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Wir betrachten den Zykel S mit A, B, DIS. Offenbar gilt Ba, 0<5. Wir bewie­
sen jetzt, daß für die Punkte B und Cö gilt:
1) BaS und Cs sind mit A verbindbar.
2) Ba\  Cliy.
3) Es gilt nicht gleichzeitig BxS\a und C6Ia.
Zu 1). Da y=(C, A, B*) und A IS  ist, gilt ys=(Cs, A, B*‘).
Zu 2). Angenommen, es gilt Bxily. Es würde ys—(A, B, B*)5= (A, B, BxS) = y 
folgen, und mit BXIS hätten wir noch yAö. Es gilt danach y|<5 bzw. auch Sy=S. 
Da yx—(A,B ,Bx)'x= (A ,B x,B )= y  ist, gilt ay =  a. Aus Dia, S folgte DyIa, 5. 
Neben A und D wäre Dy ein dritter Punkt von a und Ő, was a=ö zur Folge hätte. 
Genauso beweist man C ’fy.
Zu 3). Seien BxS, Csloc. Da A, Bx, D drei verschiedene, paarweise verbind­
bare Punkte sind, sei n:=(A, Bx, D). Es gilt 0(5. Dann sind A, D, Cs drei ver­
schiedene Punkte. Nach Voraussetzung ist C6 Ia und folglich ist Cs mit A und D 
verbindbar.
Sei (A ,D ,C y = (A ,D ,C )= e .  Wir haben ns=(A, Bx, D)S=(A, B*s, D)=oc; 
q9=(A, D, C)s=(A, D, Cs)=  a, und folglich g=ai = n, was nicht sein kann. Also 
gilt BaSiy oder Cöiy, womit ein Punkt gefunden wäre, der weder mit a noch mit 
y inzidiert und mit A verbindbar ist.
b) D sei mit B nicht verbindbar. Dann ist auch D mit B* nicht verbindbar, 
und nach A5 ist D mit C verbindbar.
b l) Es sei Cia. Für die Erzeugende S=(A, C, D) und für B gilt BIS, und 
für Bs erhalten wir schließlich:
1) B6 ist mit A verbindbar.
2) Bsid, y.
Zu 1). Es gilt B, Aly und AIS. Daraus folgt B5, Aly3, d. h., Bs ist mit A 
verbindbar.
Zu 2). Wir setzen B5Iy voraus. Aus BIS folgt B615, und folglich ist 
BS9i C ,A . Es gilt ys=(A, C, BÓ)S=(A, C, B )= y  und yAd. Daraus folgt yli5,
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d. h. <5y=<5. Wegen y*=(A, B, Bx)*=y ist ay=a. Mit Dia, <5 gilt nun auch 
DHa, <5. Aus A, D, Dyla, S folgt a =S, was nicht geht wegen Cla und CIS. 
Also gilt Bi iy.
Wir setzen DáIa voraus. Dann gilt BSAA, D wegen BIS. Folglich ist as = 
=(A, Bs, D)S—(A, B, D)G3- Das steht im Widerspruch dazu, daß B und D unver­
bindbar sind. Es gilt auch B6\a.
In diesem Fall sei E\=BÖ.
b2) Es sei Cla. Nach A4 gibt es einen Punkt P, der weder mit C noch mit 
D verbindbar ist. P liegt weder auf a noch auf y, weil sonst C und P verbindbar 
wären. Nach A5 ist P mit A verbindbar. Hierbei erfüllt E:=P die Forderungen 
bezüglich a und y.
Wir haben jetzt neben a, A, B eine Erzeugende y mit A, B ly und y\a und einen 
Punkt E mit Dia, y, so daß E mit A verbindbar ist. Nach (5) und A2 bestimmen 
A, E ,E “ eine Erzeugende e, und wegen elx=(A, E, Exy —(A, Da, E )—e und sAa  
gilt e|a.
Es ist Die. Wäre Die, so folgte aus e|a stets D*Is bzw. e—(A ,E ,E x) = 
= (A, B, Bx)—y, was wegen Dly nicht geht.
Sei ß=(A, B, B£). ß berührt a in Punkt A. In der Tat, setzen wir nämlich 
voraus, daß ein Punkt F existiert mit Fa A und Fla, ß, so erhalten wir einen 
Widerspruch. Falls Die ist, folgt wegen a, ß\s, daß A, F und D£ sowohl auf a 
als auch auf ß liegen. Das hätte a —ß zur Folge, im Widerspruch zu Dia und BIß.
Ist Die, dann folgt aus A, Die, a, ß und e|a, ß nach A7 ebenfalls a=ß. 
Insgesamt hat die durch A, D, DE bestimmte Erzeugende ß mit a genau den Punkt A 
gemeinsam.
E indeutigkeit. Neben einer Erzeugenden ß, die a im A berührt und durch 
Dia geht, betrachten wir eine Erzeugende ß' mit A, BIß' und ß'Aß. Für ß' 
gilt nun zusammen mit den übrigen Punkten und Erzeugenden A, BIß, ß' und 
Ala, wobei a, ß, ß' paarweise verschiedenen sind und A AB  ist. Da sich weiter­
hin a und ß berühren, gibt es nach A6 einen Punkt C mit Cla, ß' und C A A . 
Folglich ist ß die einzige Erzeugende durch D, die a im A berührt. |
Die folgenden Sätze (7) und (8) sind Hilfssätze über verbindbare bzw. unver­
bindbare Punkte, die wir zur Ableitung von Eigenschaften über isotrope Geraden, 
vgl. die Definition 5 vor (9), benötigen.
Abb. 9
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(7) Sind A, B, C drei paarweise verbindbare Punkte und a die Erzeugende durch 
A, B, C, dann gibt es genau eine Erzeugende ß mit BIß, ß\y. und Aß =C.
Beweis. Es seien für A, B, C und cc die Voraussetzungen des Satzes erfüllt. 
Nach A4 gibt es einen Punkt P, der weder mit A noch mit C verbindbar ist. Nach 
A5 ist P mit B verbindbar. B, P, P'J sind drei paarweise verbindbare Punkte. Sei 
ß= (P ,P *,B). Es ist ßAot, und es gilt ß*=(P, P \ B f= ( P \  P ,B )= ß, d. h., 
ß\(x. Da C mit P unverbindbar ist, gilt Clß und folglich CßAC. C ist nicht mit 
P“ verbindbar, da sonst auch C und P verbindbar wären. Da ß\a und P, Pxlß 
ist, gilt Cßla und auch die Unverbindbarkeit von Cß, Pund Cß, P*. Wegen CßAC 
folgt Cß=A nach A4.
Ist <5 eine von ß verschiedene Erzeugende mit BlÖ, <5|a und AÖ=C, dann 
folgt zunächst A, C15. Zu A, S gibt es nach A5 genau zwei Punkte D, Elő, die 
beide mit A unverbindbar sind. Da öAß  ist, gilt {D, E}A {P, Px}. Wegen <5|a 
und Aä=C sind auch C, D bzw. C, E unverbindbar. Zu A, C haben wir also mehr 
als zwei Punkte aufgezeigt, die sowohl mit A als auch mit C unverbindbar sind. 
Dies widerspricht dem Axiom A4. |
(8) Sind A, B, C drei Punkte, wobei A und B verbindbar sind und C mit A und mit 
B unverbindbar ist, und ist y eine Erzeugende mit Ay—B, so folgt Cly.
Beweis. Es seien A, B verbindbar und C weder mit A noch mit B verbindbar. 
Sei y eine Erzeugende mit Ay=B. Nach A5 gibt es genau zwei Punkte D und E 
auf y, die mit A unverbindbar sind. Dann sind auch D und E mit B unverbindbar. 
Wäre D mit B verbindbar und Ő eine Erzeugende durch D, B, dann folgte D, Alöy 
wegen Dy=D, By = A und D, BIS, was nicht sein kann. So sind D und E die 
zwei nach A4 bestimmten Punkte mit D ,EI/A,B . Daraus folgt C = D oder C —E, 
d. h. Cly. |
D efinition 5. Sind A, B zwei unverbindbare Punkte, so heißt
i(A, B) := {X: A, B//X}
die durch A, B bestimmte isotrope Gerade. §j
(9) Aus A//B, A ^ B  und C, D£i(A, B) folgt C//D sowie i(A, B)=i(C, D), 
falls CAD.
Beweis. Es gelte C, D£i(A, B) und CAD . Angenommen es wäre C%D, 
d. h., C, D sind verbindbar. Sei a eine Erzeugende durch C, D. Nach (1) enthält 
a einen dritten Punkt P. Wegen (7) existiert eine Erzeugende ß mit PIß und Cß=D. 
Aus (8) folgt A, BIß im Widerspruch zu A//B und A a B. Daraus folgert man 
i(A, B) = i(C, D): In der Tat, zunächst gilt A, B£i(C, D). Es sei nun X£i(C, D) 
und X a A,B. Wäre dann existiert eine Erzeugende y durch B und X.
y enthält nach (1) einen dritten Punkt K. Nach (7) existiert <5 mit Klö, so daß BÖ=X. 
Aus (8) folgt C, Dlő, was nicht geht wegen C AD  und C//D. Genauso beweist 
man X/jA. Folglich ist Xdi(A ,B). Gleichfalls erhält man: Aus X£i(A, B) mit 
A A B  folgt X£i(C, D). I  10
(10) Durch jeden Punkt gehen genau zwei verschiedene isotrope Geraden.
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Beweis. Es sei P ein beliebiger Punkt. Nach Al gibt es drei paarweise ver­
bindbare Punkte P1, P2, P f  Sei a die Erzeugende durch diese Punkte.
a) PIa. Nach A5 gibt es auf a genau zwei Punkte A, B, die mit P unverbind­
bar sind. Sei QßP und Q A A, B, P. Wegen A5 ist Qla. Es gilt auch Q APX, 
weil P mit Px verbindbar ist. Nach A4 ist Q nicht zugleich parallel zu A und B 
(P und P* sind genau die zwei Punkte, die mit A und ß  unverbindbar sind).
Ist QUA, dann folgt Qdi(P, A) wegen PHQ. Wäre Q weder zu A noch zu B 
parallel, dann wäre P parallel zu drei Punkten auf der Erzeugenden durch A, B, Q, 
was A5 widerspricht.
b) Pia. Sei o. B. d. A. P a Px- Nach A4 existieren Punkte A, B mit A, B//P, Px. 
Wegen der Eindeutigkeitsaussage in A4 gilt AX=B, und folglich gibt es nach (5) 
eine Erzeugende ß durch A und B. Nun sei QUP und QA A, B, P. Wegen A5 
ist Qlß. Es giit Q APp, weil Pß mit P verbindbar ist. Nach A4 ist Q nicht zu­
gleich parallel zu A und B. Ist QßB, dann folgt Q£i(P, B) wegen PHQ. Ist 
QllA, dann folgt Q£i(P, A) wegen OßP. Wäre Q weder zu A noch zu B parallel, 
dann wäre P parallel zu drei Punkten auf der Erzeugenden durch A, B, Q, was A5 
widerspricht. §
Definition 6. R sei die Menge aller isotropen Geraden, und ix, i2 seien die 
beiden isotropen Geraden durch einen Punkt P. Ferner setzen wir fest:
Rx:= { r6Ä :|rn /,| =  1}; R2 := {r6Ä:|rfUI =  l}-6 I
(11) a) Sind rk, r'k zwei verschiedene isotrope Geraden aus Rk, so ist |rkf l =0, 
(*=1,2).
b) Ist rx£Rx, r2£R2, so folgt \rxC\r2\= l.
c) Es ist R = RXUR2 und R^DRi — 0.
Beweis. Zu a). Seien rx, r[ zwei verschiedene isotrope Geraden aus Rx. Seien 
{P1}= ri n /2, {Pí}—rin / 2. Es gilt PXAP[. Wäre Px — P'x, dann wären rx, rx, i2 
drei verschiedene isotrope Geraden durch Px= P[, was (10) widerspricht. Gäbe 
es einen Punkt A£rx ,r'x, so ist A A P X,P'X. Es folgte aber A//PX,P X und damit 
A£i(Px, P[) = i2 in Widerspruch zu A£rx, A A P X und /^D /^lP ]} .
Zu b). Seien rx£Rx, r2£R2, {A}=rx(~)i2, {!?}=/•* Díj. O. B. d. A. sei A ,B A  
AP dix, i2- Es gilt A ]\ B\ Wegen P//B folgte ansonsten mit BfJ(P, A) bzw. 
i1 = i2 ein Widerspruch. Sei a mit A, Bla. Wegen P//A,B folgt PXI/A,B. Es 
ist P “<J/i,/2, da sonst P//P* wäre. Wir haben ix = (P, P)*=(P*, B )—r2, i2 = 
=(P, A f= (P x, A)=r, und damit r1Dr2 = {Px}. Wäre H£rxf)r2, H a Px, dann 
wäre rx = i(Px, H )=r2 und schließlich A, B£rx. A und B sind aber verbindbar 
(A ^ B ).
Zu c). Sei r£P, rA ix, i 2 und Ui2}. Dann ist 4'HP, und folglich
gibt es eine Erzeugende ß durch A und P. Nach (1) gibt es auf ß einen dritten Punkt B. 
Nach (7) existiert eine Erzeugende a durch B mit a\ß und Ax—P. Da A a P ist, 
gilt Ala, und aus A5 folgt, daß genau zwei Punkte P ,, P2 auf a existieren, die mit A
Mit \M\ bezeichnen wir die Kardinalzahl der Menge M.
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unverbindbar sind und folglich auch mit P=Ä*. O. B. d. A. sei Pi€h und P2£/2. 
Wirsetzen iPl=i(P1, A) und iPi=i(P2, A).
Nach (10) ist r =  iPi oder r = iPi.
Es gilt Pl/f2 = 0: Für ein r6R ,nR 2 gilt nach (10) r ^ f ,  i2, und somit
ist rC lii^ß  (wegen rf_R2) ein Widerspruch zu (11) a), da danach rC\i1=0 (wegen
r, h£Ri)- 1
Nach (11) ist die Definition von Rx und R., unabhängig von der Wahl des 
Punktes P.
Mit Hilfe von R± und R 2 definieren wir zwei Relationen auf SP 
A //+ B :o  i(A, B)£R1 oder A = B,
A //_ B :o i(A ,B )S R 2 oder A =  B.
Nach (11) sind die beide Relationen //+ und //_ Äquivalenzrelationen.
Es gilt nach Al, A2, A5, (6), (10) und (11) dann sogar
(12) Die Gruppenebene {SP, 3) mit I als Inzidenzrelation und den Äquivalenz­
relationen / /+ und //_  auf SP ist eine Minkowski-Ebene.
Nach (12) und 1.3 gilt
(13) Die von einer Erzeugenden a der Gruppe G induzierte Abbildung
ör.SP -  SP mit ä(A) = A“
ist die Zykelspiegelung an dem Zykel a der Gruppenebene. §
(14) Ist a eine Erzeugende und A ein Punkt mit Aioc, so gilt für jede Erzeugende 
ß mit A, A^Iß stets ß\a.
Beweis. Es seien a, A mit AJa gegeben. Dann ist AXAA. Sei ß eine Erzeu­
gende mit A, A“Iß. Nach (1) gibt es einen Punkt B, so daß BIß und B ist mit A 
(und folglich mit A®) verbindbar. Nach A8 gibt es eine Erzeugende ß' mit A, BIß' 
und ß'\a. Wegen Alß' ist {Aa)ß’ = Aaß'= A ß'x — Aa, d. h. A“Iß'. Nach A2 ist 
damit aber ß'=ß  und schließlich a\ß. g
Aus (12), (13) und (14) folgt
(15) Die Gruppenebene (SP, 3) ist eine Minkowski-Ebene, in der an jedem Zykel 
eine Spiegelung existiert und die den Eigenschaften (ii), (iii) und (iv) aus 
(15) in 1.3 genügt, g
2.3. Ein Dreispiegelungssatz und die Gruppenebene als miquelsche Minkowski- 
Ebene
Wir nutzen jetzt den Satz von Dienst [3], vgl. auch 1.4, um nachzuweisen, 
daß die auf der Grundlage des gruppentheoretischen Axiomensystems in 2.1 ein­
geführte Gruppenebene (SP, 3) eine miquelsche Minkowski-Ebene ist.
Für die nachfolgenden abbildungstheoretischen Betrachtungen identifizieren wir 
häufig eine Erzeugende a mit der Menge {A^SP: Ala} der mit a inzidierenden 
Punkte. Wir verwenden im weiteren auch einige Vereinbarungen und Bezeichnun­
gen aus dem Abschnitt 1, wie z. B. P +, P~, P. Nach (15) ist die Gruppenebene
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(á3, 3) eine S-Minkowski-Ebene. Damit können wir uns nun auf die Sätze (16),
(17) und (18) in 1.3 stützen. Satz 16 besagt, daß für alle Erzeugenden a, ß mit Aloe, ß 
und a\ß entweder af )ß = {A} oder xf]ß = {A, B)  für einen von A verschiedenen 
Punkt B gilt.
Die Sätze (17) und (18) aus 1.3 präzisieren diese Fallunterscheidung mittels 
Eigenschaften über den affinen Abschluß in jedem Punkt der Ebene: Ul* ist für 
alle X  eine Translationsebene, und zwar entweder von einer Charakteristik X2  oder 
von Charakteristik 2.
Wir betrachten nun zwei verbindbare Punkte P, Q, die Menge aller durch 
P, Q gehenden Erzeugenden und die eindeutig bestimmten Punkte R, S  mit 
PII+R//-Q  und P//-S//+Q . Essei //:={ä: P, Qloc} und ^  die von H  erzeugte 
Gruppe.
(16) Es sei A ein beliebiger Punkt und &(A) die Bahn von A bezüglich (S .
Dann gilt
a) &(A) = {P}, wenn A=P ist.
b) (&(AÍ) = {Q}, wenn A = Q ist.
c) y(A) = {R, S),  wenn A = R oder A = S  ist.
d) 9(Ä) = {X: (X//+P v X//_P)a X a R , S } = P \ { R , S }  wenn P//A%Q 
gilt.
e) &(A)={X: (X//+Q v X//_Q)a X * R , S } = Q \ { R , S }  wenn Q H A \ P  
gilt.
f) ^(T )=a\{7?, iS} mit oc=(A, R, S), falls S gilt.
Beweis. Die Behauptungen a) und b) sind evident.
Zu c). Es sei o. B. d. A. A = R. Dann gilt für alle ä£H  stets RX = S, da 
P, Qla, Rix und R, S  nach A4 die einzigen mit P, Q unverbindbare Punkte sind.
Zu d). Es sei P//A%Q.  O. B. d. A. gelte AH_P.  Für jede Erzeugende a 
mit ä£H gilt dann AX£ P +, da A£P~, A*l/P und A, Ax nach (5) verbindbar 
sind. Es sei T ein Punkt mit T£P + und T a R. Sei {L}=A+C\T~. Es gilt 
L \ P ,  Q, und folglich gibt es eine Erzeugende a„ mit L, P, ß la0. Es ist ä0£H  
und A*°=T. Ist V£P~ mit V ^ S ,  so betrachten wir A“ für ein a mit ä.dH. Es 
sei weiterhin a' die Erzeugende mit P , Q , K \ f ,  wobei {K}=(AX)~ D V + ist. Es 
gilt (AX)X' = V.
Zu e). Genauso wie d).
Zu f). Zunächst sei bemerkt, daß nach (8) für jede Erzeugende X mit PX=Q 
gilt R, STA. Offensichtlich folgt aus Pk = Q wegen PitQ  stets P, QIX. Nach
(14) gilt für jede Erzeugende X mit Pk- Q  und jede Erzeugende a mit P, ß la  
stets A|a, d. h., I  zentralisiert H  und folglich die davon erzeugte Gruppe Also 
bleibt jede Erzeugende X mit PX = Q unter invariant. Nach unseren einleiten­
den Bemerkung können wir zwei Klassen von Gruppenebenen unterscheiden.
Fall 1. Zwei in der |-ReIation stehende Erzeugende mit einem gemeinsamen 
Punkt berühren sich stets. Daraus folgt, daß für jedes a mit <x.£H und jedes X mit 
PX = Q |afU | höchstens gleich 1 ist.
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Sind A, BIA mit A, ZMi?, S' und ist a eine Erzeugende mit ß la , die die 
Erzeugende p mit A, B, P\p  im Punkt P berührt, so vertauscht ü(LH die Punkte 
A und B. In der Tat, nach (18) in 1.3 ist /ix involutorisch, d. h. pa=up, oder damit 
äquivalent px=p. Für A und a ist schon oben A\x bewiesen worden. Es ist {A, B}x = 
=(pr\Ay=pf)A — {A, B}, und wegen A, BIx gilt dann AC‘=B und BX = A. Folg­
lich wirkt die Gruppe transitiv auf A\{/?, 5”}. Mit der Invarianz von 7.\{/d 5} 
unter ^  ist somit A \{R , S}  eine Bahn von
Fall 2. Für alle Erzeugenden x, ß mit x\ß und AxIx, ß gibt es einen Punkt 
A2t±A1 mit A2hx, ß.
Sind A, B verschiedene Punkte auf A \{R , S}, so sind A, B, P drei paarweise 
verbindbare Punkte und folglich gibt es genau eine Erzeugende p mit A, B, PIp. 
Ist QIp, so sei v die nach (19) in 1.3 existierende Erzeugende durch P und Q mit 
v\p. Dann gilt pv—p. Ist QIp, so sind Q, Qß, P drei paarweise verbindbare Punkte, 
und es gibt eine Erzeugende v mit Q, Qß, PIv. Nach (14) folgt v\p und folglich 
in diesem Fall auch pv=p. Wegen v£H ist AV=A und [A, B}x = (AC\py— AC\p = 
= {A, B j. A kann kein Fixpunkt von v sein, denn sonst wären A, B und P Fixpunkte 
von v, was v=p wegen (13) und A2 zur Folge hätte. Dies kann aber nicht sein, 
weil aus v\p folgt v ^ p .  Also ist AV=B. Daher ist A\{R, S'} eine Bahn von 'S.
Nach (7) bilden die Erzeugenden A mit PX = Q eine Überdeckung von 
^ \ ( P U  ö). Damit ist die Menge der Bahnen die Menge aller A’ mit A' = A\{R , S} 
und PX = Q. |
(17) Berühren sich zwei in der |-Relation stehende Erzeugende, so ist H 3aH.
Beweis. H 2 enthält kein Element der Ordnung 2, welches verschieden von 
der Identität ist. In der Tat, wäre äü0£H 2 ein Element der Ordnung 2, dann gelte 
ää„aör0=id und a Aa0, also xä0=ä0x und folglich a*o=a, d. h. |a(Ta0|= l ,  was 
P, ß la , a0 widerspricht.
Sind cp, o, x mit cp, ö, x€ H  und ist A die Bahn von ^  durch den Punkt 
T f x \ { P ,  Q}, so existiert ein ü£H mit Ta,px = T. Die Fixerzeugende x von öq>x 
trifft jede Bahn in höchstens einem Punkt und besteht nur aus Fixpunkten, d. h., 
es ist öcpx=x oder öcpx = idH. Die 2. Möglichkeit kann nicht eintreten, da H- 
keine Involution enthält. Daher ist xöqj=ä, d. h., H 3czH. |  18
(18) Es sei der affine Abschluß für einen Punkt X  der Gruppenebene eine 
Translationsebene einer Charakteristik X 2. Ist dann A f  &>\( P  U Q) und ß die 
Erzeugende mit P, Q, Alß, so besteht die Standgruppe := {«€ TP. Aa=A} 
aus id& und ß.
Beweis. Es ist klar, daß id^ und ß Elemente der Standgruppe sind. Es sei 
a ^ A. ö| # \ p ist eine Kollineation von 9IP mit den Fixpunkten Q. A und der Fix­
geraden ß\{P }. Für jeden Punkt X£ß \ {P}  bezeichnet tx jene Translation der 
Translationsebene 9IP, die Q in X  abbildet. Es ist
U:= {tx : X£ ß \ {P } }
eine Untergruppe der Translationsgruppe von 9lP.
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Ist X' die Bahn von X £ß\{P , Q) unter 8, so ist X' wegen (16) eine um die 
Punkte R, S  verminderte Erzeugende X mit Px — Q, und es gibt wegen (17) in 1.3 
einen Punkt X', so daß XC\ß = {X, X'}. Da ßa=ß ist, gilt Xa£ßC\X={X, X'} und
(I) t°x := a~hxa =  txa£{tx , tx■} (vgl. Bild)
Q ---- — * X
Wir beweisen jetzt, daß tx.= tx x ist. Es sei n die Spiegelung an Q in 2IP. Dann 
ist X '= X n. Sei n' die Spiegelung an M, dem Mittelpunkt von Q und X. Dann 
ist lx =nn' (vgl. Pickert [8 ], S. 211—213) und folglich
tx 7i = tx = ntx n = n(nn)n — n n  = tx1.
Dann ist
*x — txa^.{tx , tx x} (V§1- (!))•
Wir betrachten die Konjugation
a*:U — U mit tax = fx = a~xtx a =  tx a£{tx , i*1}.
Da ßa=ß ist, folgt aus X£ß  stets Xa£ß und somit tx a£U, d. h. a* ist ein Auto­
morphismus von U. Wir haben tÄ£U, tAA id und id, da die Charakteristik 
der Translationsebene ^ 2  ist.
Es gilt tA — a~1tAa = tAa — tA wegen Aa = A.
Wir beweisen jetzt, daß a ^ id ^  ist. Angenommen, es gibt ein X £ ß \{ P } 
mit X ^Q , so daß iax = tx 1. Da U eine Gruppe ist, existiert dann eine Translation 
tYZU mit tA= tYtx . Dann haben wir
tytx = t A = t°* = (tytxy* = t°y*t$ =  t? tx \
Es gilt ty 6  {ty, ty 1}.
Fall 1. tay —ty. Aus tA = tytx = tytx 1 folgt tx — tx x. Aber das ist ein Wider­
spruch, da tx nicht involutorisch ist.
Fall 2. tay = ty 1. Es gilt hier tA—tytx = 1y 1 tx 1 = tA1. Auch das ist ein Wider­
spruch zu der Tatsache, daß tA nicht involutorisch ist.
Folglich ist a*=idv .
Die Abbildung a läßt, wegen lx = tx = tx a jeden Punkt X £ ß \{P }  fest. 
Da auch P ein Fixpunkt von a ist, ist a£{id&, ß}. jjj
Wir können jetzt den Dreispiegelungssatz für Erzeugende durch zwei Punkte 
jP, O allgemein beweisen.
(19) In der Gruppenebene {3P, 3) gilt stets H 3c H .
Bew eis. Falls sich zwei in der |-Relation stehende Erzeugende berühren, gilt 
H 3c.H  nach (17). Anderfalls ist der affine Abschluß für einen Punkt X  der 
Gruppenebene eine Translationsebene einer Charakteristik A-2. Es gilt auch hier
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zunächst HC\H2=b: Wäre ad HCl H 2, so gäbe es zwei Erzeugende a, oc' mit 
P, Qla, a ' und a=äcc' =  ä'ä. Dann wäre «|s»\p die Punktspiegelung in 91p am 
Punkt Q, d. h., «hätte nur die Fixpunkte P, Q. Als Abbildung von ET müßte «jedoch 
eine ganze Erzeugende punktweise festlassen, also mindestens drei Fixpunkte 
besitzen.
Es seien ä, ß, yd H und 3£a\{.P, g}. Nach (16) existiert eine Abbildung 
SdH  mit_ A ^ i =A. Mit (18) folgt ßy5ddfA = {id&,_ä}. Wegen kann
nicht ßyö=id0> sein, also muß ßyS=ä. bzw. S=äßy gelten. §
Aus (15), (17) und (19) folgt
Satz 1. Ist G eine Gruppe, für die die Grundannahme zutrifft und die Axiome 
A l bis A8  gelten, so ist die Gruppenebene (SP, 3) eine miquelsche Minkowski- 
Ebene.
2.4 Die von Zykelspiegelungen erzeugte Gruppe einer miquelschen Minkowski- 
Ebene
Nachdem in 2.1 bis 2.3 aus Annahmen über eine Gruppe in der Gruppe ein 
geometrische Struktur eingeführt werden konnte, die sich als miquelsche Minkowski- 
Ebene herausstellte, wollen wir nun zeigen, daß diese Annahmen für jede von Zykel­
spiegelungen erzeugte Gruppe einer beliebigen miquelschen Minkowski-Ebene zu- 
tr elfen.
Satz 2. Ist M = (iß , 3) eine miquelsche Minkowski-Ebene, so genügt die von 
den Spiegelungen an Zykeln erzeugte Gruppe (S{M  ) der Grundannahme und den Axio­
men A l bis A8 .
Beweis. Es sei Wir betrachten die Mengen
Sei
Ä \=  (oz:oz(A) = A}.
0>:= {Ä :A ey}.
Zu (I). a) Aus azdÄ  folgt azÁoz=Á, da nach (13) in 1.3 füi
o ^ Ä  gilt azaí oz =  oai(s)dA.
b) Es sei <JéfÁ  mit ozoi (jzdÄ. Dann folgt aus <jzastr, mit (8 )
aus 1.3 stets Adaz(z) bzw. oz(A)dz.
Wäre oz(A)AA, s o  müßte für ein existierendes z' durch A (oz.(A) = A) mit 
z ' ^ z  und oz(A)$z' (vgl. dazu das Minimalmodell, das aus 9 Punkten und 6  Zykeln 
besteht) aus crzcrz.<rz€Ä  wie oben der Widerspruch oz(A)fz' folgen.
Somit ist oz(A)=A, d. h. azdÄ.
Zu (II). Es sei <tz eine Spiegelung an z und ÁfSP. Für alle osdA gilt (nach 
(8 ) in 1.3) A fz, und es sei A'=trz(A). Nach (13) in 1.3 besteht azÄoz nur aus 
Spiegelungen, und jede solche Spiegelung ist eine an einem Zykel durch A '. Da cz 
involutorisch ist, werden alle Zykel durch A' erfaßt, d. h., es gilt insgesamt 
ozAaz—A'.
Zu (III). Es sei <rz eine beliebige Zykelspiegelung. Da jeder Zykel mindestens 
drei Punkte enthält, gibt es einen Punkt A mit A fz . Daraus folgt oz(A)=A, d. h. 
ozeÄ.
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Zu Al. Nach M4 gibt es drei paarweise nicht parallele Punkte A, B ,C . Nach 
(5) in 1.1 geht durch A und B mindestens ein Zykel z. Folglich ist oz£Ä, B d. h. 
Ä  und B sind verbindbar. Genauso folgt dies für Ä, C und B, Ó.
Zu A2. Nach Ml geht durch drei paarweise nicht parallele Punkte A, B , C 
genau ein Zykel z. Dann ist az die einzige Zykelspiegelung mit oz£Ä, É, C, d. h., 
es gilt A2.
Zu A3. Es seien <rz und Ä  gegeben mit oz£Ä. Da jeder Zykel mindestens 
drei Punkte enthält, seien C, D£z, C, A, C ^  D\ und sei {B}=C + C\D~. 
Es gilt B$z, und B ist nicht zu A parallel. Dann gibt es nach (5) in 1.1 einen Zykel 
z' mit A, Bdz', d. h., es existiert B mit erZ$B und oz-£Ä, B. Folglich gilt A3.
Zu A4. Es seien Ä, B zwei verbindbare Punkte, d. h., es existiert z£ so daß 
ozdÁ,B. Es seien {C}:=A + C\B~ und {D}:=A~ C\B+. Die Punkte, die zu B 
parallel sind, gehören zu B + oder zu B~ und die Punkte, die zu A parallel sind, 
gehören zu A + oder zu A~. Nach M3 trifft A + (bzw. A~) die Erzeugende B~ (bzw. 
B +) in genau einem Punkt. Dann sind C und D die einzigen Punkte, die zu A und 
B parallel sind. Offensichtlich sind dann C und ß  genau die Elemente von SA, die 
weder mit Á  noch mit B verbindbar sind.
Zu A5. Folgt unmittelbar aus M2 und (1) in 1.1.
Zu A6 . Es seien az, az o> drei Spiegelungen an Zykeln und Ä, B^SP mit 
B, az, az,£Ä, B und oz..£Ä. Dann sind A, Bdty, mit A, B£z, z' und A£z". Be­
trachten wir die affine Ebene In 21A sind z\{,4}, z'Xj^}, z"\{y4} drei Gera­
den, und z\{.4} und z'Xf/f} schneiden sich in B. Folglich ist (z"\{yf})n 
r^zX j/f } ) ^ 0  oder (z"\{/i})n(z '\{/l})?í 0 , und damit gibt es einen von A ver­
schiedenen Punkt C£z" mit C€z oder C£z', d. h. uz(C)=C oder az.(C)=C  
und damit £ lo z oder C\az-.
Zu A7. Es seien Á, B zwei Punkte mit azaz.az«^A, B, und <rz|az., az... Dann 
sind A, mit A ,B £ z ,z ',z "  und z l z ' ,  z". Wir betrachten die affine Ebene 
21A. Dann sind z\{/i} , z '\{ /l} , z"\{/f} drei Geraden durch B in 2ÍA mit 
(z\{/l}) J_(z'\{zf}), (z"\{/f}). Daraus folgt (z'\{,4})=(z"\{/l}) und folglich 
z'=z"  und damit oZ’ = az~.
Zu A8 . Es seien <rz eine Spiegelung an z£3  und Ä, É£8P mit Ä ^ B ;  oz$Ä  und
B mit Ä und crz(A) verbindbar. Dann sind A, oz(A), B drei paarweise nicht parallele 
Punkte und A$z  gilt. Da M  eine miquelsche Minkowski-Ebene ist, gilt die Aus­
sage (iv) in (15) aus 1.3 (vgl. Dienst [3] S. 205), d. h., es gibt einen Zykel z' mit A, B£z' 
und z_Lz'. Daraus folgt azaz,=az.Gz^id , d. h. o\.erz. ist involutorisch und 
gz-$lÄ, B. g
2.5. Isomorphien
Satz 3. Es sei M eine miquelsche Minkowski-Ebene und 'S  (M) die von den 
Spiegelungen an Zykeln von M erzeugte Gruppe. ( So genügt 'S (M ) der Grundannahme 
und den Axiomen Al bis A8 .J Es sei J l(S {M )) die Gruppenebene von S(M ). Dann 
ist M isomorph zu )).
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Beweis, Wir betrachten die Abbildung
\:M  —
mit i ( / ,) =  {o-2: oz{P)=P  und \{z)=oz. Offenbar ist t bijektiv und aus P£z 
folgt az(P)=P, d. h. i(z)fi(P) und damit ist t auch inzidenztreu.
Wir beweisen jetzt, daß
P// +Q => i(P)/l+'(Q), ( P * Q ) ,
R//-P=>i(R)H-i(P), ( R * P ) .
Da P//+ Q, existiert kein Zykel durch P und Q, d. h.
{az:az(P) =  P}D{az:<Tz(Q) =  0  = 0
und folglich ist i(P)//i(Q). Genauso beweist man x(R)//\(P). Aus R //_P //+Q, 
R t^ P ^ Q  folgt, daß R und Q nicht parallel sind, und folglich ist \(Q)//\(R). Dann 
sind i(i(P), t(ß)) und i(i(P), t(i?)) die isotropen Geraden durch t(Z3), d. h. 
i(.P)//+ i(ö) und i(P)//_t(i?). (Die Benennung +  oder — spielt hier keine 
Rolle.) g
Satz 4. Es sei G eine Gruppe, die der Grundannahme und den Axiomen Al bis 
A 8  genügt. (Dann ist die Gruppenebene M  (G) eine miquelsche Minkowski-Ebene.) 
Es sei die von den Spiegelungen an Zykeln von J l ( G) erzeugte Gruppe.
Dann ist G isomorph zu
Beweis. Wir betrachten die Abbildung
i:G — ^(y//(G)) mit i(a) = ä, 
wo
d:S? SA, so daß ä(A) =  A“.
Nach (13) in 2.2 ist ä eine bijektive Abbildung. Wir beweisen, daß i ein Homomor­
phismus ist.
\{ab)=ab. Für alle A£.SP gilt ab(A) = Aab = (Aa)b=5(Aa) = 5(ä(A)) d. h. 
i(ab)=i(a)i(b). Da aus Aa = A für alle Punkte A aus Jt(G ) folgt, daß a das Eins­
element der Gruppe G ist (vgl. (12) in 1.1 und (13) in 2.2), und damit ist i sogar ein 
Isomorphismus. §
Auf Grund der Sätze 1 und 2 heben wir zusammenfassend hervor:
Satz 5. Eine Gruppe G ist genau dann die von den Zykelspiegelungen einer mi- 
quelschen Minkowski-Ebene erzeugten Automorphismengruppe, wenn sie der Grund­
annahme und den Axiome Al bis A8  genügt.
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COMMUTATIVITY OF CERTAIN SEMIPRIME RINGS
HAZAR ABU-KHUZAM and ADIL YAQUB
A theorem of Herstein [2] states that a ring R which satisfies the identity (xy)n = 
=xny ,  where n is a fixed positive integer greater than 1 , must have nil commutator 
ideal. In [1], it was proved that a semiprime ring in which for each x in R there 
exists a positive integer n=n(x)>  1 such that (xy)n=xnyn for all y  in R must be 
commutative. In this direction we prove the following theorems which generalize 
the above mentioned results. Throughout Z denotes the center of R.
Theorem 1. Let R be a semiprime ring such that for each x in R there exists a posi­
tive integer n=n(x)>  1 suchthat [x,(xy)n—xnyn]= 0  and [x,(yx)"—ynx n]= 0  for 
all y in R. Then R is commutative.
Theorem 2. Let R be a semiprime ring such that for each x  in R there exists a 
positive integer n = 7 t(x )> l suchthat (xy)" — x"y"€Z, and (x2y)"— x 2nyn£Z  for all 
y in R. Then R is commutative.
In preparation for the proof of Theorem 1, we first prove the following lemmas. 
Lemma 1 is known and we omit its proof.
Lemma 1. If [x, y] commutes with x, then [x \ y] =kxk~1[x, y] for all positive 
integers k>-1 .
Lemma 2. I f  R is a semiprime ring in which, for each x  in R, there exists a positive 
integer n = n (x )>  1 suchthat [x, (xy)" — xn y"] = 0  for all y in R, then R has no non­
zero nilpotent elements.
P roof. Let aZR suchthat a2=0. Using the hypothesis, there exists an integer 
n=n{a)>\ suchthat [a, (ay)"—any"] = 0 for all y in R. This implies that (ay)"a = 
=a(ay)n= 0, and hence {ay)n+1= 0 for all y in R. If aR-/-0, then the above shows 
that aR is a nonzero nil right ideal satisfying the identity xB+1= 0  for all x  in aR. 
So by Lemma 2.1.1 of [4], R has a nonzero nilpotent ideal. This is a contradiction 
since R is semiprime. Thus aR=0, and hence aRa=0. This implies that a=0 
since R is semiprime.
Lemma 3. I f  R is a prime ring in which, for each x  in R, there exists an integer 
tj= tj(x)>  1 such that [x, (xy)"—xny"]=0 for ally in R, then R has no zero divisors.
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P roof. By Lemma 2 above, R has no nonzero nilpotent elements. So by 
Lemma 1.1.1 of [4], R has no zero divisors since it is prime with no nonzero nil- 
potent elements.
P roof of Theorem 1. Since R is a semiprime ring, then it is isomorphic to a 
subdirect sum of prime rings R* each of which, as a homomorphic image of R, 
satisfies the hypothesis of the Theorem. So we may assume that R is prime. Let x 
and y  be any two nonzero elements of R. Then by the hypothesis, there exists a posi­





zi = (xy)n — xnyn commutes with x, and 
z2 =  (yx)"—y"xn commutes with x. 
(xy)nx= x(yx)n and using ( 1) and (2 ), this implies that 
(xn yn + zf)x = x(yn xn + z2).
xnynx — xy"x" = x(z2 — z1).
Thus,
(3) x"ynx — xy"x" = x[x"-1, yn]x commutes with x.
Using Lemma 3, R has no zero divisors, and hence (3) implies
x[xn~ \  yn] = [x"~ \yn]x.
So
(4) [[/■, x"-1], x"-1] =  0.
We now distinguish two cases.
Case 1. Char R = p ^  0. Then using (4) and Lemma 1 we have 
0 ", (x"-1)'’] =  p{xn- y - 1[yn, x"-1] =  0 .
Hence R  is commutative by a theorem of Herstein [3].
Case 2. Char R = 0. Then since R is prime, R is torsion-free. So R is a torsion- 
free domain and hence R is commutative by using (4) and the Lemma of [5]. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 1.
To prove Theorem 2, we need to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4. Let R be a domain in which for each x  in R, there exists a positive 
integer n —n(x)>  1 such that either x"€Z or (xy)"=xnyn for ally in R. Then R is 
commutative.
P roof. Let x and y  be any two elements of R. There exist positive integers 
n = « ( x ) >  1 , m=m{y)>~ 1 suchthat
(5)
and
either x"€Z or (xz)n =  x"zn for all z in R
(6 ) either y m£Z or (yz)m = ymzm for all z in R.
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We distinguish two cases.
Case 1. x”(t Z and ym$Z. Then from (5) and (6 ) we have
(7) (xz)n = x"zn for all z in R 
and
(8 ) (yr)m =  ymzm for all z in R.
A simple induction shows that
(9) (xkz)n = xknz" for all z in R and all positive integers k, 
and
(10) (ykz)m = ykmzm for all z in R and all positive integers k.
Now, by (9) we have
x k(yxkf  = (xky)n xk = x kny"xk
and so
xk((yxk)n- x Hn- 1)ynxk) =  0 .
Since R is a domain, this implies that
( 1 1 ) (j’xk)" =: xk(-n~1)ynxk.
Proceeding as done in [1] and using (10) and (11) we have
( 1 2 ) (yx)m" = ((yx)m)n = (ymXm)n = y mn xm
From (11), (yx)n=xn~1y"x  and hence
(13) ((yx)n)m = (xn~1 ynx)m = x?-ly nx xn~ly nx  ... xn~1y nx
= xn - 1 (yn xn) m ~ 1 yn x.
Thus, using (13) and (10),
(yx)nmxn - 1 = [xn- 1(ynx")m- 1ynx]xn - 1 = xn~1(ynxn)m
(14) _  x n - l y n m x nn,'
Since R has no zero divisors, (14) implies that
(15) (yx)"m =
Now (12) and (15) imply that
(16) xn ~ i y nm xnm—('I ~ i) = ymn xm
Clearly m(n —l)>n — 1 and nm — (n— \)=n(m— l) + l> m  since m S 2, and n^2 . 
So (16) implies that
xn ~ i (ynm x nm~ m~ _xmn~ m~ y mn)xm =  0
Since R has no zero divisors, (17) implies that
(Jg) y / t m  j^nm — tn — n +  l  __ ^ .m n — m —n +  l  y m n
3*
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Case 2. Either x"£Z  or ym£Z, Then clearly we have
(19) y mxn = xny m.
So in any case, we have from (18) and (19) that xpyq =yqx p for some positive integers 
p = p (x ,y )  and q= q(x,y) and therefore R is commutative by a theorem of Her- 
stein [3].
P roof of Theorem 2. As done in Theorem 1, we may assume that R is prime. 
By Lemma 3, R is a domain. Let x  be an element of R. Then there exists a positive 
integer n=n(x)>  1 such that (xy)"—x"yn€Z  and (x2y)"—x2ny"£Z  for all y  in 
R. So there exist elements z= z(x ,y), z'= z'(x,y) and z"=z"(x, xy) in the center 
Z  o f R  such that
(20) (xy)" =  x ny" + z, z = z (x ,y )£ Z
(21) (x 2y)n =  x 2nyn + z', z = z (x, y )£ Z
(22) (x2y)n = [x(xy)]n = x"(xy)n+ z", z" =  z"(x, xy)£Z.
Using (22) and (20)
(x2 y)" = [x(xy)]n =  xn(xy)n + z" = x n(x”y" + z) + z"
(23)
= x 2nyn+ zxn + z".
Comparing (21) and (23) we get zxn+z"=z' and hence zx"£Z. Thus
(24) zxnr = zrxn, z = z(x, y) — (xy)n — x”y ” £Z, 
for all r in R.
Since we have fixed x, then if for some yin R, z^O, (24) implies that x"r=rx" 
for all r in R since R has no zero divisors. So either z= 0  for all y  in R or x"£Z. 
This shows that
(25) Either (xy)" =  x ny" for all y in R or xn£Z, n = n(x).
So by Lemma 4 above, R is commutative. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
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ON A PROBLEM OF BASES FOR THE REGULAR EXTENSION 
OF VARIETIES OF ALGEBRAS
EWA GRACZYNSKA
Abstract
For a variety V  o f algebras o f a given type r, without nullary operations, R( V) denotes the 
set o f all regular identities satisfied in V. The variety R( V)* of type r, determined by R( V) is called 
the regular extension of V. Our aim is to prove a generalization of the result of H. Lakser, R. Pad- 
manabhan and C. R. Platt, announced in [6] and some results o f I. I. Mel’nik [7] and E. Graczyfiska 
[2], Our Theorem 2 gives a partial answer to the probem of determining a base for the regular 
extension of varieties o f algebras, posed in [4].
§ 1. Preliminaries
We deal with universal algebras of a given type t: T-*N, where N  denotes 
the set of all positive integers. Our nomenclature is basically that of [5]. For a given 
variety of type t, E(V) denotes the set of all identities of type t, satisfied in V. If 
Z is a set of identities of type t, then Z* denotes the variety of type r defined by Z. 
E(Z) denotes the set of all consequences of Z. If p is a term of a given type, then 
Var (p) denotes the set of all variables occurring in p. An identity p= q  is called 
regular, if Var (/?)=Var (q) (see [9], [10]). The set of all regular identities of type 
t is denoted by R(t). For a variety V, R(V) — E(V)D R(t). If A is an algebra of 
type t, then E(A), R(A) denote the set of all (all regular) identities satisfied in A, 
respectively. For a semilattice-ordered system s i  of algebras, S(jrf) denotes the sum 
of it, according to the definition of Plonka (see [9], [10]). We shall use the name 
“ Plonka sum” instead of “the sum of a semilattice-ordered system of algebras” . 
We refer the reader to our paper [3] for further references on regular identities. For 
a variety V, L (F)=(L(F), H, V) denotes the lattice of all subvarieties of V.
Our aim is to prove some results on the regular extension of varieties of alge­
bras. Our Theorem 1 is a generalization of Theorem 2 of H. Lakser, R. Padmanabhan 
and C. R. Platt, announced in [6 ] and proved in [1]. Theorem 2 is a generalization 
of Proposition 2 of I. I. Mel’nik [7] and of Theorem 2 and 3 of [2].
Firstly we recall the definition of Plonka sum:
D efinition  1 (Plonka). Let (A t : i £ l )  be a family of algebras of some simi­
larity type r, indexed by the elements of a join-semilattice /. Suppose that for each 
pair j, j£ I  with i= j in /  a homomorphism /zi;: Aj—Aj is given, so that hH is the 
identity map on At and i= j= k  in /  implies hik=hJkhij. The Plonka sum is the
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 08BXX.
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algebra A of type t defined on U (ApidJ) by
/  (flip , öí„) = ftk{Kk(ah), ■■■, hlnk(aO)
whenever td T ,ft is an «-ary operation symbol of type t,a i.dAi] for each /=  1, 2, n 
and /c=l.u.b. ( / ,  i2, ..., i„); / /  denotes the realization of /  in / f- denotes the 
realization off  in A.
The notion of generalized P-function was investigated in [8 ]:
D efinition 2 (Mitschke). Let A = (A ,( f:  tdT)) be an algebra of type 
t = (nt : tdT) a n d /a  binary function in A. Then/  is called a generalized P-function 
of A iff the following equations are satisfied by / ,  for any td T :
(1) / ( / ( * ,  y ) ,  z ) =  f i x ,  f ( y ,  z)),
(2) f { f { x ,  y ) ,  f i x ,  >•)) =  f i x ,  y ) ,
(3) f ( x ,  f i y ,  Z))  =  f i x ,  f i z ,  >0),
(4) f i f f x  1 , , x „ t), y )  = f i f i x 1 , y ) ,  ... , f ( x „ t , y j ) ,
(5) f { x ,  f i x x ,  . . . ,  x „ f )  = f i x ,  f i f i x ,  x j ,  ... , f ( x ,  x,h))) ,
(6) f i f i x x ,  ■■■, x „ t), x k)  =  f i f f x x ,  ..., x„t) ,  f f x x ,  ..., x j )
for
(7) f ( x ,  f ( x , ■ ■■,x))  =  f i x ,  x ) ,
(8) f { f ( x x ,  - ■, x„t) ,  f . i x x ,  ..., X „ j )  = f , i x x , ..., X„t) for n, S  2.
In the sequel we shall write xoy  instead of f ix ,  y).
In our considerations we use the following result of [8 ]:
T heorem (Mitschke). Let A=(A, (/,: tdT)) be an algebra o f type x=int:tdT) 
and o be a generalized P-function of A. Then A is a Plonka sum of subalgebras o f A 
satisfying the equality xoy= xox .
In the sequel we shall deal with generalized P-functions generated by a binary 
term xoy  of type x. Consequently, xoy  will denote a binary term of a given type 
and a generalized P-function.
The notion of generalized P-function is a generalization of the concept of 
P-function, defined by J. Plonka in [9]. The theorem above is a generalization of 
Theorem II of [10]. For several examples of algebras with generalized P-function, 
which is not a P-function, see [8 ]. In [1], we called a variety V to be strongly non­
regular if there exists a binary polynomial symbol p, such that v and y are variables 
occurring in p and the identity p(x, y)= x  holds in V. Obviously, if Fis a strongly 
nonregular variety, then the polynomial symbol p(x, y) generates a generalized 
P-function in any algebra of V.
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§ 2. The lattice L(R(V)*)
Let V be a variety of algebras of type x: P —V. Assume that there exists a 
binary term xoy of type t, such that x, y  are different variables and yd Var (xoy) 
and xoy generates a generalized P-function in all algebras A of V (i.e. identities 
(1)—(8 ) are satisfied in V, for tdT). In this case we shall say, that V is a variety 
with generalized P-function generated by the term xoy.
Lemma 1. Let V be a variety o f type t with generalized P-function generated 
by the term xoy, such that the identity xoy=xox is satisfied in V. Then the regular 
extension o f V (i.e. the variety defined by R(V)J consists o f Plonka sums o f alge­
bras o f V.
P roof. Obviously, all algebras, which are Plonka sums of algebras of V, belongs 
to P(K)* (by Theorem I of [9]). Assume now, that A is an algebra of type x, such 
that R (V )cE (A ). Notice, that identities (1)—(8 ) are all regular, thus A satisfies 
all of them. This means that the term xoy generates a generalized P-function 
in A. By the theorem of Mitschke, the algebra A is a Plonka sum of its subalgebras At 
satisfying the identity xoy=xox, id/. Thus, {xoy =xox}U R(V)czE(Ai), for all 
subalgebras Ai of the suitable decomposition of A. By our Corollary from [1], we 
deduce that all components At satisfy all identities of E(V), i.e. A is a Plonka sum 
of algebras of V.
The next lemma is a generalization of our Theorem 2 of [1]:
Lemma 2. Let V be a variety o f type x with generalized P-function generated 
by the term xoy, such that the identity xoy=xox is satisfied in V. Then the mapping 
K-~R(K)* is a monomorphism of the lattice L(V) into the lattice L{R(V)*).
P roof. Let R(Kx)*=R(K2)*, for Klt K2dL(V). Thus R(K,)=R(K2). But 
/£( =  (/?(/är|)U {xoy=xox})*, for i= l ,2  (by Corollary of [1]). Thus £'(/v1) = 
=E(K2), i.e. Kl =K2. This proves, that the mapping is one-to-one. Obviously, 
RfK ^yK2)=R(Kl)C\R(K2), i.e. R(K,\JKfi* = R(K1)*\JR(K2)*. Immediately, we 
obtain the inclusion R(Ki n K a)*c:R(K1)*nR(Ki)*. Let now Ad.R{Kff P \R {K ff. 
By Lemma 1, we obtain, that A is a Plonka sum of algebras At, id l from the class 
Kx and A is a Plonka sum of algebras Bj, jd J  from K2, where /  and J  are join- 
semilattices. Using Lemma 1 of [1], we shall prove that this two decompositions 
of an algebra A are equal (i.e. the partitions {Ap. idl} and {P,-: jdJ )  are the 
same). Let id l and adAt. Then adBj for some jdJ. If b is any element of Bj, 
then there exists kd l such that bd.Ak. In our case the identity xoy=xox is sat­
isfied in Kx and in ^ 2.We have two possibilities: 1° Var (xoy)= {x, y}, 2° Var (xoy) = 
=  {y} (by our assumption that yd Var (xoy)). By Lemma 1 of [1], in case 1°, we 
obtain aoa=^aobdAm and bob=boadAm with m =  l.u.b. (/, k) in I. But aoadAi 
and bobdAk. Thus i —k and finally bdAt, which gives Bj<zA,. By symmetry, 
Ai<zBj, i.e. At=Bj. In case 2°, we obtain aoa=aobdAk (by Lemma 1 of [1]), 
but aoadA^ so i=k. As before, we get Ai = Bj. So we have proved that At belongs 
to the variety KXC\K2 for idL Finally, by Theorem I of [9] we conclude that 
AdR{Kxf\K2y . $
Theorem 1. Let V be a variety o f type x with generalized P-function generated 
by the term xoy, such that the identity xoy=xox is satisfied in V. Then the lattice
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L(P(F)*) is isomorphic to the direct product o f the lattice L( V) and a two element- 
chain.
Proof. Let us agree to use the symbol 2 for a two-element lattice ({0, 1}, A, V) 
with greatest element 1. Define g: L(V)X2 — L(R(V)*) by g((K, 0))=K  and 
g((K, 1 ))=R{K)* for K£L(V). By Lemma 2, g is one-to-one. To prove, that g 
is a lattice homomorphism, we use Theorem 1 of [1] and the following equalities, 
for K ,,K 2£L(V): R(KfiJ Kfi* = ^ 2  R(K2)*, K1f] K2= Kl Pi R(K,,)*. To complete 
the proof it suffices to show that g is onto L(P(F)*). Clearly, every element K£L(V) 
is the image by g of (K, 0). Now assume, that K ' is an element of L(P(F)*), but 
is not an element of L(V). Thus K' is generated by some algebra A' of K', i.e. 
/v '=H SP(T '). But K ' aR(V)*, thus AfiR(V)*  and by our Lemma 1 it follows 
that A' is a Plonka sum of algebras At, i£ I  from F. But A' is not in F, thus 
card ( /)>  1 and E(K ')=E(A ') = R (A ')= r(R (A i : i£I)), by Theorem 1 of [9], But 
D (R(Ái)‘ i€l) = R(J[  (At: /£/)) and the algebra A= JJ (A: i£I) is in F. Take 
the variety K generated by A, i.e. A ^H SP (^4). We obtain that K£L(V) and 
E(K) = E(A), i.e. R(K) = R(A) = R(A')=E(K'). This implies R (K f= K ',  hence 
K '= g t(K ,\) ) -  S
§ 3. Bases for the regular extension of a variety
Several interesting varieties of algebras are defined by a set of regular iden­
tities and sometimes they constitute the regular extension of another variety. Thus 
the problem arises to determine a base for the variety P(F)* if a base for F is given. 
This is solved in cases (1)—(4) of the Lemma of [10], by I. I. Mel’nik, J. Plonka 
and the author. In particular, in Cases (1)—(4) of [10], one obtains that for varieties 
of finite type (i.e. when T  is finite) the regular extension of a variety F  is finitely 
based iff Fis finitely based. However, in the remaining case (i.e. in case (5) of [10]) 
this problem is more complicated. In [4] we presented two varieties of algebras: 
one of type (2 ), the second one of type (2 , 1 ), both defined by the single identity 
x -y= x  ■ x  and we have observed that the regular extension of the first one is finitely 
based but the regular extension of the second is not finitely based. Thus we expected 
that conditions on varieties that guarantee that their regular extensions are finitely 
based must involve the similarity type. The following theorem presents such con­
ditions :
T heorem 2. Let V be a variety of type t, with generalized P-function generated 
by term xoy, such that the identity xo y—x o x  is satisfied in V. Assume, that V is 
defined by a set T o f regular identities and the identity xoy =xox. Then the regular 
extension of V is defined by TU {(1)—(8 ), for t£ T} (from Definition 2 o f the gen­
eralized P function for f( x ,y )  being xoy).
Proof. Denote by Q the set of identities TU {(1)—(8 ): t£T}. Our aim is to 
show that Q is a base for the variety P(F)* of type t. By definition, all identities of 
Q are regular and they are valid in F. Thus the inclusion QczR(V) holds, i.e. 
R(V)*czQ*. To prove the converse inclusion, assume that A is an algebra of type 
t and A is in Q*, i.e. A satisfies all identities of Q. This means that the term xoy 
generates a generalized P-function in A. By A. Mitschke’s theorem we conclude
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that A is a Plonka sum of algebras Ax, i£l, which are subalgebras of A and satisfy 
the identity xoy=xox. Thus all algebras A{, i£ I  satisfy all identities of Q and 
the identity xoy=xox. But Z is included in O and by our assumption, we get 
that all algebras Ax, i£ l belong to the variety V. Thus A belongs to R(V)*, by 
Theorem I of [9]. Finally we have R(V)* = Q*. |
Remark. The assumption that the term xoy  generates a generalized / ’-func­
tion in the algebras of V, is essential. One can easily see, that our variety K0 of type 
(2 , 1) defined by the single axiom x -y = x -x ,  is not a variety with a generalized 
/ ’-function generated by the term x-y, because its regular extension does not 
constitute the variety of Plonka sums of algebras of K0 (see Theorem 1 of [4]).
Corollary. Let V be a variety o f type x, with generalized P-function generated 
by a term xoy, such that the identity xo y= xo x  is satisfied in V. Assume that the 
type x is finite (i.e. the set T is finite). Then V is finitely based if and only i f  R(V)* 
is finitely based. Analogously, V has the finite basis property if and only i f  R(V)* 
has this property (cf. with the Corollary and with the proof o f Remark 4 o f [2]).
Proof. The first statement of the Corollary follows from Theorem 2 and the 
fact that R(F)U {xoy=xox} is a base for V, so if V has a finite base then there 
exists a finite subset Z of R(V) such that TU {xoy =xox} is a base for V. A method, 
how to find such a subset Z of P(F) was shown in [2], in general case. If the term 
xoy is a generalized P-function, the following method was proposed by A. Mitschke: 
assume that a finite base of V is of the form 27x U272, where and Z2cz
cE (V ) — R(V). Let Z3 be the set of identities constituted in the following way: if
f(X i, y i ,  = g(xi,  zlt  ...,z*)er2
where x l 5  ..., x„ are all the variables which occur both in / and in g, then
f i x i, . . . ,y m)°z1o...ozm = g(xlt . . . , z k)oy1o...oyk^Z3.
Now let Z' =  T1 UT3U {(1)—(8 ): t£T}. Then using the properties of the term x o y ,  
as in the proof of Satz 2.7 of [8 ], one can prove that Z is a base for the variety 7?(F)*.
Recall that a variety V is said to have the finite basis property, if the set of 
identities of any finite member of V is finitely based. Assume, that V has the finite 
basis property. Take a finite algebra A of R(V)*. By Lemma 1, A is a Plonka sum 
of algebras Ax, id I. Let B = f [  (Ap. i£l). Obviously, B is a finite algebra of V. 
If card(/) = l, then Afi V and A is finitely based by assumption. Otherwise, 
E(A)=R(B), where R(B) is the set of all regular identities satisfied in B, by Theo­
rem 1 of [9]. Let K be the variety of type x generated by B. Then E(A) = R(B) = 
= R(x)PiE(K)=R(K) and by Theorem 2 we conclude that E(A) is finitely based. |
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Abstract
Let X  be a completely regular Hausdorff space and E  a Hausdorff locally convex space, and 
let <j0, <7, and u denote the countable-open, (7-compact-open, and uniform topologies, respectively 
on Cb(X, E). Let Crc(X, E) be the subspace o f  Cb(X, E) consisting of those functions /  for 
which f (X )  is relatively compact. Then (1) (Crc(X, E), cr0)  or (Crc(X, E), a)  is seminorm 
separable iff the closure in ßX  o f every cr-compact subset o f X  is metrizable in ftX and E  is seminorm 
separable; (2) (Cb(X, E), o0)  is seminorm separable iff (Cb(X, E), o) is so; (3) (C b(X, E), u) is 
seminorm separable iff A  is a compact metric space and E  is seminorm separable.
Let Cb(X, E ) (resp. Crc(X, Ej) denote the vector space of all continuous 
2s-valued functions /  on I  such that f (X )  is bounded (resp. relatively compact). 
When E  is the real or complex field, we write Cb(X) for Cb(X, E). The countable- 
open topology (T0 (resp. o-compact-open topology a) [2, 3, 6 ] on Cb(X, E) is gen­
erated by the family {|| * llx.p} °f seminorms, where A varies over all countable 
(resp. cr-compact) subsets of X, p varies over a family P of continuous seminorms 
generating the topology of E, and | | / |L ,p=sup (p(/(x)): x£A}, fdC b(X, E). The 
uniform topology u on Cb(X,E) is given by the seminorms || • [|p =  |l • \\X,P. pdP- 
When these topologies are considered on Cb(X), we shall omit the suffix p. It is 
easily seen that a0Q ty^u . We shall denote by Cb(X)® E  the vector space spanned 
by the set of all functions of the form g®a, where g£Cb(X), adE, and (g<S>a)(x) — 
=g(x)a (x£X). The Stone—Cech compactification of X  is denoted by [IX.
A locally convex space L is called seminorm separable if, for every continuous 
seminorm q on L, (L , q) is separable. The following two results, due to M. and 
S. Krein [8 ] and Gulick and Schmets [3], are stated for reference purpose.
Theorem 1. [8] (Cb(X), || • ||) is separable iff X  is a compact metric space.
T heorem 2. [3] The following statements are equivalent.
(a) (Cb (A), cr) is seminorm separable.
(b) (Cj,(V), (Tfl) is seminorm separable.
(c) The closure in fiX o f each o-compact subset o f X  is metrizable in fiX.
Our purpose is to extend these results to vector-valued function spaces. We shall 
require the following known result (see [7, p. 286] or [4, Lemma 2.2]).
Theorem 3. Cb(X)® E is u-dense, hence <r0- and a-dense, in Crc(X, E).
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Proof. If Y  is any compact Hausdorff space, then by [1, Ch. III. 1, Prop. 1 
and Lemma 2] Cb(Y)® E  isw-densein Cb(Y, E). Since each/in Cb(X) or Crc(X, E) 
has a continuous extension to all of ßX, it follows that Cb(X) and Crc(X, E) are 
linearly isomorphic to Cb{ßX) and Cb(ßX, E), respectively. Consequently, Cb(X)®E  
is M-dense in Crc(X, E).
Theorem 4. The following statements are equivalent.
(a) (Crc(X, E), o) is seminorm separable.
(b) (Crc(X, E), <70) is seminorm separable.
(c) The closure in ßX  o f every a-compact subset o f X  is metrizable in ßX  and E is 
seminorm separable.
Proof. (a)=>(b) This follows easily from the fact that o0Q cr.
(b) =>(c) Suppose that (Crc(X, E), ct0) is seminorm separable, and let A be a 
ff-compact subset of X. Choose cp£E' and cdE  with <p(c) = 1. There exists 
some p£P  suchthat \q>(a)\ =p(a) for all a£E. Let {/„} be a dense subset of 
(Crc(X ,E), H Ia.p)- Then {<P°fn} is dense in (Cb(X), || • ||x) as follows. Let 
g£Cb(X) and s>0. Choose an integer N  such that \\ f N—g®c\\AtP~^ E. Then, for 
any x£A,
W (ÍN(x))-g(x)\ =  |<p (/*(*) ~£(*))| =  P(fu(x)~g(x)c) <  s.
Hence (Cb(X), a) is seminorm separable, and so the first part of (c) follows from 
Theorem 2. Next, let PidP. For any fixed z£X, let {g„} be a dense subset of 
(Crc(X, E), H lw .J -  Then (g„(z)} is dense in (E, p f ,  and this proves the second 
part of (c).
(c) =>(a) Let A be a er-compact subset of X, and let pdP. By Theorem 2, 
(CftCT), || -H^ ) is separable and so it has a countable dense subset {hm} (say). Let 
{an} be a dense subset of (E, p). Let H  be the countable subspace generated by 
{hm®an: m, » =  1,2, ...} over rationals. In view of Theorem 3, it suffices to show
that H  is dense in (Cb(X)®E, || • \\AtP). Let g= 2  Si®bi ( g f Cb(x )> bf E )  be
i=l
in Cb(X)®E  and 0< £< 1. Let r=max {||gi||,/?(&;): l ^ i ^ k } .  For each /= l, ...,k , 
choose hmf{ h m} and anf { a n} suchthat
\\h„t -gi\\A <  s/2k(r + 1) and p(ani-b i)  <  s/2k(r + 1).
k
Note that, for each x£A  and \hmt(x)\< r+ l. Let h—^ h mi^ a n.. Then
i=i
h£H  and, for any x£A,
p(h(x)-g(x)) s  2  \hmi(x)\p(ani-b i)+  2  \hnu(x)-gi(x)\p(bi) <  s.
*—i «=i
This completes the proof.
Remark. If X  is a normal or a locally compact space, then for any cr-compact 
A Q X , the closure of A in ßX  coincides with that in X  [3, Theorem 9]. Under this 
assumption, the condition (c) of Theorem 4 may be replaced by:
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(c') The closure in X  o f each a-compact subset o f X  is compact and metrizable and E 
is seminorm separable.
We do not know whether Cb(X)®E  is <r-dense in Cb(X, E). If this is so, then 
indeed Theorem 4 holds with Crc(X ,E ) replaced by Cb(X, E). However, analogous 
to [3, Theorem 4], we obtain
Theorem 5. (Cb{X,E),o) is seminorm separable iff (Cb{X, E), c0) is so.
Proof. Suppose Cb(X, E), <x0) is seminorm separable but (Cb(X, E), a) is not. 
Then there exist some p(LP and tr-compact set A  ^  X  suchthat (Cb(X,E), ||- |L ,P) 
is not separable. Consequently, for any sequence { fn}QCb(X, E), there exist e>0, 
f f C b(X ,E) and a sequence {xn}QA  such that p(f„(xn)—f(x„))=£ for all n. 
Then, if D — {xn}, II ./ | |DiP^ e  for all n. This implies that (Cb(X, E), <r0) is not
seminorm separable.
Finally, by Theorem 1 and the argument used in the proof of Theorem 4, we 
can easily establish the following (cf. [5, Theorem 3]).
Theorem 6. (Cb(X, E), u) is seminorm separable iff X  is a compact metric space 
and E is seminorm separable.
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D E T E R M IN IN G  S M O O T H N E S S  BY BLOCK DATA
Z. DITZIAN
1. Introduction
The smoothness off{x) in Lp(D) is measured by
(1-1) G>r (f,t)p =  SUp \\Arhf\ \Lp(D)O-zhSt
where
Arhf(x )  — 0 for [x — rh/2, x  + rh/2] <£ D
and
(1.2) A'J(x) = 2 o( k ) ( -  !)*/(* -  kh + rfl/2) for lx ~  rh/2, x + rh/2] c  D.
In the definition of u>r( f,  t)p given above, information on all h and on \Arhf(x)\ for 
almost all x is used. The problem of determining cor( f , t ) p when ||df,n/ | |  is known 
for a sequence h„ satisfying h„=o( 1) as « — and h„/hn+1 = 0 (  1) as was
investigated by R. DeVore [5, p. 258], G. Freud [11], J. Boman [1], V. Totik [13] 
and the author [6 ] and [9]. It is well-known that the condition hjhn+x = 0 (  1) can­
not be dropped and examples were given for which \\Arhn f\\p = 0(lfn), a<r for some 
fast decreasing sequence hn but \\Arhf\\p7i 0(h:i). (The condition hjhn + 1~ 0 { \)  can 
be omitted for \\Arhn f\ \p = 0(hrn).)
For the space C(D) investigations were carried by Z. Ciesielski [2], [3] and 
the author [8 ] to show how data on a given sequence of points can be sufficient to 
determine cor(f, in many cases.
For a function in Lp the information should be on averages on some given 
blocks rather than on discrete data. The main results and an outline of the various 
stages of the proof will be given in Section 2.
2. The main result
For the sequences £ „ 6 R, and h„£R where hn=o{ 1), we define the
block averages by
hn
(2 . 1) ak(n) = It-1 f  f(Zn + khn + u) du.
0
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We emphasize that £„ is given as an added degree of freedom, not an added condi­
tion, and all theorems here are valid if £„=0. We define Ar ak(n) by
(2.2) A'ak(n) = Í  ( j ) ( -  1 )'ai+,_,(n)
(the usual forward /--difference). For a finite or infinite interval D and for 1 °°
we define
(2-3) \\Arak(n)||ip(D) =  { 2  \Arak(ny}V p
kiX(n)
where Jf(ra) = {fc; [£„ +khn, b,n+(k+r+\)h^\ciD}. For p = °° we have
(2.4) \\Ar =  sup \Arak(n)\.
k £ Jf(n)
A function cp belongs to class <P, (p£<P, if (p (h) is increasing in R +, lim cp (h) = 0
h-*-0 -f-
and for some 0<»/<l there exists a constant L = L(i7) suchthat (<p(h)/(p(Lh))^rj 
for all 0. This class <P of functions will be used in this paper to measure smooth­
ness instead of just dealing with h®. It is obvious that h* for a> 0  is of class <P. 
Many other functions, for instance q>(h)=h°l(\og l/h)ß where s> 0 , are of class <P. 
With these notations we can state the main result of the paper.
T heorem 2.1. Suppose D is a finite or infinite interval, f£ L p(D), 1 S / j S “  {hn} 
is a sequence of real numbers satisfying h„=o( 1 ), n-*°°, and 1 ShJhn+1^ M , and 
(p(h) is o f class <P. Then
(2.5) U rak(ri)\\lp(D) = O faihjh-Vp) o  cofifi t)p = 0{cp(t)) 
and
(2.6) \\Arak(ri)\\lp(D)~(p(K)hnllP <> cor( f  t)p~(p(t) 
where a„~b„ i f  A~1an<b„<Aa„.
T heorem 2.2. For p = 1 the result o f Theorem 2.1 is valid i f  we assume in addi­
tion either
(a) \\AJ\\Li{D)^ M h s for some 5>0 (/€L ip5); 
or
(b) £„ = <; and hn=m(n)h„+1 where m(n) is an integer satisfying m(n)^ M. 
As a corollary we obtain
C orollary 2.3. Suppose f£ L p(D), and if  p = 1, either (a) or (b)
o f Theorem 2.2 is satisfied. Then for
(2.7) U 'ak(n)\\lpW = 0 ( /C 1/p) ~  « ,( / ,  t)p = 0(F) 
and
(2 .8 ) Mr«fc(«)ll(p(D )~ ^r1/p <=> ojr( f  t)p~ tx.
To prove Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 we will need an approximating operator that 
will be described in Section 3 together with its properties, the proof of which will
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be given in Section 4. In Section 5 the main theorem will be proved for D = R  under 
the a priori condition /£  Lipp (5. In Section 6  the above mentioned a priori con­
dition is dropped for D =R  and 1 or replaced by (b) of Theorem 2.2 for
L fR ). In Section 7 the result is extended to domain D with a finite end-point. Finally, 
in Section 8  we indicate how the ideas of this paper can be used to extend the results 
of [8 ] on determining modulus of smoothness using discrete data in C(D).
3. The approximating operator
For the proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 we will need an approximating operator 
using spline functions. The B spline Gm(t) supported by [ — m/2, m/2] with knots




Gm{t) = G*Gm_1(t) = J  Gm- 1(u)G(t — u)du, G(t) = G ft)  =
We define now the approximating operator S „ (f) by
(3.2) SJtf) = Sn(m, f ;  t) =  Z  <*MGm i - ( f c + ^ )  + ( i -  «/A .)
where ak{n) is given by (2.1) and recall that Gm |  — |/c + y j + (l ~  £n)/^nj is the B 
spline with knots at £n+ y —^ —+ j^hn supported by
m  +  I
[Z. +  khm- - 2 - - L h H, £n + khn +  - ■ K \ .
The main approximating operator of this paper is
(3.3) SnJ( f )  = SnA{m, / ;  t) = Z  ( -  l ) y + 1  ( j )  / ;  t)
where SJn(m ,f; t) = SJ„(f), the iteration of Sn( f) ,  is given by 
(3-4) S i( f )  =  Sn(S{-'(f)), S l( f )  =  Sn(f) .
We can now state the approximation result in LP(R).
Theorem 3.1. For f£ L p(R), I S jjS » ,  rSm  and 2 / > r — 1 we have
(3.5) II$ ,,,(« , / ;  • ) - / ( •  )||p S  Kcor(f, hn)p
where K is independent o f n and f.
4
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The local approximation result is given by
T heorem 3.2. Suppose fd L p[a, b], r ^ m  and 2 l> r— 1. Then
(3.6) ||Su(lfI, / ;  • ) - / ( •  )llL.la + AM„b-AkJ ^  Kw,{f, hn)Lp[aM
fo r some A and K which do not depend on n nor on f .
We chose domain [a, b] rather than [0, 1] or R + as this theorem will be used 
in Section 7 with different a and b in an inductive manner. In fact, Theorem 2.1 
follows from Theorem 2.2. The proof of these results is attained via several lemmas 
and will be given in the next section.
4. The rate of approximation
In this section we will prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 for which we will need the 
following lemmas:
L emma 4.1. For a polynomial p(t) o f degree p <  m and S„ (f) given in (3.2)
S„(p)-p  =  q
where q is a polynomial o f degree p — 2 if  /< —2 ^ 0  and q = 0  i f  p —2 < 0 .
Proof. This lemma is not dependent on n (or the particular choice of and /;„), 
that is, for S ( f )  = S ( m ,f  t ) given by
(4T)
S ( f )  = t) = 2  {A- 1  /  m  + kh + u)du}Gm ( - [k + y )  + (/■- f)/*)
we have q = S(p)—p is a polynomial of degree p — 2 if p — 2 s 0  and is 0 otherwise.
We first show that q is of degree no bigger than p — 1 if p — 1^0  and observe 
that as S(m, 1; t) =  l, p =  0 implies q = 0. A well-known result about B splines 
[2, p. 138] yields
(4.2) ~  S(m, / ;  t) = h ~ 'S (m -1, Ahf \  t), 
and therefore
(4.3) S(m, / ;  t) = h~'S{m -  /, A[/ ;  t) 
where Alhf  is given by
(4.4) {A[f(x)) =  A ^ A ^ - fix ) )  and Ahf  (x) = f ( x  + h )- f(x ) .
It is enough to prove the result now for p(t) = tl, 0 á/-=m. Using (4.3) for f{ t)  = 
= p(t) = tl, S(m ,p(-); t) is, between knots, tl + q{t) where q{t) is a polynomial 
of degree at most /— 1. As S ( m , f t ) has m — 2, therefore / — 1, continuous
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derivatives (and for p ( t)—tl we have shown that y—  I S (m ,f , t)  = li), we have 
for p satisfying deg p (t)^ p , O ^p ^ in ,
S(m ,p; t) -p ( t)  =  q{t)
where q is a polynomial of degree at most /r — 1.
We now examine p (t)= (t—£—(A/2) ) ' 1 for p<m. Obviously, the above yields
S(m ,p; t) -p ( t)  = qp(t- /;-(h /2 ))
where qß(u) is a polynomial of degree p — 1. As Gm(u) = Gm(—u), (4.1) implies 
that S(m ,p ,t)  is odd or even in ( t—t;—(h/2)) for p odd or even, respectively. 
Therefore, qp(t — l;—h/2) is an odd or even polynomial when p is odd or even and 
consequently its degree is at most p —2. As every polynomial is a combination 
of terms of the above form, our lemma follows.
Lemma 4.2. For polynomial p(x) o f deg p, /(<m in (2r, m),
(4.5) Sn<r(m, p\ t) =  p(t).
Proof. Using (3.3) and (3.4), our result is reduced to r iteration of Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 4.3. For f£ L p{R)
\\Sn.r(m,f-, -)llpS(2r—l)ll/(-)ll„-
Proof. Using (3.3) and (3.4), it is enough to show
I ld i im ,/ ;  Oll, =  IISn(m ,f;  Oll, s  | |/ ||p.
Since for p = °° we have
I I - ) | | ~  — sup |a*(n)| £  G>» {-(fc + y )  + (*-&.)/*»nj =  sup|uk(/j)| sg ||/ | |„ ,  
and for p = 1 we have
\\S„(m,f‘, ■ )||j si 2  lat(w)l^n — ll/lli>
k
the Riesz—Thorin interpolation theorem yields our lemma.
We define D(Q by [u + C, b — £] for D=[a,b] and by [u + C, °°) for D = [a, °°). 
Lemma 4.4. For f£ L p(D) where D = [a, b] or D = [a, °°)
(4.7) \\Sn-r{m ,f\  OlltptDUM) ^  (21-—1)11/11 (^0)
where A depends only on m and r.
Proof. The functional S„(m,f, t) depends only on the values of f ix )  in the 
interval [t — {m+ \)h„/2, t + (m+ \)hJ2], (The exact constant (m +1 )/2 is not 
important.) Therefore, SJ„(m, f;  t ) depends only on the values of f(x )  in 
[/—j(m  + l)hn/2, t+j(m + \)hJ2] and Sn r{m,f\ t) depends on those in
[t—r(m + \)hJ2, t+r(m + l)hJ2\.
4*
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We choose A to be any number bigger than r(m + 1)/2. We define f*C_Lp(R) by 
/*  =  0 if x$D and by f * = f  if x£D, and as S„tT{rn,f*\ t) = Sn(m,f; t) for 
t£D(Ah„), we have
‘ )IIl ,(D(AIi„)) =  ll'S/T,r(m->f*\ - )llLpWAhJ) —
S  | | S U » .  / * ;  O I L , « )  s  ( 2 r - l ) l l / * l l M * )  =  ( 2 r _ l ) l l / l l r . , ( D ) ,
which completes the proof.
L emma 4.5. Suppose for  1 f£ L p(D), for some /t«=min (2r, m),
ß » £A.C. [a, b], [a, b]aD  and f ^ +1^ L,[a,b]. Then
(4.8)
where the constants M  and A do not depend on f ,  n, a or b.
In particular, if fd L p(R), 1 á p S » ,  / w £A.C.Ioc and f ^ +1)^ Lp(R), then
(4.9) l|S„.r(m,/; 0 - / ( 0 l lM*> ^  M K + ' \ \ f ^ \ \Lp(R).
P roof. Using the definition of S„ir(m,f; t) and following the proof of 
Lemma 4.4, we know that iff(x)= g(x) for xd(t — Ah„, t + Ah„), where A= r(m + 1)/2 
for instance, we have S n r(m, f ;  t ) —Sn r{m,g; t). Using Taylor’s formula in Lp 
and Lemma 4.2, we have
M m , / ( 0 ;  t ) - m \  = |5’„>r(m, R,t+i(f, -,t); /)|
where
u’ t) =  f T  /  ( u - v f f ^ +1)(v) dv.
Therefore, we have only to estimate
b~Ahn
{ /  |S„,r(m, Rp+1( f  f); t)\>dtyi>.
a  +  A h n
Using (3.3), it is enough to estimate
11S m i p h  R n + i (/, •. 0; Oik p[a + Ahn, b — Ahf^  •
Following Lemma 4.4 with r = l  (and A there (m + l)/2) and choosing A here to 
be (r+ l) (m + 1)/2 , we have
||SJn(m, Rp+1(f,  •> 0 » 0 11 Cp[a + (r + l)(m + l)ftn/2, Z> — (r + l)(m + l)/i„/2] —
— ||'S,«("’) Rfi + l i f  '>0 ; 0 11LPU + (r-y + 2)(m + l)hn/2, 6 -(r-j + 2)(m +1)/.„/2] ■
To complete the proof, we have to show that
(4.10) ||Sn(m,Rp+1( f  0 ; 0|kb+(.+i*..*-(-+i>M  =  A f/ir1| | / ("+1)||Lj>[a,6].
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To prove (4.10) we write
Rp+1(f, - , t ) ,  0 | =
{’ £" 1 í"+í',"+" l
K 1 f  — /  ( v - ^ n + khn + u )Y f^ +1\v )d v d u \x
. o “ • , 1
xGmH /c+y )+(i_^)//,")|-
M K Z  T ~  f ^ +1)[v + L  + (k + j)h n ] \d u G m[ - [ k + j ]  + ( t - ^ ) / h ^  = /„(/). 
We have to prove now that
l | / » ( 0 l l M a  +  ( m  +  l ) * n . t - ( m +  l ) * n ]  ^  M K + '\\f»  + "\\LpU'by
For p= °°  it is clear as ^  C?m|  — ^A:+yj+ (/ —0//;j = 1. For p = 1 we use
K 1 j  Gm( - +  4 )  +  ( r  “  Z*)lhn} dt =  Gm{u)du =  1
H4 (0 lll-i[a + Cm + l)/in,6 -(m + l)/r„] — Mll% + 1 Z  /  /  ^  + J) \v + £„ + Í k + —1 /l„]\dv á
— mh fZ I t \ Z. ! ) I
and write
MK+'\\fG+»\\Li[aM
where Z '  *s the sum on all k such that
(t -  <J) -  ( f c  +  y j  hn£ [a +  ( m  +  l ) / i „ / 2 ,  b - ( m +  1 )hn/2].
For other p, that is for l< p < °° , (4.10) follows from combining the above with 
the Riesz—Thorin Theorem.
Proof of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. It is well-known that Kr(f, t')p~cor( f ,  t)p 
where
(4.11) K ( f ,  0 P = Lp[a,b}-
The results follow now from Lemma 4.4 and 4.5, writing f = f —g+ g  where 
\\f-g \\p^M(or( f h n)p and \\g^ r)\\ps M h -r(or( f ,  h„)p in the appropriate intervals.
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5. The main result in LP(R) under an a priori condition
We are now able to prove the main result of the paper under the a priori assump­
tion that /belongs to some Lipschitz class. It will be in the next section that this a 
priori condition is dropped for p>-1 .
Theorem 5.1. Suppose f£ L p(R), 1 \\Ahf\ \p-^Mhs for some <5>0 and
<p£ 4>. Then
(5.1) \\Arak(n)\\lp = 0(cp(h„)h~x'p) cor( f, t)p = 0{cp{t)) 
and
(5.2) \\Ar ak{n)\\lp ~  q>(hn)h fx'p cor(f, t)p ~  cp(t).
Recall <pf if <p{h) is an increasing function for Ü&0, satisfying lim cp(h) = 0
h -►O
and for some t] there exists L=L(ij) such that cp(h)/cp(Lh)<ri<l for all 0. 
P r o o f . We first prove (5.1). To demonstrate the implication “ <=” we write
2  h r  I  Ah J ( L + k h n+u)du\ } ^
k I nn o I '
f 1 hn l 1/^
— 1 2  ~jr S MnMn+khn + U)\” du\ = h -1!” { / \A'hJ(u)\»du}^ f t ' i ’ a>r( f, hn)p.
We have to prove (5.1) in the other direction now. For this we use the approxi­
mation operator defined in (3.3) (see also (3.2) and (3.4)) and write
IM í/to lli, S  \\A'h( f - S n,r(f)\\P+\\A'hSn_r(f)\\p ^
^2 'M cor( f ,h n)p + (2r-  1) sup \\ArhSJ„(f)\\p.
l^j^r
To estimate \\ArhSJ„(f)\\p we write, using (4.3),
W i s i i f l r  = Chr
Using the fact that S„ is a contraction (which is shown in Lemma 4.3, r — \), 
we have
C h '\\K 'S n( m - r,A'hnS i-1(fy , .)|
(5.3) \\A'hSÍ(f)\\p ^  C s  c j - x if ( i r í ' H
Utilizing again the method of Lemma 4.3, we obtain
( ^ „ ( / i  S  K ' \ \ A ' a k(n)W^
( Ü W)! -
and
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which together with the Riesz—Thorin interpolation theorem yield
i(^M ^  h-'\\A 'ak(n)\\l h},,p.
Therefore, we have
(5.4) M Í/M H , S  2rMcor(f, h„)p + C(l)(h/hJ\\Arak{n)\\l hlJ p.
Without loss of generality we may assume the sequence hn satisfies \< T 1^h,Jhn+1^  
s r 2< »  where Tx and r 2 are large enough. (We will choose 7) later.) We have 
(following (5.4)) for /in^ /i< /i„ _ 1
U l f h  s  2rMcor(f, hn)p + C(r)(h/hJ(p(hn) ^  M s+1(2r)s+1cor(f, hn+s)p +
+ C(l)(h/hJcp(hn) + C(l) Z ( h n+k-i/h„+J ( 2 r)kM k<p(hn+k) s
k = 1
S  (2ry +1M s+1cor(f, hn+s)p + C(\)(h/hJ<p(hn)+ 2  C(l)Ta2')kM kcp(hn+k).
k = 1




cp(h) ^  r c p f th y
(p(hll+k) t]mk(p
K / | | p ^  M ^ ( 2 ry +1cor(f, hn+s)p + C(2)cp(hn).
For / £ Lip 5 we can choose 7\ so that M s+1(2ry +1cor( f, h„+s)=o(\), s — °° and 
this completes the proof of (5.1).
To prove (5.2) we have only to show that cor( / ,  t)p~(p(t) implies \\Arak(n)\\i S  
^ M 1(p(h„)h~1,p (as the rest was proved in (5.1) or is obvious).
We use now:
(a) cvr(f, that is, K~k(p(t) =5 cor(/, t)p ^  Kcp(t);
(b) || / — S„_r(f)\\p^Ma)r(f, h„)p where M  is independent of/ and h„\ and
(c) (p(h)^t](p{Lh) where L depends on rj but not on h.
We choose a constant B such that B —Lm and 2r 1/2, and for Bhn< t 
we have
2rMcor(f, h„)p ^  TMKcp(hn) ^  2'MKr\m(p{t) ^  2rM K 2t]mU)r(f, t)p =§ I « ,( / ,  t)p. 
Using (5.4), we obtain for h ^ t /B ^ h , ,^
(5.5) a>r(f. Op S  2'Mco,(f, hn)p + C(l) sup (h /h j  \\A'ak{n)\\ph]Jp,
h&t
and therefore,
cor(f, Op ^  C(2)\\A'ak(n)\\pW  for h„ & t/B & h .^ .
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6. Relaxing the a priori condition
In Section 5 the condition ftL ip  <5, that is [| A \f \pS.Mh6 for some <5>0, 
was imposed. In fact it was shown in [8 ] that for p =  °° and cp(t) = t“ this a priori 
condition is unnecessary. We will show here that it is superfluous for 
In fact, all we need to show is the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1. For 1 °°,ftft,(7?) and ak(n) defined in (2.1)
for some f t  and Ml dependent on ß and M  but not on f. (We may choose
That Lemma 6.1 is sufficient follows from the fact that (p(t) treated in the 
last section satisfied (p(h)Sr\(p(Lh) for some L >1, and this implies for hJLn<  
< rs /z 0/L ', ~ 1 that
cp(t) s  r f - M K )  ^  (L -O fi-M K ) ^  (<p(h0)/h%)(h0/Ln- iy  m (cpiKfih^LW  =§ Ct* 
for ß satisfying L~ßcrj.
We will show in Lemma 6.2 that for p =  1 (and in fact for other p as well) (b) 
of Theorem 2.2 can replace the a priori condition.
P r o o f  of Lemma 6.1. We first recall [7, p. 308] that for (including
p — 1 ) the inequalities
h„t satisfying l e f t s hnJhn. +1 = T2<  °° and with no loss of generality we assume 




Wr< k(M i,W  S  Mh*
oiiif, h)p =  oj(fi h)p =  M khßl
imply
( 6 .2)
U rak(ri)\\lp ^  M(r)hß~1/P and \\ak(n)\\lp s  M(0)h~Vp
ß i
\\Aak(n)\\lp rs M ( \ ) K  '  .
It will suffice to show now that (6.2) implies (6.1). We will use (6.2) on a subsequence
(6.3)
and for hn s  h -=c
(6.4)
\ \ f - f n\\p Khßfi
\\fn (x)-fn(x+h)\\p S  Khß\
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The inequalities (6.3) and (6.4) will imply
! / ( * ) - / ( *  + /Oil, =g ||/(x )- f n(x)\\p + \\ f(x + h) -/„ (*  + h)\\p +
+ \\fn(x)-fn(x + h)\\p *  3Kh'K
Given {/ik}r=M, we can select a subsequence {i/k}r=„ such that rjn=h„ and rh=hni 
(for each n a new subsequence rjk) and write
(6-5) /, ,( ')  =  -J- f  fd n , + krii + u)du for t -  krh£(0, rj,)
'll 0
which can be written also as
(6 .6 ) / „ ( 0  =  S „ , ( l , / ;  t) =  2 a * M G i[ - ( * + y ) + ( / - € 0 / ^ ) -
Obviously, / n(0= /,„(0- We will choose the subsequence »/, in such a way that
(6-7) W f n - f m J K r f ' -
Recall that as rj„ is a subsequence of h„ which satisfies 1 <  r i-=/i„//i„+1, we have 
also 1< Tt ^rh/tji+1. To show that (6.3) follows from (6.7) we need to show that 
for 1
(6 .8 ) ÜH ll/~/"Hp = 0  (in Particular lim II/-/,,lip = 0), 
and for P  — oo (actually for lS/)S«>)
(6 .8 ) ' lim f„(x) =  /(x )  a.e. (in particular lim /  (x) = / (x ) a.e.).n—oo /-»oo
To prove (6 .8 ), we write for 1 °°
i i / ( 0 ' - m u  = 2  j n\ m n - k h n+ v ) - h - 1 hf  m H+khH+u)du\*dv s  
* 0 0
S  2  K 1 j  f  \ f ( L  + khn + v)-f(Z„ + kh„ + u)\pdu dv s  
k 0 0
2  K 1 /  /  \ f ^ n  + khn + v ) - f ( ^ n + khn + v + w)\pdvdw  =>
0
S2ű)(/,/l„)J = ő(l) H-OO.
For P == oo (6 .8 )' is easy to show.
We will now prove (6.4) for For OS t we have [(r+/i)//i„]=m
for 0 S t<(zA„ and [(i+/i)//i„]=m + l for aA„Sr<A„ where 0 ^a=a(/i)<  1 is fixed
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and m < M + 1 where hJhn+1s M .  We can now write
ahn hn
\\fn(t)-fn(t + h)\\p = z { f  IK 1 f  (f(Zn + kha + v)- f(£n + (k + m)hn + v))dv|p-t- 
k 0 0
+ /  \ K X f  f(Z„ + khn + v ) - f ( £ n + (k + m + l)hn + v)dv\p} ^
ahn 0
S  ahn2 \ a n{k + m ) - a n(k)\p + {\-a.)hn2,  Ian(k + m+ 1 ) - ö„(/c)|p ==k k
S  . max h „ 2  \an(k+ j )~  an{k)\p =s (m + l)p\\Aan(k)\\f h„,
j = m , m +1 y
which implies (6.4) with ß i —~  o r
The main step of the proof, and the only remaining step, is establishing (6.7), 
that is, finding a subsequence of {hk}k=n, {»?K)r=n for which h„=t]n, and f nk{x) 
satisfies
II/,, (* ) - / , I+1(*)ll, S




ß P -  1 
2  r p for p<. oo will do.) We now select the sub-
of {/ijI}r=n+i • Recall that we already have 1 < T1<hi/hl +i = T2< °°- 
(once rh is given) so that
T2~1rj}+ßa «= tjl + 1 ~  rj}+ßa where ß2 S -  for instance. 
2  r
We define /*  (x) by*7j + l
(6.9) f L  lW  =  “ ----I  f ( ín l + 1 + kt]l + 1 + u)du
Sth +1 0
for x satisfying x —^ 1+1 —A:/?(+1 €[0 , and where k=k(m)  and s=s(m ) are
given for any m by
k(m) = max(/: £„lt l+jril+1 + /«»?,}
and
j  =  i(m) =  m ax( j - k (m) :  Z„l+l+jVi+i S  „^, + (m + 1)»/,}.
It is clear from the choice of >7, that (£„+1 +fo 7i+i» ^ [tl+(k+s)t]l+1) are dis­
joint and that s=s(m)^M r]pßa. In fact, for a given /, s(m) can assume only two 
consecutive values.
The estimate of f m — f m+1 will be divided into two parts, the estimate off m — f*  
and that of f*  —7L ,. We first estimate writing*li +1 ,i + A ut-i. rji +1
fc(m) +  s(m)—1
ll/,i+i- / ,* +1llp -  2 1 II / | | +1 ~/i*+1II +, + +1. «n,+,+0 ‘+Di, + il'
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We now estimate for
Wfm * i f ^ ) PLpuni t i+7v1+1. í„, +,+0+Di, ♦ ,1
=  tf+i
I k(m)  +  s(m) — 1
— 2  a,(nl + 1) - a j ( n l + 1)
S  i  — k(m)
1l + l-
1 k(m)  +  s(m) — 1
2  h(»i+i)-o>(«i+i)l
i  =  k(m)
tf+i
fc(m) + s(m) —1
Z  Mßi(«/+1)l
i = k ( m )
1 &(m) + s(m) —1
S  nf  i S ( m y —T-rr 2  \M (n l+i)|p.
Therefore,
fc(m) + s(m) — l
ll/„+1- / *  lip ^  ■y(”l)p 2  Moi(«i+i)|p}1/p ^,, + * m i=k(m)
ß 1
^  Mth + 1iu p* { 2  h ( « /  + i ) |p} s  ^ i» /ilM ö « I + 1IU ^  A T tiiO li+ i) ' P =S
-(H)
is
^  ÜT (1 + Í!
The last expression is a positive power of and if ß2 is chosen appropriately 
for instance it will imply \\fnitl- f * +\\^Mri?/2r. That is, =
appropriate for this part of the proof.
We now estimate /„ ,—/*  , and in fact, this is the only place in the proof 
where the condition p > \  is used. (We will not treat p — °° as it follows similar 
and easier lines and also was proved in [8 ], though the proof there is not easier.)
I I / , , - / , ! t l llp ^  2 í í „ t l  +  (k(m ) +  s(m))fji + i mru) X
X
I  »("Oli + i J h
—---- /  f ( ín ltí + k(m)ril + 1 + u )d u - —  f  /(£„, + mru + u) du
Sfh+i o 1‘ o
+
+ 2  (Zn, + m>1i- Znl + 1-  k(m)t]l + 1)
j s(m)ti l+1
J f ( L ltl + k(m)t]l+1 + u )d u -
s*h+i
- - - — /  f ( L t + ( m - l  )m  + u) du
*1‘ 0
= 2  s(m)til+1I(l, m) + 2  >7i + i 2p(/(/, m) +  \am(n ,) -a,„_i(i7i)lp)




—----/  /(Ín ,+x + fc(w)i/í+1 + i/)í/n— — /  / ( ( „ , - mrii + u) du
srU+ 1 0 'll 0
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To estimate 1(1, m) we write
1(1, m) s.
+
( 1 _ n
W l+ l in )
/  f ( L l+1 +  k(m)t]l+1 +  u)du +
j inl+m’U-(nl + l- k(m>h + i
J  f { L ltl + k(m)ril+1+u)du
+
srh+i
— /  /( in , + m i + H) ^
}l l  {„ + (*(m) + s(ra))^ , + , - ( „ ' - » " 1 ,
+
h
= (J1(»i) + JAm) + J3(m))p == 3*(J{ + J{ + Ji). 
To estimate / 2P we write
1 (Cn, +  mrii - $ n l+1~ K  (m) Hi+x / " *J<F
s(nt)*/,+ i
(^h + iY
- (L l +  >1 i-L ,+1-k(ni) i i l+iy  1 /  | / ( £ r,+1 +  /?if7i+i +  «)|p <*/
/  l/(Ín, + 1 +  ^ / + 1  + »)|P^ .
Similarly,
jP?7/+i o
/ p =  - ^ (H i+iY  1 /  l/(ii), +  +  w)|p^w.
To estimate / /  we write
ZP S ,?>7' +-1-) (^ / + l-i„ ,-W '7 / +  inI + 1 + ^ (w)»?,+1)p- 1X 
v sni+ini J
srU + i
X /  |/(i„ , + 1 + lc(m)^ + 1 +  w)|p<fo ==
0
( n \p 1 s'r' + »
- i f 1) —----  /  |/( in 1 + 1 +  &(™)>7i + l + K)!P<&.
'll '  ‘>'11 +1 o
We now write
ll/„„-/,TB5 S 2  3p(^  + 2p)^ +!(J,(m)p + /2(m)p + / / (m))+2’ 2 ^ +1Műm- i («,)I1
in m
( 11 \ P  1 S,/i + 1TiT— /  l/( in 1+1 +  ^ , +1 + «)|pr/M +
'// '  srh+1 o
+ f  \f(Zn, + 1 +  kti, + i +  u)\p du +
s(m)n, + ,
spVi+i
+ M Z-^Tjr-stli+1 /  l/(Ín, + «»7j + M)|P^  + 2'’f/í+1||Zlűm(ni)||',p s  
m 'll 0
^  A*i[»lf,p | |/ i |p +  Jif2(p- 1)| |/ | |p +  f??a(p- 1)| | / | |p +  tir1+MrrA+ ,t]‘
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Therefore, it is easy to see for /?>0 and />> 1 that
W f n , . - f í J  S  M W -V /rW fW  + r , ^ * ^ ] ,
n n
which completes the proof. That is, for /?2 , ßi = y - p - ]
Lemma 6.2. Suppose £,„ = £ and hn=m(n)h„ + 1 where m(n) is an integer sat­
isfying 1 <m (n)SM , and let (p£<P be as given in Theorem 2.1. Then
(6.10) \\Arak(n)\\lp(R) = 0(cp{hn)lj-Vp) => cor( f  t)p =  0(^0-
P roof. Using an earlier argument, we have ||dra4 (n)||, ,R) = 0(h%-1/p), and
£_ i '
therefore, IMfls(n)||;p(R) = 0(71' p). The proof will be complete now if we define 
/„ as in the proof of Lemma 6.1 by (6.5) where hn=t]n. The estimate of || / „ —/ n+1|| 
which replaces (6.7) here is reduced to \\ff+1—/„+i|| as
* m(n)hn
fn(x) = fn+ 1 = m^ hn + i I  f(Z  + kh" + l + U) du
for x satisfying x — khn+1£[0, m(n)hn+1] where k  is divisible by m(n). The esti­
mate of ||/n+i—/„_i||p follows closely the estimate of || f*  — / „ +1||p in the proof 
of Lemma 6.1 which did not depend on />> 1. Consequently, we obtain || f n—f n+]|| S
S W 1 where ßi = ^  if IIAa*(«)!!/,(*) =  OW r)“ (1/p))- 7
7. Intervals with a finite end point
To extend our result to include [a,b] or [a, °°) where a and b are finite we 
will use the concept of main-part moduli of smoothness (see [10, Ch. 3]). That is, 
the method will differ from the method in [8 ] where a Whitney-type extension result 
for discrete data was proved and used. The present proof is easier and yields more 
general results but uses a deep result from [10]. The method will imply also an 
extension of the result of [8 ] which together with other extensions will be described 
in Section 8 .
With no loss of generality we may assume that the domain is [0, 1] or [0, °°). 
The main-part modulus of smoothness is given for [0, 1] by
(7-1) Qr{ f, t)p = SUP K /H i [rA.l-rh]
and for [0 , °°) by
(7-2) Qr( f , t ) p = sup \\Arhf\ \L
O^h^t
Werecallthat Arhf=  2  o^r x + -y - j c  D w^ere
Z>=[0, 1] (in case of (7.1)) or D=[0, °°) (in case of (7.2)) and Arhf=  0 otherwise.
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The result which we will use was proved in [10] and is given in the present special 
case by
Lemma 7.1. For Cir( f ,  t)p and a>r(f, t ) given in (7.1), (7.2) and (1.1) we have
t
(7.3) Qr(f, t)p = <ur(/, Op =  /  (ß r(/, 0 /t) í/t.
0
The result in [10] was proved in a wider context for a step weight function 
(p{x) satisfying some conditions; the definitions (7.1) and (7.2) and the result (7.3) 
apply [10] to the step-weight function <p(x) = l. Examining forp =  °=>the function/(x) = 
= (logx ) _ 1  for 0 < x S l / 2  and /(r)cC " otherwise, we have Q i( f t)„ — 0  ((log t)~2) 
and £Ui(/,0~ =  O (|lo g 0 -0 . For Qr( f , t ) p = 0 ( t“) we have « ,( / , t)p = 0 ( tx). We 
now recall for ak(n) given in (2 .1)
\\Arak(n)||,,(„) = { X  K ^ ( « ) |p}1/p
v/here X  signifies that for a given n the sum is on all k satisfying
k
Kn+kh„, ^„+(k+r +l)/z„] c: D.
We are now able to prove Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 for the domains [0, 1] and
[0 , oo).
Proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 for D =  [0, 1] and Z> = [0, °°). The proof 
follows the line of argument of the proof of the theorems for D=R  with some 
modifications.
We first show that for (pd<P, as restricted in Theorem 2.1 and 1 or
p=  1 with and h„ satisfying condition (b) of Theorem 2.2, we have
(7.4) \\Arak(n)\\lp(D) = 0(cp(hn) K 'lp) => \\Ahf\ \LpWh)) = 0(h*)
for some <5=»0 where /)(/?)=[&, <=>) if D = [0, «>), and D(h)=[h, 1—/?] if Z) = [0, 1], 
As Q ( f  t)p= sup \\Ahf\ \L (Dm= 0(ts), (7.3) implies co(f, t)p= 0(id).
0 SftSf
To prove (7.4) we demonstrate that \\Ar ak(ri)\\lp(D^ M h ^ - llP and \\ak(n)\\lp(D)^  
SM h~ 1/p implies
where ß3 =  min(/?2, 1).
In fact, for D = R + we may write ß3—ß2 and the above choice of ß3 is necessary 
for the proof only in case D=[0, 1], For D = R + we use the result for lp(N)  in
[7] (rather than the result for 1P(Z ) which we used earlier) and obtain the implication. 
To prove (7.4) for D = [0, 1], we define the sequence bk (n) by
bk(n) =  1 for £n + khn ^  y  or k ^  kx
(7.5) bk(n) =  0 for + or k ^  k2
bk(n) = \ —(k — kß)!(k2 — kßj for kx < k <  k2.
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Considering ak(n)=aJn)bk(n)+ak(n)(l — bk(n)), it is enough to estimate 
|M(ö*(»)J»*(»))||i,(d) and |[d(ű*(w)(l- b k(n)))||/j>(D)- As the estimates of
\\A(ak(n)bk(n))\\,p(D) and ||d(at (n)(l -A(w)))||,p(z»
are symmetric, we estimate only the first. We observe that
as (7.5) implies ||6 &(w)||/<_(o) =  1 and \\Abk(n)\\im(D) — 0(hn). We now look at the 
sequence ck(ri)=ak{ri)bk(ji) if t;+kh„<l and ck(n)=0 otherwise, and use the result 
on lp(N) to obtain the estimate on \\Ack(n)\\ip = \\A(ak(n)bk(n))\\lp(D).
The arguments of Section 6  now imply \\Ahf\\LpWh)) = 0(h6) which can be 
written as Q(f, t)p = 0{td), and that implies, via (7.3), co(f, t)p = 0 (ii).
The main part of the proof is the verification of the implication “ =>” of (2.5). 
(The implication “ <=” of (2.5) follows exactly the proof of the corresponding implica­
tion of (5.1) in Theorem 5.1.) We first show that as 1«= Ji^A B/An+1-= Ts where Tk 
is as chosen in the proof of Theorem 5.1 and h„SBh, where B is to be chosen later, 
we have for D=[0 , 1]
and a similar result (where [hr, °°) replaces [hr, l —hr]) for D = R +. To prove
(7.6) we write
Using Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 with a=rh„, b = l —rh„ and A as chosen in those lemmas,
To estim ated ;;^ /) we recall from the proof of Lemma 4.5 that t) depends on
\\A'(ak{n)bk(ji))\\Lp(D) S
— ak(n)\\lp(D) ||6*(»)B«.(D) +C|lflt(W)ll/J,(D) —
=s MhP*~llp + C1h~llPh„ =£ C2h™>n«>v1>-1lp
we have
the values of /  in r
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and as 1 —j - J ,  we have to choose (m + l)A so that
[ ^ - j ( m - l ) hn, 1 —-y -+ y (m  + l)A„] c  [A„ 1-A J c  [0, 1],
In this case the considerations in the proof of (5.1) in Theorem 5.1 are valid and
UhSi(f)\\Lrihr.i-hri S  C(hr/h;)\\A'ak(n)\\lrW hl,p ^  C(h/hny<p(hn)
which together with the above, implies (7.6) for
h‘S  m‘n ijÄTr)2' T 2 im+  H  S  * ■ -
Taking supremum on h and recalling the definition of Qr(f, t)p, we have for 
hn=Bh<hn_ i
(7.7) Qr(f,  Op ^  CQr(f, hn)p + C ( 0 cp(/!„).
In order to continue our proof, we may choose a subsequence of hn which we still 
call h„ satisfying h„ + Jhn^ B or hn/hn+1^ B ~ 1 and continue as was done in the 
proof of Theorem 5.1. (The only difference is that 7i chosen in the present proof is 
restricted further.) This leads to
ß r (/, Op =  0 (<p(hr)) for hn ^ B t  <  /!„_!,
and therefore to £2r(/, t) = 0{(p(tj). Using the restriction on cp(t), we have
t
j  (<p (t)/t)</t S  ccp(t),
0
and therefore, cor(fi t)p = 0(<p(t)).
To obtain the proof of (2.6), we follow the proof of (5.2) and show that 
& ,(/, 0 P~<p(0 implies \\Arak(n)\\,,D)mM1(p(hn)h~1,p where (7.7) is used instead 
of (5.5).
8. Extension of results about C(Z>) and discrete data
In an earlier paper [8 ] results relating moduli of smoothness and information on 
discrete data were established. The use of some of the techniques developed here 
will yield the somewhat more general result which is stated below.
T heorem 8.1. Suppose D is a finite or infinite interval, f£C(D), <pfd> as given 
in Theorem2.1, £„£ R, hn—o{\) and 1 ^hJhn+1S M , and suppose one o f the fol­
lowing is satisfied:
(a) co(fi t)L„(D) = 0 ( t i ) fo r some <5>0;
(b) /€A.C.(£>);
(c) f  is sectionally monotonic, that is, in every finite proper subinterval o f D 
there are only a finite number o f changes o f direction;
(d) £„==£ and hn = m(n)hn+1 for some integer m(n) satisfying m (n)^M .
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Then
(8.1) sup \ArhJ ( £ n + khn)\ = 0(cp(hn)) o  cor(f, /)== = 0(<p(t)) 
and
(8 .2 ) sup \2rhJ ( £ n + khn)\ ~  cp(hn) o  cor(f, ( ) -  ~  cp(t)
where the supremum is taken on all k such that [£„ + khn, t;n+(k+r)hn]czD.
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Ч И С Л О ВА Я  О Б Л А С Т Ь  Л И Н Е Й Н Ы Х  О П Е РА Т О РО В  
В П РО С ТРА Н С ТВ А Х  С И Н Д Е Ф И Н И Т Н О Й  М Е Т Р И К О Й
Ц. БАЯСГАЛАН
В настоящей заметке доказана выпуклость числовой области произволь­
ного линейного оператора в пространстве с индефинитной метрикой. Как ее 
приложение, приведена одна простая связь между спектром и числовой об­
ластью положительного оператора в пространстве Крейна (см. [1]).
В комплексном линейном пространстве Н  заданы эрмитова билинейная 
форма (х,у), определенная для всех х,у£Н ,  и линейный оператор А, опре­
деленный всюду в нем.
Теорема. Множество
V(A) = {(Ах, X ) :  ( X ,  X )  = 1}
выпукло.
Д оказательство. Пусть существуют векторы х,у£Н, такие что (х,х) = 
=(у, у) =  1, (Ах, х)>0, (Ау, у)-=0. Тогда найдется z £ Н со свойствами (л, z) =  1, 
(Az, z) = 0.
Действительно, мы ищем z в виде z = t1x  + t.íy, где tx и !., отличны от 
нуля. Введем следующие обозначения:
(Ах, х) = аи , (Ау, у) = а22, (Ах, у) = а12, (Ау, х) = а21.
Тогда уравнение (Az, z)—0 можно переписать в виде 
а п  +  j - a 21 +  j  а 22 +  а 12j  =  0.
Или, вводя обозначение — =9, получаем уравнение
h
ап  +  ва21 + д(0а22 + ű 12) =  0
относительно в. В обозначениях а21—c+di, a12=ô+ei, 0 = 61 + 62i, последнее 
уравнение сводится к системе уравнений
О ц  +  о 22( в \  +  0 2)  +  O i(c - \ -  5 )  +  0 2( е — d )  — 0 ,
(1) 01(e + d) + e2(c -ô )  = 0.
í *
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Из условий (z, z )= l и 0=—  следует равенство
h
l * i i 2 ( l  +  |ö|2+2 Re (в(у, дг))) =  1.
Отсюда необходимо вытекает неравенство
(2) l +  |0|2 + 2Re(0(y,x)) >  0.
Таким образом, нам достаточно найти такой 0, что он удовлетворяет (1) 
и (2). Если e+d—0, то положим б2=0, и в  зависимости от знака Re (у, х) 
мы выбираем в качестве 0± одно из решений квадратного уравнения из сис­
темы (1). Если же e+dpiO, то (1) и (2) перепишем в виде
ац + а22[ 1 +  ( ^ )  ]01 + 02( в - d) + ^ ^ - в 2 = 0,
(3) в1 = ^~4вя,E + d
1 +  |0 |Ч 202[ ^ т - и ]  > 0 ,
где (у, x)=m+ni. Аналогично предыдущему, в зависимости от знака 
^  т — п, мы выбираем одно из решений квадратного уравнения из сис­
темы (3).
Далее, пусть векторы х ,у £ Н  обладают свойствами
(х, х) =  (у, у) = 1, (Ах, х) = 1, (Ау,у) = -  1.
Тогда для произвольного (€( —1,1) мы имеем неравенства ( (A - t )x ,  х )>0, 
«А  — t)y ,y )< 0. В силу доказанного, существует zÇ_H такое, что (z, z )= l, 
(Az, z) = t.
Теперь, как в [2] (стр. 305), для произвольных х ,у£Н  с (Ах, х )^ (А у ,  у) 
и (х, х)—(у, у)= 1 найдем постоянные а и ß такие, что
((ccA + ß)x, х) = 1, ((xA + ß)y ,y)  = -  1.
Тогда, по предыдущему, для í £ [ —1, 1] существует z£H  с (z, z) =  l и 
((ocA+ß)z, z)=t. Подставляя значения а и ß, мы приходим к равенству
(Ах, х) + -Ц- -^ (Ау, у) =  (Az, z).
Следствие. Пусть А — положительный оператор в пространстве Крейна. 
Тогда имеет место включение
<t(A)<=V+(A)UV_(A), 
где а (А) — спектр оператора А и
V+(A) = {(Ах, х): (х, х) = 1}, У-(А) = { -(А х ,  х): (х, х) = -  1}.
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Заметим, что в силу предыдущей теоремы множества V+ (А) и V.1 (А) 
выпуклы.
Д оказательство. Введем обозначения
а + =  inf (Ах, х), а_ =  sup (—(Ах, х)).
= 1 ( Х , Х ) : ---1
Если а _ = а +, то по доказанной теореме множество V+(A)UV-(A) выпукло, 
следовательно по [3] имеем
ет(А) a  [mintr(^), шахсг(^)] с  V-(A)U У+(Л).
Если же а _ < а +, то оператор А фундаментально приводим (см. [4], 
стр. 146), в силу чего следствие верно и в этом случае.
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ON TRIGONOMETRIC POLYNOMIALS 
WITH POSITIVE COEFFICIENTS
T. ERDÉLYI and J. SZABADOS
1. Introduction
In [2], G. G. Lorentz introduced the polynomials
2  akA( \ - x ) k(\ + x)1, all akA^  0 ,
k+l^n k,l^ 0
and proved that they have some interesting approximation theoretic properties. 
The structure of these polynomials was investigated in [1], The aim of the present 
paper is to show that in case of trigonometric polynomials, similar investigations 
on intervals shorter than the period, can be carried out. Although the results are 
more or less similar to the case of algebraic polynomials, the proofs are more involved 
and require different ideas.
Let us start with some definitions. STn will denote the set of trigonometric poly­
nomials (with real coefficients) of order at most n. Let
0 <  CO Ä 7t;
in what follows we will work on the interval
( 1) L =  [-Gh «].
(When speaking of intervals of length not greater than 2n, it is obviously suffi­
cient to consider intervals of the form (1).) Now if co<7t and m ^ n  then
p (x )  can be uniquely represented in the form
(2)
2m _ f
p(t) = j ^ s i n *  — — sin2m- k
k = 0 2.
CO + f 
2
with some ak s. To see this, let
(3) u =  sin
co — 
—2
I sin co + t 2 ’
then
( 1  — w2)sin co 
u2+2ucosoo+ 1 ’
( 1  +  w2) cosco + 2 n 
u2 + 2 u cos co+ 1  ’
sin2 co + t 2
sin2 co
u2 + 2 u cos co +  1
Research supported by Hungarian National Foundation for Scientific Research Grant N o. 1801. 
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fc =  0
where P(u) is an algebraic polynomial of degree at most 2m. Hence the ak s are 
uniquely determined.
The set of those trigonometric polynomials which can be represented in the 
form (2 ) with some m and with 0  (k= 0 , 2m) or ak^ 0  (k= 0 , 2m) will
be denoted by L+ or L~, resp. The set
will be called trigonometric Lorentz polynomials (on If). Note that Ln contains
only the polynomials c - cos2" y  (n=0, 1, ...). To each p(t)£La there exists a
minimal m such that in the representation (2 ) we have either all nfc= 0  or all ak^ 0 . 
This will be called the Lorentz order of p{t) and it will be denoted by cr(p), in con­
trast with the usual order ord p. Evidently,
ordp s  o(p).
2. First order Lorentz polynomials
At first we would like to give a necessary and sufficient condition for & pa 2Tk 
to have a{p) — \. For this purpose we introduce the domains
(4) Da =  {z =  x  + iy I cos co chy cos x, — n ^  x <  n}
in the complex plane. Depending on co, these domains may be of different character; 
see the shaded areas on Fig. 1.
Theorem 1. For a polynomial we have a{p) = \ i f  and only if
the roots o f p(t) are in Dm.
Fig. 1
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Proof. Observe that the “half order” factors of p (t)
. t - x  1 (sin — = —-----
2  sin co v
— co — x . co—t . co —x . <o + s in -----------sin —------ b sin —-— sin — —')
containing the real root x with — rcSxá —co or coS x< 7i we have sgn sin
—co—x
co—x=sgn sin-
Furthermore it is trivial that a(p) = l implies that p has no roots in ( —co, co). 
For the complex roots of p{t) the statement follows from the obvious represen­
tation
p{t) — - A — I [ch y -  cos (co-x)] sin2 — + sin2 co l 2
(5)
-r . n ■ CO— / • CO+Í+ 2  [cos co chy — cos x] sin—-— sin — -^--h




where x± /y  are the roots of p{t) and c is a constant. □
Let
D — (z =  x + iy\ — n s  x <  ^}.
The next problem which naturally arises: what happens if the roots of a first order 
polynomial are not in The answer is different for different co’s. We use the same 
notation for the roots of p(t) as above.
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Theorem 2. (a) I f  0<co<— and the roots o f p{t) are in D \(D a{J\n\. If) then 
p£La and
(6)
„ „ 4 sin (co + x)(sin co chyT  sin x) ,a{p) <  max-------------------- —-----------------1cos co sh2 y
where the maximum is to be taken both for the upper and the lower signs.
71(b) I f  —~V3^n and the roots o f p{t) are in D \D a) then p ^L a .
Proof, (a) Consider the first order representation (5) of p(t). Here the middle 
coefficient cos co ch y —cos x is possibly negative. In order to get higher order 
representations of p{t), we multiply (5) by
(7) 1 = [ . -g (sin2 Isin co f
co - t + 2  cos co sin co—t-sin co-f /- + sin2 co T
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We would like to choose m so large that the coefficients of the resulting representa­
tion of p(t)  are of the same sign. Using the binomial theorem, the product of (5) 
and (7) can be written in the form
p(t) =  p(t)  sin~2mco
(8)
k C0~ t • m k C0+ tsin —-— sin —-— X
i^sir. . CO — t . CO +  tX n —----- (- cos co sin —-— . CO—t . C0 + cos co sin —----- 1- sin ——
We will perform the multiplication by p(t) separately for each term in the sum
mfor k. Let first — —k^m ;  then the corresponding terms will be (apart from factors
with positive coefficients)
CO—t . C0  +sin —----- f- cos co sin ——L)‘-
(9)
■ |[ch y — cos (co — x)] sin2 W ^  ? -f 2  |ch y  —
=(■X cos co sin -
co- chy — cos(co +  x) (
—  I "1------------------- 5---------------I) COS2 CO f
cos CO 
CO +
CO — tsin —-— X
cos co sin- -)}
< . CO—t . C0 +X sin —-—- + cos co sin ——- ) •
O I L  ■ (° ~ t  A  ■ C 0 + t  U  J  1 + f  ™Replace here sin—-— and cos co sin—-— by —-— and —-— , resp. The 
resulting algebraic polynomial (apart from a multiplicative constant)
Pk(v) =
( 10)
chy — cos(co — x) coscochv — cosx— ----- -r±-------- ( \ - v f  + ------—— -----------( l - v 2) +A 2 cos co
+
ch y — cos (co + x) 
4 cos2 co
will have nonnegative coefficients in 1 — v and \+ v  if and only if (9) has non­
negative coefficients in sin W^ 1 and sin . Hence the problem is: how
large k should be in (10) so that the coefficients are nonnegative? In other words, 
we are interested in the algebraic Lorentz degree of the quadratic polynomial Pk(v). 
An upper estimate for this degree is
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where a±bi are the roots of Pk(v) (see [1, Theorem 2(ii)]). An easy calculation 
shows that b^O, a2+b2< 1 is equivalent to a±bi$D a Uint Ia, thus in our case 
( 1 1 ) will be
i.e.
( 12)
^  + 2 »  t  +  2 =  d m .  2 * ° («  +  ^ (sin<»d.J>-sin*) ,
2  ' cos co slry
, 4sin(co + x)(sin co chy — sin x) ,in +  1 < --------------------—j----------------- 1.cos co sir y
Similarly, to have nonnegative coefficients in (10) for we get the con­
dition
, 4sin(co —x) (sinco chy +  sinx)m+  1 < ----- ------- —---------- ---------- 1 .
cos co shr y
This together with (12) proves (6 ).
(b) In order to get higher order representations of (5), we have to multiply by
(13) 1 ( ■ 2= ——5  Simsimco 1
co — t , n . CO—t . CO+t . „ CO ++ 2  cos co sin—-— sin — ---- 1- sim——
') •
If we assume c>0 in (5), then the signs of the coefficients of p(t) are -I-----K
7Í
Because of — ^ co< 7r, the signs in (13) are also H----- 1- (considering a zero coeffi­
cient as —). Thus multiplying by (13) yields a sequence of coefficients with signs
-I----1-----K Multiplying successively by (13), the resulting coefficients will be
-I----h... — b, i.e. never + + . . .+  o r -----. ..----- . Hence p{t)^,Lia. □
We do not deal with the lower estimate of the Lorentz degree of first order 
polynomials here. This will be settled in the next section in general for polynomials 
of order n.
3. Higher order Lorentz polynomials
In order to formulate our results about higher order Lorentz polynomials 
we introduce some definitions. Let <p(x) be a positive continuous function in int 
and denote
D(<p) =  [z =  x + iy ||y | s  cp(x) if |x| <  co;
y arbitrary if — n ^ x ^ —co or co ^  x  < n}.
(Note that for <p(x)=arch COS~V ico<-^-) we have D(cp)= Z>m.] Also let
'  COS CO V 2 ,)  )
Ln((p) = {p(t)\pZ2Tn, p(z) 5* 0 if z£D\D(cp)}
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and
an(cp) =  sup a(p).
PÍL„M
T heorem 3. Let 0 < c o <  — . Then
(14) ff.
On the other hand we have *
7n((p) 4 (co2 — a2)2sup — , — h 2  tan co + 1cos co
(a)
(b)
{r„(<p) & c±n sup
<p{a?
( co2 - ű 2) 2
)
l«l<® (o2<p(a)2 ’ 
1
ff„(<p) S  C2n sup
co tan co(co2 — a2)
sh2 cp (a) +  (co2 — a2)2
and
(c) ff„(<?>) s  C3n supJr /  2 2 \  *
a|~:“ sh (p(a) ^sh y (a) + ^  a j
P roof. First we prove the upper estimate. Evidently, each p(t)£Ln(cp) can be 
written in the form
2 N f   y  n
P(t) = c / / s i n — -J- f f  PjO),
7 = 1  ^  r=2iV  +  l
where either —n ^ X j ^ —co or c o S r ^ n  (y = l, ...,2N), and pj(t) has complex 
roots Xj±iyj, }>j^0 ( j= 2 N + l, ...,n). Now
(15) sin 1 - Xj 1 ( ■= ----- sin -
sin co V
— CO — Xi . co — t co — X i  . co T■ sin —----- f- sin ——-t- sin -——2 2 2 ')
— co—X ■ CO — X •
and here sgnsin---- i= s g n s in — ■ As for Pj(t), applying Theorem 2(a)
we obtain
^  nlax 4sin(ai±Xj) sinfuch ^ T s in  Xj) , = 
coscosrrj;
[4 sin  (co ±  x,) sin co 4 sin  (co ±  Xy)(sin co + s in  x,) 1
cos co(ch>’J- + 1) coscosh2yy J^" —
4(co2 —x2) 4 co2 —a2á  2  tan co + 1 H----------—^  S --------sup — ■ + 2  tan co + 1cos co(p(XjY cosco |a | ^ 0  (p(ay
which together with (15) yields (14).
In what follows, clt ct , ... will denote absolute positive constants.
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To prove (a), let
(16) p(t) =  [ch <p(a) — cos (t — a)]n£L„((p)




. k co — t(18) p(t) = ^  sinfc ——
k  =  0 Z
■ sim
8a> 
co + t (ak =  0 , k = 0 , 1 , 2m)
be the Lorentz representation of p(t) (i.e. m — a{p)). Using Cauchy—Schwarz 
inequality we obtain
p(a + (p(a))p{a + 3(p(a)) = j? aksinkC0 a
k — 0 ^
w ■ 2m kco + a+(p(a) * 2  . ka>— a-3cp(a) . t tu + a+3M(ű)X sin2" - * ------- — ■ ^ ^ s i n * 1-------- - ■ '  sin2"1- 11— I— T y
t*=o L




v . . co + a + (p(a) . co + a + 3(p(a)) XI sin------ 2  sin--------2  I: [ ir
{ 2m 
k =  0
m — k /2  \  2
} -
. kco—a — 3(p(a) . „ , co + a + 2a>(a)* sin*--------^ sin2'"- *-------- ■ X
X
. (o—a —cp(a) . co — a — 3cp(a) s in ------„ sin-------- -




. ö)+ a+ ö(a) . ca + a+3fl>(a) s in ------ sin------------------
sin' cu + a + 2<p(a)
m - k l  2
2 CO it ÍZ 7THereby — x<sin x c c  (0< x< ti/2), (p(a)Smin—— - - (see (17)) and 1—x=7T 4 O
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■ e~2x (0<x<0.7) we get
. cD — a — c p ( a )  . cd —  a  —  3<p(á) sin-------------- sin-----------------
. „co— a  —  2 c p ( a )  sin2------- -
■2 <?(«)sin
. 9(D — a — 2(p(a) sin2------- - - -
Via? J y ia ?  ,  4K - c o W  . ~‘S S ÍA , -- * / O 0\0 ^  ^
4sin! ío — a ( cd — a ) 2 ( cd2 - a 2)2
and similarly
. co + a+ cp(a) . co + a+3cp(a) s in -------„ ■ sin--------------- -
. „CD + a + 2cp(á) sin2--------,
8tt t a)i <p(a)t  
g (íű2—a*)*
Thus (19) yields
(20) p [a + cp (a))p (a+3cp(a)) ^  p(a + 2cp(a))2 e (“i_a2)S .
8jct (o*(p(a)t  2m
On the other hand, by (16), — < c h x —  l<0.54x2
3 ’
and x2 s  sin x2 -
P (a + cp (a))(p + 3cp (a)) ( [ch (p(a) — cos cp (a)] [ch cp (a) — cos 3cp (a)]
p(a + 2 c p ( a ) ) 2 [ch cp (a) — cos 2cp (a)]2 J S
^0.54<p(u)2 + 2 sin2 [o.54(?(a)2 + 2 sin2 3<jt>^ J
[Q.5cp(af +  2 sin2 cp (a)]2
1.04-5.04 ?  ( 1.04-5.04 )"
,  2 , ,„)2 ~  ( 2.3972 J
■5 - J 9(2-5 -y< p(a)2)
This compared with (20) yields 
(21) a(p) = m
Now if (17) does not hold then
a(p) ä  n s
n(cD2 — a2)2 
I8 O712 c p (á )2 cd2
n(cD2 — a2)2
6Acú2cp(u)2
and thus (21) holds for any |a|Sco.
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To prove (b) and (c) let 0 and choose a b for which a^b^co . We have
sin co —1  = -  l — Í. co + b l sin —-—
sin ai sin b — t- +  sin co — b . co + t■ sin
where sgn sin ai=sgn sin ■ • From this and the representation (18) easily fol­
lows that
. v b - t
Since
and
p(x) =  2  Ak sink —
k = 0 *■
sin2m —fc CO +  t
p(b) =  A0 sin2
G4t S  0, k = 0 , 1 , 2m). 
cu + b
/ ( h )  =  ^ 0 2 msin21” - 1 --  y  cos 03 - - - - d i | s i n 2”1" 1 ^
we obtain from (16) and co < —
w + b /(/>) m + bo-(p) =  m s  tan— ------ 77- /  =  tan—-— n sin (b — a)
(22)
P(f>)
co + b= tan—-— n-
2  ch<p(a) —cos(b—a)
sin (b — a)
sh2 cp(a) + sin2 b — a
Choosing b=co, from (22) we get
a(p) =  m s  c2n ■
— tan co(co2 — a2)
CO
sh2 cp (a) + (co2 -  a2) 2
provided 0 Sa<cu. The same argument with — co instead of co leads to the same 
estimate for — a x a ^ O . Thus (b) is also proved.
Now we prove (c). Let O^acco. We distinguish two cases.
Case 1. a+sh <p(a)^cu. Then choosing b=a+cp(a)<a+sh cp(a)Sco, from 
(2 2 ) we get
/ x  <p(a) 1<y(p) =  m  s  escort .2 S  chcon-sh2 <p(a) + cp(af ship (a)
S  c5 nco co
sh cp(a) ^h(?(a) + W ^  j
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Case 2. cz-f-sh <p(a)>co. Now choosing b=co, from (22) we deduce
co — eza(p) = m a  c6nco
sh (p (a) (sh (p(a) + a> —a)
£  C-, n7ri / 2 2 \
sh co (ez) I shco(cz) +
The same argument with — cu instead of co leads to the same estimate for — co- 
<ez^co. □
2 2
C orollary 1. (a) I f  0 < co<  — and sup — °° then crn{(p)<-°°
2 lai-cm (p{a)
(n— 1,2, ...)■
(b) 7 /0 < co < -^ - and
(23) sup —
|a|<co (P\@)
then on((p) = co ( n -  1,2, ...).
Proof. Only (b) needs an explanation. (23) implies sup <p(a)<°°, and thus
|ű] <£0
from lower estimate (b) of Theorem 3
<x„(<p) £  c2n sup
— tan oo(co2 —a2)CO
sh2<Kc/) +  (co2- u 2)2-^-
c(q>, co) n <p (a f  +  {or — cry = c(<p, co)« (pjaf
(p2 — a2+  co — a
as a —co or a-*—co (c(<z>, co) is a positive constant depending only on and co). □ 
Conjecture. We have *
CÁa>)‘”S . w -  -  ^  s  c* M , x , - w + ■) (°-=“ < t ) '
further if co<c10y ,  where c10< l ,  then
o f  — a2 f  co2- a 2 )
i« SUP 2t - S  <r„(<p) == c12« sup +1 .
|<.|«=ca <P(a ) ' |a | -era <PW )
Ci((0 ) (i =  l ,2 ,  ...) denote positive constants possibly depending on co.
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Several examples indicate that this conjecture is true. If e.g.
(P i(x ) = e(co2 — x 2f  °o <  a rs -1 , 0 <  e «= 1, |x| <  a>j
or
(p2(x) = eyco2 — x 2 + co2 — x2 (0 <  e <  1, |x| <  co), 
where cu<c10y  with c10-=l, then according to the upper estimate and lower 
estimates (a) and (c) of Theorem 3 we have an (tp/) ~  -4- (/=1,2). However, if 
with c10< l  and
cp3(x) = e2/3(co—y i —e2/3x) (0 <  £ <  1, |x| <  co),
then by the same arguments we have only
n . . n
C13 £4/3 — n^VPz) — CH ^ 2" •
R emark. From Theorem 3 (a), (c) it is easy to see that in case of 0 <co< cia — , 
-1 we have
, . ( 1/co2- a 2 )il3
<t n ((p ) S  c l b n  sup ■MoHco sn cp{a) )
for an arbitrary cp.
71
Corollary 2. In case 0 < co <  — , a trigonometric polynomial is a Lorentz poly­
nomial on I01 i f  it has no roots in int Im.
Proof. Only the sufficiency needs some explanation. If p(t)£_2T„ has no roots 





cr(p) — rz 4co2e2 cos co- +  2 tan co + 1 . □
71We now turn to the case — = co< n.
71
Theorem 4. Let —S a x n  and
(a) I f  all the roots o f p it) are in D0> then p£La and o(p)=n.
(b) I f  all the roots o f p it)  are in D \D (a then p$La .
6
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(c) I f  p(t) has roots both in Da and D \D ai then both o f the above possibilities 
can occur.
71 — t(d) I f  p{t) has no roots in Ia then for q(t):=  sin2d—-— p{t) we have q£Lw 
and ord q=o(q)=n + d provided that d is large enough.
71
R emark. The statement of Theorem 4 (d) is true even in case of 0<co<—.
P roof, (a) This is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.
(b) We may assume that p(t) has no real roots; otherwise the statement is 
obvious. (The real roots would be in int 1^.) Represent p(t) as a product of first 
order polynomials. These can be represented in the form (5), i.e. with coefficients
of signs q-----b, say. Thus their product p(t) will have coefficients of signs
q-----1— ...— h  In trying to get a Lorentz representation, we multiply by (13),
which, again, has coefficients of signs q----- b... — K. Again, the product will be
q-----b ...— b, thus never a Lorentz representation.
(c) Consider the polynomial
sin“ co -t (ch y — cos t) = chy — 1 . 4 tu — t 2(1—cos co chy)• sin sin“ co X
. „ co — t . co + t chy—1 . 9 co — t . 9 <o + t X sin3 —-— sin — ---- 1-----^-5---- sin3 —-— sin3 —-— (y arbitrary)
which has roots both in Da> and D \D a (namely, co and ±iy, resp.). The coefficients
are q-----bOO, and hence for the same reason as in (b), it cannot be a Lorentz
polynomial.
On the other hand, if we take the Lorentz polynomial
2 sin2 ^-(lq-cos i)(chy q-cos t) =  (chy + cos co)sin4 —y - +
. , . ,  co—t . co+tq-(chy q-cos cwq-1) sin — ■ sin
, , . co — t . , co + t-b(chy-bcosco-b l)s in —^— sin —-—
^ . „ co—t . 9 co + t + 2 sin2 — — sin2—- — q-
co + t-b (ch y + cos co) sin4
we can see that it has roots —n^D^ and — n + iyd D \D tI1 (if c h y s ----- -— |.V cosco)
(d) It is sufficient to consider the case n = 1. If p has two real roots (outside If) 
then according to (a) d = 0 is suitable. Now suppose that p has the form (5), that 
is for suitable a, b and c
. , co—t c o - t  . co + t . 2 co + tp{t) — a sin3 —----- b b sin —-— sin ———- + c sin ------2 -2 2 2
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As p has no roots in int 1m, we can deduce that ay2+by+c has no roots in (0, 
and this implies that
P (x): = a( 1 -  x)3 + b (1 -  x)( 1 + x) +  c (1 + .v)2
has no roots in (—1,1). Recalling the algebraic result (11), for sufficiently large d 
and the algebraic polynomial
ß ( x ) : = P ( x ) ( i ^ + ^ ) M
we have d(Q)=2 + 2d, and from this it is obvious that for sufficiently large d
co — t . cod- 
sin — ---- 1- sin — —9 ( 0  = P ( 0  (si
and o(q)=  1 + d. Now observe that
( . c o - t  co +  / ) 2Ism —---- 1-s in —— J - 4 s i
' f ,
CO . „ 7T — t 
sin‘ — s n r ------2 ’
therefore
9(0  = [4 sin2 p(t) sin2k
and by this the proof is complete. □
R emark. Of course, Theorem 4(c) does not give a complete description of the 
situation, but we were unable to obtain a more exact relation between the position 
of the roots and the property of being a Lorentz polynomial.
4. A criterion for crn(cp) = n
In this section we examine under what conditions on (p will <x„ (<•/>) reach its 
minimum (which is obviously ri). Note that Theorem 4(a) already gave a condition 
for an individual polynomial to have minimal Lorentz degree. Here we consider the 
problem for a class of functions. 71
71
T heorem 5. Let 0 < c o <  — .
(a) I f  then
(24) <r„(cp) = n
for all n — 1, 2, —
(b) I f  (24) holds for some n S l  then D((p)Q .
Proof, (a) This follows from Theorem 1 if we apply it to the elementary factors 
of a polynomial pdL„(cp).
6*
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(b) Consider the polynomial (16) with |a|<co and some w==l. By assumption, 
a(p)=n,  thus
2n — f I f
P(t) =  Z  ak sin4— —  sin2" -’1- —— (ak s  0, k =  0, 1, 2n).
k = 0 ^
Hence
p(co) ■- ű0 sin2n<y sin cu
sin ■to
---- 1 ^ ^ s i n k—-— sin2"-*—-— =
+ t \ k=o 2 2
(25)
sin co
sin •co + t
Pit) (*€/„).
On the other hand, we get from (16) for 2\a\ — co<t<co 
p(co) \ dhcp(a) — cos(cu — a)
(26)
r -p(t)  L chcp(a) — cos(f — a)
c o -t . (co + t ) 2 sin—-— sin ^—------ a I
1+ - ch cp (a) — cos (t — a)
Now (25) and (26) yield
• ( a) + t ) 
Sin l 2----- V
sin co




Thus letting t-+ca—0 we get
- . co -t 2 sin -—-— 2 sin2 co + t
sin (co — a) cos co
chcp(a) — cos (co — a) sinco ’
i.e. cos űS cos co ch cp (a), which (see (4)) shows that D (cp) Q D0). □
5. Schur-type inequalities
For a continuous function f(x )  on the finite interval [a,b], denote ||/||[„,6] = 
=  sup I f(x)\. A classical result of I. Schur [3] states that if P(x) is an algebraic
polynomial of degree at most n then
l i ’w ik - i .«  ^  ( « + i ) | | p w / r ^ ? | | [_llll.
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In this section we prove the trigonometric analogue of this result, and we show 
that for Lorentz polynomials the corresponding inequality can be improved.
T heorem 6. We have
llp(OII/„ 2/1+1(27) A„(co) =: sup 
o *per„
p( 0 j
/ cos t —cos CO . (0 sin — 2
and here the supremum is attained if and only if
(0 <  co ^  n, n =  0, 1, ...)





)/cos t — cos CO 
P roof. Define 2« + 1 different points
(28) tk =  2 arc sin ^sin ^  sin  ^ j (|ik| «= co, k = 0, ±1, ±n).
We distinguish two cases in estimating ||//(t)l!/ 
Case 1. \ t \^ tn. Then by (28)
cos t — cos co cos t„ — cos co-------------------  S: ------ ------------
2 “  2
(29)




. „co „ nn . „co . , n l= sin2 — cos" = sin2 — sin2 — ——  > 22 2 n + l 2 2 (2 /i+ 1) (2/1+1)"




t / i C O S/ — COS CO
. COsin y
p(0]/
[ COS t —COS CO
Case 2. |/| ^co. Consider the functions
(31) 4 * (0  =
/
. --------------- sin -*■
(— l)k ] /  cos !k ^cos °f sjn (2 /i+ l) arc sin — —
sin I
(2/i + 1) cos sin *k2
(k =  0, ±  1, ..., ±n).
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At first we show that Dnk(t)^STn (k=0, ± 1 , ±n). Since sin (2/3 +  \)u =
n
— 2  sin2j+1«, we have
7 = 0
t " t t —sin — 2  h  sin2jy  sin — Dnk(t)
(32) Dnk{t) =  Z Jm0— ----- -- = ---- (A: = 0, ±  1, ±u),■ t - t k sin —-— sin t - t k
where Dnk(t)ZSTn (k=0, ±  1, Hence (by t0=0) Dn0{t)£3Tn. On the other
hand, by (28), (31) and (32), Dnk(tk) = 0 (& =±1, ..., ±n), and thus Dnk{T)^STn 
indeed, for all |A:| ^ n.
An easy calculation shows that D„k(tj)=5kj ( k , j= 0 ,± l , . . . ,± n ) ,  whence
133)
Thus denoting
(34) M  — max
1*1*»
we obtain from (33)
p i0 =  2  p itk)D nk{t).k— — n
P(fk)
j / cos tk — COS CO
P it)
cos t — cos CO
p(t) S  M
sin (2n +  1) arc sin
sin T
sin co
2/3+ 1 ■ 2k = — n
1
tk ■ t — tk cos ■— sin —^  2 2
= M
(35)
A,o(0 , 4j)"°^sin2T ^ l
. COsin — 2 sin •









[a .o(0 sin- I I  =
cos (2/3+ 1) arc sin
=  M
sin •
Vf cos t — cos
. COsin —
CO
it„ <  |i| <  co).
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Evidently, here




l/lcos t — COS CO
and because of sgnp*(tk) = (  — l)k (k=  0, ± 1, ± m), p*'(0 has at least 2m— 1 roots
in ( — tn, t„). Since p*(t) is an even trigonometric polynomial, the only remaining 
root of p*\ t )  must be at t=n.  Hence p*{t) is monotone on [—co, —/„] and on 
[r„,co]. Being
1
j /  cos t„— COS CO
2 m +  1
. COsin - j
(see (28)), we get from (35) and (34)
( m a x jp (0 l ^  M|p*(±co)| ^ - ^ ± 1
sinT
p (0
y  cos t — COS CO
This together with (30) shows that (27) holds true.
It is clear from (30) that ||p*(OII/„ is attained either on [ —co, — r„] or [t„, co]. 
Also, (35) shows that the first inequality turns into equality if and only if
j / cos tk -COS CO = const. (k = 0, ± 1, ..., ±ri).
Apart from a multiplicative constant, these 2m+  1 conditions uniquely determine 
p(t), namely p (t)—p*(t)- □
It is worth mentioning that Theorem 6 remains true for a —tv. we have
max \p(t)\ s  (2m+ 1) max— oo -erf < co —oo<f<c
for any p(t)^STn with equality if and only if
2 m +  1
P(0  cosy
cos-
p( 0  =  c-
cos-
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We now improve Theorem 6 by considering Lorentz polynomials. Our result is 
slightly more general, since we consider weights of the form [ C°S ? ^ Í
( 0 < a ^ l )  instead of Í COS t — COS CO
Theorem 7. Let 0 < a ^ l .  Then* 
co) =: sup II/>(Olk
p&o
,  . (  COS t — COS CO VI
"«u— 2—  L
(36)
|f  n(n — 2co)+]/con ]
' 2 )
a
i f  0 < co ^  n/2, 
i f  7t/2 s  co =» it,
and here the supremum is attained i f  and only if
p (t) =  c sin1• 2« m ± t— r cin*2"-------
P roof. Let 0 < m i n  (co, 7t — co) be defined by
(37) sinr. = n+ a■ sin co.
In estimating ||p(t)||/co, we distinguish two cases. 




cos Í —COS CO
1
■111
-  (— l — )• s
V COS t — COS CO )
(  . CO T„ . CO +Ism —-— sin rij’
(k I tS T„).
2 2
Case 2. t„< |0| ^co, say t„< 0 sío . An easy calculation shows that the poly­
nomials sin* —~2 ~  sin2"- *1 —y —■ attain their maxima in at the points \tk\^  
Sm in (co, 71 — co) defined by
n — k .sin tk — ------- sin co (Os k s  2ri).
* a ~ b  means that a lb  remains between positive bounds depending only on a (but independ­
ent o f  n  and co).
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Evidently r„ whence the polynomials sin*1-^  * sin2"-* i° ^ t-
(1 s k ^ 2 n )  are monotone decreasing in [t„, co]. Therefore, using the representation
(18) (with n instead of m) we get
I • ■>„ CO+0 4? • k a > ~ Z n ■ 2n - k w  +  z n\p(0)\ ^  a0 sin- ■ ■■■■■- + 2 a k sin11— sin2"




co +0 sin —-—
• «  + sin —-—
\p(*n)\ ^
sin co + 0
sin m + t„
, , ( COS t — COS CO V
r °  l— 2 — ) L
(
CO— T„ . CO +sin —-— sin ——2
\P(Q)\
h )‘
,  (  COS t  — COS CO VII
'«H -----2----- J II,
. co + t max sin —-—T^ t^ CO 2
. CO+r„sin —-— ( . CO-T„ . COT T„ Vl Sin — sin— j
(t„ g  0  Ä co),
Vn = 0 — CO).
Comparing this with (38), we can see that (40) yields a larger upper bound, i.e. the 
norm is attained in r„SfSco (or — co^/S— t„). It is also seen from (39) that
equality holds if and only if a1 = a2 =  ... = a2n = 0, i.e. p(t)=a0 sin2" (Con­
sidering the interval [ —co, — t„] we get p(t) = a2n sin2 
nomial.)
Hence the supremum in (36) is exactly
co — t as the extremal poly-
(41) B„(a, co) =
. co + t max sin —-—fn^ |f|^ C0 2
sin W+Tn [ . CO -T„ . CO +sin —-— sin——sr
All we have to do is to calculate the asymptotic value of this expression. (37) can 
be written in the form
«  + t„(42) . . CO—T„2 sin —-— cos- oc sin co n + oc
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and thus in case 0< g)S7t/2
2/i
1
. (O + tmax sin —-— 2
. Ű) + T„sin —-—
sin o
. (0 + T„sin —-—
3G)+T„ .cos---------sin co
1 +  -
» . ( 0 ( 0 -  T„ 3(0 +  T„2 sin—----- -— cos---- -—■4 4 4
sin cü+r„
1 + . . ®+T„ . (0+ T„(n +  a) cos ——  sin —- — n r
e4,
while in case n ß ^ o jS n
1 =§
. co+t max sin —-—
t „ S | f | S o >  2
sin
f  . (0+T„) 2"=  i S, n  2 J =
2 sin2 n - ( o — r„
1+ -
sin G) + T„
1 +
2(U+I„ 2 cos2 —— 5 2
. ÍO sin — 
2
Therefore from (41)
. . . .  , ( . c o - t„ . ib +  tT “ /(« (« -T n ))-“ if 0< ® = í7r/2 ,
(43) 5„(a, co) ~  sin— —  sin—V 2 2 J l(ö) — T„) a if l t /2 S (l)S  TT.
Writing (42) in the form
(n — 2(o + (o — t „)(co -  r„) sin G)
we obtain
G) — T„ ~  y (2 o - sin G)ir)2 4-------------- 1- 2 g> — n
(O
n(n — 2co) + ]! (on 
1
= "  if 0 <  G) 3= 7t/2,
2g) — 7T + if n/2 S G i s j i .
This together with (43) yields (36). □
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R emark. We can see from Theorem 7 that for fixed co
fo(n“) if 0 < co < n/2,
Bn(a, co) = j o(na/2) if co = n/2,
(o(l) if 7t/2 <  w s  n
when 7i-►oo. For a = y  these estimates are better than those obtained from 
Theorem 6.
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Introduction
It is well-known which role lower semicontinuous functions play in some sec­
tions of mathematics. The family Sf(T )  of all bounded lower semicontinuous func­
tions on a completely regular space T  is the historically first extension of the family 
C*(T) of all bounded continuous functions on T. This family is a first stage in a 
construction of the family of Borel functions and in an extension of measures to the 
families of measurable functions.
As far as the family S?(T) is not closed under subtraction and multiplication 
with negative numbers, in 1915 F. Hausdorff ([1] see also [2]—[5]) has introduced
1980  Mathematics Subject Classification. P rim ary  54C 10; S e c o n d a r y  5 4 C 3 0 .4 6 E 9 9 , 4 6 J 1 0 .
Key words and phrases. A le x a n d r o v ia n  a n d  rr-A lexandrovian  c o v e r s ,  S ierp in sk ian  a n d  o -S ie r -  
p in s k ia n  ex ten sio n s o f  C * (T ) , p er fec t p re im a g es , v ec to r  la ttice  a n d  C - r in g  ex ten sion s, A le x a n d r o v  
d e term in ed  p reim ages, a lm o s t  se m ic o n t in u o u s  f  u n ctio n s .
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the family of bounded semicontinuous functions 5’*(7) = {x—y\x, y€5'i*(Z’)}, which 
is already a lattice algebra. However, in 1921 W. Sierpinski ([6]) has established that 
the family S*(T) is not uniformly complete in general and has introduced the uni­
form completion S*(T)  of the family of semicontinuous functions.
The extension S*(T)  of the family C*(T)  we shall call the Sierpinskian exten­
sion. To the very last time neither a functional description of this extension nor its 
characterization was known.
In this connection the following problems arise: first to select some categories 
connected with the Sierpinskian extension, secondly to select characteristic proper­
ties of this extension within the scope of these categories and third to prove that the 
selected properties characterize this extension in these categories.
The paper is devoted to a solution of the mentioned problems. Two new cate­
gories of extensions of the family C*(T) are introduced: the category of vector- 
lattice extensions inheriting separable decomposition and the category of C-ring ex­
tensions inheriting separable decomposition. A series of properties is introduced for 
objects of the given categories.
For the functional description of the Sierpinskian extension a new class of almost 
semicontinuous functions is introduced.
In order to prove that the chosen properties characterize the Sierpinskian ex­
tension it was required to characterize the Alexandrovian cover E  of a space T, which 
can be defined briefly as such a “good” preimage of T that almost semicontinuous 
functions, lifted on E, become continuous on E. That is why a new topological 
category of perfect preimages lifting separable covering is introduced, some new top­
ological properties of objects of this category are formulated and some character­
izations of the Alexandrovian cover are given in the paper (see Theorem 1 and Prop­
osition 3). With the help of these results some vector-lattice and C-ring character­
izations of the Sierpinskian extension are given (see Theorems 2 and 3).
Some part of the given paper was published in the paper ([7]). In the paper we 
shall adhere to the terminology accepted in the books ([8]—[12]).
The author expresses his profound gratitude to A. Császár and E. Makai Jr. 
for their help during fulfilling this work at the time of the author’s staying in the 
Budapest University in 1983—84.
§ 1. Basic categories and properties
1.1. Category of perfect preimages lifting separable covering.
We shall suppose that all considered spaces are completely regular and all con­
sidered mappings are perfect.
Let Tand E be completely regular spaces and e: E —T  be a surjective perfect 
mapping.
1.1.1. The preimage E will be called lower extremally disconnected if cl £_1G 
is open-closed for any open set G in T.
1.1.2. Let £f(T) denote the set of all non empty countable subsets of the space T. 
For every countable subset S consider the closed separable subset 7^=cl S. The 
covering {Ts\S^lE(T)} will be called the separable covering of the space T.
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The preimage E  will be called lifting separable covering if E  has a family of closed 
subsets {£'s|5'€^’(7’)} suchthat U Es is dense in E, eEs—Ts and SxczS2 implies 
ESlc Es2 . The mapping Ts>-+Es will be called the lifting of the separable covering 
and the defined preimage will be denoted by {E, e  : E-~T, Ts^-Es}.
A perfect mapping y: E-*-É such that e=éoy and yEsc És will be called a 
mapping (or a morphism) o f the preimage {E, e: E-~T, TS<-*ES} into the preimage 
{É, e: É-~T, Ts>->-És} and will be denoted by {y}: {E, e: E —T, TS^ E S}-+ 
-*{É,é:É ^ T , Ts^ É s}.
The preimage {E, e: E-+T, Ts>->-Es} will be called larger than the preimage 
{É, e: £ — T, Ts>—És) if there exists a mapping {y}: {E, e: is — T, Ts*->-Es}-* 
-*{É, é: £ — T, TS<-*ES} such that the mapping y: is—is is surjective and yEs = És .
1.1.3. Let {E, e: is — T, TS>-^ ES} be a perfect preimage of T  lifting separable 
covering.
The preimage E will be called saturated if for any Es and any open set G inter­
secting Es there exists an ER such that 0 ^ E Ra E s C\G and RczS.
The preimage E will be called filled if U Esk is dense in Es for any sequence Sk 
such that U Sk=S. Any saturated preimage is filled.
The preimage E  will be called lower disjoined if e-1G fliss =0 implies c le^G D  
H£'s= 0  for any open set G in T.
1.2. Category of vector-lattice extensions inheriting separable decomposition.
We shall suppose that all considered vector lattices are Archimedian, have fixed 
strong units and are uniformly complete with respect to their units and that all con­
sidered vector-lattice homomorphisms preserve these units. Also we shall suppose 
that all considered vector-lattice ideals are uniformly closed.
Let Tbe a completely regular space and C* (T) be the vector lattice of all bounded 
continuous functions on T. Let A be a vector lattice and u: C*(T)-+X be an in­
jective vector lattice homomorphism. We shall say that X  is an extension of C*{T) 
and shall identify C*(T) with its image in X.
1.2.1. The extension X  will be called lower Dedekind complete if any subset of 
C*(T), which is bounded above, has a supremum in X.
Let Y  be an ideal in X. The ideal Y is called a component of X  if y f i  Y, x£X  
and x=sup y( imply x(z Y. The ideal Y will be called a lower component of X  if 
j ’i6C*(7n)n T , x£X  and xr=supiyi imply x£Y.
1.2.2. For any countable set S^£Y{T) consider the ideal Cs{T)~  
= {f<=C*(T)\f(Ts) = 0} in C *(r). The family {C*s {T ) \S ^ { T )}  will be called the 
separable decomposition o f the vector lattice C*(T).
The extension X  of C * (T) will be called inheriting separable decomposition if X  
has a family of proper ideals {Xs\S^.£Y{T)} such that n j s={0}, uf£Xs iff 
f£Cs(T) and implies XSlz>XSl. The mapping Cs(T)>-»Xs will be called
the inheritance of separable decomposition and the defined extension will be denoted 
by { I ,« : C * ( i ) ^ , C s‘ ( 7 j - I s}.
A vector lattice homomorphism v.X-~%  such that vou—ü and vXsc Xs 
will be called a morphism o f the extension {X,u:C*(T)-+X, C*S(T)^-XS) into the 
extension {fí,ű'.C*(T)-»X, Cs(T)>->-£s} and will be denoted by {v}:{X,u: 
C *(T )^X , C U T )~ X s}-»{X ,u:C*(T)-+X9 c u t ) ~ X s}-
I*
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The extension {X, ű: C*(T)-»X, Cs(Tr)>-+£s} will be called larger than the 
extension {X, it: C*(T)-~X, Cs(7’)t—2's} if there exists a morphism {v}:{X,u: 
C *(T )-~X ,C s('T)'^Xs} ^ { £ , ü :C*(T)~£,C U T)>-+£s} suchthat the homomor­
phism v:X -*X  is injective and vxdXs iff x£Xs .
1.2.3. Let {X, u: C*(T)-~X, C $(T )^X S} be an extension of C*(T) inheriting 
separable decomposition.
The extension X  will be called saturated if for any Xs and any proper component 
Y  such that Yd= {x£Y|V.y€7(|x|fl|y| = 0)}Jiff's there exists an XR such that 
Xs {JY a X R and RrzS.
The extension X  will be called filled if Pi XSk =  Xs for any sequence Sk such that 
L IS T S ’.
The extension X  will be called lower component if every ideal Xs is a lower com­
ponent of X.
Lemma. Any saturated extension X  is filled.
P roof. On the strength of Yosida’s theorem ([14]) there is a compact E  such 
that the vector lattice X  is isomorphic to the vector lattice C(E). Consider the non­
empty closed subsets Es = {■s,£.£jV*€As(x(.s-) =  0)}. Let £=115*. Then U Esk 
is dense in Es. In fact assume that there exists an open set G such that G f lEs A0, 
G fj(U £'St)=0. Take a regular closed set F c C  suchthat Fenint Consider
the proper component F e  {y£ffjy(F) = 0}. Then there exists an R c S  suchthat 
Ts U y c l s . So £jC G . As Rk = R h s k7i0 for some fcweget 07±ERkczERr\ESk=0. 
From this contradiction we conclude that such set G does not exist.
Now take a 0-=;t6 (TYSfc. Then x(Es) = 0. Consider the functions xk =
= ^x —-|-ljv 0 . From the property Esi)cl coz xk—0 we conclude that xkdXs .
As this ideal is uniformly closed we get xdXs . The lemma is proved.
1.3. Category of C-ring extensions inheriting separable decomposition.
We shall regard that all considered rings are commutative with a unit and all 
ring homomorphisms are unitary.
1.3.1. A ring X  will be called a C-ring if X  has the following properties ([15]):
a) for any x ,y  there exists z such that x2+y2 = z2;
b) for any a there exist y  and z such that x = y 2—z2 and yz = 0;
c) if for x  and for any k^ I  there exists y —y{ri) such that n{x2-\-y2) = 1 
then x= 0 ;
d) for any a there exists (1+x2)-1;
e) for any a there exist y  and ndN such that a2+ y2 =  «1;
f) if {a,,} is a sequence such that for any / c 1 there exists n0=n0(k) such 
that m, n ^ n 0 implies 3y, k((xm—x„)2+y2) =  l  then there exists a such that for 
any k ^  1 there exists m =m (k ) and z such that k ((a — Am)2 +  z2) =  I .
A ring ideal 7  of the C-ring X  will be called C-ideal if for any sequence {>’,.} 
and any a such that for any k  ^  1 thereexists m = m{k) andzsuchthat k((x— ym)2-f 
+ z2) =  l, the condition !y„}c 7  implies x£7.
The importance of the class of C-rings follows from the following
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T heorem (Delfosse) ([15]). A commutative ring X with a unit is a C-ring iff X 
is isomorphic to a ring C(K) of all continuous functions on some compact space K.
Corollary. With respect to an order defined by the cone P= {x(_X\^y^X{x— 
=y2)} the C-ring X  is a lattice ring and the ring isomorphism X  C (A) is a lattice 
ring isomorphism.
1.3.2. Let T  be a completely regular space and C* (T) be the C-ring of all bounded 
continuous functions on T. Let A' be a C-ring and u: C*(T)—X  be an injective 
ring homomorphism. We shall say that X  is a C-ring extension of C*(T) and shall 
identify C* (T) with its image in X. If Y and Z  are modules over the C-ring X  then 
the set of all module homomorphisms from Y into Z  is denoted by Homx(y, Z). 
Let Y and Z  be ring ideals in the C-ring X. A  homomorphism g£Homx (Y, Z) 
will be called bounded if there is a natural number n such that |&y|Sn|y| for any 
yd Y. The subset of Horn* (F, Z) consisting of all the bounded homomorphisms 
will be denoted by Hom£ (Y, Z).
The first and second annihilator of a subset Y of X  will be denoted as usual by 
Y* and y**, resp.
The extension X  will be called lower continuing if for any ring ideal Y  of the ring 
C*(T) and for any homomorphism g€Homc*(r) {Y, C*(7}n Y**) there exists a 
homomorphism h^HomJ (X, Y**) extending g.
A ring ideal Z in X  will be called a lower segment of X if for any ring ideal Y of 
the ring C*(7j and for any pair of homomorphisms g£Homc»(r) (T, C *(r)(1f**) 
and /i£Hom£ {X, Y**) such that h extends g the condition gY c Z  implies hX cZ .
1.3.3. For any countable set SdSP{T) consider the C-ideal Cs(T) = 
= {fdC*(T)\f(Ts)=0} in the C-ring C*(T). The family {C*s(T )\S d ^(T )}  will 
be called the separable decomposition of the C-ring C*(T).
The extension X  of C*(T) will be called inheriting separable decomposition if X 
has a family of proper C-ideals {Xs\SdSf(T)} such that n z s— {0}, ufdXs iff 
f£C s(T) and Sx(zS2 implies XSlz>XSl. The mapping Cs(T)>-»Xs will be called 
the inheritance o f separable decomposition and the defined extension will be denoted 
by {X ,u:C *(T)~X , C*S(T )~ X S}.
A ring homomorphism v:X-*-% suchthat vou=ű and vXsa  jfs will be called 
a morphism of the extension {X, u: C*(T)— X, C*S(T) — Ts} into the extension 
{X,ü:C*(T)-+X,C*s {T )~ X s} and will be denoted by {v}: {X, u: C*(T)-~X,
cS(r)-*jrs}-{£  ü: c* (T )~ X ,  c$ (T)~ X s}.
The partial preorder on C-ring extensions of C*(T) inheriting separable de­
composition is defined as in Section 1.2.2.
1.3.4. Let {X, u: C*(T)-~X,Cs(T)i->-Xs} be an extension of C*(T) inheriting 
separable decomposition.
A ring ideal Y in X  is called an annihilator ideal if Y coincides with its own 
second annihilator Y**.
The extension X  will be called saturated if for any Xs and any proper annihilator 
ring ideal Y  such that Y* cf Xs there exists an XR such that XSU Y a X R and R aS .
The extension X  will be called filled if fl XSk = Xs for any sequence Sk such 
that U*S'fc=>S'. Any saturated extension is filled.
The extension X  will be called lower segment if any Xs is a lower segment of X.
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§ 2. Alexandrovian and u-Alexandrovian covers
Let T  be a completely regular space. Let sd (T) denote the field of subsets of T, 
generated by all open sets. This field will be called the field o f Alexandrov subsets 
of T 1.
2.1. Construction and properties of Alexandrovian cover
Consider the Stone compact E0 of all ultrafilters in sd(T). For any point s£E0 
let Ps denote the set D {cl A \A £ 0 s} where s corresponds to the ultrafilter 0 S. Con­
sider the subspace E={s^.E(i\Ps7i 0} and define the surjective continuous mapping 
g \E -~ T  such that es= P s . The space E with the mapping s will be called the Ale­
xandrovian cover of T.
Let i0 be the Stone isomorphism between ,<J(T) and the Boolean algebra A (F0) 
of all open-closed subsets of E0. Let i: sd{T) — A(E) be the corresponding injective 
homomorphism of Boolean algebras such that iA=EC\i0A.
Lemma 1. For any set A ^sd(T) there are open sets Gk and closed sets Fk such 
that A={J(GkC)Fk).
k
P roof. It is clear that the family of all sets of such form is closed under joins 
and contains the set T. Let A =  U {G'kFFk\k= \, ..., n). Consider the sets Fk = 
T \G 'k and Gk = T \F k . Then T \A =  D {Gk(dFk}. It is clear that T \A c z  
C: U {((?,-,n  ... n Gj)n(FAn  ... n F J \{/„ /,}U {A, ..., j m) = {I, ..., «}}. Conver­
sely, consider the set C = (G ;jn . . .nG yrX /jjfT . . .HF}m). Take an arbitrary k. If 
k = ip then CaG ip(zGkUFk. If k= jq then C<^FjqczGkVJFk. Therefore C czT \A . 
Thus T \ A  is the set of mentioned form. Consequently, such a family is a field. The 
lemma is proved.
Lemma 2. The subspace E  is dense in E0, the homomorphism i is injective and the 
mapping e: E-»T is perfect.
P roof. Consider an arbitrary open-closed set U=i0A in E0. For some point 
t£A  consider the ultrafilier 0  = {Afisd(T)\t£A'}. Let a point s£E0 correspond 
to 0 . Then sdEClU. Consequently, F is dense in Ea. Since iA = ED /„ A the homo­
morphism i is injective.
Denote ßT by S. For any point s£E0 consider the set P' =  fi {clj A\A£0s} ^ 0  
where v corresponds to the ultrafilter 0 S. Assume that tk and t2 are different points 
from P j. Then there exists an open set G in S  such that tfiG  and i2$cls G. Let 
G '= G nT . Since G '(jA ^ 0  for any A £0S we have G '£0S. Therefore t2£c\s G' 
but this is false. Hence Pj consists of only one point. Define the mapping e0: F0 — S  
setting e0s =Ps'. This mapping is continuous. In fact, let U be a neighbourhood of the 
point £0x in S. Take an open neighbourhood G of this point such that cl G c  U. 
Consider the sets G'=GC\T and V=i0G'. Since G 'lAA^0  for any A £ 0 S we 
have G '£0S and therefore s£V. Besides e0VczU.
1 This term is introduced in honour of A. D. Alexandrov, who has used the field sd(T) for 
extending Riesz’ theorem from compact to normal spaces ([16]).
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It is clear that s=e„|E and E czeö1T. Let e0s£T. Then Ps= H {rflcls A\A£ 
^ 0 s}—TDboS760. Hence s£E. Thus E —Eq1T. This implies that e is perfect. The 
lemma is proved.
Associate with a countable set S  the closed subspace Es of all the ultrafilters 
from E, all the members of which intersect the set S.
Alexandrov sets Ax and A2 will be called S-equivalent if (A A A') H S=0. Let 
s/s(T) denote the Boolean algebra of all classes of ^-equivalence A of elements A 
from s/(T). Let (A a A')C\S=0. Let iA ftEs and s corresponds to an ultrafilter
0 S. Assume A '$ 0 S. Then A a A 'a>A\A'£ 0 s but this is false. Hence s£iA'C\Es . 
Thus iAC\Es = iA' f)Es . So we can define correctly the homomorphism of Boolean 
algebras is : s /s(Tj -*■ A {Es) suchthat isA=iAC\Es.
Lemma 3. The family A0(Ej) = {isÄ\A£si (T)} is a base in the space Es, the 
homomorphism is : s/S(T)-+A0(ES) is injective and eEs—Ts.
P roof. Denote by £ os the subspace of E0 consisting of all the ultrafilters, all the 
members of which intersect the set S. Consider the factor-homomorphism hs: 
si(T )-*sis(T). Let isA=0  and assume AD S7i 0. Take a compact set F caLTS. 
Consider the proper filter base 0 O in s i  ( T) consisting of the set A and all open sets G 
containing F. Then 0'o=hs 0 0 is a proper filter base in sis{T). Imbed 0'o in some 
ultrafilter 0 ' and consider the ultrafilter 0=hg 10'. Let s be the point in E0 corre­
sponding to ©.Then s£E0S. If A 'd 0  then F(Tcl A '^0 . Otherwise G (jclA '= 0  
for some GT0oc 0 .  This implies A'C\G£0. Hence 0 = A, r\G (jS?i0. It follows 
from this contradiction that f) {Fflcl A'\A'£0}A0. Therefore s£Ff. Besides 
A £ 0  implies s£isA=0. From this contradiction we conclude that Ä = 0.
Let t£Ts . Consider the proper filter base 0 O consisting of all open sets G con­
taining t. Imbed hs0 o in some ultrafilter 0 '  and consider the ultrafilter 0  =h^l 0'. 
Let í  be the corresponding point. As fl {cl A\A£0} we have s£Es and cs=t. 
Further let a point s£Es correspond to an ultrafilter 0 S and assume that t=ss$Ts. 
Take a cozero set C such that tkC czT \T s . As C H A ^0  for any A £ 0  we obtain 
C €0. So C n ^ ^ 0  but this is false. This contradiction means that t£Ts . The 
lemma is proved.
Lemma 4. For any Es and any open-closed set 0A U =iA in E there exists a set 
RczS suchthat ER(jUczEs .
P roof. Consider the non-empty set V=isÄ. Then the set R= A C\S is non­
empty. We have ERczEs . Let s be a point from V corresponding to an ultrafilter 0. 
Then A^O. Therefore for any A '£ 0  we have A, r\R=AC\Ar\S9i 0. This means 
s£Er . Conversely, let s£ER. For any A '£ 0  we have A'ClAHS^O. It has as a 
consequence that A £ 0  and so V. The lemma is proved.
Lemma 5. Let A be an Alexandrov set. Then iA A£~lA j) Es for any S.
P roof. Assume that Es<a í A a s - 1 A for some S. Suppose that EsCliA^Q. 
According to the previous lemma there exists a set R c S  such that ER cz iA \s ~ 1A. 
This implies TRHA=0. Consequently, iAf]ER=0. But this is false. It follows from 
this contradiction that Then TsczA implies by Lemma 3 iA (jEs A0
but this is also false. The lemma is proved.
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L emma 6. I f  ■Si n*S,2= 0 then ESlC\ESa is a nowhere dense set in the subspaces 
ESl and ESl.
P roof. For any point sk£ S l take a cozero set Ck such that S2(zCk and 
Then nC fcn S j= 0 . Let ,s- be a point in ESlC\ES2 = F corresponding to an 
ultrafilter 0. As T \C k$ 0  for any A: we get Ck£& and hence s£ fliCk. Therefore 
Fez C\iSlCk=H. Assume that the set H  is not nowhere dense in ESl. By Lemma 3 
07±iSlÄczH  for some set A. Consequently, 0< I c C k in sdSl(T) for any k. There­
fore 0 ^ n S 1cflC *n.S1= 0  but this is false. Thus H  and F are nowhere dense. 
The lemma is proved.
L emma 7. For any Sj and S 2 we have ESlUESa=ESlUS2.
P roof. Denote SjUiSa by S  and assume that G =Es\ ( E SlUEsj  is non-empty. 
By Lemma 3 0AisA c G  for some set A. By Lemma 4 isA= ER forsomeset RczS. 
If RC\SyA0 then ER C\FSl A0  but this is false. Then RC)S2F0 implies ERj\EStF0 
but this is also false. From this contradiction we conclude that G=0. The lemma is 
proved.
Lemma 8. I f  Skc .S2 then ESlczESl and the set ESl has a non-empty interior 
in the space ESt.
P roof. Consider the set S = S 2\ S i .  By the previous lemma ES =ESUES1. 
Assume that ESl has an empty interior in ESi- As Esf \ E s is contained in this in­
terior we get e S2=e s . According to Lemma 6 the set Es!~ESl 0E S is nowhere 
dense in the space ESl but this is impossible. The proof is finished.
Consider on E the base (E) of all cozero sets.
Lemma 9. For any open subset G of T we have cl e~1G=iG.
P roof. Assume that there exists a point s^e~1G f]i(T \G ). Then es£T \G  
but this is impossible. On the other hand assume that there exists a non-empty set 
U=iA  suchthat UcziG\c\ £-1G. We can suppose that AczG. Let ^ = U (G t n F t). 
Then GkC]FkA:0 for some index. Therefore there exists a closed set F<eGkC\Fk. 
Consider the set V=iFA0. Then 0AeVczFczG. But this contradicts to the inclu­
sion F c e -1( r \C ) .
C orollary 1. The preimage E is lower extremally disconnected.
C orollary 2. The preimage E is lower disjoined.
P roof. Let £~iGC\Es =0. Then GflS =0 implies iGHEg—0.
2.2. Alexandrov determined preimages.
Now let E be a saturated preimage of T  lifting separable covering.
Let P and Q be subsets of E. If P \Q j)E s for any S  we shall say that P is 
almost contained in Q and write P f  Q.
Let {Ck}<z^(E) be a finite covering of the space E  and {Ak}czs4(T) be a 
finite covering of the space T. The family {Ck, will be called a cohesive
covering of the space E if s~1Ak£ C k for any k. It is clear that the covering {Ak} 
can be supposed to be disjoint.
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Lemma 10. Let {Cj, £~1Aj) and {Ck, s 1Ak) be cohesive coverings o f E. 
Then the family {CjC]Ck, E~1(Aj r]Ak)} is a cohesive covering, too.
Proof. Assume that £_1(-^yn^t) \(C yn Q ) z^Es for some S. If Es C]Cj=0 
then E~1AJ\C jZ iE s but this is impossible. Consequently, Es C\CjZ)ER for some R. 
Then ER(^e~1Ak\ C k but this is impossible, too. It follows from this contradiction 
that such Es does not exist. The lemma is proved.
An entourage U (CkXCk) of the diagonal in the space E X E  generated by a 
cohesive covering {Ck,s~ 1Ak} will be called a c-entourage. The family of all c- 
entourages will be denoted by i f .
Let ‘’U be some family of entourages in EXE. We shall say that iPc is finer than 
ÓU if for any entourage UfßÜ there exists a c-entourage V 0 f  such that Vc:U.
The preimage E will be called Alexandrov determined if there is a uniformity °U 
on E  generating the original topology and such that iXc is finer than °U.
Let E  be the Alcxandrovian cover of T. Consider on E X E  the family °U of all 
entourages U such that for U there exists a cohesive covering {Ct , c~1Ak} such that 
U (cl Ck X cl Ck) c  U.
Lemma 11. Let E be the Alexandrovian cover o f T. Then the preimage E is Alex­
androv determined.
P r o o f . It follows from the previous lemma that ÚU is a filter. It is clear that 
U~X£.°U for any UßU. Let for an entourage U there exist a corresponding cohesive 
covering {Ck, e- L4*} with a partition {Ak}. Consider the new covering {Uk=iAk} 
of E. By virtue of Lemma 5 the family {Uk, is a cohesive covering. Consider
a c-entourage V= U (UkXUk). Then Vdßl.
Assume that P=Uk\ c \ C kX0. Then there exists an S  such that EsczP. 
Therefore AkC\SA0 and consequently there exists a compact set R d A kC\S. This 
implies ERczs~1Ar\Es(Z£~1Ak\ C k but this is impossible. Hence Ukczc\Ck. 
Thus V cU . But it follows from the disjointness of squares of the entourage V 
that VoV=V. Therefore VoVczU. So °U is a uniformity. It is clear that if. is 
finer than ‘’ll.
Let 5 be an arbitrary point in E and G be an arbitrary neighbourhood of this 
point in the original topology T„. Then s(z UkcG  for some set Uk=iA. Let 
U2 = i(T \A ) .  Consider the c-entourage £/= U (UkX Ufft’ß l. The set
H = {reE\(s,r)£U}
is a neighbourhood of ^  in the topology Tx generated by the uniformity °U. As HczG 
the topology Tx is finer than the topology T0. Vice versa let H be an arbitrary neigh­
bourhood of s in Tx. Then Lf = {r(zE\(s, r)£U} for some entourage U^aU. For 
U there exists a cohesive covering {Cfc, £^1Ak] such that U {cl C*Xcl Ck)cz U. 
Then s£Ckc H  for some k. Consequently, T0 is finerthan Tx. Thus these topologies 
coincide. The lemma is proved.
2.3. Functional description of Alexandrov determined preimages.
Now we shall give a functional description of Alexandrov determined preim­
ages. Let £  be a perfect saturated preimage of T  lifting separable covering.
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Denote by C*(E, T, e) the set of all bounded continuous functions / o n  E  such 
that for any n there exists a cohesive covering {Ck, r.~yAk) such that the oscillation 
co(f ,C k) of the function /  on any set Ck is less than u„= 1/«.
Lemma 12. Let {Ck, s~1Ak} be a cohesive covering of E. Then the set 
U (Ck f le -L /)  is dense in E.
P roof. Denote this set by H. Assume that there exists an open set G such that 
GDEt—0. Then by virtue of the saturatedness of E  there exists some Es a  G. As 
AkC lS ^0  for some K  there exists some compact set KczAkC\S. We have EKa  
<ze~1AkDEstZE~1Ak\ C k but this is impossible. Thus cl I I—E. The lemma is 
proved.
Lemma 13. Let f£C*(E) and {Ck, £~yAk} be a cohesive covering such that 
co(f, Ckr\E~yAk)<u„. Then there exists a cohesive covering {Dk, c~1Ak} such that 
a>(f,Dk)<3un.
P roof. Denote Rk=CkC)B~1Ak and Fk= c\R k. Then UFk=E. Divide an 
interval containing the range of the function f  by points aj so that aJ+1—aj<uJ3. 
Consider the covering GJ= f~ 1(]aJ_1, aj+2]) of E. Let Jk = {j\GjC}Fk^0}. 
Consider the cozero sets Dk= U {G/jG/}. It is clear that Fka D k. Therefore 
{D is a covering of E. Let r,s£Dk. Then r^Gt and s£Gj for some i, j£Jk. 
For i and j there exist r1fG ir\Rk and sfG jC \R k. Therefore we have |/(r) —/'(.v)|
3= 1/00- f ( ri) 1 + 1 / ( a) - / ( -b) I + 1/( a ) - /(O l <  3i/„. Consequently, co ( /  Dk) < 3w„. Since 
£ 1Ak\ D kc e  ‘Ak\ C k the covering {Dk, e yAk} is cohesive. The lemma is proved.
Lemma 14. The family C * (E, T, a) is a uniformly complete lattice algebra.
P roof. Denote C*{E, T, s) by (l> and the set of all step-functions 
y = 2  {akX(4k)\Ak€j*(T), AkdA j= 0}  by Y.
Let f f  <P. Then for every n there exists a cohesive covering {Ck, E~yAk} such 
that co(f,Ck)<un. Consider the numbers at =inf {f(s)\sfC k} and the step-func­
tion y = Z akX(A)^Y- Let Pn = U(£“% \ C t). Then |/(j)-y„o£(j)|<u„ for any 
s$Pn.
Conversely, let for an ffC *(E )  and any n there exist a cohesive covering 
{Ck,e ~ 1Ak} and a step-function y„ = 2 akX(A)£Y  such that | / ( j ) - y no£(j)|<i/„ 
for any s$Pn = \J (e~1Ak\ C k). Let sfe~yAkriCk. Then it follows from the dis­
jointness of {Ak} that r,s$Pn. Therefore \ f  (r) —f(s)j<2«„. By virtue of the pre­
vious lemma we have f f  <t>.
Let ffC *(E )  and f f  0  be a sequence such that ]/(.v)—/„(.?)| for all
s fE  and for some sequence of real numbers vn decreasing to zero. Take a number m 
such that vm< u j2. For f m consider a cohesive covering {Ck, s~yAkj and a step- 
function y „ = 2 akX(A) such that \fm(s)—y„oe(s)\-^uJ2 for any s$P„. Then 
| / ( j ) — yno£(j)|<M„ implies f f  <P. This means the uniform completeness.
Let f,gf<P. Then for them there exist cohesive coverings {Ck, s~!Ak} and 
{Cj, s~1AJ} and step-functions y „  = ] fa kxs(Ak) and zn = 2 ajX(^j) such that | / ( j )  — 
- y n o E ( s ) \ < u J 2  for any s$P„ and \ g ( s ) - z n o s ( s ) \ ^ u n/ 2  for any Q„ = U (e~xAj\
\ C j). Consider the cohesive covering {Ckr\Cj, E~y(AkC]Aj)} and the step- 
function ynVzn = 2 (akVaj)x(A (^A j). Let s$Rn= U (s-1 (AkDA j)\(C kHC f). Then
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s£ s-l (Akr)Aj)n(CknCj) for some indexes. Consequently, s£E~lAkC\Ck implies 
s$Pn. Similarly, s$Qn. This gives |/(j)V s(.y )-(yBVrB)oe(j)| =£(/(*)V s ( i) -  
- y no£(j)V^(j)| + |ynoe(A)V^(j)-(y„V2 „)o£(j)|<wII. Hence f\gi<P. In the same 
way the presence of the addition is established. The lemma is proved.
The above mentioned properties lead us to the following
P r o p o s it io n  1. Let E be a perfect saturated preimage of T lifting separable 
covering. Then the following assertions are equivalent:
a) E is Alexandrov determined;
b) the family fd0(E) =  {cozf\fdC*(E, T,c)} is a base o f the topology on E.
P r o o f . a)=>b). Denote C*(E, T, e) by <P. Consider on E the uniformly com­
plete vector lattice <P0 of all bounded uniformly continuous functions with respect to 
the uniformity 'Ll on E. Let a be an arbitrary point in E and G be an arbitrary open 
neighbourhood of this point in the original topology T0. As the topology T ,, generated 
by the uniformity aU, is finer than the topology T0 there exists a Tx -neighbourhood 
H  of s such that s£ I I U G. For H there exists an entourage Vf/JÜ such that 
H={r£E\(s, r)d V}. Let F = E \G . Since ({a}X F )D F = 0 the sets {j } and F are 
remote with respect to the proximity generated by the given uniformity. Therefore 
there exists some function /€<Z>0 such th a t/(a) = 1 and f(F )=  {()} (see [15], 4.2T.2).
Check that 0 ocr (p. Let f£<P0czC*(E). Then for every n there exists an en­
tourage Vf/JU suchthat (r, s)£V„ implies |/( r)  —/ ( j)|<«„. For V„ there exists a 
cohesive covering {Ck, £_L4*} with a partition {Ak} such that U (CkX C k)aV„. 
Consider the numbers at = in f{f{r)\r£Ck} and the step-function y„ = 2 akX(4k). 
Let an s$Pn = U (e~1Ak\ C k). Then s€e~1Akn C k for some k. Therefore |f (s) — 
—yno£(s)l^u„. Now it follows from the proof of the previous lemma that /£  4>.
b)=>-a) For every function f£<P define a pseudo-metric ps by the equality 
pf (r,s) = \f{r)—f(s)\. Consider the uniformity °U on E defined by the pseudo­
metrics {/>/!/€<£}• Take an arbitrary basic entourage U =  {(r, s)£EXE\pfk(r, .?)-= 
<£, k =l ,  ..., m}. Take a number n such that «„<£. Then for the function f k there 
exists a cohesive covering {CkJk, e~1A)k\jk= i, ..., nk} such that a>(fk, Ckjk)<un. 
Consider the new cohesive covering {C},(T... flC™m, e~1(A)1Cl... r\Aj‘m)\jkS n k, 
kSm }  and the entourage V determined by this covering. Let (r,s)£V. Then 
pfk(r, .y)<£ for any k. Consequently, VczU.
Further let s be an arbitrary point in E  and G be an arbitrary neighbourhood of 
this point in the original topology T0. Then there exists a function /£  <t> with the 
cozero set C such that f(E )(z[0 ,1], /(.s) =  1 and C cG . Consider the basic en­
tourage U={(r, t)£EXE\pf(r, l)«=l/2}. The set H={rdE\(s,r)dU} is a neigh­
bourhood of s in the topology Tx generated by the defined uniformity. As H — 
= / -1(]l/2, l])cC  then T! is finer than T0.
Conversely, let H be an arbitrary neighbourhood of a in Tj. Then there exists 
an entourage V from the uniformity such that H={r£E\(s, r)£V). For V there 
exists a basic entourage U={(r, t)£EXE\pfk(r, t)<£, k = l, ...,m }cV . Consider 
the open set G= n fk~](]fk(s) — £, / t (j) + £[) containing a. Then GczH. This means 
that T0 is finer than Tx. The proposition is proved.
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2.4. Almost semicontinuous functions.
Now we shall connect functions from C*(E, T, e) with some functions on the 
space T.
Remind that a real-valued function x  on the space T  is called lower semicontin­
uous if for any real number a the set x~' (]a, +=°[) is open. A function x  on T  is 
called semicontinuous if there exist lower semicontinuous functions y  and z such that 
x= y  — z (see [1]—[6]). The set of all bounded semicontinuous functions on Twill 
be denoted by S*(T). This family is a lattice algebra but not uniformly complete 
in general ([6]).
Let S*{T) denote the uniform completion of S*(T). The extension S*(T) of 
the family C*(T) will be called the Sierpinskian extension of C*(T).
Now we shall give a functional description of this extension. A real-valued 
function x  on T  will be called almost semicontinuous if for every pair of intervals 
[a', b']a]a, b[ there exists a set A£s#(T) suchthat x~1([a',b'])<^Aczx~ aQfl. *[)■ 
The set of all bounded almost semicontinuous functions will be denoted by A*(T).
The family of all step-functions x s 2 ad ( A )  for some real numbers ak and 
some sets Akdsd(T) will be denoted by S(T, sd(T)). It is clear that this family is 
contained in the family >S*(r).
P roposition 2. The Sierpinskian extension S*(T) coincides with the family 
A*(T). The family A*(T) is a lattice algebra containing the family S(T, ,5-/(7')) as a 
uniformly dense lattice subalgebra.
P roof. Denote A*(T) by X, S(T, s /(T ))  by Y  and S*(T) by Z. Divide an 
interval containing the range of a function x £ X  by points a}- so that aj+1 — aj — 
= uJ3. Then there exist sets Aj  such that x _1([a; , aJ+1])czAjC:x~1(]aj-1, aJ+2\). 
Consider the step-function y„ =  sup {aJ_1x(AJ)\j}^Y . It is easily verified that 
O S x (i)-y „ (0  = wn for any A T. This means that Y  is uniformly dense in X.
Conversely, let for a bounded function x  on T  and any n there exist step-func­
tions yn£ Y  such that \x(t)—y„(t)\^vn for all t and for some sequence of real 
numbers v„ decreasing to zero. Then for a pair of intervals [a', Z/]c]a, b[ there 
exists a number n such that 2p„<(ö/ — a)A(b — b'). Consider the Alexandrov set 
A = y~ 1(]a+v„, b —vn[). Then x~ 1([a', b tyczA cx^Q a , b[). Thus x£X.
It follows from these two properties that X  is a uniformly complete lattice 
algebra, containing Y as a uniformly dense lattice subalgebra.
Now let z be a lower semicontinuous bounded function. Take for a pair of 
intervals [a', b']c.\a, b[ the number c = (b' + b)/2. Consider the Alexandrov set 
A = z~ 1(]a, c[). Then z~1([a/, Z/])c:v4czz_1(]a, b[). Therefore z is an almost semi­
continuous function. As a result we conclude that Z c l .  This has as a consequence 
that X  coincides with the Sierpinskian extension. The proposition is proved.
Further let £  be a perfect saturated preimage of T  lifting separable covering.
Real-valued functions /  and g on E  will be called equivalent if for any n there 
exists a cohesive covering {Ck, s~1Ak} of E  such that \f(s)— g(x)|<w„ for any 
U (a_1Afc\ C t). In this case we shall write /~ g . It follows from Lemma 10 that 
this relation is indeed an equivalence relation.
Lemma 15. The following assertions are equivalent for a function / € C * (E):
a )f£ C * (E ,T ,e );
b) there is a (unique) function x£A*(T) such that f~ xo s .
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Proof. Denote A*(T) by X, S(T, s /(T j)  by Y  and C*(E, T,e) by <i>.
a) =>b) Let /£  <P. It was established in the proof of Lemma 14 that there exist
cohesive coverings {Cj, s~1AJ} and {Ck, e~1Ak} and step-functions ym—2 ajX(-dj) 
and yn= 2 akX(A ) from Y  such that for any x$.Pm=U
U(e_M j\C j) and !/(■?)— y„oe(j)|<M„ for any s$ P„ = U (r,~lAk\ C k). Consider 
the cohesive covering {Cj-DC*, e~1(Ajf)Ak)}. Let t£T. Then t$AjC\Ak for some 
indexes. Therefore Et(Ze~1(AJC\Ak). Consequently, there exists a point s£Etfl 
n e ^ iA jn A jn iC jO C ,) .  Then es—t. Besides s^P fb  P„. From these facts we 
obtain \y„,(t)~yn( t) \^ \y m(t)- / ( j)| + |/(.r)-.y„(0l-=2«m for all n ^m . By virtue 
of the previous proposition there exists a function x£X  such that |x(i) — 
—y„(/)[-=3w„ for any t. Since | / ( j ) — xoe(s) \ « \ u„ for any s$Pn we have / ~ jcoe.
Assume that there exists another function x f iX  satisfying to this condition. 
Then there exists a cohesive covering {Ci,e~ 1A i} such that | / ( j ) — x'oe(s)\<un 
for any = U (e~1A \ C i). Let t£T. Then tk c kf)Ci for some indices. As it 
was established above in this case there exists a point s fe ^1tf}s~ l (AkC)Ai)C\ 
n(C*nCj) such that Therefore |x (f)—^ (Ol —1*(0—TnCOI +  lTnCO —
—/(•?)!+  |/ ( j) — jc' ( i) |<  5t/„. Consequently x=-x'.
b) =>a) Let for the function/  there is a function x£X  such that /~ x o e . Then 
for a given n there exists a cohesive covering {C„, ß_1yi„} such that |/(x) —xoe(j)|<wn 
for any s$P„= U (e~M *\Cfc). By virtue of the previous proposition there exists a 
step-function yn = 2 ajX(Aj)(iY with a partition {Aj} such that \x (t)—y„(t)\<un 
for any t. Consider the new cohesive covering {Ckj, r.^1(Akf)AJ)} where CkJ=Ck. 
Let /•, s£Ckjr\e~1(AkP\Aj). Then r,s$Pn. Therefore \f(r)~ /(x)|<4i/„. Accord­
ing to Lemma 13 there exists a cohesive covering {Dkj, e~1(AkC\Aj)} such that 
co(J,DkJ)^12un. This means /£  <1>. The lemma is proved.
2.5. Characterizations of Alexandrovian cover.
Now with the help of the results of the preceding sections we can give charac­
terizations of the Alexandrovian cover. Further uniqueness is understood up to 
isomorphism in the category of the perfect preimages of T lifting separable covering.
Theorem 1. Let E be the Alexandrovian cover o f T. Then
(1) E is the unique largest of all the perfect saturated Alexandrov determined 
preimages o f T  lifting separable covering;
(2) E is the unique smallest of all the perfect filled lower extremally disconnected 
lower disjoined preimages o f T lifting separable covering and, moreover, E is the unique 
universal (in the sense o f Bourbaki) among all such preimages;
(3) E is the unique perfect saturated Alexandrov determined lower extremally 
disconnected lower disjoined preimage o f T.
Proof. Let {É, e: É — T, Ts<->-És} be a preimage of T  having the properties 
from (1). We shall denote in the proof C*(É, T, e) by $  and A*(T) by X.
By virtue of Lemma 15 for any /£4> there exists a unique x£X  such that 
/ ~ jcok. Hence we can define correctly the mapping k: $-*X  such that kf= x. 
It can be checked that k is a unit preserving vector-lattice homomorphism. Let /> 0 . 
Then by virtue of the saturatedness there exists a set És, on which /  takes values 
larger than some number a>0. Take n such that u„<a. Then there exists a cohe-
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sive covering {Ck, é~L4„} such that | / ( í ) —xoá(.y)|<u„ for all U(é_1zík\ C t).
Assume that x=0. Then ÉsaP . But Ak(')SA0 for some index. Therefore there 
exists a closed set 0 ^R czA kF[S. Then ÉRa £ ~ 1AkC)És implies ÉRc£ ~ 1Ak\ C k 
but this is impossible. Therefore x>0. Consequently, k is injective.
Verify that cl £ coz/ =  cl coz kf. Denote the left-hand set by P and the right- 
hand set by Q. Let x£C = coz/ and i = £s^ 0. Then there exists a function g£C*(T) 
such that tdcozgczT \Q . From here s^Cx=coz (go£). As Cf]C19i 0 then 
kf/\g = k{fl\gok)A 0 but this is impossible. Consequently, P.CczQ. Assume that 
there exists a function g£C*(T) with the cozero set G such that Gi~)P=0 and 
GPl<2^0. Consider the function f ^ g o t .  As k ( f f \ f1)= kfl\gA0  then /A /j^O , 
but this is false.
Now let {E, s: E-*T, TS>-*ES} be a preimage of T  with the properties from 2.
Assume that for some Alexandrov set A there exists a set U£ A (E) such that 
for any S  there exists a representation S' = (U Sj) U (U Sk) for some sequences of 
compact sets Sj and Sk such that \JEjCZ U D e ^ A c  U(Je~1A czE \U E k where 
Er=ESr for rd {./, k }. Then the set U with this property is unique. In fact let for the 
set A there exist another set U'£ A (E) such that for any S  there exists a represen­
tation S =  U Sp U U S„ such that \JEpc U , n e - 1A c:U '\Je-1A<zE\\JEq where 
Er = ESr for r£{p,q}. Consider the sets SJP =  Sj H S p. Similarly define the sets 
Sjq, Skp and Skp. Denote ESrs by Ers for any r, s£ {/, k,p, q}. Then E „ cE rUEs. 
Therefore (U £,_/j,)U(UJS,y4)c I7 U e -1^ c t /U e - 1^ c : £ \ ( U ^ i)U(U£’Jk4) and simi­
larly (UEJp) U(UEkp)a U 'C le ^ A c[A  Ue_1z(czE \({JE jq(U(UEkq). Consequently, 
£/ A £/' c: ( £/ A e ~ L4) U (G' A e ~L4) c .E \( (  UEjp) U ( U £ j9) U (UEkp) U(UEkqj). As the 
preimage E  is filled we obtained (U A U') C\Es=0. Since this property is valid for any 
S  we have U = V .
Denote this U by iA. Prove that iA is defined for all Alexandrov sets A. Let G 
be an open set. Then G Pl S — U Sj and (T \G ) (T S=  U Sk for some sequence of 
compact subsets of S. Consider the open-closed set U=cl £~'Gf A (E). Consider 
the sets Er =  ESr for rk_ {/, k). By virtue of the lower disjoinedness of the preimage 
£  we get kiEj^UC\£~1GczU\Je~1G czE \\JE k. Consequently, U=iG. If F is a 
closed set then iF = E \i(T \F ) .  If A —G fl F then consider the sets V=iG, 
W = iF  and U=VUW. We have U ^ c F n c ^ G c F U s ^ G c i X U ^  and 
UEp<^fVri£~1F(zWUE~1F c :E \U E q for some representations S=USj-UUS'jt 
and S'— USPU US',. Consider as above the sets Srs and Ers. From U £/pc  
c í / n E - M c f / U c - M c í M U y U j U y U t U P t , )  we get U=iA. Finally, let 
A={J(G mOFm). Denote GmDFm by A,„. As it is established just now for Um = iAm 
there exist representations S  = US J U US” such that UE j c  £/m U e _L4m c  
a  UmU £~1Amc E \ U  Ek. Applying the mapping s to the given chain of inclusions 
we obtain U Sj,czAmcz T \  U Sk . Therefore U S?= A mn S  and U S ^ S V ^ .  
Consider the set U={JUm. Represent the set S \  A in a form S \ A  = U Sr for 
some sequence of compact sets Sr. Consider the sets S™r =  Sk C\Sr. Since 1J Skr =
k
— Sr the set IJ Ekr is dense in Er. From the inclusion Umfl UA™ c  Gm PlIJ-A"1, =0
k k  k
we get UC\Er=0. Besides s~1AC\Er=0. As a result we obtain (JU.E'f'c: UC)e~1A cz 
UL) e~1A c E \U E r. In addition, 1S,=((JUS'3,)U (U S r). Hence U=iA.
m
Thus we can consider the mapping /: .sf (T) -*■ A (E). Check that this mapping
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is a Boolean homomorphism. Let iA=U  and iA '—U'. Then {JEjCUHe lA c  
c [ /U 8 - M c £ \U £ t and UEpc U 'D b~xA 'c zU 'D e^A 'c zE \l)E q for some 
representations S=  U<S)U US* and S,=  U5,PU U 59. From here we obtain 
( U ^ U íU ^ U C U ^ c C U ^ U íU ^ c C t /U í/o n E -H ^ U ^ O c C C /U í/O U  
U6_1(^ U ^ ,) c £ \ ( ( U £ ’t)n (U £ ,4) ) c £ \U £ 'Jii . This means that i(A{JA')=UÖ U'. 
Consequently, i preserves the supremum. Let U=iT. Then U £}c U cE czE \{JE k 
implies UC\ES=ES for any S. Hence U=E. Therefore i preserves the unit. It is 
evident that i preserves the complementation. If A-/-0 then for some point t^A  
consider the set £ =  {/}. In this case SJ9i0 implies E j^0 . Hence U^0. There­
fore the homomorphism i is injective.
Let x= '£ a kx{Ak)£S(T, s4(T)). Consider the function f = 2 akX(i^k)^C*(E). 
Since i is an injective Boolean homomorphism we can define correctly the injective 
vector-lattice homomorphism r: S(T, sX(T))-»C*(E) by setting rx =f  By virtue 
of Proposition 2 we can extend it up to an injective vector-lattice homomorphism 
r: X-~C*(E). It can be checked that rf=foe for any function f£C*(T).
Consider the injective unit preserving vector-lattice homomorphism 
v : such that v=rok. Let t£E. Consider the sets r = {f£$\t£cozvf}
and P = e _1ei. Assume that for PlTcl coz/=0. Then et£G = T \c l  e coz /  
implies t£e~1GaiG. Let x=y(G). Then rx=y(iG). As x A k f—0 then rxAvf=0  
but this is impossible. Hence P flc lco z /^ 0  for any function f^E . Let / i , / 2€.T. 
Then f i A f ^ r  implies FlTcl coz/xfiel coz f 27i0. Consequently, P,= n{.Pn 
(T cl coz/ ] /€ /  } 7^ 0 by virtue of the compactness of P. Assume that there exist 
.Si, s2£Pt. Then there exists a function f i£ $  suchthat 0 < /S l ,  ^ iin t  {j 6 £ |/ i (j) — 
= 0} and j 2(jint {.y££'|/1(.y) =  l}. Consider the function / 2 =  1 —f x. Then vf1+vf2= l. 
Assume that t£ cozvfx. Then .sygcl coz / x but this is false. Hence t£coz vf2 implies 
i26cl coz/2 but this is false, too. Consequently, Pt consists of only one point. There­
fore we can define correctly the mapping y: E-~E by setting yt=P,. This mapping 
is continuous. In fact, let G be a neighbourhood of the point s=yt. Consider the 
function suchthat 0 S g 1S l ,  J^int and clcozgiCG. Let
g2 = l —g1. Assuming t^coz vg2 we conclude s£ cl coz g2 but this is false. Hence 
t£U=cozvg1. Let L6U. Then yfidclcozgxc:G. This gives us the continuity of y.
This mapping is surjective. In fact, consider a point s£E, a positive reaj number a, 
the mapping u: $-<-$ suchthat « /= ( /— al)V0, the set t  = {0sf£$\s£coz uf} 
and the set P = s_1Éj . Assume that the set Pflcl coz vuf is empty for an /£T . 
Then there exists a function g£C*(T) suchthat es £ coz g a  T '\e  cl coz vuf. Con­
sider the function f x=got. Then j£coz/i means that /iAw/V0. On the other 
hand coz (gos) fiel coz vuf=0 implies v(f1Auf)=rgAvuf=0. From here f^A uf—0. 
It follows from the given contradiction that the mentioned set is not empty. Let 
fi>fz£E. Since u fA u f2 = u{fAf>) then / i A/26T. Therefore / ’(Tel coz v u fD 
(Tel coz vuf2Z)P[Tel coz (v u ( fA f) )^ 0 .  Then it follows from the compactness of P 
that there exists a point D {FITcl coz vuf \far). But cl coz vuf c  coz v f  There­
fore t£ IT {coz Consequently, y t £  D {cl coz/ | / £ T }  =  j .
It follows from the definition of the mapping y  that &oy — E. This has as a con­
sequence that the mapping y  is perfect ([8], VI, § 2, 56).
Check that yEs — És . Assume that there exists a function 0 = fd  <í> with the 
cozero set C such that CC\ÉS-^0 and cl C |T yEs = 0. Assume that there exists a 
point if coz vfC\Es . Then yi£cl CC\yEs~0  but this is impossible. Therefore 
coz vf(~)Es=0. Consider the function x  = kf. Assume that there exists a point t£S
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such that x(t) = a>0. Then there exists an Alexandrov set A such that 
£x_1([a/2, ű ] ) c d c r _1(]a/3, +  °°[). Consider the function y=ax(A)/3Sx. From the 
property coz ryC)Es = 0 there follows iA(~)Es =0. By the construction of the map­
ping i there exists a representation S =  U.SjU U<Sfc such that {JE jdA idz^A ci 
czL4Ufi_1 A czE \U E k. Consequently, U £ j= 0  implies A f]S= 0  but this is false. 
Flence A Pi coz x=0. Consider the sets U„=f~1(\un, +<»[). Then there exist a 
number n and a set R a S  such that ÉRc  U„fjÉs . Since /~ x o e  there exists a 
cohesive covering {Ck, £~1Ak\ such that |/(x )—xoé(j)|<M„ for all Pn = 
=  U (£~1Ak\ C k). We can suppose that the sets Ak are mutually disjoint. As És Ci 
£ s ncoz(xog)=0 then ÉR clPn. Further for some k there exists a non-empty 
compact set RxC:Akr\R. As a result we obtain ÉRl^ A kn p n= t- \A k\ c k. 
Flowever, this is impossible. From this contradiction we conclude that És<zyEs .
Conversely, assume that there exists a function 0 = /€ $  with the cozero set C 
such that cr\yE s A0 and CDÉs=0. Consider the function x= kf. Assume that 
there exists a point t£S  suchthat x(i) = <?>(). Consider, as above, the set A. lake 
the number n such that w„<a/3. Then there exists a cohesive covering {Ck, é~'Ak} 
such that \f(s )— xot{s)\<un for all s$Pn = U (£~1Ak\ C k). We can suppose that 
{Ak} is a partition. We have e~1A C\És(zPn. As A D SA 0  then Sk=AkDA C\SA0 
for some k. Therefore there exists a non-empty compact set RczSk. From here we 
get ÉRc:É- Mk(TÉ_M n F sc:é_1y4fcn / >„ = É_:ly4t\ C ft. Since this is impossible, 
5Tjcoz x=0. By Proposition 2 for x there exist step-functions xn= 2 anpX(4nP) 
with partitions {A„p} such that 0 S r-x „ S t;„ l.  Fix numbers n and p. By the con­
struction of the mapping i there exists a representation S — U5j-U U«S’k such that 
[JEjCziAnpn s - 1AnpcziAnpUs~1Anpc-.E\[JEk. As US jC S r \A np=0 then S = \J S k. 
As far as UEk is dense in Es wc have iAnpC\Es=0. Consequently, coz rxnC\Es=0. 
But O ^rx —rxnS u nl  gives as a result coz rxC\Es —0. Let /Gy_1C. Then f(yt) = 
= 2 a >0. Consider the function f k=a\ — (/A al) and its cozero set Cx. In the as­
sumption t£coz vfx we conclude yt£c\ but this is false. Therefore i f  A vfx S  a i 
implies t^co zv f Hence y_1c n i? s =0. As this contradicts to the initial assumption, 
then indeed És=yEs .
Thus E  is larger than É. Now let E  be the Alexandrovian cover of T. As E  has 
the properties from 1) and 2) simultaneously we get as a result that the Alexandrovian 
cover is the largest of all the preimages with the properties from 1) and the smallest 
of all the preimages with the properties from 2).
Let É  be some other largest preimage of T. Then there are mappings y: E-»E 
and ö : É —E  such that E  is larger than É relative to y and É is larger than E relative 
to Ő. Let t£Es . By virtue of the saturatedness of E  we have t=  (T {ER}. This implies 
Syt€ fj {£■*}=?. As UFS is dense we conclude that 8oy = \d. This means that y 
and <5 are mutually inverse homeomorphisms and so the preimages E  and É are 
isomorphic.
The uniqueness of the smallest preimage and assertion 3) are checked in a simi­
lar manner. The theorem is proved.
This theorem will be used further for the proof of the following Theorems 2 
and 3.
With the help of the previous theorem we can give the following functional 
characterization of the Alexandrovian cover. Remind that a family <l> of functions 
on E  is called completely regular if the set {coz/|/€ $} constitutes a base of the 
topology on E.
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Lemma 16. Let E be the Alexandrovian cover o f T. Then
a) for any function x€ A*(T) there exists a unique function f£C*(E, T, e) 
such that xoe~ /;
b) the mapping r: x<-*f is a bijection between A*{T) and C*(E, T, e).
P r o o f . We shall use the notations from the proof of the previous lemma. Let 
x£X. Then \x(t)—yn(t)\<u„ for all 1 and some sequence y„£Y. Let yn=]£akyfAk), 
{Ak} is a partition and Uk = iAk. Consider the continuous function /„ =  ff,ak'/,{Uk)- 
Since {Uk, £~l/lt} is a cohesive covering then /„£<£. Since {/„} is a Cauchy sequence 
there exists a function f £ $  such that |/(T) —f n(s)\<3un. From here for any 
,i(|.Pn=U(6-L4*V/*) we have |x o e ( j ) - / ( j ) |S |x o £ ( i ) - > » IIo£(j) +  |/B( j ) - / ( j ) |<  
-<4u„. Consequently, f~ xo e .
Assume that there exists another function f  possessing the same property. Then 
there exists a cohesive covering {Cj, e~1AJ} such that | f  (s)—x oe ( i) | < un for all 
,s(£ Q„= U (e~1AJ\ C J). Consider the cohesive covering {Cjf) Uk, £_1(djn^t)}. 
Let s£H=  U (e^iAjDAijniCjC] Uk)). Then PnU Q„ implies |/(.v)-~/, (.s')|<
< 5 un. From the density of the set H we conclude now that the given inequality is 
valid for all points s£E. Therefore / = / ' .  Hence the mapping r is defined correctly. 
It follows from the previous lemma that this mapping is bijective. The lemma is 
proved.
P r o p o s it io n  3. Let E be the Alexandrovian cover of T. Then
a) {E, s: E -* T, TS^»ES} is a perfect saturated preimage of T lifting separable 
covering;
b) there is a bijection r: x ^ - f  between A*(Tj and the completely regular family 
C*(E, T, e) such that xoe~ /;
c) E as a preimage of T lifting separable covering is completely determined (up 
to isomorphism) by the properties a)—b).
P r o o f . Let {É, t: É^-T, TS>-*ÉS} be a preimage of T with the properties 
from a) and b). Denote C*(É, T, e) by $  and A*(T) by X. Let rx—f  ry—g and 
r(x\/y) = h. Then for a fixed number n there exist cohesive coverings {C;, e ^ 'A f  
{Cj, £_L4;} and {Ck,e~1Ak} with partitions such that | / ( j) —xo£(j ) |< m„ for all 
s$P=  U (e- L4|\Ci), |g(.v)—yo£(.v)|<;/„ for all .y |Q= U (e~1AJ\ C J) and
|/j(.y) —(x+y)o£(j)|<t/„ for all s$R=  U (s~1Ak\ C k). Consider the cohesive cover­
ing which is the intersection of the given ones. Let s^H =U  (£~1(Ain A jD A k)ri 
n ( c ,n c , .n c * ) ) .  Then s$PUQUR  implies |/i(.v) — (/Vg)(.v)|<3w„. From the 
density of H and the arbitrariness of n we conclude that h= fdg. Thus f  is an iso­
morphism of the vector lattices^
By virtue of Proposition 1 É is Alexandrov determined. Let G be an open set 
from T and x=y(G). Then x=sup {/í€C*(7’) |/?^.v} in X. Consider the function 
f= rx . Then /= sup  (f/i} = sup {/?og} in $. Hence f= y(U ) where U = c\t~xG. 
Consequently, t/£d(.E). This means that É is lower extremally disconnected. Let 
É-1G n £ s=0. Assume UC\És A0. By virtue of the saturatedness there exists a set 
R c S  such that ÉR(zUC\Ésc  U\r.~'G. Besides there exists a cohesive covering 
{Ck,£~lAk} with a partition {Ak} such that | / ( j ) — .vo£(.i)|<Mt for all s$P = 
=  U(P.~lAk\ C k). Consequently, ÉRUP. As RHAk9i 0 for some k there exists a 
compact set R1czRC\Ak. Therefore ÉRlczt~1AkC\ÉRczt~1Ak \C k but this is 
impossible. From this contradiction we conclude that É is lower disjoined. On the
2
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strength of Theorem 1 we conclude that the preimages E  and É are isomorphic. 
The proposition is pro\ed.
This proposition also will be used in the sequel. Of course we can substitute 
in this proposition the set A*(T) by the uniformly dense subset S*(T).
2.6. Remarks on c-Alexandrovian cover.
Substituting open sets by cozero sets in all the above definitions we can define 
the notion of the lower o-extremally disconnectedness, the notion of the lower o- 
disjoir.edr.ess, the field sda(T) of all o-Alexandrov subsets o f T, the a-Alexandrovian 
cover Ea of T, the notion of the o-Alexandrov determinedness, the family S* (T) of 
all bounded o-semicontinuous functions and the family A*(T) of all bounded o-almost- 
semicontinuous functions. In such manner we shall obtain the very similar theory of 
the ct-Alexandrovian cover and its characterizations of exactly the same form.
In fact a more general form of these definitions is obtained by considering from 
the beginning a completely normal Alexandrov space ([16]) rather than the families 
of closed sets and of zero sets in a completely regular space.
§ 3. Sierpinskian and tr-Sierpinskian extensions as vector lattices
Let T  be a completely regular space and S*(T) be the uniform completion of 
the vector lattice S*(T) of all bounded semicontinuous functions on T. In Section 
2.4 it was shown that S*(T) coincides with the vector lattice A*(T) of all bounded 
almost semicontinuous functions on T. Let u: C*(T)-+A*(T) be the canonical 
imbedding. For a countable set S  consider the ideal As(T) = {xdA*(r)|x(5') =  0}. 
Then {A*(T), u: C *(T)^A *(T), C*S{T)^A*S{T)} is a vector-lattice extension of 
C*(T) inheriting separable decomposition. This extension will be called the Sier­
pinskian extension o f C *(T).
3.1. Functional description of Sierpinskian extension by functions on Alex­
androvian cover.
Let E  be the Alexandrovian cover of T and e: E —T  be the canonical mapping. 
Let <P=C*(E, T, e) be the vector lattice of functions on E defined in Section 2.3. 
Consider the injective vector-lattice homomorphism <p: C*(T)^<P such that 
cpf= foe . For a countable set S  consider the ideal $ s = {f£<P\f(Es)=0}. Then 
{<P, (p: C*(T)-~<P, Cs(T)i-*A>s} is a vector-lattice extension of C*(T) inheriting 
separable decomposition.
Now let {X, u: C*(T)^-X, Cs(T)*-»Xs} be a vector-lattice extension of 
C*(T) inheriting separable decomposition. Identify C*(T) with its image in X.
An element x£X  will be called a d-supremum o f a set {r?} c l  if x ^ x ^  and 
for any Xs it is valid that 3c = sup in X/Xs . In this case we shall write
x = d —sup x?. In a similar way a d-infimum of {x?} is defined.
Consider the sets St(C*(T), X )=  {x£X\3fs£C *(T)(x= d-supfl')}, 
S(C *(T ),X ) = {x-y\x ,y€S ,(C *(T ),X )}  and A(C*(T), X) = {x€XlVn3xn€
eS(C*(T), X ){ \x -xn\^ u n\)} where u„ = \/n.
The extension X  will be called Sierpinski generated if X=A(C*(T), X).
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For the extensions A*(T) and 0 consider the mapping r:A*(T) — d> from 
Proposition 3 of Section 2.5.
P r o p o s it io n  4. With respect to the mapping r the extensions A*(T) and <P are 
isomorphic saturated Sierpinski generated lower Dedekind complete lower component 
extensions o f C*(T) inheriting separable decomposition.
P r o o f . Denote A*(T) by X  and A%(T) by Xs. It can be verified that rou=(p 
and r is an isomorphism of the vector lattices. Let x£X  and f= rx . Let x£Xs 
and assume that /(£ <I>S. By virtue of the saturatedness there exist a number n and 
a compact set RczS  such that ERaCC)Es A0 where C = / -1(]w„, +°°[). Now 
there exists a cohesive covering {Ck, r.~lAk) with a partition {Ak} such that 
|/ ( j )  —xo£(j)|<w„ for any P =  U(e-1 4^t\ C k). As (xoe)(ER) = 0 we have 
Er 0 p . Then Rk~ RDAkA0  for some index implies £ 1Ak\ C k but this is 
impossible. Thus our assumption is false. Conversely, let fí<Ps and assume that 
x$X s . Then there exists a number n such that SC\BX0 where B = x~l(]u n, + “ [)■ 
Therefore there exist an index k and a non-empty compact set R such that /d c .sn  
C\BC\Ak. As a result we obtain ER(ze~1Akr\P=e~1Ak\ C k but this is impossible. 
Consequently, x£Xs . Thus the extensions X  and 0  are isomorphic.
Let Y be a proper component of X  and Yd<tXs . Consider the non-empty set 
P={t£T\\!y£. T(y(i) = 0)}. Then Y= {x£X\x(P) = 0}. In assumption JPn.S'=0 
from the inclusion U {coz y\y£ Yd}(zP  we obtain f ' c l j  but this is false. Conse­
quently, R= Pr\SX0. Therefore .YsU TcA 'R. This means that X  is saturated.
Now verify that X  is Sierpinski generated. Let x£S*(T). Then x(t) = 
=  sup {/^(O} for some family f^C *(T ). It can be checked that 3c = sup /i in any 
X/Xs . Therefore x = d -su p  f i . Thus S*(T)cS(C *(T), X). Now it follows from 
Proposition 2 that XczA(C*(T), X). As the rest of the properties of X  are well- 
known the proposition is proved.
3.2. Characterization of Sierpinskian extension as a vector lattice.
Further uniqueness is understood up to isomorphism in the category of the 
vector-lattice extensions of C*(T) inheriting separable decomposition.
T h e o r e m  2. 1) A*(T) is the unique largest o f all the saturated Sierpinski gen­
erated extensions o f C*(T) inheriting separable decomposition;
2) A*(T) is the unique smallest o f all the o-filled lower Dedekind complete lower 
component extensions o f C*(T) inheriting separable decomposition and moreover A*(T) 
is the unique universal among all such extensions;
3) A*(T) is the unique saturated Sierpinski generated lower Dedekind complete 
lower component extension o f C*(T) inheriting separable decomposition.
P r o o f . Let {X, u: C*(T)—X, Cs(T)*->-Xs} be an extension having the prop­
erties from 1). On the strength of Yosida’s theorem ([14]) there is a unique compact 
E0 such that the vector lattice X  is isomorphic to the vector lattice C(E0) relative 
to an isomorphism /•„. Then the mapping u generates a unique surjective continuous 
mapping e0: E0-<-ßT such that r0uf=f'oe0, where f  denotes the extension of a 
function f£C*(T) on ßT.
Consider the space E = s„ 1T and the perfect mapping e: E —T which is the 
restriction of £0. Consider the vector lattice 0  consisting of the restrictions on E of
2*
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all function from C(E0), the homomorphism r: X — <P such that rx=rüx\E, and 
the homomorphism cp: C*(T)-+<P such that (pf=f°e.
For a countable set S  consider the ideals <Pas=r0Xs and <Ps=rXs and the 
closed subsets Eos = {x£E()\V/£ <P0s(/(s) = 0)}^ 0 and Es=EoSr\E. Then UEos 
is dense in E0 and s0Eos = cl Ts . It is clear that implies ESlc E S2. Let R
be a compact subset of S. Then ER=E0R. It follows from this fact that Es A0  for 
any S.
Let / SO be a function from C(E0) such that f (E 0S) = 0. Consider the functions 
f k = ( f —uk 1)V0. From the property /:oiflcl cozfk=0 we conclude that f kd <P0S. 
This implies that/  also belongs to this set. Thus <P0S= {f£C(E0)\f(Eos) = 0}.
Let C be the cozero set of a function fdC (E 0) such that C fl£os?i0. Repre­
sent S  in the form S' =  U Rk for some compact subsets Rk. As X  is filled we have 
j \  <P0Rk for some k. Therefore C HEsf]C PiE0Rk -A0. This means that Es is dense in 
Eus ■ As a consequence we get <PS= {/£ i ’|/(L’0i.) = 0} and eEs = Ts .
Besides we established that E is dense in E0 . Hence the triplet {<P, <p: C*(T) — <P, 
C*s(T)^<Ps) is an extension isomorphic to the initial one.
In addition we get that U Es is dense in E. Consequently, E is the preimage of T 
lifting separable covering.
Let G be an open set in E  and GC\EsX0. Take a non-empty regular closed set 
F c G  such that int FOESA0. Consider the proper component F= {/£ i» |/(F ) = 0}. 
As Yd cf <PS we get by virtue of the saturatedness that there exists an ideal <PR 
containing the set $ SU L  This means that ER a  Es H G. Thus E is a saturated 
preimage.
Now Iet/be an element from S,(C*(T), (P). Then f —d—sup {/^oe}. Consider 
the lower semicontinuous function x on T such that x(t)=sup {/TO}- Divide an 
interval containing the ranges of/  and x by points cij so that aj+1 — aj = uJ4. Con­
sider the cozero sets Cj = f~ 1(]aj _2, aj; 3[). Further there exist Alexandrov sets Aj 
such that x_1([a; , aJ+1])c=yiJcix_1(]uJ_1, uJ+2[). Assume that there exists a set 
£,sC£_L4 /\C j-. Fix a point s£Es and take the point t=ss. If / ( 0 ^ a ; _2 then 
f ^(0  — üj—% for any ^ implies x(0 = ßj-2 - As t£Aj we have x (0 > « /- i-  From 
this contradiction we conclude that f ( s ) ^ a J+3. Consider the number a=(aj+2 + 
+ aJ+3)/2 and the open neighbourhood U = {p£E \f(p )>u} of .v. Take a function 
g£ <1> suchthat .sTcoz gc^U  and 0< g^bl, where b=(aJ+3—aJ+2)l2, and consider 
the function h = f—g. By virtue of the saturatedness there exists a set ER cr Es Ci coz q. 
Then for any p£ER we have ( /  o s (p) — h (p)) V 0 £  (aj+2 — a + b)'J0 = 0. Therefore 
/ o £ ^ / i < /  in <P/<PR for any c but this contradicts to the definition of d-supremum. 
Thus {Cj,z^'Aj} is a cohesive covering. Since |/(.y) — xoe(j)|<w„ for any £ U 
U (s *^AjS\ C y) we obtain /~ x o e . According to Lemma 15 we conclude that 
f£C*(E,T,e). Hence S(C*(T), <P)cC*(E, T, s) and finally <PaC*(E,T, e). This 
implies the complete regularity of the latter family. By virtue of Proposition 1 we 
deduce that the preimage E  is Alexandrov determined.
Now let {X, ü: C * (T )^^ ,C s(T )^J ts} be an extension having the properties 
from 2). Consider as it was done above the isomorphic extension C*(T) —
—■ $, Cs(T) — $s} for the corresponding preimage {É, £: É —T, £ s}._
Let an S=  US K for some sequence of subsets S K. Then $ s= (T$ Sk implies 
that U ÉSk is dense in És. This means that the preimage É is cr-fillcd. Let G be 
an open set from T. Consider the family {/} consisting of all continuous func­
tions which are smaller than the characteristic function of the set G. Consider
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the function /= su p  {0 /J. Then f( s )~  1 for any j£é-1G and f(s )  = 0 for any 
s$U =  cle_1 G. From the continuity of the function /  we conclude that f —x(U). 
Hence U is open-closed. Thus the preimage É  is lower extremally disconnected.
Let &-1GOÉs=0. Then f£C*s(T) implies f£ $ s. Therefore U(1ÉS=0. 
This means that É is lower disjoined.
On the strength of Theorem 1 there exists a mapping y: É-»E such that É is 
larger than E relative to y.
Let f£S,(C*{T), <P). Then f= d — sup cpf .^ Therefore there exists g =  sup 
because $  is lower Dedekind complete. Check that foy=g. Fix a set S. Assume 
that there exists a point s£És such that (foy)(s)7±g(s). Consider the point t=ys 
and the number a=(f(t)+g(s))/2. If f(t)< g (s)  then there exists an open neigh­
bourhood G of s such that (foy)(p)<b<a<c<g(p) for some b and c and for any 
pdG. Assume that (@ff)(p )^a  for any p£G  and any £. Take a function u(l$  
such that s£coz.uczG and 0 < i/S (c -a ) l.  Consider the function h= g — u<g. 
If pGcoz u then h(p)>a^(<pf()(p). Therefore for any index implies /z£g.
From this contradiction we conclude that there exist £ and pdG such that 
(@ft)(p)>a- Then a<(<pfi)(yp)^(foy)(p)<a  but this is impossible. From the 
obtained contradiction we conclude that g(s)< a< f(t). Consider the non-empty 
open sets G = {p£É\g(p)<a} and U= {q£E\a<f(q)}. Let £ =  {.yk|A:}. As É is 
er-filled GC\y-'UC\ÉSk^ Q for some k. Take a point p from the latter set. Then 
yp€UC\ESk. By virtue of the saturatedness we have ESkc  U. Assume that f ( (sk) ^ a  
for any Greek index. Then q>f((ESlt)cz] — °°,d\ implies j= a \ in i>/<FVk. Hence 
f(E sk)cz] — a] but this is impossible. Thus there exists an index £ such that 
f i ( sk)>a- From here we obtain g(£St)c]ö, +  °°[. This gives us a<g(p)<a. From 
this contradiction we conclude that our initial assumption is not valid, i.e. (/by) (5) = 
=g(s) for any s£És . As the set S  was taken arbitrarily this equality is valid for 
any s£É. So foy£$ .
As a consequence we obtain fo y £ $  for any /€ $ . Therefore we can define 
correctly the injective vector-lattice homomorphism v: <P^$ by setting r/= /oy . 
Then <p=vcxp. Let /£  <PS. Then (vf ) (És) = 0 implies vfd $s . Thus the extension $ 
is larger than the extension <P. This fact is valid for the initial extensions X  and X, too.
Now let <P be the extension from Proposition 4 isomorphic to the Sierpinskian 
extension A*(T). As $> has the properties from 1) and 2) simultaneously we get as a 
result that <1> is the largest of all the extensions with the properties from 1 ) and the 
smallest of all the extensions with the properties from 2 ).
Let í"be some other largest extension of C*(T). Consider as it was done above 
the isomorphic extension {$, 0: C*(T)-+$, Cs(T)<-*$s} for the preimage 
{É, t: É^-T, Ts>—És}. Take some mapping w\ <P-»$ such that $  is larger than 
<P relative to w. Define the surjective perfect mapping <5: É-»E by setting ős= 
=  D {cl coz/n£~ 1 fLr|.sCcoz wf). Then so<5 =  e. Check that wf=foő  for any 
function Os/ 6  <P. Assume that there exists a point s such that (w f)(s)X(foS)(s). 
If (wf)(s)>-(foő)(s) then we shall consider the function g = f  otherwise g = —f  
Denote the number {(wg)(s)+(go5)(s))/2 by a. Consider the function h= (g — al)V0. 
Take a neighbourhood G of s such that (wg)(t)>a for any t£G. Also take a 
neighbourhood U of the point ös such that g ( r )< u  forany r£U. Then U c E \c o zh  
and GPld- 1  f/ccoz wh. Therefore ős$c\cozh  and <5j6clcozh but this is im­
possible. From this contradiction we conclude that such point .v does not exist.
Check that SÉsc E s . Assume that there exists a point s£őÉs\ E s . Take a
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function /€  <PS such that s£cozf. Then for some point t£És such that s= 6 t 
we get (wjT)(t)^ 0. But on the other hand wf£ $ s implies (wf)(t) = 0. It follows from 
this contradiction that this inclusion is valid.
Now take the mapping v: $-*<P defined above. Let a be a point from Es . 
In virtue of the saturatedness of the Alexandrovian cover we have s= 0  {isR}. Then 
öys£ n  {£'r}=a. From this fact we conclude that Sys=s for any point s£E. There­
fore (wvf)(s)=f(s). Thus v and w are mutually inverse isomorphisms of the vector 
lattices. Therefore the extensions <P and $  are isomorphic.
The uniqueness of the smallest extension and assertion 3) are checked in a 
similar way. The theorem is proved.
3.3. Remarks about er-Sierpiriskian extension.
Substituting open sets by cozero sets in all the above definitions we can define 
the family S*(T) of all bounded o-semicontinuous functions, the a-Sierpinskian 
extension S*(T), the family A*(T) of all bounded a-almost semicontinuous functions, 
the notion of the o-Sierpinski generatedness, the notion of the lower o-Dedekind 
completeness and the notion of the lower o-componentness. In such manner we shall 
obtain the very similar theory of the u-Sierpinskian extension and its characteriza­
tion of exactly the same form.
§ 4. Sierpinskian and u-Sierpinskian extensions as C-rings
Let T be a completely regular space and S*(T) be the uniform completion of 
the ring S*(T) of all bounded semicontinuous functions on T. In Section 2.4 it was 
shown that S*(7) coincides with the C-ring A*(T) of all bounded almost semicon­
tinuous functions on T. Let u: C*(T)-<-A*(T) be the canonical imbedding. For 
a countable set S'consider the C-ideal ^ s (r)  =  {x6^*(T)|x(S')=0}. Then {A*(T), u: 
C*(T)->-A*(T), C%(T)>-*As(T)} is a C-ring extension of C*{T) inheriting separable 
decomposition. This extension will be called the Sierpinskian extension o f C*(T).
4.1. Functional description of Sierpinskian extension by functions on Alexand­
rovian cover.
Let Ebe the Alexandrovian cover of T and e: E-+T  be the canonical mapping. 
Let <P=C*(E, T, e) be the C-ring of functions on E  defined in Section 2.3. Consider 
the injective ring homomorphism cp: C*(T)-~<P such that <pf=fos. For a count­
able set S' consider the C-ideal $s={/£<2>|/(£'s) =  0}. Then {<P, q>: C*{T)^<P, 
Cf(T)^<Ps} is a C-ring extension of C*(T) inheriting separable decomposition.
Remind that according to Section 1.3.1 any C-ring A is a lattice ring with re­
spect to the order, defined by the cone P = {x^X \3 y^X {x—y2)}.
L emma 17. a) I f  u: X —Y  is a ring homomorphism between C-rings X  and Y then u 
is a lattice-ring homomorphism between the lattice rings X  and Y.
b) I f  Y is a C-ideal in a C-ring X then Y  is a lattice-ring ideal, i.e. y£ Y and 
|v| ^ |y j implies xC Y.
P roof. The first assertion is checked in a routine way. On the strenght of Del- 
fosse’s theorem X  is isomorphic to a lattice ring C(K) for some compact space K.
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Consider the elements x„ = —ljv o j + [[-v+ ~  1JAoJ. Define the functions
z„: K —[ — 1,1] such that zn(s)=xn(s)/y(s) for any j£C=cozy and z „ ( j ) = 0  
for any j({C. It is clear that Hn=c\ coz xn<zC. Let an j £c1C\C. Fixán arbitrary 
number e. Take a neighbourhood G of s such that Gf]H„=0. Then z„(G)={0}c
c ] — e, e[. This means that z„ is continuous in s. Thus z„£C(A). As a result we 
obtain x„=z„y£Y. As Y is C-ideal then Y is uniformly closed. Therefore the in­
equality |x — — 1 implies x£F. The lemma is proved.
Now let {X,u: C*{T)^X,C*S{ T )^ X S) be a C-ring extension of C*(T) 
inheriting separable decomposition. Identify C*(T) with its image in X. By virtue 
of the previous lemma we can define the set A(C*(T), X) so as it has been done in 
Section 3.1. The extension X  will be called Sierpinski generated if X=A(C*(T), X).
For the extensions A*{T) and <I> consider the mapping r: A*(T) — <P from 
Proposition 3 of Section 2.5.
P ro po sitio n  5. With respect to the mapping r the extensions A*(T) and <P are 
isomorphic saturated Sierpinski generated lower continuing lower segment extensions 
of C*(T) inheriting separable decomposition.
P ro o f . Denote A*(T) by X  and As(T) by Xs . It can be verified that rou=(p 
and r is isomorphism of the lattice rings. It has been checked in the proof of Propo­
sition 4 that x£Xs iff rxd <PS. Therefore the extensions X and <P are isomorphic.
In just the same way as in the proof of Proposition 4 it is checked that X  is 
saturated and Sierpinski generated.
Let Y be a ring ideal in the ring C*(T) and gÉHom£*(r)(y, C*(T) Pl Y**). 
Let yx, y ^ Y  and tf^coz y\C\coz y2. Then (gyi)(t)/y1(t) = (gy2)(t)/y2 (t). Conse­
quently, we can define correctly the almost semicontinuous function z£X  by setting 
z(t) = (gy)(t)/y(t) for any y£T and any I£cozy and z(t)= 0 for any t$G = 
= U {coz y\y£Y}.
As z£T** we can define correctly the homomorphism h£ HornJ(A, F**) by 
setting hx=xz. Let and t£G. Then there exists an element J i€ F  suchthat 
t£coz y1. Therefore y1(t)(hy)(t)=y(t)(gy1)(t)= y 1(t)(gy)(t) implies (hy)(t) = 
=(gy)(t). As hy and gy belong to F** we have (hy)(t)—0=(gy)(t) for any t\G . 
This means that hy=gy. Thus X  is lower continuing.
Now let g and h be the homomorphisms from the definition of the lower segment 
and gYczXs . Let x£X  and t^SOG. Then t£cozy for some y £ Y  implies 
y(t)(hx)(t)=x(t)(gy)(r)=0  and hence (hx)(t)=0. If t£ S \G  then (hx)(t) = 0 
because of hx£Y**. Consequently, hxf_Xs . This means that Xs is a lower segment 
of X. The proposition is proved.
4.2. Characterization of Sierpinski extension as a C-ring.
Further uniqueness is understood up to isomorphism in the category of the 
C-ring extensions of C*{T) inheriting separable decomposition.
T heorem  3. 1) A* (T) is the unique largest o f all the saturated Sierpinski generated 
extensions o f C*(T) inheriting separable decomposition;
2) A*(T) is the unique smallest o f all the o-filled lower continuing lower segment
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extensions of C*(T) inheriting separable decomposition and moreover A*(T) is the 
unique universal among all such extensions;
3) A*(T) is the unique saturated Sierpinski generated lower continuing lower 
segment extension of C*(T) inheriting separable decomposition.
P roof. Let {X,u: C*(T)-+X, C*S(T)>-+XS} be an extension having the prop­
erties from 1). On the strength of Delfosse’s theorem ([15]) there is a compact E0 
such that the lattice ring X  is isomorphic to the lattice ring C(E0) relative to an iso­
morphism r0. The lattice-ring homomorphism u generates a unique surjective contin­
uous mapping e0: E0^-ßT  such that r0 uf= f'oe0, where f  denotes the exten­
sion of a function f£C*(T) on ßT. Further, by completely the same arguments as 
in the proof of Theorem 2 we obtain the preimage {E, s: E-+T, Tsi-»Es} of T  and 
the corresponding extension {<P,cp: C*(T)-*<P, Cg(T)>-*<Ps} isomorphic to the 
initial one.
In just the same ways as in the proof of Theorem 2 it is established that the 
preimage E is saturated and Alexandrov determined.
Now let {%, ű: C*(T)^£,Cs(T)>-+%s} be an extension having the properties 
from 2). Consider the isomorphic extension {&, <p: Cs(T)>-~<Ps} for
the corresponding preimage {E, s: É-»T,Ts>->-Es}. Then the preimage É is cr-fi 1 led.
Let G be an open set from T. Denote the set by V. Consider the ring
R = @C*(T) and the ring ideal Y={y£.R\cozyczV} of the ring R. Define the 
homomorphism g6Hom£(T, R H Y**) by setting gy=y. Then there exists a 
bounded ^-module homomorphism h: <p->-Y** extending g. Consider the func­
tion u= h\£$  and the set U=c\V. It is clear that u (É \U ) = 0. Let s£V. Then 
s£cozy  for some y f  Y. Therefore y (s)u(s) = (gy)(.v) = y (s) implies u(s)— 1. 
Since the function u is continuous we conclude that u = y(U) and UyA (É). This 
means that the preimage É is lower extremally disconnected.
Let VC)És=0. Then gYa<Ps implies uy<Ps . Therefore UC\És=0. Thus the 
preimage É is lower disjoined.
On the strength of Theorem 1 there exists a mapping y: £ —£  such that É is 
larger than E relative to y. Consider the mappings i : xJ{T)-~A{É) and v: <P-*- 
—C*(É) from the proof of Theorem 1. As it has been established iG—cl P.~'G 
for any open set G from T. Just above it was proved that y(cl i~ 1G)i_$. It has as 
a consequence that v<Pcz <f>. From here we conclude that vf=voy for any /£ # . 
In fact assume that / sO and there exists a point s such that {vf)(s')X{foy)(s). 
If (vf)(s)>(foy)(s) then we shall consider the function g = f  otherwise g = —f  
Denote the number ((vg)(A) +  (goy)(i))/2 by a. Consider the function h = (g — al)V0. 
Take a neighbourhood G of s such that (wg)(i)>a for any t£G. Also take a neigh­
bourhood U of the point yx suchthat g(r)<a for any r£i7. Then U czE\cozh  
and (jf ly -1 U ccoz vh. From the first inclusion we obtain ys^cl coz h. The second 
inclusion by the definition of y gives us y.y£cl coz h. From this contradiction we 
conclude that such point s does not exist.
Further the proof is led in exactly the same way as the proof of Theorem 2.
4.3. Remarks about er-Sierpinskian extension.
Substituting open sets by cozero sets, sets of indexes by countable sets of indexes 
and ideals by countably generated ideals in the corresponding definitions we can 
define the family S*(T) of all bounded o-semicontinuous functions on T, the family
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A*(T) of all bounded o-almost semicontinuous functions on T, the notion of lower 
a-continuingness, the notion of the lower o-segmentness and the notion of the o-Sier- 
pinskian generatedness. In such manner we shall obtain the very similar theory of the 
a-Sierpinskian extension and its characterization of exactly the same form.
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ON THE DENSITY OF MULTIPLE PACKINGS AND COVERINGS
OF CONVEX DISCS
U. BOLLE
1. In the following paper I try to give estimates for the density of multiple 
packings and coverings of lattice translates of a compact convex disc in the euclid­
ean plane. We say that a lattice G gives a k-packing (k-covering) of the disc K if 
each point of the plane is in at most (at least) k translates x + int (A)/x+cl (K), 
x£G.
The density d(G, K) of an arrangement of translates of K is defined by 
d(G, K) = lim 2  m(K )R~°° 4K  x + k q q r
where QjR={x|x=(x1, x2), max {Ixjl, |x2|}^/?} and m(K) denotes the area of K. 
It is an easy consequence that d(G, K) = m(K)/A(G) if A (G) is the determinant of G.
We will be concerned with the optimal densities given by
dk(K) = sup {d\3G:d = d(G, K ) and G packs K k-fold}
Dk(K) — 'mí{d\3G'.d = d(G,K) and G gives a k-covering}.
The exact values of dk and Dk are known only in a few cases (see [1]), so we try to 
give estimates.
For the following let K always be a compact convex disc with nonempty inte­
rior. We choose an arbitrary point from int (K ). This point is the origin of all coor­
dinate systems to be used in this paper. The boundary of K can be represented by 
polar coordinates r=r(w). We then only consider discs whose function r satisfies 
the following conditions:
(i) r is 2u-periodic and continuous,
(ii) for all w€[0, 2 n\ r has bounded and continuous one-sided derivatives of 
the first and second order, and there are only finitely many w for which r is not 
twice differentiable.
For this class of discs we will prove that there is a constant c=c(K ) > 0 with 
dk( K ) ^ k —ck2/&. A similar result holds for coverings.
Further we will show that for some of these discs, especially for all polygons, 
even dk(K )^ k  — ck1/3.
2. For the proof we need some preparations, which are contained in this sec­
tion.
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Let G be a lattice in the plane. Then we always can find a base {a, b} with 
a  =  (a, 0), b = (g, h) suchthat
(i) a = min {|x||€G\{0}},
(ii) 0 ^  g < a,
(iii) h >  0.
We will only use bases of this kind.
Let now G be a lattice with base {a, b}. We say that G is of order u(€N) with 
respect to K if
b(K) ^  h b(K) 
n+ 1 n
where b(K) is the width of K  in the direction of the T-axis (orthogonal to a).
We denote by Kx(0^a .s2n) the disc K rotated around the origin in the positive 
sense with angle a. If X(xv) = r(w) cos (w), Y (u') =  l(h’) sin (vv) is the representation 
of the boundary of K then we find for Ka: Xa(w) = r{w — a) cos (vv), Yx(w) = 
= r(w — a) sin (vv). Now for an arbitrary lattice G and y6 R we define a function 
S  by
S(y, h, a) — 2  ”h((K' + (0, y))Pl (R x{ ih })).
i £ Z
Here m1 means the length on a line and
i K7 for coverings 
lint(A'CI) for packings.
There is a simple geometric interpretation for S : the lattice points of G lie on the 
parallel lines RX{/li}, and S  represents the sum of the lengths of the segments 
which are cut out by A"'+ (0, y) from these lines.
The function S  is connected to our problem by the following
Lemma 1. Let v(x, y) =  card {g\g^G and (x, y)£g +  AT'} be the packing (cover­
ing) multiplicity of the point with the coordinates (x, y) by Ä'. Then we have
a
J  v(x, y )d x  = S(—y, h, a) fo r  all ySR- 
0
P roof. Let ei;- be the characteristic function of K'x+in+jb so that
fl if ( x ,y ) - ia - jb e K )  
e,j X’ * io otherwise,
then
v (x ,y )=  2  eij(-x’ y)
i , j i  z
/  v(x, y)dx  = 2  2  Í  eij(x, y)dx.
0 j í Z i é Z J0
and
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Now we have
/  eu (x, y) dx = mx (([0, a] x  {y}) fi (K' + /'a + /b)) =
0
= -  (/ - 1  )a] x {-jh})  H (A*'+(0, -y))),
and consequently
2  /  eu(x, y) dx = mi{(RX {—jh})D(Kg + (0, -y ))) 
o
which proves the lemma.
Corollary. I f  G packs K ' k-fold then S(y, h, a)^ka for all y£R, similar 
for each k-covering S(y,h,<x)^ka for all y  holds.
We now define some further quantities: If k £N and if there are ^-packings of 
order n then
dk(n, K) =  sup {d\3G, or. (G is of order n for K'x
and G packs K'x &-fold and d(G, K'j) — d)}.
Dk{n, K ) can be defined in the same way for all k£N. And finally:
0 s  a s  2i
a„(K) =  inf inf sup hS(y, h, a)
a h y b(K ) ^  b{K')^  h -c --------
An(K) = sup sup inf/iS(y, h, a) W+1ot h y 0 ^  y  Ä h.
With these definitions we have
T heorem 1. a) Let bm(K) be the minimal width of K and
Then dk (n, K) exists and
(k — ri)m(K)/an(K) ^  dk(n ,K ) ^  km(K)/an(K).
b) For all k f  N:
Ck + n)m (K )/A„(K )^D k(n ,K ) s  m(K)/An(K).
Proof, a) If G gives a ^-packing of order n of K'a then we have by the corollary 
of Lemma 1:
S(y , h, a) S  ka for all y£R, 
and consequently an(K )skah . Therefore
d(G, K) = S  km(K)/an(K).
To prove the lower bound let e> 0  be an arbitrary small number.
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There are a06[0,2n] and htíf  with (l-t-e)ű„(/Q>L n + 1 n L
> h 0 max SO, h0, a0).
By the definition of S  we get
S(y, h0, a0) =  (v (x ,y )-z(x ,y ))a+ E (x ,y )
where v denotes the earlier used multiplicity, z ^ n + l  means the number of lines 
RX {ih} intersected by K'^+ipc, y) and E is a quantity for which 0<£sz2za. Now
(1 +e) an(K)/h0 => max S(y, h0, a0) a  (v — z)a + E >  (v— n— l)a  
and therefore
v ^ ( \+ s ) - ^ P - + n + l .  ah0
If we take
ű = (1+£)tJ S ) ’ g = 0 and Gk =  <(ű’ °)’ o^))
then we have v (x ,y )^ k  for all (pc,y), which means that Gk gives a ^-packing of 
K'Xo. A simple calculation shows that the chosen base satisfies the postulated con­
ditions for all sufficiently small values of e and the lattice Gk is of course of order n 
with respect to A'0; so we get
cik(n ,K )^ d (G k, K J  = m(K)aha (k - n )
m(K) 1 
a n ( K ) 1+8
for all £>0, which is the proposition.
I omit the proof of b) for it goes exactly along the same lines.
We now have to examine a„(K), An(K) a bit closer to get information about 
dk(K) and Dk(K).
3. The boundary of Kx can be represented in polar coordinates in the following 
way:
X(w) — rx(w) cos fvv), V(tv) =  7-a(w) sin (w),
ra(w) = r (w -a).
We denote the extremal values of Y by Y3 = sup Ya(w), J  ^=  inf YJw).
Possibly the boundary of Kx contains at most two segments parallel to the X- 
axis. Then let 0<w1S w 2^ w 3 ^ w 4-<2n be the angles corresponding to the_ end­
points. If there are less than two segments we have (w1 = w2 and Yx(w4) =  Ya) or 
(w.j= VV4 and Yx(w3) = Yx). By the convexity of K the functions Yatl: ]w4 —2n, Wjf — 
—]I^, TJ and ya, 2: ]w2, w3[->-]] ,^ Yx[ are one-to-one. Let Aj(/ = 1,2) be the corre­
sponding inverse functions. With these definitions we get
m ^ '-K O , y))C)(R x{jl,})) = X ^ j h - y ) ) - X x(k2 { jh -y))
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if the intersection on the left side is not a boundary segment. So we find 
S(y, h, a) =  2  (* .( /!(jh - y)) -  Xx(A2(jh -  y))) +  R,
where R is the sum of the lengths of the boundary segments. Now by the Dirichlet 
sum formula:
(F.+y)/*
2  Xx(Xx(jh —y)) = 2  f  Xx(A1 (zh-y))cos(2npz)dz =
Y . < j h - y ^ Y x p=-o= ( Y x +  y )h
= -r 2  f  Xx(w)Y'(w)cos (Hp(w))dw,
n  P = ~ °°  W l - 2 j r
where
h pM  = ( n w + y ) .
and




Z  f  Xx(w) Y' (w) cos (//p(w)) dw + hR
= /  Ta(w)y;(w) r/vv + 2 /  Xx(w)Y'(w)cos (H„(w))dw+ hR.
0 P = 1 0
In the following I use instead of hS the function T defined by T(y, h, a) = 
=hS(y, h, <x)—hR.
We have a„(X)= inf inf sup T(y, h, a), An(K)= sup sup inf T(Y, h, a) for
a h y a h y
in the case of packings T=hS  as always R = 0 whereas in the case of coverings
certainly inf hS(y, h, a)=  inf T(y, h, a). So we may write
y y
2ji <*, 2 jr




/  Xx(w)Y'(w)dw = m(K).
0
Ta(w) ya (w) =  ra cos (w) (/■' sin (w) + rx cos (w)) =
= Fa + rx sin (u>) (r' cos (w) - r* sin (w)) = X ' (w) Ta(w) + r\
P roof.
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for all but at most finitely many w£[0,2n]. Integration by parts gives
27t I 2n
/  Xx(w)Y'(w)dw  =  — I  rl{w)dw =  m(K).
0 . °We now have to estimate the remaining integrals
2 tt
Cp = f  XJw ) Y'(w)cos (Hp(w)) dw (p(-N).
0
Again integration by parts shows
h 2n
Cp = ~ - —  /  X '(w)sin (Hp(w)) dw.
AnP o
Even if the boundary of K  contains segments there are only finitely many a, for 
which the boundary of Kx contains segments parallel to the Z-axis. Let
A =  {a|a€[0, 2n] and wx = w2 and w3 =  w4}
and, in the following, always a£A.
Especially simple to handle are discs with the following property: there is an 
a0£A  with F'o(w1± 0 )z 0  and F 'o(w3±0)ZO, which means that the boundary of 
Kaa contains two “vertices” with tangent lines parallel to each other and the 
Z-axis. Discs with this property I call „acute”. All polygons are acute discs.
L e m m a  2. I f  K is an acute disc there are constants cx,c2>0 with an(K 
^ m (K)+c1n~ 2 and A „ (K )^m (K )—c.2n~2.




2*P  0 *
2 tC f  h  \ *  2JC -rr/ /  \
/  Z; (w) sin (Hp (w)) dw = [ (cos (Hp(w))' dw
ICJ ^  2
t h V ™ x z ;(w )
12 np) c3
by the second mean value theorem, because K  is convex and therefore Z 'o/F 'o is 
monotonic in [w3 —2n, vv,] and [wx, w3]. So we get
T(y, h, a0) =  m(K) + 2 Z C P= m{K) + 0{n~2\
p= i
where the 0-constant can be chosen independent of y  and h; and
aJK) = inf inf sup T  (y, h, a) ^  inf sup T  (y, h, a0) ä  m(K) + c1n~2,
a h y h y
An(K) = sup sup inf T  (y, h, a) S' sup inf T (y, h, a0) S  m(K)—c2n~2.
tx h y h y
Let us now consider the general case.
It becomes clear from the foregoing that the order of magnitude of Cp depends 
essentially on the behaviour of Ya near the extremal values Fa, F^ , we therefore split
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/ - / + /  + / + / •
As all integrals can be estimated in the same way we only take the first one.
We can choose a()f  A with the following property: i f  Y'Xl)(w1 —0)—0 
Y"Xo(wi— 0)^0 and i f  ^ „ ( h^  + O) —0 then 0 ) ^ - 0  and similar for w3.
Proof. If i^ ( iv )= 0  and Y"{w)=0 this m eans that the curvature
Yf(w) Xi (w) -  X" (w) Y; (w)
then
x(w) = ■ (Xf(w) + Yf(w)y,3/2
of the boundary of Kx is zero at vv. Now if the curvature of dK is zero for all points 
where it is defined then K  is a polygon and hence acute. So we may assume that there 
is ad A such that Ya is twice differentiable at vv, and x(wt)^ 0 . Since Y" is contin­
uous at vv, the curvature does not vanish in a neighbourhood of w1. If x(w3)A  0 
then we are ready. If x(w3) exists and is =0 then there is a w near w3 with x (w) ^ 0, 
since a£A. So rotate Ka a little and we have the desired situation. If Ya is not twice 
differentiable at w3 then we rotate Kx a little and even get F ' (w3±0) ^ 0  or are in 
one of the former cases.
If 0 )^0  then the proof of Lemma 2 shows that
So let us assume that Yx (vv, —0)=0 and Y ''(wj —0)^0 
Take r.=^h\p and M =m ax \Xx(w)\. Then we have
for the following.
j  X ' (vv) sin (//„(w)) dw = j  Xx (w) sin (Hp(w)) dw + 
0 0 
Wj
+ f  X'a (vv) sin (Hp(w))dw
For the partial integrals / , ,  /2 we find 








n p  l^ 'O ^-e)!
np e|r ;/(w1-Ö£)| pe
again by the second mean value theorem and
and consequently
141 =  I f  X'(w) sin (Hp(w))dw\ s  Me
Wj-C
14 + 41 s  C s l f h / p ,
3
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where c5>0 and independent of h and p. Therefore we have
v 3/2
\Cr a
With essentially the same proof as for Lemma 2 we get 
Lemma 3. There are constants c7,c 8> 0 with
an(K) S  m(K) + c7 n~ 3/2
and
An(K) a  m(K) — csn~3/2.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 we now find 
T heorem 2. There are constants c9, c10> 0  with
and
Dk(n,K)
~  ( 1+x ) ( 1+Cl°n P)
for all k. Here ß = 3/2 is the general case. I f  the disc K is acute then we may take
ß = 2 .
Finally we can give estimates for dk(K) and Dk{K).
T heorem 3. There are constants cu , c 12=»0 depending only on K such that
k  ~  11 ’ k
where y = /?/(l + ß), i.e. y=3/5 in the general case and >’=2/3 for acute discs. 
P roof. For a given k take n „ = [  Then
k ^  c13n1+ß S  cu n5/2
and the condition of Theorem 1 is satisfied. So 
dk{K) dk(nk,K )
(■ -•* •)(■ - w ' )k k
The proof for coverings follows the same pattern.
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A TAUBERIAN THEOREM FOR COMBINED LIMITS 
OF FUNCTIONS OF TWO VARIABLES
PETER REIMNITZ
1. Introduction
Frequently the asymptotic behaviour of the series
M
(1) 2  ßn.m (M
m =0
with n depending on M  is of interest. Solutions to (1) are often difficult to obtain.
A connected but in many cases analytically more tractable problem is the asymp­
totic solution for
(2) Í  ß„.mr  0 -* l)m = 0
where n may depend on t.
In dynamic programming (1) corresponds by proper standardization to average 
cost. (2) corresponds to discounted cost, the terms ßn m represent cost per unit time.
A more mathematical application where results of (2) can be used to solve (1), 
is given in Section 3 of this article, where a generalized arcsine-law for the oscillat­
ing random walk is derived.
In this article we want to connect the two sequences in (1) and (2). For this we 
consider functions /( /, z) of the form:
(3) f i t ,  z) = 2  bm(z)tm (/€C,*€C).
0
Let
(4) Ba(s) = lim (1 - tY f ( t ,  1 - (*(1 O?€(0, ~), fl€(0, ~), s£C).
Under certain regularity conditions to be stated later, we obtain
Ba(s)=  lim M~ß Z  2  bmnr(cm +ß+ l)M -°"san
M ~ ° °  m=0 n=0
and
Ba{s) =  lim m ~ ß + 1  y  bm „ r(an+ ß+ \)M ~ ansa".
m-*“ n = 0 ’
3*
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Further, we will show
(5) Jim M -e 2  bm(l-(x /M )°)  =  L(Ba)(x),
M~“ m = 0
and
lim m~ß+1b (\-(x /m )a) =  L'(Ba)(x) (x£R),m — oo
where L and I f  are specific linear operators gi\en later.
2. Results
Throughout this article we assume:
(A) /( / ,  z) to be bivariate analytical in t£C and z£C for | t |< l  and |1— z|<e 
e  > 0 .
(B) The function f{ t, z) to be such that
Ba(s) =  l im ( l- /y /( í ,  1 -  (s(l - / ) ) “)
exists for fixed values of a (n£(0, °°)) and b (b£(0, °°)) and is analytic in sa for 
|.y‘'|< /', r>0.
Part of the results to be obtained depends on a monotonicity assumption:
(C) The sequences (hm>„)“ =0 are monotonic in m for n fixed, where (bm_„) are 
defined to be the coefficients of the Taylor series expansions of the functions bm(z) 
given in (3).
The following lemma provides the basis for the remaining results.
Lemma. Under the assumptions (A) and (B), we have for Ba(s) as defined in (4), 
provided | .v"| < min (r/2 , e/2):
oo M
(6) Ba(s) = 2  Hm M ~f 2  bmi„(s/M)anT(an+ß + 1)
n = 0 m=0
(T denotes the Gamma function).
I f  we assume (A), (B) and (C), we have:
(7) Ba(s) = lim m~ß+lbm,„r (an + ß)(s/m)an.
„ = 0 m - o =
P roof. For | i | < l  and | j a|<min (r/2, e/2), we may write 
f( t ,z )=  2  r  2  bm>n( i - z ) n.
m = 0 n =  0
As |t I < 1 and [,s,a| < min (r/2, k/2) a change of summations is allowed because 
of absolute convergence of the infinite series involved ( |j“|<min (r/2, e/2) im-
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plies |1—(1- ( j (1—/))°|<min (/-, e), for |/|<1), hence:
(8) f ( t ,  1 -  =  2  {(1 -  0 "  2n=0 m=0
As |j “|< r  (Condition (B)), we have, by an appropriate choice of Ba „,
(9) Ba(s) = 2  Ba,nSan-
n =  0
From (8) and (9) it follows:
(10) lim (l- / ) “ + ' 2  tmbm,n = Ba>n.
m=0
A Tauberian theorem ([2], Theorem 5, p. 447) gives:
M
(11) 2  bm,„~r(an+ ß+ l)(- 1)M an+ßBa n
m =  0
hence equation (6).
Under the additional monotonicity assumption (Condition (C)) the above 
mentioned Tauberian theorem gives:
(12) bmn~ r(an+ ßy~ i)man+ß~1Ban, 
from which (7) follows. |
By changing limit and infinite summation, equations (4) can be derived from 
equations (6) and (7).
In what follows, a sufficient condition is given, under which the above mentioned 
change is allowed.
(D) Assume that the function f( t ,z )  of (3) fulfils the condition: F-'r all n, m 
and M£N, there exists an R£(0, «=) independent of n, m and M  so that
(13) M -°n~ß 2  bmtnr(an + ß+ \)  <  R°n
m =  0
(here b„u„ are the terms of the Taylor expansion of the functions bm(z) of (3)). 
Theorem 1. Under th e  assumptions (A), (B) and (D), we have
(14) lim M~ß 2  2  bm,nr(an + ß+ \)  (s/M )“  = B.(s)
M - ° °  m = 0 n  =  0
for
Assuming additionally (C), we have: 15
(15) lim m ~ f + 1  2  bm>nr(an + ß) (.y/m)" =m~°° n = 0
for  | j |<1/K .
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The proofs follow from our lemma and from the fact that the convergence of a 
sequence of analytic functions to an analytic function implies the convergence of 
the corresponding Taylor series coefficients to the coefficients of the Taylor series 
expansion of the limiting function.
Frequently, bm(z) is itself a transform, see e.g. our example in Section 3, where 
bm(z) is a Mellin transform. Then a direct inversion of Ba(s) may be possible. In 
other cases one might be interested in getting explicitly:
lim M ~*2 bn{\~ W M Y )
M. -*-oo
or
lim m~ß+1 bm(l — (x/M)a).
m - * o o
For these cases, inversion formulae for the generating functions Ba(s) are needed. 
We give such inversion formulae in Theorem 2.
T heorem 2. Under the assumptions (A) and (B), we have:
(16) lim M~ß 2  bm(1 -  (x/Af)J) = (27I/)-1 f  y - ß~1eyBa(x/y) dy.
C is the path of integration starting at — °o on the real axis, it circles the origin once 
in the positive direction with radius larger than \x/r\ (r as in assumption (B)) and returns 
to — the initial and final argument of y to be —n and +n, respectively. Under the 
assumptions (A), (B) and (E), we have:
(17) lim m~ß+1 bm(l — (x/m)a) = (27r/)—1 [ y~ßeyBa(x/y) dy
c
(the path of integration C being as above).
P roof. We show the validity of (16). Equation (17) follows analogously using 
(7) instead of (6).
Because of condition (B) we have for |x|<<5, <5>0:
f  \y~ß~1eyBa(x/y)\ dy <°°, 
c
where Ba(s) is defined in (6). Let
/( / ) (* )  =  (Ini)-1/  y - ß~1eyf(x /y)dy , 
c
where C is defined as above. As \x/y\<r, we have
I(Ba)(x) = 1 ( 2  Hm M~* 2  bm,nM-°"r(an + ß + l) ( x / .r )
n =  0 M^ °° m =0
oo M
= ^  / (  lim M~ß 2  bmn(\/.)an) M - anr(an + ß + \)x an
„ =  0 m= 0
oo M
= 2  lim M ~ß 2  bmnM -anr(an  + ß+ \)x°n 
„ =  0 ,„= 0 '
* (2 m ) - 1 J  y - ß- 1ey(l/y)an dy. 
c
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= Hm M-o Z b m{ l- ( x lM ) ‘). I
m =  0
Remark. The inversion formulae do not require condition D. Hence it is pos­
sible to obtain equation (5) without the special series representation (6) or (7) of the 
function Ba(s) to be valid.
In Section 3, we wish to demonstrate the usefulness of Theorem 1 by applying 
it to a problem in the theory of random walks. The result is a special case of the 
result in Reimnitz [4], where Lemma 1 was implicitly used. 3
We are interested in finding the limiting distribution of the number of times an 
oscillating random walk stays positive. Here, an oscillating random walk is a Markov 
chain (Z„)r defined by
(Ti,„)r and (F2j„)r are two independent sequences of independent identically distrib­
uted random variables (see [3]).
Let N„= 2  l(z,so) (here, for any set A, l^(cu) =  l if oo£A and l x(o)) = 0 for
3. An application
Z„ = z, z€R
11 =  0
co$A). We want to obtain the distribution of NJn  as w — o°. 
For the distributions of F1>n and T2i„, we assume:
0(5) =  E[exp(5FM)] = -^ -+ E [exp (5F 1>1) l (yijl>o)],
fl(s) = E[expC5T2il)] = -— + E[exp(5F2>1) l(ytil<0)].
Here, n, v, a, b£ (0, °°). Further fi(s) and 0(.y) exist in an open neighbourhood of
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zero and  also
E K.J = n s h - o  = E[y8>1] = = 0,
E[3Í J = r ( s )  Js=0 = a? and E[3^ J = /2'(^ )js=„ = *5-
We find
*(*, e) = Z E [ e N-']tn =
n =  0
=  (1 ■- » , ) -  +  (d -  „ , ) -  +  (! - . ) - )  « - » '■ * ! >  i t r p f }  (»<v K 7 vv K ’ v '  '  a b(v{Qt) + u
for Z9^ 0 , where, u(t) («(/)) is the root of fi(u) = \jt ($(v) = l/t, respectively) (see
[3])-
O ne can easily verify tha t all assumptions made for the proof of Theorem 1 are 
fulfilled. Applying the theorem, we find lim ( 1— p1- ') to be essentially the
Stieltjes transform of the distribution of lim N J m ,  more precisely:
m-*- oo
lim (1 — /) <P(t, g1- ')  =  E [ lim f l — log £>1 1. 
t—i Lm—== V m ) J
Som ewhat tedious calculations give
lim (1 — t ) $ ( t ,  Q1~t) =f —1
= (1 — 7?/ I  —log e ) - 1 +  JR2(i?2(l —log *?) +  /? j / l - l o g ) “ 1.
Inversion of the Stieltjes transform , by taking its imaginary part, gives the density 
(w ith respect to the Lebesgue measure) of lim N J m  to be:
m-*-oo
g(y) — ~  (t ( 1 “ T))“ 1/2(3; +  -^2(1 —j) ) -1 1(0 .1)M ,
R = a Ja  j.
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ON THE FIXED POINT ALGEBRAS FOR ^-CONDITIONAL 
EXPECTATIONS IN VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS
CARLO CECCHINI and DÉNES PETZ
Introduction and notations
It is a well-known fact that a conditional expectation (i.e., projection of norm 
one) of a von Neumann algebra M  onto a von Neumann subalgebra N  exists under 
rather restrictive conditions ([10]). Let tp be a faithful normal state on M. The <p- 
conditional expectation Ejf,N (or shortly E) from M  into N  preserving tp was studied 
in [1] and [8], and used in [5] and in [2], The (^-conditional expectation exists for any 
triple (M, N, tp) and reduces to projection of norm one whenever this exists.
The aim of this paper is to study the fixed point subalgebras of E. This is moti­
vated both by the interest of comparing ^-conditional expectations with conditional 
expectations (when N  itself is a fixed point algebra) and by importance of this notion 
in [2] for the construction of Markov chains.
Our general reference on the modular theory of von Neumann algebras is [9]. 
Let the von Neumann algebra M  act on a Hilbert space H. We shall use the spaces 
L(p, M, tp) introduced in [3] and strongly connected (isometrically isomorphic) to 
the spaces defined and studied in [6] and [7], The latter spaces, denoted by Lp(<x>'), 
consists of operators and are constructed with respect to a faithful normal semi- 
finite weight to' on the commutant M ' of M, while the former consist of linear forms 
defined on the lineal D(H,<p). If T£Lp(o/) then q(T) denotes the corresponding 
complex form in L(p, M, tp), on the other hand if q£L(p, M, tp) then Tp(q) is de­
fined by Tp(q(S)) = S  (S£Lp(a)')).
If \ /p + i/s= i/r ^ l  then for qx^ L(p,M ,tp) and q ^L (s ,M ,tp )  a product 
PtP,s)Un <k] = q iT p iq ^ T ^ q ^ U r , M, tp)
is defined in [3] and further studied in [4],
Let us remind that L(l, M, tp) is canonically isometrically isomorphic to M*, 
and we denote this isomorphism by 19: —L(l, M, tp). We emphasize that since
L(p, M, tp)czL(\, M, tp), i~l {q) is a functional on M  if q£L(p, M, tp) and
Results
Let Mx, M2 and Ms be von Neumann algebras such that M 1tzM 2a M 3 c:B(H). 
We fix a faithful normal state tp3 on M3 (cuj on M[). Let tpi — tp^Mi and tü\ =coj|M[ 
(i =  l, 2, 3). (t‘ will stand for the modular group of (p{ (/= 1, 2, 3).
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T heorem. The following conditions are equivalent.
(i) The cp3-conditional expectation E : M3— M 2 leaves Mx pointwise invariant.
(ii) There exists a completely positive mapping or. M 3-~M2 suchthat a (/) = /,
(p3oa = cp3 and a(a1) =  a1 for all a1£M 1.
(iii) There exists a von Neumann subalgebra M  o f M 3 such that M xc.M (zM 2
and there is a conditional expectation F: M3 —M with the property 
(p3oF=(ps.
(iv) a2(Mx) c z M 2 (í€R).
(iv) ' o2\Mx = a2\Mx (/€ R).
(v) For all a£Mx
I3 1 d3(a)\M2 = i2 ' q2(a).
(v) ' For all a£M2
i3 1q3(d)\M1 = i31q2(a)\M1.
(vi) For all a ,b£M x and 1 with 1/p + l / s ^ l
P(P,s M ä ) ,  q2( b )m  = P(P'S)[q3(a), q3{ b )m
if D(H, <p3).
P roof, (i)-*-(ii): Obvious.
n — 1
(ii) —(iii): By the mean ergodic theorem n~x ^  a‘ converges in the strong
i=0
operator topology to a projection F of norm one and mapping M3 onto the fixed 
point algebra M  of a.
(iii) —(iv): According to Takesaki’s theorem ([10], [1]) a2t(M)czM  and hence 
ff?(ilii)cM 2. The equivalence (iv)—(iv)' is contained in [1].
(i)—(v): Using the convention of [5] we abbreviate Connes’ spatial derivative 
([6]) of cpi with respect to co[ as dt. Now i31q3(a) is the same as t^ a in [3] and similarly 
to the proof of 3.7 Proposition of [3] we have
t*3-1?3 (»](fc) = /  dy2adl'2bdco3.
By 2.7 Lemma in [3] we can write
f  dl'2adl'2bdco3 = (n3(a)<P, J3n3(b*) <P)
where 7r; is the GNS representation with <p{ and <J> is the corresponding cyclic and 
separating vector (/=2, 3). (n2 is identified with the subrepresentation of n3.) Ref­
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erence to the definition of the ^-conditional expectation ([1], cf. [8]) yields
(n3(a)<P,J3n3(b*)<P) =  (n2(a)<P, J2n2(b*)<P).
Starting with the right-hand side of (v) we carry out a similar argument:
[ h 1 q2(a)\(b) = j  dll2adl,2bdu>'2 = (n2(d) <Z>, J2n2{b*)$).
Clearly this equals to (n2(E(a)) <P, J2n2(b*) # ) for all b£M2 if and only if a = E(a).
(iv)'—(vi): Let £6D(H , <p3) be fixed. We recall 3.4 Theorem of [4], The mapping 
Gt: 5 X 5 —C defined by
Gf(z, w) = /  d ^ ^ a d ? * ^ 2 b d f - ^ K i i O  da)'t
(z, w65—{pgC: O ^R en^ l}  and K fá)= itf1 («/f|EAÖI2T,)) is bounded and con­
tinuous on 5X 5  and analytic on 5 °={p£C: 0<R e w<l} in each of the variables 
whenever the other one is fixed (i=2, 3). Moreover,
P(p,.)[qi(a)> qAb)](0 = Gt(i/p, iA)
(/=2,3). To prove (vi) we check that
G2(iti, il2) — G3(it1, it2)
G2(l+ iti, it2) = Ga(l + itlt it2)
G2(iti, l + /72) = Gs(iii, l + /72)
G2(l +/7i , 1 + i72) = G3(l + /ii, l + /72)
for all h, ?2C R-
G3(/7i , it2) = f  d ^c r lhl2(a) < /2(b) d}/ 2K3(0  da>3 = 
f  dl'2Ks(0  d i^ a t^ tid )  o»ll2(b) dco'3 = 
f  d\'2 E (tf3(É)) dl'2a2_tll2(a) <r?l/2(h) =
f  d\l2K2{E) cty2o2_ttl2(a) a2ll2(b) dw2 =
G2(i7i , i72).
Here 2.7 Lemma from 3 was used to establish the equality 
J  dl,2xdl/2yd(a3 = (n3(x)<P, J3n3(y*) <P) =
(7t(E(x)) <Z>, J2n2(y*) <P) =  J  dl,2E(x)dl/2yd(D2 
for some xdM 3, ydM t and E(A^ 3(< )^)=Ä'2(^) was proved in [5] on p. 60.
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The computation in the other cases is quite similar.
G3( l+ /t1; 1 +/?2) =  f  ffl(s/2(ű) d3o*l/2(b)K3(Z) dm3 =
/  4 ß ^ ( b ) K 3(i) a2_ti,2(a) cP^dco', = 
f  dir-E(al,2(b) K3(f) o l h/2(a)) d \2dof = 
f  dl/2o?ll2(b) K2(£) o2- h/2(a) d2/2dco2 =
<7.(1+ fti, 1 + it2)
G3(l+ itu it2) = f  dl/2a2_h/2(a) dl/2afl/2(b) /f3(£) űfoá =
/  dl'2a2_hl2(a)dl/2a2l/2(b)K2(Odco'2 =
G 2( l  +  /7x, r/j)
<730'h> l+ 'O  =  / crltj/2(a) d\’2a2ll2{b) d\l2K3{f) da>3 = 
f  <Tl,Ma)dl,2< l2(b)d12'2K2(Od(o'2 =
G aC /tj, 1+ i72).
(vi) —(v): Since the particular case p =  l and ,v= °° of (vi) is essentially (v).
C o r o l l a r y . Assume that there is a conditional expectation F of M 3 onto M 2.
Then the conditions in the Theorem are equivalent to the following one:
(vii) For t£R there is a unitary u fM 3C\M[ such that
utau* = o2_,o2(a) for all a£M2.
P r o o f . Let il/ = (p2oF be a state on M3. Choosing ut—[D(p3, D\j/]t we have 
a? (a) = u,af (a) u* (a£M3).
But crf\Ai2—(T2 ([9], ÍC.5) and this gives
u,au* = o3_,o2(a) (a£M 2).
Assuming (iv)' we infer that u£M{.
On the other hand, (vii) implies (iv)' easily putting aEM1.
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The spaces with a directed family of semi-metrics, are the objects of two categories Sf.M 3P 
and Sf’J itf ' * ; the difference is in the family of morphisms, which are “contractions” in S fJ iS ' and 
near-contractions in SfM iF *. Correspondingly we have <92# and the categories of semi-metric
spaces with contractions or near-contractions for morphisms. The main results proved here are: 
Theorem 1 which says that there is a coretraction of the category Sf°U  of semi uniform spaces on 
<92#J 5) and an equivalence of the category i f  ! f 5U, of strong semiuniform spaces with Sf.MSF*. 
The second theorem establishes equivalences: one of S fJ tiF with a subcategory of the procategory 
over S fJ i, and another of S fJ id f*  with a subcategory of the procategory over .92// *.
Introduction
The s.m.f. structures or semi-metric family structures were introduced in an 
earlier paper [2] in connection with semigroups. It was noted there that these s.m.f. 
spaces occupy a position in between the semimetric spaces and the semiuniform 
spaces. This paper establishes two main lines of connection (functorial ones): there 
are functors U, M between the categories of s.m.f. spaces and the s.u. spaces which 
give a contraction of if fy  in SfJtiF. But by enlarging the sets of morphisms in 
these categories, we get categories i f  iffy  and SfJiSF* which are actually equivalent. 
This is the first theorem. The next one relates the categories SfJi IF and SfJiSF* 
to Procategories over the corresponding categories <92# and .92#* (of semimetric 
spaces with contraction maps or near-contraction maps for their morphisms). Here 
we get again an equivalence of SfJtSF or SfJi with a certain subcategory Sf 
Pro ,92# or Sf Pro .92#* of the pro-categories. This is the second theorem.
1. The categories, .92//, SfJi*, SfJtSF, SfJtSF*, if°U and SfSf°U
A semi-metric d on a set X  is a mapping of X X X  in the real unit interval 
7=[0, 1] such that: for all x  of X, d (x,x)= 0, and for all x, y, z from X, d (x,y) + 
+d(y, z)Sd(x, z). A semi-metric space (or s.m. space) (X, d) is a set X  provided 
with a semi-metric d on it. Given two s.m. spaces (X, d) and (Y, d'), a map f :  X —Y 
is called a (i) contraction, (ii) a near-contraction (of index r), of (X, d) in (Y, d'),
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 54E99.
Key words and phrases. Semimetric spaces, semimetric family spaces, contractions, near-con- 
tractions, semiuniform spaces and strong semiuniform spaces, procategories over the categories of 
semimetric spaces.
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if (i) for all x1,x 2 from X, d(xx , x2) = d '( f  (.Vj), f(xjj), (ii) there is a positive real 
number r such that, for all x 1,x ss from X, d(xk, x j)^ rd '( f(x j) ,( f(x j) . We have 
then two categories SPJÍ and SpJt*  both of them having the s.m. spaces for the ob­
jects; the morphisms for ÍPJÍ are the contractions, while those of £fdt*  are the 
near-contractions, between pairs of s.m. spaces.
When /  is a down-directed (ordered) set and for each j  of J  there is assigned a 
semi-metric dj on the set X  such that, when j= j ',  the map Ix is a contraction of 
(X, dj) in (X, dj’), we call (d, J) a semi-metric family structure (or s.m.f. structure) 
for X, and also call (X, d, J) a semi-metric family space (or s.m .f space). Given two 
such spaces (X ,d ,J ) and (Y ,d ',K ), a map / :  X —Y  is called a (i) contraction,
(ii) a near-contraction of the first space in the second if (i) there is a map /* :  K-+J 
(called a comap of / )  such that, when j~ f* {k ) , f  is a contraction of (X, dj) in 
(Y , d j), (ii) there is a map/* :  K —(JX R +) (called a comap of/ )  such that, when 
f* (k )  — (j, r), for all x lf x 2 of X, dj(xx, x2)S r  • d  k(f(xj),f(xjj). That is, / is a near­
contraction of (X, dj) in (F, dj) of index r, when f*{k)={j, r). We get again two 
categories ffJ i.d ' and SdJiiF*, both having the same family of objects, the s.m.f. 
spaces; the morphisms for SPJISF are the contractions, while for SPJÍ3F* they are 
the near-contractions, between pairs of s.m.f. spaces.
When /  is a down-directed set, a monotone map U of /in  the power set P(XXX) 
of all subsets of X X X , gives a semi-uniform structure (U, J) for X  if: for each j  
o f / ,  U(J) contains the identity relation I x , and also contains the relational product 
U (j')o U(j') for some j '  of /.  We call (X, U, J) a semi-uniform space (or s.u. space) 
when (U, J) is a semi-uniform structure on X. Given two such spaces (X, U, J) 
and (F, V, K) we call a map/ :  X — Y a uniform map of the first space in the second 
if there is a map /* : K-+J, (called a comap of/ )  such that: for all k of K  and for 
all Xj, x 2 from X, (xl5 x2)£ U(f*(kj) implies (f(xj),f{xj))£V(k). We denote this 
also by writing f\_U(f*(kjj\ ^  V(k), for all k  of K. The category 9 >aU has semiuni­
form spaces for objects and uniform maps between pairs of them for morphisms. By 
a strong semiuniform structure (U, J, c) on the set X  we mean a triple consisting of a 
down-directed set / ,  a monotone map U of J  in P(XXX), and a monotone map c 
of /  in / ,  such that for each j  of /,  U( j)  contains Ix and the relational fourth power 
\U(cj)}\ where we set cj for c(j), and similarly c2j  for c(cj), etc. A strong semiuni- 
form structure (U, J, c) on X  leads to a strong semiuniform space (X, U, J, c). Given 
two such spaces (X, U, J, c) and (F, V, K, c) a map / :  X—F is called a strong uni­
form map of the first in the second space if there is a map f *: K-»(JXN*) such 
that, when f* (k)= (j, m ): for each n in N*( =  the set of integers SO), f[U (cn+mj)]Q  
V(c"k). We have then a category whose objects are the strong semiuniform
spaces and whose morphisms are the strong uniform maps between pairs of these 
spaces.
2. The categories Pro Hf.M, Pro ffJl*, Of Pro SPM and Pro Sf.M*
We define the category Pro C over a category C essentially as in the book on 
Shape Theory [3, § 1] except, that we take the indexing sets to be down-directed 
rather than up-directed, which involves turning the order relation around in all the 
basic notions.
Given a down directed (indexing) set /,  and for each j  of /  an object Xj of the
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category C, and for each pair j , j '  from J  with y'^y" a morphism pjty  of C from Xj 
to Xy such that (i) Pj,j=lxj f°r each y, and (ii) Py ,yPj,y =Pj,j"i whenever 
y'Sy'Sy" in J, we call the triple (X j,pj$y , J) a directed family over C. Given two 
such directed families (Xj, Pj,y, J) and (Yk, qk<w, K) a morphism of the first in 
the second is a pair (f k, (p) consisting of a map <p of K  in J  and, for each A: of Ä, a 
morphism/^, in C, from X ^ k) in Yk, such that: whenever k s k '  in K, we have the 
following commutative relation, for some j  of J  which is S  both <p(k) and <p(kj in 
{■ dk,k’fkPjMk)=fk’P j.< p(kWhen (/*',<?') is another such morphism of (X j, pJtJ., J ) 
in (Yk, qktk-, K), we call the two morphisms ( fk, <p) and (jk, q>') equivalent if, for each 
k o i  K there is ay of J  which is ri both <p (k) and cp' (k), such that we have the commu­
tativity relation: f kPj.^k)—fk 'Pj,q>'W• h is n°t hard to see that this is indeed an 
equivalence relation among morphisms between the pair of directed families; and 
further, if we have a second pair of equivalent morphisms (gl5 0) and (g[, 0') from 
(Yk, qk'k , K) to (Zl t ru v , L), then the composite morphism (gi-Jea), <P- 0) and 
(gi ■ f e'd), <p' ■ O') both from (X j,pjty, J) to (Z, ru v , L) are also equivalent. So we 
now define the category Pro C to consist of: the directed families over C for its 
objects, and equivalence classes of morphisms between pairs of such families for the 
morphisms. The composite of two equivalence classes can be taken as the equivalence 
class containing the composite of representative morphisms taken one from each of 
the equivalence classes. The full subcategory of Pro C whose objects (Xj, Pj,y, J) 
satisfy the extra condition: each of the morphisms pJtJ. (for y'Sy" in J) is both an 
epi and mono-morphism, is denoted by Pf Pro C; these objects are called special 
directed families over C. The two cases we consider here are when C is either the 
category ffJ i or the category Í/JI*. For these cases, the special directed family 
(Xj, Pj,y, J) can be more simply described by saying that the maps pj y  (for / ^ j '  
in J ) are all one-one and onto, as set-maps.
3. Functorial connections of i/JO F  with !X°Tl and of f/JUF* with
T heorem 1. (a) There are functors U: £/’J(2F^-£/,aU and M: !Xali ifJ Í  
such that M is a left-adjoint o f U, and U • M is naturally equivalent with /y * .
(b) There are functors U*: i fJ lF * -S P ifútí and M*: i f i fd l - i fJ l!? *  
such that M * is a left-adjoint o f U *, and U *, M * give an equivalence between the cate­
gories ifJ lX F *  and i f  i f f y .
Proof, (a) For an object (X, d, J) of ifJÍSF we set U(X, d, J)=(X, U (J x N %  
where N* is the set of integers £ 0  ordered by and U(j,ri) is defined to be 
[(x, y)iX X X : dj(x,y)<  1/2"]. Clearly each U (j,n) contains lx and U (j,n+  l)o 
oU(j, n+l). For a morphism / :  (X, d, J )—(Y, d ', K) of ifJ{2F (with comap 
f* : K —J), we associate U(f) = the same set-map/considered as a morphism in i f  Öl 
from U(X, d, J) to U(Y, d', K) with comap/# given by / # (k, n) = (f*(k), n). Since 
dj(x, y )^ d k(f(x), f(y)), when /= /*  (k), this is a valid definition of a morphism from 
iffy . That this gives a functor U as asserted from i f  J t  i f  to iffy  is easily verified 
(U takes identity morphisms to identity morphisms, and composites to composites.)
For an object (X, U, J) of iffy  we set M (X, U, J )—(X, d*, J*) where [dj,: 
j*  in J *] is the family of all semimetrics on X  such that: for each positive integer n, 
and j*  of J* there is a j  of /such  that (x,y) in U(j) implies that dj, (x, >’) <  t /2"; in
4
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other words, the semi-uniform structure on X determined by the semi-metric d*, 
(for each j*  of J*) is coarser than the semiuniform structure (U, J) on X. Again when 
/ i s  a morphism in ÍYaU from (X, U, J) to (Y, V, K ) we can set M(/)  =  the same set 
map /  considered as a morphism in SYJ12F from M (X, U, J) to M(Y, V, K). For 
if /*  is the comap for the original /  from ■9>ad, for a k* of K*, we can associate a 
/*= /# (£*) of J* by setting: df*{x, y)—d ^ f ( y ) ) .  For an integer n ( = 0) we 
know there is a k in K such that (f(x), f ( y )) in V(k) implies that d£* ( / ( / ) , / ( / ) )  < 
< l/2", and for this k, and j= f*(k), (x, y) in U(j) implies that (f(x ),f(y ))  is in 
V(k), hence dj* (x, y) < 1 /2". Hence this j*  is in J*, and we get the comap/if of /  
to make /  a morphism in SYM S '. The rest of the verification that this M is indeed a 
functor from S aU to SYJÍS ' is easy.
For an object (X, U, J ) of S'Ü  it is clear, from the definitions, that Ix is a uni­
form map of (X, U, J ) in (on) U • M(X, U, J) = U[(X, d \  /*)] = (X, U*, (J*XN*)). 
The other way, Ix is still a uniform map of (X, U*, (J* X N *)) in (X, U, J): first, to 
each j  of J  we associate a c( j)  or cj of J  such that U( j)  contains [ U(c/)]4, and in 
terms of the sequence [£/(/), U(cj), U(c2j), ...] we can define on X a semi-metric 
d j such that:
(x, >■)€ U(cn+1j)  =>d*(x, y)S l/2"+1<  l/2n=>(x, y)£ U(cnj).
This process we work out in the proof of the next result (b). Then U (j) contains 
U*(J, 0), associated with this df, and this d* is one of the d*,(j* in J*) in the 
definition of M(X, U,J) = (X, D*,j*). These show that U-M  is naturally equiv­
alent tO hjM  ■
For an object (X ,d ,J ) of SYMUF, if U(X, d, J)=(X, U(JXN*)), each d}, 
j  in J, gives a semiuniform structure on X coarser than (U, (JXN*)), so can be con­
sidered as one of the d**,j* in J* from the (X, d*, /*) = M(X, U, (J X 7V*)) = 
=  M -U -(X , d,J). Thus Ix is a morphism in SfJOF from M-U(X, d, J). This 
means that M is a left-adjoint of U.
This completes the proof of (a).
(b) For an object (X, d, J) of yMÜF* we set U*(X, d, J)={X, U, (JXN*), c), 
where U(j,ri)=[(x,y)£XxX:dj(x,y)<  1/2"], and c(j, n) = (j,n+2). This en­
sures that U(J,n) contains \U{c(j, n))]4. For a morphism /  from (X, d, J) 
to (y , d', K) in y ’JOF* with comap/*, we set U *(/) =  the same set-map /  of X in Y 
considered as a morphism in from U*(X, d, J) to U*(T, d', K). For if f* (k )  =
=  ( /  r), for a k of K, we can set f% (k, /?) = [( /  n), m], with m as the smallest integer 
such that 2ms l / ;  this / i t  would be a comap for /  (in For given any posi­
tive integer n, (x, y)d U(cm+nj)  implies that dj(x, y)< 1 /2n+m^ r  ■ 1/2"; from 
dj(x, y) ^ rd k(f(x),f(y)) we deduce that dk( f(x ) , f(y))^ (1 /r)/ (x, y) <  1 /2", so 
(f(x),f(y j)£V (cnk). This proves that / i s  indeed a morphism in Sp9>aU (with co map/it).
We next define M* from to ífJÉdF*. For an object (X, U, J, c) from
SYiffy, we associate an object M*(X, U, J, c)=(X, d, J ) by defining, for each j  of J 
a semimetric dj on X as follows: first we define an auxiliary function g from X'XX 
to /  by: g(x, y)=0 if (x,y) belongs to U(cnj)  for all integers n g 0, g(x, y) =  1 if 
(x, y) is not even in U(c°j)=U(j), and g(x,y) —1/2" if (.r, y) belongs to U(c”j ) 
but not to U(cn+1j). Since the sets U(cnj)  form a decreasing sequence as n increases, 
this provides a g(x, >’) defined for all (,v, y) from XXX.
Then we set dj(x, y)=inf[Zg(xi, xi+1), i= l ,  these sums being taken
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over all sequences x= xx, xn+1=y of points connecting x  with y]. It is not hard 
to show that: for all x ,y  from X, (x,y)dU(cn, y) iff g (x ,y )^  1/2", and that 
1/2g(x, y)^d j(x , y )^g (x , y). [See for proofs [1], page 28, proof of theorem 1.1.5.] 
It follows from these that (x, y)£U(cn+1j)=>cJj{x, y)< l/2n=>(x, y)dU(cnj)  ... (A). 
These semimetrics do give an object (X, d, J) of i fJ t i f* , for it can be seen that: 
j ^ f  in J  implies that dj(x, y )^ d r (x, y), for all x ,y  from X, since g(x, y )^  
—g'(x, y) if g and g' are the auxiliary functions from X X X  to /  defined in terms of 
the [U(cnj)\ and the [U(cnj')\, resply. For a morphism / i n  i f  i f  úU from (X, U, J, c) 
and (T, V, K, c) with comap/*, we associate M *(/) =  the same set map/ of X  in Y 
considered as a morphism in ifJ tiF * from M*(W, U, J, c) to M*(Y, V, K, c) with a 
com ap/S: where/#(&) is defined as (j, \/2m), when f*(k)= (j, rri). What has to be 
verified is that, when f*(k)= (j,m ), dj(x, y) s  l/2m • dk(f(x),f(y)), for each pair 
(x, y) from XXX. This being trivially true if either dj(x,y)=0  or d j ( x ,y ) s l/2m, 
we take the case when O xdj(x,y)< l/2m. Then, from the definition of dj, there is 
a finite sequence x = x 1, ..., xn+l=y from x  to y  such that dj(x, y )sZ g (xh xf+1)<  
<l/2". So each of the g(xt, xj+1) is different from 0 and less than l/2m. Let 
g (x ,,x i+1)= l/2n‘. Each and as f* (k)= (j,m ), (xh x i+l)£U(cn‘j )  implies
that (/(Xi),/(xi+1))€V(cni~mk), which gives dk[f(x ,),f(x i+i)]<l/2"<-m; hence 
dk{ f(x ),f(y ))^2 m ■ Il/2"< =2m • Ig (xh xi+1). It follows that 1/2m ■ dk{f(x), f(y)), 
being less than or equal to each of these sums Ig (xh xi+1) which have dj(x,y) 
for infimum, must be also less than or equal to dj{x, y).
The rest of the verification that this M* is indeed a functor from i f i f  aU to 
i fJ l3F* is pretty routine.
To prove the equivalence of the categories ifif^U  and i f  MS'* under the func­
tors U*, M* we prove that U*M* is naturally equivalent to Iyy® and M*U* is 
naturally equivalent to Iyji?*. Starting from an object (X, U,J,c) of i f  iffy , let 
M* take it to the object (X , d, J) of ifMF*  and let \J*(X, d, J)={X, U*, (JXN*), c). 
We show that (Ix , f  *) is a morphism of (X, U, J, c) on (X, U*, (JXN*), c) and 
Ux,f%) a morphism of (X, U*, (JXN*), c) on (X, U, J, c), where f*  assigns (j, m + 1) 
to the element (j, m) from (JXN*), and f% assigns ((_/, 0), 0) to the element j from J. 
For the first, note that (x, y)£U(cn+m + 1j)  implies dj(x, y)< l/2n+m which implies 
(x, y)£ U*(j, n+m)=U*[cn(J, m)]. For the second note that (.v, y)€ U*(cn+0(j, 0)) = 
= U*(j,ri) implies that dj(x, >j< 1/2" which implies that (x, y)£U(cnJ). These 
prove that there is a natural equivalence from to U*M* which assigns to an 
object (X, U, J, c) of i f i f fy  the morphism (Ix , /* ) as defined above. The other way, 
starting from an object (X, d, J) of ifJ tif* , let U* take it to (X, U, (JXN*), c) 
and M* take this [X, U*, (JXN*), c) to (X, d*, (JXN*)). We establish a natural 
transformation which is an equivalence from M* • U* to I t h i s  associates to 
the object (X ,d,J) of ifJHF* the morphism (Ix ,g*) from (X, d*, (JXN*)) to 
(X, d, J) with a reverse morphism (Ix , g%) from (X, d, J) to (X, d*, (JXN*)): where 
#*(/) =  [(/, 0), 1] and g$(j,ri) — [j, 1/2"]. To prove that (Ix ,g*) is a morphism as 
claimed, note that d*Jt0)(x, y)=dj(x, y), when d j(x ,y)= 1; since, in this case 
(x, y)(j U( j) = U(c°(i, ())). If dj(x, >j< 1, there are sums Ig(xh xi+1) for sequences 
of points from x  to y  which are <1 and Sdj(x,y). For any such sum, if 
g(Xi,xi+i)=l/2"<, dj(x,, x t+1)^ g (x i, x l+1), for each of these pairs (x ,,x i+1), so 
that dj(x, y)^Zdj(x!, x i+1)sZg(Xj, x l+1). Hence dj(x,y)^the infimum of such 
sums which is d*Ji0) (x, y). To prove that (Ix , git) is a morphism as claimed, we have
4*
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to show that, for all x, y  from X, dj(x, y ) S l/2m+1 • dfJ<m)(x, y). The proof is pretty 
obvious if dj(x, y)=0, or if dj(x, y) ^  l/2m+1. So we assume that dj(x, y ) ^ 0  and 
is less than l/2m+1. Then dj(x, y) lies in an interval of t of the form [l/2r+1, l/2r) 
with rS n i + l. So (x, y) is in U(c'j) but not in U(cr+1j), that is in U [cr-m(cm_/)] 
but not in U[<?~m+1(cmj)]. This means, that, for the auxiliary function g defin­
ing d*jim), g(x,y) = l/2r- m; hence, dfjitn) (x, y )^ g (x , y)=  l/2r~m = (l/2r+1) • 2m+1g  
S d j(x ,y )2m+1 since, by assumption, d j(x ,y )^ l/2r+1. This proves that M*, U* 
give indeed an equivalence for the categories i f  if%  and ifJiif* .
4. Functional connections of ifJ fF jifJ lS7* with the categories Pro ifJ i,
Sf Pro i f  Ml Pro ifJT , i f  Pro i fJ T
T heorem  2. (a) There are functors P: i f  J Í S ' i f  Pro ifM , Jp: i f  Pro ifJ(-~  
-►Pro ifJ i, and F : Pro i f J t -*■ if.JlS', such that: there is a natural transformation 
from  JpPF to I pro yyr cmd natural equivalences, one from \yji& to FJpP and one 
from  Iy pro to PFJp. Thus if.JlS  and i f  Pro if.M are equivalent categories, and 
there are coretractions o f these to Pro ifJi. (b) There are functors P*: i fJ i S'* -*■ 
-~ if Pro ifJi*, J*: i f  Pro i fJ t*^Pro ifJT , and F*: Pro ifJ t^ ifJ U F * , such that: 
there is a natural transformation from J* P*F* to Ipro ym* and natural equivalences, 
one from \srjisr* to F*J*P* and one from Iyproyyo to P* F* J*. Thus ifJiiF* and 
i f  Pro ifJi* are equivalent categories, and there are coretractions o f these on 
Pro ifJi*.
P r o o f . We define the pairs of functors P, P* first. Given an object (X, d, J ) 
of ifJt3F\oi ifJ lF *  we set P(X, d, J)/P*(X, d, J) to be the object [(X, df), IX,J] 
of i f  Pro ifJilo i i f  Pro ifJt*. This is a valid definition, since, for j ^ j '  in J ,IX 
is a one-one onto contraction/one-one onto near contraction, of (X, df) on (X, dy). 
For a morphism / from one object (X, d, J) to another (Y, d', K), that is a contrac- 
tion/a near-contraction, with comap/*, we define P (f)/P *(f) to be the equivalence 
class containing the morphism (f k, <p) in i f  Pro ifJfjin i f  Pro i fJ t  * from 
P(X, d ,J)  to P(T, d', X)/from P*(X,d,J) to P*(Y ,d ',K ); with cp{k)=j, and 
fk = f  for all k of K when f* {k )= j when f*(k) = (j, r). This is again a valid defini­
tion since /  is a contraction/a near contraction of index r, from (X, df) to (Y, df) 
as defined. The rest of the verification that P, P* are functors is quite routine.
We next define the pair of functors F, F*. Let [{Xj, df), Pj,y, J ] be an object of 
Pro ifJi/Pro ifJi*\ thus the down directed set J  indexes family of s.m. spaces 
(Xj, dj) and there is a contraction/near contraction (of index r), of (Xj, df) in 
(Xj , dj ) when j f j '  in J; these being subject to the two conditions. We first asso­
ciate a space to the family of s.m. spaces [(X,-, df) : j  in ./]; T is the set of all elements £ 
from the cartesian product set P(Xj\ j  in J) for which it is true that: v/henever j= j '  
in J, pJtj, i ( j )  — ^ (j'), where £(j) denotes the /th component of £, in (Xj). And 
we define, for each j  of J, a semi-metric df on this set by setting d f(£i, £,f) = 
=dj[Zi(j), £2 (./)], this last being in the s.m. space (Xj, df). Then (X, d*, J) becomes 
an s. m.f. space which we now define as F ([(Xj, df), pjtj., 7])/as F * ([(X,-, df), pJtj., J]) 
Let now [(Ft , df), qktk-, K ] be another object of Pro i fJ t \of Pro ifJt*, with F/F* 
taking it to (2), d'*, K). Let also (f k,(p) be a morphism from the directed family 
[(Xj, df), Pj,y, J] to the directed family [(Yk, df), qk,w, A']. We then define an asso­
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ciated map /  of the set £ in the se t"J); we set f ( f )  = r\, where, for each k of K, tj(k) = 
—/*[£(<?(A:))]- This / i s  then a morphism in PPJÍPPjPPJÍ2P* from (X ,d * ,J ) to 
(^ ,d '* ,K ), with a comap f*  which takes a k of K to y/to (j,r), when ip(k)=jj 
and f k is a near contraction of index r. This follows from our definitions. Further, 
any other morphism (/}, <p') equivalent to (fk, <p) leads to the same morphism / :  
for, given k of K, we know that there is a j  of /which is S both cp(k) and cp'(k) with 
fkPj.vm=fkPj.<p'<.k); and then f ( f )  = t], with p(k)=fk[^{q>(k))) = (fk-pj.v(k)) • [£(/')]; 
while the f  defined by ( f j , <p') is given by / '( / )  = / ,  with f  (k)—Jf [^ {(p' (k))] = 
— {fk Pj,<p\k))[^{j)\- Thus f ( 0 = f ' ( 0 , for all £, of X. Thus we can define, for the 
equivalence class of morphisms containing (fk, cp) the associate under F/under F*, 
to be this morphism/in SeJ l  S' \ £ P J { . This completes the definition of the func­
tors F/F*.
The functors Jp/J* are the obvious inclusion functors from the subcategories 
SP Pro PPJl or SP Pro SPJl* to the full ones of Pro PPM or Pro PPM*. We tackle the 
proofs of parts (a) and (b) together; first, to get a natural transformation from JpPF 
to I pro ism and one from J*P*F* to IProy^»: given an object [(Xj,dj), pj<y, J] 
from Pro PPM or from Pro PPM*, this natural transformation would associate to it 
the morphism [(/•, /•)] in Pro PPM\Pro PPM* from [(X, df), Ix, J] to [(Xj, df), Pj,y, J], 
where F/F* takes [(A/ </), Pj j ’, J] to (T, d*, J) as described a little earlier; where, 
for any j  of /, we set //( /)  =  >?(/), for each element / of J. It is not hard to verify 
that: this/■ gives an isometry of the space (X, df) with a subspace of (Xj, dj) for 
each ./ and the other properties that ensure that (/,-, Jj) is indeed a morphism of 
[(3£, dj), Ix , /]  to [(Xj, dj), Pj,y, /], and then we pass on to the equivalence class 
[(fj, Ij)\ containing this pair, which is the typical morphism of Pro SP^/Pro £PJ/*.
Next we show that there is a natural equivalence from to FJP P/
F*/*P*. To an object (X, d, J) of y >Ji2F\y’Jt!F* this would associate an isomorphism 
( /  /*) from (X, d, J) to (X, d*, J) where X is defined from the directed family 
[(XjI, dj), Ix , /]  = the image under P/P* of (X, d, J). It is clear that now we have the 
typical element x# of X is an element of the power set X J with x%(j) = x  for each 
j  of / ;  thus the map / i s  what takes an x of X  to such an x# of X with x# (j) = x  for 
all j. This being obviously a one-one onto map, it needs only be noted that under 
this dj(x, y) = dj (xtt, >’#), for any x, y  from X. So f *  takes j  of J  to j  in //to  (J, l) 
in ( JX R +), and (/,/* ) is an isomorphism in SPM^\ S P J i .
Third we tackle the natural equivalence from I.r pr o j i f y  Pro to PFJ,,/ 
P*F*J*. Given an object [(Xj, dj), pj<r, J] of SP Pro STM/SP Pro SPJÍ*, we have 
to get an associated isomorphism (/}, If) of this object on [(X, dj), Ix , /], which is 
the P/P*-associate of the FJp/F *J ^ -associate (X, d*, J) of the original object 
[(Xj, dj), Pj,j’, /]. Since the pJt j,, are all one-one and onto, we can, for each j  of /,  
get a bijection f j  of Xj on X, with inverse / / 1 = the /th projection. For an Xj of Xj, 
and for any /  of /,  we need only/e t  f j (Xj)=ß,  with Í  (Jo)=Pf,j0 ■ (Pf j)  (*j), for 
a y '^bo th  j  and /„. That this definition of j  is independent of the choice of such a j '  
can be shown, and this f j  is indeed a bijective map of Xj on X. Also this f j  gives an 
isometry of (Xj, df) with (X, df). This completes the proof of the natural equivalence 
here. Thus the theorem is completely proved.
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PREPROXIMITIES AND INTERNAL CHARACTERIZATIONS 
OF COMPLETE REGULARITY
J. DEÁK
This paper has a double aim: first, to give a new internal characterization of 
completely regular spaces, and secondly, to generalize the notion of a preproximity; 
the latter will not only serve as a tool in proving the first, but it seems also to be of 
some interest in its own right.
§ 1 deals with characterizations of complete regularity in terms of the existence 
of a subbase satisfying certain conditions. The most general one of such characteri­
zations in the literature (i.e. the one imposing the weakest condition on the subbase) 
is due to Hamburger ([27], [22]). Theorem 1.9 (proved in 5.33) generalizes his result; 
examples are given to show that our theorem is not only seemingly more general. 
Example 1.14 refutes a plausible generalization of Theorem 1.9.
§ 2 gives the definition of a preproximity in the sense of Hamburger [23], and 
suggests a modification in the terminology: originally, a preproximity is a pair con­
sisting of a family of sets and a binary relation on this family; we call, however, 
the relation itself a preproximity.
§ 3 and § 4 contain a great number of definitions and lemmas.
§ 5 is the core of the paper. Definition 5.4 generalizes the notion of a preprox­
imity. (Generalized preproximities are not required to be symmetrical, so they can be 
brought into connexion with quasi-proximities and bitopologies instead of proximi­
ties and topologies; but this is not the main point.) According to Theorem 5.10, each 
generalized preproximity induces a quasi-proximity in a natural way (and a direct 
construction of the totally bounded quasi-uniformity compatible with this quasi­
proximity is given); conversely, each quasi-proximity can be induced by preprox­
imities. Theorems 5.15 and 5.26 show that no further generalization of the notion of 
a preproximity is possible without losing its basic properties.
§ 6 deals with the category of the generalized preproximities. (Continuity is 
defined in the most obvious way.)
§ 7 indicates how to introduce preproximities for certain proximity-like relations 
satisfying axioms weaker than those of a (quasi-)proximity.
Terminology. A topology will be regarded as the collection of the closed sets. 
A (sub)base for a topology means a (sub)base for the closed sets. cV denotes the
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 54D15, 54E05; Secondary 54E55, 54E99, 
54B30, 54G20.
Kev words and phrases. Completely regular, closed subbase, internal characterization, preprox­
imity, (quasi-)proximity, quasi-uniformity, bitopology, topological category, bi(co)reflective 
subcategory.
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closure in the topology ST. A completely regular topology is not required to be T0. 
A bitopology is an ordered pair of topologies on the same set. For relations r and s 
between subsets of the same fundamental set, r is finer than s (or s is coarser than r) 
if s a r .  (The symbol a  means not necessarily proper containing.) The definitions 
of proximity-like relations will always be based on the notion “far”, see 4.0 for de­
tails. A r B means that A r B does not hold.
§ 1. Subbase characterizations of complete regularity
Let us start from the following internal characterization of completely regular 
spaces:
1.0 T heorem (Frink [20]). A Tl -space (X, ,T) is completely regular iff there is 
a base f f  for f f  such that f f  is closed for finite unions and finite intersections, and
(i) i f  A , Bf f f ,  A(~)B=0 then there are A ', B ' f f f  suchthat A 'lJB ' = X  and 
A D B '= 0= A 'r)B ;
(ii) i f  B ^ ff and x £ X \ B  then there is an A f i i f  with xfA' ,  A 'fiB = 0.
The necessity of the condition is obvious, even without Tj (let f f  be the family 
of all the zero sets), so we shall only concern ourselves with the generalizations of 
the sufficiency.
The next result is due to Hamburger [27] (a slightly weaker version, with (ii) 
instead of (iv), can be found in [22], [23], [24], [25]).
1.1 T heorem. A topological space (X, f f )  is completely regular i f  there is a sub­
base f f  for dT such that
(iii) i f  A, Bi f f ,  A D B = 0 then there are finite collections /J, (Aa f f  with 
A a U s f ,  ß c U St, and for each pair Ä  fs4 , BfiS), there is a finite covering 
f  a  f f  o f  X  such that either A'ClC=0 or B 'H C = 0 whenever
(iv) i f  B i f f  and x f X \ B  then there is a finite collection S ta f f  with B e  U 36, 
and for each B’ffA, there is an A ' f f f  such that x f A '  and A'HB'=0.
Results lying between Theorems 1.0 and 1.1 were given in [47], [6], [32], [1].
1.2 Example. Replacing (iv) by (ii) would weaken Theorem 1.1: let |A |=4 , 
\ f f \=5,  and |S|=2 for each Sf f f .
1.3 Developing the idea of (iii), let us consider the following sequence of con­
ditions, where (iii)j means (iii):
(iii)„ if A,B£ff ,  AD B = 0  then there are finite collections s d ,S ta f f  with 
A a  U jS,  B c US), Usdil US>=0 such that the conclusion of (iii)„_x holds for 
each pair Afisd, BfiS) [where the sets A' and B' in (iii)„ play the role of A and B 
in (iii)n—l]*
We shall later see that
1.4 T heorem. A topological space (X, ,T) is completely regular i f  there is a subbase 
i f  for 2T satisfying (iii)„ and (iv), where n may depend on the pair (A, B).
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1.5 Example. Theorem 1.4 is strictly more general than Theorem 1.1. Let 
X=[0, 1],
^  = {[0,x],[x, 1], {x}: x£*}U{{0, 1/2, 1}, [1/5, 2/5]U[3/5, 4/5]}. 
i f  satisfies (iii)2 and (ii), but not (iii) (consider the last two sets in the definition of if).
A yet stronger result:
1.6 T heorem. A topological space (X, 3T) is completely regular i f  there is a sub- 
base i f  for ST satisfying (iv) and
(iii)* i f  A,B£i f ,  Af ]B=0 then there are finite collections s f  and 2d with 
A —Us/,  B=U3d, and for each pair A'£sZ, Bf3d,  there are A", B 'f i i f  and a 
finite covering ((1d if o f X  such that A 'dA ", B 'dB ", and either A"D C=0 or 
B"nC = 0 whenever C<Ef.
1.7 Remarks, a) It does not change (iii)* if we replace A —Us/ ,  B=U3d by 
Ac: Us/,  BdU3d.
b) (iii)„=>(iii)* (proof by induction).
1.8 Example. Theorem 1.6 is strictly stronger than Theorem 1.4. Let
X  ■— {x$, y,*, Zj. / 1, 2, 3),
i f=  {{x,, x2, x3}, {yt , y2, p3}, ( X j ,  z,}, {>>„ Ci}}U{{x,., yj, zk}: i , j ,  k =  2, 3}.
i f  satisfies the conditions of 1.6 (in (iii)*, let s /  and 3d consist of singletons, and 
check that two distinct points are always contained by disjoint sets >Sj, S f i f  such 
that each x€A '\(5’1U*S'2) is in an S ( x ) € f  disjoint either from S, or from S2).
1.4, however, cannot be applied to any subsystem of if .  Indeed, if i f ’d i f  is a 
subbase for the same topology then A ,B ^£f' where A = {x,, x2, x3}, B=  {>>,, y2, y3}; 
now assume that (iii),, holds for A and B: then A d  Us/,  BdU3d, UAi~)U3d imply 
A£sZ and B£3d, i.e. (iii)„_, and (by induction) (iii) would hold for A, B and i f '\  
repeating the same reasoning one more time, we obtain a covering f i d  i f  such that 
each C ^fl is disjoint either from A or from B\ but it is clear that there is no such 
covering.
We shall prove in 5.33 a result stronger than 1.6:
1.9 T heorem. A topological space (X, ST) is completely regular i f  there is a sub­
base i f  for 3T satisfying (iv) and
(iii)** i f  A. B£. f ,  AC\B=0 then there are finite collections s /  and 3d with 
A = U s / ,  B = U3d, and for each pair A’I s / ,  Bf3d,  there is a finite covering 
f l d i f  o f X such that for each C€ f ,  there is a D i f  disjoint from C and containing 
either A' or B'.
1.10 Remarks, a) 1.7 a) holds for (iii)**, too.
b) (iii)*=>(iii)** (D = A " or D=B'j.
1.11 Example. Theorem 1.9 is strictly stronger than Theorem 1.6. Let
X  =  {xf, yp. i = 0, 1, 2, 3}U{z,v : i , j  = 1, 2, 3}, 
i f=  {{x,: 0 S  / S  3, i f  j), {yi: 0 s  / í  3, /' ^ j} :  j  =  1, 2, 3}U 
U{{zij: xm(l)> {zij> xnl.i)> yn(J)}' 1>2, 3},
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where
{/, m(i), n(i)} = {1, 2, 3}, m(i) <  n(í)
hold for / = 1, 2, 3. i f  is a minimal subbase for the discrete topology. Theorem 1.9 
can be applied to i f  (check that two distinct points are always contained by disjoint 
elements of if), but it does not satisfy (iii)*.
Indeed, assume that (iii)* holds and let A = (x0, x t , x2}, B = {y0, y1, y2). Take 
A ' and with x0£A ' and y0£B'. Now the sets A" and B" belonging to
the pair (A',B') have to be of the form A" = {x;: i X í0}, B" — {yj: jfj,,}- If, 
z ^ Z C Z V  then C intersects both A" and B", a contradiction.
1.12 Let us consider now the problem whether the condition s/,  could
be dropped from (iii) in Theorem 1.1. The answer is negative; not even the following 
can be substituted for (iii):
(iii)*** if A,Bdi f ,  A D B = 0  then there are finite collections $f,S% with 
A =  U s / , B= U3S such that each element of s / U0$ is the intersection of a finite 
subfamily of if, and for each pair A'£sZ, BUjM, there is a finite covering f z z i f  
of X  such that either A 'D C = 0  or B'HC=0  whenever
(See Example 1.14.)
1.13 R emarks, a) 1.7 a) h o ld s for (iii)***, to o  ( i f  AczUsZ then replace each  
A '€ j/  by A'HA).
b) (iii)**=Kiii)*** (given A '£ s /,  take <€(,B') for each B'£@; if C ^ ( B ' )  
then let D (B ',C )£if be the set for which we know that A'czD (B ',C) or 
B 'czD (B ', C); put now
A'* = A n n {D (B ',C ):  B'i@,C£V(B'), A'czD(B',C)};
replace each A' by A'*, and each B' by an analogously defined B'*).
c) If we drop s/,0$CLif from (iii)„ (n^2) [but keep (iii)1 = (iii) within (iii)2 
in its original form] then the resulting condition is equivalent to (iii)*.
1.14 Example. Let 3f=R2U {«}; Z, N  and I + the set of the integers, the pos­
itive integers and the positive irrationals, respectively; Ar1=iV\{l},
Pkij =  k+ l/i+ l/j, qkij = k + l / ( i - l ) - l / j  ( k iZ,  i€Nt , j € N , j  >  2 /( /- l)) .
It is easy to check that the systems Ur(z) (ziX)  defined below are neighbourhood 
bases for a topology i f  on X:
|{{<y}U] —, k]: k£Z}  if z =  u>,
|{ ]x -t, x+/[x{y}: t £ l +) if z = (x, y), y ^  0, x = k + l/i,
^ ( z ) = \  k£Z, i£N,
|{{z}U(({a ,7, & j}x R ) \F ) :  F is finite} if z =  pkiJ,
otherwise.
The elements of jV(z) are closed; they are open as well if zfco.  A  standard argu­
ment (see e.g. [45] Example 94) gives that i f /  is a continuous real function on X  then 
f= f(co) on ZXR, excepting a countable set; therefore .T  is not completely regular.
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Define now
S Z = {X \U \ U<í j V (z) , z<í R2}U
U {[k + r/i, —[XR: k£Z, K N JU
U {H U (]-,fc+ l/i1 X R )U (R X //): k £ Z ,K N lt / /  =  {!} or / /  = R\{1}}U
U U K W : z€A'}.
^  is a subbase for ST (in fact, the sets in the first and the second line of the definition 
of ZZ form a base, and the other elements of SZ are closed, too). SZ satisfies (iii)*** 
and (iv). Indeed, the only non-trivial case in (iii)*** is
A = {ü>}U(]-,fc]xR), B =  [fej +  1//, -[X R ,
where k, k ^ Z ,  k ^ k t , i£Nl . Take now s /  = {A}, d$ = {BC\Sx, BU S2), where
Sm = { ö } U (]- ,H l/( /+ l)]X R )U (R X R J  (m = 1,2),
” {1}, / /2 = R\{1}. For A and BD Sm, consider the following covering of X:
{£„,[£+l/(/+ l), -[X R },
where {m,n}={ 1,2}.
§ 2. Preproximities
2.0 According to [23], a pair {SZ, r) is a preproximity on the topological space 
{X, ST) if SZ is a subbase for ST, r is a symmetrical binary relation on SZ, and the 
following conditions are fulfilled:
(1) 0 rX ;
(2) A r B=>AOB=0;
(3) if A r B then there are finite systems s i  and 3S such that A d  Us/, B d  USS, 
and for any pair A f s / ,  B fdS , A ’ r B' holds, and there is a finite covering '£ = 
= (£(A ',B ') of A such that either A 'rC  or B 'r  C whenever
(4) if B^SZ, x £ X \B  then there is a finite system 29 such that B d  U2S, and 
for each B f2S, there is an A'=A'(B ') with x£A ', A 'rB '.
Replace now SZ by i^  = domr; then conditions (1) to (4) remain valid, since 
only (4) depends on SZ, and SZX c  SZ. SZX is also a subbase for ST, since if B^SZ, B 
then, according to (4) and (2), there is a finite collection SSdSZ with U2Sd>B.
Consequently, SZ plays no role in the definition; so let us agree that the relation 
r itself is called a preproximity on the set X  if it is a symmetrical relation between 
subsets of X  satisfying (1), (2), (3) and
(4*) if ßgdom r, x £ X \B  then there is a finite system 28 such that B d  US/, 
and for each B'£28, there is an A' = A'(B') with x£A', A' r B '.
The topology induced by r is the one for which dom r is a subbase.
2.1 T heorem [23]. I f  r is a preproximity on the set X  then there is a coarsest 
proximity1 8 on X  with rdS . r and 8 induce the same topology.
1 Recall that in the case of proximities, the notions finer and coarser are to be applied to the 
relation “far” (<5).
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Conversely, i f  ö is a proximity then there is a finest preproximity rad . Again, 
r and 5 induce the same topology.
This theorem will be a corollary to Theorem 5.10.
2.2 Remarks, a) As observed in [26], preproximities can be regarded as subbases 
for proximities. See also [43] for a related notion.
b) Theorems 1.0 and 1.1 as well as many other characterizations of complete 
regularity ([44], [10], [47], [50], [6], [1], [32], [11]) can be deduced from Theorem 2.1; 
see in [23],
c) The word “pre-proximity” is used in a different sense in [36]: it means the 
same as “c/-proximity” (4.6) in our paper.
§ 3. Operations on disjointness relations
3.0 A relation r is a disjointness relation (on the set X) if 
P0. ArB=>AcX, B(zX;
PI. 0 r X ,  X r0;
P2. A r  B^AD B= 0.
X, the fundamental set of r, is uniquely determined by r (X =  U dom r — 
=  U ran r ), and it will be denoted by fund r. Observe that a disjointness relation is 
not required to be symmetrical.
An operation on disjointness relations is a function a defined on the class of dis­
jointness relations, assigning to each r a disjointness relation ra with fund /•“ =  fund r. 
The word operation in itself will always mean an operation on disjointness relations. 
(This convention does not apply to the expression “binary operation” .)
The relation <  between operations is defined as follows: a<b iff for each dis­
jointness relation r, rac r b.
3.1 Lemma. < is a partial order in the sense “smaller than or equal to" (i.e. it is 
transitive, and a=b iff a<b and a>b). □
3.2 D efinition. For operations a and b, the operations a Ab and a\J b are 
defined by
raAb — rof|A-6, ra'Jb = raUrb.
3.3. Lemma, a Ab (a'j b) is the infimum (supremum) of the operations a and b 
with respect to the partial order < . □
3.4 D efinition. For operations a and b, the product ab of a and b is defined 
by rab = (r°)b.
3.5 Lemma. Each o f the binary operations A , V and the multiplication is associ­
ative; A and V are commutative. □
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3.6 D efinition. An operation a is monotone if i \d r 2 and fund r e fu n d  r2 
imply r jc r j .
3.7 Lemma. I f  a and b are monotone operations then so are a Ab, aV b and ab. □
3.8 Lemma. Let a2<b2, and assume that either a2 or b2 is monotone.
Then a1a2<b1b2.
Proof. 1° Assume that a2 is monotone, means r* ia J’i, thus ra<atc.
<zrbi“t; from a2<b2 we have rh^ c zrh<h:, therefore ra>a‘C:rbib‘, i.e. a1a2<b1b2.
2° If b2 is monotone then can be proved in the same way. □
3.9 D efinition. A formula is a finite formula built up from variables and the 
binary operations A, V and the multiplication.
3.10 Lemma. Let F be a formula o f n variables and assume that the operations 
ax, ..., an are monotone. Then F (a 1? . an) is monotone, too.
P roof. 3.7 and induction on the length of F. □
3.11 Lemma. Let F be a formula o f n variables and assume that at and bt are 
monotone operations, a ^ b i  (7=1, ...,« ). Then
FfiJj, ..., a„) <  F (bu ..., b„).
Proof. If and a2<b2 then clearly a1Aa2<b1Ab2 and a fja 2< b fjb 2.
Thus 3.8 and 3.10 make a proof by induction possible. □
3.12 Definition, h  is the identity operation, i.e. /•''=/• for each disjointness 
relation r. The operation — 1 is defined by A r~x B iff B r A.
3.13 Definition. The operations dx and d2 are defined as follows:
a) A rdi B iff there is a set A'zoA with A' r B;
b) A rd* B iff there is a set B'zoB with A r B '.
3.14 Lemma, a) dx and d2 are monotone operations',
b) dxdx = dx, d2d2 =  d2,
c) h <  dx, h <  d2,
d) dxd2 = d2dx. ED
3.15 Definition. d=dxd2.
3.16 Lemma, a) d is a monotone operation',
b) dd =  d\
c) di < d, d2 < d. □
3.17 Definition. The operations qx,q 2 and q are defined as follows:
a) A r«i B iff there is a finite collection s i  ^ 0  suchthat A — U si, and A' r B 
holds for each A'£si;
b) A /•«« B iff there is a finite collection suchthat B — Uá?, and A r B'
holds for each B'£i$;
c) A rq B iff there are finite non-empty collections s i  and id such that A =  Usi, 
B = U id, and A 'r  B' whenever A f s i  and B'^iS.
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3 .1 8  Lemma, a) q1, q2 and q are monotone operations',
b) h < qx < q, h <  q2 <  q\
c) q <  <?i q2 <  cU q, q <  q2 qi <  4
P roof. We shall only show that q\q2<dxq', the proof of q2q ^ d 2q is analo­
gous, the other statements are evident.
If A rqiq2 B then there are 2?, (Is / ^ k) such that 2? = |J  2?;, and A rq'B t
j
for each z; thus there are sets Au 1^/Szwf) suchthat T =  (J ( I s
SzSzz), and AijrBf for any pair (/,./). Put ‘
A (a )  =  Pi {Au : xZAjj} (x£A).
Given x£A  and lsz 'S n , there is a j  with x£A tj,  so A{x)rd^ Bi follows from 
A(x)czAiJ and Au r Br Now the finite collections [A (x): x£ A} (or {0} if A =0) 
and {Bp. lS /Sn} show that A rdiq B. □
3 .1 9  Remarks, a) Notions closely related to the operation q are often denoted 
by the same symbol, see e.g. [5] Chapter 3 and [9] § 3.
b) q *  <7i ?2-
3 .2 0  Lemma, a) q1qi = q1, q2 q, = q.,' 
b) qq < dq.
P roof, b) By 3.8, 3.7, 3.18 a), 3.18 c), 3.20 a), 3.14 a) and 3.15, qq^q\q2q2qi = 
—d id id é  dlqq1<d1q2q1q1—d1q2q1<d1d2q=dq. □
3.21 Lemma, a) qx d1 = d1q1, q2d2 = d2q2,
b) qxd2 < d2q1, q2dx <  d1q2,
c) qd < dq.
P roof, a) A rqA B and A rdiq< B both mean that there is a finite collection sd 
such that AczUsd, and A ' rB  holds for each A'£sd.
b) Evident.
c) By 3.18 c), 3.15,3.14 c), 3.21a), 3.21 b) and 3.14 b), qd<q1q2d2d1<
< d2d1q1q2<d2d1d1q=d2d1q=dq. □
3.22 Lemma. I f  a = F(h, dlt d2, d, qlt q2, q) with an arbitrary formula F then 
h<a<dq.
P roof by induction. 1° I f  a is equal to any o f  the operations h, d1, d2, d, qx, q2, q 
th en  /z<zz by 3.14 c), 3 .16  c )  and 3.18 b). On the other hand, the sam e lem m as and 
3.8  g ive  that a<dq (e.g. d ^ d q  follows from dx—dxh, d ^ d  and h<q).
2° Assume h ^ a ^ d q  ( /=  1,2). Now /z=/z/z<a1a., (3.8) and ava2 dqdq< 
<ddqq<dddq=dq (3.21c), 3.20b) and 3.16 b)). The inequalities h ^ a 1f\a2<dq 
and /jc ö jVa2<dq are evident (3.3). □
3.23 Definition. The operations c„ and c  are defined as follows:
a) A r c»B iff there are A ' and B' such that A 'U B ' = íundr, A 'r  B, A r B
b) A rc B iff A, 2?c:fund r, and there is a finite collection (ß  such that = 
= fu n d r, and for each C £ ^ ,  either A rC  or C r B.
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3.24 Notation. If c£ is chosen according to 3.23 b) then let
<g’1 = <T(A, B, r) = {C€^: C r B},
<ii2 = A ,B , r) = {C€V: A r C j.
3.25 Lemma, a) I f  A rc° B then A d  A' and B d B ' hold for the sets A' and B' 
in 3.23 a).
b) I f  A rc B then Ac: U'g’1, B c U ^ 2, { J ^ U U ^ ^ fu n d  r hold for the collec­
tion (£  in 3.23 b).
P r o o f . Use Axiom P2. □
3.26 L e m m a , a) c0 and c are monotone operations;
b) c0< c< ^c0d;
c) i f  A cfund r then A rc 0, 0 rc A;
d) c0c0< c0, cc<c.
P r o o f , a) Let r be a disjointness relation, X=fund r. In order to prove that c 
is an operation, we have to show that rc satisfies PO, PI and P2 with the same X. 
PO is contained in the definition; PI can be proved by choosing <g’= {3f}; P2 follows 
from i c U f  and CC\B=0 (C£r£1). The case of c0 is similar (to show PI, take 
{A', B'} = {0, X}). c and c0 are evidently monotone.
b) 1° To prove c0<c, take C£={A', B'}.
2° If A rc B and A t^ Ót^ B then, putting A’= U (€1 and B'=  U'g’2, we have 
A 'rq B, A rq B' and ,4'U.B' =  fund r, thus A rqc» B and A rqcA B. If A= 0  or 
B=0  then A rqcAB  is evident.
c) Take <€={X}.
d) 1° Assume A rccB. Choose a finite covering‘g’of fund rc = fund r suchthat
for each A rc C or C rc B. If CE(£1 = t£1(A, B, rc) then choose a finite covering
3>c such that either C r D or D r B whenever Dd3>c', similarly, if CC'g72 then let 
&c be a finite covering such that either A r E or E rC  whenever Ed_Sc . Now the 
covering
# -= U  {®c(C,B, r): C e^JU IJK cC ^  C, r): C€ ^ 2}
shows that A rc B (to prove that !F is a covering, apply 3.25 b) first to (£ then to each 
3tc and <?c).
2° The proof of c0c0< c0 is similar. □
3.27 R e m a r k . Let us consider the following modifications of q and c:
a) A rqt B iff A, B d  fund r and there are (possibly empty) finite collections s i  
and ŰS such that A= {Jsi, B= U3>, and A' r B ' whenever A f s i  and B fdS;
b) A rc* B iff there are finite non-empty collections s i  and 2d such that 
\Jsi\J{J28 = i\md r, and A 'r  B \f A f s i ,  A r B' if BfSS.
For non-empty sets A and B, A rq* B iff A rq B, A rc* B iff A rc B. Clearly, 
c0<c*<c, q<q*<qd. In the more important statements, q and q*, respectively 
c and c* are interchangeable. 3.26 b) holds in a stronger form for c* or q*: c<q*c0, 
c*<qc0, c*<q*c0. We have preferred q to q* on account of 5.31, and c to c* be­
cause its definition looks somewhat simpler.
3.28 L e m m a . c<qxd, c<-q2d.
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P r o o f . Assume A rc B and choose <€ according to 3.23 b). If <^'1=0 then A =0, 
thus At^AB; otherwise ( U <í?1) r“h B, thus A rqA B again. □
3.29 L em m a . cd<dc, c0d —dc0.
Proof. 1° Assume A1rcdB1 and take A^>AX, B^>B1 with A rcB. Choose (S 
according to 3.23 b). Then A r C or C r B holds for each C£i?, thus either A1 rd C 
or C rd Bx, i.e. the covering (ß shows that A1rdcB1.
2° The proof of c0d<dc0 is similar.
3° Assume A r ic»B and take A ',B ' according to 3.23 a). A rd B ' implies the 
existence of AX^ >A and B "t?jB' with Ax r B". Similarly, there are A"z>A' and 
Bxn B  with A"r Bx. Now the pair (A", B") shows that Ax rc° Bx, therefore A rc°d B. □
3.30 L em m a . qc0<cq.
P r o o f . Assume A rqco B. Then there are E and F with £U T=fund r, A rq F, 
E rq B, i.e. there are finite non-empty collections j</, dS, S, dF with A = U s/, B= UdS 
E=  US, F=VtßF such that A' r F' if A'^sd, F’ßdF, and E'r B' if E'£S, 
B'ddd. Now the finite covering S\}$F shows that A 'r c B' whenever A'fsF  and 
B'£dd; therefore A rcq B. □
3.31 L em m a . cq<dqc.
P r o o f . Assume A rcq B  and let A = \JAf, B = {JBj, A , rc Bj. Choose cover-
• j
ings %j = {Cijk} such that A t r CiJk or CiJk r Bj for any triplet (i,j, k). Put 
C(x) =  D {CiJk : x£Cijk}, (S =  {C(x): xCfund r}.
(S is evidently a finite covering.
In order to prove A rdqc B, it is enough to show that for any xCTund r, either 
A rdq C(x) or C(x) riq B; so it is enough to show that either At rd C(x) for each i, 
or C (x)rdBj for each j. Assume the contrary, and choose i, j  and k  such that 
A t rdC(x), C(x)rd Bj and x fC ijk; now A ifC iJk and CiJk r Bj, a contradiction. □
3.32 L em m a , dcq= dqc = dqcn.
P r o o f .
dcq <  ddqc =  dqc -= dqqc0d =  dqqdc0 <  dqc0 <  dcq
[1: 3.31; 2: 3.16b); 3: 3.26 b); 4: 3.29; 5: 3.22; 6: 3.30], □
3.33 D e f in it io n . e=dcq.
3.34 E x a m p l e . We are going to show that none of the operations dc0q, cdq, 
cqd, qcd and qdc (c = c or c0) is equal to e. Since
c0qd <  cqd <  cdq <  dcq =  e,
dc0q =7= c0dq < cdq <  e,
qdc0 =  qcad <  qcd -= qdc -=: dqc =  e
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[1: 3.26 b); 2: 3.21 c); 3 and 4: 3.29; 5: 3.32], it is enough to produce a disjointness 
relation r such that rqdc ^  rc 9^  rciq. The example will be symmetrical, too.
Let r be the coarsest symmetrical disjointness relation on {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} for which
{i,j}r{k}  (1 S  / S  5, j  =  i+ l  (mod 5), k = j+ \  (mod 5)).
Check that if A = {1}, B = {2, 3, 4} then A re B, but A rqdc B and A rciq B.
3.35 L em m a  . I f  a = F(h, dx, d2, d, qx, q2, q, c0, c) (F an arbitrary formula) 
then dq.
P r o o f . By 3.26 b ), 3.28, 3.11 a n d  3.22,
a <  F(h, dx, d2, d, qlt q2, q, qxd, qxd) <  dq. □
3.36 L em m a . I f  c£ {ax, ..., a„}<z{h, dx, d2, d, qx, q2, q, c0, c) (c=c o r  c0) then 
ax...an<e.
P r o o f . By 3.35, ax...an<dqcdq, so
ax...a„ < dqcdq <  dqdcq =  dqdqc -j dqc =  e
[1: 3.26 b); 2: 3.29; 3: 3.32; 4: 3.35; 5: 3.32]. □
3.37 L em m a . I f  a=F(h, dx, d2, d, qx, q2, q, c0, c) (F an arbitrary formula) 
then h<a or a<e.
P r o o f  by induction. 1° If a=h, dx, d2, d, qx, q2 or q then h<a by 3.22; if 
a — cfi or c then by 3.36.
2° Assume h<ax or ax<e, and /i<a2 or a2<e. If h<ax and /i< a2 then 
h<a,a2. If ax<e or a2< e  then axa2<edq or dqe (3.35), thus axa2< e  (3.36). 
If h<ax and /i<a2 then h<ax\ a 2\ otherwise axAa2<e. If ax<e and u2< e  
then ax\'a2<e\ otherwise h<ax\la2. □
3.38 L em m a , e —dcdq. □
3.39 L em m a  (essentially [23] Lemma 2.2). A rdq B iff A, .Befund r and there is a 
finite collection 2F such that for any x£A and y£B, there are A'. B 'f jF  with 
xCA', y£ B \ A 'rB '.
P r o o f . 1° If A rdq B then there are sets Ah B}, A \ , Bj ( l^ /'^ n , such
that A= \JAh B = \JBj, A i^ A h B'jZ^ Bj , A[ r B). Now 
i J
9 r= {Af. 1 s / s  i?}U{Bj: 1 m}
will do.
2° Assume there is an &  as described in the lemma. If A=0 or B=0  then 
A rJ B by PI, thus A rdq B. So let A ^ ß ^ B .  If z^A U B  then there is at least one 
containing z (e.g. if z£A then pick y£B, choose A ',B f!F  with z£A', 
y£B' and put F=A'), thus we can define
Put
F(z) =  D z6F} (z(^U B). 
sd =  {/HTF(;c): x£A), St = {BDF(y): ydB).
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For A0 = F(x)(jA  and B0 = F(y)OB, there are A ',B 'e 9  with xdA', 
y€B ', Ä  r B'. By the definition of F(x) and F(y) , we have A0c:A' and B0<zB', 
therefore A0 rdB0 and A rdq B. □
3.40 L em m a . A re B iff A, ü  e l u n d  r, and there is a finite collection S' such 
that for any triplet x€A, yf_B, zd fu n d  r, there are C=C(x, y, z)d<£ and D = 
= D(x,y,z)d<a with zdC and either xdD, D r C o r  ydD, C rD .
P r o o f . 1° Assume that A ^ 0 A B  and there is such an <?. Let 9  denote the 
family of all intersections of subsystems of S'. Fixing xdA  and ydB, let A' and B' 
be the smallest elements of 9  containing x, respectively y; furthermore, put
= {C (x ,y ,z ): z£fundr}.
Now m is a covering such that for each Cd'S, either A' rd C or C rd B ' ; therefore 
A' räc B ', A ^ B  (3.39) and A r eB (3.38).
2° Conversely, if A re B then A rdqc« B (3.32), so there are Ä  and B' such that 
A ^ B ' ,  A 'rdq B and A 'U ii'= fund  r. Choose 9 1 for (A, B') and for (A',B) 
according to 3.39. Now 8 = 9 ^ 9 ^  will do. □
3.41 D e f in it io n . For an operation a, a _1 = (—l ) a ( — 1). a is symmetrical if  
a~1 = a.
3.42 L em m a , a) (a~1)~1= a. a is symmetrical iff (— \)a= a(— 1).
b) I f  the disjointness relation r and the operation a are both symmetrical then so 
is ra. □
3.34 L em m a . I f  a1, ...,a„ are symmetrical operations then so is F(a1, ..., an), 
where F is an arbitrary formula, h, d, q, c0 and c are symmetrical, d i1=d2, q i1 = 
=  ?2- □
3.44 N o t a t io n . If y  is a family of subsets of a set X  then the relation ry= r^ iX 
is defined by
A ry B o  AC\B — 0, A ,B dSf U{0,A}.
3.45 L em m a , j>  x is a symmetrical disjointness relation on X. d o m  r > = r a n  / >  =
= 9 U  {0, X}. □
3.46 D e f in it io n . For a disjointness relation r on X, topologies 9 \  and 9 ^  on 
X  are defined as follows:
A d 9 r1 o  \JydX \A , A rdq {y};
Be 9 ?  <=> \/x e X \B ,  {x} rdq B.
We shall say that the bitopology (9 j ,  ,Tf) is induced by r, or that r is compatible 
with the bitopology {9 ff 9 f) .  If 9 }  = 9 j= 9 r then the topology 9 r is induced by 
r, or r is compatible with the topology 9 r.
3.47 Lemma, a) 9 j  and 9 ?  are indeed topologies.
b) I f  i\ is finer than r2 then 9 r\ is finer than (/=  1, 2).
c) Sifi i . I f  r is symmetrical then 9?  = 9? .
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Proof, a) 0, is evident. If AX,A£2T? and y$AxUA2 then Ai rdq{y}
(i= l,2 ), thus (AxU A2) ^ { y } ,  therefore ( A ^  A2) rJ‘l {y} (3.35). If A ^ ^ f  (a£/) 
and y^A ^O A ^  then take an oc0£ / with y$AXo; now Aaordq {yj, thus A rdqd {y},
i.e. A rdq {y}, again by 3.35. □
3.48 Lemma. F,1=&,*=&;<, (/= 1, 2).
Proof . dq = ddq=qdq. □
3.49 Lemma, a) dom r is a subbase for iff d o m r c ^ 1. 
b) ran r is a subbase for STf iff ran r tz .T f.
Proof, a) Assume d o m rc J ,1, and take an A^ZTf, ß ^ A ^ iu n d r .  For 
each y$A, we have A rdq {y}, i.e. there are sets v4;(y)c;dom/- (/=  1, ..., n(y)) 
suchthat Acz{JAi(y) = S(y) and, by P2, y^Sfy). Now ^ = n { 5 ’(y): y$A),
i
so dom r is a subbase for STf. □
3.50 Notation. cl'=cl^< (/' =  1, 2).
3.51 Definition. The operation w is defined by
A r w B o  A£3T\, B i£r?,A rB .
3.52 Lemma, a) w is a symmetrical monotone operation. 
b) m>< A.
P roof, a) w is monotone by 3.47 b). □
3.53 D efinition. An elementary operation is an operation of the form
F(A, dx, d2, d, qx, q2, q, c0, c, w)
where F is a formula.
3.54 Lemma. I f  a is an elementary operation then
a) a<dq;
b) either a<e or there is a positive integer n such that u"< a. 
Proof, a) By 3.52 b), 3.11 and 3.35:
a < F(A, du d2, d, qx, q2, q, c0, c, h) <  dq.
b) (Induction.) 1° If a=h, dlt d2, d, qx, q2, q, c0 or c then or w x /x ö
(3.37 and 3.52b)); if a—w then wxa.
2° Assume that the statement of the lemma holds for ax and a2. If axa2-%.e 
then axA~e and a2<£e (otherwise 3.54a) would imply axa2<edq or al a2<dqe, 
i.e. ata.,<e by 3.36). Thus wnt<  ( /  =  1, 2) and » > " i + , i < ű 1  a2.
If ax\/a2-ke then axA~e or a2^e , thus R>',< a i (/ =  1 or 2) and wn< a fja 2.
If axf\a2-£e then a . - t e  ( i  = l , 2 ) ,  thus ( /  =  1,2) and, by 3.52 b),
w”< a 1Aa2, where n=max {nx, n2). □
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§ 4. Quasi-proximities
4 . 0  Proximities and their generalizations can be described in the following terms:
A 5 B = B is near to A (the orthodox way);
A r B = B is far from A ([48]);
A < B  = B is a proximal neighbourhood of A ([44], [5]).
Here r = S; A<B iff A r (fund r \B ) .  We shall take r (“far”) as the primitive term; 
then the axioms for a quasi-proximity (cf. [40], [46], [39]) can be given in the follow­
ing form:
4 .1  D efinition. A quasi-proximity is a disjointness relation r satisfying 
Q l. rd^ ar, rJ‘(zr;
Q2. rqiczr, r^czr;
Q3. rczrc<>.
4.2 R emarks, a) A proximity is a symmetrical quasi-proximity (cf. [16], [39],
[17], [8]).
b) A notion equivalent to a quasi-proximity was first introduced in [3] (“topo- 
genous structure”).
4 . 3  Lemma, a) For a disjointness relation r, any o f the following conditions is 
equivalent to Q l: (i) rdi=r, rd* = r ; (ii) rdc r ; (iii) rd=r.
b) An analogous statement for Q2, ql , q2 and q.
P roof, a) 3.14 c), 3.16 c), 3.14 a). b) 3.18. □
4.4 Lemma. For a disjointness relation r, Q1+Q2 is equivalent to any of the 
following conditions: (i) rdqczr; (ii) rdq=r; (iii) rqdczr; (iv) rqd=r. □
4.5 Lemma. For a disjointness relation r satisfying Ql and Q2, any o f the follow­
ing conditions is equivalent to Q3: (i) r=rco; (ii) r d r c\ (iii) r=rc; (iv) r c  A; (v) r=re.
P roof. rc=rdqc=re=rdqco=rc«, so Q3-t>(ii)<=>(iv) and (i)<=>(iii)<=>(v), (i)=>Q3 
is evident, while Q3=>(i) follows from rc»czrdq=r (3.35). □
4.6 Definition. Let a be an operation. A disjointness relation r is an a-prox- 
imity if r=r“.
4.7 Lemma. I f  c = c or c0, {alt a2, aa} =  {c, d, q] then a disjointness relation 
r is a quasi-proximity iff r~-=rai‘V‘s. In particular, the quasi-proximities are just the 
e-proximities.
P roof. 1° If r is a quasi-proximity then r“t=r (/'= 1 ,2 ,3 ) by 4.3 and 4.5, 
therefore r aw *  =  r.
2° Conversely, assume r=raia^ .  Then
yd -- faiaia3d ci ra — r,
by 3.21 c), 3.29 and 3.16 b); thus Ql holds, and rd=r (4.3).
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Define i and j  by c = ax and q=cij. If /<j  then
_  y iixa.xa^q ydcqq =  ycqq  yddq <— y d d q  j-axa2a3 __ y
1 2 3 4 2 5
[1: 3.21 c) and 3.29; 2: ri = r; 3: 3.20 b); 4: 3.29; 5: /!<(/]. If / < /  then
r q _  ;.c =  y d q l =  _  r
1 2 2 4
[1: 3.36; 2: 3.32, 3: r 'W ; 4: /i<(/]. Thus Q2 holds (4.3).
Finally, r= rai" * c re by 3.36, thus Q3 follows from 4.5. □
4.8 Lemma. Each e-proximity is a dq-proximity; each dq-proximiiy is a d-prox- 
imity. □
4.9 Remark, (/«/-proximities (respectively, (/-proximities) are essentially the same 
as the topogenous orders (respectively, semi-topogenous orders) introduced in [3], 
see also [4], [5]. The symmetrical (/(/-proximities (symmetrical (/-proximities) are the 
proximities in the sense of [2] (the semi-proximities in the sense of [9]).
4.10 Lemma, a) I f  r is a disjointness relation the rd is the coarsest d-proximity 
finer than r.
b) [5] (3.6) I f  r is a d-proximity then rq is the coarsest dq-proximity finer than r.
c) I f  r is a disjointness relation then rdq is the coarsest dq-proximity finer than r.
P roof, a) rc/-d; (rd)d=rdd=rd\ i f  r(zrx and rx is a (/-proximity then rdczrdx=rx.
b) ra rq\ (rq)dq=rqiq<^ rdq=rq (3.22); if rczrx and rx is a (/(/-proximity then 
rqczrq=rdxqq<zrdq=r1 (3.22).
c) ra rdq; by a) and b), rdq is a dq-proximity; if rczrx and rx is a (/(/-proximity
then rdczrx by a) and 4.8, thus rdqc r x by b). □
4.11 Remark. If r is a (/(/-proximity then rc=rco=reczr is a (/«/-proximity, but 
not necessarily a quasi-proximity.
4.12 Definition. If r is a disjointness relation and Refund/- then
cjS  = {y: Sf{y}}, c* S =  { y : {y} f  S}.
4.13 Lemma. I f  r is a quasi-proximity then cl) = cj (i =  l ,2 ) .
Proof. r=rdq, thus iff A r {y} for each y$A.
1° First assume yGcJS. Then «S’r{jp}, thus clJ5'f{}’} (by Ql), i.e. y6clJ5'. 
Hence c) 5c; cl) S.
2° To prove cljSac}S, it is enough to show that c i . e .  that cJS r{y) 
whenever y<{c\S. If y-jcj.S’ then S r{y}, so Q3 implies that there are Ä  and B' 
with ,4'U.B^fund r, A'r{y), S r B '.  If z£B' then Sr{z} (by Ql), thus z$c\S, 
hence c^SCyT. Now c]i> r {y} follows from A 'r  {y}. □
4.14 Remarks, a) If r is a (/(/-proximity ((/-proximity) then c\ and c2 are closures 
in the sense of [2] (semi-closures in the sense of [36]).
b) 4.13 states that 3.46 is equivalent to the usual definition of the bitopology 
induced by r (cf. e.g. [34], [21]) if r is a quasi-proximity. The next lemma is well- 
known.
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4.15 Lemma. I f  r is a quasi-proximity and A r B then cl} A r cl} B (i.e. r=rwi).
P roof. Take A' and B ' such that Ä  r B, A r B ',  Ä \J B ' = I\mdr. By 4.13, 
cl}Ain.B'=0, so á j A c  A'; hence cl \A rB .  □
4.16 Lemma. I f  r is a quasi-proximity then cl}w=cl} (/ =  1, 2).
P roof. r —(rw)d by 4.15, so 3.48 applies. □
§ 5. Generalized preproximities
5.0 Lemma. I f  r is a disjointness relation and r c r e then re=rdq is a quasi­
proximity; it is the coarsest dq-proximity finer than r.
P roof. reec r e (since ee<e  by 3.36) and rec r ee (since e is monotone), 
therefore re is a quasi-proximity (4.7). rec r dq (since e<dq)\ rdqc r e and the second 
part of the lemma follow from 4.10 c) and 4.8. □
5.1 Lemma. I f  a = cdq, c0dq or dc0q, and r c r a then r“=re. In particular, 
5.0 remains true i f  e is replaced by a.
P roof. (3.36), so rac r e. rec r ae (since e is monotone), thus if a = cdq 
(c = c or c0) then re(zrldqcc r ldq =rn (since dqe-^dq). According to 3.29, dc^q — 
= c0dq. □
5.2 Examples, a) r c r e does not imply that r c r a where a is as in 5.1: take the 
relation r from 3.34. (If A ra B  then A=0 or B=0.)
b) If rcr° with a = cqd, qcd or qdc (c=c0 or c) then ra is not necessarily a 
diijr-proximity: let |fundr|= 4 , and A rB  iff AH B= 0  and \A\ and |2?| are even 
numbers.
5.3 Conventions. Throughout this section, a fundamental set X  will be fixed, 
and the letters r and j (with or without indices) will denote disjointness relations on X.
For a subset A of X, y i  A will mean T \  A.
5.4 D efinition. Let a, bx and b2 be operations, r is an (a, b1,bi)-preproximity if 
P3. r c r a;
P4. y$A£  dom r =* A rhi {y};
P5. BZ ran r => {x} rb* B.
An (a, b)-preproximity is a symmetrical (a, b, 6-1)-preproximity.
5.5 R emarks, a) Observe that Axioms P4 and P5 say the same for an (a, b)- 
preproximity.
b) The preproximities in the sense of Hamburger (cf. 2.0) are the ((c/\h)qd, 
f/<y)-preproximities. The strong preproximities introduced in [26] are the ((cAh)qd, 
d2)- preproximities.
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5.6 Example. A (cqd, i/c/)-preproximity that is not a ((c\h)qd , t/t/)-preprox- 
imity:let ,T=[0, 1], and r the coarsest symmetrical disjointness relation for which
[0,x]r[y, 1] (0 <  x <  y  < 1),
([0,x|U[y, l])r{z} ( 0 < x < z < y < l ) .
5.7 Lemma. The (e, e, e)-preproximilies [(e, e)-preproximities] are the same as 
the (e, dq, dq)-preproximities [(<?, dq)-preproximities].
Proof. If A re {y} then A rdq {y}, as e^dq . If A rdq {y} then A redq {y} by 
P3, so 3.36 implies A re {y}. □
5.8 Lemma. I f  r is an (a, bt, b2)-preproximity, bx and b2 are elementary operations, 
then dom r is a subbase for ran r is a subbase for 2T?.
P roof. If y i ^ d o m r  then A rbi {y}, thus A rdq {y} by 3.54 a); hence A^OTf. 
Apply now 3.49. □
5.9 Lemma. I f  bx and b2 are elementary operations and a < e  then each (a, blt  b2)- 
preproximity is an (e, e, e)-preproximity. □
5.10 T heorem. Let s be a quasi-proximity and r an (e, e, e)-preproximity.
a) swczs is a (c0, d2, dj-preproximity and = ST* (/= 1, 2). sw is the finest 
(e, e, e)-preproximity coarser than s.
b) re—riqd r  is a quasi-proximity and 2Tf=STr' (i =  l, 2). re is the coarsest dq- 
proximity finer than r.
c) swe=s, rewd>r.
d) I f  s (r) is symmetrical their so is sw (re).
e) I f  aUr denotes the totally bounded quasi-uniformity2 compatible with re then
{ X x X \A x B :  A r B }
is a subbase for aUT.
f) Let rx be another (e, e, e)-preproximity on X. Then redr{ iff r d r \ .
P roof, a) j " c j  (3.52 b)), (4.16). If A sw B then A s B, so there are
A’ and B ’ with A'{JB'=X, A sB ', A 's  B. By 4.15, A sc \]B ' and cl )A 'sB .  
A sw B implies that A^dTf and B^lTf, therefore A sw cl, B' and clj A' sw B, i.e. 
P3 holds for sw with a = c0. If y$y4€domjw then A^ST^, thus A s {y} (4.13), 
therefore A jc I, {y} (4.15) and A swclj {y}, i.e. P4 holds for sw with bl =d2. Sim­
ilarly, P5 holds with b2=d), hence sw is a (c0, d1, i/1)-preproximity, and also an 
(e, e, <?)-preproximity (5.9).
Let r0a s  be an (e, e, e)-preproximity; we have to show that rQc s w. Assume 
A r0 B. If y$A  then A re0 {y} by P4, thus A se {y} (since e is monotone), i.e. A s {y}
(4.7); therefore A^lTf. Similarly, B^STf. Finally, r0c j  implies A s B ,  thus 
A sw B. Hence r0Ci".
* F o r  d e f in it io n s  a n d  sta tem en ts  c o n c e r n in g  ( to ta l ly  b o u n d e d ) q u a s i-u n ifo rm itie s  a n d  fo r  
th e ir  c o n n e x io n s  w ith  q u a si-p ro x im itie s , se e  [4], [5], [38], [31] (o r  th in k  o n ly  o f  th e  c a s e  w h en  r is  
sy m m etr ica l a n d  °Ur is  a  u n ifo rm ity ).
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b) 5.0 and 3.48.
c) r d r ew and swed s  follow from a) and b). Furthermore, s=swi=swded s we 
(4.15, 4.7, 3.36).
d) 3.34, 3.52 a) and 3.42 b).
e) Put
Uab = X x X \ A x B.
{UAB\ A r e B} is a subbase for °Ur\ to prove that {UAB: A r B} is a subbase, it is 
enough to show that if A re B then there are At and Bt with At r Bt (1S /S « ) such 
that n  ^ .g .c  UAB, or equivalently
i
(5.11) A xB d U A iX B i.
i
By b), re=rdq, so there is, according to 3.39, a finite collection S' such that for 
each x€A  and y£B, there are A ^ B fiS ' with x€A', y£B', A' rB ';  now if 
{(A^Bj): I s / í h } consists of all such pairs (A', B ') then At rB h and (5.11) holds.
f) If red r \  then rd red r \  (P3). Conversely, if r d r \  then redr{ed r f  (3.36). □
5.12 Definition. If r is an (e, e, e)-preproximity then re is the quasi-proximity 
induced by r. In other words, r is compatible with re.
5.13 Corollary, a) Two (e, e, e)-preproximities r, and r2 induce the same quasi- 
proximity iff rt d r l  and r2d r \.
b) Given a quasi-proximity s, sw is the finest (e, e, e)-preproximity compatible 
with s.
c) I f  an (e, e, e)-preproximity is compatible with a quasi-proximity then they 
induce the same bitopology.
P roof, b) sw is compatible with ,v, since swe=s (5.10 c)). If r0 is an (e, e, <?)- 
preproximity compatible with s then rl=s, thus r0d s  (P3), therefore /-0c:.vw 
by 5.10 a). □
5.14 Corollary, a) A bitopology is completely regular3 iff it can be induced by 
an (e, e, e)-preproximity [(c0, d2, d^-preproximity],
b) A topology is completely regular iff it can be induced by an (e, e)-preproximity 
[(c0, d.2)-preproximity]. □
Our next aim is to show that the notion of an (e, e, e)-preproximity cannot be, 
in a certain sense, further generalized without losing the validity of this important 
corollary.
3 F o r  th e  d e fin it io n  o f  c o m p le te  regu lar ity  in  b ito p o lo g ic a l sp a ce s , see  e .g . [33], [18], [34], [12]; 
it  is  h e r e  su ffic ien t to  k n o w  th a t a  b ito p o lo g y  is c o m p le te ly  reg u la r  if f  it h a s a c o m p a tib le  q u a s i­
p r o x im ity , se e  e .g . [33], [18], [34], [7], [29], [13].
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5.15. Theorem. Let a,b1,b 2 and b be elementary operations.
a) I f  9~f is completely regular with respect to4 ST? for each (a, bl , b2)-preprox- 
imity r then each (a, bx, b2)-preproximity is an (e, e, e)-preproximity.
b) I f  ,Tr is completely regular for each (a, b)-preproximity r then each (a, b)- 
preproximity is an (e, e)-preproximity.
Proof. 1° First assume a<e. Then a) follows from 5.9. To prove b), take 
bt =b and b2=b~1.
2° Assume now a<£e. We are going to prove the theorem by producing a 
topological space (X, ST) which is not completely regular and a symmetrical (a, bx, 
h2)-preproximity r compatible with ST. Indeed, STf=ST is now not completely regular 
with respect to STf=ST by Footnote 4, so a) holds; b) follows again from a) just 
like in 1°.
Consider a regular T0 -space (X, ST) which is not completely regular, and let 
r —ry- (3.44). We claim that r is a symmetrical (a, bt , h,)-preproximity compatible 
with ST.
r is a symmetrical disjointness relation with dom r=3" (3.45). If y$A£dom r=  
—ST then A r {>’} (since a regular T0-space is T2), thus A rdq {y}. Hence Aí3Tr, 
i.e. dom r(Z$~r. Now 3.49 implies that dom r=&~ is a subbase for 2Tr, i.e. 2T = STr. 
So r is compatible with ST.
3° Proof o f P3. If A r B then A, B^2T =3Tr, so A rw B; consequently,
(5.16) r = rw.
By 3.54, there is an n with w"<a, so r=rw=rw"czra, i.e. P3 holds.
4° Proof o f P4 and P5. It is enough to show that (with b—b1 or b2) :
(5.17) 3« >  0, rc°(zrb;
(5.18) n > 0 , y$A ey= > A rcZ {y}.
(Indeed, if (5.17) and (5.18) hold then A rb {y} whenever y ^ d fd o m r= J" .)
Instead of (5.17), we shall prove the following stronger statement (the proof by 
induction does not work for (5.17)):
(5.19) 3n >  0, Vk ^  0, r ^ ' c ^ ,  
where cő means h.
5° Proof o f (5.18). For the sake of simplicity, we shall consider only the case 
n=  2. Assume y^A^ST , and take closed sets Ft and open sets G; such that
T V f  3  Fj 3  Gj =3 F2 3  G2 r> F3 =) G3 € y.
(X \G 3) r {y} (since ST is TJ, (3f\G 2) r F3 and F3 U (X \G S) = X, therefore 
(X \G 2) rco {y}. Similarly, A rc° F2, thus A rc«co {y} follows from F2 U (3 f\G 2) = X. 
(In general, one has to take G; and Fj for 1 S /S 2 " -  1.)
4 is c o m p le te ly  regu lar w ith  resp ect t o  is a  s ta te m e n t  w eak er than  “ (£P, 2 t) is  c o m p le te ly  
reg u la r” (se e  [33], [12]); w e sh a ll o n ly  u se  in  th e  p r o o f  th a t  a  to p o lo g y  is c o m p le te ly  r eg u la r  w ith  
r e s p e c t  to  it s e lf  if f  it  is c o m p le te ly  regu lar in  th e  u su a l se n se .
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6° Preliminaries to the proof o f (5.19). a) rc" is compatible with 3T (« =  1,2,...). 
Indeed, if A rc<> B then there is a B' with A rco 1 B', therefore
dom rc°c: dom rc° ' c . . . c  dom r = ST\
on the other hand, (5.18) implies ^ _cdom/-c", i.e.
(5.20) dom rc° = 3T.
By (5.18), A (rc°)iq {y} whenever yfA fA om  rc«=,T, hence rc" is compatible w ith 
(3.49).
ß) For k = 1 ,2 ,..., we have
(5.21) rc° = rc>.
Indeed, if A rc° B then A, B£&~ by (5.20), thus, according to a), A and B are closed in 
the topology induced by rc°, therefore A rc,,w B.
y) If A rc«B then AD B= 0  and, by (5.20), A,B££T, thus A rB \ hence
(5.22) ^<cr.
7° Proof of (5.19). a) If b=h, dx, d2, d,qx, q2, q, c0, cor w then (5.19) holds with 
n = /, i.e.
(5.23) rc°+ * c  rc°b (k = 0,1,...).
This is evident for b = c0, and follows from 3.26 b) for b=c. If b=h, d1, d2, d, 
qx,q 2,q  or w then (3.52 b), 3.14 c), 3.16 c), 3.18 b)), so it is enough to prove
(5.24) (k = 0, 1,...)
instead of (5.23). For k = 0, this follows from (5.22) and (5.16). If k ^ 0  then (5.21) 
and 3.26 d) imply (5.24).
ß) Assume now that (5.19) holds for ax and a2, i.e. there are /> 0  and 0 
such that
(5.25)
-k + j  r kn
r °  Cl r ° ° z (k =  0,1,...).
ßx) Let b = axa2. Then
c  A * iaz c  rc°aia! 1 2
[1: the second part of (5.25); 2: the first part of (5.25), using that a2 is monotone]; 
thus (5.19) holds with n = i+ j. 
ß2) If b=ax\/a2 then
j.f'o(a i __ j-4>al (J y f .gflj Í —) p CU
i.e. (5.19) holds now with n — i. 
ß3) If b=axt\a2 then
j.co(alÁ<J2) _  .^c0al pj ^ .f0ű2 ^  f ci} ' * rC<> 1 ^  f c<) +
where «=max {(,_/}, and the last inclusion follows from 3.26 d). □
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If not only Corollary 5.14, but also the gist of Theorem 5.10 is required to be 
true then the notion of an (e, e, e)-preproximity is the most general one, without 
reservations:
5.26 T heorem. The disjointness relation r is an (e, e, e)-preproximity iff
(i) r,!q is a quasi-proximity;
(ii) dom r is a subbase for STj = ;
(iii) ran r is a subbase for  .
Condition (ii) can be replaced by P4 with bx—dq\
(ii*) d o m r c ^ 1( = ^ rU  '
Condition (iii) can be replaced by P5 with b2=dq:
(iii*) ran r c J f2( =  ^ , ) .
Proof, (ii) and (ii*), respectively (iii) and (iii*) are equivalent by 3.49.
1° If r is an (e, e, e)-preproximity then (i) follows from 5.10 b), (ii*) and (iii*) 
from 5.7.
2° Assume now that r satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii).
pc~rdq a  rdqca =  re1 2  3
[1: evident; 2: (i) and 4.1 Q3; 3: 3.32], thus r satisfies P3 with a=e. 5.7 implies that r 
is an (e, e, e)-preproximity. □
5.27 R emarks, a) r is an (e, e, e)-preproximity iff r c r ew.
b) The above proof shows that rdq is a quasi-proximity iff i c r ' .  Starting from 
this observation, one can generalize the notion of a proximity subbase in the sense 
of Sharma [43].
5.28 Corollary. A symmetrical disjointness relation r is an (e, e)-preproximity 
iff riq=s is a proximity and dom r c ^  (equivalently: dom r is a subbase for 
^ ) -  □
5.29 Example. In 5.26 and 5.28, dq cannot be replaced by e. Let T = R , and j  
the proximity induced by the Euclidean metric. Pick disjoint closed sets A0 and B0 
such that A0 s B0. Put
r = s ”U{(A0,B 0),(B0,A„)}.
Now re=s, dom r= ranr is a subbase for drT—Srriq=2Ts, but r is not an (e, e, e)- 
preproximity, since A0 r B0 and A0 re B0.
5.30 Example. If [ax, a2, a3} = {c, d, q} (c = c0 or c) and axa2a3?±e then the 
notion of an (e, e)-prcproximity is strictly more general than that of an (a1a2a3, dq)- 
preproximity. This is shown by the relation r from 3.34. A less simple but more in­
teresting example will be given in 5.37.
5.31 Theorem. I f  r is an (e, e, e)-preproximity [(<?, e)-preproximity] then so is rq. 
r  and rq induce the same quasi-proximity [proximity].
Proof. 5.26 and qdq=dq. (5.26 (ii*) holds for rq because each element of 
dom rq is a finite union of elements of dom r.) □
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5.32 Remarks, a) A similar statement holds for (cdq, dq, <%)-preproximities. 
(If rczrcdq then rqa r cdqq=rcdqcz(rq)cdq)
b) Observe that r= rq for the (e, e)-preproximity r in 5.30.
c) The same example shows that for an (e, e)-preproximity r, even dom rq is 
not necessarily a base for 2Tr=dTrq.
5.33 Proof of Theorem 1.9. r y  is a symmetrical disjointness relation and dom r
is a subbase for AT (3.45). />  is, according to the conditions of the theorem, an (e, dq)- 
preproximity, so it is an (e, e)-preproximity (5.7). /> is compatible with i f  (5.8), so i f  
is completely regular (5.14b)). □
5.34 Remarks, a) Several equivalent versions of Theorem 1.9 can be formulated, 
using Lemmas 3.32, 3.38, 3.39 and 3.40.
b) If the subbase i f  satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.9 [1.6] then so does 
the base generated by Sf', this can be deduced from 5.31 [5.32a)], but a direct proof 
is simpler. Therefore if these theorems are known to be true for bases then they can 
be easily proved for subbases, too. The analogous statement for Theorem 1.1 is false, 
see Example 5.35 below.
c) A bitopological equivalent of Theorem 1.9 can be obtained considering the 
relation r defined by
A r B o A ^ S f l  B ^ l , A f ] B  =  0
where if*  —.9] U {0, X} and ,9j and if2 are subbases for the two topologies. In this 
way one can generalize results from [41], [14], [42], [15], [13], [51].
It is left to the reader to state and prove the theorem.
5.35 Example. Let X  =  (x;, yh z;: 1=1, 2, 3, 4},
y =  {{*;, Ti+n z,}, {xi+1, yi, z,j: l S / S  4}U 
U{{xl5 x 2, xs, Xi}, ( ji ,  y2}, {y3, ,v4}}
where x 3=x1 and ys=y1. i f  is a subbase for the discrete topology on X, and it 
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.1. The base generated by i f ,  however, does not 
satisfy 1.1 (iii) (consider the sets {xx, x2, x3, x4} and {y\, y2, y3, y4}).
This example also shows that 5.31 is not valid for (cqd, dq, dq)-preproximities 
or ((cAh)qd, dq, i/^)-preproximities. (Observe that, in contrast to 5.6, a relation of 
the form /> is a ((cAh)qd, dq, i/c/j-preproximity iff it is a (cqd, dq, ^)-preproximity.)
5.36 Lemma. I f  i f  is a family o f subsets o f X  and f>iX= /> c  rqJ c then r;/ c  r% .
P roof. Assume A B. Then A fy c B, i.e. there is a finite covering f  of X  
such that for each C£ f ,  either A /> C or B rqd C. In the first case, there are finite 
collections $c and f c such that Acz\J$Ci C c U i^ ,  and E ry F whenever E(iSfc 
and F iifc . Er? F implies F £ if* = fö { 0 ,X }  and F n F = 0 ,_ so  AOF=0-,
from A r y B we have AQif*, too, therefore A rr/ F. Similarly, if A rqJ  C then there 
is a finite collection such that C c  UJ'fc, and B r ? F  for each F£iFc . Now the 
covering (J f c shows that A rcy  B. □
Ci<g
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5.37 Example. There is an (e, e)-preproximity of the form /> with the same 
properties as r in 5.30. Take X  and &  from 1.11. As shown there, /> is an (e, e)- 
preproximity, but
(5.38) /> £  ry",
so /> is not a {cdq, £/</)-preproximity. (5.38) implies />(£/> (since c < cdq), />  <£rqJ c 
(5.36), therefore /> is not a (qdc, iA/)-prcproximity. According to the inequalities in 
3.34, ry is not an (al a2a:i, c/i/)-preproximity either.
§ 6. The category of (e, e, c)-preproximities
6.0 a) Let C be a concrete category over Set, and denote the underlying functor 
by fund = fundc . An object x of C will be called a structure on the set fund x. 
Instead of “m : x — p is a morphism (in C)”, we shall say, as usual, that “fund m 
is (x, p)-continuous (in C)”.
For structures x and p on the same set X, x is finer than p or p is coarser than x 
(p< x)5 if idx is (x, p)-continuous.
b) The concrete category C is a topological category6 if
(i) the structures on a set form a set, not a proper class;
(ii) there is at most one structure on a one-point set;
(iii) if x<p and p<x then x = p;
(iv) if X is a (possibly empty) family of structures on X  then there is a coarsest 
structure sup £=supc £=supc,x $ on X  finer than each element of X;
(v) if / :  X —Y and p is a structure on Y  then there is a structure / _1 P*k_/^ r1p 
on X  such th a t/ is  (x, p)-continuous iff / _1p<x;
(vi) if f:  X — Y  and 9) is a family of structures on Y  then / _1sup?) = 
= sup { /_1p : PS?)};
(vii) if / :  X —Y, g: Y —Z  and 3 is a structure on Z then /  1g 13 = (g o /) 13 -
c) (vi) can be replaced by: (vi*) if / :  X —Y  and x is a structure on X  then there 
is a s tructu re /i= /c x on Y  such th a t/is  (x, p)-continuous iff p</x.
d) We list below some good properties of topological categories; see [28] and 
[29] for more.
1° sup X in ( iv ),/_1p in (v) and f t  in (vi*) are uniquely determined.
2° The structures on a set form a complete lattice, i.e. inf can be defined anal­
ogously to sup.
3° On each set, there exist a finest and a coarsest structure (called discrete, 
respectively indiscrete).
4° Restrictions of structures to subsets can be defined as a special case of (v).
5 Several authors write i s t )  instead of n^ x.
“ There are a number of equivalent versions of this definition; the one given here is essentially 
from [9]. For other possible definitions, see the references in [29] 1.1. Topological categories are 
sometimes called “properly fibred topological categories”, e.g. in [28] and [9].
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5° Arbitrary products and sums do exist in C.
6° The constant mappings are continuous.
e) Let C and D be concrete categories. A concrete functor a: C-»D can be 
interpreted as a function assigning to each C-structure x a D-structure xa on the 
same set such that if/is  (i, ^/continuous in C then it is also (xa, i)a)-continuous in D. 
(To make a a functor in the usual sense, define it on the C-morphisms by fundD ma =  
— fundc m.)
f) Subcategory will always mean a full, isomorphism-closed subcategory. From 
now on, let C always denote a topological category, and let D be a subcategory of C.
g) D is sup-closed, respectively mi-closed (in C) if for an arbitrary family X of 
D-structures on the same set, supc X, respectively infc X is a D-structure.
hx) D is sup-closed iff for each C-structure x on X, there is a finest D-structure xv 
coarser than x.
h2) D is inf-closed iff for each C-structure x on X, there is a coarsest D-structure xu 
finer than x.
ij) If D is sup-closed in C then supD, infD and / D exist, and
supD X = supc X, infD X = (infc X)'\ f Dx = ( /c i)0. 
i2) If D is inf-closed then
infD X = infc X, supD X = (supc X)u, / 5 ‘ i) = ( /£ ' p)u. 
jx) If D is inf-closed and {x;: /£/} is a family of C-structures then
supD *“ = (supc
kx) D is inverse-closed if / r h )  is a D-structure whenever r) is a D-structure.
lx) D is inverse-closed iff f - 1 exists and
j2) to 12) A dual definition of image-closed subcategories, respectively dual state­
ments.
m) D is bireflective (in C) if it is sup-closed and v is a concrete functor; v is 
called the reflector (for D). D is bicoreflective if it is inf-closed and u is a concrete 
functor; u is the coreflector.
n) D is bireflective iff it is sup-closed and inverse-closed; D is bicoreflective iff 
it is inf-closed and image-closed.
o) D is bicoreflective iff it is inf-closed, and one of the following equivalent 
conditions holds in C:
p) A bi(co)reflective subcategory of a topological category is topological.
( 1)
(2)
( / - 19)" = ( / “1b T ;  
( / _1 1))" fi“-
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q) D will be called I-bicoreflective if it is bicoreflective and inverse-closed.
r) D is I-bicoreflective iff it is inf-closed, and the following holds in C:
( / _1t>)“ = / _1 Du-
s) D will be called S-bicoreflective if it is bicoreflective, and closed under taking 
substructures as well as under taking suprema of non-empty collections.
t) If a is a concrete functor from C into C  then the subcategory of C' whose 
structures are of the form xa (x a C-structure) will be denoted by C“. a|D is the re­
striction of a to the subcategory D. If a is a concrete functor then so is a|D. We shall 
write D° instead of D“/D.
6.1 Definition and Conventions. Let Dis be the category of disjointness 
relations, containing (0,0), such that / :  fund re fu n d  s is (r, ^-continuous iff 
P sQ  implies / -1[P] r / - 1[g].
From now on, operations will be regarded as restricted to Dis. a-proximities 
and (a, bt , b2)-preproximities will be required to contain (0, 0).
6.2 Lemma. Dis is a topological category,
sup rt =  U inf rt — fl rf (I ^  0),
H I  H I  * H I
the discrete, respectively the indiscrete relation on X  is
őx =  {(A, BY A, B cX , AC\B = 0}, ix = {(0, X), (.X, 0), (0, 0)};
A ( f~ 's ) B o 3 P ,Q ,  A = f~ '[ P J, B = f- '[Q ], PsQ;
P(fr) Q <=> PC\Q = 0, f ~ l [P]r f~ '[Q \. □
6.3 Lemma. Any elementary operation is a concrete functor from Dis into Dis.
Proof. 1° Straightforward for h ,d ,d i ,d i ,q ,q 1,q t ,c9 and c.
2° Let / :  X —Y  be (r, .sj-continuous. To prove that w is also a concrete functor, 
we have to show that / i s  (rw, .^'/continuous, too. Assume P sw Q ; then P sQ , so 
f ~ x[P ]rf~ l [Q]. To obtain / -1[P] rw f ~ l [Q], it is enough to prove that / -1[P ]€ ^ 1 
and r l [ Q ] ^ ?.
Take a point z £ X \ f  ‘[P]. P sw Q implies that P^STJ, therefore P sA“1 {f{z)}. 
By 1° (applied first to d, then to q), / _1[P] rdqf ~ 1 [{/(z)}], hence / -1[P] rdqJ {z}. 
Now f ~ l [P] follows from dqd<dq.
3° An easy induction completes the proof. □
6.4 Consider the following subcategories of Dis:
Dis„ = the symmetrical disjointness relations, 
aProx=the a-proximities (a an operation),
PrProx = the (e, e, e)-preproximities, 
aProxff = the symmetrical a-proximities,
PrProxff=the {e, e)-preproximities,
QProx = eProx (=the quasi-proximities),
Prox=eProxff (=the proximities).
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The next theorem sums up well-known results:
6.5 Theorem, a) r/Prox is S-bicoreflective in Dis, with the coreflector d. dqProx 
is I-bicoreflective in <r/Prox, with the coreflector <y|i/Prox. QProx is bireflective in 
dqProx.
su p d P ro x  r ( =  U  r { ,  s u p ^ P r o x  r ; =  s u p Q Pr0x /•; =  (  U r ) q ( 1  A  0 ) .
i£/ >£/ >'£/ >£/ >£/
Sx is the discrete, idx the indiscrete relation on X  in r/Prox, r/ryProx and QProx.
fQProx $ ~fdqProxS ~fdProxS ‘ (./□ is x) .
b) 7/ C /.s’ any a/the above categories then C„ is bireflective and bicoreflective in C, 
with the coreflector /iV(— 1) | C. All the statements in a) remain valid i f  each category C 
is replaced by C„. □
6.6 Theorem. PrProx is bireflective in Dis, PrProx, in Dis,. PrProx, is bire­
flective and bicoreflective in PrProx. In particular, PrProx and PrProx,, are topological 
categories, and
SUpprProx^ /•; =  SUpPrProx r ,  =  I J  r i  ( J  X - 0), 
i z i  1 6 1 i e i
fp r P r o x ^  S  =  fP rP rox $  =  f o \ z  S .
The discrete and the indiscrete relations are the same as in Dis. □
6.7 The restriction r\S  of a disjointness relation r to a subset S  of fund r can 
be defined, according to 6.2, as follows:
/•|S = { ( T n s ,s n s ) :  A r B }.
By 6.6, the same holds in PrProx and PrProx,,, too.
Let now rt be a disjointness relation on Xt (i^I/Q ). The product r of the rela­
tions r{ in Dis is defined by
r =  U {(prfM^LprrHß]): i £ l ,A riB},
<€ I
where pr; is the canonical projection of X  Xj onto Xt. By 6.6, the same construc­
tion yields the product in PrProx and PrProx,,.
Compare these statements on restriction and product with [23], Theorems 2.5 
and 2.6.
6.8 Theorem, a) QProx is isomorphic to an I-bicoreflective subcategory o f 
PrProx. More precisely, nj QProx is a concrete isomorphism; its inverse is e|QProxw = 
=<&jr|QProxw; QProxw is I-bicoreflective in PrProx, with the coreflector cn>[PrProx = 
— dqw\PrProx.
b) An analogous statement for Prox and PrProx,.
Proof. 1° By 5.10, w and e (dq) establish a one-to-one correspondence between 
the quasi-proximities and certain (e, e, ej-preproximitics on the same set. According 
to 6.3, w\QProx and its inverse are both concrete functors, thus they are isomorphisms.
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2° If r is an (e, e, e)-preproximity then rew=rdqw is also an (e, e, e)-preproximity, 
and r c i '"  (5.10). If rl is another (e, e, e)-preproximity on fund r with rar{w then 
rewczrl*'ew—r[w (5.10 c)), thus PrProxew is inf-closed in PrProx (6.0 jj) with u = 
=  e»v|PrProx). According to 5.10, PrProx^^PrProx''’ ^  QProx, thus PrProxe>v = 
=  PrProx‘,‘,w = QProx"’.
If s is a disjointness relation then
(check directly from the definitions, or deduce from 6.5 a)). If s is an (e, e, e>)-preprox- 
imity then
( f  PrProx s f q = / Q P r o x ^
((6.9), 6.6 and 6.5). Therefore
( fP rP rox  s ) dqW =  ( / o P r o x ^ T  =  / q~pÍox~
(the second equality follows from 1°), i.e. QProxw is I-bicoreflective (6.0 r)). □
6.10 From 6.0 q), 6.0 12) and 6.8 we have
(compare with [23], Theorems 2.6 and 2.7).
6.11 D efinition. A disjointness relation r is an (a, bx, b2)-metaproximity if 
there is an (a, bx, Z>2)-preproximity s with sd=r. The category of the (e, e, c)-meta- 
proximities will be denoted by MeProx.
6.12 Lemma, a) For a disjointness relation r, the following are equivalent:
(i) r is an (e, e, e)-metaproximity;
(ii) r is a wd-proximity and rq is a quasi-proximity;
(iii) r is a wd-proximity and rw is an (e, e, e)-preproximity.
b) I f  s is an (e, e, e)-preproximity then i c f lw.
c) Each quasi-proximity is an (e, e, e)-metaproximity.
Proof, a) (i)=>(ii): Assume that r=sd where s is an (e, e, e)-preproximity. 
rwd=sdwd(zsdä=sd=r (3.16b), 3.52b)). If A r B  then A 's B ' with some A'z^A 
and B 'zdB. A fST f, B fST?  (5.8),hence A fS T f, B f .T f  (3.48). Moreover, A 's  B' 
implies A' r B \  thus A' rw B' and A rwdB. Therefore rc.rvd, too, i.e. r is a 
>w/-proximity. rq=sdq is a quasi-proximity by 5.10.
(ii)=>(iii): We are going to show that rw satisfies 5.26 (i), (ii)* and (iii)*.
(6.9) (fc * s )dq = ( f ^ s Jq)d
( I f  PrProx r , )  —  I f  QProx  >1
(6.13)
thus (rw)dq is a quasi-proximity, i.e. 5.26 (i) holds. If ,4£dom rw then
[1: 3.48; 2: (6.13)], i.e. 5.26 (ii)* holds, too.
(iii)=>(i): Evident.
b) 3.48 and 5.8.
c) 4.15 and a). □
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6.14 R emarks, a) If r is an (e, e, e)-metaproximity then rw is not only an (<?, e, e)- 
preproximity, but also a (qc0, qd2, i/t/^-preproximity. This means that, in contrast 
to the case of the preproximities, replacing a — cqd by a=cdq or even a=dcq 
is not a proper generalization in the definition of metaproximities.
b) 6.12 c) is also true in a stronger form: each quasi-proximity is a (c0, d2, dj)- 
metapr?ximity.
6.15 There is an obvious factorization of the functor dq\?r?rox through MeProx. 
The following can be proved:
a) MeProx is isomorphic to an I-bicoreflective subcategory of PrProx. More 
precisely, w|MeProx is a concrete isomorphism, its inverse is c/|MeProxw, MeProx"’ 
is I-bicoreflective in PrProx, with the coreflector dw\ PrProx.
b) QProx is I-bicoreflective in MeProx, with the coreflector q\MeProx.
c) MeProx is bireflective in r/Prox. Consequently, MeProx is a topological 
category,
S U pM eP rox  ?i =  U  ?l ( f  0 ) j
i € I  i d
/M ~eProx S  =  ( f ő i '  s ) d,
őx is the discrete, idx the indiscrete relation on X  in MeProx.
d) Products in MeProx can be easily described:
A ( TT rd B 3/61, Pb [A] rt pr; [ß],
l € I
e) Similarly to 6.10,
(77* PrProx^*(') — // M eProx^j» i l l  MeProx^ i)^  — JJ QProx^f-
i d  i € I  i d  i t  I
§ 7. Preproximities for Leader and Lodato proximities
7.0 D efin itio n . A (/(/-proximity r is a Leader proximity if7 
L. A r B => ej A r c2r B.
A symmetrical Leader proximity is called a Lodato proximity. (See [35], [37], [39].)
7.1 L em m a. For a disjointness relation r, the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) r is a Leader proximity:
(ii) r is a dq-proximity satisfying
L*. A rB ^ c \\A rc \]B - ,
(iii) r is a dq-proximity and a wd-proximity;
(iv) r is a wdq-proximity.
1 In the more usual terminology, only A r cIB is required in the definition of a Leader proxim­
ity, see [39].
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P roof. (i)=>(fi): It is well-known that c j= c lj for Leader proximities. (Indeed, 
if y$c\l A then d \A r { y )  [since r=rdq], so A r {y}, i.e. y$drA; if z$c\A  
then A r {z} and, by L, c}A r {z}, i.e. c\A^2T?, hence yZd^A  implies y£c*A.)
(ii)=>(i): The first part of the argument in (i)=>(ii) gives c‘rA c d ‘rA.
(ii) =>-(iii): Evident.
(iii) =>(iv): rwiq=(rwd)q=rq=r.
(iv) =>(ii): rdq=rwiqitc:rwiq—r, thus r is a ifty-proximity. To prove L*, assume 
A r B. Then A rw‘,, B, so there are finite collections sd and 3) such that A — \Jsf, 
B= Uá?, and for each pair A'djd, B'£dS, there are sets A"z)A' and B "^ B ' 
with A"rwB", i.e. A" r B", A"£&]}, B"^3T2. Since r is a d-proximity, we have 
clj A' r clj? B '. Now
cl\A  = U{cl\ Ä :  A 't tf} , d 2rB = U{cl2B': B '& ),  
and r is a ^-proximity, thus clj A r d 2r B. □
7.2 R emarks, a) The following could be added to 7.1:
(v) r is a R’<y<i-proximity;
(vi) r is a <yvviLproximity.
In (ifi), “i/iy-proximity” can be replaced by “^-proximity”.
b) Each quasi-proximity is a Leader proximity (4.15).
c) In 6.12, (ii) means that r is a d-proximity satisfying L* and rq is a quasi­
proximity. Here L* cannot be replaced by L. Indeed, let X=  {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and let r 
be the coarsest symmetrical d-proximity on X  for which {x)r{y} (x, yf_ X, xA y)  
and {1,2}r  {3, 4}. t•* is a proximity (the discrete one), L* is fulfilled, but L does not 
hold (cj (1, 2} and cf {3, 4} are not even disjoint).
7.3 The w-proximities [symmetrical w-proximities] will serve as preproximities 
for Leader proximities [Lodato proximities]. To see the analogy with the case of the 
quasi-proximities, observe that the following conditions are equivalent for a dis­
jointness relation r :
(i) r is a w-proximity;
(ii) r is an (ax a2, bdq, M^)-preproximity, where ax = w or h, a2 = dq or h ,  
b — w or A;
(iii) r<zrw;
(iv) dom r is a subbase for ST^, ran r is a subbase for ST2.
(Compare (ii) with 5.7, (iii) with 5.27 a), (iv) with 5.26.) The results of § 6 remain valid 
with the following substitutions:
PrProx >-+ vvProx 
MeProx >-*- ur/Prox 
QProx H-* wdqProx 
MeProx"’ *-*■ i/w’Prox 
QProx" !-► dqwProx 
e wdq.
Moreover, each category in the left-hand column is bireflective in the category 
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Let T(X)  be the smallest cardinal r such that whenever {Fa: z i p }  is an increasing sequence of 
closed sets in A with t ^c f ( a)  then u  Fa is closed as well. t f iX)  is the smallest cardinal x  such
lie  ____
that whenever p i  A then there is a family {B a i x )  o f subsets of A such that p i  \j  but
x i  x
p i  u  £«• We show that t , ( X) S  T ( X) S t ( X)  and give conditions for equality here as well as
H Í X
examples for inequality. We study the problem from [2] whether t (X) =  t , (X)  for a chain-net space 
X.  We show that for such an X, T(X)  =  ts{X),  give conditions for t (X) =  ts(X)  and then present 
two counterexamples.
The atomic tightness a(p, A) of a limit point p of a set A in a space X  is defined 
as follows:
a(p,A) =  m in{|5 |: B c A \{ p } and p iB }.
The tightness t(p, X) of a (non-isolated) point p of X  is then obtained as
t(p, X) = sup {a(p, A): p i  A'},
and the tightness of X  is /(A')=sup [t(p, X) : p iX '} .
As a trivial consequence of this definition we obtain the following property of 
tightness: If {Fa: ai g} is an increasing sequence of closed sets in X  and t (A)< cf (g) 
then U Fx is also closed. This leads us to the following definition.
x i  e
D efin itio n  1. For any space A" let T(X) denote the smallest cardinal x with the 
property that whenever {Fx: g} is an increasing sequence of closed sets in X  with
T < c/(g) then U Fa is closed as well.
x i  e
This is the first variation on t(X); clearly T(X )^t(X ). Since many applica­
tions of t(X) actually use T(X), it is natural to raise the question whether T(X) is 
the same as t(X)l While the answer to this question is “no”, it will also turn out 
that in many important cases it is “yes” .
L emma 1. Whenever A a X  and p i  A' we have
cf(a(p, A ) ) ^ T (X ) .
Research supported by Hungarian National Science Foundation Grant No. 1805.
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P roof. Let g = a (p ,A ) and B —{qp. oc£ q} be such that 5 c d \ { / ) }  and 
p£B. Then {Fx = {qß: ß£ct): a6^} is an increasing sequence of closed sets with 
F = { J F a non-closed, since p<\ FzjB, hence indeed c\'(q)=T(X).
a€ q
As an immediate corollary we obtain the following result.
Corollary 1. I f  t(X) = X+ is a successor cardinal then t(X) — T(X).
The next corollary will be used later.
Corollary 2. I f in  X  every <  Xm-closed set is also closed then t(X)  =  T(X). 
(FczX is called c ^ m-closed i f  for every AczF with |A |< we have Ä aF .)
P roof. Note first that our assumption clearly implies hence, by
Corollary 1, we may as well assume that t(X) =
Now, suppose that T(X) = = ^ (0. Then, by Lemma 1, we must have
a(p,  or a(p, A ) = $ m whenever p ^ A’ in X, moreover p and A with
a(p, A ) = # a must exist. Let us put
F =  U{B: BczA and \B\ =5 K„},
we claim that F is <  X0J -closed. Indeed, if HczF  and |Lf|< then by our above 
remark for every q£H'  we must have a(q, H ) ^ $ n which immediately implies that 
q£ F. This, however, leads us to a contradiction since p £ F \F  shows that F is 
not closed.
P roposition 1. I f  X  is compact T2 then t(X) = T(X).
P roof. Assume T(X)<t(X) ,  then as is well-known, see e.g. [1] or [4], X  con­
tains a free sequence S = { p  : a£@} of length q = T(X )+. But then {Fx = {pß: 
ß£a): agg} is an increasing sequence of closed sets with F= (J Fa non-closed
Q
(indeed, no complete accumulation point of S  belongs to F), which is a contradic­
tion.
Now we want to show that T(X)~= t(X) is possible, even for “good” spaces X. 
Let x be an arbitrary singular cardinal, i.e. <r = c f (%)<%, we shall first produce a 
space X(x)  with a single nonisolated point such that t(X(x)) = x and T(X{x))=o.  
The underlying set of X(x)  is x + 1 and all points c f x  are isolated in X(x).  To de­
fine the neighbourhoods of x  we first fix an increasing sequence {xy: y€cr} of regu­
lar cardinals converging up to x. Then a set A U {xjczx-f  1 is a neighbourhood of x 
in X(x ) iff there is some f i f a with the property that
K V 4 I <  xv
whenever v£o\p .
Now, we show that t(X(x)) = t(x, X(x)) = x. Indeed, if Aczx and \A\<x 
then we must have a pda  with \A\<xß, hence \AC\xv\-<xv for all vdo\p . Clear­
ly, then x$A.
Next, to show T(X)  s  a, consider any strictly increasing sequence {7^: af o} 
of sets closed in X(x) with Q=cf(o)xj. If x£ Fx for some a then of course
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F= U F„ is trivially closed, hence we may assume that F. Note that since
<*€ Q
g ^ x  and g is regular we actually have g<x, hence g< xfi for some p(Lo.
Since for each ixdg the set Fx is closed and x^F x we may define px£o by
p„ = min {pß: 1^0*,! <  xv for all v£a\ß}.
Since the F fs  are increasing we have that oc<a' implies consequently as g
is regular with a we get that the sequence {/ia: a€g} is bounded in a. Thus 
we may choose an ordinal suchthat p ^ p  and px^ p  for all a €£?• But then 
for each vd<r\p the regularity of %v implies that
\Fflxv| =  I U Faflxv| S  2  < xv,
« € p  a € e
showing that x$F, hence F is closed.
We may now give a result that may be contrasted with Corollary 1.
P roposition  2. For every limit cardinal /. there is a space X  with t(X) = /. and 
T(X)= *  o-
P ro o f . If cf (A) =  K0 then of course we may take X(A) as our X. Otherwise we 
may note that A=U {*:-=: A: cf(x)=K0}, consequently if we put
X = ®{X(x): x < A and ci(x) — N0},
i.e. X  is the topological sum of these X(x), then we again have t(X )—A and 
T(X)=$0, which is checked easily. Note that the X(x) are “very good” spaces, 
having only one non-isolated point, e.g. they are hereditarily paracompact, hence so 
is X.
Next we turn to the second variation of t(X), that we call ts(X), the set tightness 
of X. This notion was originally introduced in [2], where, rather unjustifiably, it was 
called quasi character.
D efin itio n  2. If p£A' then the atomic set tightness as(p, A) is defined as 
follows:
a fp , A) = m in{ |^ |: 38czP(A\{p}) & pdÜ M  & p$\J{B: Bdd3}}.
Then ts(p, X)=sup {as(p, A): pdA'} and /s(X)=sup {/s(p, X): pdX} =
=sup {as(p, A)\ p d X & pdA’}.
It is obvious that ts(X )S t(X ), and in fact we shall show below that for any X 
we have ts(X )sT (X ). Before we do this, however, we formulate a lemma that lists 
some interesting properties of the atomic set tightness as(p, A).
Lemma 2. (i) as(p, A) is equal to the minimum number of neighbourhoods o f p 
in A U {/;} whose intersection is not a neighbourhood o f p in A U {/>}; in particular, 
in a 7\ space as(p, A)^i//(p, AU {p}).
(ii) as(p, A) is always a regular cardinal.
(hi) I f  X  is regular then as(p, A)=as(p, A).
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P r o o f , (i) is clearly just a reformulation of the definition of as(p, A).
(ii) Let afp , A)=x and assume that dSczP(A) witnesses this. If x were singu­
lar then we could write
dd — U{á?v: v£cf(x)}
with | ^ v|< x  for all v. But then, by definition, p<l UdSv for v£cf (x), hence the family 
( U ^ v: v£cf(x)} would show that as(p, A )^ c f  (x)<x, a contradiction.
(iii) Now assume that as(p, A)=x and let dSaP(A) be a witness for this, 
with B ^ 0  for all B^dS. Since p fB  for B^dS we have, by the regularity of X  
disjoint open sets UB3p and VbziB. We claim that the family <d={ADVB: BddB} 
shows as(p, A )^x. Indeed, if G’js  any open set containing p we have some Be,A 
with GC^B^Q which, by B a A  and fM 0, clearly implies GnVBD A ^ 0  as 
well, hence p£ U'ß. On the othei^hand for every VBnA£&  we have that p$VBf)A  
since UBnVB=0. Since as(p, A )^a s(p, A) holds trivially we indeed have 
a5(p, A)=as(p, A).
C o ro llary  3. I f  X  is T2 then ts(X )^s(X ), see [2], i f  X is T3 then ts(X )sF (X ),  
see [3].
P roof. Let s(X) = x, then if X  is T2 for any p and A in X  we have (see [4] or
[8]) that either a(p, A )^ x  or i//(p, AU {p})^x, hence, by (i), we must have 
as(p, A )^ x .  To see the second half now assume that X  is T3. Then as(p, A)=as(p, A) 
by (iii), moreover using (i) we may define a strongly decreasing sequence {Vx: a£ xj 
of open neighbourhoods ofp  in A, i.e. such that Va<fVß if /?<a. Nowif p<x€Va\V a + 1 
for all cc(x then {pa: a£xj is a free sequence in A and thus in X  as well.
C o ro llary  4. For any X  we have tJ X )^T (X ).
P roof. Let as(p ,A )—x  and let däcP(Ä) witness this. Note that, by (ii), x 
is regular. Write dS={Bx: a£x} and for each a£x let F0C=U{Bß: ß£a}. Then 
{ff- ol£ x j is an increasing sequence of closed sets of length x=cf(x) whose union 
is not closed because it does not contain p. Consequently, we have as(p, A )^T (X )  
for all p and A in X, hence ts(X) = T(X).
Now we give examples which show that in general ts(X) can be less than T(X).
P roposition 3. For every cardinal x there is a (very good) space Xx with 
T(Xf) = x and ts(Xx)=X0.
P roof. Let us first assume that x is regular and define Xx on the underlying set 
(xXeo)U {p} as follows: Every point in xXco is isolated and a neighbourhood for 
p consists of the sets of the form
(x \a )  X (oj\n) U {p}
where a£x and n£m. It is straightforward to check that T(Xx) = x and ts(Xx)=  K0- 
Next if A is singular, ther v e may put XK = ®{Xx \ x<  X & x=cf (x)}.
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The rest of this paper will be devoted to the following problem raised in [2]: 
Does t(X )= ts(X) hold in a chain-net space X I (Recall that a space is chain-net if 
every non-closed set in it contains a well ordered sequence — or chain-net — that 
converges out of it.)
Proposition 4. In a chain-net space X  we have T(X) = tJX).
Proof. Let {/^r a£g} be an increasing sequence of closed sets in X  such that 
F= (J Fx is non-closed and 0 =cf(e). Since X  is chain-net, we may then find a 
e
well-ordered sequence {xv: v£/z}czF  converging to a point x £ X \F .  Again, we 
may assume that p —ci(p). We claim that then p = Q. Indeed, we cannot have 
since then, by the regularity of q, we had {xv: v£p}czFx for some a, 
hence x€FxaF , a contradiction. On the other hand e</x would imply that 
|{v€/r: x v£Fx}\=p holds for some ol£ q, which again would imply x£Fxa F , a 
contradiction.
Let us put A = {xv: v6  £?}, we claim that as(x,A)= g. In fact this follows from 
the fact that if BczA and then BczFx for some a. This shows that we have
T (X )^ ts(X) because if {Fx: a€e} is an increasing sequence of closed sets and 
cf(e)w s(T) then (J Fx must be closed. But then, by Proposition 3, we have T(X) = 
nía
= < ,m .
Corollary 5. Let X  be a chain-net space. Then t(X)= ts(X) provided one o f 
the following conditions holds:
a) t(X) is a successor cardinal,
b) X  is compact T2,
c) X  does not contain any convergent chain net whose length is a regular cardinal
P roof, a) and b) are immediate from Proposition 4 and Corollary 1 and Prop­
osition 1, respectively, c) will follow from Corollary 2 if we can show that in this 
case every <  -closed set F in X  is closed. Indeed, otherwise some sequence of a 
regular length q would converge out of F, where is impossible since F is
-closed and <2 =- is impossible because of our assumption.
Note that condition c) is trivially satisfied if or if 12^1 (Of
course, for Tt spaces the second condition implies the first.) Consequently, a counter­
example, i.e. a chain-net space X  with t(X)?± ts(X) must have cardinality >  Nra. 
This leads us to the following natural question:
P roblem 1. Does there exist a (T2 or T3) chain-net space X  with (|X| = Nm+i 
and t(X)?± ts(X)?
In what follows and in [7] partial answers to this problem will be given.
Proposition 5. There exists a T2 chain-net space X  with |T | = ( c +“ )Ko and 
t(X) 9  ^t,(X). (Here c+“ denotes the co,h successor o f the continuum. Note that, e.g. 
under GCH, (c+“)s<> may be equal to Km+i.j
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P roof. Let us write c+m = y. and (c+“)No =  A. Our space X  to be constructed 
will be of the form FU {/;}, so we start with constructing the space Y. Now Y  will 
be a disjoint union Y=  |J  F„ where the Yn’s are defined by induction as follows:
n £ ( o
F„ =  A and if F„ is defined then F„ + 1  is chosen to be a maximal almost disjoint sub­
family of [Fn]*o. We shall say that q ^Y — |J  Yn has rank n (in symbols: rk(q)=n) 
if tf€F„. ',e<0
A topology is defined on F by declaring G<z F  to be open iff for every q£G 
with rk(<7 ) > 0  there is a finite subset Fczq such that q\FczG.
Next to show that F is T2 in this topology we first prove the following claim: if 
A is any countable subset of F„ then the points in A can be separated by disjoint open 
sets. For ?z=0 this is trivial, so assume that we know it up to n and let A ^ Y n + 1 
be countable. Since the elements of A are almost disjoint, it is easy to fix for each 
q£A  a finite subset Fq<zq suchthat {q \F q: q€A} is disjoint. Applying the claim 
to U {q\Fq: qdA}aYn we may now easily get the required separation of A by open 
sets.
Now to show that F is  T2, consider two points q1, q.A Y. If rk(^1)= rk(^2) 
then q1 and q., can be separated by the claim. Thus assume that rk (q1)=n1< rk (q2) — 
=n2- Next we may choose a countable neighbourhood V2 of q2 such that <7j(fF2, 
and apply the claim to the countable set {#i}U(Jz ITFni) c  Fni t 0  obtain disjoint 
open sets around qx and the points in V2 Pi Yni. It is obvious that in this way we can 
obtain disjoint neighbourhoods of q1 and q2.
Finally we show that F is  sequential, hence chain-net. Thus let i c F  be non- 
closed and let q have minimal rank in T \A . We claim that qDA is infinite and 
hence yields a sequence converging to q(\ A. Indeed, for every sd q \A  rk (s)< 
< rk  (q) implies s$ A and thus an open set Gs containing s may be chosen with 
ADGs=0, hence if qDA  were finite then
U{GS: j €^\^}U {^}
would be a neighbourhood of q that misses A, a contradiction.
Now we add a new point p to F  to obtain X  = FU {p} and we need to define 
the neighbourhoods of p in X. To this end we shall say that a subset A of F is small 
if \A iTF„|< x holds for all n£co, and we denote by iF the family of all small closed 
sets in F. Then a neighbourhood base for p in X  is given by the sets X \ F  with F .
It is straightforward to see that this way wé get a T 2 topology on X.
In order to establish the required properties of X  we need the following facts.
F act 1. If A a Y  is small so is Ä. Since, as is easily seen, Ä=  1J ADY„
n 6 co
and consequently ADYk=\J ; AD\Y„: n^k}D Yk, it clearly suffices to show that if 
AxzYk and \A\-<x then \A\ % as well. However, in a sequential space we have
for any set A that |A |s|^4|so, hence our claim follows from the fact that (c+")x° = 
=  c+"< x  for all n€o>.
F act 2. If A c Y  is nc:r mall then \AC\Yk\>y, for some k£a>. Indeed, assume 
that \ADYn\^ x ;  then the infinite members of Yn+1\ADY„ form a maximal almost 
disjoint family in [^lTF„]!'". v hich is well-known to be of size (in fact of size
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equal to A). On the other hand, clearly every member of Tn+1 that has infinite inter­
section with ADYn+1 is in the closure of A, i.e. \Af | T„+1|> j<.
Now to see that X  is chain-net consider any non-closed set F a X. We may of 
course assume that FH Y  is closed in Y since Y  is sequential and, since F is non- 
closed in X we must have F\3F. But then, by Fact 2, we have \FC\Yk\> x  for some 
kdco. It is clear, however, that any sequence {*„: v£x +}<= FaYk consisting of pair­
wise distinct points converges (out of F) to p.
Next, by Fact 1, for any A a Y  with |T |< x  we have p$A, hence t (p ,X )S  
~a(p, X )^ x .  Finally, if A a Y  is such that pdÄ  then again by Fact 1 we have 
\AOYk\^ x  for some kdco. Thus we may choose for each ndco a set BnaAC\Yk 
with |A?(I|= c +". Clearly, we have p$Bn for all nda>, but pd \J Bn since |(J-ßn| =  ^ -
n£(o n € co
This shows that as(p, Z)=K 0 for all such A, hence ts(p ,X )= X 0 as well. But 
t(q, X) = t(q,Y )=$o f°r every qd_ Y because Y  is sequential, hence indeed
/s(Z )= a 0.
There are two things we do not like about the above example. First, its cardi­
nality, (c+“)s°, is only consistently equal to Kro+i. Second, it is not regular. A regu­
lar example is constructed (in ZFC!) in [7], which has cardinality potentially even 
larger than (c+")so, namely This, however, could still be equal to . Below
we give a different T3 example, which, however, is not obtained, and probably not 
obtainable, in ZFC.
Proposition 6. Assume that there exists a countably compact, locally countable 
Tj space Y  with I Y\ = Nw + 1  such that either 1) or 2) Y is &0-fair. (Y  is x-
fair i f  whenever A a Y  and \A \^x  then \A \Sx  as well. It is known, cf. [5] or [6 ], 
that our assumption is satisfied under numerous set-theoretic hypotheses.) Then there 
is a O-dimensional T, (hence TJ chain-net space X with \X\ = NM+1 and t(X)  ^  tJX).
P roof. Let us note first that Y  is O-dimensional. Moreover, if Y  is tf0-fair it is 
also X„-fair for all n d a> , and in the first case it is obviously X„-fair whenever 
c~i Kra. Combining this with local countability we get that every subset A c  Y 
with can be covered with a clopen set Z with IZI-cK^.
Let us now put X=Yd){p} where a neighbourhood base of p consists of sets 
of the form X \ Z  with Z c Y  clopen and |Z |<  Clearly, X  is a O-dimensional 
T2 space.
We claim that X  is also chain-net. To see this it suffices to consider a set F a Y 
closed in Y and such that pdF, i.e. Now, by [5], we actually must have
hence a one-to-one sequence {xv: v ^ 0+1} c f  can be chosen, which 
obviously converges to p.
Now, if A a Y  and then a clopen set Z a A  exists with |Z_[<
hence p$ Ä, showing that t(X )^ t(p , X )^  Kra. Finally, if A a Y  and pdA  then 
we must have hence we may choose sets B„cA with |.B„| =  Kn for all
ndco. The family {fi„: ndiu} clearly shows that afip, T)=X0, hence we have 
ts(Z) = ^ 0, as claimed.
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ON SOME DISTANCE PROPERTIES OF SETS OF POINTS 
IN GENERAL POSITION IN SPACE
ILONA PALÁSTI
Abstract
Is it possible to give n points in the space so that no three points are on a line, no four on a 
plane, no five on a sphere, if we assume moreover that they determine n — 1 distinct distances among
the possible j ones such that the <-th distance occurs i times? Here we show that this is possible
for n = 4, 5 and 6.
P. Erdős [1] asked for n points in the plane, no three on a line, no four on a 
circle, such that they determine n — 1 distinct distances, one occurring once, one twice, 
and so on, one n— 1 times. The distances are not ordered by size or in any other way. 
Examples were given in [1] and [3] for n = 5 and in [4] for n — 7 and 6. Another 
example for n = l  was given in [5] and for n=8 in [6.] In this paper we consider 
the analogous problem in the space. Here we additionally suppose that no five 
points lie on a sphere. We have the following
T heorem . There exist six points in space no three on a line, no four in a plane, 
no five on a sphere, which determine 5 distinct distances dh i=  1, ..., 5, such that the 
distance dt occurs i times.
Let A, B, C and D be given so that
AB =  AC = BC = 1 and AD =  BD = CD =
We choose the point E so that it lies on the same side of the plane ABC as D, and 
furthermore the segment BE is perpendicular to the plane ABC and has unit length 
(Fig. 1). Then we have
AB = AC =  BC = BE = 1 and AE = CE =  / 2 .
Let O denote the centre of the circumcircle of ABC. Then the line segment OD is 
parallel to BE and its length is y .  This implies that the triangle BDE is isosceles.
Research (partly) supported by Hungarian National Foundation for Scientific Research 
Grant 1808.
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Accordingly, the distance
AD = B D =  CD = DE =
occurs four times.
Let F be a point such that it is separated from D and E by the plane ABC and the 
perpendicular from F to the plane ABC intersects this plane in a point, say S, which 
lies on the line segment AO. We shall show that it is possible to choose F  so that
AF = 1 and DF = Y 2. 
Writing x= FS  and y= O S  we have
AF2 = x2 + AS2 = x 2 +
and
D F2 =  (FS+ODf + y2 = ( x + y j  + y2.
Thus the conditions AF=  1 and DF=Y2 yield for x and y  the equations
and
x 2+ y2- ^ - y - y  =  0
x2 + y2+ x—— = 0,
Fig. 1
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or, which is the same
x 1312 3 y, I f - y j H y + J L - o .3  y v 9  y i44
The last equations yield two positive solutions for y, by choosing the smaller one we 
have y = 0.1537... and x —0.9058....
Now we are able to calculate the length of BF=CF forming the two other 
edges of the tetrahedron ABCF. One easily obtains the equality
BS2 = AB2 + AS2 — 2AB ■ AS cos 30° = l+ [ X ^ - .y )  - / 3  (—| — y) =0.4457.... 
Since FS=x, therefore
BF2 = x2 + B S2 =  1.2662....
Hence we obtain BF—BC = 1.1257....
It is easy to see that no three points from A, B, C, D, E and F are on a line, no 
four are on a plane, no five are on a sphere and the distance
AB=AC=BC=BE—AF= 1
AD=BD—CD = DE= |/ —
AE=CE=D F=yi 
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The theorem is thus proved.
If we drop the point E then we have five points in the space such that the dis­
tances 1, , 1.1257... and}/2 occur between these points four times, three times,
twice and once, respectively.
Another set of six points with the property described in the Theorem can be 
constructed as follows: Let ABC and ACD be congruent equilateral triangles with the 
common side AC such that the planes ABC and ACD are perpendicular and
AB =  BC = AC = AD = DC = 1.
Thus the distance 1 occurs five times among these four points and the sixth distance
TBD is equal to 1/ —. We add to this set of points the centre E of the circumsphere of
» ^ 1 / 5
the tetrahedron ABCD. This gives rise to four more distances equal to —1/ — .
One can show that a point F can be chosen in the normal bisector plane of the seg­
ment CD so that
FB = FC = BD = | / - |  and FA = FE.
With appropriate coordinatization the points can be given as follows:
A =  (0, 0, 0), 5  =  ( - ^ , i , o ) ,  C =  (0 ,1 ,0 ) ,  £> =  ( 0 , 1 , 1 1 ) ,  
r  r / 3  1 y j )  „ ( i/T 16 + J/25T \6 + y25\ i/T 7+J/IÖÖ4 )
E = { - T ’ 2 ’ T J ’ F z = r 3----- Í2Ö-----’ ------ 4Ö----- ’ “l 3------ 6Ö------j -
We have AF—EF= 1.446... and DF= 2.056... . It is easy to check that the con­
ditions of the Theorem are satisfied (Fig. 2).
Omitting the points A and E we obtain four points such that the distance BD — 
= BF=CF  occurs three times, BC —CD occurs twice and DF occurs once.
The author expresses her thanks to G. Fejes Tóth for his helpful suggestion.
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A NOTE O N  /-D IV E R G E N C E S
D. FELDMAN and F. ÖSTERREICHER
Summary
This note is based on the following representation of Csiszár’s /-divergences
h (Q ,P ) - f (  1 )=  /  KÖ — tP)*( f l)—m ax (1 — /, 0 )]<©+/(f)>
0
for which a simple proof is given in Section 1. This representation clarifies and extends well-known 
results concerning these divergence measures, as exemplified by the bounds on 1, in Theorem 2 of 
Section 2. An application to the comparison of dichotomies is indicated in Section 3.
1. The representation theorem
Let (fl, a/) and (fi, s i )  be measurable spaces and let P, Q and P, Q be proba­
bility measures on (Í2, si) and (Ű, si), respectively. Furthermore, let / :  [0, °°) — R
be a convex function and /*, defined by /*(u) = w /^ -j, the * -conjugate convex 
function of f. The indeterminate form
f u W - r i 0) for a > 0  
° 10 J — 1 0 for a = 0
is, for 0, defined by continuity. Then (cf. Csiszár [3] and Ali and Silvey [1])
b(Q .  P) = J f  ( j )  P ^  (= h* (P, Q))
defines the/-divergence of the probability measures P and Q (as usual q and p denote 
the Radon—Nikodym-derivatives of Q and P with respect to a dominating tr-finite 
measure q). The class of all functions f  satisfying the above will be denoted by J^.The 
subclass o f / ’s adjusted so that /(1) — 0 will be denoted by
R emark 1. The function f: [0, °°)—R defined by J(u)=f(u)+f*(u) satisfies 
(/)*= /. Hence If (Q, P)=If (P, Q).
Example 1. Let jcC[0, 1], ß={0, 1}, Px=(tx, 1 — a), a£[0, 1— x] and /6^b- 
Then 1{ (Pa+x, P1I) = a / | l  +-^-) + (l — a ) /( l  —j-“ ) •
7*
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E x a m ple  2. Let x€[0, 1], fl={0, 1,2}, Px=(x, 1— x, 0), Qx=(0, \ —x ,x )  and 
/€*b- Then If (Px,Q x) = xJ(0).
E x a m pl e  3. Elementary divergences. Let
/,(n) =  max (u — t, 0) = u— min (u, t) t^O.
Then the associated /-divergence is
p) = {Q-tprm =  i - 6 ( e ,  tpy
Here (0 —tP)+(Q) is the total mass of the positive part of the signed measure Q— tP 
and b(Q, tP)= fm in  (q, tp)djx is the 1+i — multiple of the minimum Bayes risk
for the testing problem (P, Q) with respect to the prior distribution > y y y j •
Since every /-divergence is a mixture of differences
If l(Q ,P )-Ift(P, P) =  (Q—tP)+(Q) —max (1 — f, 0) = min(l, t)-b (Q , tP)
the family of divergences, 7/ t , tsO, may be called the family of elementary diver­
gences.
T h eo rem  1. Representation theorem. Let /C^i, and let D+f  denote the right- 
hand-side-derivative o f the convex function f  Then
If (Q. P ) = f  [min (1, t ) -b (0 ,  tP)]dD+f(t).
P r o o f . An integral-geometric proof for the closely related representation (2) 
has been given in [13]. However, in view of the following obvious representation of a 
function /€ S', satisfying /(0), D+f(0) £ R.
/(« )  = f(0 )  + uD+f(0)+  f  max (u — t, 0) dD+f  (t)
0
a much simpler analytic proof is available. Replacing u in the difference
f ( u ) ~ f ( \ ) = ( u —l)D +f ( 0)+ f  [max (u — t, 0) —max(l — i, 0)] dD+f  (t)
0
by — , integrating with respect to P and applying Fubini’s Theorem give the result 
P
under the above assumptions. The result is easily extended to the general case using 
the sequence of functions f k(u) f f(u), w€[0, defined by
A(u) W <T
/(« )
lu ~  —. □k
Nevertheless it is useful to stress the geometric aspects. Hence let us recall the 
basic notion of the risk set of a testing problem and some of its properties. The con­
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vex set
R(P, Q) = c o { ( /m  Q(Acj): A erf, P(A)+Q(AC) ^  1}*
is called the risk set of the testing problem (dichotomy) (P, Q). Let us denote D = 
= co {(0, 1), (1,0)}, A =co {(0, 1), (1, 0), (0, 0)}. Then obviously:
D c F ( P ,  Q)czA,
with equality iff P=Q  and P ± Q , respectively. Note finally that owing to
tP(A) + Q(Ac) s  b(Q, tP)
the risk set R(P, Q) of a testing problem is determined by its family of supporting 
lines from below
ß — b(Q, tP) — t<x, t 0.
Hence, a consequence of the representation theorem is that an /-divergence If {Q, P) 
depends on the testing problem (P, Q) only via its risk set R{P, Q): In fact, the fol­
lowing holds.
R e m a r k  2. Let (P , Q) and (P, Q) be two testing problems. Then
R(P, Q) z> R(P, Q) implies If ( Q ,P ) s I f (Q,P).
If in addition/is strictly convex and If(Q , R )<  °° then equality holds for the /-diver­
gences iff it holds for the risk sets. This is — in essence — an immediate consequence 
of the relation:
R(P, Q ) -R  (P, Q) ofc(<2, tP) ^  b (Q, tP) V/ ^  0 
and the obvious generalization of the representation theorem
(1) If (Q, P ) - I f (Q,P) = f  [b(Q ,tP)-b(Q ,tP)]dD +f ( t )
0
for and (F, Q) such that If (Q ,P)<°°.
Corresponding to the two extremes D and A for the risk set there are two 
extremes for If (Q,P), the measure of information contained in (P, Q) :
If(Q, P)=0 for Q—P, i.e. for the least informative dichotomy and
/y(ß, P )—/(0) for ß l P ,  i.e. for the most informative dichotomy.
In Section 2 we are going to deal with If (Q, P) = If(Q, P)—I/(P , P), i.e. with the 
comparison of (P, Q) with the least informative dichotomy. For the comparison of 
(P, Q) with the most informative dichotomy we need to assume /(0) <  In this
case the corresponding measure
(2) / ( 0 ) - /y ( ß ,P ) =  fb (Q ,tP )d D +f( t )
0
co (5 ) denotes the convex hull of the set S.
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is most appropriately stated in terms of the concave function
g(u) =  /  (0) + uf* (0) —/  (u) as
(3) Ig(Q, P ) = f g [ j ] p d p  = f  b(Q, tP) dD+g(t).
2. Bounds on If  and their properties
Consider the function cf : [0, 1]—R defined by
(4) cf (x) = 0^ min_x {If (Px+x, Pfj)
where Px is as in Example 1.
The function cf  is to be used to obtain bounds on the /-divergence 7/(ö, P). 
These bounds are derived as a corollary of Theorem 1 (Remark 2).
C o r o l l a r y  1. For / € ^ ö  and any testing problem (P, Q) such that (Q— 
— P)+ (Q)=x the following inequalities hold and are best possible:
cf (x)^I,(Q , P )^xc f ( 1).
P r o o f . Let Px and Qx be as in Example 2. Then 
{(P,Q)- (Q -P )+(Q) = x} =
=  {(P, Q): R(P, Q )cR (P x, Qx) and 3«€ [0, 1 - x ] :  R(PX+X, Px)aR(P , Q)}. 
Then Remark 2, Example 2 and the definition of cf  yield
cf (x) S  If (Pa+x, Pa) S  If (Q, P) S  If(Q , P) = c ,(l)-x . □
The following theorem gives important properties of the function cf . 
T heorem 2. For /€#0  die function cf  Satisfies
(a) cf (x) s / (  l - x )  S  o \/x£ [0, 1]
with strict second in equality for x€(0, 1] i f f  is strictly convex at u= 1. Further­
more cf (0) = 0 and Cy(l)=/(0).
(b) cs is convex and continuous on [0, 1].
(c) cf  is increasing (strictly increasing if f  is strictly convex at u= \).
(d) = ‘ll Edition, f* = f  then
c/(x ) = j c f (x) = (1 + x ) f
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Proof, (a) follows from
rb(Px, tP0) for 0 s  / g  1 
max { » « ,„ ,  < /•.),«  [0, I - * #  =  { * * „ , * _ , )  for
and the representation theorem.
(b) The convexity of cf  is based on the fact that the function h: [0, °°)2—R, 
defined by h(x, y )= xf , is a convex function of the vector (x, y): Let x,€[0, 1] 
and a(£[0, 1 —x,] such that
Cf(xd =  If (Pxl+Xi, Pat) / € { 1 ,  2 } .
Then
y I f ( P < H  + x i> -^ «ji + fl y ) l f ( p a,  + y t , — I f ( P y«1 + (1 —yluj + + (1 —y)*a> P j * i  + t l  — y)as) —
S c ^ y X j+ O -y ) x2).
(c) follows immediately from (a) and (b).
(d) finally, is an easy consequence of
If(Q, P) =  Q) and cf (x) S  If (Pa(x)+x, PaM) with ot(x) = 1 ^  ■ □
We now give further examples of /-divergences.
Example 4.
/  ( « )  =  | w — 1 | 5,  J S l
cf (x) =
The /-divergences associated with this class of / ’s contain (for s = 1 and 5=2) 
the total-variation distance and the ^-divergence.
(2 xY 1v S, — 2
( ( x i 1-1! 1
X > 2T  +  ( l - J  )
Example 5.
/ (« )  =  4r(l + u ) - f u  =  4- [1 — / m]2,
cf (x) =  1 — J^ l — X 2 .
The /-divergence for th is /is  the square of the so-called Hellinger-distance. The ine­
quality of Corollary 1 applied to this c{ is well-known and has been derived, e.g., in 
Kraft [9], Lemma 1.
Example 6.
I u 1 [1—«I
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The /-divergence associated with this /  has been investigated, e.g., in Vincze [16]. 
Its squareroot is another distance.
E xa m ple  7.
/ ( « )  =  ]/\ + u2- l /2  (cf. [14])
Cf(x) =  f l  ( /1 + x 2 -1 ) .
We conjecture that )/If  is also a distance for this case.1 
E xa m ple  8.
/(« )  =
y ( w - l ) 2 for «€[1-0 , 1 + 0] 






The /-divergences for this class of/ ’s will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.
Since only in exceptional cases can Cj-(x) be given explicitly, reasonable lower 
bounds for c /( x )  are desirable. One is given in Theorem 2, part (a). Lower bounds of 
the form k x 2 has been extensively studied for the special case /(«) = u In u (see below). 
We will consider such bounds for general/in the subclass which contains the most
commonly considered / ’s:
^  =  for which the second derivative / (2) exists and is positive in some
neighbourhood of 1}.
T heorem  3. Let / t J /  and let kf  =  max {k  s;0 : kx2 35 cf (x) Vx€[0, 1]}. 
Then
0 <- max {/1(0)A(O),.0€[0 ,«)} s  k f  S  min {/(0), 2/<2’ (1)},
where
fi(0) = m in{/(2)(«), w€[max(0, 1—0), 1+0]}
and
H8) -
2 0  —j  oe[o, l]
min ( 1  +  0, 2) 0£(1,°°).
P r o o f . kf ^J{0) follows from the definition of k r by setting x = \ .  For the 
second upper bound we have to study the behaviour of cf (x)  at x  = 0. Let 06 [0. 1] 
and / 2(0) = max { /(2)(h), m€[1 -0 , 1+0]}. Then
(m- 1)2/ 2( 0 ) / 2 ^ / ( M) - ( M—1 )/(1>(1) S ( n - l ) 2Z(0)/2 V«€[O,0/2].
1 Meanwhile this conjecture has been verified. Cf. Kafka, P.. Österreicher, F. and Vincze, I., 
On powers of /-divergences defining a distance (submitted to Studia Sei. Math. Hungarica).
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Hence by Example 8
2/, (0) £  cf (x)/x* £  2/, (0) Vx€[0, 0/2]
and therefore, lim c/ (x)/x2= 2 /(2,(l)£&/ . In addition, Example 8 provides (at 
x = l)  the lower bound
max { /1( 0 ) ( 2 0 - y ) ,  0€[O, 1]}.
The rest follows by considering the straightforward modification of Example 8 for
0>1. □
Theorem 2, parts (a) and (d), give some further information concerning kf . 
Finally we state another sufficient condition for kf < 2 f(2)(\).
R emark 3. Let /6#"2 have a continuous fourth derivative. Then
-  j  Uf ^  + / (4) (1) <  0 implies k f  <  2 / (2) (1).
A simple consequence of Corollary 1 for /€#"2 is
IIÖ-PH S i c l f (Q, P )
where cg(0, ~) and \\Q— P|| =2(Q— P)+ (Q), the total-variation-norm of P and Q. 
This inequality has already been proved for general / € ^ 2 by Csiszár [6]. The best 
possible c is, of course, c=4/k f .
For the most prominent example: f(u) = u \nu , which gives Kullback—Leibler’s 
/-divergence I(Q\\P), there is a challenging history concerning the optimal constant 
c: Pinsker (I960) proved c<°°; Csiszár (1966): c<16; McKean (1966): 4e;
Csiszár (1967), Kullback (1967), Kemperman (1968): c=2. (Our general conclu­
sions concerning kf  applied to this case yields c€[2.»4).) ..
Example 9.
f (u )  = u In u
cf (x) £  max {2x2, — x In x}.
k f = 2 fVi\ \ )  holds also for the following extension of Example 5.
Example 5 (extended).
/ (u )  = y  ( !+ « ) -« ',  «6(0, 1)
cf (x)  £  max {2a( 1 — a)x2, 2—x —(1 —x)* —(1 — x)1-*}.
(Our conclusions concerning kf  yield a ( l—a )s £ /S 2 a ( l  — a).)
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3. Application to comparison of dichotomies
A concave function g \ [0, °=)-*R satisfying g(0)=g*(0)=0 can be associated 
with a decision problem of the following form:
Let 0 = {0, 1} be the parameter space, A = [0,1] the action space and 
L: 0X^4 —[0, °°) a loss function satisfying L (0 ,0)=L(1, 1)=0. Furthermore, 
let ((^ , 1 — <?) be a prior distribution on 0 and L ((a)=£L(0, a )+ (l — £)Z,(1, a) 
the Bayes risk of the action a when the prior distribution is (£, 1 — £). Finally let
Í7(l— 0 — min Ls(a)OSaSl ?
be the minimal Bayes risk. Then we associate g with the concave function U: [0, 1] — 
— [0, =») satisfying 7/(0) — t/(l)= 0  via
* (» )= o  + k>d- ( i - ^ r )  -
(  Cl \ x ~  ^Example 5 (continued). Let a£(0, 1) and L(Q, a) = \\-(x —6\y-— - I  ,
0€{O, 1}. Then l f ( l - f l  =  £ {( l - í ) = ( l - 0 « í 1— and g(u) = u*.
Example 6 (continued). Let L(9, a )= 2(0—a)2, 0€{O, 1}. Then {7(1 —£) =  
= L t ( \ - 0 = 2 U l - 0  and g{u)=2 1 +«
U/4 was used by Le Cam [11] to define
a “ testing affinity” for a pair of probability measures.
Let x be an observation of a random variable distributed according to one of the 
probability distribution of the dichotomy (P, Q). Furthermore, let (£x, 1 — £x), 
where
^  f r ( x ) + ( l - 0 $ ( j c ) ’
be the posterior distribution on 0= {0,1}. Then the expected posterior risk, for any 
specified U, is
Ut (Q, P ) = f  U( 1 - U  (Zp (x)+ ( l - o  qixj)dp(x),
and can be used to induce a comparison of dichotomies as follows: (P, Q) is more 
informative than (P, Q) with respect to U if
U4(Q, P) s  U((Q, P) V{€(0, 1).
This comparison can be equivalently expressed in terms of the family of the concave 
functions gs(u)=Jg^-j) by
I J O ,  P) si IJ Q , P) Vj 6(0,~),
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which can in turn be generalized to the following definition: (P, Q) is called more 
informative than (P , Q) with respect to / ,  in short (P, Q) >  f  (P, Q), if
If,(Q> P) S  If '(&  P) Vj €(0,oo),
where / s(w) = y /^y j and
Among the orderings of this type is the one corresponding to f(u) = max (« — 1,0) 
(i.e. the one induced by the elementary divergences). For this ordering we obtain
(P ,Q )> f(P ,Q )  iff R (P ,Q )^R (P ,0 ),
which was first shown by Blackwell [2]. It is the strongest ordering and hence yields 
the smallest class of comparable dichotomies. It was shown in [7] that on the other 
extreme the following t / ’s, and only these, yield a total ordering of dichotomies:
17(1-0 “ c d - 0 - í 1-  «€(0,1), c ^ O .
In view of (1) those/^J5” which have a (continuous) second derivative / (2) on (0, °°), 
satisfying f {2) (u) =  c ( i) /(2)(u) for some function c(i), yield a total ordering of 
dichotomies. For these f ’s f (2){u) = cul‘, R, c^O and hence
(0 ) /  («) = a+bu +
c
(p+ 1)(^+2)
m"+2 A t€R \{-l, -2}
(1) /(« )  = a + bu + c u In u
(2) f(u )  = a+bu — c In u a, b£R.
Note that the C/’s yielding a total ordering correspond to f ’s with /i€(—2, — 1). 
The classification of those [/ suggests the conjecture that the only / € # ” yielding a 
total ordering are the above.
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ON A SECOND ORDER ALGEBRAIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
TAMÁS FÉNYES
Introduction
In the paper [1] vve have discussed the algebraic differential equation 
(1) D2(at) — ^  —y - -  +  2w jD(x) + ^ m + m2 — fc2/ 2j x  =  y
defined in the discrete Mikusinski operator field M  based on the Cauchy product. In 
(1) x£M  is the unknown solution, if it exists. D is the symbol of the algebraic deriv­
ative, /  and y  are arbitrary functions defined for «=0, 1,2, ..., with the restriction 
/ ( 0) = 0, m and b^O  are arbitrarily given real numbers.
In the present paper we shall give an operational treatment of (1) in the case 
when the discrete operator field M  is based on the so-called number-theoretical 
Dirichlet product
{a(n)}{b(n)} =  a(v) fo (v )}
of functions defined on the set of natural numbers.
The operational treatment of (1) is motivated by the fact, that it leads to an 
interesting operational Alternative Theory.
For the theory and applications of the discrete operational calculus see [2], [3], [4]. 
In Chapter 1 we briefly summarize the results of the paper [2], giving some gen­
eralizations of them, Chapter 2 contains the operational theory of the differential 
equation (1).
In what follows Z will denote the set of natural numbers.
§ 1. Discrete Mikusinski operators based on the Dirichlet product
Let a={a(n)} be an arbitrary real-valued function defined on Z. The symbol 
a(n) denotes the value of this function for arbitrary fixed n.
Let E denote the set of the discrete functions. If we introduce in E the following 
two operations
(i) a + b := {u(n)} + {h(n)} = {a(n) + b(n)}, addition
(ii) ab := {a(n)} {fc(n)} = j  a ( v ) h ^ j | ,  multiplication.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 44A40.
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then E becomes a commutative ring without zero divisor and can be extended to a 
quotient field.
This is called the discrete Mikusinski operator field and is denoted by M. The 
elements of M  are called M-operators.
The definition and properties of the “discrete” Dirac-function
We define the discrete Dirac-function by
where
Ő(N) = {ö(n, N)},
r°,
ő(n, N ) = {j
0, for 
for
n 7í N, 
n = N. N£ Z.
For later purposes we enumerate some properties of the Dirac function. 
P roperty 1.







holds if and only if
(1.4)




for those values of n for which N  is not a divisor of n. If (1.4) holds, then
(1.5) x — {a(n, AT)}.
The field K of the real numbers can be embedded isomorphically into the operator 
field M. The common unit element of K, E, M  is the function 5(1) and we write
Moreover,
<5(0= 1.
C(5(l) = c, c{a(n)j = (ca(n)j 
for every c£K and every adE. Every operator of the form
M»)}
{b(tt)}
is a function if £(1)^0.
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The operator function <5 (e).
N,For arbitrary rational number e = —~ we define
JV2
( 1.6) ő(e) = H N2) '
From this definition it follows that for e£N we have




P roperty 3. Let a, ß be arbitrary positive rational numbers, then
(i.7 ) m m  =  w )
and it is easily seen that
N, n 3
N, ’
( A ) =  5 Í A )
I tvJ \ n J
■GW5(a)( 1.8)
is also true.
The definition of the ring E*.
Let E* a  M  be the subset of M  whose elements are of the form
a
(1.9) x  -
S ( N )
N£ Z, a£E.
E* is a ring and, by choosing JV= 1, we have
E c  E*
P roperty 4. Obviously,
O ^ T'* ^ 1X — s / \  9 6 =  ,,5(e) N2
(TV,, TV2 are relatively primes).
Moreover, x£E  if and only if
a(ri) = 0
for those values of n for which TV, is not a divisor of n. If the condition is satisfied, we 
have
"(tst)' for "■l"-x{n) =
0 otherwise.
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Definition of the convergence in the ring E.
Let ak€E, (k= 1,2, ...) be an infinite sequence of functions. By definition 
(1.10) lim {ak(n)} = {«(«)}k — oo
if for every fixed n
lim ak(ri) = a(n)
k-— oo
(see [5]). This convergence can be extended to infinite series of functions as usual. 
Let
/ ( z ) = i & 2 *  ßkiK
k =0
be an arbitrary entire function of the complex variable z. Then
(1.11) /(« ) =  Z  A {<*(«)}*. a eE ,c? =  1k=0
holds in the sense of the convergence defined above. We have
“ ak
e“ = 2  j t  a^ Ek=0 K\
having the property 
moreover, if we write







2 lk Z k ykeK
be an arbitrary fonnál infinite series and let adE an arbitrary function with a(l) = 0. 
Then
Z y kak0
also converges in the sense of convergence defined above.
The algebraic derivation and integration (see also [4]).
For the sake of easy reading we recapitulate some definitions and facts of the 
algebraic derivation and integration.
(1.13) E)(a) = {—log n-a(n)}, a£E
D bD(a) — aD(b) a, b^E, -7 - 6  M.b( L 1 3 ' ) b-
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P roperty 5.
(1.14) "Url-
|- lo g ~ < j ( « ) |
S(e)
D [<5 (e)] = — log £ • ő (e).
£E* a(L E ,e= -£-.N.>
(1.140
Property 6.
(1.15) D(ea) =D(a) ea, adE.
If for a given x€ M  there exists a y fM  such that
D ( y )  =  x ,
we say that a is algebraic integrable and we write
y  =  f x .
P roperty 7. If xdM  and
D{x) =  0,
then x  is an arbitrary number.
Two algebraic integrals of an operator may differ only by an arbitrary number. 
The algebraic differentiation and integration is a linear operation over the field 
of the real (complex) numbers.
P roperty 8. The operator
(1.16) a = -t tT '  a -^E ' £ ~  TvT d(e) N2
is algebraic integrable in M  if and only if either
e *  N, m z ,
or cd N  and a(N )= 0 holds true. Every algebraic integral of (1.16) belonging to 
E* is given by
a(n)
(1.17) / l * . .
J  m
i nlog —e
0 ( e )
+ c, cdK





denotes an arbitrary real (complex) number. We shall choose this to be null.
8
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For s = 1 we have that a is integrable if and only if a(l)=0, and
/ A tS A -  c i K -
§ 2. On the second order differential equation (1)
Let us consider the algebraic differential equation
(2.1) D2 (x) -  \ p p  + 2m) D (x) + [m +  m2 -  b2f 2) x = y
where ydE, f£E , m£K, b f K are given arbitrarily, with the restrictions f?e0,
/(1) =  0, b *  0.
First we discuss the homogeneous equation (_F =  0). We prove the following
T heorem 1. Let y = 0, /(1)=0, b?±0. The differential equation (2.1) has a 
nontrivial solution in the operator field M if  and only if
a = e~m
is rational. Moreover, in this case there exist two linearly independent solutions belong­
ing to the ring E*.
P roof. Sufficiency. Let a. = e~m be rational and let us apply the substitution
x =  <5(y)“ u£M, y = A
R, ’ Ri, R%(iZ.
Taking into account (1.14) after some calculation we have
(2.2) D2(w )-[2 log y + 2m + ^ p p  D{u) +
+ |log2y +2m logy+ m2 + (m +logy) ^ p — b2p j u = 0. 
By choosing y = a = e_m we have
(2.3) D^(u) - ^ p D(u) - t 2f 2U =  0.
One can easily see that the linearly independent solutions of (2.3) are
b f  f  - b  f  fMi =  e J , n2 =  e J .
From Property 8 of Chapter 1 follows that J f  exists, since /(0) = 0. So the general 
solution of (2.1) is of the form
(2.4) X  —  C j  X j  “I-  C*2 clt c p K
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where
xx =  ö(ct)ebf f , a£e~m
(2.5) x2 =  <5(« )e~ bf f .
One can see that x1; x2dE*.
Necessity. In the paper [3] we have shown that for every M-operator




7-(l) =  Iog-^-.
Here the numbers TVp, TV, are the smallest integers for which the functions p and q 
do not vanish, respectively. Since
c [ w ) ]  =  w ) _ [ ^
D2(Y)it can easily be seen that the operator — is also a function having for n= 1 
Nthe value log2 .
™P
Now let y  be a nontrivial solution of (2.1). Let us write (2.1) for j  =  0 in the 
form
(2.5) W 7 _ ( £ p + 2 m ) ^ 2 + m " p + m ! _ i,r , 0 .
Since /(1) = 0, we obtain for n= \
(2.6) log2 — (2/u — log R) log — m log R+m2 = 0 ,
”  p
where — log T? is the value of the function —SJ}. for 77= 1. (2.6) is an algebraic 
equation of second degree for m having the roots
, , RN« "» l= l0g  -rf-, TJJjj = lOg-^4-
P J'p
8*
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So the numbers
e~n'1, e~m‘
are rational and the theorem is proved.
T heorem 2. Let j  = 0, / (1 )= 0 , b^O and let
« = e ~ m= -j± , Nl t Nt£Z
where Nt are relatively primes. I f  a is an integer, then (2.1) has two linearly inde­
pendent solutions in the ring E. I f  a is not an integer, then (2.1) has a nontrivial solution 
in E  i f  and only if f  vanishes for those values on n for which Nx is not a divisor o f n. 
Moreover, in the case o f non-integer at, (2.1) cannot have two linearly independent solu­
tions in the ring E.
P r o o f . Taking into account (2.5) it is easily seen that the first half of the theorem 
is a simple consequence of Property 1 of Chapter 1.
Let now N1> \. We discuss the operator
(2.7) X = -XI. JÜK = 5 (a) sh b j f .
From Property 4 of Chapter 1 it follows that x£E  if and only if sh b j f  vanishes for 
the values of n given in the Theorem.
However, if/ vanishes for these values of n, then b j f  also vanishes trivially there. 
Applying the expansion
sh b f f  =
°o U2i +  l f 2 i  +  l
Z i d w
we get that sh b i f  also vanishes for the values n given above, since / 2i+1 vanishes 
there.
Conversely, if sh b j f  vanishes for these values of n, then applying the expansion
b j f  = arsh (sh b j f )  = sh b j f -  2 ^- (sh b j f f  + (sh b j f ) 5...,
(which converges trivially since for every fixed n the infinite series reduces to a finite 
one) it can be seen that b jf ,  consequently also /  vanishes for the values of n given in 
the theorem.
Finally, it remains to show that the homogeneous equation cannot have two 
linearly independent solutions in the ring E.
Obviously, the general solution of (2.1) can be written also in the form
x = <5(a) [cj sh b j f+ c 2 ch b j / ] ,  clt c f K .
If x£E, then also
XÖ ( { )  =  XŐ ( ^ r )  = ci sh b j f +  c2 ch b j f f E .
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By (1.12) sh hj/equals to zero for n= 1, ch b j f  equals to one for n= 1. From 
Property 4 of Chapter 1 follows thatx<5 equals to zero for n= 1.
So we have c2=0, and the theorem is proved.
In the foregoing we shall deal with the inhomogeneous problem. We distinguish 
two cases according that a= e~ m is rational or not.
I. a = e - m= - ^ -  NltNtZ Z.
As we have seen, the homogeneous equation has now nontrivial solutions. 
From a previous result of the author follows, that (2.1) has a solution in the 
field of the M-operators if and only if the algebraic integrals
yx2
w
exist, where w denotes the Wronski determinant (see [6], page 339). Moreover, a partic­
ular solution of (2.1) is of the form
(2 .8) yx  2w
Since by (2.5), (1.15)
(2.9) w = x1D(x2) - x 2D(x1) = D x\ = -2b fö2(a),
we get the formal solution
(2 10)1 } ” 2b J  f i bf f  S(oc) r-bf/  J  y e f ff m 2b f m  ■





■€£*, rZE, N tZ .
Without loss of generality it can be assumed that implies N — 1.
By introducing
(2.12) H1=re~b$f ’
we obtain the algebraic integrals
/
b f f = re J
J  S (* N )’ / H2S(aN) ’
existing by the Property 8 of Chapter 1 if and only if either aiV=—-  N  is not an
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integer, or xN is an integer and
















log 1 log 1
denote the number zero.
By substituting (2.13) into (2.10) we have
(2.14) ( 4 )
e~bf f H2(n) ' ebS f Hx(n) ]'
. n log—ry xN
i nlog--77xN
It is easy to see that for IV=1, i.e. for y  dE, xpdE  holds.
In some special cases xp may be a function also for N >  1 but we shall not deal 
with this in this paper. I.
II. x is irrational.
Then the homogeneous equation has only the trivial solution. However, 
(2.14) has a meaning since d{a) does not occur in it, and an easy substitution shows 
that it satisfies (2.1). So it holds the following
T heorem 3. Let / ( 1 ) = 0 ,  b^O, y^O. Moreover let
r, rdE, NdZ,
where-ydE implies N=  1.
I f  a is rational, then (2.1) has a particular solution x p in M  if  and only i f  either xN 
is not an integer, or xN is an integer and
H f x N )  = H2(xN)
where H1, H2 are given by (2.11), (2.12).
0,
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I f  a. is irrational, then (2.1) has exactly one solution xp in M. xp is given by (2.14),
y
and if  — then xp£E, too.
The general solution o f (2.1) is o f the form
X  = Cj^ Xi + C z X i  + Xp, cl5 c2£K 
provided that the M-operators xt , x2, xp exist.
An interesting consequence of the above results is the following
A lternative T h eorem . Let /(1)=0, b^O, y^E *. I f  the homogeneous equa­
tion (2.1) has only the trivial solution in M, then the inhomogeneous equation (2.1) 
has for every y^E  exactly one solution in M. I f  the homogeneous equation (2.1) has 
a nontrivial solution, then the corresponding inhomogeneous equation has either no 
solution, or infinitely many solutions in M, according to y£E.
Every solution of (2.1) belongs to the ring E*.
y
I f  — £E, then this Alternative Theorem holds true also in the ring E.
. y
R em ark . Let us observe that if we reject the condition— £E, then the Alter
native Theorem does not hold in the ring E.
f
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A REMARK ON AN m-TH ORDER ALGEBRAIC DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATION WITH CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS
TAMÁS FÉNYES
In this remark we shall discuss the algebraic differential equation
( 1 ) Dm(x)+am_1Dm- 1(x) + ... + a0x  = 0, x£M
defined in the discrete Mikusinski operator field M  based on the number-theoretical 
Dirichlet product.
In formula (1) D denotes the symbol of the algebraic derivative, the coefficients 
of (1) are assumed to be complex numbers. So (1) is a differential equation with con­
stant coefficients in the sense, that for these
holds true.
The equation (1) itself is not of much interest, since the solutions of (1) are too 
special M-operators. However, some higher order algebraic differential equations 
with non-constant coefficients can be transformed into differential equations with 
constant coefficients, motivating the discussion of (1). In a forthcoming paper the 
author will give the operational treatment of some second order equations, which 
can be transformed to the form (1).
Notations, definitions, and operational rules are given in ([1], [2], [3], [4]):
Z, R, K, E, denote the set of the natural numbers, positive rational numbers, the 
complex numbers, the ring of the real (or complex) valued functions defined in Z, 
respectively. The ring operations are introduced by the usual addition and the Dirich­
let product
M  denotes the field of the Mikusinski operators based on the Dirichlet product. 
The operator function <5 (a), a£R is defined by
D(ak) = 0 k  = 0, 1, ..., m — 1
a, b£E, n = 1,2,...,
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 44A40.
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where
5(N)  =  {ő(n, N)}, NdZ
í°S(n, AT) = {1
0 for 
for
n N  
n = N.
S(a)S(ß) = ö(oiß)  a ,  ßdR,
moreover, 8(ct)dE if and only if N2 is a divisor of . K(zM, and the common unit
element of K, E, M  is <5(1) =  1.
D(a) = {-log n ■ a(n)}, adE
(3) D(x) =
bD(a) — aD(b)
F2 ! a, bdE, x  = -rdM, b ^  0. b
If D(x) = 0 for xdM,  then x  is an arbitrary complex number. Further
(4) Z) [<5 (a)] = — log a ő (a) a£R.
The algebraic integral denoted by Í  is the inverse of D. 
If adR, then
(5) J m = - + c i K  
moreover,
(6) J  <5(1) does not exist in M.
If the differential equation
D (x )-fx  = 0 fd E  
has a nontrivial solution x„ in M, then
D(x)—fx  = h hdE 
ß hhas a solution in M  if and only if / —  exists in M.J x0
In the sequel, the algebraic equation
(7) um + am — iUm~1 + ... a^u-d a0 =  0, udK
will be called the characteristic equation of (1).
We prove the following
T heorem . Let us consider the algebraic differential equation (1) with coefficients 
akdK  (a0?íO). To every real root ut of the characteristic equation (7) with
Öt — e~"‘dR
there corresponds the nontrivial solution 6 (q,) o f (1). The general solution in M  is o f 
the form
(8) x = Zli&(Qd y£K.
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Let
Hi =  yt, for fc€Z, 
Hi =  0, for q&Z 
so the general function solution o f (1) is o f the form
(9) x = 2  Hiö(ei)-
i
P roof (by mathematical induction). For m=  1, the theorem is a special case 
of a result of [2] (see page 194). Let us assume that the theorem holds for a fixed 
integer k>  1 and consider the differential equation
(10) Dk+l {x)+akDk( x ) + ... + a1D(x) + a0x  = 0, 
which can be written as
( 1 1 )
k + 1 k
JJ (D — Uj)(x) = ÍJ  ( D - U j ) ( D - u k+1)(x) =  0 
J=1 7=1
where the numbers Uj are the roots of the corresponding characteristic equation. Let





JJ (D — Uj)(y) = 0. 
j=i
By our assumption the statement holds for (13). If (13) has only the trivial solu-
y  = o,
D (x )-u k +1 * =  0,
and the problem is reduced to the case of m — 1.
If the general solution of (13) is of the form
(14) y = Zy<H8r) Q'dR, yteK,
x
then we obtain
(15) D (x )-u k + 1x = 2  Vt<5(0t)-
T
At first let us assume that the homogeneous equation
D(z) — uk+1z = 0,
has a nontrivial solution, then the general solution is given by 
2 =  rk+i<5(e*+i), 8k+i =  e - um eR .
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Consequently, (15) has a solution in M  if and only if
y*ö(e,)f 2 Vl y  . =  —  Zyrfö Í - M
 ^ Z  7fc + l^(0k + l) ?4 + l  T  ^ '04+1't y/c+i (S i
exists.
Let Q be the set of those indices r, for which
Qz ^  04+i r C ß .
Taking into account (5), (6), we have
(16)
and then
Z y z f ö í  Q' ) =  2
t  J  '  04  + 1 '  V 0 4  + l '
T L Z v I/ 4 - £^ )  =  - - L - Z v t
?4 + l tgß  ^ '04 + 1' ?4 + l  t€0
>(— )' 04+1 '
log Qz
04 + 1
holds. Applying the method of variation of parameters, we have
( 17) x  =  yk+1S(ek+1) - 2  y^ (e; } ■^ 0  I------0t
Since the numbers yt (tC Ő) may be chosen arbitrarily,
*  =  74 + l^(04 + l ) +  2  y z Ö ( Q z )  tee
will be obtained. Consequently, (8) holds true for the w-th order equation.
Let us now consider the case where the homogeneous equation
D (z)-nk+1z = 0
has only the trivial zero solution. Then the method of variation of parameters looses 
its meaning.
However, since (14) is the general solution of (13), it can be easily seen by (11), 
that it is also the general solution of (10). Consequently, (8) holds true. The last state­
ment of the Theorem is a simple consequence of the two facts that 
(i) ő(q,)£E if and only if q^ Z ,  and




R emark. Let us observe that to a multiple root of the characteristic equation (17) 
do not correspond two or more linearly independent solutions of (1).
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TRANSFORMATIONS CONFORMES DANS LES CORPS 
HEDERIQUES
Y V E T T E  F E N E Y R O L -P E R R I N
Abstract
W e  sh o w  th a t tw o  o p e n  se ts  o f  a n  h ed er ic  fie ld  —  i.e . a n  a lgeb ra ica lly  c lo s e d , c o m p le te  va lu ed  
fie ld  w h o s e  v a lu a tio n  rin g  c o n ta in s  a  str ic tly  d ecrea s in g  se q u e n c e  o f  p r im e id e a ls  w ith  th e  z e r o  id ea l 
fo r  in te r se c t io n  —  are c o n fo r m a lly  eq u iv a len t if f  th e  a lg eb ra s o f  a n a ly tic  fu n c t io n s  o n  th e se  o p en  
se ts  a re  iso m o rp h ic . W e s h o w , t o o ,  th a t th e  o n ly  c o n fo r m a l m a p p in g s b e tw een  t w o  o p e n  se ts  are  
M ö b iu s  tra n sfo rm a tio n s. W h ere  th e  h ed eric  fie ld  a n d  its  res id u a l field  h a v e  z e r o  ch a ra cter is tic , 
a n a ly tic  fu n c tio n s  sa tisfy  a  m e a n  v a lu e  th e o rem  a n d  T a y lo r ’s  fo rm u la s .
Je remercie Labib Haddad pour les nombreuses conversations qui ont stimulé 
ce travail.
I. Introduction
Convenons d’appeler corps hédérique tout corps valué, complet, algébriquement 
clos, dönt l’anneau de valuation posséde une suite strictement décroissante d’idéaux 
premiers ayant pour intersection l’idéal nul.
Dans deux articles antérieurs ([5] et [6]) L. Haddad et Y. Perrin ont caractérisé 
les ouverts D d’un corps hédérique pour lesquels l’algébre F  (D) des fonctions ana- 
lytiques sur D est un anneau de Bezout, et ils ont montré que les ouverts d’un tel 
corps se répartissent en deux classes: Pour les ouverts D de la premiére classe ou 
P-ouverts, l’anneau F( D)  est principal, pour les ouverts D de la seconde classe, 
l’anneau F(D)  n’est pás bezoutien.
II était done natúréi de se demander dans quelle mesure l’algébre F( D)  carac- 
térise l’ouvert D. Nous montrons ici que, D et A étant deux ouverts d’un corps hédéri­
que K,  les algébres F( D)  et F(A)  sont ^-isomorphes si et seulement si D et z! sont 
conformément équivalents, c’est-á-dire s’il existe une fonction bianalytique de D sur 
A. Nous montrons d’autre part que les seules fonctions bianalytiques sont les fonc­
tions homographiques. Nous étudions également la dérivation dans les algébres F(D)  
et obtenons entre autre, un théoréme des accroissements finis et des formules de 
Taylor, lorsque K  et son corps résiduel sont de caractéristique nulle. Ces résultats 
attestent que les fonctions analytiques dans un corps hédérique se comportent pour 
une part comme les fonctions analytiques de la variable complexe et pour une autre 
part comme les fonctions analytiques de la variable réelle.
1.1. N o tations. Sóit K  un corps hédérique, nous désignons par r  son groupe des 
valeurs, par | . | sa valeur absolue, par A son anneau de valuation, par M  son idéal
198 0  Mathematics Subject Classification. P rim ary  12B 40 , 30 G 0 5 , 3 2 D 2 5 ;  S e c o n d a r y  46P 05 . 
Key words and phrases. V a lu ed  fie ld , a n a ly tic  fu n c t io n s , co n fo r m a l m a p p in g .
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maximal et, pour tout idéal premier P de A, par AP l’anneau local de A en P et kP 
le corps résiduel AP/P.
Pour tout afzK et tout r£T, nous notons D (a,r~ ) (resp. D (a,r+)) le disque 
non circonférencié (resp. circonférencié) de centre a et de rayon r:
D(a, r~) = {x£.K\ \x — a\ <  /•}
D(a, r+) = {x£K: \x—a\ ^  r).
1.2. D efinitions. Sóit SP l’ensemble des idéaux premiers non nuls de A. Nous 
appellerons suite cofinale dans SP toute suite (P„)„eN strictement décroissante dönt 
l’intersection est l’idéal nul. Rappeions les definitions de P-ouvert et de P-intérieur, 
ainsi que celle de P-fraction ([4], p. 200 et [5]).
Sóit P^SP. Une partié D de K est un P-ouvert lorsque DczAP et a +  P c ü  
pour tout a£D.
Sóit D une partié quelconque de K. Nous appelons P-intérieur de D le plus grand 
P-ouvert contenu dans D et nous le notons D(P). Un element f£K(X)  est une P- 
fraction si f(x)£AP pour tout x£P. On sait que cette condition est équivalente á 
a suivante: f (X)  peut se mettre sous la forme irréductible
f (X)  =
R(X)
ou R{X)aAP[X] et qt ^  P quel que soit i.
Pour les définitions d’éléments analytiques et de fonctions analytiques sur les 
corps hédériques nous renvoyons aux travaux [2] et [4].
Sóit D un ouvert quelconque de K, nous notons PI(D) l’ensemble des éléments 
analytiques sur D et 3P(D) l’ensemble des fonctions analytiques sur D. Étant donnés 
une suite cofinale (P„)„€N dans SP et /  un élément analytique sur un ouvert D, on 
appellera suite approximate de f  toute suite (_/„)„ eN de fractions rationnelles sans 
pole dans D telle que pour n assez grand/„ soit une P„-fraction, et f ( x )—f n(x)£Pn 
pour tout x£D.
On sait que tout élément analytique sur un P-ouvert contenant 0 admet une suite 
approxim ate ([5], lemme (4.1) et (4.2)). Rappelons enfin une propriété des fonctions 
analytiques qui sera essentielle pour toute la suite.
1.3. P roposition  ([2], Premiére partié, chap. IV, § 2, proposition 4, p. 45 et [3]). 
Soit D un ouvert quelconque et f£iF(D). II existe une suite (/?„)„eN de fractions 
rationnelles sans pole dans D et une fonction g inversible dans S' (D) telles que:
i) le produit IlRn converge dans D vers une fonction Z^S'(D );
ii) / =  Zg; 
et
iii) J(x) = 0 si et seulement s’il existe n tel que Rn(x) = 0.
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II. Les espaces topologiques H(D) et .F (D).
Topologie sur H(D)
Pour tout fdH(D)  et tout a£P, on pose
V(f, a) =  {g£H(D): |/(x )-g (x )| <  a pour tout x£D).
La famille {V{f, a)}afr constitue un système fondamental de voisinages de /  pour 
une topologie sur H(D). L’espace H(D) muni de cette topologie est un .fiT-espace 
vectoriel topologique complet. Si D est un P-ouvert, pour tout f fH(D) ,  il existe 
a ç r  tel que |/(x )|< a quel que soit x£D ([2], première partie, chap. II, proposition 
2, p. 31). Il en résulte, dans ce cas, que H(D) est une /Oalgèbre topologique. Dans tous 
les cas, la sous-algèbre K(D) des fractions rationnelles sans pôle dans D est dense dans 
H(D) en raison de la définition même des éléments analytiques.
Topologie sur .‘F(D).
Rappelons les deux résultats suivants:
2.1. Proposition ([2], p. 29 et [4], p. 63). Si D est un P-ouvert alors 
H(D)=dë(D).
2.2. P roposition ([2], p. 30). Soit D un ouvert quelconque de K et, pour tout Pd£P, 
soit D(P) son P-intérieur. La famille {Jr (/)(/>))}peà» est un système projectif 
d’algèbres et
F{D)  = Um F(D{Pj).
L’ouvert D(P) est un P-ouvert, donc D(Pj) = H(D(P)). On met sur
H(D(P)) la topologie précédemment définie et sur F(D)  la topologie limite pro­
jective de ces topologies.
2.3. Notations. Soient D un ouvert de K et f£íF(D). Pour toute partie B de D 
et tout idéal P€^, on pose
V(f ,B ,P)  = {g£^(D): g(x) - f( x )£P  pour tout x£B).
2.4. Remarque. Soient PÇ.3P et tels que PczQ. Alors Z)(P)z>Z)(Ç>),
donc
V ( f  D(P), P ) c  V ( f  D(P), 0  c  V { f  D(Q), O).
On en déduit immédiatement le résultat suivant.
2.5. Proposition. Un système fondamental de voisinages de 0 dans F(D)  est 
constitué par la famille {V (0, D(P), P)}P€à». Soit (P„)„eN une suite cofinale dans 
Alors la famille {P(0, D(P„), P„)}„EN est également un système fondamental de voisina­
ges de 0. L’espace F  (D) est donc métrisable.
2.6. Proposition. Soit D un ouvert quelconque de K. La sous-algèbre K(D) 
des fractions rationnelles sans pôles dans D est dense dans F  (D).
9
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D émonstration. On suppose que 0£D. Soit fÇJF{D). D’après le lemme (4.1) 
de [6], il existe un idéal premier g  de A tel que f  soit une g-fonction c’est-à-dire
f (x )£AQ pour tout x€g  (et g  c  D).
D ’autre part, on sait ([6], lemme (4.2)) que si une fonction analytique sur un ouvert D 
est une F-fonction, si D(P) est le F-intérieur de D, il existe une fraction rationnelle h 
sans pôles dans D telle que
f ( x)  — h(x)dP pour tout x£D(P).
D ’après la remarque (2.4), tout voisinage de /  contient un voisinage de la forme 
F(y, D(P), F) où Fez g . Puisque / e s t  une g-fonction, elle est a fortiori une F- 
fonction, donc il existe h£K(D)C\V(f, D(P), F).
III. Continuité de la dérivation dans tF(D)




CJj£K\P, pour tout i.
Il existe alors un P-polynâme T(X) tel que R(X) R(0) = XR'(0) + X 2 ■
Q(X)
D émonstration. On peu t se ramener au cas où F (0 )= 0 .
1° — Cas d’un F-polynôme.
Si R(X)=a1X + ... +anX n est un F-polynôme, alors
R(X)-XR' (0)  =  a2X 2+... + anX n =  X 2T(X)  et T(X)£AP[X].
2° — Cas général: on a
R'( 0) = S'(O)
iS(X) —S '(0 )Z —S ,(0)Z(g(Ar) — 1)
Q(X)
S ( Z ) - S , (0)Z =  Z 2J’1(Z) où Тх{Х)^АР[Х] 




R(X)-XR'(0)  = * 8[7 i(* )-S '(0 )7 ;(* )] =  X 2 T(X)
Q(X) Q(X)
et T£Ap[X] puisque S'(0)dAP.
3.2. Coroll Aire. Soit R(X) une P-fraction, alors
R (x ) -R (0) _ R, ^ e p  pour tout x€/.\{o}.
Demonstration. D’aprés le lemme (3.1),
R (x ) -R (  0) -P '(0 )  =  x T(x) 0(x)
et T(X) est une P-fraction. Done x T (x)
Q(X) 0(x)
de ce paragraphe, on se fixe une suite cofinale (P„)„eN dans
€P si x£P\{0}. Pour toute la fin
3.3. Lemme. Soient D un P-ouvert, fiiP (D ), (/„)„f.N une suite approximate de f  
sur D. On suppose que f  est une Q-fonction. Alors
i) f est dérivable sur D et sa dérivée f'€ & r(D),
ii) (/„')n€N est une suite approximate de / ' ,  
et
ifi) f  est une Q-fonction.
Demonstration. On montrera successivement que
a) la suite (/„")„eN converge uniformément sur D vers une 0-fonction g;
b) g(0)=/'(0);
c) g(a)=f ' ( a) pour tout a f D.
a) II existe N£N tel que pour tout n>iV, on ait:
P „ c 0 ,  et P „ g P  
f ,  est une P„-fraction et 
fn(x)-f„+i(x)ePn, pour tout x£D.
Soit k Pn le corps résiduel APj Pn. Puisque P„^P, on en déduit que les éléments f n 
et f„ + i de kPn(X) sont égaux, mais alors les fractions dérivées (/„)', et (/„ + ,)' éléments 
de kPn(X), le sont également. Les fractions /„'(X) et J,', + 1(X) sont des P„-fractions. 
On a done, dans kPn(X)
r: = (L)' =  (/„+1r  =  fű i.
11 en résulte que, pour tout xdDczD(Pn),
fn (x )- fn +1(x)£P„-
La suite (/„'(x)) est une suite de Cauchy. Notons g(x) sa limité. On a done
9*
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fn (x ) —g(x)£Pn pour tout et tout x£D. O r/„ est une 0-fraction done/'„
est également une Q-fraction, done g est une 0-fonction.
b) On peut supposer que /(0) = 0. Sóit R^SA, RczPDQ et soit x£R,  x^O. 
On a
[ ^ r _ *(0)] = [ ^ - ■ - "- )- / " (0)-]+ [  fn(x)~f M  -/;(o )]+ [/;(o )-g (o )].
Sóit n0>N  tel que P„0czR. II existe n>n0 tel que x$_Pn, alors pour un tel n on a:
/ (* )  / nW~/n(0) , D_ D
/»'(0)-g(0)eP„
et / , ( * ) - / ,(  0)X - fn (0KR.
En effet/„ est une /^-fraction puisque pour tout n>N, f„ est une 0-fraction et que 
l’on a R(zQ. On peut done lui appliquer le corollaire (3.2). Finalement, on a, pour
tout x£R J ^ — f ( 0 ) £ R  done g(0)=/'(0). x
c) Soit a£D, on considere la fonction F(x)=f(x + a) et on lui applique le 
résultat precedent, mais avec un idéal 0  qui n’est plus nécessairement le mérne.
3 .4 .  Corollaire. Soient D un P-ouvert, f ^ F  (D), une suite approxi- 
mante de f  sur D. Alors
i) /  est indéfiniment dérivable sur D;
ii) la kime dérivée f  ik) de f  est une fonction analytique sur D, admettant la sinte 
(fn(k)) n€N comme suite approximate et
iii) si f  est une Q-fonction, alors f (k) est aussi une Q-fonction.
3 .5 .  Corollaire. Soit (,/„)„ e n une suite de fonctions analytiques sur le P-ouvert 
D qui converge wiiformément sur D vers f. La suite des dérivées )„C:N converge alors 
uniformément sur D vers f ' .
Demonstration. Pour n assez grand, il existe une fraction rationnelle g„(X) 
sans pole dans D telle que
fn(X)-gn(XK Pn-
D ’aprés le lemme (3.3), /„'(x) — g'(x)£P„ pour tout x£Z>. La suite (g„)„€N converge 
uniformément sur D vers /. Done la suite (g'„)„ ( n converge uniformément sur D vers 
f  (d’aprés le lemme (3.3)) et par conséquent la suite (/„')„, n converge uniformément 
sur D vers / ' .
On en déduit immédiatement le corollaire suivant:
3 .6 . Corollaire. Soient D un ouvert quelconque de K, et (/„)„eN une suite de 
fonctions analytiques sur D, qui converge dans F(D)  vers une fonction f .  La suite des 
dérivées (/^)„eN converge alors dans F(D) vers f .
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IV. Théorème des accroissements finis et formules de Taylor
Les résultats obtenus dans le paragraphe précédent ont leur équivalent en analyse 
complexe. On va maintenant donner des résultats qui rapprochent au contraire les 
fonctions analytiques sur un corps hédérique, des fonctions analytiques réelles: 
théorème des accroissements finis, formules de Taylor. Soulignons que le théorème 
des accroissements finis est également vrai pour les corps valués de rang un, autre­
ment dit en analyse ultramétrique classique (voir ci-dessous les remarques (4.6)).
Rappelons tout d’abord quelques propriétés bien connues de la fonction de 
valuation d’un polynôme à coefficients dans un corps valué algébriquement clos 
donc hensélien ([7] et [2], p. 19).
4.2. Rappel. Soit P{X)fK[X], P(X)=a0+a1X+ ,..-\-anXn. La fonction de 
valuation de P(X) est définie sur rU{0} par
MP(r) = sup; I ad r‘.
Notons
NP(r) = sup {/: к И  = MP(r)} 
tip(r) = inf {/: к И  = m p  ('')}•
Alors sur la circonférence C(r) = {xdK: |x| =/•},
1) P(X) admet NP(r) — nP(r) zéros, chaque zéro étant compté un nombre de 
fois égal à son ordre de multiplicité.
2) IP(x)\^MP(r) pour tout x£C(r).
3) Np(r)=np(r) si et seulement si \P(x)\=MP(r), pour tout x£C(r) et
4) si NP(r)>nP(r) et si yÇC(r) est tel que \P(y)\<MP(r), alors il existe 
xZC(r)  tel que P(x)=0 et |x—y|-=/\
4.2. Définition. Un polynôme P(X)£A[X] est ditprimitif s’il admet au moins 
un coefficient de valeur absolue égale à un, c’est-à-dire encore si le polynôme corre­
spondant P(X) dans k(X)  est non nul.
On déduit immédiatement de (4.1) le lemme suivant:
4.3. Lemme. Pour qu’un polynôme primitif admette au moins un zéro de valeur 
absolue égale à un il faut et il suffit qu’il ait au moins deux coefficients de valeur absolue 
égale à un.
4.4. Lemme [on suppose K et k de caractéristique nulle]. Soit R(X) une fraction 
rationnelle sans pôle dans A, telle que:
R( 0) =  R(l) = 0.
Alors il existe au moins un x^K  tel que
R'(x) = 0 et \x\ = 1.
Démonstration. Soit R(X)= P(X) irréductible où Q(0)=1. On peutQ(X)
supposer R A 0 et en divisant par un coefficient de P(X) de plus grande valeur ab-
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solue se ramener au cas où P(X) est un polynôme primitif. On pose
P(X) — a0 "b cii X ... + an X".
Puisque P(0)=P(1)=0, il vient a0=0 et ax + ...+a„ = 0 donc P(X) possède au 
moins deux coefficients de valeur absolue égale à un. Puisque Q(X) ne s’annule pas 
sur A, il s’écrit
Q(X) = 1 +bx X +  ... +bqX q où bj£M  pour tout j'£{1, ...,#}.
D’autre part,
P'{X)Q(X)-P{X)Q'{X)R ' (X ) =
Q4X)
Dans к [X] on a
F ( X ) Q { X ) - P ( X ) Q 7{X) = F (X ) .
Or P(X) a au moins deux coefficients non nuis, d’indices différents de zéro, к est de 
caractéristique nulle, donc P'(X) a au moins deux coefficients non nuis. D’après 
le lemme précédent le polynôme primitif P'(X)Q(X) —P(X)Q'(X) a au moins 
un zéro X de valeur absolue égale à un.
4.5. Théorème des accroissements finis pour les fractions [On suppose K et к 
de caractéristique nulle]. Soient a et b deux points distincts de K, R(X) une fraction 
rationnelle. On suppose que R(X) n’a pas de pôle dans le disque D(a, |6 —a |+). Il 
existe alors au moins un x fK  tel que
R(b) — R{a) =  [b — a)R' (a+x) et |x| = \b — a\.
D émonstration. On précède classiquement: on applique le lemme (4.4) à 
S(X) = R(a + (b -a )X ) -R (ä ) - [ R (b ) -R (a ) ]  X.
4.6. Remarques.
4.6.1. Le théorème (4.5) est vrai dans tout corps algébriquement clos muni d’une 
valuation de rang quelconque. Il se généralise facilement aux éléments analytiques 
lorsque le corps K est muni d’une valuation de rang un. On a alors le résultat suivant :
4.6.2. Théorème des accroissements finis pour les corps valués de rang un. 
On se donne un corps valué L de rang un, complet et algébriquement clos. On 
suppose que L est de caractéristique nulle ainsi que son corps résiduel. Soient D un 
ouvert de L et fÇ_ H(D). Soient a et b deux points distincts dans D tels que 
D(a, \b — a\+)czD. Il existe alors au moins un xÇD tel que
f ( b ) - f ( a ) =  (b-à) f ' (a  + x) et |x| =  \b-a\.
Démonstration. On se ramène par une homographie au cas où a = 0 , 6=1 et 
l’on suppose que /(0 )= /( l)  =  0. Dans ces conditions f£H(D(0,1+)). On sait que /
est la somme d’une série de Taylor an X n convergente sur Z>(0, 1+), et que la
n =  0
fonction de valuation M f  d ’une telle série satisfait à la proposition (4.1) ([8], §2,
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p. 102). Puisque /(0 )= /(l)= 0 , on a a0= 0 et Z  ai—Q> donc il existe au moins
i~0
deux indices non nuis i et j  distincts tels que |а,| = |ау| Pour tout
xÇ.D{0, 1+) on a
f ' ( x )  =  Z  na„xn_1n = 1
donc Mr (l)=sup„ |n||a„|=sup„ \an\ puisque le corps résiduel est de caractéristi­
que nulle; il existe donc deux indices i et j  tels que M f ( l ) —\iai\ = \jaJ\ ce qui assure 
l’existence d’un zéro pour / '  sur la circonférence |x| =  1.
Nous allons généraliser le théorème (4.5) aux fonctions analytiques et pour cela 
nous utiliserons les deux lemmes suivants:
4.7. Lemme. Soient D un P-ouvert et f^.jP(D). On suppose que f  ne s’annule pas 
sur D. Alors,
(i) Il existe a fT  tel que \f(x)\ > a  pour tout xÇD.
(ii) Dans tout disque D(a, r+) (resp. D(a, r~) contenu dans D, \f\ est constante.
Démonstration, (i) Puisque/ ne s’annule pas sur D, 1 // est une fonction ana­
lytique sur D ([2], prop. 6, chap. II, p. 32) et comme D est un P-ouvert, la fonction 1 / /  
est élément analytique (proposition (2.1)). Or tout élément analytique sur un P-ouvert 
est borné donc il existe ß£T tel que |l//(x)|</?, pour tout x£D.
(ii) Démontrons le résultat pour un disque D(a,r+); pour un disque non cir- 
conférencié D(a,r~) le résultat s’en déduira immédiatement puisque D(a, r~) = 
= U D(a, Q+).
e cr
Par une transformation homographique on se ramène au cas où D(a, r+) = A 
et on suppose que /(0 )= 1 . Soit (P„)nÇN une suite cofinale dans SP et (/„)„eN une suite 
approximate de/ sur A. Pour n assez grand on a d’une part f{x)~-fn{x)(:J^>n quel 
que soit xÇA et d’autre part f(x)$ SPn puisque |/(x)|>oc, donc/„(x) ne s’annule pas 
dans A.
P (X)Posons /„(x)= " avec Q„(0)=1. Puisque P„(X) et Q„(X) ne s’annulent
pas dans A, on a d’après (4.1), poui tout x£A,
|P„(*)| = IPn (0) I et \Qn(x)\ = lön (0)| = 1. 
donc |/„(x)| = |/„(0)|. Or
\f(x)\ = lim \fn(x)\ = lim |/n(0)| =  |/(0)|
П-*- с о  n -* - ° o
+  00
pour tout x£A.
4.8. Lemme. Soient D un P-ouvert, ( f ,)„eN une suite de fonctions analytiques 
sur D qui converge uniformément vers f  sur D, (x„)nN une suite d’éléments de D. 
On suppose que /„(x„)„€N converge vers u. Il existe alors un point x {D  tel que 
f(x)  = u.
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D em o nstration . Supposons que pour tout x£D  on ait f (x )—u ^  0. II existe 
alors a g r  tel que |/(x) — w|=»a pour tout x£D  (lemme (4.7)). Or
\f(x„)-u\ = \f{xn) - f n(xn)+ fn(xn)-u \
= Max{\f(xn) —f n(x„)\, \fn(xn)-u\).
Par hypothése lim (f„(x„) — u)=0, et d’autre part lim (f(xn)—f n(xn)) = 0 puis-
n -* ° ° n-*-oo
que la suite (/„) converge uniformément vers f  sur D, done lim (f(xn) — u) = 0, ce
n-*- oo
qui contredit \f(x„) — u\> ol.
4.9. T heoreme des accroissements finis [On suppose K et k de caractéristique 
nulle], Soient D un ouvert quelconque de K, f  une fonction analytique sur D, a et b 
deux éléments distincts de D. On suppose que D(a, \b—a\ +)(zD. II existe alors au 
moins un x tel que
= (b -a ) f ' (a + x)  et \x\ = \b-a\.
D em o nstration . Soit Pf.P tel que P<^D(a, \b—a\+). Le disque U= 
= D(a, \b — u|+) est un P-ouvert. Ainsi /  est un élément analytique sur U et il existe 
une suite (/„) de fractions rationnelles sur K sans pole dans U qui converge uniformé­
ment vers /  sur U. D’aprés le corollaire (3.5) la suite des dérivées ( / ')  converge uni­
formément sur U vers la dérivée / ' .
D’aprés le théoréme (4.5), pour chaque n, il existe xn tel que
f(a  + x„) fn(b)- f ja)  b — a un et \xn\ = \b-a\.
Or la suite (w„)„gN converge vers l —ll—  ^ ]a circonférence C(a,\b — a\)r=
b — a
= { y : \y-a\  = \b-a\} est un P-ouvert. D’aprés le lemme (4.8), il existe done 
x£C(a, \b—a\) tel que
f ' (a+ x)  = m - f ( a )b — a
4.10. C orollaire  [on suppose K et k de caractéristique nulle], Une fonction ana­
lytique sur un ouvert D quelconque est constante si et seulement si sa dérivée est nulle 
sur D.
D em onstration . Soit telle que f ' ( x ) = 0 pour tout xGD, et soit
D(a, r+) un disque contenu dans D. D’aprés le théoréme des accroissements finis, 
f  est constante sur D(a, r ! ). Mais/ vérifie «le principe du prolongement analytique» 
([2], Théoréme 2, p. 22 et [4], Théoréme (4.2), p. 62). Done/  est constante sur D.
4.11 F orm ule de Taylor—Lagrange [on suppose K et k de caractéristique 
nulle]. Soient D un ouvert quelconque de K, f(UF(D), a et b deux éléments distincts 
de D. On suppose que le disque D(a, \b — a\+) est contenu dans D. Alors, pour tout 
N il existe xCD tel que
f(b)  = - hj -f  f ik)(a)+ j—- / (n+1)(a+*) et \x\ = \b-a\ .
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D émonstration. On procède classiquement: on pose
" (b - t )k
<P(0 -  f ( t ) +  2 -
k = l  K •
- f (k\ t )
et
Ф( 0 =  <p( 0+B (,b - t ),H
(и+1)! ’
5  étant tel que ф(Ь) = ф(а). La fonction ф est analytique sur le disque D(a, \b — a |+) et
Ф' (0  -
D’après le théorème des accroissements finis, il existe A' tel que
ф'(а+х) =  0 et |x| = \b — a\ 
c’est-à-dire tel que B=J(n+1)(a+x)  or
4.12. Formule de Taylor—Young [On suppose K et к de caractéristique nulle].
Soient et f  une fonction analytique sur P. Il existe alors un idéal QdlP
contenu dans P tel que f  soit une Q-fonction, et il existe une Q-fonction g analytique 
sur P telle que
П -v-k v ( w + l )
^ - Â T t fW(0)+TnTôi g(x), pour tout x£P.
Démonstration. La fonction h définie sur P par h(x)=f(x)— 2  ~TT/ а>(0)
fc=o «!
est analytique sur P et s’annule en 0 ainsi que ses n premières dérivées. 11 existe donc
une fonction g analytique sur P telle que h(x) — - X -g(x). On a ainsi g(0) =
(«4-1)!
= / (n+1)(0). De plus, d’après la formule de Taylor—Lagrange (4.11), pour chaque
- f (n+1)(6x) et |0| =  1; de sortex £ P \{ 0}, il existe в£К tel que A(x)=- 
que g(x)=J(n+1)(6x). Or d’après le corollaire (3.4), / (n+1) est une g-fonction.
V. Image d’un ouvert par une fonction analytique
5.1. Lemme. Soit f (X )  — X pg(X) où p est un entier non nul, g(X) une fraction 
rationnelle non nulle sans pôle dans A, telle que ,g(0)=l.
i) On a alors f (A)z)A.
ii) Si g ne s’annule pas sur A, alors f(A) — A et l’équation f(x) — a = 0 possède 
dans A exactement p racines distinctes ou confondues, pour tout aÇA.
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P(X)
Demonstration, i) Sóit g(X) = n r v . • Nous pouvons supposer que P(0)=
Q\X)
=  ő(0)=  1 et puisque Q(X)  ne s’annule pás sur A, d’aprés (4.1) Q(X) s’écrit
Q(X)  =  1 + bi X+... + bqXi  oű b£M  
P (X ) =  1 + űj X-\- ■. • + cin X".
Sóit a dA. D’aprés la proposition (4.1), le polynőme
R (X) = XPP( X) -  aQ(X) =  -  a -  a b ,X -... -  ocbp_ , X "-1 + X> + ... + (a„- txbn + p) Xn+P
a au moins un zéró dans le disque D(0,r+) oü rp= |a|.
ii) On suppose maintenant que g ne s’annule pas sur A. Alors |g(*)l =  l pour 
tout xd A (Lémmé (4.7)) done f(A)czA, done f(A )= A .
Puisque P(X) ne s’annule pás sur A, les coefficients at sont dans M. Soient ad A 
et rdT. On a, en utilisant les notations de la proposition (4.1)
si rp < |a| NR(r) =  nR(r) = 0,
si rp = \a\ NR(r) = p; nR(r) = 0,
si 1 ^  >  |a| ArR(r) = nR(r) = p,
et l’on en déduitque R{X) a p  zeros dans A. Ces zéros ont pour valeurabsolue |a|1/p.
5.2. Lémmé. Sóit f ( X )  = X pg(X) oü p=s\ et g est une fonction analytique sur A 
telle que g(0) = l.
i) on a alors j(A ) zd A.
ii) si g ne s’annule pás sur A, alors f (A) = A.
iii) si g ne s’annule pas sur A et si car K ^ p  alors, pour tout ad /1\{0} tel que 
|a|-=|/7|1/p, léquation f (x )  — a =  0 posséde exactement p racines dans A et qui toutes 
sont simples.
Demonstration. On considére une suite cofinale (P„)„eN dans SP.
i) La fonction g admet dans A une suite approximante (^„)„£n teile que (0) = 1 • 
La suite f„{X) = Xpgn(X) est une suite approximante de / .  Sóit adA. D’aprés le 
lémmé (5.1), il existe une suite (x„)neN de points de A telle que f n(xn) = a. D’aprés 
le lémmé (4.8) il existe xd A tel que a =f(x).
ii) Si g ne s’annule pas sur A, alors |g(x)| =  l pour tout xd A (lémmé (4.7)) 
done f (A)  = A.
iii) D’autre part, g admet une suite approximante (^„)„eN telle que pour n assez 
grand
gn( 0) = 1 et
gn(X) = oö = 1 et lőnWI =  1. pour tout xdA.
Done P„(X) et Qn(X) appartiennent á 1 +XM(X).  D’aprés le lémmé (5.1) la frac­
tion rationnelle
hn(X) = Xpgn( X ) - z
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oü a€A, a exactement p zeros dans A. Chaque zéró est compté un nombre de fois 
égal á son ordre de multiplicité et a pour valeur absolue |a|1/p. Notons ai n ces zéros 
et écrivons hn(X) sous la forme
hn(X) = n [  1 - - f - )  ln(X) oű ln(X)eM(X).
La fraction ln{X) ne s’annule pas sur A done |/„(x)| = |/„(0)| = |a| pour tout x£A 
(lémmé 4.7). D’autre part, il existe «„^N tel que, pour tout et tout x
h„(x)-hn + l (x)eP„.
Choisissons n0 tel que ot£P„0, alors pour h> h0, ai,n^^pn et fon a dans kPn(X) 
En(X)=En+i(X). On peut renuméroter les racines aUn+1 de sorté que, pour tout 
i = l, ...,p  on ait üijn =  5,in+1 dans kPn. De plus on a ln(X) = l„+1(X) dans kPn(X), 
alors les suites (a; „)„6N sont des suites de Cauchy. Notons
a; =  lim a, „.n-*oo *
La suite (l„(X))„cN converge dans A vers un élément analytique /. Ainsi on a 
pour tout x£A
f i x ) - a  = j j i l l ( x )  et |/(jc)| = |a|. 
i=l V Mj /
Supposons que la caractéristique de K soit differente dep, et que |a| <  |/>|p. Montrons 
que pour tout i = l , / ' ( a , ) ^ 0.
/ '(a ,)  = p a f - 'g iad+ a t  g'(ai)
= a f - 1[pg(ad+aig'(al)].
Pour tout x€A, g'(x)= lim g'„(x) d’aprés le théoréme 3.5. Or pour n assez grand, 
\g'„(x)\^l, done |/(a ,) |sT , et
\pg(ai) + aig '(ai)\ =  M ax(|p|,|a|1/P|g '(ai)|) = |p|,
done
\ f ' ( ai)\ = \p\ |a|(p~1/p) >  |a|.
5.3. Théoréme. Toute Jonction analytique sur un ouvert quelconque de K  est 
ouverte ou constante. Plus précisément: Soient D un ouvert de K, a£D et
f (x ) - f (a )  =  ( x - a ) pg(x) ou g f ^ ( D )  et g(a) 0.
Pour chaque disque D(a, r+)aD, on a alors
/ (D (f l ,r+))DŰ(/(fl),j+) ou s =  rp |g(a)|.





D émonstration. Soient aÇ_D, D(a,r+) un disque contenu dans D et iÇ_K 
tel que |a| =  r. La fonction F(x)=f(a+ax)—f(a)  est analytique sur A et s’annule 
en 0. Supposons /  non constante sur D, alors F s’écrit :
F(x) =  xp h(x) où p ^ \ , l i £ H ( A )  et h(0 ) ^ 0  (prop. (1.3)).
ocpSi K  est de caractéristique nulle h(0) = —— f (p)(a). D’après le lemme (5.2) on a 
F(A)z)\h(0)\A, donc f(D(a, r+j) z)D(f(à), s+) où ^=|A(0)|=rp|g(a)|.
5.4. Corollaire. Soit ff iS 7 {M) telle que f ( X ) ~ X pg(X) où p= \ ,  (M)
et g(0)= 1, alors f(M)z> M. Si g ne s’annule pas sur M, alors f (M )  = M.
D émonstration. M = (J D(0, r+). Le résultat découle alors immédiatement du
Г <1
théorème précédent, et du lemme (4.7).
5.5. T héorème. Soit f  une fonction analytique sur un ouvert quelconque D de K, 
et soit a£D. Si a est une racine d’ordre p de l’équation f{x)—f{a) = 0 et si K  est de 
caractéristique nulle ou car K>p il existe un voisinage de a dans lequel f  est une 
fonction p-valente.
D émonstration. Soit D(a, r+) un disque contenu dans D. La fonction F définie 
1 . ..................................... f p\a)F(u) = — [f(a+ru) —f(a)\ où y = rp
У P'-
Donc si




l’équation f ( x ) —f(a) =« a p racines distinctes sur la circonférence de centre a et de
rayon r r lp
Image d’un ouvert par une fonction analytique injective
5.6. D éfinition. N ous dirons qu’une fonction analytique /  définie sur l’ouvert 
D de K est strictement injective sur D si, pour tout yÇ_K, l’équation f ( x )= y  a au 
plus une racine simple dans D.
5.7. P roposition. Pour qu’une fonction analytique f  sur un ouvert D soit stricte­
ment injective il faut et il suffit que f  soit injective et que sa dérivée ne s’annule pas sur D.
D émonstration. Soit aÇD. La fonction analytique h définie sur D par h(x)= 
= f(x )—f(a) admet a comme zéro donc (prop. (1.3)) il existe g£.lF(D) telle que 
h(x) = (x—a)g(x) et a est zéro simple de h si et seulement si g{a)=f'(a) est non 
nul.
5.8. D éfinition. Soient D et d deux ouverts de K et f  une application de D dans 
A. On dit que h est bianalytique lorsqu’elle est bijective analytique et que son appli­
cation réciproque est analytique.
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5.9. P roposition. Soient D et A deux ouverts de K et f  : D-+-K une fonction Ы- 
analytique. Alors f  est strictement injective.
D émonstration. Soient aÇD et n l’ordre de multiplicité du zéro a de la fonc­
tion h définie par h(x)=f(x)—f(a). On se ramène au cas où a = 0 et f(a) = 0. Ainsi 
h(x) = x ng(x) où g d ^ (D )  et g(0)^0. Posons l=h~l et y=h{x)\ Ainsi y=  
= x ng(x)=(l(yj)"gol(y) et, puisque /(0) = 0, il existe k ^ ^ (D )  tel que
l{y) = yk(y), donc y  = y"{k{y))n gol{y)
donc kn(y)gol(y)=y1 ". Or, la fonction k"(gol) est analytique sur l’ouvert A 
qui contient 0, donc n=\.
5.10. Proposition. Soit f  une fonction analytique, strictement injective sur le 
disque circonférencié D(a,r+) resp. non circonférencié D(a,r~). Alors \f'(a)\ = a 
est non nulle et
f(D(a, !■+)) =  D(f(a), («/•)+) 
f (D(a,r-))=D(f(a) ,(otr)-).
D émonstration. On se ramène au cas : a=0, /(a)= 0 , /'(0 ) = 1 et r = l .  Alors 
/ satisfait aux hypothèses du lemme (5.2) (resp. (5.4)) avec p=  1.
5.11. Proposition [on suppose que K  est de caractéristique nulle]. Toute fonction 
analytique injective est strictement injective.
Démonstration. C’est une conséquence immédiate du théorème (5.5).
5.12. Lemme. L’ensemble des transformations homographiques sans pôle dans A 
est une partie fermée de ■¥ (A).
D émonstration. Soit Tn(X)= a„X+bn une suite d’homographies sans pôlecnX + dn
dans A, convergeant uniformément sur A vers un élément analytique f .  Quitte à 
prendre une sous-suite, on peut supposer que pour tout /i€N, T„(X) est une in ­
fraction. Il en résulte que d„=l, |c„ |< l, a„ et bn appartiennent à APn — et que pour 
tout x£A f(x) — T„(x)£Pn. Ceci implique que pour tout x£A T„ + 1(x) — Tn(x)£Pn 
donc les éléments de kP (X),
Tn(x) =
a„ X  + b„ 
cnX + T et T„ + 1(X) =
a„-n^+b„ + i
c n + l  1
sont égaux et par conséquent leurs coefficients, éléments de kPn, le sont. Donc, pour 
tout n€N, an- a n+1£Pn, bn- b n + 1ePn et cn- c n+1£Pn. Les suites (a„)n£N, (ù„)nCN 
et (O ben sont des suites de Cauchy. Soient a, b, c leur limite respective, et soit T la 
transformation homographique
T(X)  = aX+b cX+l  '
Pour tout xÇA et tout nÇN, T(x) — Tn(x)£Pn, donc 7= lim  f ,  dans H(A).
Л-*оо
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5.13. Proposition. Sóit /  une fonction analytique strictement injective sur A. 
On suppose que /(0) =  0 et /'(0 ) = 1. Alors f  est une fonction homographique.
D emonstration. Soit (Pn)ngN une suite cofinale dans SP et (/„)„eN une suite 
approximante de /  sur A. II existe N £N tel que pour tout n>-N, f n est une 
P„ -fraction,
L(x)-f(x)eP„  et fn(x)+f '(x)ePn pour tout x£A,
(d’aprés le corollaire (3.4)).
Notons /„: A>nU{°°} —/cPnU{°°} la fonction définie par J„(x)~f,(x) et mon- 
trons que pour n assez grand /„ est strictement injective sur A/Pn = {xfJcPn: x£A}. 
Pour n assez grand, et pour tout x£A, on a f n(x)=f(x)  et f'n(3c) =f  (x) dans kPn. 
D’aprés la proposition 5.10, la fonction f  étant strictement injective, on sait que 
f (A) = A et, pour tout x£A,
f ( x  + P„) = f(x)  + p„ et \f'(x)\ =  I / ' (0)1 =  1.
Soient af A et b£A tels que f„(ä)=f„(b), on a alors j \ a )—f(b ) fPn et il existe 
c£P„ tel que f(b)=f(a + c). Comme/est injective ceci entraine que a+ c — b done 
b - a £ P n.
Ainsi la fonction f n est injective sur A/Pn. De plus \f'„ (x)| = 1 pour tout x£A. 
Done /„ est strictement injective sur AIPn qui est une partié infinie de kPn. Done la 




et soit T„(X)dK(X) la fraction rationnelle définie par
Pour tout x£A, on a
Tn(X) = anX+ßn 
ynX+Vn '
Tn(x ) - f ( x )  = (Tn (x) - /„  (x)) 4- (/„ (x ) - f(x ) ) fPn 
et par consequent pour tout n>N
Tn(x)~Tn + 1(x)cPn.
On en déduit que la suite (Tn) n€N converge uniformément sur A et d’aprés le lémmé 
5.12 sa limité est une homographie.
5.14 Théoréme. Toule fonction analytique strictement injective sur un ouvert de 
K est une fonction homographique.
D emonstration. Soit D(a, r+) un disque contenu dans D. La fonction F(u) -  
' [/(fl frw)—/(a)] vérifie les hypothéses de la proposition précédente. C’estrf'(a)
une fonction homographique, done la restriction de f  ä D(a, r+) est une fonction
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homographique et d’aprés l’unicité du prolongement analytique /  est une fonction 
homographique sur D.
5.15. Corollaire. Soit D un ouvert de K. Toute fonction / :  D -f(D) analytique 
et strictement injective est une fonction bianalytique. Si K est de caractéristique nulle, 
toute fonction f:  D f  (D) analytique et injective est bianalytique.
5.16. Corollaire. Soit f  une fonction analytique strictement injective sur un
P-ouvert D. II existe un ideal premier tel que f(D ) soit un Q-ouvert.
5.17. Remarques. Ces résultats concernant les fonctions bianalytiques dans les 
corps hédériques sont trés différents de ceux que Ton a en analyse complexe et en 
analyse ultramétrique «de rang un». Rappelons que sur les corps valués de rang 
un le probléme des fonctions bianalytiques est loin d’etre résolu (voir [1] et [9]). 
Dans [1] A. Escassut a montré que si D est une partié ultracirconférenciée d’un corps 
value de caractéristique nulle tout élément analytique f  sur D, injectif est un élé- 
ment bianalytique de D sur f(D). E. Motzkin a obtenu un résultat analogue pour les 
quasi-connexes n’ayant qu’un nombre fini de trous ouverts [9].
VI. Transformations conforines et isomorphismes d’algébres de fonctions analytiques
6.1. Rappelons que deux ouverts D et A de K sont dits conformément équivalents 
s’il existe une application bianalytique h de D sur A. S’il existe une application bi­
analytique h de l’ouvert D sur l’ouvert A, l’application if .  lF(A)-»^(D)  délinie 
par (/') =jolt pour tout f d ^ i A )  est un Ai-isomorphisme d’algébres. On se propose 
d’établir ici la réciproque de ce résultat: Les algébres dr (D) et de [A) étant AT-iso- 
morphes les ouverts D et A sont conformément équivalents.
K-homomorphismes d’algébres de fonctions analytiques
6.2. Lémmé. Soient D et A deux ouverts quelconques de K et ij/: dr (A)--dr (D) 
un K-homomorphisme d’algébres (i//(l)= 1). On pose h =  \j{IdA), on a alors
i) h(D)cA;
ii) si est un K-isomorphisme h (D) =  A ;
iii) pour tout fdlF(A), \p(j)=foh.
Demonstration, i) Soit adj). Si h(a)^A, alors IdA —h{a) est inversible dans 
^(A) .  Soit g son. Ainsi g{IdA—h(aj)=\ done ■(h—h(áj)=\ ce qui est imposs­
ible puisque h —h(a) s’annule au point a.
ii) Supposons que i/í soit un AT-isomorphisme. Soit b£A. Si b$h(D) alors 
h—b est inversible dans dr(D), done \p~1(h—b) = IdA—b est inversible dans ^ (A ) ,  
ce qui est faux.
iii) Soient a£D et b=h{d). Pour chaque fdlF{A), posons
l ( f )  = 'A (/)(«)
£ ( /)  =foh(a) .
Ainsi tj et £ sont des homomorphismes surjectifs de l’algébre áF(D) dans K. Le 
noyau de £ est £->(0) = {f£P(A): f(b)=0}=(IdA-b ). &(A) Et £-*(0
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donc les noyaux de £ et de rj sont égaux. La fonction / —/(b)Ç^_1(0) donc / —/(è)Ç 
€>?_1(0), c’est-à-dire ф(f)(a) =f(b) =f[h(a)}.
6.3. Lemme. Si D et A sont deux P-ouverts, tout K-homomorphisme de .F (A) 
dans dP(D) est continu.
En effet, soit h: D ^A  m e fonction analytique sur D. Pour tout aÇL, 
fohÇ. V (0, a) dès que f'Ç_ V (0, a).
?(D) ' &(A)
6.4. Lemme. Soient D et A deux ouverts quelconques, h: D-*A une fonction 
analytique strictement injective. Alors le K-homomorphisme d’algèbres C : .F (A)-* 
-*.F(D) défini par Ç(f)=foh est continu.
Démonstration. Démontrons la continuité en 0. Soit V(0, D(P), P) un voisi­
nage de 0 dans .‘F(D). D’après la proposition (5.16) il existe un idéal premier R de A 
tel que h(D(P)) soit un TTouvert, donc h(D(P))  est contenu dans A (R). Soit 
Q(^ROP.  On a A{Q)zdA{R). Si f fV(0 ,  A(Q), Q), c’est-à-dire si /(>’)€ ô  pour 
tout yÇA(Q) alors foh(x)£Qc:P pour tout x£D(P); c’est-à-dire foh£ 
V(0, D(P) P).
6.5. Lemme. Soient D et A deux ouverts quelconques de К, ф un K-homomorphisme 
d’algèbres de F  {A) dans F  (D). Ou bien il existe a f D tel que ф ( /)  =f(a) pour 
tout fd.F(A) ou bien ф est injectif.
Démonstration. Soit hÇF'(D) telle que ф(f)~foh.  Ou bien h est constante 
ou bien h est une application ouverte (théorème (5.3)). Si h est constante: h(x)=a 
alors ф(ф)-=Да). Si h est ouverte h(D) est un ouvert de d, et toute fonction analyti­
que f  qui est nulle sur h (D) est nulle sur A tout entier donc ф(/) = 0 implique /= 0 .
6.6. Théorème. Soit D et A des ouverts quelconques de K et ф: ,F(A)^F(D)  
un K-isomorphisme d’algèbres. Alors D et A sont conformément équivalents et ф est 
continu. Plus précisément, soient
h = IKidA); к =  Il/~x(idD).
Alors h: D^-A et к : A D sont deux fonctions homographiques réciproques l’une 
de l’autre.
Démonstration, a) h et к sont des fonctions analytiques.
b) h(D) = id ДА) = A 
k(A) = idD (D) =  D
d’après le lemme (6.2).
c) Soit x0dD la fonction analytique h —h(x0) s’annule sur D, donc (d’après 
la proposition 1.3), il existe g£F{D)  telle que
h(x) — h(x0) = (jc—A0)g(x) pour tout x^D.
On va montrer que g est inversible dans F(D).
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Supposons le contraire, alors il existe л et IÇ.&’ÇD) tels que
g(x) = ( x - X 1)l(x)
donc
h(x) -  h(x0) = ( x - x 0) ( x - x 1)/(x)
c’est-à-dire
h - h  (x0) =  (idA -  xu)(idA -  Xj) l.
En prenant l’image par ф~г des deux membres il vient
idA~h(x0) = ( к - х 0)(И~х1)ф-1(1).
Or idA—h(x0) est analytique sur A, k — x0 et h — x1 s’annulent sur A, donc ф~х{1) 
ne serait pas analytique sur A. La fonction g est donc inversible dans SF(D). 
Prenons l’image par ijj~l des deux membres de l’égalité
h - h ( x  o) = (idA- x 0)g.
On obtient
idA- h ( x 0) =  (k - x 0)t] où r] = I//-'(g) et -^ÇJF(A).
Donc к -  x0 = [idA —h(x0)\^-  de sorte que
k[h(x0) ] - x  = [h(x0- h ( x 0)]±(h(x0)) = 0.
Donc &[/z(x0)]=x0 pour tout x0£D. Autrement dit koh = idD. De même hok — 
— idA. Les fonctions analytiques h et к sont strictement injectives d’après la 
proposition (5.9), ce sont donc des fonctions homographiques (théorème 5.14). 
Et l’on a
i//(/) = /o ù  pour tout / € ^ (D ),
'l'~1(g) = g°h pour tout gÇ^(A), 
donc ф et ф~* sont continues.
Compte tenu des résultats précédents il est facile de caractériser les ouverts A 
conformément équivalents à un ouvert D de K, ainsi que les ^-isomorphismes d’al- 
gèbres de fonctions analytiques.
6.7. T héorème. Pour que deux ouverts D et A soient conformément équivalents il 
faut et il suffit qu’il existe une transformation homographique T telle que T(D) = A. 
Pour qu’il existe un K-isomorphisme d’algèbres ф : ,F{Â)—:F (D) il faut et il suffit 
que D et A soient conformément équivalents et s’il en est ainsi U existe alors une trans­
formation homographique T  telle que ^ ( / ) = / o 7 ’ pour tout ffitF(A).
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HYPERSOLVABLE AND SUPERNILPOTENT RADICALS 
OF NEAR-RINGS
R. MLITZ and A. OSWALD
For associative rings, the supernilpotent radicals have been shown by Andruna- 
kievich [2], resp. Rjabuhin [ 12], to have some particularly nice properties. For example, 
there is a formula (involving two-sided Noetherian quotients) for the computation of 
the radical of a ring A knowing the radicals of an ideal /  and of AIL, moreover, these 
radicals are exactly those whose semisimple classes are the subdirect closures of 
weakly special classes.
In the present paper, the ideas of Andrunakievich and Rjabuhin are investigated 
in the near-ring case. In Section 2 the hypersolvable radicals (i.e. those for which all 
nilpotent near-rings are radical) are characterized by formulae involving Noetherian 
quotients. In Section 3 we obtain the near-ring analogues of Andrunakievich’s for­
mula for supernilpotent radicals (i.e. hypersolvable radicals with hereditary radical 
class). In both sections, we exhibit some hereditary, respectively nearly hereditary, 
properties of semisimple classes. In the last section, we introduce a near-ring analogue 
to Rjabuhin’s weakly special classes. If either the radical class or the semisimple 
class consists only of zero-symmetric near-rings, we show that the radical is supernil­
potent if and only if the semisimple class is the subdirect closure of a weakly special 
class. Since near-rings have only one-sided distributivity, we mostly use one-sided 
Noetherian quotients. In doing so we obtain results which even in the ring case are 
new. Notice that because we use one-sided quotients and because semisimple classes 
are not, in general, hereditary the proof methods used for rings do not carry over to 
the near-ring case.
1. Definitions and basic results
The book by Pilz [11] provides an excellent introduction to the theory of near­
rings. However, for the sake of completeness we begin with a brief summary of the 
concepts and results which we will need.
A near-ring is a triple (N , +, •) such that (N, + ) is a (not necessarily abelian) 
group with identity 0, (N, •) is a semigroup and for all n,m,p£N,  (n + m)p = np + mp. 
(Strictly speaking this is a right near-ring.) If A is a near-ring and for all «€ N, «0=0 
then N  is called zero-symmetric whilst if nm — n for all n,m£N  then N  is called 
constant. Every near-ring N  can be written as the sum of its zero symmetric part N0 
and its constant part Nc .
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We write Nk= {nxn2... nk\n fN) .  Then TV is a zero near-ring if A 2= 0 and, in 
general, A is nilpotent if A*=0, for some positive integer k.
We denote the additive group of A by A + and write K + á  A + to indicate that 
the subset K of A is a subgroup of A+ and similarly K + A + if K + is a normal 
subgroup of A +. If K + ^ N + and NKQK we say that K  is an N-subgroup of A and 
write A. When A we have a normal N-subgroup of N. In the case where
K ^ N  and KNQK we call K  an invariant subgroup of N  (and similarly for K-~sA) 
and write K<cN (A <oA ).
A subset K of N  is called a right ideal of N, written K<iN if K +-a N + and
KNQK.  If A+o A  + , and for all m,n£N, k d K  we have m(n+k)—mn£K then 
K is called a left ideal of N  and we write A-=a N.i
A subset A of A which is both a left and a right ideal is called an ideal and we 
use the notation K<tN. In the usual way, near-ring homomorphisms are defined and 
there is a 1—1 correspondence between ideals of N  and kernels of near-ring homomor­
phisms with domain N. If K  is an ideal of N  we denote the corresponding homomor­
phism by (pK. Then <pK: N-*N/K  as usual.
A class (£ of near-rings is hereditary with respect to A-subgroups (normal A-sub- 
groups, etc.) if A£(E and K  A (K<i A, etc.) imply ; hereditary with respect
N  N
to ideals will simply be called hereditary. If A£(E implies cpN^Q, for every near-ring 
homomorphism <p with domain A then £ is homomorphically closed. A class U of 
near-rings which is hereditary and homomorphically closed is a universal class.
Turning now to radical theory, a radical in the sense of Hoehnke (an H-radical) 
on a universal class U of near-rings is a mapping R assigning to each A£ It, an ideal 
A (A) of A such that
1. (pR(N)QR((pN) for every near-ring homomorphism <p with domain A and
2. R(N/R(N)) = 0.
If in addition
3. R(R(N)) = R(N)  and
4. R(I)=I  for /< A  implies IQR(N)
then R is a radical in the sense of Kurosh and Amitsur (a KA-radical). From Mlitz [8] 
this definition coincides with the classical one. If R is an H-radical or a KA-radical 
on a universal class U of near-rings we denote by R the corresponding radical class 
(i.e. the class of all near-rings A with i?(A)=A) and by S the corresponding semi- 
simple class (the class of all near-rings A with R(N) = 0).
If T  and U are subsets of a near-ring A we define 
the left Noetherian quotient, (T: U), by (7b U)= {n£N\nUQT} 
the right Noetherian quotient, (7b £/)', by (7b U)'= {n fN\UnfT}  
the two-sided Noetherian quotient, (7b U)", by
(T: U y  =  {n£N\nUQ T  and UnQT}.
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Observe that (T: U)"=(T: U)C)(T: U)'. If M  is a subnear-ring of A we write 
(T : U)C)M etc. for the corresponding quotients in M.
If L  is a subset of A we write LN for the maximal ideal of A and L‘N for the maxi­
mal left ideal of A contained in L (if they exist). Furthermore, (L) will denote the 
ideal of A generated by L.
We now have the following basic results, the first of which follows from Wiegandt 
[14] and the others from the definitions and by straightforward calculation.
1.1. A subclass R of a universal class II of near-rings in a K A -radical class if and 
only if
(i) R is homomorphically closed;
(ii) R is closed with respect to sums of ideals of the same near-ring;
(iii) R is closed with respect to extensions in U, i.e. if A£U and N/K£ R, 
K€ R then A<E R.
1.2. Every radical R on a universal class II of near-rings can be represented in 
the form
R ( N )  = cpf1 R(N/J)OK(I)
where K{I) is a suitable subset of A depending upon / c  A.
1.3. If I-a N and NCQ I  then 7 « iA .
1.4. If T* gJV+ then (T : U)N exists.
1.5. If U ^ N  and r + c t / + =then (T :
1.6. If r< iA  and N U ^ U  then (T: U)<aN.
1.7. If U ^ N  and T~aN then TQ(T: U).
1.8. If U ^ N  and T o N  then UTQT+UC; in particular, if UCQ T  then 
TQ(T: U)'.
1.9. If /<IV, T ^ N  then, provided TN exists, we have (TP\I)N= T NC\I.
2. Hypersolvability
A radical R on a universal class II of near-rings is hypersolvable if R (TV) — N  for 
every nilpotent near-ring N  in II. Our first result seems to be well-known but to the 
best of our knowledge, no proof has ever been published. Hence for completeness 
we have
P ro po sitio n  2.1. A KA-radical R on a universal class II of near-rings is hyper­
solvable i f  and only if the corresponding radical class R contains all zero near-rings 
belonging to II.
P ro o f . Suppose Nk = 0 and Nk~k^ 0 and let / —(A*-1). Then N k~kIQ 
Q N k = 0 and so Nk~1Q(0: /). From 1.6, (0: /) is an ideal of N  and so (.A*-1) ^  
gj(0: /), i.e. IQ(0:1). It follows that 72=0. Now suppose that every zero near-ring
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in UHs in R and let N f U  be nilpotent. Then N=N/R(N ) is also nilpotent. If 
N=Ö then N=R(N ) and Ne R. If Nk = 0 and Nk~1 9í 0 , for some &>1, then 
with 7 = (1V'‘_1) we have 72 =  Ö. Now if I<\N  with I=I/R(N),  then I f  U and 
so 76 U and hence R(I)  = I. It follows that I fR (N /R(N))=0.  This contradicts 
N k~1A-Q and so N —R ( N ) as required and R is hypersolvable. Conversely, if R is 
hypersolvable then every nilpotent near-ring is in R and so every zero near-ring is in R.
Our main aim will be to characterize hypersolvability via Noetherian quotients 
and for this purpose we need
P roposition 2.2. I f  R is a hypersolvable KA-radical and I  and K are ideals o f N  
with P f K  and TV/ATS then I f K .
P roof. Since P f K ,  (pK(P)=0 and so <pK(I)2—0. It follows that <pK(I)e R. 
But (pK(N) tS and so <pK(I) = 0 and I f  K as required.
T heorem 2.3. For a KA-radical Ron a universal class U o f near-rings the following 
are equivalent:
(i) R is hypersolvable;
(ii) K=(K: N ) for all AT U and ATa N with TV/ATS;
(iii) R(N) = (R(N): N)  for all N e l l ;
(iv) R(N) = (py1R(N/I)n(R(N):  N) for all Nell,  7 c N;
(v) R(N) = [<pr^R(N/I)r\(R(N): t/)]v for all Nell ,  I<sN and all subsets U 
of N containing (py 1R(N/I);
(vi) R(N) = [(py1R(N/I)D(T: U)\N for all NeU, I c N  and suitable T, UQN  
(which may depend on I):
(vii) (O: N ) f R ( N )  for all N e l l ;
(viii) <pYlR(NII)C[{0\ N)QR(N) for all N fU ,  / c N.
P roof. (i)=>-(ii). Let N eU  and K c N  with N/KeS . From 1.7, KQ(K: N). 
Now (K : N)2Q(K: N ) N f K  andsoby2.2, (K : N)QK.  It follows that K=(K: N).
(ii) =>(iii) =>-(vii) =>(viii) are trivial as also are (iv)=>-(vi), (v)=>(vi) and (iii)=>(iv).
(i)=>(v). From the definition of a radical cpy1 R ( N / I ) f U  implies R(N)QU  and 
since R(N)oN, R(N)Q(R(N): U). Hence R(N)f[cpy1 R(N/I)n(R(N): U)]N. 
If U=(py,R(N/I) then [C/D(/t(iV): U)]N = Un(R(N): U) and [7/n(7?(7V): C/)]2 
f ( R (N ) :  U )UfR(N)  so that by 2.2 UH(R(N): U)QR(N).  Alternatively, if 
(py1R(N/I) fU,  then (R(N): N) f(R(N):  U)Q(R(N): cpy'RW/I)). Since ( i)^  
=^(iv) it follows that R(N) = <pr1R(N/I))n(R(N): N ^ c p r ' R i N / n n i R i N ) :  U)]N 
f t p f 1 R(N!I)r](R(N): cpy1R(N/I))QR(N) and hence we have (i)=>-(v).
(vi) =>-(viii). For suitable T, U, R(N)f (T :  U). Hence 0 = 0 • U fR ( N )  U f  T 
and so (O'. N)Q(T: U). But (O'. N ) c N  and so we have (viii).
Finally, (viii)=>(i). If N 2 = 0 then applying (viii) with I= N  gives NH(0: N)Q  
f R ( N )  and thus N = R ( N ) and R is hypersolvable.
(Note that in proving (i)=>-(v) we also proved that for any subset U of N  con­
taining (pj1R(N/I), the set cpy1 R(NII)0(R(N): U) is actually an ideal of N.)
C orollary 2.4. I f  R is a hypersolvable radical on a universal class U o f near-rings 
and i f  N, Ge H with G a normal invariant N-subgroup o f N  then R(G) is a right ideal 
o f N. In particular, i f  / o  N  and Ncf l  then R(I)<\N.
r
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P ro o f . By 2.3 (iii), R(G)=(R(G): G) and so, in N, R(G)=(R(G): G)f]G. 
Since G ^ N  and R(G)+*aG+ we have by 1.5 (R(G): G)<iN. Furthermore,
G c N  and it then follows that R(G)=(R(G): G)C\G-=aN as required.
For the particular case of / o  N with NCQI  we appeal to 1.3 and this general 
result to obtain R(I)<iN.
r
We say that a radical on U is right-strong if for each A 6 U, all radical right 
ideals of N  are contained in R(N). Right-strong radicals on the universal class of all 
zero-symmetric near-rings include the important J2 and J3 (Anderson—Kaarli— 
Wiegandt [1]).
C orollary  2.5. I f  a hypersolvable radical on a universal class is right-strong 
then the corresponding semisimple class S is hereditary with respect to normal invariant 
subgroups belonging to U.
In particular, the semisimple classes of the right-strong supernilpotent radicals 
are hereditary with respect to ideals containing the constant part of the near-ring under 
consideration. Because J 2 and J3 are right-strong hypersolvable radicals, this result 
provides a new proof of the well-known hereditary nature of the corresponding 
semisimple classes.
Our final corollary uses the following result of Betsch and Kaarli [3]: If the semi­
simple class of a KA-radical of near-rings is hereditary, then either the radical is hyper­
solvable or it is trivial (i.e. R consists of one-element near-rings). Their work is in the 
universal class U of all near-rings. It is straightforward to see that their results rely 
only on the fact that II contains certain near-rings. They hold for example, if II satis­
fies the following property
(P): For all A, B£ II, every near-ring whose additive group is A+ @B+ is in U.
C o ro llary  2.6. I f  the universal class II has property (P), then every right-strong 
KA-radical on II whose semisimple class consists only o f zero-symmetric near-rings has 
a hereditary semisimple class.
We should mention that assuming some restrictions on the universal class II, 
the result of 2.5 has been obtained by Anderson, Kaarli and Wiegandt [1] using 
different methods.
In Theorem 2.3, the right-hand sides of the formulae in (iii), (iv) and (v) are 
heavily dependent upon R(N). In general this will reduce their value as tools for the 
computation of R(N)  from a knowledge of R(N/I). However, provided reasonable 
conditions on T and U can be found the formula in 2.3 (vi) will enable us to recover 
R(N)  from R(N/I).
P ro po sitio n  2.7. Let R be a KA-radical on a universal class U of near-rings and 
N£U. For each triple (/, U, T) with / - a N T , U c N  let
X(I, U, T) = (cpf1 R(N/I)0 (T:  U))N.
Then the following are equivalent:
(i) R(N)=X(I, U, T);
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(Ü) (Cl) R ( N ) - U Q T
(C2) KQR(N) and X(I, U, T)/K<fR for every ideal K of X{I, U, T); 
(iii) (Cl) R(N)-UQT,
(C3) KQR(N) and X(I, U, T)/K£ R for some idea! K of X(I, U, T).
Proof. (i)=>(ii). Since R(N)=X(I, U, T), R(N)Q(T: U) and so R(N) ■ UQT  
which is (Cl). Since R is homomorphically closed (C2) follows immediately.
(ii) =>(iii). This is trivial.
(iii) =>(i). From (Cl), R(N)^(T:  U) and so R(N)<^X(I, U, T). Now
It follows that X(I, U, T)f- R and so X(I, U, T)QR(N).  Hence R(N)=X(I, U, T) 
as required.
In connection with this result we observe the following
Remark 2.8. From 1.4 and 1.9 we see that for T+^ N + the ideal X(I, U, T) 
simplifies to
X(I,  U,T) = cpf1 R(JV //)n(r: U)N.
Furthermore, if T<iN  and N U f U  when using 1.6 we get 
X(I, U, T ) = cpf1 R(N/l)f](T: U).
In particular, using 2.3 (v) we see that for all I-aN,
R (N ) =  cpT1 R(N/I)C](R(N): tpy1 R(N/I) +  Nc) 
when R is hypersolvable.
R emark 2.9. In the case where R is hypersolvable we see from 2.3 (v) that for 
any ideal there are pairs (T, U) satisfying the conditions of 2.7 whilst when R
is no t hypersolvable there is a t least one ideal / o  N  for which no such pair exists.
Proposition 2.10. Let R be hypersolvable and U ^(p f1R(NII). Sufficient con­
ditions for R(N) = X(I, U, T) are 
(Cl) and
(C4) there is an ideal J  o f N with / g  U and
r r u  g  r (n ), x (i, u , T ) / ( j n x v ,  u, T))er .
Proof. Since / g i / ,  JC\(T: C/)gt/ and so
(JD(T: U))2 Q ( j n ( T :  U ) )U Q JH (T :  U) U Q JO T  g  R(N).
Then by 1.9 and 2.2,
JCiX(I, U,T) = JDicpr1 R(N/I)f](T: U))N 
= {jncprl R(N/ i)n(T:  u))N 
= (Jf](T: U))N 
g  R(N).
Hence we obtain (C3) with K=J(~)X(I, U, T) and the result follows from 2.7.
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P ro po sitio n  2.11. Let R be hypersolvable and U be a subnear-ring o f N  containing 
(pf1 R(N/I). Sufficient conditions for R(N) — X(I, U, T) are
(Cl) and
(C 5 ) r n  £/<a u , r n  x (i, u, r ) e  r
P r o o f . Since (pf1 R(N/I)QU  and X(I, U, T)Q(pf1R(N/I), T n X ( I ,U , T )  = 
= ( r n u ) n x ( l ,  U, T) and so TC\X(I, U, T) is an ideal of X{I, U, T) by (C5). 
But (X(I, U, T))2Q(T: U)- UC\X(I, U, T)^TC\X(I,  U, T) and so
X(I, U, T)/ ( m x a ,  U, T)) 
is a zero near-ring and hence in R.
Since R has the extension property, X(I, U, T)(L R. Applying 2.7 (iii) with 
K=(0) we have the result.
Observe that when (pf1R(N/I)QU,  the condition (Cl) will be satisfied if 
R(U)- U ^ T  since R(N)QR(U).  It follows that the conditions in 2.11 can be re­
placed by
(Cl) R(U)-UQT and 
(C5).
These conditions are, of course, stronger than those of (2.11). However, because they 
do not involve R(N) they might be more useful in the computation of R(N).
When the universal class 11 consists only of rings or only of distributive near­
rings, these results carry over from left quotients to right quotients by symmetry 
and then to two-sided quotients by intersection. In the general case we cannot expect 
such a symmetry; however, under some restrictions (which will automatically be 
satisfied by zero-symmetric near-rings) we can obtain results both for right and for 
two-sided quotients which are similar to those for left quotients. Our next theorem is 
analogous to 2.3. Rather than rewrite two modified versions of that theorem we indi­
cate the alterations to its equivalent conditions as follows:
We obtain (/)', (J)" from (/) in 2.3 by
j  = 2 , 3 , 4 — replace the left quotient (A: B) appearing in (j) by (A: B)'N, 
respectively (A: B)";
j =  5,6 — replace the left quotient (A: B) appearing in (j) by (A: B ) \  respec­
tively (A: B)";
j  — 7, 8 — replace (O : N ) by “every ideal of N  contained in (O: N )'”, re­
spectively (O: N)".
With these alterations we now have
T heorem  2.11. Let R be a KA-radical on a universal class U of near-rings such 
that every semisimple near-ring is zerosymmetric. Then
(i) R is hypersolvable is equivalent to each o f (ii)' to (viii)' and to each o f (ii)" 
to (viii)".
P r o o f . (i)=>(ii)'. Since every semisimple near-ring is zero-symmetric, N/K£ S 
implies NCQK  and so, by 1.8, KQ(K: N)'. If J  is any ideal of N  contained in 
CK : N)' then J*QN(K: N )% K  and so by 2.2, JQK.  Hence K=(K: N)'n .
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(i)=»(ii)". From (ii) and (ii)', K=(K: N)~(K:  N)'n . Hence K —(K: N)C\ 
D(K: N)'nQ(K: N)C\(K: N)'Q(K: N) = K, i.e. K={K: N)".
(i)=»(v)'. Since NCQR(N)  and R(N)Q(pj~1R(N/I) we have from 1.8
R(N)  Q (pf1 R(N/I)f)(R(N): U).
The proof of the reverse inclusion is similar to that in (i)=»(v).
The proof that (i)=>(v)" is similar. All the other implications are proved in a way 
similar to the corresponding results in 2.3.
The notation introduced in 2.7 also has right and two-sided analogues. Thus for 
each triple (/, U, T) with To N and T, UQN  we define
X'(I ,  U ,T ) =  [cpr'RiN/VniT: U)%
X"(I, U, T) = [cpY1 R(N/I)C\(T: U)"]N.
By methods similar to those used in 2.7, 2.10 and 2.11 we obtain
P roposition  2.13. The results obtained from those in 2.7, 2.10 and 2.11 by re­
placing X  by X ', respectively X  by X", and (Cl) by
(C l)' U - R ( N ) Q T
respectively
(Cl)" (R (N )-U )U (U -R (N ))Q T
are valid.
R em ark  2.14. If for a triple (/, U, T) the simplified formula 
R(N) = cpr1 R(N/I)D(T: U)
holds and if f / • R(N) is contained in T then the two-sided quotient formula simplifies 
to
R(N)  =  tpf1 R(N/I)C\T: U)",
since, in this case,
R(N)  c  cpr'RiN/OPiiT: U)D(T : U)'
Qcpf1 R(N/I)D(T: U) = R(N).
The above formulae, R(N) = X(I, U, T), R(N) = X'(I, U, T), and R(N) = 
= X"(I, U, T) are generalizations of Andrunakievic’s characterization formula for 
hypersolvable ring radicals with hereditary radical class ([2]), (see also [13], Section 11) 
to the nonhereditary case. There are problems in the practical use of our formulae 
because of the need to find suitable pairs (T, U) which do not involve R(N). As we 
shall see in the next section, these problems disappear in the case of hereditary radi­
cal classes.
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3. Supernilpotency
A radical R on a universal class U of near-rings is supernilpotent if it is hyper- 
solvable and has a hereditary radical class. Recall that for a KA-radical A on a uni­
versal class U of near-rings the radical class is hereditary if and only if for every 
Ne  U and every /<JV, R(N)C\IQR(I).
T heorem  3.1. For ahypersolvable KA-radical Ron a universal class U o f near-rings 
the following are equivalent:
(i) R has a hereditary radical class;
(ii) R(N)C]IQ(R(I): A ) for all N e l l  and 7cA ;
(iii) R(N)C\I^=(R(I): U) for all N e U, and 7 c A  and all subsets U of A;
(iv) R (A)n 7^(7?(7): 7) for all N e l l  and 7<]V;
(v) R (A)07= ((7?(7): I)C)I)N = R(I)N for all Nell and 7cA .
P roof. (ii)=*(iii)=>-(iv) and (v)=>(iv) are trivial.
(i)=>(ii). Since R has hereditary radical class, 7? (A) fl 7c 7? (7). Applying 2.3 (iii) 
we have
R ( N ) ( V  = (7?(A): A )n 7.
But
((R(A): N )f] l )N  Q R (N ) fM  ^  R(I)
and so
(R(N): A ) f l7 g  (7?(7): A).
It follows that R (N)n ia (R (I ) :  N) as required.
(i)=>(v). Since (i)=>(iv) we see that R(N)  lT7g(7?(7): 7). Let K be an ideal of A 
contained in both 7 and (7?(7): 7). Then K 2Q(R{I): I)IQR(I)  and hence by 2.2, 
KQR(I).  Since R is hereditary, K£R and hence K^R(N) .  It follows that 7?(A)n7 
is the largest ideal of A contained in (7?(7): 1)01= R(F). Hence we have (v). 
Finally, (iv)=>(i) because R(N)C)IQ(R(I): I) — R(I).
Another characterization, generalizing Andrunakievich’s formula [2] to left 
quotients and near-rings, is given by
T heorem  3.2. For a KA-radical Ron a universal class It of near-rings the following 
are equivalent.
(i) R is supernilpotent;
(ii) R(N)  = X(F U, T) for all Nel l  and every triple (7, U, T), with 7cA , 
IQUQN, satisfying R(N)  ■ U Q T and TC\IQR(I)  (and there is at least one such 
triple);
(iii) R(A)-T(7,7,R(7)-t-JR(A)f) = <pi- 17?(A/7)n(7?(7) + R(A)c: I)N for all 
Ne U and 7 c  A ;
(iv) R(N) = X(l, U, T) for all Ne U and 7 c  A, for suitable subsets T, U of A 
satisfying IQ U ^N  and T DI^R( l ) .
P r o o f . (i)=>(ii). By 2.7 it is enough to find a suitable ideal K for which (C3) is 
satisfied. Now T n i ^ R ( I )  implies ((T: U)m)%Q(T: U)ICM^TfUQR(I) .
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Applying 2.2 we deduce that ((7': U)0I)NQR(I) and, since R is hereditary, 
((T : U)OI)n£R. It follows that
/n * ( / ,  U,T) = IC\(cpYl R (N / I )0 (T : U))N
= {IO(T: C/))jv
by 1.9 and so /fl J(7, U, T )^R (N ) .
Since X(I, U, T)Q(pY1 R(N/I)  we then have
X(I, U, T)/X(I, U, T ) 0 1 Q  R(N/I )
and so X(I, U, T)/X(I, U, T)Ol£  R because R is hereditary.
Taking K=X(I, U, 7 ) 0 1  we then have 2.7 (iii) and hence R(N)=X(I, U, T) 
as required.
(That there must be one such triple, at least, is demonstrated by the triple 
(/, N, R(N))).
(i)=>(iii). From (i), if /-=aiV, R(N)(~)IQR(I) and so using 1.8,
R (N ) - IQ  R (N)n( I+ R(N)c) = ( R ( N ) n i )  + R(N)c 
Q R(I)  + R(N)C.
Now
(R(I) + R(N)C)D I  = R(I) + (R(N)cn i )  Q R(I)
and so with T=R(I) + R(N)C, U=I  we have R (N ) -U Q T  and TClI^R(I).  
Since (i) implies (ii) we have
R(N)  = X(I , I ,R ( I )+ R(N )C)
as required.
Observe that (ii) implies (iv) and that (iii) implies (iv) are trivial.
(iv) =>-(i). Since (iv) holds we have R hypersolvable by 2.3 (vi). Also using 1.9, 
R (N )O I=  ((PY1 R(N/I)(~)(T: U))N0 1  =  (IO(T: U))N.
Since IQUQN  we obtain from this
(R(N)CU)I Q {{T\ U ) f] I ) IQ  TO I Q  R(I),
i.e. R(N)OIQ(R(I): I).
It follows from 3.1 (iv) that R has a hereditary radical class.
Corollary 3.3. I f  R is a supernilpotent KA-radical on a universal class U of 
near-rings then the semisimple class S satisfies the following: if N£ S and 7-=a N  with 
NCQ I  then {0} is the only subset o f R(I) which is both an ideal in I  and a left ideal in N.
P roof. If S then R(N) = (0) so if T is a subset of R(I) which is both an 
ideal in 7 and a left ideal in N, we can apply 3.2 (ii) with U—I  to get
X(I, 7, T) = {cpY1 R(N/I)0 (T: I))N = (0).
But by 1.6
TQ  70(77- 7) Q (pY1 R(N/I)0(T:  7) = R(N)  =  (0).
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Hence 7 —(0) as required.
When U consists only of zero symmetric near-rings then S is “nearly hereditary” 
in the sense that this property will hold for all ideals 7 of each N£ S. This “nearly 
hereditary” property of S in the zero symmetric case is stronger than the following 
which holds for every KA-radical with hereditary radical class:
if JV£ S and I c N  then (0) is the only ideal of N  contained in R(I).
This result is direct consequence of the hereditary nature of R. However, even for 
zero symmetric near-rings, there is no possibility, generally, of extending this “nearly 
hereditary” property to a “hereditary” property. To see this we need only consider 
the nil radical (cf. the comments to 4.4).
The results in this section have demonstrated conditions under which a (hyper- 
solvable) KA-radical will have a hereditary radical class. If we restrict attention to 
universal classes of zero symmetric near-rings we can obtain similar results starting 
with more general maps than KA-radicals.
T heorem 3.4. Let U be a universal class o f zero symmetric near-rings and R be 
a mapping which assigns to each N í U an ideal R(N) of  N. Then the following are 
equivalent:
(i) R is a supernilpotent KA-radical on U;
(ii) (dl) R(N/R(N))=(0) for all N£U and
(d2) R(N) = <pf 1R(N/I)C](J (I): 7) for all N£ll and all 7 o N where 
7(7) is the maximal ideal o f N contained in 7? (7);
(iii) (dl) and
(d3) R(N) = <pr>R(N/I)C)(L(I): I) for all N£ll  and all 7<iA where L(I) 
is the maximal left ideal o f N contained in 7? (7).
P roof. (i)=>(ii). Since a KA-radical is an H-radical (dl) is immediate. Since the 
near-rings in U are zero-symmetric,
R (A )-7 g  R ( N ) P I Q  7(7).
Hence we have (d2) from 3.2 (ii) on taking U ~ I  and 7=7(7).
(i) =>(iii). This is similar to the above using J(I)QL(I)  and 7=£(7).
(ii) =>-(i). Since (d2) implies (pjR(A)^R((p/A), this together with(dl) shows that 
R is an H-radical. If N£S and /  is a radical ideal of N  then I=R(I).  But then by 
(d2) we have (since 7=7(7))
7 g  (7: OPupT1 R(N/I) = R(N)  = (0).
Then if N£ U and 7<iA with I=R{1) we have
I/R(N)C\ l£R  and 7/R(A)(T7< iA/R(A)€S
from which 7/(7?(A)n7) = (0). Thus R(N) contains all radical ideals of N. Now 
suppose that A€U with A 2 = (0). By (d2) with I=N,  7=7(7) we have
R(N)  = N P (T : N ) =  N.
Hence A2 = (0) implies N£R.  Now from (d2), 7?(A)g(7(7): 7) so R(N)-IQ  
g7(7)g7?(7). Taking 7=R(A) we get R(N)2QR(R(N)).  This means that
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R(N)/R(R(Nj)  is a zero near-ring and hence radical. Since it is also semisimple it 
must be zero and so R(N) = R(R(N)). These last two results convert an H-radical 
into a K A-radical. Since every zero near-ring is radical it follows from 2.1 that R is 
hypersolvable. By 3.2 (iv) it then follows that R is hereditary and we have the result.
(iii)=>(i) is proven similarly.
We now turn to methods of computing R(N) for a KA-radical with hereditary 
radical class from a knowledge of the radicals of near-rings related to N. Our result is 
valid irrespective of whether the radical is hypersolvable.
T heorem 3.5. I f  R is a KA-radical with hereditary radical class on a universal 
class ll o f near-rings then for every N i l Í and every ideal I  o f N, R(N) is the largest 
ideal P o f N contained in (pf1 R(N/I) which satisfies PC\IfR(I).
P roof. Certainly R(N)  is an ideal of N  contained in (pf1R(N/I) and since the 
radical is hereditary, R(N)P)I(fR ( I ) .  Now let K be an ideal of N  contained in 
and satisfying KC\IQR(I). Since R is hereditary, Äffl/CR and so 
KCUQR(N).  Then
m m k ü  ■
Now K/Kf]I^(K+I)/K:  R since (K+I)/I  is an ideal of N/I contained in R(N/I). 
Because R is hereditary, KC\R(N)£ R. Hence by the extension property, 1.1 (iii), 
we have K£ R and hence KQR(N).
We now turn again to a consideration of right and two-sided quotients. The 
statements (ii) to (v) of 3.1 can be modified to yield statements (ii)' to (v)', respectively 
(ii)" to (v)", in the following way:
(ii) — replace (R(I): N ) by (R(I) + NC: N)', respectively by
(R(I)+NC: N)";
(iii) — similarly;
(iv) , (v) — replace (R(I): /)  by (R(I) : I)', respectively by (/?(/): /)". 
With these modifications and assuming NC^ R(N) ,  we have the following which is 
proved in a similar way to 3.1 observing that it follows that both
N((R(N): NYC)!) g  R(N)f](I+Nc) = (R(N)OI) + Nc
and
(R ( l )+ N c: I)' = (R(I) + IC: / ) '= ( * ( / ) :  /) '
are true.
T heorem 3.6. I f  R is a hypersolvable radical on a universal class U o f near-rings 
such that every semisimple near-ring is zero-symmetric then
(i) R has a hereditary radical class is equivalent to each of (ii)' to (v)' and to each of
(ii) " to (v)".
Modifications to (ii) to (iv) of 3.2 to yield (ii)' to (iv)' and (ii)" to (iv)", respecti­
vely, can be made as follows:
(ii) Replace X  by X '  and R(N)UQT  by U R(N)fT ,  respectively X  by X" 
and R ( N ) U ^ T  by R(N)U\JU- R(N)Q T;
(iii) replace X(I, /, R(I) + NC) by X ' ( f  /, R(I)), respectively X"(l, I, R(I) + NC);
(iv) replace X  by X',  respectively X".
Then
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T heorem 3.7. For a KA-radical R on a universal class U of near-rings for which 
every semisimple near-ring is zero-symmetric,
(i) R is supernilpotent
is equivalent to each o f (ii)' to (iv)' and to each o f (ii)" to (iv)".
P roof. The equivalence of (i) to each of (ii)' to (iv)' is proved similarly to 3.2, 
observing that with our assumptions on R, NCQR(N)  and
IR(N) c  m ( R ( N )  + Ie) = (ir\R(N)) + Ic g  R(I)+IC = R(I).
The equivalence of (i) to each of (ii)" to (iv)" follows by intersecting left and right 
quotients. For (iii)" we observe that
r (n ) = q>rl R (N / i )n (R ( i )+ N c-. I)N
n(cpr1 R(N /nn ) (R ( i ) :  iy )N
g  ( c p r ' R i N / n n i R i n + N ^ .  i y %
g  (tpf1 R(N/I)C\(R(I) + Nc: I)N = R(N).
The result (iv)"=>(i) has the same proof as (iv)=>(i).
Finally 3.4 has its right and two-sided quotient version proved in an essentially 
similar way.
T heorem 3.8. I f  Vi is a universal class o f zero-symmetric near-rings, the right and 
two-sided analogues o f 3.4 obtained by replacing ( /( /) :  /), respectively (£,(/): /)  by 
(/(/): I)'N or (J(I): /)*, respectively (L(I): I)'N or (£(/): I)"N hold.
4. Weakly special classes
For associative rings Rjabuhin [12] has defined weakly special classes K by the 
following properties.
(1) 7V<EK=>iV contains no nilpotent ideal (i.e. N  is semiprime);
(2) K is hereditary;
(3) I<s N, 76K, (0: /)" =  0 => N£K.
An obvious example of a weakly special class is the semisimple class corresponding 
to a supernilpotent radical.
If we want to generalize these classes to near-rings we will clearly need (1). Since 
the semisimple classes of near-ring radicals are not generally hereditary we will need 
to modify (2) for the near-ring case. The comments after 3.3 suggest one type of modi­
fication required. There remains the need to consider analogues of (3) for the near-ring 
case.
P roposition 4.1. Let N  be a near-ring and I ,J  be ideals o f N with IC]J=(0). 
I f  P is any ideal o f I  containing no nonzero ideals o f N  then <pjP is an ideal o f (pjl 
containing no non-zero ideals o f (pjN.
P roof. Let A^be an ideal of (pjN=N/J contained in q>jP and n^Iypj1 K)C\I. 
Then (pj(ri)£KQ<pjP. Hence for some p£P, <Pj{n) — (pj{p) and so n—p£J(~)I=(0). 
It follows that n£P. Then ((pj1K)C\I is an ideal of N  contained in P and thus
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(cpjl K)C\I={0). Since P g / ,  (pjP^cpj! and so k£K  implies k = cpj(x) for some 
xdl .  Then xd((pJ1K)C}I=(0). Hence K — 0 as required.
P roposition 4.2. Let R be a supernilpotent KA-radical on a universal class It of 
near-rings. Suppose also that R Satisfies
(*) R(N) = 0^R((pN) is zero-symmetric for every homomorphism cp defined 
on N.
Then i f  N is semisimple, N / ( 0 : I+Nc) is semisimple for every ideal I  o f N.
P roof. Let N  be semisimple and /  be an ideal of N. Then ( l f ] ( 0 : I+ Nc)) 
is an ideal of N (by 1.6) which is nilpotent and hence 0. From the remarks following 
3.3, the only ideal of N  contained in R(I) is the zero ideal and so applying 4.1 with 
P=R(I) ,  J=(0: I+Nc) we see that 0 is the only ideal of (pjN=N/(0\ I+ N c) 
which is contained in cpjR(I). But <p} is an isomorphism on /  and so <p ,7?(/) = R(<pjI) 
and hence since R(cpjN) D cpjl is an ideal of q>jN contained in R((pjl) it must be the 
zero ideal. By 3.2 (iii) we have
R(<Pj N ) g  ((R(cpj N)n<pj I) + (R(cpj N ))c: cpj /+(<?, N)e)
— (0: <Pj I+(<Pj N)e)
by our assumption that (R((pjNj)c = {). Since <Pj(Nc) = ((pjN)c we obtain 
<Pj !+(<Pj n ) c )  =  {n£N\(pjn((pj i+(pj c) = 0  for all i£l, c£Nc)
= {«6 N\n(i+c)£J, i f  I, c£Nc)
Thus
=  (J: I+Nc)
— ((0: 1+NC): I+ N c).
R(<Pj N) ((0: I+ N c) : J+Nc) (0: I + N c)
We need only prove this factor ideal to be zero to obtain the result. 
Let «6AT, /£/, c(zNc. Then
n(i+c)  = n(i+c) — nc+nc£l+ Nc
and «€((0: I+Nc): I+ N c) if and only if n(I+Nc) is contained in (O : I+ N c)(~) 
( I+ N c) = (0: I+Nc)C\I= 0, i.e., if and only if «6(0: I+Nc). It follows that 
R(cpjN) = 0.
The condition (*) in this last result is satisfied in many important cases, for 
example in any universal class of zero-symmetric near-rings, for those radicals whose 
semisimple near-rings are zero-symmetric (in which case N  and <pN are zero-symmetric) 
or for those radicals whose radical near-rings are zero-symmetric.
T heorem 4.3. Let R be a supernilpotent KA-radical on a universal class U of 
near-rings and suppose R satisfies (*). I f  I is an ideal o f N£ U such that /?(/) contains 
no non-zero ideal o f N  then N/(R(N)C\ I+ Nc) is semisimple.
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P r o o f . From 3.2 and our assumption on R(I) we have R(N)Q 
((R(N)r\I) + R(N)c: I+NC)=(R(N)C: I+ Nc). Consider the subset
(0: (R(N) + I + N e)/R(N)) of N/R(N).
By 1.6
(0: (R(N) + I+ N C)/R(N)) = R (N)+ I  ( N  ) ] R(N) + { R ( N ) ) c)
is an ideal of N/R{N) and so its preimage J  is an ideal of N. Then R ( N ) ^ J  and
J  =  {n£N: n(r + i+c)£R(N), for all r£R(N),  /£/, c£Nc}.
Now n(r + i+c)=n(r+i+c)—n(i+c) + n(i+c) is in R(N)+n(I+Nc) and so 
J=(R(N): I+Nc). Also, n{i+c)— nc+nc£l+Nc and hence J=(R(N)C\(I+Nc): 
I+ Nc). If r£R(N)r\(I+Nc) then r=i+c  for some /£/, c£Nc and so rO = iO + c. 
It follows that r -rO = i—iO£l  and so r£l+R(N)c from which R(N) f)(I+ Nc)= 
= R(N)C\I+R(N)c. Our assumption on R(I) coupled with the hereditary radical 
class implies R(N)fM=0  and so J=(R(N)C: I+Nc) and (R(N)C: I+ N c) is an 
ideal of N  containing R(N). Then
N/(R(N)C: I + N c) ~
which is semisimple by 4.2.
We have a condition in this theorem which, on the assumption of (*) can be used 
to replace (3) of the definition of weakly special classes.
D e fin itio n  4.4. A class K of near-rings from a universal class If is weakly special 
in U if it satisfies
(1) NZK=*N is semiprime;
(2) N(z K, I<i N=>IK contains no non-zero ideal of N;
(3) NZU, I<iN such that IK contains no non-zero ideal of A=>- 
=>N/(NKC: I+Nc)£ K.
(For a near-ring N, NK denotes the intersection of all ideals I  of N  with N/IZ K.)
N/R(N)







The comments following 3.3 and Theorem 4.3 above together imply that the semi­
simple classes of supernilpotent KA-radicals which satisfy (*) are weakly special. For 
associative rings, it is known that K<i 7 c  N  and I/K semiprime imply that K is an 
ideal in N  (see eg. [14, prop. 23]). Application of this result to K=I  K yields that for 
associative rings (1) and (2) are equivalent to (1) and the following weak form of 
heredity of K:
(2*) AT<E K, /-a N imply 7<eK
(where K denotes the subdirect closure of K in ll). For near-rings (even in the zero- 
symmetric case) such an equivalence does not hold: it can be verified that (2*) implies li
li
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the heredity of K; but the upper nil radical (which is a supernilpotent KA-radical) 
has a nonhereditary semisimple class (cf. [6, example 5.4] — since the example is 
finite, the upper nil radical coincides there with / ) .
If we consider zero-symmetric near-rings, then condition (3) of 4.4 is equivalent 
to a near-ring analogue of Rjabuhin’s definition:
P roposition 4.5. I f  N K c = 0 for all N£ U then 4.4 (3) can be replaced w ith
(3)' il, JcN,  IK contains no non-zero ideal o f N,
(0: I+Nc) = 0 => N£K.
P ro o f . Clearly (3)=*(3)' when 1VKC = 0. Assume (3)' and let /  be an ideal of 
iV£ll for which IK contains no non-zero ideal of N. Since 10(0:  I+ N c) is a nil- 
potent ideal of N  contained in I  it follows that 1 0 ( 0 : I+ N c) = 0  and so
( 7 + ( 0 :  7+AQ)/(0: I + N C) = I
is isomorphic to /and then by 4.1, 7 contains no non-zero ideal of N = N/(0: I+ Nc). 
We will obtain_(3) by showing that (0: I + Nc) = 0  and applying (3)'. The preimage 
7 of (O: I + Nc) in N  is
J  =  {n£N: n(I+Nc) =  0}
= {n£N: n(l+Nc + (0: I+ N c))Q(0:  I+ N c)}
= {neN: b(/0 +  (0: I + N c) + N c) Q (0: I+ N c)}
recalling that I0 is the zero symmetric part of 7. If i0€l0, a£(0 : I+ Nc) and c£Nc 
then
n(i0 + a + c) = n(io + a-\-c) — n(a+c)+n(a + c) — nc + nc£l0 + (0: I+ N c) + Nc
and so n(i0+a + c)£(0: I + N c) if and only if
n(io + a + c) — n(a + c) + nc£(0: 1+ Nc) 0 ( l o + Nc) = 0.
This means that nc=n(a + c') — n(i0+a+c)£l0, i.e. nc=0. In particular, when 
a — 0 we have
n(/o + c)€(0: I + N c) => «(/„fc) =  n(i0 + c) — nc+nc
— n(i0 + c)—nc 
£ l00(o: I+ N c) = O.
Hence JQ(0:  7+iVc) and so (O: 1 + NC) = 0.
Now we turn to the use of weakly special classes in the definition of a radical.
P roposition 4.6. Let II be a universal class o f near-rings and K be a subclass o f H 
satisfying Condition 4.4 (2). Then the class 91K of all near-rings N in II having no non­
zero homomorphic image in K is a KA-radical class (called the upper radical class deter­
mined by K in XI).
P r o o f . 4.4 (2) implies that K is a regular class, i.e. satisfies N£K, I o N ^ I K ^ I -
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It follows that the corresponding upper radical class 9ÍK is a KA-radical class 
(see for example [5] or [14] the result is formulated there for rings, but the proof holds 
for ß-groups).
Finally, we will consider the bijective correspondence between weakly special 
classes and supernilpotent KA-radicals in the two (extreme) cases of zero-symmetric 
semisimple near-rings and zero-symmetric radical near-rings.
T heorem  4.7. Let U be a universal class o f near-rings. Then the following holds:
(A) R is the radical class o f a supernilpotent KA-radical R onU whose Semisimple 
class consists only o f zero-symmetric near-rings if  and only if  R is the upper 
radical class it! K determined by some weakly special class Kg ll consisting 
o f zero-symmetric near-rings.
(B) R is the radical class o f a Supernilpotent KA-radical on U whose radical class 
consists only of zero-symmetric near-rings if and only if R is the upper radical 
class 9ÍK determined by some weakly special class K g II whose subdirect 
closure contains all near-rings A£ U which satisfy (0: Nc) = 0.
In both cases, the corresponding radical is given by R(N)=NK on every A £ll and 
the corresponding semisimple class is the subdirect closure of K in It.
P r o o f . If R is a KA-radical on II which satisfies the conditions of (A) resp (B), 
then R satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.3 and the corresponding semisimple 
class S is weakly special. Hence the theorem holds for K = S.
If conversely R is of the form R =  9!K for some weakly special class K in It, R 
is the radical class of a KA-radical R on U by Proposition 4.6, which is hypersolvable 
by condition (1) for weakly special classes. Let us first compute R(N). If / is  an ideal 
of A£U with A//€ K, then (R(N) + I)/I is a radical ideal of N/I for which therefore 
((R(N) + I/I)K=(R(N) + I)/I is an ideal of N/I. Condition (2) in Definition 4.4 now 
implies (R(N) + l)/I=0 , i.e., A (A )g/.
To obtain R(N)=NK  it suffices to show that AK belongs to R for every A£ll. 
Thus let J be an ideal of NK sending NK  into K and denote by J '  the largest ideal 
of N  contained in J. Then we have
NK U' NK
j / j '  j  e
implying (NK/J^QJ/J'.
By construction J/J' contains no non-zero ideal of N/J'  so that (3) of Definition 
4.4 can be applied to the ideal NK/J'  of N/J'  yielding
((N/J')Kc: NK/J' + Nc/J')eK.
Denoting by X  the set of all elements c€ Ac with c+ J f fN /J )  Kc, a straightforward 
calculation shows that the preimage of ((N/J')KC: NK/J'+NJJ')  in A is (X+J':  
AK + AC). This implies that (X + J ': NK + NJ  is an ideal in A and the isomorphism 
theorem yields
N ____________ N f r __________
(X+J':  AK+ Ac.) ((N/J')KC: NK/J '+NJJ')
Thus AK is contained in (X+J': NK + NJ  and NK2QX+J'QX+J.  In case (A) 
II»
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every near-ring in K is zero-symmetric so that A'K contains Nc for every N  in ft. This 
implies in particular NCQ JQ NK, i.e. NCQNK2Q X+ J= J  and (AK//)2= 0 . 
For case (B) consider for an arbitrary N€XL the factor-near-ring N = N /(0 : Nc); 
a straightforward calculation shows that (O : N c) = 0, i.e. that AK =  0, implying 
NKQ(0: Nc). Hence in case (B), NK is always zero-symmetric and we obtain 
NK2QJ, i.e. again (NK/J)2 = 0. Thus in both cases (A) and (B), NK/J is a nilpo- 
tent near-ring belonging to K. This, however, implies NK=J  and we have shown that 
N K belongs to RK.
The property R(N) = NK,  VAT It which we have shown clearly implies that 
the semisimple class of R is the subdirect closure of K in ft.
From this fact we easily deduce that in case (A) the semisimple class consists of 
zero-symmetric near-rings. For case (B) we have shown above that R(N) = NK is 
always zero-symmetric, i.e. R = 91K contains only zero-symmetric near-rings. It 
only remains to show the heredity of R in each case. To this end let us consider a 
near-ring N  in 91K and an ideal 7 of N. As above for NK, let J  be an ideal of 7 sending 
7 into K and J'  the largest ideal of N  contained in J. As above we obtain:
((N/J')Ke: I /J '+NJJ' )  ■
Because N  belongs to 91K, this implies
N/J' = (NJJ ' : I/J' + NJJ')
and thus (7//')2 is contained in IJJ'.
In case (A) we have ICQIKQJ,  hence 72^ / .
In case (B) N  is zero-symmetric implying Ic = 0 and PQJ'QJ.  In both cases 
/ / /  is a nilpotent near-ring belonging to K and we obtain I=J,  i.e. 7y 91K.
R em ark  4.8. A second type of modification of Rjabuhin’s definition for asso­
ciative rings is suggested by [14, Theorem 43]: condition (2) in Definition 4.4. implies
(2') K is regular
(see Prop. 4.6); a straightforward checking shows that Theorem 4.7 and its proof re­
main valid if we replace in Definition 4.4. Condition (2) by (2'). A further modification 
which does not affect Theorem 4.7 and its proof may be obtained by replacing (3) in 
Definition 4.4 by the weaker condition
(3') N£U, 7 c  A such that 7K contains no nonzero ideal of N
=> N/(NKC: I + N c)e K
where K denotes the subdirect closure of K in U.
We shall call classes satisfying (1), (2) and (3') generalized weakly special classes.
P r o p o s it io n  4 .9 . Let K T H  fulfil (1) and (3) resp. (1) and (3 ')  and suppose either 
that K contains only zero-symmetric near-rings or that K contains all near-rings N which 
satisfy (O: Nc) = 0. Then K fulfils (2) if and only if  it fulfils (2').
P r o o f . For the implication (2)=>(2 ') see Prop. 4.6 . Conversely, under our 
assumptions on K, if (2') hojds, 91K is the radical class of a supernilpotent KA-radical 
whose semisimple class is K (see 4.8). Hence K fulfils (2) and we obtain (2) for K 
using 7K=7K for all 7 c  Ay U.
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C orollary  4.10. Using in Theorem 4.7 weakly special resp. generalized weakly 
special classes (both defined either using (2) or (2')), one obtains altogether four char­
acterizations o f supernilpotent radicals.
The concept of generalized weakly special classes may be more useful than the 
weakly special classes themselves, since there are a lot of examples of such classes.
E xample 4.11. For zero-symmetric near-rings, Kaarli has introduced special 
classes (see [7]):
For a homomorphically closed class ll of zero-symmetric near-rings, a class K 
of zero-symmetric near-rings is called U-special if it satisfies:
(a) all near-rings in K are prime,
( i .e.A,B<iN,A-B = 0=>A = 0 or B = 0);
(b) MElinK, /<JV=> /<EK;
(c) I/K£K => /STc A and N/(K: 7)6 K.
Taking for U the class o f all zero-symmetric near-rings, we see that every U-special 
class is generalized weakly special ((1) and (2) are direct consequences of (a) and (b), 
(c) implies 7K=0 yielding N/(0: I) = N/(K: I ) fK—here K runs over all ideals of 
/  with I/KiEK).
In order to obtain another class of useful examples, let us recall that many 
near-ring radicals can be defined by the use of annihilators of A-groups: if to every 
near-ring ]V in U we have assigned a (possibly empty) class K(N) of A-groups G (with 
NGt*0), we obtain a general class ft on U, if under
(n + I)-g  =  n -g  \/nd A, Vg£G,
the following holds:
(d) I*3N,GtK(N/I)=>G£K(N);
(e) 7<a A, G£K(N), I Q  AnnN G => G£K(N/I).
It has been shown in [9] (see also [10]) that every general class ft on II defines an 
H-radical Rr on U by
R*(N) = fl AnnNG for all N£ II.
C£K(.V)
Notice that if every near-ring in II can be embedded into a near-ring with right- 
identity belonging to H, then every H-radical can be obtained in this way.
A near-ring is Rr -semisimple if and only if it is a subdirect product of ft-primi- 
tive near-rings (i.e. near-rings N  with a faithful IV-group G in K(N)). Using this prop­
erty and applying Theorem 4.3, we obtain:
E xam ple  4.12. Let ft be a general class on U; then, i f  the radical RiX is a super­
nilpotent KA-radical and satisfies (*), the class K of all ft-primitive near-rings is a gen­
eralized weakly special class.
In the case of zero-symmetric near-rings, we can use Corollary 4.10 to obtain a 
stronger result:
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A radical R& on a universal class ll of zero-symmetric near-rings is sup er nilpotent 
i f  and only i f  the class o f all ^ .-primitive near-rings is a generalized weakly special class.
Notice that in general we cannot expect the classes of ^-primitive near-rings to 
be weakly special; for example, the class of all 2-primitive near-rings is not: the ring 
Z of the integers satisfies / 2(/) =  /K = 0 and (O: I) = 0  for every I<iZ; but Z 
is not 2-primitive.
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O N  A T H E O R E M  OF N . K. BARI
S. A. AVDONIN, S. A. IVANOV and I. JOÓ
The moment problem is a widely investigated theory*; we shall refer only to 
some papers on this topic. First we mention the work [2] of N. K. Bari, who used 
moment theorems to characterize the Riesz bases in abstract Hilbert spaces. Since the 
Riesz basis property allows unconditionally convergent expansions, the Fourier 
method of mathematical physics is closely related to moment problems. The control 
problem of a string have thus been investigated via moment theorems (cf. [1], [3],
[4], [5][6]). Recently, the first two authors published in [6] some criteria for the con­
trollability of the nets of strings. The paper [6] contains the following theorem 
without proof. The third author got this result independently.
T heorem . Let H  be a Hilbert space, U=(un)f=1c.H  be a system o f normed 
elements: ||«J =  1. Define further the linear mapping B=BV: H-*l2, B f \= ( ( f  n„))“=1 
with domain D = DV \={f£H: ((/, h„>)~=1€/2}. Then
a) I f \m  B = l2 then the system U is uniformly minimal. I f  U is an L-basis in H, i.e. a 
Riesz basis in the closed linear hull V(U) o f U, then Im B = l2.
b) I f  Im B = l2 (the line means the closure in /2), then U is co-linearly independent, i.e. 
21 cnu„ = 0, (cn)£l2 implies c„ =  0 for every n. I f  U is minimal, then Im B = l2.
c) I f  there exists U0cz U such that U0 is an L-basis and U \U 0cV (U 0), then Im B 
is closed and codim S=card (U \U 0).
P ro o f . B is obviously closed. We can assume that U is complete in H, other­
wise we can eliminate the component orthogonal to V(U). In this case B is injective.
a) If U is Riesz basis then B is an isomorphism between H  and /2. Conversely, 
if Im 5 = 4  then define un:—B~1(pn, where (<pn) is the standard orthonormal basis 
in /2. Now
((«", n*»r= i = Bun = q>n,
hence (u") is biorthogonal to (un). Since B ~l is closed, it is continuous by the closed 
graph theorem, so
sup II «1 Sä ||ß_1|| <  °°n
and it was to be proved.
* The notions and well-known facts used in this paper are given e.g. in the book [7].
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 47A70; Secondary 47A67. 
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b) Suppose that U is minimal and denote by («") its biorthogonal system. Then 
the images of
2  cnu" (k = 1, 2 ,...)n = l
are dense in /2. Conversely, suppose that lm B = l2 and consider a sequence c = (c„)£/2 
such that 2 cnun~0- For any x£D  we have
(Bx, c) =  2  Un) Cn = (*, 2  Cn «„) = 0
which implies c—0.
c) Let U=U0ÖU1, where U0 = (wJJ) is a Riesz basis in I f  and let C/1=(«J)“=1 
w S ” . Denote by (h°) the system biorthogonal to t/0 and consider the expansions
u) =  2  <«}. «>«!!•;i=l
ßj'.= ((«}, h®»“ i€/2 and define ß :=  /2
for co=oo and ß:=C" for a x ° ° .  Then for any /£ / / ,  f = 2 cnK we have Bf= 
=  {c, y4c}, where A: l2-»Q is defined by the formula
/lc:= (<c, /(/))“= i-
As every moment operator, 4^ is closed, hence Im 5  = Graf ^ 4 is closed. Consider
T J, a
the standard basis in Í2: <5y:=(0, ..., 1, 0, ...) if co= °° and fy:=(0, ..., 1, 0, ..., 0)
if co<oo. Then {fi-n — <57-} _L Im B and they are obviously linearly independent. Thus 
we have co ^  codim Im 5, and it remains only to show that in case a x ° °  the vectors 
{ßj, — <5,}“=1 span the orthocomplement of Im B. Indeed,
{c', d) _L Im B •<=> 0 = <{c, Ac}, {c', J}) = (c, c') + (Ac, d) =
CO




(Im 5 ) - l = {{ 2  ßj dj, - d ) : d e c  = 0} . 
j = 1
The proof of the theorem is complete.
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ON A LATTICE-POINT PROBLEM OF H. STEINHAUS
JÓZSEF BECK
Many years ago Hugo Steinhaus proposed the following problem (see for example 
Sierpinski [3] and Moser [2] Problem 59).
Does there exist a point set such that no matter how it is placed on the plane it 
covers exactly one integer lattice point (Steinhaus’ property, in short)?
Sierpinski [3] remarked that there is no bounded and closed or bounded and open 
set satisfying Steinhaus’ property above. The aim of this note is to prove the following 
much stronger statement.
T heorem . There is no bounded and Lebesgue measurable set satisfying Stein­
haus’ property.
P ro o f . Let p denote the two-dimensional Lebesgue measure (area). Let S c  R2 
be a Lebesgue measurable set with p(S)<  Observe that (card stand for cardinal­
ity)
Suppose now that S c R 2 satisfies Steinhaus’ property. If p(S)>  1 (or 
p(S)<  1) then by (1) there exists a vector x,£[0, l)2 (or x2£[0, l)2) such that
which contradicts Steinhaus’ property.
We may therefore assume that p(S)=l.  Assume further that S  is bounded. 
If S  is closed, then we are done as follows: One can find Lebesgue measurable
It follows from (1) by a standard compactness argument that there exist an infi­
nite subsequence Aixc A hc A iltc ... ,  vectors xfl, x,s, xia, ... in [0, l)2 and two dis­
tinct lattice points {n, m jc Z 2 such that
( 1)
[0,1)'
card (S + x^HZ2 S  2 (or card (S-f x2)flZ 2 = 0),
sets A1c A2c A3c ... suchthat 5 = n ^ i  and fi(,At)= 1+—.
i — 1 l
{n, m} c  Aij +  X/j, 1 and lim xfj = x0 exists.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 10E99; Secondary 10J25. 
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Since S  is closed, we conclude that
{n, m} c  S+ x0,
which contradicts Steinhaus’ property.
The same argument shows that if S' is bounded and ju(S)==l, then there is a 
vector x£[0, l)2 and a pair {n, m} of lattice points such that {n, m}c:cl (S) + x (cl 
stands for the closure operation). Since S satisfies Steinhaus’ property, we may assume 
that (say) n£ S. If S is open, after a sufficiently small translation y we have
{n, m} c  S + x + y,
again a contradiction.
In contrast to these simple particular cases, in the general case we need rotation. 
Indeed, let for example S=[0, l)2; obviously any translate [0, l)2+ x  of the half­
open unit square contains exactly one lattice point.
We now begin the proof of the general case. The proof is based on a Fourier 
transform approach. Let S a  R2 be a bounded Lebesgue measurable set satisfying 
Steinhaus’ property and /i(S )= l. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
OeS. Let D = D(S) denote the diameter of S. Let N^IOD(S)  be an integral 
parameter to be specified later.
For any Lebesgue measurable set ^ c R 2, let
ß0(A) = ß [ A n [ - N - ~ ,  ^ + y ] 2)- 
For any bounded set A<z R2, let
2
Z 0(A) =  c a r d a n [ - t f - y ,  ^ + y j  HZ2.
For any rotation (angle) r€[0, 2n) and translation x£R2, write
S(t, x) = {ty+x: y€S}.
Let Xt denote the characteristic function of the set S(t, 0). Let
(2) f z =  Xt*(dZ0 — dßQ)
where * stands for the convolution operation. More explicitly, we have
/ t(x) =  / & ( * - y)dZo(y)— f  zt(x —y) dß0(y) =
R 2 R 2
=  card - x ) n [ - w - y
Since S  satisfies Steinhaus’ property and fi(S) = 1, we have
(3) / t(x) = 0 provided S(r, - x )  c  [~ ^ - y . iV+ y ]  »
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and
(4) \ f { x ) \ - ^ \  provided S(t, — x)f! j^— N — y , N + y j  ^  0.
Moreover, evidently
(5) / t(x) = 0 provided S(t, — x)Pl j—TV —y , 7V+yj = 0.
Combining (3)—(5), we obtain
(6) J  ( / r(x))2 dx ^  8D(2N+1) for all if[0, 2k).
R*
We recall some well-known facts from Fourier analysis. Given any function 
F£F2(RK), let
F(t) =  (2tt) - k'2 /  £>-“ * F(x)d\
nK
denote the Fourier transform of F. Here i= y —\ and x • t = Xiíi+x2 ...
It is known
(7) F*G = f -G -
(8) [ |F(x)|2i/x = f  |F(t)|2 dt (Plancherel identity)
R *  R K
where F, Gf F2(RX) and * stands for the convolution operation.
By (2), (7) and (8) we have
(9) /  (Zr(x))2i/X =  / | x t(t)|2|<P(t)|2Jt
R* R 2
where
(10) <p(t) = (ciÉ0-d fi0)(t) = J e~it x (dZ0(x) — dn0(x)).
R*
An elementary calculation shows that (t = , /2))




l sln T sin-
h
2
V  ■ 
2
We need the following lemma.
Lemma. There exist Of [0, 27t) and n f Z2\(0 }  such that #9(27rn)?í0.
First we derive the theorem from the lemma. We specify the value of the para­
meter N: suppose that N  is sufficiently large such that the inequality
27V+1 >  max [ 2]f2D 32-10* D 1aX l |^(27rn)r (2tt)2| ^8(2nn)|2 J( 12)
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2 71holds. Using the elementary inequality |x |^ |s in x |£ — |x| for |x |^ —, by (11)n 2
we have with n = («j, n2) and t= (q , ;2),
(13)
whenever
7T  r r
Ih -271^1 s 2 n T T  and \h~2nn2\ 2N+\  '
Furthermore, using 0 €S  and \e'y— eiz\ ^ \ y —z\, y, z real numbers, we have
(14) |*.(t)-*,(u)|
s(e, 0) 2tt
where |x| = (x? + x|)1/2 stands for the usual euclidean distance. Let Q(y) = [— y, y]2 
(^ > 0  real number). It follows from (12)—(14) that
0 , „ X  J w , , | , w , , p  * u ä , .  “ • < « * >  x  i ' w  * s
Combining this with (9) we conclude that
/  ( / e(x))2dx>8£>(21V+l),
R 2
which contradicts (6). This proves the theorem. It remains to prove the lemma.
P roof of the lemma. The proof will be by contradiction. Suppose that 
%r(2nm)=0 for all t£[0, 2n) and m(;Z2\{0}. Let Xs denote the characteristic 
function of the set S. We have
(15) 1 .(0  = ^
where ß=ß(t)£[0, 2n) is defined by the equation
t = (|t| cos ß, |t| sin ß)
and gß{x) is the one-dimensional Lebesgue measure of the set
{xeS: x t = x  • 11|}
(by Fubini’s theorem, gß(x) is well defined for almost all x€R). By (15),
06) ^ ( t ) = - ^ T 7 T ^ ( |t |)
where gß denotes the Fourier transform of the function gß (x) of one variable x£ R.
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Using the trivial identity # T( u )  =  #s(r J u ) ,  u ^ R 2 ,  by ( 16 )  we have with ß =  ß(t),
(17) ^ ( t ) = ^ ( r l t) =  -^ i7 T ^ o ( |t |)  
where
1 ,
go(0 = (2ny /2 J e~itxSo(x)dx
and ifo (a) denotes the one-dimensional Lebesgue measure of the set (x =  (xl5 x2) £ S : 
A'i =  x}. By the hypothesis of the lemma and (17), we obtain for all m =  (m1, m2)£ 
€Z2\{0},
(18) 0 =  (2n)1/2 g0 (2n | m | )  =  J  e~i2ltM xg0(x) dx
R
where
| m |  = ( m l  +  m f ) 112.
For any complex number z£C, write
G(z) =  f  e~izx g0(x)dx.
R
By (18) we have for all m^Z2^ !)},
(19) G(27r |m|) = 0.
Since g0(x) = O for all \x\>D = D(S). Hence
(20) |G(z)| eDM j  g0(x) dx = cD'z|/r(5) = eD^ .
R
Applying Jensen’s formula (see for example Ahlfors [1]) to the entire function 
G(z), z€C, by (19) we obtain for any real number /•>0,
(21) log (max |G(z)|) =2 J -  f  log |G(rr’ifl)| dO s  log |G(0)| + 2  log (2 n Iml) •
1*1 T  2.IZ J mr Z2\{0):
|m| ^(r/27r)
We have
(22) C(0) =  f  g„(x) dx = n(S) = 1,
R
and
(23) 2  *°g r, ,) = 2  log [x  "■,) g  Z l  ) -O (r).mez«\(0}: V27T|ni|7 m(Z>\{0): V27T |m|/ m£Z!\{0): \ 2ne )
|m|^(r/2rr) |m| ^ (r/27re) \ m \ ^ ( r / 2 n e )
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Combining (20)—(23), we conclude that
But this is a contradiction if r -+<*>, and the lemma follows.
A c k n o w le d g em en t . The author is very indebted to Prof. G. Halász who has 
simplified the proof of the lemma.
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ON THE SPEED OF CONVERGENCE 
FOR CRITICAL GALTON—WATSON PROCESSES
N. ARATÓ
1. Introduction
Let n(k), k = 0 ,1 ,2 ,..., denote the number of individuals in the k-th gen­
eration of a critical Galton—Watson process with basic random variable X 
(EX= 1, D2X=a2). (The definitions see in [10].) That is let /i(0) =  £>>0 and
Utk-l)
set n(k) = 2  XkJ, where Xk<i, k, »=1,2, are independent copies of X. From
i =  l





In this work using the embedding from [6,7] I will examine how big 
I Fw(/) — W (/)I can be, where w(i) means a standard Wiener process.
The first results on the convergence of a sequence of normalized Galton—Watson 
processes can be found in the works of Feller [3], Lamperti [8] and Jirina [5].
It was shown by Lindwall [9] that if /t(n)(0)=bn and then the proc­
ess ^ n\[nt])-bn 
a Í  nb„
converges weakly in D[0, 1] to a standard Wiener process, and
j X f[n/])if bn=n, then ----- -— — converges weakly to a Feller process in D[0, 1].
In [4] Grimwall studied the convergence, when the processes are not necessarily 
critical, but nearly critical.
K. A. Borovkov in [1] estimated the speed of convergence to the Feller process 
in the “nearly critical” case. It is not easily seen what is the relation between his 
results and the present ones. *12
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 60F17; Secondary 60J80, 
60J65.
Key words and phrases. Weak convergence, branching process, Wiener process, Galton—-
Watson process.
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2. The main theorems
Let p(k), X, b, Xkti and Y„ have the same meaning as in the introduction. I will 
prove the next two theorems.
Theorem 1. Assume that E|X— l |2+y=I)(7 )<  °° for some y >0. Then there 
exists a probability space with a fi(k') and a w(t) Wiener process on it, that for every n






+ Uo p-H&'fWn log (fc/n) i fL J -  A ,   Í-----------!---------------!------- U u. —  f log — ] (—)U*e +  b + 1 Al+y e2+r (nby'2 +  4 e2 l g n ) \ b )
8(ui)(1/2 +v)-d/2) <  £ <  min jl4  [log-^-j , A3 (nb log nfr)1/2J,
where Uj (i = 1, .... 4) are absolute constants, c (y) depends only on y, and A, 
(i =  1, 2, 3) depend only on the distribution of X.
Theorem 2. Assume that Ee'* exists in a neighbourhood of t=0. Then there 
exists a probability space with p(k) and a w(t) Wiener process on it such that
P( sup |F„(i) — vv(t)l >  e) ^  Fi ne~^1"lu)+Vi [log—] [- -^] \  +  y3e~v I\°e(bin) +
O^r^l n fl) \ b ) B
_|_ Vbe ~ v ^  (W/íog2 ibjri) _|_ I L  _|_ K e ~ ß (F 7e2&/l°g (b /n )-C  log nb) ~ C log nb^
holds true for every n, i f  es= 12  ^log —J , where Vt (i= 1, 7) are positive ab­
solute constants and K, p, C depend only on the distribution function of X.
P roof of Theorem 1. To simplify the proof let us assume that DX=<j = 1. 
Let Zh i= 1,2,3, ..., be independent copies of (X— 1). One can take the 
random variables Xkii successively from the sequence Z,+ l, i= 1 ,2 ,.... Then
g(fc-l) g(fc-l) «(0)+...+/i(*-l)
(2) p ( k ) - b  = 2  Xk. t - b =  2  (XkJ- l )  + p ( k - l ) - b =  2
i — 1 i= 1 1 = 1
On the basis of Theorem 4 in [7] one can conclude that there exists a probability 
space and a Wiener process w(t) on it such that
(3) p ( m a  \Sk~w (k)\ >  x) =§ B,
holds true for every n and any x  such that
(4) n1/2+y <  x <  B3 (n log n)1/2,
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where Sk — ^  Z, and B, (/= 1, 2, 3) are positive constants depending only on the
i = l
distribution function of X.




y nb - ( 4 ) P maxOSf cSn '.(k)— b — >  Xynb
P( max \/.i(k)-b — w(n(0) + . . .+n(k—\)) + w(n(0) + . . .+ n(k -] ) ) -w (kb)  =
>  X y nb ) S  p(max \fi(0)+...+fi(k— 1)—kb\ >  a)+P(max |/r(0)+...
... +/x(fc — 1) — kb\ ^  a, max \fi(k) — b — w(fi(0) + ... +/x(7c — 1)) + tv(//(0) + .
... + / i (k— 1)) — vt’(A'h)| >  X y nb ).
From this inequality and from (2) it is easy to see that
(5)
H (k ) - bP max
O S f t S n
X P( max \/j.(0)+.. .+n(k—l) — kb\ > a) +
+
y nb l n J|
pi max |Si — vi>(/)| >  ^r-Xynb ) + P f max max \w(l+m) — >v(/)| =► 4- X ynb ). Vosisnfc + a * 2 ) fO=SlSn!> OSmSa 2 )
Now first I estimate P( max |yu(0)+... +/r(/c— 1) — kb\ >a) with the help of a
ynb V«7| J
martingal inequality getting an upper bound for P j^max 
Applying this upper bound we can improve the estimator for 
P^max |/i(0) + ... +fi(k — 1) — kb\ =► a).
Being a critical Galton—Watson process fi(k) is a martingale and the Kolmogorov— 
Doob inequality applies
P(omax |/<(0) + ... + f i ( k — 1) — kb\ >  a)
(6)
It is obvious that
_ ( a t  D-ß(n— 1) n3b
P max \n (k) -b  >  — =  — , , ^—- = —t - f o s t s n - i n) (a n)2 a1
(7)
( "max |S,-H ’(/)|nb + a Z
p [ max |S,| >  — Xynb\ + P [ max |h>(/)| >  4-A/nb) ,  




(8) P max\0 S/Snfc maxO^ m^ a \w(l+m) — w(l)\ t a H s P (., maxl l ^ n b  + a
It is known that ^(|5„|2+J) s C 1(2 + y)E(|Z1|2+y)«2+v/2, where C,(2+y) is a 
positive constant depending only on y. Thus the Kolmogorov inequality together 
with (7) implies that
P ( max0 ^ l^nb + a15,1
C1(2+y)D(y)(nh+u)2+ ^
( t
_1_ ^  £>(—1/4) k \ n b /n b  +  a
where x2 is an absolute constant. Putting the pieces together with a—nb
(9) maxO^ k^ n
H(k) -b
y nb --'(t)I
where jí2, xs are positive absolute constants and C2 (2 +  y) depends only on y. Further, 
it is clear that
( 10)
<  p  max— I OSltán
PQuax^ \n(0)+ ...+n(k — 1)—kb\ >  a) 
ß ( k ) - b
nb - -  W í—I > y  —4 = )  + P f SUP ( n j |  2 ny nb ) lostsi
w ( t ) \
1 a
2 n in b ) '\
Hence by (9) we have
(11) P( max \ii(0)+ ...+fj.(k—\)-kb\  >  a) g  .^ (^ -F y) D(y) + _Xs(a/BF«t>) + 21.
'  (u /n M )2+i b
The following inequality can be used (see [2] page 29):
(12) P( sup sup |H’(sr+ i)-w (i)| >  vyh)  <  ^ Z L e-W )‘s
O S s S T - h O S t S h  n
-(A2«6/12«j)
where xG is an absolute constant. Now we have
(13) p ( max max \w(l+m) — w(l)\ > - xe U^  + aeloslsni Oimsa 1 2 ) Ű
Now let us return to the inequality (5) applying inequalities (3), (11) and (13) we
get:
( n(k)-b  ( k \ \  C3(2 + y) D(y) , . ^  nmax ' -----w I — II >  X h a  ■■■ ”  — + xi e -**Wnlnb+— +





nb + a g —(A2 nbJ12a) ^
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if
(nb+á)(l,2+y) <  y  kY nb < B3((nb + a) log (nb + a))1/2.
This inequality for a=- A2«h





ß (k ) -b
Í  nb
c*(2 + y) D(y) io g -
A4 + 2y
y l{ ! n
2 + y
+
+ x4 e -  *7 log (<>/'■)-(- — + b . 1 1 1
i)T1'4 5 2+y A2+y (nh)y/2
1/2
+ x*4-(io®4)(^) •
(15) 4(nh)(1/2+y)-(1/2) <  A <  min |7 ^log-^-j , 2?3 (nb log nfc)1/2j ,
where x7, xs are absolute constants, C4(2 + y) depends only on y, S4 and Bb depend 
only on the distribution of X.
On the other side it is obvious that
P (0sup !!■.(,)-w (,)l > . ) S P  ( max, |ü  ( Í )  -  ( Í ) |  »  ± |  +
P sup sup \w(t+k)—w(i)| >  4r •
'osisi osüäOW 2 /
From this, (12), (14) and (15) we get the statement of the theorem.
P roof of Theorem 2. The proof is similar to the proof of T heorem 1. Let 
{ZJ, {T*,;}, Sk and W{t) have the same meaning as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Now there exists a probability space and a Wiener process W (!) on it, that for 
every n (see Theorem 1 of [6])
(16) P( max IS* — w(A:)| >x)  <
where Cx, Kx, fi depend only on the distribution of X. Then by (5), (6) and (13) it 
follows that
P maxOsk^n
n(k) — b 
Y nb
n3^  +  Kx e-vU '2 X ^  ~C1 log(nl> + <i))q. e - 0 ‘ ni)/12a)
a
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for all positive a. For a—nb we get 
H ( k ) - bP max
1 O s k S n y nb
^  IL +  t f ,  *?-#<<i / a ^ - c . i o g n f O  +  ^ e - a / i a n *
Applying this and (10) we have
P (omax |/i(0)+ ... +/.i(k— \) — kb\ => a) ^
Ä  +  K -l !°S nb) .f_ e - (1 /12 )(1 /4 )(a2/« 36) -f- e ~ x s<.aln ]fitb) _
b
Then by (5), (13) and (16) it follows that
p  i m a X  ß ( k h b  - w ( — )\ >  / I  g  i i - ) - / s : i e -/*C1/4(< ./« )-C 1 | 08„6) +  x  e -(l/1 2 )(l/4 )(aV „» i.) +
Ynb l«J |  J b









0 S k S n
H(k)-b
Y nb
— y v j ’A j j  >  ; j  rg  IL -j- g - i i ( l / 4 '3 8  (A=(f>/log 6/4)) -  C, log nfc) +
+  X9 e -  * 1 0  bln IoSZ W ") +  X4 e _  * n  A2 (/fc/n/Iog (b//i) _|_ ^  e  -  fi (1/2 A fnft -  C2 log nb) _p
+ l0g » i » f
Hence the theorem is proved.
3. The Levy—Prohorov distance
Let £ and >] be two random elements of the space D[0, 1], then their Levy—Pro­
horov distance is defined as
A(i;,t]) = inf je: there exists a probability space and c, and // on it, 
such that P( sup (^(/) — >£)<e}.
The following statement can be easily deduced from Theorems 1 and 2.
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T heorem 3. Set b=ns (<5>0).
(i) I f  £ | x — l | 2+,l< then
{log n  1 4 -|-2y 1 ^~Yn~  ’ l0ß” ~riö-W) 5 + 2y ’ "/jw+i/SHvJä+W| ’
where C depends on the distribution o f X  and y.
(ii) I f  Ee,x exists in a neighbourhood o f t=  0, then
A(Yn,W) S  max r log »
l
<52 log2 n )
„ « - i / C '
where D depends on the distribution o f X.
I am grateful to professor G. Tusnády for his helpful suggestions.
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Н Е В Ы Р О Ж Д Е Н Н Ы Е  П Р А В О А Л Ь Т Е РН А Т И В Н Ы Е  КО Л ЬЦ А
Ц . Д А Ш Д О Р Ж
В работе [1] В. Г. Скосырский доказал, что невырожденная правоальтер­
нативная алгебра над ассоциативно-коммутативным кольцом с — альтер­
нативна.
В настоящей работе эта теорема доказывается без ограниченний на кольцо 
операторов.
Теорема. Любое невырожденное правоальтернативное кольцо альтерна­
тивно.
Следствие 1. Простое правоальтернативное кольцо либо альтернативно, 
либо является ниль-кольцом.
Известно, что если R — ассоциативная алгебра над ассоциативно-комму­
тативным кольцом Ф, то операции х2 = хх хоу= ху+ ух, хух определяют на 
Ф-модуле R структуру (квадратичной) йордановой алгебры R+ (см. [2], [3]).
Если йорданова алгебра J  изоморфно вложима в R+ для некоторой ассо­
циативной алгебры R, то J  называется специальной йордановой алгеброй. Отож­
дествим алгебру J с ее образом в R+, JÇLR. Подалгебра (7) алгебры R, порож­
денная множеством J, называется ассоциативной обертывающей алгеброй 
для J.
В дальнейшем мы будем рассматривать только специальные йордановы 
алгебры.
Алгебра J$ = 1 • Ф+J получается из J  внешним присоединением единицы.
Ф-подмодуль /S 7  называется идеалом йордановой алгебры J, если для 
любых элементов аб.Т, х, y£J$ имеем axa, хах, axy+yxaÇl.
Известно (см. [3]), что если /, К — идеалы йордановой алгебры J, то Ф- 
модуль U,(К), порожденный множеством {aka\afj, kÇ_K}, также является 
идеалом в J. В частности, /=(7/(7) идеал алгебры 7. Обозначим /<°>=/, 
/<"•+!> =  С//<га) (/<"■>).
Элемент о€7 называется абсолютным делителем нуля йордановой ал­
гебры 7, если aJ$a=0. Йорданова алгебра невырождена, если она не содержит 
ненулевых абсолютных делителей нуля. Наименьший идеал Л/(7) алгебры 7, 
фактор-алгебра по которому невырождена, называется радикалом Маккрим- 
мона алгебры 7.
2 7 8 Ц. ДАШДОРЖ
Йорданова алгебра J первична, если для любых двух идеалов К, L  алгебры 
J  из UL(K) = 0 следует либо К —О либо L = 0.
Е с л и /—■ первичная невырожденная йорданова алгебра, aÇJ и / — идеал 
в J, то из ala = 0 следует, что либо а = 0, либо 1=0.
Рассмотрим свободную ассоциативную Ф-алгебру Ass [X] от счетного 
множества порождающих Х=  {xj, х2, ...} и свободную специальную йорда- 
нову алгебру Ass [Х]+.
В работе [4] построены вполне характеристический идеал Т  и функция 
натурального аргумента /(к ), к йЗ, / ( 3) =  0, такие, что для любых элементов 
t£T<“ k», alt ..., ak£SJ[X\ имеем
{űi... ű; t^i+i • ■ ■ ak} = Oi... 0 ( tai + 1 • • • ak + ak ... aí+i tűi... &i£.SJ[A1], 1 = i = k.
Обозначим
T  — Г </('")>.
Пусть J  — первичная невырожденная специальная йорданова алгебра, R 
— ее ассоциативная обертывающая алгебра. Предположим, что Т(Т)^0.
На алгебре R определим соответствие * следующим образом: если x£R, 
х=  У, ал ..,aik, где a^ÇJ, то положим х* = 2 aik...ал . Ввиду неоднозначности 
записи элемента х это соответствие не является, вообще говоря, отображением.
Л ем м а I. Пусть r£R и rTm(J)r* = 0 для некоторого элемента г* и нату­
рального числа m ê  1. Тогда существует натуральное число j S I, такое, что 
r*Ts(J )r= 0.
Д оказательство . Пусть r= xk + ... + хп, x i=ail...ais., a ^ J ,  5 =  тах5,-, 
tÇ T2,(J). Тогда
r*tr = (xi + . ..+Х*) t(x1 + ...+Xn) = 2, (X* tXj + Xj tXi) + 2  X* tx £ l.
i^j i
Имеем r*trTm(J)r*tr=0. Отсюда в силу первичности и невырожденности ал­
гебры J  получаем r*tr=0, то есть r*T2s( j ) r = 0. Лемма доказана.
Множество
Ann (R, Тт) = {adR\a f j J )  = f m(J) а = 0} 
является идеалом в R. Действительно, пусть a£Ann (R, Тт), xÇ_J. Тогда 
ах f m(J)<A a (x o fm( J ) ) - a f j J ) x  = 0.
Положим
Ann(Я, Г “) = U Ann(R,Tm).
m ï l
Обозначим Н0= {r + r*, rr*\rÇ.R),
H  =  {T(ö1...a„ +  ö„...a1) +  fl|ai, a£J}.
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Лемма 2. Пусть r^R, rTm(J)r* = 0 для некоторых т ё  1 и г*. Тогда 
г Hr* g  Ann (R, T°°).
Д оказательство. Пусть h(- H, / =  rhr* = (x;i...xiki+ xikl... jca) +y,
i
Xu, y  d J, k = m nxki. Для любого элемента tÇ_Tk+1(J) имеем tlt£J. По лемме 1J i
существует í 5  1, такое, что r*Ts(J )r= 0. Значит, tltTs(J)tltQ tlTs(J)lt 
= trhr*Ts{J)rhr*t=0. Теперь tlt=0 в силу первичности и невырожденности 
алгебры/. Для любых элементов aÇ_J, t'£ T,(J) имеем (lta + atl)t'(lta+atl) = 
= Itat'ha + atlt'atl= l(tat' + t'at) Ita + atl (t'at + tat')l—lt'atlta — atltat'1=0. Значит
(lta+atl)Ts(J)(lta + atl) = 0. Поскольку lta + atl£J, то Ita+atl—0.
Далее, Itat={lta+atl) t —atlt=0. Аналогично tat 1=0. Мы доказали, что 
l f k T0 ecTb /£Ann (R, Tk+1)QAnn(R, T°°). Лемма до­
казана.
Следствие 2. Если rTm(J)r* = 0, mo
r* Hr g  AnnGR, T°°).
Лемма 3. Пусть R — полупервичная ассоциативная обертывающая алгебра 
йордановой алгебры ./, k Ç R и кНк = 0. Тогда к = 0.
Д оказательство, а) Считаем, что Л первична. Множество /={абД|а* =  0} 
является идеалом в R. Для aÇj имеем a = a + a*Ç_ Н, т.е. ÍQH, klk = 0. От­
сюда в силу первичности алгебры R либо к = 0, либо 1=0. Если /= 0 , то 
соответствие а—а* является однозначным отображением и, следовательно, 
инволюцией.
Справедливо следующее утверждение: если R  — первичная ассоциативная 
алгебра с инволюцией * : R—R, являющаяся ассоциативной обертывающей 
алгеброй йордановой алгебры J, H0Q J^H (R , *)={ôÇi?|a* — a), k£R  и kJk = 0, 
то к= 0. Его доказательство (принадлежащее Е. И. Зельманову) мы приводим 
в приложении.
б) Пусть R полупервична и к ^  0. Тогда найдется первичный идеал Р, 
такой, что к$_Р. При каноническом гомоморфизше ~ : R->-R=R/P, J=J, H—H 
получаем кНк=0. В силу а) к=0, т. е. kÇP что противоречит нашему 
предположению. Отсюда к= 0. Лемма доказана.
Лемма 4. Пусть J — первичная невырожденная специальная йорданова 
алгебра, R — ее ассоциативная обертывающая алгебра и Т{.1) ^0 . Пусть 
rÇR и существуют г* и натуральное число т, такие, что rTm(J)r* = 0. Тогда 
rRr*QB(R), где tí(R) — полный прообраз радикала Бэра B(R) при гомо­
морфизме
R — R = Л/Апп(/?,Г“ ).
Д оказательство. Из первичности и невырожденности алгебры ./ следует, 
что/П  Ann (R, Т ’) = 0. Таким образом, R является ассоциативной обертываю­
щей алгеброй для J. Кроме того rHr*=r*Hr = 0, так как по лемме 2 и 
следствию 2 rHr*, r*HrQAnn (R, Т). Пусть R = R/B(R), где B(R) —
радикал Бэра алгебры R. Рассмотрим элементы xÇ_ R и k = rxr*, Jc=rxr*, 
k =  rxr*. Тогда k H k = 0, так как г*Нг=0 и тем более КнИ = 0. В силу
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поггупервичности алгебры R по лемме 3 получаем, что к=0. Значит, UdB(R), 
k£B(R). В силу произвольности элемента х £ R получаем rRr*QB(R). Лемма 
доказана.
Если А — правоальтернативная алгебра, то операции х2=хх, х у -х  опре­
деляют на А структуру квадратичной йордановой алгебры А +. Известно 
(см. [2]), что алгебра правых умножений R(A) алгебры А на А% является ассо­
циативной обертывающей алгеброй для А +.
Образ элемента aÇ_A при каноническом вложении в алгебру R(A) обоз­
начим через а'; (a, b)=a'b'—(ab)' и (a, b)* = b'a'— (ab) ' — операторы Смайли.
Л ем м а Скосырского. Пусть А — правоалътернативная алгебра, a, bd А. 
Тогда (а, Ь)Т(А+)'(а, Ь)* = 0.
Для полноты изложения приведем ее доказательство, принадлежащее 
В. Г. Скосырскому.
Элементы из &/[АГ] называются йордановыми многочленами. Известно 
(см. [2]), что для произвольного йорданового многочлена f ( x t , ..., хп) и произ­
вольных элементов ax, . . . ,a ndA справедливо f ( a [ , ..., a'„) = (lf(a'1, ..., а'„))'. 
Если t(xx, ...,xm)eT(SJ[X]); a, b, аг, ..., amdA, то (a, b)t'(au ..., am)(a, b)* — 
Йорданов многочлен от a', b', (ab)', а[ , ..., а'т. Следовательно,
(a, b)t'(a, b)* = (1 (a, b)t'(a, b)*)' = 0 
поскольку 1(а, b)=0. Лемма доказана.
Из леммы 4 и леммы В. Г. Скосырского вытекает
Следствие 3. Пусть А — правоалътернативная алгебра, такая, что А + — 
первичная невырожденная йорданова алгебра и Т(А+) ^ 0; a, bd А. Тогда
(а, Ъ) R(A)(a, b)*, (a, b)*R(A)(a, b) g  S(R(A)).
Л ем м а 5. Предположим, что алгебра А удовлетворяет условиям следст­
вия 3. Тогда для любых элементов a ,b ,x ,yd A , операторов V, WdR(A) спра­
ведливо включение
(X, у) W (а, Ъ)* V(x, y)d(A, A) W(x, у)* V(A, A) + B(R(A)).
Д оказательство. Для любых операторов V,WdR(A) пишем V= W , 
если V—tVÇB(R(A)). Полной линеаризацией сравнения (х, y)fV(x, у)* = 0 
получим
(х, у) W(a, Ь)* + (х, V) Ща, у)*+(а, у) Щ х, Ь)*+(а, b) W(x, у)* = 0.
Используя также частичные линеаризации сравнения (х, y)*W(x, у) = 0, полу­
чим
(х, у)Ща, b)* V(x, у) = - (х ,  b)W(a, у)* V(x, у )-(а , у)Щ х, b)* V(x, у) — 
— (а, Ь)Щх, у)* V ( x , b) = (х, b) W(x, у)* У (а, у) + (а, у) Щх, у)* У(х, Ь) — 
- (а , Ъ) W(x, у)* V(x , у)€(А, А)Щ х , у)* У (А, А).
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Лемма доказана.
П редложение 1. Пусть А — правоальтернативная алгебра, такая, что 
А + — первичная невырожденная йорданова алгебра и Т(А+) ^0. Тогда А ассо­
циативна.
Д оказательство. Во всякой алгебре А справедливо тождество Тейх- 
мюллера (см. [2])
где x,y ,z ,w £A ; {a, b, c)=(ab)c — a(bc) — ассоциатор элементов а, Ь, с. Обоз­
начим р=(х, у, z). В силу тождества Тейхмюллера
Пусть V, W£R{A). Рассмотрим элемент d=(Vp'W)'1 и запишем вместо 
р' на нечетном месте его выражение (I), а на четном месте его выражение (I*). 
После раскрытия скобок в каждом слагаемом хотя бы один из операторов 
(у, z), (ху, z), (х, yz), (х, у) встретится не меньше 3 раз. Между любыми двумя 
операторами из (А, А) стоит оператор из (А, А)*. В силу леммы 5 и следствия 3 
dÇ__B{R(A)), откуда следует p'£B(R(A)).
Покажем, что р = 0. Предположим, что это не так и построим бесконеч­
ную последовательность ненулевых элементов p0,Pi, ...£А  следующим 
образом. Положим р0=р. Предположим, что элементы р0,р х, построены. 
В силу невырожденности алгебры А + найдется элемент х„£А, такой, что 
Рпх„-Рп А 0. Полагаем p„+i=pnxn ■ р„. Последовательность p'Q, р'г, ... является 
/«-последовательностью в алгебре R(A) = R(A)/Ann (R(A), 71“ ). В [5] доказано, 
что всякая /«-последовательность, начинающаяся с элемента из радикала Бэра, 
конечна. Следовательно, найдется номер « /S i, такой, что //„ÇAnn (R(A), Т°°). 
Для некоторого номера « S i имеем p'm(f„(A+))' = 0 и pmf„(A+)pm = 0 в ал­
гебре А +, что противоречит первичности и невырожденности алгебры А +. 
Предложение доказано.
Ниже нам понадобится следующее утверждение, принадлежащее А. Тэ- 
ди [6].
Лемма Тэди. Пусть А — правоальтернативная алгебра, I — идеал йорда- 
новой алгебры А +, фактор-алгебра А +/1 по которому невырождена, Тогда I — 
идеал алгебры А.
Для ее доказательства А. Тэди заметил, что в произвольной правоальтер­
нативной алгебре выполняется тождество
где Va(x)=ax • a, Va J,(x) — ax ■ b + bx ■ а. Из него следует, что если a£l, rÇA, 
то ar + I — абсолютный делитель нуля фактор-алгебры А +/1. Значит, arÇI. 
Далее, га={га+ar) —arf  /.
w(x, у, z) (вое, у, z) + (w, ху, z)-(w , X,  yz) + (w, X,  у) z = 0
(I)
( Г )
р ' = {х, у, z)' =  х '(у , z )-(xy , z) + (x, yz) (х, y )z ’ 
р ' = (х, у, z)' = (у, z )* x '-(xy , z)* + (x, y z )* -z '(x , у)*.
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Л ем м а 6. Предположим, что правоалътернативпая алгебра В удовлет­
воряет тождеству ху+ ух = 0 и порождена элементами b1, . . . ,b n, такими, 
что bj =  0. Тогда алгебра В нильпотентна.
Д оказательство. В силу — y x - z —ху • z =  — x z -y —y- xz алгебра В ан- 
тиассоциативна. Теперь Вп+1= 0 по лемме из [2]. Лемма доказана.
Л ем м а 7. Пусть А — правоалътернативпая алгебра с 1 над полем Ф; 
t: А->-Ф и п: А—Ф — линейная и квадратичная формы соответственно, 
причем для любого элемента а£А справедливо равенство a2 — t(a)a + n(a) ■ 1=0. 
Тогда алгебра А локально конечномерна.
Д оказательство. Пусть а1, ..., ап — произвольные элементы алгебры А. 
Наша задача — доказать, что порожденная ими подалгебра (а1, ..., а„) конеч­
номерна. Рассмотрим для этого свободную правоальтернативную алгебру 
F — Ф(х1, хп) и ее идеал I, порожденный элементами vw + wv, x f, /=  1, ...,п  
где V, w — произвольные слова от {х,}. По лемме 6 факторалгебра F/I ниль- 
потента степени ё  п +1, т. е. любое слово v длины т «sn +1 относительно 
{.y,-} лежит в I,
V = I  (г); VV; +  W; Vj) Ц+ IxJ Щ,
где Щ, Vi — слова от операторов правого и левого умножения на элементы 
из F.
В алгебре А выполняется равенство aob~t(a)b~t(b)a+f(a, b) -1=0, где 
/ (a, b) =  п(а + Ь)—п(а) — п(Ь)£Ф.
Пусть —: , ..., а„) — гомоморфизм, индуцированный отображением
х,—а,-, 1 ё /ё и .  Тогда
V = I  (T; W{ + W; Vi) Vi + I  aj Wf =
= I(t(Vi)Wi + t(Wi)Vi-f (vi, w;) • \)Vi + Z(l(ai) ai-n(ai) ■ 1)Щ.
Таким образом, любое слово от аг, ап длины ёи + 1  линейно выражается 
через слова длины с «  относительно а1,.. . ,а п. Значит, с1ппф (п15 ..., an)<J. 
Лемма доказана.
Элемент а йордановой алгебры J называется собственно нильпотентным, 
если для любого элемента bÇ_J найдется натуральное число п(Ь), что aba...
.. .ba = 0, где а встречается п раз. Алгебра называется собственно нилъалгеброй, 
если всякий ее элемент собственно нильпотентен. Максимальный собственно 
ниль-идеал йордановой алгебры J  называется ее собственным ниль-радикалом 
и обозначается через N{J). Если А — правоальтернатиная алгебра, то в силу 
леммы Тэди N(A) = N(A+) — идеал алгебры А.
Лемма 8. Предположим, что правоальтернативная Ф-алгебра А локально 
конечномерна и N(A) = 0. Тогда алгебра А альтернативна.
Д оказательство. Пусть alt (Л) — идеал алгебры А, порожденный эле­
ментами вида (a, a, b), a,b£A. Покажем, что alt (A)QN(A). Пусть xfalt (А), 
yÇA. Тогда х = £  (ai, di, bi)Wi, где a,, bf- A', Щ — слова от операторов
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правых и левых умножений на элементы из А. Рассмотрим подалгебру Ах 
алгебры А, порожденную элементами ah bh y  и всеми элементами, входящими 
в запись операторов Щ. По теореме Тэди [7] фактор-алгебра AJN (AД альтер­
нативна. Значит, x^NiAj) и найдется натуральное число п, такое, что хух... 
...ух = 0, где X встречается п раз. Мы доказали, что элемент х  собственно 
нильпотентен в алгебре А 4, то есть alt (A)^N(A)=0. Лемма доказана.
Йорданова алгебра называется примитивной, если она содержит макси­
мальный модулярный внутренний идеал (см. [3] не), содержащий ненулевых 
идеалов этой алгебры.
Правоальтернативная алгебра А называется примитивной, если прими­
тивна йорданова алгебра А +.
Пусть Лас(А+) и М (А +) — радикалы Джекобсона и Маккриммона 
алгебры А + соответственно. По лемме Тэди Лас(А+) и М (А +) — идеалы ал­
гебры А.
Предположим, что Лас (А +) = 0. Полупростая йорданова алгебра А + 
аппроксимируется примитивными йордановыми алгебрами (см. [3]), т. е. 
найдутся семейство идеалов {Д о А +\а.£М}, такое, что для любого xÇM
йорданова алгебра А +/Ра примитивна и П Д = 0.
а е м
Поскольку всякая примитивная йорданова алгебра первична и невырож­
дена, то по лемме Тэди Д — идеал алгебры А. Таким образом, полупростая 
правоальтернативная алгебра аппроксимируется примитивными правоальтер­
нативными алгебрами.
П редложение 2. Примитивная правоальтернативная алгебра А над 
алгебраически замкнутым полем Ф, card Ф хИ т фА альтернативна.
Д оказательство. Если Т(А+)т±0, то в силу предложения 1 алгебра А 
ассоциативна. Если Т(А+)=0, то из результатов работы [4] следует, что А + — 
йорданова алгебра симметрической билинейной формы в векторном простран­
стве над некоторым полем Г 2Ф . В силу ограничений на поле Ф, Г = Ф. 
Следовательно, определены линейная форма /: А-+ Ф и квадратичная форма 
и: А-+Ф такие, что a„ — t(a)a+n{a)- 1=0 для любого элемента afA . По 
лемме 7 алгебра А локально конечномерна. Поскольку примитивная йорданова 
алгебра собственно ниль-полупроста, то по лемме 8 алгебра А альтернативна. 
Предложение доказано.
Лемма 9. Пусть Ф ■— произвольное ассоциативно-коммутативное кольцо, 
F — свободная правоальтернативная Ф-алгебра от бесконечного множества 
порождающих {х,|/£/}. Тогда N(F) = M(F).
Д оказательство. Включение M (J)Q N (J) справедливо для любой 
йордановой алгебры J (см. [2]). Покажем, что N(F)Ç=M(F). Пусть а — а{хх, ... 
..., xn)£N(F) и порождающий элемент хП+1 не входит в запись элемента а. 
В силу собственной нильпотентности элемента а найдется натуральное число т, 
такое, что ахп+1а ...хп+1а = 0 где элемент а встречается т раз. Тогда для любого 
элемента b£F выполняется равенство aba...ba — 0. Как доказано в [8], отсюда 
следует, что a£M (F+). Лемма доказана.
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П редлож ение 3. Невырожденная правоальтернативная алгебра над 
полем Ф альтернативна.
Д оказательство. Достаточно доказать включение a lt(F)QM(F) для 
свободной правоальтернативной Ф алгебры F от бесконечного множества 
порождающих X. Пусть Ф — алгебраически замкнутое расширение поля Ф, 
card card X, Г=Р®фФ. Полупростая алгебра F/Jac(F) аппроксимируется 
примитивными правоальтернативными алгебрами. В силу предложения 2 
алгебра F/Jac (F) альтернативна.
Используя кардинальный трюк Амицура (см. [9], [3]), получаем Jac (F) = 
= N(F). Теперь ait (T) g  ait (F) (T FQ Jac (F) П F=N(F) П FQN(F) = M(F). Пред­
ложение доказано.
Напомним, что правоальтернативное кольцо называется первичным, если 
для любых его идеалов K ,L  из KL—0 следует, что либо К —0, либо L = 0.
Л ем м а 10. Первичное невырожденное правоальтернативное кольцо А 
альтернативно.
Д оказательство. Из первичности кольца А следует, что либо
1) Л не имеет аддитивного кручения, либо
2) найдется простое число р=2, такое, что рА=  0.
В первом случае кольцо дробей Ä={a/n\a^A, п£Z, пХ-0} есть невырож­
денная правоальтернативная алгебра над полем рациональных чисел Q. Во 
втором случае А — невырожденная правоальтернативная алгебра над полем 
вычетов Z (р). Теперь наше утверждение следует из предложения 3. Лемма 
доказана.
Для произвольного правоальтернативного кольца А обозначим через 
Мих (А) его локально /f -нильпотентный радикал (радикал Михеева, см. [2]). 
Из теорем А. М. Слинько и В. Г. Скосырского (см. [2]) следует, что М(А)Я  
g  Мих (А).
Д оказательство теоремы. Пусть F — свободное правоальтернативное 
кольцо от бесконечного множества порождающих. Так как Мих (F) — ниль­
радикал, то по лемме 9 М (Т) = Мих (F) = N(F). По теореме И. М. Михеева 
[10] фактор-кольцо F/Мих (F) аппроксимируется первичными Мих-полупрос- 
тыми кольцами. Поскольку всякое первичное Мих-полупростое кольцо не­
вырождено, то в силу леммы 10 оно альтернативно. Значит, альтернативно и 
кольцо F/Мих (F), alt (F )<=M(F). Теорема доказана.
Я благодарю Е. И. Зельманова, К. Маккриммона, В. Г. Скосырского, 
познакомивших меня с рукописями своих работ до их опубликования. Поль­
зуюсь случаем поблагодарить также Л. А. Бокутя за руководство работой и Е. 
И. Зельманова за ценные советы.
ПРИЛОЖЕНИЕ
Предложение (Е. И. Зельманов). Пусть R — полупервичная ассоциатив­
ная алгебра над полем Ф с инволюцией *: R->- R, aÇ R и для произвольного 
элемента r£R выполняется а(г+г*)а=агг*а = 0. Тогда множество Н0 = 
=  {г + гг, rr*/rÇ Д’} централизует идеал UgR(a), порожденный элементом а 
в алгебре R.
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Приведем для полноты изложения доказательство этого результата, также 
принадлежащее Е. И. Зельманову.
Пусть А — ассоциативная алгебра, t£A. Зададим на Ф — пространстве А 
новое умножение, полагая x* y= x ty  и обозначим новую алгебру через А(,). 
Множество Kér А(п= {х£Л|Ш=0} — идеал алгебры А(,).
Лемма 1. Если алгебра А примитивна, то алгебра Л(,)/Кег А'г) также при­
митивна.
Д оказательство. Пусть VA — точный неприводимый правый Л-модуль. 
Зададим на подпространстве Vt структуру Л'^-модуля, полагая
(Vf, Л(,))Э(г, х) — vxtÇVt.
Легко видеть, что Е /К егЛ (() =  0 и Vf — точный Л(()/Кег Л(,)-модуль. 
Покажем, что этот модуль неприводим. Пусть Vt^vt^O, v£V Тогда в силу 
неприводимости Л-модуля V имеем vtA = V и, следовательно, vtAt=Vt. 
Значит, vfA(,) — Vt. Лемма доказана.
Лемма 2. Предположим, что в условиях предложения 1 поле Ф алгеброй 
чески замкнуто и Ф-алгебра R конечномерна. Тогда [ На, í/gR(a)] = 0.
Д оказательство. Не уменьшая общности, можно считать, что R есть 
либо простая алгебра Ф„, либо прямая сумма простых антиизоморфных 
алгебр Фт@Ф°т с обменной инволюцией *: а®й°—Ь®а°. Во втором случае 
из равенства аН0а=0 следует а = 0. В первом случае, если п ^ 2  или инвол­
юция * : Ф2—Ф„ не является симплектической, то равенство аНа=0 снова 
влечет а= 0 (см. [3]). Если *: Ф2-*Ф2 — симплектическая инволюция, то 
множество Н0 состоит из скалярных матриц. Лемма доказана.
Лемма 3. Предположим, что в условиях предложения 1 поле Ф алгебра­
ически замкнуто и Ф-алгебра R локально конечномерна. Тогда [Н0, UgR(a)]Q
g  N(R).
Д оказательство. Для произвольных элементов a1,.. . ,a n£R и сопря­
женных с ними элементов а$, ...,а* рассмотрим порожденную ими конечно­
мерную подалгебру R1=(a1, ..., а„, a î , ..., а*, а). По лемме 2 [#„(/?!, *), 
UgRl(a)]QN(Ri). В силу произвольности элементов я,, ..., anCR отсюда 
следует утверждение леммы.
Лемма 4. [Н0, UgR(a)]QN(R).
Д оказательство. Пусть F — алгебраически замкнутое расширение 
поля Ф большой мощности card F>dim® R. Переходя к алгебре R® 0 F/ 
N(R®0F) можно не уменьшая общности считать, что поле Ф — алгебраически 
замкнуто и card Ф>  dim® R. В этом случае по теореме Амицура [9] Jac (R) = 
—N(R).
Покажем, что для произвольного элемента r£R выполняется равенство 
ага*Н0ага* = 0. В самом деле, если hCH„, то
ara* harа* = a(ra* h + har*) ara* ahar* ara* = 0.
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В частности, для любого /г£Я0 элемент ax = aha* есть абсолютный делитель 
нуля йордановой алгебры Я0. Для произвольного элемента rÇ_R имеем 
a1ra1ra1 = a1(r+r*)a1ra1—a1r*a1ra1= 0, поскольку r*H0rQH0. По теореме 
Левицкого axRQB(R) = 0. Мы доказали, что алгебра Я0 невырождена. Значит 
аН0а* = 0 и (а+а*)Н0(а + а*) = 0. Снова ввиду невырожденности алгебры 
Я0 имеем а*= —а.
Для произвольных элементов х, y£R  имеем
ахауа =  а(хау+у* а* х*) а—ау* а* х* а =
=  ау* ах* а = а(у* + у) ах* а — ауах* а =
=  — ауа(х+х*) а+ауаха = ауаха.
Пусть Р — примитивный идеал алгебры R, R-+R/P — естественный 
гомоморфизм. По лемме 1_ Л(“УКег Л(а) — примитивная коммутативная Ф- 
алгебра. Следовательно, Рассмотрим гомоморфизм
=: Л — R/PPP*.
В силу сказанного выше сйтфЙЯ5^2. Элемент а порождает в алгебре R 
локально конечный идеал 7. По лемме 3 [Ug=(a),lC\H] = 0. Очевидно, PQ  
QUgj(â), поэтому [73, Я0(7, ж)] = 0. Ввиду полупервичности алгебры R от­
сюда следует [7,_#0(/,_*)] = 0. Далее. 1[R, //„(7, *)Ш[7, Я0(7, ж )] + [?, Я0(7, *)\R  
=  0. Значит, [R, Н0(1, ж)] = 0.
Пусть îi£H0(R, ж), й1€Я0(7,_*), x Ç_R. В силу центральности элемента 
/^произведение 1гЛ\ лежит в Я0(7, ж). В самом деле, если Л=г+г*, то Tih\ =  =  (гЛ1) +  (гИ1)*. Если же Л=гг* ,  то ЛЛХ= ( г Л х)(гЛх)*. Поэтому [x,h]Jil =  
= [х, ЛЛЦ =0. Так как элемент Лх лежит в центре алгебры ,^ а алгебра R ~  R/P 
первична, то либо [Я, Я0(Я, *)]ÇjP, либо Я0(7, ж)^Р. Если Я0(7, * ) Q P ,  
то для любого _элемента tç l  имеем t2 — t(t +  t*) — tt*£P, поэтому 7QP. 
В любом случае [I, H0(R, *)]<^Р, т.е. [ U g R ( a ) ,  H0(R, *)]СР. Лемма доказана.
Доказательство предложения 1. Пусть b£UgR(a), h fH n(R, ж), c = [b, h]. 
Наша задача — показать, что с=0.
Рассмотрим в множестве натуральных чисел N ультрафильтр Фреше J 
и ультрастепень R = RN/J  алгебры R (см. [И]). В алгебре R действиет ин­
волюция ж : (Xil/ÇN)//—(x*\i£N)/J, причем H0(R, *) = H0(R, *)N/J. Пусть ä, 
b, h, с — ультрастепени элементов a, b, h, с соответственно. Тогда äH0(R, ж) 
5= 0 , bdUgR(ä) и, значит, c£N(77). Отсюда следует, что правый идеал сЛ-ниль- 
-алгебра ограниченной степени. По теореме Левицкого (см. [5]) cÇ_B(K)~0. 
Предложение доказано.
Следствие 1. Пусть R — первичное кольцо с инволюцией ж: R-*R. Если 
кольцо R содержит ненулевой элемент а, такой, что aH0(R, *)а=0, то его 
центр Z(R) отличен от нуля и центральное замыкание Z{R)~1R квадратично 
над полем Z(R)~1Z(R).
Доказательство.  Пусть а ^0 , aH0(R, ж)а = 0. В силу предложения 1 
[6/gR(a), Я0(Ф. ж ) ]  = 0. Так как кольцо R  первично, то отсюда следует
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[R, H0(R, *)] = О, H0(R, *)QZ(R). Теперь для любого элемента xÇR имеем 
x 2—z1x+ z2 =  0, где zx=x+x*, z2 — x*x£Z(R).
Следствие 2. Предположим, что первичная алгебра R с инволюцией 
*: R—R является ассоциативной обертывающей алгеброй йордановой подал­
гебры H0(R, *)QJQH(R,  *). Если a£R и для любого элемента x£J имеем 
аха = 0, то а = 0.
Доказательство. Ввиду следствия 1 можно предполагать, что /^ -алгебра 
2 X 2-матриц над полем F,
Алгебра R порождена множеством H(R, *) лишь в случае char F—2. Теперь 
заметим, что единственной йордановой подалгеброй алгебры H(R, *), порож 
дающей R, является сама алгебра H(R, *). Из равенства aH(R, *)а =  0 сле­
дует д=0.
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ON THE COMPLEMENTEDNESS OF THE LATTICE 
OF WEAK CONGRUENCES
BRANIMIR Se SELJA and GRADIMIR VOJVODlC
In this paper we give necessary and sufficient conditions under which the lattice 
of all weak congruences (i.e. of all congruences on all subalgebras) of an algebra 
satisfying CEP and CIP (see below) is complemented.
We give a complete answer to the same question if this complemented lattice is 
modular, and we also characterize algebras with Boolean lattice of weak congruences.
Let s i  = (A, F) be an algebra and KQA the set of its constants. Then ([1]) 
a weak congruence relation q on s i  is a symmetric, transitive and compatible relation 
on si, satisfying a weak reflexivity: If c£K, then cqc.
We shall use the following notations. For a given algebra s i,
S (si)  is the lattice of all its subalgebras,
C(si) is the lattice of all congruences on si,
C„ (si) is the lattice of all weak congruences on si.
It is clear that the set of all weak congruences on s i  coincides with the set of all 
congruences on all subalgebras of si, i.e.,
C J s i)  = U (C (@ )m S(si)).
It is also clear that Cw(s i) is a lattice under set inclusion.




qa =  (A(o£C(si)\e ;S a).
If de is the diagonal of o^C„(si) (i.e., c1q = qAA where A — {(x,x)\x£A}) 
then qa = q\/A, and thus CIP expresses a distributivity property for A.
Recall that an algebra s i  satisfies the congruence extension property (CEP) if 
every congruence on an arbitrary subalgebra of s i  is the restriction of some congru­
ence on si.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 06C15; Secondary 08B10. 
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It was proved in [1] that:
(I) Cw(sd) is an algebraic lattice which includes C(,s/) and S(sC) as sublattices 
(as a filter and an ideal, respectively), the latter up to isomorphism, and that the lattice 
S(sd) is also a homomorphic image of Cw(sd).
(By virtue of the above mentioned embedding, the subalgebras are represented 
in Cw(sd) by diagonal relations).
(II) Cw(sd) is a modular lattice iff
(i) S(s4) is a modular lattice;
(ii) C(sd) is a modular lattice;
(iii) A satisfies the CIP;
(iv) A satisfies the CEP.
L em m a 1. Let sd — (A, F) be a nontrivial algebra ( |d [  > 1 )  such that Cw(sd) is 
a complemented lattice. Then the least subalgebra 3Hm o f sd is nonvoid.
R e m a r k . If \A\ = \ then either CwO/) is trivial (K=A) or it is a two-element 
chain (K=0czA). In the following we consider nontrivial algebras only.
Proof. Let D' be a complement of A. Then AVD' = A2 and AAD'=dm, 
where dm=AAB2m.
Since A AÄl, D' cannot be the empty relation, hence also dD, A0. On the other 
hand, we have by definition dD. = AAD'. Thus, d,n~ d D.A0, which proves that 
Bm^ 0 .  □
Corollary 2. If, for an algebra sd, Cw(sd) is complemented then B;n is a com­
plement of A, and if the congruences of 31 m can be extended to sd, then this complement 
o f A is unique.
Proof. Denote by D' a complement of A. By the proof of Lemma 1, we have 
djy = dm hence D 'sB 2m, thus
A V B l ~  AMD’ = A* and AAB;n = dm,
which proves the first claim. Finally, if D' — DAB2m fo ra  DfC(sd), then we have 
D = A dD '^A \ID ' = A2 and thus '
D' =  DABl, = A2ABl = B2n. □
Remark. The preceding statement shows that no nontrivial algebra having a 
one-element subalgebra (a group, for example) can have a complemented lattice of 
weak congruences.
Proposition 3. Let sd be an algebra satisfying CIP and CEP and such that Cw (,/</) 
is complemented. Then:
1) For every :31G S(sd), the mapping q^ Q a is a lattice isomorphism from C{3)) 
to C {sí):
2) C(sd) is a complemented lattice;
3) S(sd) is a complemented lattice.
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P r o o f . 1) For an arbitrary gdC(38), by CEP there is a g£C(sd) such that 
g = gA B 2. Now we have:
qaa b 2 S  e = gAB* s  (qA qa)AB2 = ^A /?2,
hence g = gAAB2. Therefore the mapping g>-+ gA is an injection from C(38) to 
C(s/). Moreover, the image of C('M) in C(sA) is an ideal. Indeed, if g€C(38), 
9£C(jd), 9<gA, then it follows that 0Ag^C{38), and by CIP {9Ag)A—0AAgA — 
= 8A qa = 9. Thus, every 9<gA is the image of a congruence in C(38). Furthermore, 
by Corollary 2, we have
(B*)a =  5 2VA ^  BAm\A  = A \
and since the image of C (38) is an ideal of C(sA), it must be the whole C(si). Finally, 
Q'-’-Qa. is obviously order preserving, which completes the proof of Claim 1.
2) By 1), every congruence in C(sf) has the form gA for some g£C(38m). 
Consider a complement g’ of q. Then A2=gT g\ which implies that A = dfJd^.
Since de=dm, it follows that de. = A, i.e., gfC(s3). Now we have
QaS q' ^  g fg '  = A-
and by CIP,
QAAg'A = (eAe'Xi =  (dm)A = a .
Hence g' is a complement of gA in C(s-f).
3) This follows immediately from the fact that S(/J) is a homomorphic image 
of Cw(s3) and the latter is complemented. □
The converse of the last proposition is also valid:
P roposition 4. Let sé be an algebra satisfying conditions 1), 2) and 3) from 
Proposition 3. Then CK(sd) is a complemented lattice.
P ro o f . If q€Cw(s/)  then there is a (unique) 38£S(s8) such that g£C(38). 
Let &(:S(sd) be a complement of 38 in S (sf)  (by 3). Since the lattice S(s3) is iso­
morphic with that of the diagonals, we have deAd„=dm and def d a=A for any 
o€C(tf).
Now, let 9 be a complement of g in C(38) (by 2)). By 1) we can choose a gfC(f>) 
so that g'A=9A.
We shall show that g' is a complement of g in Cw(s3).
Indeed, we have g'Ag(zC(38m) since dQAdQ, = dm. Furthermore,
( e W h  S  gAAg'A = gAA9Abn?(gA9)A =  A.
Hence, again by 1), gAg'=dm.
For the supremum, we have g'\l gfC(sA) since d„Vdt> = A, and then 
Qy Q’ = g fg ' f A  =  0?Vd)V(c'Vd) = gAfg 'A =
= gAV8A b2L±> (gV9)a = (B"-)a = A \  □
The algebras satisfying condition 1) from Proposition 3 are in the class of those 
that have CEP and CIP;
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P roposition 5. Let s i  be an algebra satisfying 1) from Proposition 3. Then s i  
has CEP and CIP.
P ro o f . 1)=>CEP: Let 38dS(si) and g£C(3S), then we have qS qaAB~ and 
(■Qa/\B°-)a S  8a/\Ba = QaA ^ 2 =  Qa’
hence
QaAB2 = s  Q,
and thus q= qaAB2, which proves that s i  has CEP.
1)=>CIP: Take any g, 9dCw(si), say, gdC(&) and 9^C(^), and put
3)=S&AH in S(si). Then there are unique g', 9fiC(@) such that 9'A = 6A and 
Q'a — Qa - We are going to prove that g'A9'=gA9. Indeed, we have q, g'nfC(M),
8a = Qa = d'Vd = g'\ldBAl A = (g'B)A,
hence g--QB. Therefore g=g', and similarly 0 > 0 '; thus gA0?sg'A0'. On the 
other hand,
( ( e m „ ) A =  (qao)a s eA =  e'A =  (d'B)A,
hence (g A 0)B ^  0'B, and therefore
(qA0)b =  qA6b = gBA9B = (g A 9 )B, 
whence qA 0 ^ q'A9'. Thus qA9=q'A9'. N ow  we have 
(QA9)A = (q'A9')a = qaA9a =  QaA9a, 
and CIP is proved. □
Summing up Propositions 3, 4, 5, we obtain:
T heorem  6. An algebra s i  has CEP, CIP and a complemented lattice o f weak 
congruences if and only i f  it satisfies conditions 1), 2) and 3) from Proposition 3. □
Since modularity of Cw(si)  implies CEP and CIP (see [1]), Theorem 6 yields the 
following
C orollary 7. For an algebra s i with a modular lattice o f weak congruences, 
1), 2) and 3) are necessary and sufficient conditions in order that the lattice Cw(si) be 
complemented. □
The last step in our considerations is to investigate when Cw (si) is a Boolean 
lattice.
T heorem 8. Let s i  be an algebra. Then Cw(si) is a Boolean lattice if  and only if 
s i  satisfies
1) (see Proposition 3);
4) C (si) is a Boolean lattice;
5) S (si) is a Boolean lattice.
P roof. Let Cw(si) be a Boolean lattice. Then 1) holds by (II) and Proposition 3. 
S (si)  and C(si) are complemented (again by Proposition 3) and being distributive 
(as sublattices of Cw{si)) they are Boolean as well.
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On the other hand, if Conditions 1), 4) and 5) are satisfied, then Cw(.a/) is iso­
morphic with the direct product of the lattices S(s4) and C(.s/). This isomorphism is 
established by the mapping
h: Cw(j*) -  S W x C ( r f )
defined by h{g) = {3S, gA) where g£C(38). Indeed, li is a bijection by (1) and it 
obviously preserves the order. We shall prove that h~1 also preserves the order. Let 
(.2$, g )^ (^ , 0). Then and g<9, where g,Ü£C(stf). By 1) take the
unique g^C(ß) and 0£C(#) such that gA = g and 0A = 0. Then
(Qc)a = 6a = 0 = 0 = 0 A,
hence gc = 0. Therefore g ^ g c^9 , and we are done. □
E xa m ple . Let G be the groupoid given by the Cayley table below, with constant 
b; this algebra has the lattice of weak congruences CW(G) shown in the figure. This 
lattice is Boolean, and G satisfies the properties listed in Theorem 8.
The authors express their thanks to L. Márki for his valuable suggestions during 
the preparation of the final version of the paper.
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§ 1. Introduction
In the following, (S', •) always denotes a semigroup, and we write (S , •) =  
£ ( T, •) iff (S, •) is a subsemigroup of (T, •)• Even for sets SQT, a partial order 
(p.o.) on T is called an extension of a p.o. on S  iff
(1.1) a b => a b holds for all a,b£S.
In particular, ^  r is called a strict extension of ^  s iff
(1.2) a ^ s b o a - ^ T b holds for all a,b£S,
i.e. iff is the restriction of on S. Moreover, we speak about a monotone 
partial order (m.p.o.) on (S, •) iff (S, ■, =s) is a partially ordered (p.o.) semi­
group, and correspondingly about a monotone fu ll order (m.f.o.). Clearly, if 
is a m.p.o. or a m.f.o. on (T, •), the same holds for its restriction on each (S, •)£
The main subject of this paper is given by the following two concepts for semi­
groups, which generalize well known ones for groups (cf. [1], Chap. Ill):
Definition 1.1. A semigroup ( S , •) is called on O -sem igroup  iff there exists at 
least one m.f.o. on ( S ,  •)• We call (S , •) an O *-sem igroup  iff each m.p.o. S s on 
(S , ■) has an extension which is a m.f.o. on (S’, •). Since each m.p.o. on a semi­
group (S, •) can be extended to a maximal one, the latter means that each maximal 
m.p.o. on (S, ■) is a m.f.o.
As usual, we consider the equality on S as a m.p.o. on (S, •). Thus each (^-semi­
group is also an O-semigroup, whereas the converse fails to be true even in the case 
of groups (cf. [ 1 III. Satz 19, IV. Satz 8).
From considerations concerning fully ordered semigroups various results on O- 
semigroups are known, and we refer to [2] also for further references. In §2 we compare 
some of these results with those on 0*-semigroups, which also yields some initial ex­
amples. In particular, we obtain all varieties of semigroups which contain only O*- 
semigroups (Prop. 2.3.).
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In § 4 we consider the situation where (T, •) is a semigroup of right quotients of a 
semigroup (S , ■) with respect to a subsemigroup (T, •). In this case, (5', •) is an O- 
semigroup iff (T, •) has this property, and if (S’, •) is an 0*-semigroup, the same 
holds for (T, •) (Thm. 4.3). We could not decide whether the converse of the latter 
holds in this generality, but we can prove it if (T, •) is both, a semigroup of right 
and left quotients of (S , •) with respect to (£, •) (Thm. 4.4). These considerations are 
prepared in §3, where we deal with the extension of a m.p.o. on (S', •) to a m.p.o. 
^  j- on (T, •) for some (7) • )3(S , •) in a more general setting.
The statements of § 4 allow us to apply results on O- or 0*-groups to semigroups 
(S, •) which have a group (T, ■) of right (and left) quotients. In this way we obtain 
(Thm. 5.2) that a commutative and cancellative semigroup (S, •) is an O-semigroup 
iff it is an 0*-semigroup, which in turn is the case iff (S, •) is power cancellative (cf. 
§2). Whereas a semigroup of this kind is also torsion free, the converse need not be 
true. In this context we have to correct a wrong statement given in [7], which is done 
at the end of § 5. The authors are grateful to the referee for several hints and correc­
tions.
§ 2. Some examples and general statements
Lemma 2.1. Let (S', •) be a semigroup generated by one element a£S. Then 
the following statements are equivalent:
a) (S , •) is an O-semigroup.
b) (S', •) is an O*-semigroup.
c) a has infinite order or a'n~a"" 1 holds for some mL N.
P r o o f . It is known that a) -<=>c) holds (cf. [2], § 0). In this case, there are two m.f.o. 
on (S, ■), given by a‘^ a i+k for all i, k£N and the dual order. We show that each 
such O-semigroup is also an 0*-semigroup. Assume at first am = am+1. We may 
choose m minimal and assume 1 <m. Then there is no m.p.o. on (S', ^ sa tis ­
fying al< s a,+k and aJ+l^  s aJ forsome i , j ,k , l£ N. Indeed, the first relation would 
imply am_1< s am and the second one um< s am_1. Hence each m.p.o. on (S , •) 
can be extended to one of the two m.f.o. on (S', •)• If « has infinite order one can 
proceed similarly: choosing i —j  one obtains the contradiction a‘< s ai+k l-^s aJ. 
But in this case (S', •) is a commutative and cancellative O-semigroup and we can 
also apply Theorem 5.2 to obtain b).
It is further obvious that each subsemigroup of an O-semigroup (T. ■) is also an 
O-semigroup. Consequently, each element ad T  satisfies c) of Lemma 2.1. Contrast­
ing the former statement, we state:
Lemma 2.2. A subsemigroup (S , ■) of an O*-semigroup (T, ■) need not be an 
0*-semigroup.
P r o o f . As an example, consider the subsemigroup S={a2, ..., a6} of the O*- 
semigroup T={a1, .... ar‘ = a7}. Then a4< s a5 and ar‘-= s a5 determine obviously a 
m.p.o. on (S , •)• The latter cannot be extended to a m.f.o. S  on (S', •), 
since ö2< « 3 would contradict a® < s a6, whereas a3 <  a2 would contradict a4< s ar>.
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In [3] a complete list is given of those varieties of semigroups which consist 
entirely of O-semigroups. They are defined by one of the following laws: xy= xz, 
yx= zx, xy= x, xy=y, xy=uv, and x= y. Using this result we obtain:
P ro po sitio n  2 .3 . The six varieties given above are all varieties o f semigroups 
which consist entirely o f O*-semigroups.
P ro o f . If (-S', •) is a semigroup contained in one of the last four varieties, clear­
ly each f.o. S s is monotone on (S, •) (cf. [3]). This yields that each m.p.o. on 
(51, •) can be extended to a m.f.o. So it remains to prove that each semigroup (S , •) 
contained in one of the other varieties, say in that defined by xy=xz, is an O*- 
semigroup.
Let (S, ■) be such a semigroup. Then each element ad S  is either idempotent, 
which yields as=a for all sdS, or a $ S 2 holds and hence as=a2 for all sdS. 
We show that each maximal m.p.o. ^  on (S , •) is a full order (cf. Def. 1.1).
Assume at first that a2 and b2 would be incomparable with respect to s  for some 
a,bdS. Then one checks in a straightforward manner that
x y  iff x  ^  y  or x ^  a2, b2 ^  y
would define a m.p.o. on (S , •) Since would be a proper extension of we 
obtain that all a2,b 2dS  are comparable with respect to
Now assume that a, bdS  would be incomparable with respect to As just 
proved we may assume that a2^ b 2 holds and obtain a contradiction like above using
x y  iff x  ^  y  or x  ^  a, b ^  y.
Whereas the direct product of O-groups is again an O-group and that of O*- 
groups even an 0*-group (cf. [T]), the situation for semigroups differs considerably:
L emma 2 .4 . The direct product o f two O*-semigroups (S), •) need not even be 
an O-semigroup.
P ro o f . For an example, let 5'1={a, h} be a left and 5'2={1,2} be a right zero 
semigroup. Both are 0*-semigroups by Prop. 2.3. We write au a2, bu b2 for the ele­
ments of their direct product (T, •) according to x,yy=Xj. By way of contradiction, 
let be a m.f.o. on (T, •). Without loss of generality, we may assume that b2 
holds. This yields a ^ T a2 and ai<T hi- Now ö2< r implies the contradiction 
c2< r a ,, and by< T a2 the contradiction bx< T ax.
Finally, we need two more concepts in our context. A semigroup (S , •) is called 
power cancellative (cf. [5], III. 6.8.) iff, for all a ,bdS  and some «6N, a" =  bn implies 
a—b. We further generalize a well known group theoretical concept and call (S, •) 
torsion free iff all elements adS, except the identity if there is one, have infinite 
order.
L emma 2.5. Let (S, ■) be cancellative and power cancellative. Then (S , •) is 
torsion free.
P ro o f . Let adS  be of finite order. Then a"=an+k holds for some n, A:^ N. 
This yields anak=a"(ak)2, hence ak = (ak)2 by cancellativity. As an idempotent in a
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cancellative semigroup, a k is the identity e  of (S, •)• Now a k — e — e k implies a  =  e  
by power cancellativity, i.e. (S, •) is torsion free.
Lemma 2.6. E a c h  l e f t  c a n c e lla t iv e  O -s e m ig r o u p  (S, ■) is  p o w e r  c a n c e lla tiv e .
P roof. Assume a n— b n for some a , b d S .  Then we may choose ;?£N to b e  
minimal and, by way of contradiction, a < s b  for a m.f.o. S s on ( S ,  ■). This yields 
a"_1< s b " ~ ' .  hence a a " ~ 1< s  a b " - 1  by left cancellativity. From a b"~1 S s b b "  "1 we 
obtain the contradiction a" <  ,s- b".
By the last two statements, each cancellative O-semigroup is power-cancellative 
and torsion free, whereas Lemma 2.1 provides commutative 0*-semigroups without 
these properties. Moreover, there are left cancellative and hence power cancellative 
0*-semigroups, which are not torsion free. Close at hand examples are right zero 
semigroups (cf. Prop. 2.3), but there are also 0*-semigroups of this kind consisting 
of idempotents and elements of infinite order.
§ 3, Monotone partial orders on semigroups and subsemigroups
Lemma 3.1. a) For (S , -)Q(T, •), let S s be am.p.o. on(S, •). I f  — s can be 
extended to a m.p.o. s  T on (T, •), then S s can be extended to a m.p.o. Sfs on 
(S, •) suchthat S T is a strict extension o f .
b) Assume additionally that (T. ■) has an identity and let E be a subsemigroup o f 
(S, •) for which each ££E has an inverse C T. Then ='s satisfies
(3.1) £ar] < s  ^br] => a ä '  b for all a,b£S; ^,r]£E.
P roof. Clearly, the restriction S s  0f on A is the unique m.p.o. on (A, •) 
satisfying a), which implies b) since (3.1) holds in (T, •, s r).
Now let E be any subsemigroup of (S, ■). If a m.p.o. S s on (S , ■) can be ex­
tended to a m.p.o. S's on (S, •) satisfying (3.1), then there clearly exists a unique 
smallest extension 0f this kind. (Note that there are those extensions if 
S s can be extended to a m.f.o. on (S, •), hence if (S, •) is an 0*-semigroup.) In 
this context and in order to use Lemma 3.1 to construct an extension S T of s=s 
via s '  in the next section we state:
Lemma 3.2. Let S s be a m.p.o. on (S , •) and (E, -)Q(S, •) such that each 
££E is cancellable in (S , •), Then
(3.2) a s í  b <=> ^at] s s £br] for some ^,r]£E
defines a m.p.o. s '  on (S, •) which extends S s and satisfies (3.1) iff the following 
condition holds for all a. b f S  and all £, r jfl:
(3.3) I*ai] £brj =>\f x, ydS1 3x, ?EE such that xxayX ^ s xxbyX.
I f  this is the case, clearly S j  is the smallest extension o f S s which satisfies (3.1) 
forE.
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P ro o f . If (3.2) defines such an extension s 's  of S s ,
£at] s s => a ^'s b => xay s '  xby => xxayX s s xxbyX
shows that (3.3) holds. Conversely, assume (3.3) and define a relation S j  by (3.2). 
Clearly, S s  extends S s and is hence reflexive, too. To check transitivity, assume 
a^'s b and b^ 's c, i.e. ^ar\Ss £by and ah tS s act for some £, t], a, x£l. Applying
(3.3) for x = a and y = x, we get
y.aax). s s xabxX xacx).
and hence a g j  c because of xa, x lfZ . The same calculation with c = a yields 
xaaxX = xabxX, hence a=b since xa and x). are cancellable in (S , •)• So S j  is 
also antisymmetric, thus a p.o. on S. The monotony for g j  follows immediately 
from (3.3). Finally, £ati <'s £bt] implies a^atjx S s o£br\x for some a, x£Z and hence 
uSsh, i.e. S j  satisfies (3.1).
We close this section with the following
E xam ple 3.3. Let ( T , • )  be the group of all matrices
/ 1  a  o '  
A =  0 1 b 
\0 0 1
for a, b, c£Z (or Q, or R)
with the usual multiplication. We use the abbreviation A=(a,b,c) and state 
A- X = (a, b, c)(x, y, z) = (a+ x, b + y, c + ay+ z),
A~x = (a, b, c)-1 = (— a, -  b, ab—c).
Obviously, Z x= {(0, 0, c)|c£Z} is the centre of (T, •) and TjZ1 is commutative, 
hence (T, •) a nilpotent group. Since (T, ■) is also torsion free, it is an 0*-group by 
[H, h i- Satz 17. For the subsemigroup given by
S - {(a, b, c)\a S  0, b S  0, c S  0}
with respect to the usual m.f.o. S  on Z, one easily checks that a m.p.o. on (S, •) 
is defined by
(3.4) (a, b, c) s s (a', b', c') <=> a <  a' or a = a', b b', c S. c'.
Note that (3.4) does not define a m.p.o. on (7) •), since (0, 2, 0 )< s (0, 3, 0) multi­
plied by (—1,0,0) from the left yields (—1,2, —2) on the left and (—1,3, —3) 
on the right side. Moreover, choosing Z=S, the m.p.o. S s on (S', •) does not 
satisfy (3.1). A simple counterexample is
(1, 0, 0)(0, 1, 2)(0, 0, 0) =  (1, 1, 3) < s (1, 2, 3) =  (1, 0, 0)(0, 2, 1)(0, 0, 0),
whereas (0, 1, 2) and (0, 2, 1) are incomparable with respect to =s - It is straightfor­
ward to check that (3.2) applied to S s defines a relation on S  given by
(3.5) (a, b, c) s '  ( a', b', c’) <=> a <  a' or a = a ',b  -= b' or a = a', b = b , c S  c'.
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Clearly, ^ 's isevenam.f.o. on (S', •) which extends S s and satisfies (3.1). The latter 
implies that (3.3) holds for ^ s . Contrasting the situation with (3.4), (3.5) defines 
alsoam .p.o. == j on {T, •) which is, of course, a m.f.o. and a strict extension of ='s . 
We shall pick up this example in the next section; in particular we obtain there 
directly that s=s satisfies (3.3).
§ 4. O- and 0*-seinigroups and extensions by quotients
Assume (E, -)Q(S, -)Q(T, •)• Then T is called a semigroup o f right quo­
tients (s.o.r.q.) of S with respect to E iff T has an identity, each a^E has an inverse 
oc~1^ T  and the subset {űoc_1|a£.S, a€T} of T  coincides with T. It is well known 
(cf. e.g. [6]) that such a semigroup T  exists iff each ocdE is cancellable in S  and the 
following condition, denoted by qr(S, E), is satisfied
(qr(S,E)) aEPiocS ^  0 for all a£S, a£E.
In this case, T is uniquely determined by S  and E (up to isomorphisms relative with 
respect to S), hence we may write T=Qr(S, E). We need a statement proved in [6] 
(Thm. 2) and reformulate it as follows:
T heorem 4.1. Let T=Q r(S,X) be a s.o.r.q. and ^ 's am.p.o. on (S, •). Then 
there exists am.p.o. on{T, •) which is a strict extension of iff s 's satisfies
(3.1) . I f  this is the case, ^  T is uniquely determined by ='s according to
(4.1) aa_1 bß~x <=> aX =  ßl and aX ^'s bl for some l£S,X£E,
and is a full order iff s '  «  one.
C orollary 4.2. For T= Q r(S, X) as above, a m.f.o. ^ 's on(S, ■) can always 
be extended to a m.p.o. ^  r on (T, •). Moreover, S  T is also a full order, uniquely 
determined by ='s , and a strict extension o f ^ 's .
P roof. Since (3.1) holds for each m.f.o. ^ ' on (S’, ■), there exists the m.f.o. 
^  T of (7’, •) given by (4.1), which is a strict extension of = 's . We show that each 
m.p.o. on (T, •) which extends s j ,  say ^ * ; coincides with ^ T. Assume at first 
acc~x bß~x for some aoT1, bß~x£T. By qr(S, E) there are l£S, X£E satisfy­
ing aX=ßl. This yields aX S* bl and hence aX ^ 's bl, since aX bl would imply 
aX bl. Conversely, assume aX = ßl and aX =±s bl. This yields lX~1 = ß~1a and 
aX t bl, hence
na“1 = aXX~xa~x s*  fi/A-1a_1 =  bß~1ua~1 = bß~x.
So ~ t coincides with S r  according to (4.1).
T heorem 4.3. Let T=Q r(S,X) be a s.o.r.q. Then
a) (S , ■) is an O-semigroup iff (T, •) is an O-semigroup and
b) i f  (S , •) is an 0*-semigroup, the same holds for (T, •).
P roof. Since a subsemigroup of an O-semigroup is an O-semigroup, a) follows 
from Cor. 4.2. For b) let s r  be a m.p.o. on (T, •). Then its restriction ^ 's on (.S, •) 
can be extended to a m.f.o. on («S', •) which can be extended to a m.f.o.
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on (T, •) by Cor. 4.2. To see that s "  extends S T assume aot-1 =áT bß-1. By 
qr(S,X), this implies aX—ßl and a X ^ r bl for some f fS  and Á£X, hence aA^s bl 
and aAás bl. So we obtain a<x-1 S."T bß-1 according to (4.1).
Concerning the converse of Thm. 4.3 b), assume that (T, •) is an 0*-semigroup. 
Then (S', •) is also an 0*-semigroup iff each m.p.o. on (S', •) can be extended 
to a m.p.o. s i  on (S, •) which satisfies (3.1), where the non-trivial implication 
follows from Thm. 4.1. Unfortunately, we need Lemma 3.2 and thus (3.3) to prove the 
existence of S's . Considering (3.3), for all t;£X, y£S  there are l£ S  and A£I 
suchthat rjl=yX holds, which is just the condition qr(S, X). The left-right dual one, 
qt(S, X), means that for all £££, x£ S  there are k£S  and x£X satisfying k£ = xx. 
Thus both together imply (3.3) in multiplying £aq^s t;bri by k from the left and by / 
from the right. So, using also the dual concept of a semigroup o f left quotients 
(s.o.l.q.) Q i(S ,I) of S with respect to X, we have shown:
T h e o r e m  4.4. Let T —Qr(S,X) = Q,(S,X) be a s.o.r.q. and a s.o.l.q. Then(S, •) 
is an O*-semigroups iff (T, •) is an O*-semigroup.
R e m a r k  4.5. For (T, •) = (■$) •)> assume that the elements of L are cancellable 
in (S, ■) and that both conditions, qr(S, I)  and qt (S, L), are satisfied. Then, clearly, 
the (essentially unique) s.o.r.q. T=Qr(S, L) is also a s.o.l.q., and vice versa. This is 
just the situation T=Qr(S, L) = Q,{S, 1) assumed in Thm. 4.4, and we can speak 
about the semigroup o f quotients (s.o.q.) T=Q(S, T) of S with respect to L in 
this case. In particular, qr(S, I)  and qffS, X) are trivially satisfied if X is contained in 
the centre of (S, •).
Finally, we consider the semigroup (S , •) and the group (T, •) of Expl. 3.3, 
choosing X=S. One easily checks that for each element CCT there are elements 
A, X, B, Y(iS satisfying C = A X ~1= Y ~ 1B. So we have T = Q fS , S ) = Q,(S, S) 
or T=Q(S, S). Since (T, •) was shown to be an 0*-semigroup, we obtain that 
(5, •) is an 0*-semigroup by Thm. 4.4. For the same reason, each semigroup (//, •) 
satisfying (S , •)U(//, -)Q(T, •) is also an 0*-semigroup.
§ 5. Commutative and cancellative O- and O*-semigroups
It is due to several authors (cf. [1], III. Cor. 5 and Cor. 13) that a commutative 
group (G, •) is an O-Group as well as an 0*-group iff (G, •) is torsion free. On the 
other hand, each commutative and cancellative semigroup (S , •) is contained in 
a commutative group, where the smallest one is the group (G, • ) =  0(S', S)  of quo­
tients of S  (cf. Remark 4.5). So, by Thms. 4.3 and 4.4, (S , •) is an O-semigroup or 
an 0*-semigroup iff (G, •) = Q(S, S) has the same property. To combine these re­
sults we state:
L em m a  5.1. Let (S, • )  be commutative and cancellative and G=Q(S, S) the 
group o f quotients o f S. Then (G, •) is torsion free iff (S, •) is power cancellative.
P r o o f . For all a ,b£S  and integers m = n+ k> n> 0 one has 
(ab-1)"' — (ab-1)" <=> amb" =  a"bm <=> ak =bk.
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Now the left-hand equation implies a=b iff (G, •) is torsion free, whereas ak=bk=> 
=>a=b holds iff (S, •) is power cancellative. This yields our statement.
T heorem  5.2. For each commutative and cancellative semigroup (S, • )  the 
following statements are equivalent:
a) (.S’, •) is an O-semigroup.
b) (S , •) is an O*-semigroup.
c) (S , •) is power cancellative.
P r o o f . We already know b)=>a)=>c), the latter by Lemma 2.6. Now c) implies 
by Lemma 5.1 that G = Q(S, S ) is torsion free and hence an 0*-group as noted 
above. This yields by Thm. 4.4 that (S , •) is an 0*-semigroup, i.e. b).
As announced in the introduction, we have to correct an error in this context. In 
the corollary of Thm. 1 c in [7] it was claimed that, using the notion of this paper, a 
commutative and cancellative semigroup (S , •) is an 0*-semigroup iff (.S, •) is 
torsion free. According to Thm. 5.2, the latter has to be replaced by “power cancella­
tive“ , since there are commutative and cancellative semigroups which are torsion 
free, but not power cancellative (cf. Lemma 2.5). A simple example is the semigroup 
(S', -) =  (2 Z \ { 0 }, .) of non-zero even integers (e.g. (—2)2 = 22). Note that its group 
of quotients G=Q(S, S), clearly the non-zero rational numbers, is not torsion free 
since — 16 G has order 2.
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A COUNTEREXAMPLE TO AN ISOPERIMETRIC PROBLEM 
OF L. FEJES TÓTH
G. KERTÉSZ
We recall a theorem of G. Fejes Tóth [1]:
Decompose a convex polygon of at most six sides into N convex polygons of areas 
a1, aN. I f  min a j max at is greater than a constant c = 0.316... then the sum P o f  
the perimeters of the partial polygons satisfies the inequality
(1) 1^8/3 2 V a t.
i= 1
An alternative proof was given by L. Fejes Tóth [2] who made the “tentative 
conjecture” that the theorem continues to hold without the stipulation that min a,/ 
max In the present paper we disprove this conjecture by constructing a peri­
odical tiling of the plane with convex tiles of average perimeter smaller than the av­
erage perimeter of regular hexagons with the same areas as the tiles.
We “truncate” the vertices of a regular hexagonal tiling of unit side-length by 
equilateral triangles of side-length x. Decomposing each triangle into an equiangular 
hexagon and three equilateral triangles of side-length xy we obtain a tiling T(x, y) 
with triangular, hexagonal and dodecagonal tiles. One dodecagon, two hexagons 
abutting on opposite sides of the dodecagon and the six triangles abutting on these 
two hexagons form a period of T(x, y).
Let a3 = |/3x2y2/4, a6 = /3 x 2(l — 3y2)/4 and al2 = ^ 3(3 —x2)/2 be the area of 
the trigonal, hexagonal and dodecagonal tiles. Let p = 6 + (12 — 4/3 + I2y)x be the
total perimeter of tiles in a period and let h = ]f 8/3 (12^a3 + 2|/a6 + f  al2) be the sum 
of perimeters of hexagons with the same areas as the tiles in a period.
A counterexample to the above conjecture will be given by finding values 
0<x, y < l/2  suchthat p/h<\. Among such values we are looking for those
(i) for which pfh attains its minimum,
(ii) for which a3/a12 attains its maximum.
14*
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We give approximate values satisfying these conditions:
(i) *=0,034, 7=0,1746, ű3/ű12=5.87... • 10“ 6, /?/*=0.99981....
(ii) x = 0.065, 7 =  0.195, ű3/ö12=2.68... • 10“ 5,p//i =  0.999998....
The question if (1) holds for a greater constant c=0.41... is still open. Other 
open problems can be found in [2].
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A necessary condition of Pshenichnyi for minimums in convex programming problems is 
generalized to non-convex minimization problems.
I f / is  a differentiable function on a subset E of Rm and/has a local minimum at 
the point xíE , then a classical necessary condition is that V/(x) must belong to 
the dual cone of the tangent cone of E  at x. Pshenichnyi has given a generalization of 
this result to convex functions which are not necessarily differentiable by using the 
subgradient ([4] II.2.1). Hiriart—Urruty has given a generalization of Pshenichnyi’s 
result to the case of non-convex functions by using the generalized gradient of Clarke 
([3] Theorem 8; [2] Theorem 3). In this brief note we make the observation that Hi­
riart—Urruty’s generalization of the Pshenichnyi necessary condition actually follows 
quite directly from Pshenichnyi’s condition; the proof based on Pshenyichnyi’s 
condition is quite simple compared to the proofs given in [2], Theorem 3 and [3], 
Theorem 8.
To fix the notation, let X  be a real Banach space with dual space X'. Let EQ X  
and / :  E —R be locally Lipschitz. Then the generalized directional derivative of /  
at x£E  defined by Clarke is/°(x; d)=  lim [f(y + td)—f(y)\/t ([1] 2.1). The func-
y ~ x  t-o+
tion /°(x ; •) is the support function of a non-empty weak* compact, convex subset 
of X ' denoted by df(x) and called the generalized gradient of/  at x ([1], 2.1). As is 
indicated by the notation, the generalized gradient generalizes the subgradient of 
convex programming ([1] 2.2.7).
If x£E, then the cone of adherent displacements for E at x is defined to be 
T(E ,x) = {h£ X: there exist sequences {xk}QX, {h} = R~ suchthat xk —x and 
/i=lim tk(xk—x)}.
We next state a necessary condition for a minimum in terms of the generalized 
directional derivative. This result was established by Hiriart—Urruty in [3], Theorem 
6 and [2], Theorem 2.
Theorem 1. I f  f  has a local minimum at x£E, then / ° ( x ; / t ) s 0 for every 
hd T(E, x).
Theorem 1 is a generalization of the classical nonlinear programming result, 
V/(x) • h SO, for differentiable functions /  defined on subsets of R".
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 90C30.
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Pshenichnyi’s necessary condition for a minimum in convex programs is given in 
terms of the dual cone of the cone of feasible directions ([4] II.2.1). We now give the 
generalization ([2] Theorem 3). Since the cone of adherent displacement is not in 
general convex, the generalization is given in terms of convex subcones of this cone. 
If CQX, then the dual cone of C is the weak* closed, convex cone given by C* = 
= {x'£X': (x', x)=0  for x£C}.
T heorem  2. Suppose f  has a local minimum at x£E  and let M  be a convex 
subcone of T(E, x). Then df{x)C\M*^9.
P r o o f . From Theorem 1 it follows that h—0 solves the convex program: 
min {f°(x; h): hf_M}. By Pshenichnyi’s necessary condition for convex programs, 
it follows that the subgradient d[f°(x\ ■)](0) and the dual of the cone of feasible 
directions to M  at 0, F(M, 0), have a non-empty intersection. Since f °  (x ; •) is the 
support function of df(x), it follows thatd[/(v; •)] (0)=f)f(x) ([4] 1.1.6). Since M  is a 
convex cone, F(M,0) =  {e: te£M  for some 7>0} =  M ([4] II). Thus, df(x)C]M* ?í0.
In particular, Clarke’s cone of tangents ([1] 2.4) is a convex cone which is always 
contained in the cone of adherent displacements so that Theorem 2 is applicable to 
this cone. Hiriart—Urruty has given an example which shows that the conclusion of 
Theorem 2 does not hold if M  is replaced by the cone of adherent displacements
([2] p. 80).
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ON QUASILINEAR ELLIPTIC SYSTEMS IN R" 
K. SINGH
0. Introduction
In this paper the following system of quasilinear differential equations of order 
2m will be considered:
(0.1) Aj uj +  gj  (x, u ( x ) , . . . ,  D p u (x) , ...) =  f j  (x),
where u(x)=(u1, ..., hm)€ [J H 2m(R") and \ß\^2m — 1.
j =i
Let us suppose that
AjUj = (Pj+Qj) Uj,
where PJ = Pj(P) is linear elliptic operator of order 2m with constant coefficients 
and Q, = Qj{x,D) is a differential operator of order m with smooth coefficients
( 3 3 ^— z-r— , -r— . Also it will be assumed that3xi 3xn)
Pj(O *0  for <^iR"\{0} and gj satisfy conditions (at) —(u3) of Theorem 1.1. In [3] 
it has been shown that when Pj{£)^0 for every ££ Rn, then for every fj£L\(R") 
(i.e. f j d L 2(JRn) , f j ( x ) = 0  if |x |> a) there exists a unique solution Uj of the equation
(0.2) Aj  Uj = f j
which tends to zero as and estimate
(0-3) II «jll HIm (Rn) — Cll//llz.’ (Rn)
holds. In [3], it has been formulated conditions on differential operators B,J of order 
<2m such that for the boundary value problem in |x |-=(?}, e> 0
(0.4) (Pj + Qj) ucj = f j  in B0
Bli{a>,D)u°j = 0 on Se, ( /= l , . . . ,m )
where
Se = {x£R:\x\ = q} , co = - X  
there exists a unique solution uQj in H 2m(Ba) and
( 0 . 5 )  I I « /  — H y l l H ! * ( B e )  —  C I I / / I I Ll<.Rn)e C * •
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 35J60.
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Further, for Pj(£)?±0, %£R\{0} and Pj(0) = 0, it has been shown in [4] that 
under certain additional conditions following estimations are valid for any compact 
KczRn:
(0-6) I|Hj IIh!">00 — C( K )
(0-7) ^  g(Q) II/}IIz.£(r")
where lim g(e) = 0. If some other conditions are imposed then also
Q-*- oo
(0-8) WUj-tPjWn^ CB,) = g(Q) ll/jilz.= (R")
holds, where lim g(e) = 0. 
s->”
Problem (0.1) has been considered in [5] for a single equation. In this paper we 
shall prove the existence of solutions of system (0.1). A result on approximation of 
solutions will be given in the last section.
1. Existence theorems
T heorem 1.1. Let us suppose that for the equation (0.2) there exists a unique solu­
tion vanishing at infinity for any ffiL-JR") and the estimation (0.6) holds. Further 
assume that gj'. Rn + NM—R is a continuous function (N  is the number of multiindices 
with \ß \s2m — 1) which satisfies conditions:
(ai) gj(x, C„, -..) =  0 i f  \ X\
(a2) liml«o....
gj(x,€o, —,i/i, ••■) A
-  KÍ0,
uniformly in x;
(a3) The first partial derivatives o f gj are continuous and bounded.
Then for all f f s  belonging to L2a(Rn) equation (0.1) must have at least one solution u
M
which belongs to ][ H ff (Rn) and vanishes for 
j = i
P r o o f . Assume that uj = A j1f j is the unique solution of the equation AjUj—f j  
vanishing at infinity and let A~1 = (A~\ ..., A ^1). The solution u = (u1, ..., uM) will 
be a solution of the system of equation (0.1) vanishing at infinity if and only if Vj =
M
— AjUj£ U  L2a(Rn) is a solution of
(1.1) 7_1 Vj + Gfiv) j  = 1, . .. ,M
where »:=(»!, ..., vM),
Gj: =  gj(x, A~xv, ...,D ß A - Xv, ...).
Let G:=(Gl5 ..., GM), f ' —(f.,  . .. ,/M). From estimation (0.6) it follows that the
M M
operator A~1: JJ L2a(Rn) — [J H2m(Ba) is a bounded linear operator.
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The assumption (a2) and boundedness of A ~1 gives that \gj(x, u, ..., Dpu, ...)| s  
Sc|(u, Dpu, ...)|, and
( 1.2) IG/OOIl2!/!") — c M _lvll m ^  c||v|| m
n H ”"<.Ba) " " t7 L 2(R")v - i j - i a' '
Using the continuity and boundedness of first derivatives of g/s  and applying 
mean value theorem we obtain
IG j ( v ) - G j ( v *)\  ^  c[\A~\v-v*)\ + ... + \DpA~'{v-v*)\ + ...]
where c is a constant. Consequently,
{\Gj(v)-Gj(v*)\*y/> S c [ {  I  \A - '{v -v* )^y i2+...+
+ ...+ {  r\DpA-i(v-v*)\*yl2+ ...]  m .
J J n ^R ")
M M
Thus G: / J  Ll(Rn)-+ [J L2(a) is a continuous operator. For any v belonging
7 = 1  7 = 1
to Ll(Rn), DkGj(v)£L2a(Rn). This in turn implies that Gj(v) belongs to H\ (Rn),
M
since Gj(v) = 0 if |x| >a. Further, G maps bounded sets of J[ L2(R") into bo-
7 =  1
AÍ M
unded sets of [J Hl(Rn). This means that G is a compact operator over JJ Ll(R").
] = 1  7 = 1
We shall prove that











n ^ ia n
( ^ _ 1 U , - ; A m 1v m )  =  ( « ! ,  . . . ,  wM ).
W M_ l|g;(x, u , . U ,  ...)1|^(^ ) 7^7
IMI n ^R ") W Mn  H,m(ßa> n^L'jR")
Boundedness of ^ 4 1 implies that the second term on right-hand side is bounded 
and if I I n i l  m  - * • « >  ||u|| m will also tend to infinity since v=A(u)jStL\ ( * " )
and .4 is bounded linear operator.
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We prove now the estimate
(1.4) nun lim
IIgj(x, u, ...,Dß u, ..Ollijoj-j
W M =  0.
Let <5=»0 be an arbitrary number then
/  Igj(x, u(x), ...,Dß u(x), ...)|2 dx =
(1.5) = /  \gj(x,u(x), ...,D P u(x), ...)\2 dx+
+ /  \gj(x, u(x), . . . ,D ß u(x), ...)\2dx.
I (u(x),...,D/> u(x), ...)|Sä




Ig j (x ,  u(x) ,  ...,D ß u(x), ...)| S  s \ {u(x) ,  . . . , D p u(x),  ...)|. 
/  Igj (x ,  u(x),  . . . , D ß u ( x ) , . .,)|2 dx ^
l ( « W ........
e2 f  |(n(x), ...,DP u(x), ...,)|2 dx ^  e2 ||w||2^ ./7 H Zm(B a)'
On r.h.s. of (1.5), the second term is bounded:
(1.7) f  Igj(x, u(x), ...,D P u(x), ...)|2 dx = c,
where c is a constant, since g is continuous and |jc| =a, |(m(x), ..., Dpu{x), ...)| s<5. 
Therefore we obtain estimate (1.3) by the use of (1.6) and (1.7).
In order to prove that the equation (1.1) has at least one solution v belonging to
M  M
product Hilbert space ]J L2a(R") for any /£  ][  L\(Rn), we use Schauder’s fixed 
j= i .  . . j =i
point theorem. The estimation (1.3) implies that there may be chosen a number £0>-0 
such that
l|G(®)ll
® #  . >  e o:n  lUr") M  M£*(«")
M
Let Fj(v) = fj—Gj(v), f= (A ,  ...,/M) and F = (F a, ..., FM). Thus F : f f  L2(i?")-
7 =  1
M M M
— / /  Hl{Rn) is a bounded operator since G: J] L 2a(Rn) — [J Fi\(Rn) is a bounded
7 = 1  7 =  1 7=1
operator and so
I N I  #  ,  „  =  0 o = H I * ’( » ) l l  M n =Qi-n  L2a(R») ,17 L*(Sn)
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Let Q be the number max {e„, Qi,2\\f\\}- Then F maps the sphere {£ [J L l(Rn):
1 = 1
II üli M S i )  into itself, as
II ^ 0011 á f t á e  if Ml ^  e0
and
l|F (« )ll^ ll/ll +  IIG (« )M e if
Also, F is a continuous, compact operator as is obvious from above. Hence, 
using Shauder’s fixed point theorem, we come to the conclusion that F has at least
M
one fixed point v belonging to [J L2a(Rn). This shows that the equation (1.1) has at
M
least one solution. Thus u = A~xv will belong to J] Hf"l (R") and it will be a solu-
l=i
tion of the equation (0.1), which vanishes for |x| —
We consider following boundary value problem over a ball
( 1.8)
(1.9)
Aj u°+gj(x,  u°,..., Dßue, ...) = fj  in 
Bll{w,D)uaj = 0  on SQ, 
j  -  1,..., M, 1 = 1 ,  ..., m.
B„
T heorem  1.2. Let the conditions o f Theorem 1.1 be satisfied and further assume 
that if  Q = Q0 then for any fi€Ll(R n) the linear problem (0.4) has a unique solution 
ujf H2m(B„) and the estimation (0.7) holds. Then for any Q = g0 and fid  L2(R'') the
M
problem (1.8), (1.9) has at least one solution ue£ f j  H 2m(Be).
l= i
P ro o f . Let us denote by (AQJ)~ 1f j the unique solution H 2m(B0) of the 
problem
Aj rf —f j  in Be
Blj{x,D) uej = 0 on Se, l= l , . . . ,m ,
and
A -1 = (Ael1, ..., A~m).
If vs = (ifi, ..., vh) is a solution of
(1.10) ifij +gi(x ,A f'v°,...,D tsA ; 'v ° , . . . ) = f i ,  j = \ , . . . , M
then uej= (Aej)~1tfi£H2m(Be) is a solution of (1.8), (1.9). Let us define an operator
Go by GeJ(vf) = gj(x, Aa 1 v»,..., DßA~1 v8, ...),
and
Gq — (Gel, ..., G,„).
Then
Ga - f j  L\(Rn) -  n L M R !-)
l=i l=i
is a compact operator as was shown previously in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
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( 1. 11)
Further, as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we can prove the equality
II Dll lim = 0m  i
n  Li(Rn) . n  lK r")
uniformly for q = q0. Applying Schauder’s fixed point theorem, it can be proved 
that there exist solutions vQj of equations (1.10). Hence u6j =(Aej)~1vQj belongs to 
H 2m(Be) and is a solution of (1.8), (1.9).
2. Approximation of solutions
T h eorem  2.1. Let the conditions o f Theorem 1.2 be fulfilled and consider a se­
quence o f numbers Qk = Q0 such that lim ok = + °°. I f  u“* is a solution of (1.8), (1.9) for 
Q = Qk then (ok) has a subsequence (gk) such that
(2.1) lim ||«/‘* - W*|| - H„ (K) =  0
J=l
M
holds for any compact set KczR" where u* belongs to / /  Hlfc(Rn) and it is a solu­
te  i
tion o f  (0.1), which vanishes for
I f  the solution u o f (0.1) is unique then for the solutions u^ of (1.8), (1.9) the 
following holds for any Kc. Rn:
(2.2) lim II — m|| m = 0 .
k -°°  n  H 2m ( x )i = i
M
P r o o f . We show that the solutions uQ* are bounded in / /  H 2m(Ba). Since
j=i
v°'<=(A1u~k, AMu<fc) satisfy (1.10) and estimation (1.11) holds thus v»« are bounded
Af
in n  m m
7 = 1
Further, by (0.6), (0.7)
1Ví M
A - 1-. n n ( R n) -  n H 2m(Ba)
7=1 7=1
is bounded linear operator and so the functions u^—A ^ v 1 are bounded in
M
n  n 2m(Ba).
7=1
Therefore for ally there will be a subsequence (m|**) of (uj«) which is convergent to 
an element belonging to in the norm of H 2m~1(Ba):
(2.3) lim ||Mr - « 5 l l fl- i (B„)=0.k-*- oo
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According to assumption (a3), the first derivatives are bounded and continuous. 
By the mean value theorem
\gj{x, ujk*, ...,D ß ujk\  ...) -g j(x , u°, ...,D ß u°, ...)| S
== 2  \Dßuek* -D ßu°\
| 0 |S 2 m - l
where cx is a constant. Hence
(2.4) lim /  \gj(x,uek*......Dßu°k\  ...,Dßu \ ...)\2dx =  0.It—to ^
Let us consider v^* = Aj up*, then one may write
(2.5) v'j* + gj(x, u]k', ...,D ßuek\  ...) = fj.
By the help of equations (2.4), (2.5) it can be proved that the sequence (v°.k*) tends to 
a function vj belonging to L?a(R") in the norm of L%(Rn). Thus we obtain
(2.6) vJ+gj(x, w°, ...,Dßu° ,...) = fj ,  j  = 1,..., M.
We show that for any compact K a R "
(2.7) lim W u p -A f'v J ||H,m(K) =  0.
k -*■ °°
Since = 1 v0**, thus
ii u r - A j kv*j\\a,m(K) s  v r  -  A r ' v r u - w + w t ' W .
Estimation (0.7) implies that the first term in the right of the above inequality 
tends to 0 as k  — °°. The estimation (0.6) implies that \\Aj~1 — L-)]| iP’"(K) — 0
as & — oo. Thus we proved
(2.8) lim || u p - A j '  Vj\\Htm(K) =  0.
From above it follows that
uj =  A y1 vj a. e. in the ball Ba.
Let us put A~1v*~u*, then Uj=u° a.e. in Ba, v* = AjU) and
(2.9) A j  u j + g j ( x ,  u j ,  . . . , D ß u j , ...) = f j ,  j  =  1,..., M ,
such that u* tends to zero at infinity. Thus together with equations (2.9) and (2.7) we 
have proved that the estimation (2.1) is true.
The equality (2.2) can be proved by indirect method. Assume that the solution u 
of equations (0.1) is unique such that (2.2) does not hold. Then there exists a compact 
set K of Rn, a number e„>0 and also a subsequence (usk) = (uk) suchthat lim §k =
k~* oo
=  +  °°, and
(2. 10)
n  //,m(K)s 1
— eo-
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The above result shows that there will be a subsequence (ük) of (fik) such that
litn  wfc— w m = 0 ,
n  Hzm(K)j =i
where ü is a solution of equation (0.1) which tends to zero at infinity. This means 
that ű=u because of the uniqueness of the solution but it is impossible because of 
(2 . 10).
R em ark  2.2. Assume that conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied and also 
estimations (0.3), (0.8) hold, then
(2.11) lim \\uek*-u*\\ m =0 .
In the case, when the solution of (0.1) is unique, we have
(2 . 12) lim ||wc — u\\ m = 0 .
i  = l
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ON THE NON-HEREDITARINESS OF RADICAL 
AND SEMISIMPLE CLASSES OF NEAR-RINGS
S. VELDSMAN
Introduction
It is known that in the variety of near-rings, contrary to the associative ring case, 
not every semisimple class is hereditary. Betsch and Kaarli [3] has shown that no 
subidempotent radical can have a hereditary semisimple class. In the smaller variety 
of all O-symmetric near-rings, most of the well-known radicals, e.g. / 2, / 3 and the 
Brown—McCoy radical have hereditary semisimple classes. In fact, they satisfy a 
stronger condition, namely they are ideal-hereditary, c.f. Kaarli [9], Holcombe [8] 
and Anderson, Kaarli and Wiegandt [1], The nilradical is hereditary, but Kaarli [10] 
has shown that its semisimple class is not hereditary. We will show that in the variety 
of all, not necessarily O-symmetric near-rings, “good” radicals which are ideal-heredi­
tary seem to be rare: every radical for which the two element field is semisimple can­
not be ideal-hereditary. Amongst others, we also show that J,, is not a Kurosh— 
Amitsur radical in the class of all near-rings.
1. Preliminaries
Near-ring notions will be from Pilz [14], hence all near-rings will be right near­
rings. For a near-ring N, N + will denote the underlying group of N  and N c will be 
the constant near-ring built on N + by the multiplication ab—a for all a, bC N. 
The two element field will be denoted by /2. By Z we will denote the class of all zero- 
near-rings, i.e. Z = {N \N 2=0}. As usual, 7<iV means that /  is an ideal in N.
We have to fix some notation and recall a few definitions and results. For Ku­
rosh—Amitsur radicals, the basics can be found in Wiegandt [18] and for Hoehnke 
radicals we refer to Hoehnke [7].
1.1 Let J t  be a class of near-rings. Classes of near-rings will always be assumed 
to be abstract, i.e. they contain the one-element near-ring and are closed under isomor­
phic copies. With every near-ring N  we associate two ideals of N, depending on .//, 
defined by
Jt(N ):=  Z (I* 3 N \l£ J t)
and
{N)Jt := Cl {/<i A| N /ItM ).
As usual, J t  is regular if ( 7 ) .^ ^ / for each O ^ I o N ^ J t  and hereditary if 7 o Nf_ J t  
implies Id Jt.
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1 .2  Let q be a mapping which assigns to each near-ring N  an ideal oN of N. 
Such mappings will be called ideal-mappings. We will consider the following condi­
tions that q may satisfy:
(HI) g(i>N)<=zQ(g(N)) for all homomorphisms g: TV—TV';
(H2) q(N/qN )= 0 for all N;
r-hereditary if IC\qN Q qI  for all /cTV;
s-hereditary if qIQ IH qN  for all /cTV;
ideal-hereditary if it is both r-hereditary and s-hereditary, i.e. if qI=IC\qN  
for all 7-diV;
idempotent if qqN = q for all TV;
complete if g/=/-dTV implies IQ qN;
right strong if I  is a right invariant subgroup of N  and qI= I, then IQ qN;
hyper solvable if N dZ  implies qN = N ;
ADS-property if qI<iN  for all l<iN;
With q we associate two classes of near-rings S/lQ and defined by
d$e:={N\QN=N} and
<Te:= {N\qN=0} which will be called the p-radical class and e-semisimple 
class, respectively.
Note that 3#afVTe=0  and that every simple near-ring is in or in Further­
more, q  is s-hereditary iff the class £ fQ is hereditary. If q is r-hereditary, then the 
class ffle is hereditary, the converse is not true in general. The next result is well 
known and the proof is straightforward:
P roposition 1.2.1. Let q be an ideal-mapping. Then
(i) q r-hereditary implies q idempotent and
(ii) q s-hereditary implies q complete.
If q and q' are two ideal-mappings such that qN Q q'N  for all N, we will denote 
this by q^ q'. In such a case, and £Tß,^£Pe.
1 .3 .  An ideal-mapping q is a Hoehnke radical (H-radical) if it satisfies conditions 
(HI) and (H2).
In such a case, the class 3/1 „ is always homomorphically closed as can easily be 
verified by using condition (HI).
Let M  be a class of near-rings. Then o defined by qN \= (N )J/ is always an 
H-radical with M  r=33ß. In fact, 3fe is the subdirect closure of JÍ. Mlitz [13] has shown 
that every H-radical can be obtained as above for a suitable class J i.
Note that JÍ  is regular iff o is complete and that if N  is a simnle near-ring, then 
N<iJt iff N££fe.
1.4. An ideal-mapping p is a Kurosh— Amitsur radical (KA-radical) if it is a 
complete idempotent //-radical.
A class of near-rings M is a Kurosh—Amitsur radical class if it satisfies the follow­
ing conditions:
(R l) 3% is homomorphically closed.
(R2) ^(TV)€^ for all N.
(R3) 3t(NI@(N))= 0 for all N.
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Mlitz [12] has shown that there is a one-to-one correspondence between KA-radical 
classes and KA-radical mappings: If 01 is a KA-radical class, then q defined by 
qN\=8í {N) is a KA-radical mapping with &g=0t. Conversely, if q is a KA-radical 
mapping, then 0lg is a KA-radical class with qN =ä#,Q{N).
Any regular class J t  determines a KA-radical class, namely the upper radical 
class °UJt which is defined by
WM\= {N\{N)Jt =  N).
If á? is a KA-radical class, we usually denote its semisimple class by £?&:= 
= {Ar|^(Ar) = 0}. It is well-known that 3$(N) = (N)9’& for all N. Furthermore, 
01 is hereditary iff IC\3i(N)Q3i(I) for all /<JV. Any ideal-hereditary H-radical is 
a KA-radical mapping (cf. Proposition 1.2.1).
Let J Í  be a regular class of near-rings. Let q be the H-radical defined by 
qN={N)J(. Let 0), be the upper radical class determined by J t, i.e. 0l\=aUJi. 
Then 01=01 g, 0’g = jJ ^S f0 l  (where the subdirect closure of JÍ) and á?(lV)£ 
Q qN  for all N. Although, in this case, 0te is a KA-radical class, q need not be a 
KA-radical mapping. If 01{N) = qN  for all N, which is equivalent to assuming J(=  
=SP0l, then q is a KA-radical mapping.
We will need the following result due to Betsch and Kaarli:
T heorem 1.5 [3], I f  01^0 is a KA-radical class such that Sf’01 is hereditary, 
then ZQ8t.
1.6 Our results are based on Example no. 11 on the dihedral group Ds given in 
Pilz [14], p. 345.
For ease of reference, we give both the multiplication and addition tables (in a 
different notation):
+ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 =  0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
a =  1 1 2 3 0 5 6 7 4
2a =  2 2 3 0 1 6 7 4 5
3a =  3 3 0 1 2 7 4 5 6
b =  4 4 7 6 5 0 3 2 1
a+b  =  5 5 4 7 6 1 0 3 2
2 a+b =  6 6 5 4 7 2 1 0 3
3 a+b  =  7 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0
2 0 2 0 2 0 2 2 0
3 0 3 0 3 0 3 3 0
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
5 4 5 4 5 4 5 5 4
6 4 6 4 6 4 6 6 4
7 4 7 4 7 4 7 7 4
15
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In the sequel, this non O-symmetric near-ring will be denoted by W. Let V — 
=  {0, 1,2,3}, U={0,2}, X=  {0, 2, 4, 6} and T={0,4}.
Certain substructures of W are:
Ideals of W: O, V, W
Right ideals of W: 0, U, V, X, W
Left ideals of W: O, V, W
Ideals of V: O, U, V
Left ideals of V: O, U, V
Right ideals of V: O, U, V
Note that W 2 = W, F 2= F , U2= 0 , W lV ^ I i  and V /U ^ I2.
1.7 Although we will work in the variety of near-rings, our results remain true 
also in the class of all finite near-rings. In fact, they are valid in any universal class of 
near-rings which contains W and in which Theorem 1.5 remains true. The proof of 
this theorem depends on the existence of two constructions of near-rings in the uni­
versal class. A sufficient condition therefore is that for any two near-rings Nx and N2 
in the universal class, any near-ring on N f  © N2 must also be in the universal class.
2. Non-hereditary semisimple classes
Let J t  be a fixed class of semiprime near-rings. In this section, o will be the ideal 
mapping defined by qN \ = ( N ) J {  for all N. This means that q is a hypersolvable 
H-radical.
T heorem 2.1. (i) I f  W££^e, then q is not s-hereditary. (ii) I f  I2 and I2 are in 
J t  and q  is idempotent, then Q is not s-hereditary.
P roof, (i) If q is s'-hereditary, then i / c F o  implies U(f?’er\ZQ&’er\
C\dte = 0; a contradiction.
(ii) If q is idempotent and /2 and I2 are in J t, then W££fe. Indeed, the only 
other possibilities are qW = W  or q\V=V. But neither of these two are possible 
because 3ftQ is homomorphically closed, q is idempotent and I2 and I2 are in J t  r=.9)e. 
Hence W££fe and the result follows from (i) above.
C orollary 2.2. Let 3ft 0 be a KA-radical class such that both I2 and I2 are in 
3ft3ft. Then JSft is not hereditary.
P roof. I f3T3Í is hereditary, then Z fS ft  (by Theorem 1.5) which means that STSft 
must consist of semiprime near-rings. Because 3ft is a KA-radical class, 3ft(N) = 
= (N)£f3ft and 3ft(3ft(N)) = 3t(N) for all N. The assertion then follows from the 
theorem.
T heorem 2.3. I f  I f J i ,  then o is not ideal-hereditary.
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P ro o f . If g is ideal-hereditary, then gV=VC\ qW<\W. But 
implies gVQU. Hence gV=0. Since 9’Q is hereditary, £/€^en Z c : ^ n ^ e= 0, 
which is not possible.
C o ro llary  2.4. I f  8 f t i s  a KA-raclical class such that hf£T8ft, then 8ft does 
not satisfy the ADS-property and is hence not ideal-hereditary.
The proof is as in the proof of the above corollary. From Theorem 2.3 it is also 
clear that if g is /--hereditary and then g is not ^-hereditary. More criteria for
the non-hereditariness of £T„, using W  again, is given by:
P ro po sitio n  2.5. Suppose g is idempotent and satisfy any one o f the following 
three conditions:
(1) W^8ftQ and 72€ JÍ.
(2) 8ft e contains no idempotent near-rings.
(2) 8ft e contains no near-rings which have right identities. Then g is not s-hereditary.
P r o o f . Suppose g is ^-hereditary.
(1) If W$8le and L tfJ i, then gW=V. The idempotence of g implies that 
VP3ftQ. Because 8te is homomorphically closed, we have K/(/s= I f  8ft e which con­
tradicts I f J i .
(2) In this case glV = 0 because both W and V are idempotent near-rings. The 
result then follows from Theorem 2.1.
(3) As in (2) above because both W and V has right identities.
C o ro llary  2.6. Let 8ft. -f-0 be a KA-radical class. Suppose 8ft satisfies any one 
o f the following three conditions:
(1) W§8t and I f  ST 8ft.
(2) 8ft contains no idempotent near-rings.
(3) 8ft contains no near-rings with right identities.
Then STSft is not hereditary.
3. Non-hereditary radical classes
P ro po sitio n  3.1. Let g be any ideal-mapping which satisfies condition (HI). 
I f  I f 9 >a and IV 8 8ft e, then SftQ is not hereditary, hence g is not r-hereditary.
P r o o f . If 8fte is hereditary, then V c W  83ft. Q implies V88ftQ. But condition 
(HI) then yields I f  8ft e which contradicts IfSAa.
C orollary  3.2. Any KA-radical class for which W88ft and IfSftSft is not 
hereditary.
In view of Proposition 1.2.1, conditions yielding g not idempotent also implies 
the non-(r-hereditariness) of g. Such a mapping is of course not a KA-radical mapping.
P roposition  3.3. Let g be an ideal-mapping which satisfies condition (HI) and 




P r o o f . If q is idempotent, then V^0te which yields 72€ ^ e by condition (HI). 
T. is contradicts I^£Le.
We conclude this section with a result on right strong radicals which has recently 
been studied by Anderson, Kaarli and Wiegandt [2] (in fact, left strong radicals 
because they deal with left near-rings).
P r o p o sit io n  3.4. Let g be an ideal-mapping o f the form qN := {N )JI for some 
class o f semiprime near-rings JÍ. I f  W££Ae, then o is not right strong.
P r o o f . Because U is a right invariant subgroup of W and £/2=0, we would 
have U Q q W = 0  if q is right strong.
C orollary 3.5. Let M J  0 be a KA-radical class. I f  W t h e n  is not 
right strong.
P roof. If M is right strong, then Theorem 1 in Anderson, Kaarli and Wiegandt 
[2] implies that Jt is hypersolvable. Hence SASH consists of semiprime near-rings and 
because R(N) = (N)SAR for all N, the result follows from the above proposition.
4. Applications
4.1 Let JA be the nil radical class, i.e. JA — {N\N  is a nil near-ring}. It is well- 
known that W is a hereditary KA-radical class. Earlier, Kaarli [10] has given an 
example of a 0-symmetric near-ring which shows that SAJA is not hereditary (hence 
not ideal-hereditary and it does not satisfy the ADS-property). Anderson, Kaarli and 
Wiegandt [2] has also pointed out that this example shows that JA is not right strong. 
The near-ring W also demonstrates all these (negative) properties.
Due to the lack of symmetry for near-rings, one can also ask if JA is left strong 
in the variety of all (right) near-rings. This is not the case, as example we use the 
mentioned example of K aarli: Let G be a finite abelian group which contains a prop­
er subgroup H. Let N:= {f£M 0(G)\f(H)=0} and let L = (H:G)N:={f£N\f(G)Q  
^=H}. Then L is a non-zero left invariant subgroup of N, L2=0 and because N  is 
simple, it can easily be verified that N£SA/A.
4.2 Let i f  be the class of all locally nilpotent near-rings. We recall, a near-ring 
N  is locally nilpotent if every finite subset of N  is nilpotent. Bhandari and Saxena [4] 
have shown that i f  is a hereditary KA-radical class. Since / 2 and W are in / / if ,  i f  does 
not satisfy the ADS-property, is not ideal-hereditary nor right strong and SASA is 
not hereditary. These conclusions contradict Theorem 1.10 in [6],
4.3 Let ß be the lower Baer radical, i.e. ß = SA s i  where s i is the class of all 
nilpotent near-rings and i f  is the lower radical operator (cf. Tangeman and Kreiling 
[15]). Because the hereditariness of s i is retained under the lower radical construction, 
ß is hereditary. Since / 2 and W  are in f/ß , ß does not satisfy the ADS-property, is 
not ideal-hereditary, is not right strong and £Aß is not hereditary.
4.4 Let Z be the (KA) Brown—McCoy radical class, i.e. is the upper radical
determined by the class of simple near-rings with identity. Since and I.fJ 'A f
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'3 is not hereditary, does not satisfy the ADS-property and is not ideal-hereditary. 
is not right strong (not even in the associative ring case). It is not known if is 
hereditary or not.
4.5 Let 38 be any class of near-fields which contains /2 and /2. Let 3v\=<}l/38.
Then W because /2 and /2 are in Sf3F, 3F is not ideal-hereditary, does not
satisfy the ADS-property, is not right strong and SP3P is not hereditary.
4.6 Let g be the prime radical, i.e. gN = (N )Ji where J i  is the class of all 
prime near-rings. Because /2, /2 and W are in J i, n is not j-hereditary and not right 
strong. It is not known if g is /--hereditary or whether g is a KA-radical mapping.1
4.7 A near-ring N  is s-prime if A\{0} contains a multiplicative closed subset S  
such that (a)n.SV(p for all CMaflA where (a) is the ideal in N generated by a 
(cf. Van der Walt [16]). Let J i  be the class of all i-prime near-rings and let g be the 
Hoehnke radical defined by gN:—(N )Ji. Since /2, /2 and W are in J i , g is not s- 
hereditary. We can also mention the following which is due to Groenewald [5]:
A subset U of a near-ring N  is complete if x£ U implies x"f. U where n is any 
positive integer. A near-ring N  is s-semiprime if N \ { 0} contains a complete subset U 
suchthat (a)n{/?í0 for all O^a^N. Let g'N := (N )Jt' where J i '  is the class of 
all s-semiprime near-rings. Then g'N=gN  for all N. This means g' is not s-heredi- 
tary which points to an error in [5].
4.8 Let J i  be the class of all completely prime near-rings (i.e. near-rings N  such 
that ab^O  for all a^- 0, b^O  in N). Let gN:=(N)Ji. Then /2 and /£ are in J i  
and gW=V. This means g is not idempotent and hence not a KA-radical mapping 
and neither /--hereditary. It can easily be verified that g is s-hereditary.
4.9 For each v6{0, 1, 2, 3}, let Ji„ be the class of v-primitive near-rings. We 
might recall the definition of a 3-primitive near-ring. A near-ring N  is 3-primitive 
if there exists a faithful TV-group of type 3 where an A-group G is of type 3 if it is of 
type 2 and satisfies: ng^ng^  for all n£N  implies g1=g2 where g1,g 2^ G (cf. 
Holcombe [8]).
It is well-known that J i^ J iJ ^ J i^ J i^  and consequently that 
where J vN:—(N )Jiv for each v. Kaarli [11] has given examples of 0-symmetric 
near-rings to show that J 0 and J 1 are not idempotent; hence they are not KA-radi- 
cals and not /--hereditary. It is known that J x is s-hereditary, but J 0 is not s-hereditary 
(cf. Pilz [14], 5.19(b) for an example). In the variety of 0-symmetric near-rings, both 
J 2 and ,/3 are ideal-hereditary KA-radicals. However, in the variety of all near-rings, 
is not a KA-radical for it is not idempotent. It can easily be verified that J 0W = 
= J 1W = J2W = V and that both /2 and /f are in J i2. By Proposition 3.3 we conclude 
that J v is not idempotent, hence not KA-radical or /--hereditary, for v=0, 1,2. 
Furthermore, since and I2£Ji3, J 3 is not /--hereditary. It is not known
whether ,/3 is a KA-radical in the variety of all near-rings.
’Added in text: K. Kaarli and T. Kriis (On the prime radical of near-rings, Tartu Riikl. Ül. 
Toimetised 764 (1987), 23-29) have shown that, for 0-symmetric near-rings, is /^hereditary but 
not a KA-radical.
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4.10 We conclude with two general remarks:
(1) If J t  is any class of semiprime near-rings which contains W, then J t  is not 
hereditary. Thus the classes of all semiprime near-rings, prime near-rings or 5 -prime 
near-rings are not hereditary.
(2) A condition that is often used in the study of supernilpotent radicals is the 
following:
A class of near-rings J t  satisfies condition (F) if JcK < iN  and KjJdi.Jt implies 
J<iN.
Sometimes the weaker condition (G) would suffice:
(G) If with then there exists an ideal L<\N  such that
L ^ J  and K/L£Jf.
Any class of semiprime associative or alternative rings satisfies condition (F). 
Anderson, Kaarli and Wiegandt [1] has shown that in quite a few varieties of in­
groups, e.g. those of associative rings, alternative rings, near-rings or 0-symmetric 
near-rings, any regular class of ß-groups which satisfy condition (F) must consist 
of semiprime fl-groups. Although every semisimple class in the varieties of associative 
or alternative rings must satisfy condition (G), it was shown in [17] that any regular 
class of near-rings which satisfies condition (G) must consist of semiprime near-rings. 
The converse is not true: Let J t  be a regular class of semiprime near-rings which 
contains / 2. Then J t  does not satisfy condition (G), and hence not (F), as can easily 
be seen from XJ<tV<tW with V /U ^ I ^ J t .
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ON A POLYNOMIAL ALGORITHM FOR SELECTING 
A LATTICE-BASIS CONTAINING A GIVEN PRIMITIVE SYSTEM
ÁKOS G. HORVÁTH
Introduction
It was proved by van der Waerden [1] that a vector system having k  elements 
in an «-dimensional lattice (kSn) is a primitive system if and only ifit can be supple­
mented for a basis of the lattice. By the help of a new, constructive proof of this 
theorem that we give now we can supplement a given primitive system for a basis of 
the lattice at polynomial speed (O (n3)). This algorithm can play an important role in 
solving the reductional problem.
Definitions, notations
En: Euclidean «-space;
Z : the set of integers;
«-lattice: Let rl5 ..., r„ be linearly independent vectors in En. Let [r,,
n
...,r ,]= {x f£" x=  Xitiii 1S /S « , x f Z j  [rl5 r„] is called «-lattice with
i = 1
basis {r,}, /=  1, . . . ,«;
primitive system: Let r  be an «-lattice and let a1? ..., ak ( l ^ k ^ n )  be line­
arly independent vectors of T. We say that { a,}, i =  1,..., k  is a primitive system in T 
if it is a basis of the sublattice lying in their subspace. Denote by Lfal5 ..., a j  the 
subspace which is spanned by {a,}, i =  l , ... ,k. Obviously, {a,} i=  1,... ,k is primitive 
system in r  iff the following condition holds: [al5 ..., a ^ f f l f f a j ,  ... ,a j ;
primitive vector: primitive system consisting of one element;
g.c.d. (xj, ..., x„) is the greatest common divisor of the integer numbers x lt ..., x„.
Characterizations of primitive systems
T heorem  1 (van der Waerden) [1]. Let r  be an n-dimensional lattice and let 
(p,, ..., p,} be linearly independent vector system o f this lattice. The system {pj, ..., p,} 
is a primitive one iff it can be supplemented for a basis o f E (viz. there exists a 
{p,, ..., p„} vector system so that r  = [pt, ..., p„]j.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 10E25; Secondary 10E05. 
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For the proof of the theorem the algebraic characterizations of primitive systems 
will be used.
T heorem 2 (G. H orváth Ákos, 1985) [2]. Let T : = [ / , , ... , /„] be an n-dimensional 
lattice and let px, ...,p ; be linearly independent vectors o f T. Denote by A the matrix o f
~  I ©the coefficients o f {pj (/ =  1, . ..,/)  (A£Z"*') and let det A, ..., det A be the l- 




g.c.d. det(T, ...,detT  ) =  1.
Lemma 1. Let AdZnxk and c£Z be given and let d be the greatest common 
divisor (g.c.d.) o f the determinants o f submatrices o f A which take I x l  shape. Assume 
that from one o f the rows o f A we subtract an other row which is multiplied by c. Then 
the greatest common divisor o f the determinants o f the submatrices (taking I x l  shape) 
o f the new nXl-form matrix we have got is also d.
P r o o f . Denote by a lj5 . . . ,  a;. the elements of /- th  row of A in order and let
,  !(?)
Ä...A  be those submatrices of A which take /X/-shape. Let B be written in the 
following form:
B:=
f l u . . . a h





. M t j - c a ,
a ixn a iln
€Ln
Let us denote by B that / X/-form submatrix of B which consists of the i1... q-th 
rows of B. There are three essentially different cases:
(i) j i  {ij,... it},
(ii) je {h ...it}  /€{/i
(iii) { i f . .  it} /<J { i f .  it}-
In the case (i) the matrix B and the submatrix of A which consists of the it . . . /,-th
rows of A and is denoted by A '1'" 1 are identical. Therefore det 5 = det A ‘' ~‘‘.
Though in the case (ii) the matrix B and the matrix A h" ‘' are not identical, their 
determinants are, however, equal since the determinant of a matrix does not change 
if we subtract from one of its rows an other row multiplied by a constant. Thus it is
easy to see that det fi =  det Ä '1"
Finally, in the case (iii) we assume that j= ik (1 </cs=/). Let us consider the
matrices A ‘l' and . Using the property of the determinant one
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can see that
(3) det 8  = det X'v - c  det
Since the matrix A , v ‘k- ',ik*'"'' is not only one of the /X/-form submatrices of A, 
but of B as well, using the well-known property of g.c.d. by which for all numbers 
a,b,c£  Z g.c.d. (a, h)=g.c.d. (a, b + ca) we get the following:
(4)
g.c.d.(det Ä  1 ‘k l"k+‘ deti?) =
= g.c.d.(det d e t i i, i').
Since for all matrices B belonging to the group (iii) we can find an only matrix
A if  lk-i“k+i....h belonging to the group (i) so that the equation (4) holds and
keeping in mind the results of the cases (i) and (ii) and that for all numbers 
ax, ..., a„dZ the equation
(5) g.c.d. (fl], ...,a„) =  g.c.d. (al5 ....g.c.d. (at, ai+1),. . . ,a n)
holds, we get
(6) g.c.d. (det B ,.... det B ^ )  =  g.c.d. (det
(We can pair the determinants in both of the brackets so that finally we have to define 
the g.c.d. of the same k elements.) This completes the proof of the lemma.
L emma 2 . Let AdZ"*1 be a matrix having integer elements ((a^.)). Then by the 









P r o o f . Apply the algorithm of Euklid to the n-th and (n — l)-th elements of the 
first column. (If |alR|^ |a 1>ll_1|, then al n = ralin_x+q where M <|ai.„-il, there­
fore q=al'„—raUn_1 and r is determined by the integers al n and aUn^ 1, namely 
from the n-th row of A we subtract the (n— l)-th row of A multiplied by r we say that 
we have performed the first step of the algorithm of Euklid.) It is easy to see that 
performing this algorithm we get a matrix like this: the first (n — 2) rows of it and the 
first (n—2) rows of A are identical and the last or the last but one element of the first 
column of it is equal to zero. We can assume that this element is the last one. (We 
can change the last two rows if we need to.) Apply this algorithm to the elements 
(»— l)-th and (n—2)-th of the first column of the new matrix. It is easy to see that
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finally we get the matrix A in the following form:
( 8)
'flu • a*i
A* = 0 fl22 • • a*2
/* o
 .
a2n • ■ < .
Extending the procedure applying to the n-th and (n — l)-th rows and further we get 
that the form of A is the same as we predicated in (7) which was to be proved.
The proof of the first theorem
It is clear from the definition of the primitive system that a subset of a primitive 
system is a primitive one as well. The basises of T are primitive systems with n ele­
ments in r ,  thus if the {px, ..., p,} system can be supplemented for a basis of the lattice 
then it is a primitive system by all means.
Suppose that {px, ..., p,} is a primitive system in T. Then by Theorem 2 for the
1(7)
A ,. . . ,  A l x  l- form submatrices of coefficient matrix A of the vector system 
{pj, ..., p,} the equation (1) holds. By the Lemma 2 the matrix A can be trans­
formed into an “upper triangle matrix” denoted by Ä  and the g.c.d. of the deter­
minants of the submatrices of the matrix we have got and which has the form (7) is 
equal by 1 because of the Lemma 1. Since in the matrix talking (7) form only the 
determinant of the (/X/)-form matrix which is determined by the first / rows is 
not equal to zero, in this case the determinant of this matrix is equal to 1. The 
columns of matrix A' are such vectors of the lattice T that can be supplemented for 
a basis of the lattice with the basis vectors f +1, ..., / „ . (The determinant of the 
matrix [ A ', f+1, ...,/„]eZnxn is equal to 1.)
Let B ' be the matrix of the coefficients of this system, namely
au ■■■ ah
0
(9) B’ = aih
0 1
Let us apply to the matrix B ' the inverse of the row-transformation we could see in 
the Lemma 2. We get such a matrix B that its determinant by the Lemma 1 is equal 
to 1 and its form is the following:
( 1 0 )
P i  •■■Pi P i + i  ■■■ P n
ffii • ■ an a i + i,i a„, i
au . ■ a„ „Í + 1.Za ln,l a n , l £ Z n x n
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Thus, if {pi, p,} is a primitive system then it can be supplemented for a basis of
the lattice f  with the adequate vectors p/+1, ...,p„ (writing it in the basis 
{/i> •••>/■})• This completes the proof of the Theorem 1.
The speed of the algorithm
Let us regard a performing of a calculating operator as an elementary step. De­
note by Ci(>0) the absolute value of the element of A of which absolute value is not 
less than the absolute values of the other elements of A. Then the algorithm of Euk­
lid performing with two arbitrary elements of A requires not more than c\ divisions, 
thus the first step of the reduction in the Lemma 2 requires not more than cx ■ / 
multiplications and the same quantity of subtractions. So we have to perform not 
more than 2cx •/(«—1) operations for making it be in that form we need. For this 
reason the number of the operations that we have to perform transforming A into 
A' is not more than
(11) 2c] [/(n —1) +  ( /— l)(n —2) +  ... +1 ■ (n —1)].
In a similar manner it is easy to see that the number of those operations that we have 
to perform transforming B ' into B is not more
(12) 2c1[(n-l)(n — / — 1)+  ( « - / +  \){n — l)+ ... + n ( n - 1)].
Since we can make an upper estimating for both of the (11) and (12) forms by the 
following:
2cx [«(«—1)+ ... + 2 • 1] =  2ct [ k2-  2  k] =
(13) k=1 k=1
_ \ n(n+ l)(2n+ l) n (n + l) l n(n+ l)(n— 1)
~  2Cl l 6----------------- 2 J “  2Cl--------3-------- ’
therefore the number of the steps we require is not more than
(14) c(n— \)n (n+ \)  (viz. =  0(n 3)),
where c is a constant depending only on the coefficients of the primitive system. Thus 
the algorithm is a polynomial function of the number of the dimension.
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ALGEBRAIC CHARACTERIZATION OF PRIMITIVE SYSTEMS
ÁKOS G. HORVÁTH
Introduction
One of the most important concept of basis reduction problems of «-dimensional 
lattice geometry is the definition of primitive system. The geometrical characteriza­
tion of these systems is given by van der Waerden in his fundamental work [1], He 
proved that a vector system in the lattice is primitive system if and only if it can be 
complemented for a basis of the lattice. The purpose of this paper is to give an alge­
braic characterization of these systems. By the help of this characterization the van 
der Waerden’s theory can be proved and it can be applied well to the solution of 
a lot of reduction problems.
Definitions, notations
E": Euclidean «-space 
Z: the set of integers
Zn*k: the set of integer elemented matrices with « rows and k columns 
Q: the set of rational numbers 
R: the set of real numbers 
a/b: a divides b
g.c.d. (xt , ...,x„) is the greatest common divisor of the integer numbers 
X1 , ..., xn
«-lattice: Let rl5 ...,r„ be linearly independent vectors in E". Let [rl5 •••> r„] =
n
= {x££n; x=  2 xiriV ‘ xt£Z}. [rl5 ...,r„] is called «-lattice with
i = l
basis {r,}, / = ! , . . . , «
primitive system: Let E be an «-lattice, and let a, , ,  at (1 S&S«) be linearly 
independent vectors of E. We say that {a,}, /=1, ..., k is a primitive system 
in E if it is a basis of the sublattice lying in their subspace. Denote by 
L[aj, ..., a*] the subspace which is spanned by {a,}. Obviously, {a,} is prim­
itive system in E iff the following condition holds:
(1) [a1,...,a*] =  EriL[a1, . . . ,a J
primitive vector: primitive system consisting of one element.
The following statement can be proved easily:
all subsets of a primitive system are also primitive ones.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 10E25; Secondary 10E05. 
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The theorem
K Z)
Let Z"xk be arbitrary matrix. Denote by A,.. . ,  A the fc-dimensional 
determinants of matrix A.
T heorem. Let T =  [f1, ..., f„] be an arbitrary n-lattice and p t, i = l , . . . , k  are 
linearly independent vectors in 1. I f  we denote by A the matrix o f the coefficients of 
{p,}, then A fL nAk and the following statements are equivalent:
(i) {P(, ..., pt} is a primitive system
(2)
I(Z )
(ii) g.c.d. (det A, ..., dot A, )=1 (namely the greatest common divisor o f the 
k-dimensional determinants o f A is equal to one.)
Lemmas
k
Lemma 1. Let px,..., p k be vectors in r  = [fl5 ..., f„]. I f  q =  a,P; is also lattice
>=l
vector then oq, ..., at £Q.
Proof. Since the vectors {p,} are lattice vectors they can be written by means of 
vectors fl5 f„ as follows:
(3)
Pi =  a i J i  + ... + a lnf„ 
Pfc =  f l  +  • • ■ +  a kn
where Z. This means that q = sq Pi + • • • +  cq P& = («i an + • • • +  «;: akfi)fk+ ... 
...+(oc1a1„ + ... + (xkakn)fn. Since q is in F there are integer numbers d,, i —l, ...,n  
for which {al5 ...,a,t} is solution of the following system of equations:
(4)
nu «! +  ... + aklak = dx
a ln  al +  ■ • • +  a kn a k  —  d n
Let us suppose that we know the numbers {dfi. Then by solving the system of 
equations (4) by the help of Gauß’s elimination it is easy to see that the numbers {a,} 
are rationals.
L emma 2. Let pl5 ..., p k be vectors in T = [  fl5 ..., f„]. The system {pj is a primitive 
one in L i f  and only i f  arbitrary numbers dl . . . d f rL on which system o f equations (4) 
can be solved the solution is integer, namely oq, ...,<xk£X.
P roof . Assume that the system {pj, ..., p j  is a primitive one. From the dehnition 
of the primitive system follows directly that {p;} is basis of this k-sublattice of L 
which is lying in /c-dimcnsional linear subspace spanned by {p,}. Therefore if the 
lattice vector q = J1f1 + ...+d„f„ can be written with real linear combination of vec­
tors {p;} then it can be written with integer coefficient, too. This means that the only
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solution cq, ..., oq of the system of equation (4) is integer, namely oq, ..., oq£Z. If the 
vector q cannot be written as linear combination of vectors {p,} then (4) has no 
solution.
Conversely, assume that all such integer numbers dx, ...,d„ on which (4) can be 
solved, the solution is integer. Then each lattice-vector q which can be written as real 
linear combination of vectors {p,} is in the sublattice [pl5 ..., p j. Therefore pl5 ...,p Ä 
is basis in lattice rf lL fp i, . . . ,p j ,  namely pl5 ..^p^ is primitive system in T.
Let A be the coefficient matrix of system of equations (4), and let A f Z"***-1) 
(1 be that matrix which is derived from A by omitting the i-th column.
Lemma 3. Let 1 be arbitrary integer. Assume that the greatest common
divisor o f the (k — \)-dimensional determinants o f At is greater than one. Then the great­
est common divisor o f the k x k  determinants o f A is also greater than one.
P roof. Without loss of generality we can assume that i=k. Select that sub­
matrix of A which is defined by the q , ..., q -th rows of A. The determinant of this 
submatrix can be written in the following form:
(aui akiA
(5) det h  = akil det (Akil) + ... + akik det (AkiJ
Wik • • • °kiJ
where det (Akij) is the relevant subdeterminant of the selected submatrix. According 
to the condition det (Akij) can be divided with an integer which is greater than one 
therefore the left-hand side of (5) can also be divided with this integer. Regarding 
the fact that arbitrary /c-dimcnsional submatrices of A have this property, it is clear 
that the statement of Lemma 3 is true.
L emma 4 . Assume that the greatest common divisor o f the (k — \ )-dimensional 
determinants o f At is equal to one where l ^ i s k  is arbitrary integer. Let us suppose 
further that there are such dk, ...,dn£Z numbers that the system o f equations (4) can be
solved by numbers oq, ..., oq£ R. Then cq can be written in form —  where y, x f Z
and g.c.d.(xi|y) =  l.
P roof. Using the Lemma 1. We get that a, can be written in the form -y-
where gx-d-Oqly,-^ 1 (xt, y f Z ,  \ / i= f  ...,k). Substituting these numbers into (4) 
we get the following system of equations:
(6)
an Xi y2... yk + ... + akl yk ... yk _ k xk = dk yk ... yk 
alnx1y2...y k + ... + akny1...y k„1xk = dny1 ...yk
Since the product >>;...y* - 1 divide the right-hand side of an the last member of 
the left-hand side of the all equations of (6) therefore the following conditions hold:
(7)
Ti ■■■ yk -i \an x 1y.i ... yk + ...+ ak- 1>1y 1 . . .y k- xyk =:
Tl ••• y*-ll a l k - l  X l  y - l  ••• T* +  --- +  a k - l , k - J  Tl y k - 2 x k - 2  y k  —  c k - l -
16
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Denote by Btj the (k — 2)-dimensional subdeterminant of A, where 
Ä := Í 0 1 1  "• l z «-i)x(i-i)i
'■űl,k-l ••• a k - l , k - 1 '
which belongs to element a:j of Ä. By the help of (7) we get that
(8) Ti ■ • •• -Ä -ik i-ßn  +  ...+ C t _i BUk_1.
Using the expansion and skew-expansion theorems we get the following relation:
(9) yk- ...■yk_]\(detÄ)x1y2...y k, 
namely
(10) ^ |(det Ä )x jyk
holds. Set out from another rows of (6) by similar arguments we get:
(ID y1\(detÄ)x1yk
where A is defined in a similar manner than Ä. Respecting the fact that it can be said 
for arbitrary (k — 1) rows of (6) we get the following conditions:
7(£
(12) y1\(detÄ)x1yk yk\(det Ä) xkyk ... y ^d e tA  k 1 )xkyk
_ ± ( k  -1)
where det A, ..., det A are all of the (k — 1 )-dimensional subdeterminants of
K k - i )
Ak. Using the assumption of Lemma 4 g.c.d.((det A), ..., 
fore y k\xk-yk. Since g.c.d.(x1|y1) =  l we get that
(13)
If we study the divisibility of (6) by y2 ■... -yk we can see that
(14)
We can assume that the signs of integers yk, yk equal to each other therefore 
y, =yk. By similar arguments it is easy to see that y;=y/. This completes the proof 
of the lemma.
(det A )) = 1, there-
The proof of the theorem
The proof is carried out by induction with respect to the number of elements of the 
system. In the case k = 1 the statement is obvious. Assume that n ^ k ^ l  and the 
statement is true in the case 1 <k. First we verify that if the condition of theorem is 
satisfied by the system p1# , pfc then it is a primitive one (1).
Secondly, we shall prove if the condition is not satisfied by p j, ..., pk then it is 
notprimitive system (2).
1(2)
1. Assume that g.c.d.(det A, ..., det A )=1. Using Lemma 3 we get that 
the greatest common divisor of all (fc — l)-dimensional subdeterminants of
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Ai^Z nx(k~1) ( l s i ^ k  arbitrary integer) is equal to one. Study again the system of 
equations (4)! Let us suppose indirectly that {p1; pk} is not a primitive system. 
Using Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we get that there are such numbers dly ..., d„dZ 
and oq, ..., at£Q, which satisfy the system of equations (4) and at least one of 
the {a,} is not integer. Since the conditions of Lemma 4 hold the system of equa­
tions (4) can be written in the following form:
(15)
+ -  + = dxy
a u X i  + ... + aknxn = dny.
Let A be that submatrix of A which is determined by the first k rows of A. De­
note by Ctj the subdeterminant of A which belong to the j -th element of the /-th 
row. If we multiply the /-th row of (15) by Cu (1 záisk) and we sum up these 
products for the first k's, then we get:
(16)
(Cn «H + ... +  Cu alk)x1 + ■■■+(Cn akl + ...+Clkakk)xk = 
— y(Cxldk + ... + Clkdk).
Using the expansion and skew-expansion theorems we find:
(17) (det A)xk = y(Cu d1+ ...+ C n dk),
however, g.c.d.(x1|y)= 1, therefore y|det A. Setting out from another k rows of 
A by similar arguments we get
(18) 1 , J  . J ~(ü)_y|det 4^ ... y\detA
i.e.
(19) _y|g.c.d. (det^í, ...,detyí ) =  1.
Since the relation (19) immediately follows that al5 ...,ak are integers, we get 
contradiction with the initial assumption, namely pl5 ...,pk is primitive system.
2. Let us suppose now that the condition concerning the subdeterminants
/ _ I©
of A is not satisfied, namely y:=g.c.d.(det A, ..., det A )>1. We shall prove 
that the system {pj, ..., pk} is not primitive. In the sense of Lemma 2 we ought to find 
such rational numbers a1? ...,a k which substituting for the system of equations (4) the 
values of left-hand side of (4) are integer numbers and at least one of the {aj is not 
integer. If system {px, ..., is not primitive then the system pt, ... ,pk also may not 
be primitive system. We can assume that {p1; . p&-x} is a primitive one. Using the 
condition of induction the greatest common divisor of all (k— l)-dimensional determi­
nants of matrix Ak of this system is equal to one. For this reason there is such a 
(k — l)-dimensional subdeterminant of Ak which is not divisible by y. Without loss 
of generality we can assume that it is determined by the first (k — 1) rows of Ak. 
Denote by Dk this subdeterminant. Let B£Z(k~1)xk be the submatrix of A which is
16»
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determined by these (Ar — 1) rows. Let Dt be that (k — 1 )-dimcnsional subdeterminant 
of B which we find by omitting the z'-th column of B. Define the numbers a, as follows :
(20) nt =
At this time the system (4) can be written in the following form:
A
y
an —— +... + an — dxA
y
Dk
alk-l + + akk-l —~  — “ fc-1A .y y
(21)
Dx Dk
a l k ~  + • • • + akk —  — dk
A  A
ain - y  +  ■■■ +  a kn —  — d „ .
If the index “ / ” is less than “fc”, then the value of the left-hand side of the /-th 
row is equal to zero (It is easy to see by the help of the skew-expansion theorem), 
namely J1 =  . . .= í4_1 =  0£Z. If the index /  is greater than (k — 1), then the value of 
the left-hand side of the j'-th row is equal to a k-dimensional determinant divided by y
of A, namely det A therefore it is integer number, dk, ... ,dkfZ .  We have to
prove that at least one of these {a,} is not integer. However, in the sense of the defini­
tion of Dk it is obvious that afc = -^ A Z . Therefore if the condition concerning
the subdeterminants of A is not satisfied then the system (pt, ..., pj  is not primitive. 
Thus the theorem is proved.
Remark
By the help of the van der Waerden’s theorem the necessity of the condition 
concerning the subdeterminants can be simply proved as follows. Assume that 
the greatest common divisor of the k-dimensional determinants of A£ Z nxk is 
equal to p. (The m atrix^ is the matrix of the coefficients of the system {p1? p j.) 
Complete the matrix A to an integer matrix M£ Z"*". By the help of expansion 
theorem of Laplace the number det M  can be written in the following form:
det M  =  qx (det! )  +  ... +  (det Ä  * ),( 2 2 )
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where q,, i = l, . . . , ^ j  are integers. It is clear that p\áetM. If {pl5 p j  was prim­
itive system in T then using van der Waerden’s theorem we get that it can be comple­
mented for a basis of the lattice, namely there is such an integer matrix Me Z" ** 
which contains the matrix A f Zn*k and its determinant is equal to one. Considering 
the equation (22) we find that p|det M  = 1 namely p — 1.
Similar simple proof of the sufficiency of the condition the author does not know. 
However, by the help of this characterization can be proved the van der Waerden’s 
theorem. It can be read in [2].
Notice that the trivial statement of Lemma 1 follows from the theory of 
simple algebraic extension of the rational numbers, since one can obtain the one-to- 
one correspondence between the lattice f  and the set of algebraic integers of order n, 
if the base {ex, ..., e,,} of the lattice F corresponds to the base {1, v, ..., u"-1} of the 
simple algebraic extension of order n of the rational numbers. Using the fact that n + 1 
of the set of algebraic numbers of order n must be connected over the rational num­
bers ([3]), so n + 1 of the lattice vectors is connected over Q, as well. The proof given 
in the paper for Lemma 1 is, however, independent from the theory of simple algebraic 
extension of rational numbers.
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A NOTE ON THE STOCHASTIC GEYSER PROBLEM 
KARL GRILL
Abstract
Let X lt X2, ... be i.i.d.r.v. and 5,,l= X 1+ A 2+ ...+ A '„  their cumulative sums. Suppose that we 
observe that quantities Sn=Sn+ K„ where R„ is a small random perturbation. Bártfai (1966) proved 
that if the moment generating function (m.g.f.) of X 1 exists, and if R„=o(log/i) a.s., then the dis­
tribution function of X1 can be determined with probability one from the infinite sequence o f obser­
vations.
His proof, however, (and also the ones given later, cf., e.g.. Erdős—Rényi 1970) does not give 
a clue as to how one could estimate the distribution function (or a functional thereof) from a finite 
set of observations.
In the present paper, we shall give a sequence of estimators for the m.g.f. of X1 which will then 
be used to derive estimators for the fc-th moments that will turn out to be valid even in the case 
when the m.g.f. itself does not exist.
1. Introduction
Rényi (1962) posed the following problem: Suppose that Robinson Crusoe has 
a geyser on his island, and that the time intervals between the eruptions of that 
geyser are i.i.d. bounded r.v.. Having recorded the number of eruptions per day 
for a long time, Robinson decides that it should be possible to estimate the distri­
bution of the time between two eruptions.
In mathematical terms, this stochastic geyser problem restates as follows:
Let Xt , X2, ... be i.i.d.r.v. and S'n = A'1+ ...+ A rn(S'o = 0). Suppose further 
that the Xn are positive and bounded. Can we then determine the distribution func­
tion of Xx from the sequence [S',,]?
Bártfai (1966) proved the somewhat more general
T heorem  A . Let Xlf X2, ... be i.i.d.r.v. (not necessarily bounded) and suppose 
that the m.g.f. M (t)= E exp (X1t) exists for t in some interval around the origin. 
Suppose further that Rn is a sequence o f random variables with R„ = o(\og n) a.s.. 
Then from the infinite sequence S„ = S„ + Rn one can determine the distribution func­
tion o f Xx with probability one.
Bártfai’s proof, as well as another one given by Erdős and Rényi (1970) is 
based on Petrov’s (1969) large deviation theorem and gives no direct clue as to how 
one can construct estimators for the distribution function or a functional thereof 
— e.g., the moments — based on a finite number of observations.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 62G05; Secondary 62G30, 
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In the sequel, we shall give a sequence of estimators for the m.g.f. M (t); un­
fortunately, the distribution function itself cannot be handled that easily. It will 
turn out, however, that our estimators are quite good (in a certain sense) and that 
they are also suitable for estimating the moments of X1. In fact, one can consistently 
estimate the moments in this way even if the m.g.f. does not exist.
The m.g.f. being defined as an expectation, it would seem the most natural 
course to estimate it by taking time averages. In our setting, however, this direct 
course is not feasible because of the presence of the perturbations R„. Yet, observing 
that the m.g.f. of a sum of k consecutive X„’s is the k-th power of the m.g.f. of Xx, 
one might try to estimate the former by taking time averages, then take the k-th 
root to obtain the latter. This programme gives rise to two sensible types of estima­
tors :
These estimators, of course, implicitly depend on the choice of k as a function of n. 
In making this choice, one has to achieve two conflicting goals: On the one hand, 
k  has to be large enough that by taking the root the perturbations R„ are sufficiently 
reduced, on the other hand, it has to be small enough that the effect of the intrinsic 
randomness of the sequence (Xn) is concealed by the averaging process. It will turn 
out that kn^ C  log n is a suitable choice.
Now, although the estimator M„ seems to have a somewhat smaller variation, 
we shall only study the performance of M„, since this one is easier to handle mathe­
matically, and since in the scope of our investigation there is no difference between 
these two kinds of estimators.
Let us now state our main result:
T heorem 1. Let Xt , X2, ... be i.i.d.r.v. and let I0 be the largest open interval 
where M (t) exists. Furthermore, assume that there is a nondecreasing sequence C„ 
such that RnsC„ for n big enough. Then it holds:
uniformly on compact subintervals o f 10.
R em ark  1. As will be clear from the proof of our theorem, one can get the same 
rate of convergence also in the case where C„ tends to 0 if one restricts ones attention to 
small subintervals of /„.
R em ark  2. The rate obtained in (1) is best possible: this is an almost trivial 
consequence of the Komlós—Major—Tusnády (1975) approximation scheme.
2. Estimating the m.g.f.
( 1)
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P ro o f . Without loss of generality, we may restrict ourselves to positive t. 
Furthermore, it is clear that
with
(k  i«/fc|—l , \ llk
Mn(‘) = (— 2  exp ((S(j+1)k- S jk) t ) j  .
So we shall investigate the behaviour of Mn(t) as «->-°°. Let us first consider a 
single fixed t£la. We can clearly find an e>0 suchthat (1+£)?£/„. Letting
this implies that
Yj — exp (S(j+1)k SJk) t) 
E Y}+'
exists. Since it is also clear that
E Yj = MHO-
Now, if 2lf /„, we can use Kolmogorov’s inequality to obtain
P (max S  ± M ‘(0) '
If t is larger, then we proceed as follows: Let
Z  = Yj if \Yj\ ^ j EYj 
0 otherwise.
It is readily obtained that
P(3j ^ n :  Yj ^ Y j) kc M k(( 1+e) t)
and
ne M a+e)k(t) ’ 
E, ? —ELy| ^  ( ^ )  MH(1+£)/),
E f / ^ f l ) 1 M*((l + HO-
Using again the Kolmogorov inequality on Yj, we finally obtain
________ 5kcM k((l+E)t)
P ^max \täk(t)—M k(t)\ s  y M k(oj
nl M (l+^ k(t) [ l -  I
ne M (1+e)* (0 >
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Choosing now k = ö\opn  with 5 sufficiently small, we obtain that
Now in order to get a uniform estimate, let t^ n)=j/k and fix a compact subinterval 
Ic z  70. From the above calculations it is clear that
P (3 */■>€/: max \M £ { t^ ) -M k{t\n^ )\ y M 'cO,(n))) C kn~ \
Let now nr = [2r/2]. It follows from the Borel—Cantelli lemma that with probability 
one for all r big enough and for all t\nr)Q
max \Mj — M k (t/"r))| =5 j  M k ( fr 3).
For arbitrary n we can find an r such that «r^1< n < n r. The above inequality implies 
that for t \ ^ a
For arbitrary t£l the same relation follows from a simple application of Flölder’s 
inequality, which completes the proof of Theorem 1.
3. Estimating the moments
Now that we have obtained an estimate for M{t), it seems plausible that by some 
kind of approximate differentiation (i.e., replacing the differential operator by an 
appropriate finite difference), we could get an estimator for the moments of Xx. 
This is really the case, and, as it has already been stated, the use of that kind of esti­
mator is not limited to the case when the m.g.f. exists.
For the time being, however, let us assume that the m.g.f. exists. In this case, we
have
T heorem 2. Let Xx,X.i , ... satisfy the conditions o f Theorem 1 with C„ =
=  o(Iog n). Furthermore, let k= z  log n and 0 = 1-—— ) . Then it holds:V log n )
(2) mr = 0~' Í ( - l ) r- j r.W „(y0)
J=1 V '
is a strongly consistent estimator o f the r-th moment mr o f X1 i f  e is sufficiently small.
P roof. From the proof of Theorem 1 we know that we can achieve \Mn — M\ ^  
C\K  - —— for n big enough. Thus, if we replace M n by Mn in (2), this will changelog n
the result by at most O l — — 1----). On the other hand, the so modified\  0n log n ) sum is
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nothing but the r-fold difference operator, applied to M(t) at t = 0 and clearly 
differs from M(r,(0) = /nr by at most 0(9). So, putting things together, Theorem 2 
readily follows.
Remark. Going to a little more detail, one can also obtain convergence rates in 
Theorem 2. In fact, by replacing the sum in (2) by a higher-order approximation
( cof the r-th derivative, we immediately find an error term of order I -—— 1Wog n )
for arbitrary e>0. For r ^ 3  this is almost the best one we can achieve; for r= 2
( C  W '»+*
— . This means
fn  J _
that the variance can be estimated in this way whenever C„ = o(l'n).
Finally, let us assume that we only know that mr exists. In this case our estimat­
ing scheme can also be applied, although with a slight modification. Namely, let us 
define
and
K  = [ /  ^  j  : V/: j k + 1 ^  s  ( j+ 1 )k :  3= 2C„}
Mn(0 = ( # (k ) .2 exP((£(j+i)k—§jk) o) •
In plain speech, this means that we discard blocks that contain too large X 's. With 
this adjustment, it holds:
T heorem 3. I f  mr exists, C„—o(\og1,rn), and i f  we choose
and
k = e log n, 
0 =  k-V ',
then the estimator mr given in (2) is strongly consistent ifin its definition M  is replaced 
by M  and i f  e is sufficiently small.
For a proof, observe that the modification in our estimator M  amounts to 
truncating the distribution function of Xj at some random point between C„ and 
3C„. An easy calculation yields that for the values of t in question the effect of the 
precise location of this truncation point on the m.g.f. of the truncated variable is of 
smaller order than t '\ using this, our theorem follows by the same kind of simple 
estimates as we used in Section 2. Since the detailed calculations do not contain any 
new ideas, they will be omitted.
Of course, in assuming the existence of higher moments, one can obtain conver­
gence rates, too, and also lessen the restrictions imposed on C„, but this gets a bit 
tedious, so we shall not go into it.
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COMPATIBLE FUZZY RELATIONS AND GROUPS 
L. FILEP and I. GY. MAURER
Abstract
Let (A, . )  be a group, /  a fuzzy set of A and R a fuzzy relation on / .  In this paper the effect of 
the compatibility of R with (A, . ) to /  and to the properties o f R  are examined.
1. Preliminaries
A mapping/from a non-empty set A to the real closed interval [0, 1] is called a 
fuzzy subset, or a fuzzy set of A [5]. Denote F(A) the set of all fuzzy subsets of A.
Let fg £ F (A ), then the following concepts are well-known (see [2] and [3]):
f^;g**f(x)Sg(x) (order), (/ri£)(x) = min (/(x), g(x)) (meet), (f\Jg)(x) = 
=  max (/(x), g(x)) (union), (fX g)(x ,y) = m in(/(x),g(y)) (Cartesian product) for 
all x,y£A ;
An R Q fX fdF (A X A ) is called a fuzzy relation on/ .  It is said to be reflexive, 
if R(x, x)=/(x)(Vx€zi), symmetric, if R(x, y)= R(y, x)(Vx, yd A), transitive, if 
R(x, y)fcmin (R(x,z), R(z, y)) (Vx, y, z£A).
If (A, •) is a groupoid, then / will be called a fuzzy subgroupoid, or fuzzy group- 
oid, if f ( x - y ) ^ min (f(x),f(y))  (Vx,y£A). If (A, •) is a group, then the fuzzy 
groupoid/is said to be a fuzzy group on (A, ■), if / ( x _1)=/(x)(Vx£ A).
According to the concept of the fuzzy congruence on an algebra [1], suggested 
by [4], we define the following concept for a group A, regarded as a universal 
algebra (A, •, ~ \e):
D efin itio n  1.1. Let A be a group and let R be a fuzzy relation on f^F (A ). We 
say that R is
(i) compatible with the binary operation if
R(x1y1,x 2y2) min (R(xu yx), R(x2, y2) (Vxl5 ylt x2, y fA )) ;
(ii) compatible with the unary operation if 
R (x~ \ y ~ f  ^  R(x, y) (Vx,y£zl);
(iii) compatible with the nullary operation e if 
R(e, e) ^  R(x, y) (Vx,y£A);
Research (partially) supported by Hungarian National Foundation for Scientific Research 
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(iv) a compatible fuzzy relation on the group A if it is compatible with every 
group operation.
We remark that if A is only a groupoid, then the compatibility of R means simply (i). 
P roposition 1.1. (ii)<=>R(x:_1, y~1)=R(x, y)(Vx, y£A).
P ro o f . It follows from (ii) that R(x, y)= R(ix~1)~1, (y-1)-1) ^ / ? ^ -1, y-1). 
Comparing this inequality with (ii) we get R(x~1,y ~ 1) = R(x,y). The converse 
statement is obvious. □
P roposition 1.2. (i) and (ii)=>(iii).
P roof . Using (i) and Proposition 1.1 we get R(e, e) = R(xx~1, yy_1) s  
^m in  (R(x, y), R{x~x, y_1)) =  R(x, y) for all x,y£A . □
On the basis of these propositions the notion of the compatibility can be charac­
terized as follows:
T heorem 1.1. A fuzzy relation R on /<E F( A) is a compatible fuzzy relation on 
the group A, iff
1° R(x1y1,x i yi) ^  min(7?(x1, yj), R(x2, y2)) (Vx^ yls x2, y fA ) \
2° R (x~ \ y “1) = R(x, y ) (Vx, ye A).
Further on we use frequently the following simple statement:
Lemma 1.1. I f  the fuzzy relation R on the fuzzy set feF(A) is reflexive, then 
R(x, x )^ R (x , y) and R(y, y )^ R (x , y) for all x ,yeA .
P roof. R (x ,y )^ m in ( /(x ) ,/(y ))= m in  (R(x, x ) ,f(y ))^R (x , x), and analo­
gously R (x ,y)^R (y ,y). □
2. Results
Here we shall examine the effect of the compatibility defined above to the fuzzy 
set fe F (A )  and to the properties of the fuzzy relation R on f
T heorem 2.1. Let (A, • , _1, e) be a group and let R be a reflexive relation on the 
fu zzy  set feF(A). I f  R is compatible
(a) with the binary operation on A, then f  is a fuzzy groupoid;
(b) with the unary operation on A, then f i x -1) =/(x)(VxC A), and conversely;
(c) with both the binary and unary operations on A, then f  is a fuzzy group.
P roof, (a) R(x, x )= /(x), R(y, y)=f(y)=>R(xy, xy)=?min (fix), f(y)). But 
7?(xy, xy)=/(xy). Therefore f(xy) = m'm (/(x),/(y)). This means th a t / i s  a fuzzy 
groupoid.
(b) f ( x - ')  =  R (x~\ a- 1) =  R(x, x) = f(x)
and
R(X~\ A-1) — f i x -1) = fix )  =  R(x, x).
(c) This statement is a consequence of (a) and (b). □
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Theorem 2.2. Let A be a group and let R be a fuzzy relation on the fuzzy group 
f f  F(A). Tf R is reflexive and compatible with the binary operation on A, then
(a) R is transitive;
(b) R is symmetric iff R is compatible with the unary operation on A.
Proof, (a) Let x, y, z be arbitrary elements of A. Using reflexivity of R and the 
fact that /  is a fuzzy group, we can write
(* ) I?(x_1, x _1) = / (x _1) = f(x )  = R(x, x) (VxfA).
Using also Lemma 1.1, it follows that
R(e, zx-1) =  R(xx~x, zx-1) £  min (R(x, z), R{x~l, x -1)) =
-  min (R(x, z), R(x, x)) =  R(x, z),
and analogously
R(e, yz~l) £  R(z,y).
Moreover, from these inequalities we get
R(e, yx_1) = R(ee, j z _1(zx_1)) £  rnin (R(e, y z_1), R(e, zx-1)) £
£  min (R(z, y), R(x, z)).
Likewise applying Lemma 1.1, it follows that
R(x, y) =  R(ex, (yx~1)x) £  min (R(e, .yx-1), R(x, x)) £
£  min (R(x, z), R(z, j)).
This means, that R is transitive.
(b) First let R be symmetric. Using the compatibility of R with the binary opera­
tion on A, as well as (*) and Lemma 1.1, we get
R(e, x~'y) = R(x~'x, x~1y) £  min (/?(x-1, x_1), R(x, j>)) =
=  min (R(x, x), R(x, y)) =  R(x, y).
It follows, using also the symmetry of R, that
R(x~\ y - 1) = R(y~1,x ~ 1) = R(ey~\ (x - 'y )y -1) £
£  min (R(e, x~ly), R(y~x, y-1)) =
=  min (R(e, x~'y), R(y, y)) £  min (K(x, y), R(y, jO) = R(x, y).
Thus R(x~1,y~ 1)^ R (x ,y ) ,  which means that R is compatible with the unary 
operation on A.
To prove the converse statement, we use the inequality R(e, y -1x)£/?(y, x), 
which can be proved as the similar inequalities in part (a) of the proof. It follows, 
using also the compatibility of R with the unary operation on A, (*) and Lemma 1.1, 
that
R(x, y) =  R (x~ \ y -1) = R (ex~\ O r^O x"1) £
£  min (R(e, y~xx), R (x_1, x-1)) =
= min (R(e, y~lx), R(x, x)) £  min (R(y, x), R(x, x)) =  R(y, x).
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Thus R (x, y)^R (y, x). Interchanging x and y  we get similarly that R(y, x)ssR(x, y). 
It follows that R (x ,y)= R (y ,x), i.e. R is symmetric. □
C o r o l l a r y . For a torsion group A, from the conditions o f Theorem 2.2 it follows 
that f  is a fuzzy congruence on f .
P r o o f . Let x and y be two arbitrary elements of A, and denote m the least 
common multiple of the orders of x and y. Then xm=e, ym=e, and consequently 
x~ 1 — x m~1, y~1=ym~1. Using the compatibility of R with the binary operation on A, 
we conclude by recursion that
R(x~\ y - 1) =  RCx™-1, ym_1) = R(xm~2 x, ym~2 y) i?
min (R (xm~2, y m~2), R(x, t)) £  ... &
S  min (R(x, y), R(x, y ) ,..., R(x, y)) =  R(x, y ),
i.e. R is compatible with the unary operation on A. Then our statement follows from 
Theorem 2.2 (b). □
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Since several years, various conditions for a self-injective ring to be quasi-Fro- 
benius have been given by many authors. A well-known result due to C. Faith [3] 
asserts that a right (or left) self-injective ring with the ACC on annihilator right ideals 
is a quasi-Frobenius ring. J. Lawrence [7] has shown that any countable right self- 
injective ring is quasi-Frobenius. As the main result of [1], E. P. Armendariz has 
proved that right or left self-injective rings satisfying the minimum condition on 
essential right ideals are quasi-Frobenius.
This paper is essentially motivated by [1]. We prove here that a right self-injective 
ring R is quasi-Frobenius if R satisfies the right restricted minimum condition (Theo­
rem 3.2), or if R satisfies the maximum condition on essential right ideals (Theorem 
3.6). Self-injective rings with some other restricted forms of the maximum condition 
are also investigated. The method of our proofs differs substantially from that of 
Armendariz in [1], and can be used to simplify a part of the proof of [1, Theorem]. 
Some results of Yue Chi Minh [10] are also considerably improved.
2. Definitions and notation
Throughout this paper we consider associative rings with identity element and 
unitary modules. We will write MR (resp. RM ) to indicate that M  is being considered 
as a right (resp. left) R-module.
Let R be a ring and let M  be a right R-module. The socle of M  will be denoted by 
soc (M). Saying that M  has finite Goldie dimension means that M  has no infinite 
direct sums of non-zero submodules. A submodule K of M  is essential if KC\L?±(0) 
for every non-zero submodule L  of M. A right ideal of R is essential if it is essential 
as a submodule of Rr . The ring R is said to satisfy the right restricted minimum con­
dition (right RMC) if the right R-module R/E  is Artinian for every essential right 
ideal E of R.
The Jacobson radical of a ring R will be denoted by J(R), the prime radical by 
N(R) and the right singular ideal by Z(R). For any subset X  of R, /-(A) (resp. l(X)) 
represents the right (resp. left) annihilator of X  in R. The abbreviations ACC and DCC 
stand for the ascending chain condition and the descending chain condition, respec­
tively.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 16A36, 16A52; Second­
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3. Some conditions for a self-injective ring to be quasi-Frobenius
We start with a lemma which will be used repeatedly in this paper.
L em m a  3.1. Let M  be a finitely generated injective right R-module. Suppose that 
for every essential submodule K o f M, M/K has a finitely generated socle (possible 
zero). Then M  and all factor modules o f M  have finite Goldie dimension.
P r o o f . Let CQD be submodules of M  such that C is an essential submodule 
of D. By Zorn’s Lemma there exists a submodule L of M  which is maximal with re­
spect to the property that C i l l  =  (0). Then DDL = (0) and C®L  is an essential 
submodule of M, hence M/(C © L) has a finitely generated socle. Since D/C is R- 
isomorphic to (D®L)/(C®L), it follows that D/C has a finitely generated socle.
Suppose that there exists an infinite direct sum A = A1®A2®A3... of non-zero 
submodules A{ in M. Then we have an infinite direct sum A= B1®B2®B3, ..., 
where each Bt is an infinite direct sum Bi=Ail®Aii®Aia... . We denote by E(A) 
the injective hull of A in M  and by E(B/) the injective hull of ß, in E(A). It is clear 
that E(B1)®E(B2)®E(B3)... is an infinite direct sum. Because M  is finitely generated, 
E(Bj) is also finitely generated, hence E (B j^ B l for each i. So for each i we can 
choose an element x fE (B ;) such that x f  ß;. There exists a submodule CtQE(Bi) 
which is maximal with respect to the property that R;QC,- and xfiC f. Then 
E(Bi)/Ci contains a simple submodule, therefore (E(B1)®E(B.2)® ...)/(C1®C2® ■■■) 
has an infinitely generated socle. But clearly Cj®C2©... is essential in E(Bj)® 
®E(B2)® ..., hence (E(Bl)®E(B2)®...)/(C1®C2® ..j  must have a finitely generat­
ed socle, a contradiction. Thus we have shown that M  has finite Goldie dimension.
Let K  be any submodule of M  and let E(K) be the injective hull of K  in M. Then 
M = E (K )® L  for a submodule L  of M. We have M /K sí(E(K)/K)®L, so M/K  
has a finitely generated socle. Therefore each factor module of M  has a finitely gen­
erated socle. Repeating the above argument, we can show that M/K has finite Goldie 
dimension, because otherwise a factor module of M/K  would have an infinitely 
generated socle.
The proof of Lemma 3.1 is complete.
T h eo rem  3.2. Let R be a right self-injective ring satisfying the right restricted 
minimum condition. Then R is a quasi-Frobenius ring.
P r o o f . Let J  be the Jacobson radical of R. Then J= Z (R ) and R/J is a von 
Neumann regular right self-injective ring(see, e.g. [4, Corollary 19.28]). By Lemma 3.1, 
R/J has finite right Goldie dimension. Thus R/J is semisimple Artinian. Let A be a 
non-zero right ideal of R. If AC\J=(0), then A is R-isomorphic to a right ideal of 
R/J, hence A is Artinian as a right R-module. Now suppose that A fl./^lO), then 
there exists a non-zero element x(/AC\J. We have xR= R/r(x). Because /= Z (R ), 
r(x) is an essential right ideal of R. Since R satisfies the right restricted minimum con­
dition, R/r(x) is Artinian, hence xR  is Artinian. Therefore every non-zero right ideal 
A of R contains a non-zero minimal right ideal. It follows that the right socle S  
of R is an essential right ideal, thus R /S  is Artinian. By Lemma 3.1, R has finite 
right Goldie dimension, hence S  is finitely generated as a right R-module. Thus R is 
right Artinian, hence a quasi-Frobenius ring.
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C orollary  3.3 (Armendariz [1]). Let R be a right self-injective ring satisfying 
the minimum condition on essential right ideals. Then R is a quasi-Frobenius ring.
R em ark . A ring R satisfies the minimum condition on essential right ideals if 
and only if R/S(R) is Artinian as a right R-module, where S(R) is the right socle of 
R (see [1, Proposition 1.1]). If R satisfies the minimum condition on essential right 
ideals, then R satisfies the right RMC, obviously. However, the converse is not true, 
in general. J. Cozzens [2] has constructed an example of a simple right Ore domain 
R such that R/K is semisimple for every non-zero right ideal K of R, but R is not 
Artinian.
Theorem 3.2 naturally raises the following question.
Q uestio n  1. Let R be a left self-injective ring satisfying the right restricted 
minimum condition. Is R a quasi-Frobenius ring?
Next we shall examine rings with the maximum condition on essential right 
ideals. The proof of the following result is a modification of the proof of [5, Propo­
sition 3.6],
L emma 3.4. An R-module M  satisfies the maximum condition on essential sub- 
modules i f  and only i f  M/soc (M ) is Noetherian.
P ro o f . It is well-known that S =soc (M) is the intersection of all essential 
submodules of M. Hence if M /S  is Noetherian, then M  satisfies the maximum con­
dition on essential submodules. Conversely, assume that M  satisfies the maximum 
condition on essential submodules. Then M/E is Noetherian for every essential sub- 
module E of M. Let AQB  be submodules of M  such that A is an essential submo­
dule of B. There exists a submodule C of M  such that ^H C  = (0) and A®C  is 
an essential submodule of M. Then Z?(TC=(0) and B/A^(B® C)/(A® C), hence 
B/A is Noetherian since M/(A®C) is Noetherian.
Let L be any submodule of M  with LDS' = (0). We will show that L is finitely 
generated. Suppose that there exists an infinite direct sum X = X 1®X2®X2... of 
non-zero submodules Xt contained in L. Then each Xt has a proper essential submod­
ule Yi. It follows that F = Ft © F2 ffi... is an essential submodule of X  and hence 
X /Y  is Noetherian. But X /Y ^ (X 1/Y i)®(X2/Y2)® ..., a contradiction. Thus L has 
finite Goldie dimension. We can choose a maximal independent family {£}} of non­
zero cyclic submodules of L. Then Ej is a finitely generated essential sub-
j
module of L. Since L/E  is Noetherian it follows that L is finitely generated.
Let D be any submodule of M  containing S. There exists a submodule L of D 
such that L(TS' = (0) and L —S  is an essential submodule of D. Then D/(L®S) 
is Noetherian, and L is finitely generated by the above argument. It implies that D/S 
is finitely generated. Hence M /S  is a Noetherian module.
T heorem  3.5. Let M  be a finitely generated injective right R-module satisfying 
the maximum condition on essential submodules. Then M  is Noetherian.
P roof. By Lemma 3.1, M  has finite Goldie dimension, hence soc {M) is finitely 
generated. Since M  satisfies the maximum condition on essential submodules, from 
Lemma 3.4 it follows that M /soc (M) is Noetherian. Thus M  is Noetherian.
17*
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As a special case of Theorem 3.5 we have
T h e o r e m  3.6. Let R be a right self-injective ring with the maximum condition on 
essential right ideals. Then R is a quasi-Frobenius ring.
R e m a r k . A ring R is called an ETLA-ring if all essential left ideals and ideals of R 
are annihilator left ideals (see [10]). In [10, Theorem 2.3] Yue Chi Minh has proved 
the equivalence of the following conditions: (1) R is a quasi-Frobenius ring; (2) 
R is a left and right self-injective ETLA-ring with maximum condition on essential 
left ideals and ideals; (3) R is a left self-injective right cogenerating ETLA-ring with 
maximum condition on essential left ideals and ideals.
It is clear that this result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.6.
In connection with Theorem 3.6 we have
Q uestio n  2. Let R be a left self-injective ring satisfying the maximum condition 
on essential right ideals. Is R a quasi-Frobenius ring?
We have not been able to settle this question. However, the result below presents 
some strong evidence for its truth.
P r o p o s it io n  3.7. Let R be a left self-injective ring satisfying the maximum con­
dition on essential right ideals. Then R is a semiperfect ring with nilpotent prime radi­
cal N(R) such that R/N(R) is right Noetherian. Furthermore, i f  N(R)=J(R), then R 
is a quasi-Frobenius ring.
P r o o f . Briefly we set J —J(R) and N--N(R). It is easy to prove that every 
factor ring of R also _satisfies the maximum condition on essential right ideals. By 
[4, Corollary 19.28], R = R /J is a von Neumann regular left self-injectivejing. Let S 
be the right socle of R, then S is also the left socle of R. By Lemma 3.4, R/S is right 
Noetherian, hence a semisimple Artinian ring. Thus R/S  is left Artinian. From Lem­
ma 3.1 it follows that R has finite left Goldie dimension, hence R is semisimple Ar­
tinian. Since R is left self-injective, idempotents in R/J can be lifted to R (see [4, Theo­
rem 19.27]), thus R is a semi-perfect ring.
Let S  be the right socle of R. Then (N + S)/SQ N (R /S ). Since R/S  is right 
Noetherian, N(R/S) is nilpotent. Hence NkQS  for some integer fe^l. But SN=(0), 
it follows that Nk+1=(0). Now we consider the ring R* = R/N  with the right socle 
S*. Since R is semi-perfect, it is clear that??* is a semiprime ring which does not con­
tain an infinite system of orthogonal idempotents. From this it follows that S* is a 
finitely generated right ideal of R* (see e.g. [6]). By Lemma 3.4, R*/S* is right Noe­
therian, hence R* is right Noetherian.
Suppose that N=J. Then J  is nilpotent and R/J  is a semisimple Artinian ring. 
Now we can use the argument of Armendariz in [1, p. 307]. Since R is a semi-primary 
ring, R has an essential left socle, hence R is a left PF-ring (see e.g. [4, Proposition 
24.32]). It follows that J = lr (J ) (see [4, 24.3(f)]). Since R/J is Artinian, there exists 
a finitely generated right ideal A contained in r(J) such that J  = l(A). Because R 
is left self-injective, A is a right annihilator, so we have A = rl{A)=r(j). Note that 
r(J) coincides with the right socle S  of R. Thus S' is a finitely generated right ideal of 
R. Since R/S  is right Noetherian, it implies that R is right Noetherian, hence a quasi- 
Frobenius ring.
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[1, Theorem] and our previous results suggest the following
Q uestio n  3. Let R be a right (or left) self-injective ring with right socle S  such 
that the ring R/S satisfies the ACC on annihilator right ideals. Is R a quasi-Frobenius 
ring?
The result below shows that it is true for semiprime rings. On the other hand, it 
extends [1, Lemma 2.3],
T heorem  3.8. Let R be a semiprime ring with the right socle S such that the ring 
R/S satisfies the ACC on annihilator right ideals. I f  R is left or right self-injective, then 
R is a semisimple Artinian ring.
P ro o f . Suppose first that R is left self-injective. Since R is a semiprime ring, S 
coincides with the left socle of R, and every minimal left ideal of R is generated by an 
idempotent. Let J  be the Jacobson radical of R. It is well-known that J  does not 
contain non-zero idempotents, hence 5Tl/=(0). Let II be the injective hull of S  in 
rR. Then / /D /  = (0) and H=Re for some idempotent e£R. Note that (1— e)S- 
■(l—e)S=(0), hence (1— e)S=(0) because jRis semiprime, and so R ( l—e)Ql(S). 
On the other hand, we have l(S)(~)S = (0), hence l(S)C\Re=(0). Thus l(S) = 
= R( l —e). From this it follows that H=Re is a two-sided ideal and e is a central 
idempotent of R. Since R is left self-injective, R/J is a von Neumann regular ring, thus 
H  is also a regular ring because HC\J=(0). Therefore R has a ring decomposition 
R = H®F, where H is a von Neumann regular left self-injective ring, and Fis a semi­
prime left self-injective ring. We note that S is the right (and left) socle of H and 
R/Ssí(H/S)®F. Since R/S  satisfies the ACC for annihilator right ideals, the rings 
F  and H/S also satisfy the ACC for annihilator right ideals. Then F is a semisimple 
Artinian ring by Faith [3], In a regular ring every finitely generated right ideal is an 
annihilator right ideal, thus H/S satisfies the ACC on finitely generated right ideals. 
This implies that H /S  is right Noetherian, hence semisimple Artinian. Thus H/S 
is left Artinian. By Lemma 3.1 it implies that H  has finite left Goldie dimension, 
therefore H  is semisimple Artinian. We conclude that R is a semisimple Artinian 
ring.
The case if R is right self-injective can be proved similarly.
A well-known result of B. Osofsky [8] asserts that a ring R is semisimple Artinian 
if and only if every cyclic right F-module is injective. Following P. F. Smith [9], a 
ring R is said to satisfy the right restricted injective condition (shortly right RIC-ring) 
if R/K  is an injective right F-module for every essential right ideal K  of R. The next 
proposition is a slight generalization of Osofsky’s result.
P roposition  3.9. Let R be a right self-injective right RIC-ring. Then R is a semi­
simple Artinian ring.
P ro o f . Let A be any right ideal of R and E/A) be the injective hull of A in Rr . 
Then E{A)—eR for some idempotent e in R. It is clear that A®(1— e)R is an essen­
tial right ideal of R, hence R/(A(B(l —e)R) = eR/A is an injective right F-moduIe. 
Then we have R/A=(eR(B(\—e)R)/A=(eR/A)®(l—e)R, and so R/A is an injec­
tive right P-module. Therefore every cyclic right F-module is injective and R is a 
semisimple Artinian ring by Osofsky [8],
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Proposition 3.9 raises the following question:
Q u e st io n  4. Let R be a left self-injective right RIC-ring. Is R a semisimple 
Artinian ring?
R e m a r k . It is clear that a ring R is right RIC if and only if every finitely generated 
singular right R-module is injective. Following K. R. Goodearl [5], a ring R is 
called a right Si-ring if every singular right R-module is injective. We do not know any 
example of a right RIC-ring which is not a right Si-ring. Now let R be a left self- 
injective right Si-ring. By [5, Theorem 3.11] there is a ring decomposition R = 
= K ® R l ®...@Rn such that K/soc (Kk) is semisimple Artinian and Rt is right Noe- 
therian for each i. Then by [1, Theorem] R is quasi-Frobenius, hence semisimple 
Artinian. This suggests an affirmative answer to Question 4.
A d d e d  in  proof. Dinh Van Huynh, R . Wisbauer and the present author 
have recently obtained a positive answer to Question 2. This result is contained in 
the forthcoming paper „Quasi-injective modules with ACC or DCC on essential 
submodules”, Arch. Math. (Basel).
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ON THE NUMBER OF DIFFERENT PATTERNS 
PRECEDING A GIVEN ONE
TAMÁS F. MÓRI
1. Introduction
Let H  be a finite alphabet of size d and let H" denote the set of length n words 
over H. Consider an infinite sequence of random letters, i.e. let Xx, X2, ... be i.i.d. 
random variables taking on the elements of H each with probability I/d. For any 
word AdH n let
T(A) =  in f{m: (Xm_n+1Xm_n+2. . .X J  = A),
this is the waiting time till A is observed as a run in the process X,.
Paul Erdős posed the following problem. Find the asymptotics as k-*°° of the 
maximum number Mk for which every word of that length has been observed as a 
run during the first k experiments. That is,
Mk = max {n: T(A) S  k for every A(jH”}.
The answer is given in [7], where the sequence Mk is shown to be asymptotically 
quasideterministic; with probability 1
[^ ^ -O o g k -lo g lo g fc -e )]  =§ Mk s  [ i^ jO o g fc-lo g lo g fc+ e)]
holds for any e>0 if k is large enough.
Using the Conway algorithm (see [4] for an elegant proof) one can easily show 
that pure runs (= homogeneous patterns) need the longest time to occur. Let A be 
a pure run and ZM A an arbitrary word of the same length, then ?{T (B )^T (A ))^  
S l/2  and also E(7’(ß))sE (7’(/i)). This makes it likely that pure runs are more 
frequently the last of H" to appear than any other word. Fixing a letter a let us 
denote by Nk the length of the longest pure a-run observed in the first k experiments. 
It is well-known [2] that with probability 1
[loilT (log ^  ~log 108108 ~ 1 — £] -  Nk
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holds for large values of k. Comparing this with (1), we immediately see that for 
large n a pure run can never be the last of II" to appear. Erdős asked [1] if it can 
happen infinitely often that when a pure run is first observed, almost every word of 
the same length has already appeared. Here we answer this question in the affirmative, 
describing the limit behaviour of the number of different words observed before a 
given word appears.
2. Applying the independence principle
Let us give the problem a generalized formulation. Suppose we are given a sub­
set of words HncH "  of size \Hn\=N. Further, fix B£Hn and denote by RB the 
proportion of words in H„ which had not been seen before B was first observed. 
Finally, let ß=d"/E(T(B)), this quantity can easily be calculated by the Conway 
algorithm. For any two words A, Bell" define the leading number of A over B as
n
A*B =  2  where =  1 if the last / letters of A coincide with the first / letters
i  =  l
of B, otherwise s; = 0. Then E(T(B)) = B*B. Obviously, 1—
In [6] the following approximate description of the joint asymptotic behaviour 
of the waiting times {T(A) : A f  II") is given. In some cases they can be regarded as 
independent, exponentially distributed random variables with common expectation 
dn. By using this approximation one can often guess the limit distribution of certain 
functionals of the waiting times. Then an exact proof can be given upon the basis of
[5], which paper thus gives a precise mathematical justification to the above heuristic 
method called independence principle.
Let us see how the independence principle applies to our present problem. 
Clearly,
R b = ~  2  =- t (B)),
where 7 stands for the indicator function. Even given T(B) = T, the events {T(A) >  
>T(B)}  are “conditionally independent” with the same conditional probability 
p= exp ( —d~nT) assigned to each. If N is large enough, the law of large numbers 
implies that the conditional distribution of RB is concentrated onto a small neigh­
bourhood of p. Hence
kí" cíp( - e^ w )-
The distribution of the right-hand side is approximately uniform U(0,1), that 
is, R b has a Beta (ß, 1) distribution in the limit. A detailed, precise reasoning is given 
in Section 4.
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3. Results
Our first assertion deals with the accuracy achieved when RB is approximated by 
SB=exp ( — d~nT(B)) and by a Beta (ß, 1) variable, resp.
T heorem  1.
(a) E|7?ß- 5 B| ^  14AT-1/«.
(b) sup \P(RB^ t ) - l ß\ 8#-<««*+»>.
o^r^i
Note that the exponent of N in part (b) lies between —4- and —o o a — 2
Now consider a sequence of words B„dHn and sets H„czHn, n = 1 ,2 ,.... Our 
Theorem 1(b) then provides a weak limit theorem for R„=RBn, together with an 
estimation for the rate of convergence. Next we are interested in the a.s. asymptotic 
behaviour of the sequences S„=SBn and R„=RBn.
T heorem  2. (a) Let (/„), («„) be sequences o f real numbers, 0<7„<1, 0-=«„<l.
I f  2  n<00} then with probability 1 S„ >  /„ for every n large enough.
»1 =  1
oo
I f  21 tn"=°°’ then with probability 1 Sn ^  tn infinitely often.
n = 1
V  2  w«<oo> then with probability 1 S„~cl— un for every n large enough.
I f  2  K n = oo9 then with probability 1 Sn^ l —un infinitely often.
n =  l
(b) Suppose
2  N n l ß J 'i a  +  ß " >) <  oo.
»1 =  1
Then the characterization given in (a) is also valid for R„ in place o f S„.
Remembering the bounds of ßn we find that the condition in part (b) is met if
2  N n1,ls <
»1 =  1
As a consequence of Theorem 2 we can give a complete answer to the question of
1 - d - 1 (
Erdős, by substituting Nn=dn and ß„= — ^the latter can be replaced
equivalently by 1 ~  •
Especially, we obtain the following assertion. Let a£H be fixed. Then it can 
happen with probability 1 for infinitely many n that when an a-run of length n is 
first observed, there are less than n~il(d~1)dn words of length n that have not been
l*
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seen so far. On the other hand, with finitely many exceptions for n, one can always 
find at least n~il(d~X)~‘dn words that occur later than a pure a-run of length n.
Part (a) of Theorem 2 describes the a.s. variation of the sequence T(Bn) for an 
arbitrary sequence of words B„£Hn. Such assertions were announced in [3], though 
with a small error, in the form of unnumbered text remarks without proofs. For the 
sake of completeness we do give a proof here in Section 5.
4. Proof of Theorem 1
We can suppose 7Vn/6s  14, otherwise the assertion is trivial. Let m =  ^  jV1/6J ,
3
then m ä 3  and hence Arl/G. It is not so difficult to see that16




- 2  p km ;=l v
i i + 1
m m SB +
+ —  2 2p ( ^ < —  , —  ss**)m f=i 1 m m  )
Here S R<—  if and only if T{B)>dn log Introduce the random variablesin
Tlien
and
R ( t )  =  4 r  2  / f r ( T ) > d ' - l o g I ) ,  0 < t < l .2 V A V l /
P ( k b < — , —  =§ s„) == P (/? (— ) < — IV m m  ) \ \  m ) m )
P [sB <  — , —  S  RB) -  P f—  ^  R (—)) •t m m  ) \ m \ m) j
These probabilities will be estimated by the help of the Chebyshev inequality. 
Let us first calculate the variance of R(t). Clearly,
Var (/?(/)) = 2  f p ( n ^ ) > ^ l o g | ,T ( ^ > d " l o g i ) -
M  a v A i <l h „ k \  t  l )
- P  \t {AJ > d” log I) P [t (A2) >  dP logljj =
N 2 2  ö(Ai , a 2).Av At iHn
Tail probabilities for distributions of waiting times can be estimated by using 
the results of [5], Let Alt A2, ..., Ar be different words of length n, and denote by Z
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the waiting time till any of them appears: Z=m in T(a ,). Introduce the notation 
b=2rnd~n, c=r{r—\)d~nmax At* Aj. Then for every positive x  we have
(3) exp (-(1-H O * Í  S  P(Z >  x) S  (1 +  b) exp ( -<1 -e )x  i  - j l j - ) ,
provided b<-1/5. This inequality immediately implies that
(1 -b ){  f l  P(T(At) >  x))1+> S  P(Z >  x)  (1 +  h)( 77 P(T(A,) >  x )) '-b- ‘,
i= * 1 i = 1
from which one can easily derive the estimation
(4) -2 b  <  P(Z >  x ) -  77  P(T(At) >  x) S  2b+c.
i=i
Let us consider the pairs (Alt A2)£H „xH n for which A1*A2s N ~ 1/idn, 
A2*Al s N ~ ll2dn (this also implies A ^  A)- Applying (4) with /•=2, x=i/" log-j-, 
we obtain
|<5(A, A)I =  8 nd~"+2N~112 s  (8 n d - !2+2)N~V2 s  10A“1/2.
For all the other pairs
I<5(A ) A ) I — !•
It is simple to prove that for any fixed A ^H "  the number of words A2€.Hn for 
which either A *  A  or A * A  exceeds N~1/2dn is less than 8 N  (see [8] for a 
short proof). Hence
(5) Var (!?(/)) S  18V_1/2.
We will now turn our attention to the expectation of R ( t ) .  Let us start from the 
formula
E(*(/)) = 4  2  P [t (A) >  d " Io g i) ,JV AiHn V * '
then we can use (3) with r = l  to show that
(6) |p (7XA >  x)—exp S  2nd-” s  2N~1/2.
Since
0 exp Í— — exp (—íf"""n) s  d~n A* A — 1,
it seems reasonable to classify the words A^H n according that A*A is less or grea­
ter than d"(l +N~1/2). For words with A * A ^ d n(l +  N~1/2) we have
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while the number of other words can be majorized by 4 Yn  (we refer to [8] again). 
Hence
(7) |E(K (0)-/| == I N - 1'2.
Here 1N~1,2^ ^ ~  N~1/6. Now by the Chebyshev inequality
f u f ' + n
'
< 1 -  p f U  Í / + M EÍJ I U e Íitf'+n1 M( 1 m J m _ (J { m ) l 1 in JII l m jI m j




N-v* i =  1 , 2 , m— 1.
Substituting these into (2) we obtain that
E\Rb - S b\ ^ - ^ - + 3 N - u° 147V—i/®.
In order to prove part (b) let m = Arl/2(2+i)j . We suppose jV^2(2+,,)s 8,
hence N 1,2^ 2+ßK If 0 < / < l — —,5 m
p(Rb í + —] + Pfa, > t +  — , R , * t } *v m ) \ m )
( 8 )
a p(SaS,+_L)+p(R(,+_L)s l).
The first term on the right-hand side is estimated by (6):
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To the second term we apply the Chebyshev inequality. By (5) and (7)
p(4+v)s ')s Var(4 +Tr))/(E H ,+Tr))-Tr)!
^  IAN-1'2 (-“ 7W_1/2) .
Since
S  2m7V"/(2+w s  128m,
we have
P s  , j  ä  1 4 A T - 1 / 2 m ~ ~  4 N - (fi' 2(2+n).
By substituting all these into (8) we arrive at the upper estimation
P(/?b =2 t ) - t f S  8A7-W(2+«.
Similarly, if ——«=/-= 1, m
P(^b — 0 — P [-4 — t — j — P S i —— , R h ^ r) —
^ p(sB i-) > ij ^ tß - m - ß - 2 N - V i - 4 N (/J/2Í2 + /I))
tß — 8 7Vr-(ß/2(2 + ß))_
1For 1------l we can use the trivial upper estimate 1 as well as the
m
lower estimate 0 in the case 0 < / S — . The proof is complete.m
5. Proof of Theorem 2
(a) The proof will follow the line of reasoning of [3], Section 5.
In the sequel x„ will always denote dn log— , that is, t„ is derived from xn
n^
in the same way as Sn is from Tn=T(Bn).
(i) Suppose 2  4 "<0°- Since by (6)
n =  1
(9) I i  p (Sn * t n) - Z  f r  I S  2 2  n d -” <  co
<1=1 n = l  n = l
the Borel—Cantelli lemma implies that Sn > tn with only finitely many exceptions 
for n.
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Suppose 2  tnn~°°- We will use the Erdős-—Rényi generalization of the Boréi—
n=1
oo
Cantelli lemma. It asserts that if 2  P(An) = °° and
« = 1
i  J p (A,nAj)
(10) lim inf - l j - 1------------- ^  1
( 2 P ( ^ ) ) 2
i  =  l
holds for a sequence of events An, then, with probability 1, infinitely many of the 
events occur.
Now consider the events A„ = {S„S:tß = {Tn^ x ß .  We can suppose that 
P (4 .) -0 ,  otherwise we could find a subsequence of integers rí along which P(A„.) — 
-* -o 0 . Hence P(Iim sup A ß ^ c , and, since the limsup event is measurable with 
respect to all tail-cr-fields of the sequence of experiments, it must be of probability 1 
by the 0—1 law.
Consider the double sum in the numerator of (10).
2  2  p  ( a ,  n  A , )  =  z  p  ( 4 ) -  2 2  p  ( A ,  n  A ß .
i = l j  = l  1=1  l S i ^ j S n
The first sum is negligible compared with the denominator. The second sum is to be 
divided into two parts according that xt^X j or x ^ X j .  Since by (3)
(11)  t»ict s  p (S t s  / ) S C i  tß>,
where c i = \ + 2 i d ~ i^ 2 ,  in the first case we have
P ( A , D A j )  S  P ( A d  ^  P ( T t ^  x j )  =  P ( 5 , S  t j ' J)  =£  2 t j ‘dJ i . 
Here jJJd/- ,S ( r f - l)C /- l)S iJ j( /- i) ,  hence
2 2  P (A ,n A j)s4
l^i< j^n
X i B X j
which is again negligible compared with the denominator of (10).
In the second case
J-1
2  Z V -j = 2 1 ~ tjJ
P (AtDAj) = ?(Tt S  x, and Tj s  *,) 3  P(Tt s  x,) P(T, i? * ,-* ,)  3  
( 12> ,  P(T,  íé x , ) ( P (Tj ^  x ß + j d ~ J)
P  ( T j  S  x d
On the one hand, by (12),
P ( A t H A ß  S  ( P ( A ß P ( A ß + j d - * )  u P^ d , - J 3  ( P ( ^ ) P ( ^ . ) + y i / - - 0 c ? y , 
where =  • On the other hand,
P(T;nT ,) 3  P(T;) P{Tj JS>—JC,) ^  c, c, if- exp ( - f t  ^  (* ,-* ,)) ^
3  4 t j J t i ‘~ ß j d ,  J 3  4 / ^ C y O - f - 1) .
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The contribution of terms for which cy<  1 +<5 with a small positive <5 is majorized 
by
(1+<5)2( ( Í P K ') ) 2+ Z ß d - l ) .
i= 1 j = 1
The sum of terms for which is relatively negligible, since
2 & 2
J = 2 i = l  0  7 = 2
Hence (10) follows.
~ 1
(ii) Suppose 2  un < 00 • Let /„ =  1 — un and xn =  dn log — . Since
n =  l  */i
( 1 3 )  | P ( S „ £ O - ( l - t f 0 | s  2nd-"-,
further, for u, ß£(0,1)
(14) ßu S  1 — =k u and 1 — tp ^ ß  ( t = l  — u),
we have
2  P( S .  s  O < co.
11 =  1
Thus the Borel—Cantelli lemma gives that S„ <  t„ with only finitely many excep­
tions.
co
Suppose conversely that 2  un=°°- From (13)—(14) we can see that
11 = 1
2  P(S, — fi) ^  2  ui
i = l  i = l
(the ratio of the two sequences keeps bounded from 0 and °°).
As in (/), we want to apply the Erdős—Rényi lemma to the events A„ = {S„^ /„} = 
= {Tn^ x n}.
Again, we can suppose P(An)-<-0, which means «„-<-0. Dealing with the sum 
2  PŰClAj) we treat separately the pairs (i,j)  with x ^ X j  from those with 
i s i - = y s n
In the first case
p(A,r)Aj) S  P(Aj) S  P(Tj x,),
while in the second case by (12)
P(Atn A j) = P(AdP(Ad + P(Xtn ij)-P (X d P (X j)  s  
S  P(A,)P(Aj)+P(T, >  xt)P (x j-x t <  Tj ^  Xj) S  
S  P(AdP(Aj)+P(Tj =§ Xi).
Here by (6) and (14)
P {Tj =§ Xi) =  P(Sj S  t f ' J) =s l - t f ^ + l j d - J  ä  d 1-* - h -  + 2 jd -’,1 — M,
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hence
2  P C T j X x d * i= 1 1 —1*1 a — 1 j=i 2 fd -J  = 0 ( Z u t),i = 1
which is negligible compared with ( Z  P (^,))2. Now (10) immediately follows,
i = l
completing the proof.
(b) Let £n = 7V“1/6(/!"+1). By Theorem 1(a) and the Markov inequality 
P(\Rn-S„\ e„) 127V-1/6c -1 =  127V"-Wn/«W»+i».
The sum of these probabilities converges by the assumption, hence the Borel—Cantelli 
lemma implies that with probability 1 |7?„ — £„|<£„ for every n large enough.
Next, let (tn) and (t'n) be positive sequences for which |f„—f'|S£„. Then the 
series Z  ín" and Z  (KV" are equiconvergent, since
n n
\‘n"-0'n)P"\ ^  Itn -tffl-  — N - W  + ßn».
Clearly, the same is true for the series Z  K and Z  !n ■
n n
Now the assertion of part (b) immediately follows. For instance, suppose that 
Z  <°°. Then Z  (tn + enYn^°°  as welh and by part (a), Sn>tn + En for every n
n n
large enough, hence R n > t„  with only finitely many exceptions. All the other cases 
can be treated similarly.
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ON AN OPERATIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION SYSTEM
TAMÁS FÉNYES
Introduction
In the paper [1] we have ds cssed the algebraic
m
(1) DXp — q 2  apk *k =  H =  1 , 2 , m;  m >  1
differential equation system defined in the Mikusinski operator field M  based on the 
convolution product of the continuous (or locally integrable) functions. In (1) 
(;U=1, 2, m) is the unknown solution, if it exists, D is the symbol of the al­
gebraic derivative, are arbitrarily given real numbers, q£M  is a given operator 
being the sum of an arbitrary number and of an arbitrary locally integrable function 
defined on 0s?«=°, the operators y„ are also arbitrarily given locally integrable 
functions defined on the interval /sO .
In the present paper we shall give an operational treatment of (1) in the discrete 
operator field MD based on the Dirichlet product of functions defined on the set of 
the natural numbers. In the discrete operational calculus, the numbers can be alge­
braically identified with special discrete functions, so we assume that q, y„ are arbi­
trarily given real-valued functions defined on the set of the natural numbers. In the 
convolution ring based on the Dirichlet product (1) is equivalent to the following 
system of functional equations
m ( n \
(2) lo g  n • * „ ( « ) + 2 X * 2 ’ ? ( v) * J — + } V ( h)  =  ° ;  n =  1, 2 ,
fc =  1 v/n X V /
We assume that the eigenvalues of the matrix A —[ a are all distinct.
For the theory and applications of the discrete operational calculus see [2],
[3] , [4], In Chapter 1 we briefly summarize the results of the paper [2], giving some 
generalizations of them, Chapter 2 contains the operational theory of the differential 
equation system (1).
In what follows Z  will denote the set of natural numbers.
Research (partially) supported by the National Foundation for Scientific Research Grant no. 
6032/6319.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 44A40.
Key words and phrases. Mikusinski’s operator calculus, operational differential equation system.
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§ 1. Discrete Mikusinski operators based on the Dirichlet product
Let a= {«(«)} be an arbitrary real-valued function defined on Z. The symbol 
a(n) denotes the value of this function for arbitrary fixed n.
Let E  denote the set of the discrete functions. If we introduce in E the following 
two operations
(i) a+b: {a(n)} + {fe(n)} = {a(ri)+b(n)}, addition
(ii) ab =  {a(n)} {b{ri)} =  a(v) b multiplication,
then E  becomes a commutative ring without divisor of zero and can be extended to a 
quotient field. This is called the discrete Mikusinski operator field and is denoted 
by Md . The elements of M D are called M D-operators.
The definition and properties o f the “discrete” Dirac function.
We define the discrete Dirac function by
where
8(N) =  {<5(/7, N)},
8(n, N)
0 for n N
1 for n — N N ez.
For later purposes we enumerate some properties of the Dirac function. 
P roperty 1. S(N){a(n)} = {b(n)},
( 1 . 1) for iV|n, 
otherwise.





holds if and only if
(1.4) a(n) = 0
for those values of n for which N  is not a divisor of n. If (1.4) holds, then
(1.5) x  =  {a(nN)}.
The field K of the real or complex numbers can be embedded isomorphically into the 
operator field MD. The common unit element of K, E, M D is the function <5(1) and we 
write
5(D =  1.
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Moreover,
cö(\) =  c, c{a(n)} =  {ca(n)};
for every c£K, and every a£E. 
Every operator of the form
x  =  -
is a function if b( 1)^0.
The operator function <5(e).







From this definition it follows that for e=N  we have
If




3 Í * ) = s ( ^
holds.
\ n J l tv4 .
P roperty 3. Let a, ß be arbitrary positive rational numbers, then
(1.7) S(<x)S(ß) = ö(aß)
and it is easily seen that
( 1.8)
1
b ( a )
is also true.
The definition o f the ring E*
Let E*czMd be the subset of M0 whose elements are of the form 
(1.9) x  = j ^ j , N£Z, a£E.
E* is a ring and, by choosing TV=1, we have
EaE*.
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P roperty  4. Obviously,
a N-i
X =  ,  £  =  -r r -S(e) N2
Moreover, x£E  if and only if
(Nlt N2 are relatively primes).
a(n) — 0
for those values of n for which Nx is not a divisor of n. If the condition is satisfied, 
we have
x(n) “(njr) ror ^
0 otherwise.
Definition of the convergence in the ring E.
Let ak£E, (k=  1,2, . . . )  be an infinite sequence of functions. By definition
(1.10) Jim H(n)} = {a(n)>
if for every fixed n
Jim ak(n) = a(n)
k-*-oo
(see [5]). This convergence can be extended to infinite series of functions as usual. 
Let
f ( z)  =  2  ßk ßk£Kk—0
be an arbitrary entire function of the complex variable z. Then
( 1. 11) f(a )  =  Z  ßk
k =  0
a£E, a0 = 1
holds in the sense of the convergence defined above. We have
<?“ =  2  -T7, a£E, a0 =  1
fc = 0 K-
having the property 







2  7k zk, yk£Kk = 0
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also converges in the sense of convergence defined above.
The algebraic derivation and integration (see also [4]).
For the sake of easy reading we recapitulate some definitions and facts of the 
algebraic derivation and integration.
(1.13)
(LIT)
D(a) = {-log n ■ a(n)}, a£E
(fl'j b D(a) — aD(b) 







D[d{e)] = — log e • <5(s).
£ = Ni_
(1.15) D{ea) =D(a)e°, a£E.
If for a given x£M D there exists a y£MD such that
D(y) =  x
we say that x  is algebraic integrable and we write
y ~  f  x-
Property 7. If x£M D and
D(x) =  0
then x  is an arbitrary complex number.
Two algebraic integrals of an operator may differ only by an arbitrary number.
The algebraic differentiation and integration is a linear operation over the field 
of the real (complex) numbers.
Property 8. The operator
a a£E, e Ni
N2(1.16) x  =
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is algebraic integrable in MD if and only if either c ^ N , N^Z, or e=N  and a(N)=0  
holds true. Every algebraic integral of (1.16) belonging to E* is given by
(1.17) f — =
J He)
a ( n )
i nlog — e
0 ( e )
■ + c,




denotes an arbitrary real (complex) number. We shall choose this to be null.
For 6 =  1 we have that a is integrable if and only if a(l)=0, and
f a = { ~  1 ^ } + C ’ C £ K -
Let us consider the differential equation
(1.18) D (x)—f x  =  h, f£ E ,h £ E  
with respect to which the following theorem holds.
T heorem 1 (see [2], [3]). The homogeneous equation
(1.19) D (x )-fx  = 0
has a nontrivial solution in M D ifand only i f  /(1) is real and oc=e~f(1) is rational.
The general solution of (1.19) is of the form
(1.20) x  =  c8(a) exp [ f  ( / - / ( l ) ) ] ,  c£K
being a function for c^O  if and only if a is natural. (1.18) has a solution x pd M D 
if and only if one of the following conditions holds:
(i) / ( l )  is not real or
(1.20') (ii) /(1) is real and a =
or
(iii) /(1 ) is real, a =  e~f(1)dZ, H(a.) = 0,
where
H = {H(n)} = {h(n)}e~fa ~fm).
Moreover
(1'21) K  [/(/-/<»)]«•
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where in the case of (iii) the symbol
( 1.22)





§ 2. On the differential equation system (1)
Let us consider the differential equation system
(2.1) D ( x J - q  2  aßk*k = ju =  1,2, m >  1.
*=i
We say that (2.1) has an operational solution if there exist operators 
satisfying the system (2.1). If xß is a discrete function for every value of /i, we say that
(2.1) has a function solution.
Let us denote by Xj ( /=  1, 2 , m) the eigenvalues of the matrix A, and the 
eigenvector of the transpose corresponding to Xj, by
coJ 2 j  - 1, 2, ..., m.
Multiplying the first equation of (2.1) by to^  the second equation by coj2, and 








2  DXp q 2  ^jii 2  ^nk xk 2  ®y#i Iß 
»1=1  #1=1  1 = 1  #1=1
m m
2 j^ßDXß q 2 xk 2 aßk 2 j^ß yß ■#i=i *=i #1=1 #1=1
2 a ß k 03  j ß  —  0 3 j k#1 = 1




z j=  2 03jß Xß> f j  = 2 03jß ív#i=i #i=i
Dzj — qXj Zj —f j ,  y = l , 2 , ..., m.
2
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In this way the system (2.1) has been reduced to the equations (2.5). If we know the 
solutions Zj £ M d (y = l,2 , ..., m )  of (2.5), then by solving the algebraic equation 
system
m
2  <°jn x » =  zj > 7 =  2 , . . . ,  m
we obtain an operational solution of (2.1) of the form
m
(2.6) x „ =  2  ß j n  zp  H 2 , . . . ,  m \  ß j p d K .
J = i
So we get the following
L emma 1. (2.1) has an operational solution i f  and only i f  each differential equation 
o f the system (2.5) has an operational solution.
Proof. Indeed, if (2.1) has an operational solution, then the operators
m
zj = 2  mjß xß/i=i
satisfy the differential equations (2.5). Conversely, if the operators Zj satisfy (2.5), 
then (2.6) is an operational solution of (2.1).
A similar statement holds for the function solution of (2.1).
Lemma 2. (2.1) has a function solution i f  and only i f  each differential equation of 
the system (2.5) has a function solution.
In the following we shall deal with the homogeneous system
m
(2.7) Dxß- q  2  aßkxk = °> d = 1 ,2 ,...,m.
k = l
By (2.5) we have
(2.8) DZj — qljZj = 0, j  — 1, 2, ..., m.
Let Q denote the set of those indices j  for which every differential equation
DZj — q/.j Zj =  0, jeQ
has a nontrivial operational solution in MD. The general solution is given by (1.20)
Zj = Cj5(cij)exp\f(Xj q - ljq ( l) ) ] ,  ctj =  e~xi ^ \  j iQ ,c fK .
Taking into account Lemma 1 and (2.6) we obtain the general operational solu­
tion of (2.1) in the form of
(2.9) Xp = 2  cj  ßjß 5(<*;) exP [ / ) ) ]  > It =  1 ,2 ,..., m .
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Let Q*cz Q denote the set ofthose indices j  for which every differential equation
Dzj — qXjZj = 0, jeQ*
has a nontrivial solution in the ring E. By Lemma 2 and (2.6) we obtain the general 
function solution of (2.1) in the form
(2.10) xß = Z  CjßjllS(ccj)e\p[J(Xjq-XJ q(\))], n = l,2 ,... ,m .
jiQ* J
So the following assertion holds true:
T heorem 2. Let the eigenvalues o f the matrix A=[a)tk] be distinct. The homo­
geneous system (2.7) has a nontrivial solution in MD i f  and only i f  there exists an index 
j  ( l ^ j ^ m )  for which Xjq{\) is real and e~xj‘^ 1) is rational. Moreover, (2.7) has 
a nontrivial solution in the ring E i f  and only i f  there exists an index j  for which Xj q{\) 
is real and e~xjiW is natural. The general solutions are given by (2.9), (2.10).
R emark. If the matrix A has complex eigenvalues, then the general function 
solution given by (2.10), is complex-valued in general. However, the general real­
valued solution in E can be given by using the following procedure.
Let Q**czQ* denote the set of those indices j  for which
Let #(1)=0 and so
Xj = Xj T irr j (dj 0).
«J =  1
for every j. By (2.10) we have
(2.11) x „ =  Z  cj ß j ^ >jq = Z  cj ß j ße^ i9 +  Z  cjßj» e^ J”-JiQ* JiQ** JCQ*-Q**
Let j \ , j fQ * *  such that
XJl = z + ia, XJt = z —ia.
It can easily be seen that the numbers ßJlß, ßj2ll are conjugate complex ones
ßjin — Qß + ie
ßjtß Qß t£ß* g- 1,2,..., m,
moreover, the exponential functions
are conjugate complex valued for every n = 1, 2, ... . Let us choose the coefficients 
cjl , cj, to be real, and let
c
2*
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A particular real-valued solution of (2.7) is
Xpn = j  (Qu +  exp f  (r + ia)q + j (Q lt- ie j  exp J  (t- / a)g =
=  y(0M +  /e/*) exP f  XC1 (cos f  (xq+isin y* or^ ) +
+  y  (e„ —*£„) exp f  xq (cos f  a q - i  sin f  aq) =
=  cexp J  xq (<9M cos J" aq—ep sin J  aq}, fi = 1 , 2 , m.
Another linearly independent particular real-valued solution of (2.7) can be 
obtained by choosing
cJi =  % >  C>' =  ~ U '  £>rCaL
*p„ = -^ -(<?„ +  *„) exp f  (x + ia )q --^ - (g fl- i e p) exp f  (x -io )q  =
-Ö r
=  "27 ^ T9 (cos f  a 4  +  i  sin /  -
- ^ j( .Q v ~ k p )e^ q (cos f  o q - is m  f  oq} =
= De$rq (é>„ sin J  (xq + ep cos J  aqJ, /r =  1,2,..., m.
Performing this procedure for every pair of indices /£  Q** for which the corre­
sponding eigenvalues of T are conjugate complex numbers and by choosing those 
coefficients c} to be real for which j£  Q* — Q**, we get the general real-valued solu­
tion of (2.7).
Let us now discuss the inhomogeneous system (2.1). As we have seen in the 
foregoing (2.1) can be reduced to
(2 .12) Dz j - q X j Z j  = f jt j  = 1, 2, . . . ,  m.
The existence criteria of the solutions of (2.12) and the explicit solution formulae 
are given in Chapter 1 (see (1.20')). If for a fixed j  there exists an operational solution 
of (2.12), then a particular solution zpJ is given by (1.18), (1.21), (1.22) in the form
z" - {-toiSiiW)exp
Hj = fj  exp [ - j  ().j q — Xj ?(!))].
(2.13)
where
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Taking into account Lemma 2 and (2.6), we obtain a particular function solu­
tion of the inhomogeneous system (2.1) of the form
(2.14) xpll= Z  ßjßzPj£E, n = l,2 ,...,m .
j = i
It can be easily shown that (2.14) is real-valued. The above discussions show that 
for the function solutions of (2.1) the following theorem holds:
A lternative Theorem. Let the eigenvalues o f the matrix A be distinct. I f  the 
homogeneous system (2.7) has only the trivial zero solution in E, then the inhomogene­
ous system (2.1) has exactly one solution in E. I f  the homogeneous system has nontrivial 
solutions in E, then the inhomogeneous system either has no solution in E, or has in­
finitely many solutions in E, according to the junctions y„.
The general operational solution of (2.1) can be written as the sum of the general 
operational solution of the corresponding homogeneous system (2.7) and of a partic­
ular solution of (2.1). Every solution belongs to the ring E*, more precisely, every 
element of any solution vector belongs to E*.
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VOLLSTÄNDIG ZIRKULÄRE KURVEN n-TER ORDNUNG 
DER ISOTROPEN EBENE
H A N S  S A C H S
Meinem geschätzten Freund und Kollegen, Herrn O. Prof. Dr. J. Wills zum 50. Geburtstag gewidmet
In [2] entdeckte D. Palman eine interessante Potenzeigenschaft der Tridens-Kurve
(1) xy = ax3+bx2+cx + d
in der isotropen Ebene I2. Unter einer isotropen Ebene versteht man hierbei eine 
projektive Ebene P2(R), die über eine Absolutfigur {/, F} — bestehend aus einer 
Geraden /  und einem mit /  inzidenten Punkt F — metrisiert wird. Die interessante 
Geometrie dieser Ebene, welche erstmals von K. Strubecker in [4]—[7] entwickelt 
wurde, hat der Autor in der Monographie [3] systematisch dargestellt. Ziel dieser 
Note ist es, im ersten Abschnitt den Potenzbegriff von D. Palman auf algebraische 
Kurven n-ter Ordnung zu verallgemeinern und damit eine spezielle Kurvenklasse, die 
sogenannten vollständig zirkulären Kurven zu kennzeichnen; im zweiten Abschnitt 
der Abhandlung werden Eigenschaften dieser Kurven betrachtet und eine geometrische 
Erzeugungsweise einer speziellen Unterklasse angegeben. Wir benützen hierbei i.f. 
rein algebraische Methoden, wie sie auch vom Jubilar wiederholt in eleganten Ab­
handlungen eigesetzt wurden (vgl. z. B. [8]). Alle im folgenden verwendeten Begriffe 
der isotropen Geometrie können in [3] nachgelesen werden.
1. Wir bezeichnen mit {x, y] affine Koordinaten in der isotropen Ebene L 
und mit (x0:x1:x2) die zugehörigen projektiven Koordinaten. Wird dann die absolute 
Gerade f  durch x„ = 0 erfaßt, und der absolute Punkt F durch F(0:0:1) beschrieben, 
dann legen wir den folgenden Betrachtungen die dreiparametrige isotrope Bewe­
gungsgruppe 233 als Fundamentalgruppe zu Grunde, welche koordinatenmäßig die 
Darstellung
x = a, +x
(2) y =  a2+a3x + y
besitzt (vgl. [4,302]). Algebraische Kurven n-ter Ordnung k(n) beschreiben wir i.f. 
entweder durch
j+k^n
(3) 2  a jk  xJ yk = 0 bzw. durch
j , k  = o
i + j + k = n
(4) 2  OtjkXoxix2 =  0.
i , j , k =  0
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 53A35; Secondary 51N35.
Key words and phrases. Isotropic plane, algebraic curves o f degree n, total circulary, general­
ized Tridens curves.
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Sei k(n) eine algebraische Kurve «-ter Ordnung in der komplex erweiterten iso­
tropen Ebene I2(C), P ein Punkt und g eine nichtisotrope Gerade, die mit C keinen 
Fernpunkt gemeinsam hat. Dann besitzen g und k(n) genau n Schnittpunkte 
{Xl5 X„} im algebraischen Sinn.
D efinition 1. Unter der Potenz des Punktes P in der Geraden g bezüglich der 
algebraischen Kurve k(n) versteht man das Produkt
(5) HP,g)= f l  d(P,Xd,! = 1
wobei d(P, XJ (i = l, ...,«) die isotropen Abstände der Punkte X,- von P bezeichnen. 
Wir beweisen zunächst den
Satz 1. Alle algebraischen Kurven n-ter Ordnung k(n) der isotropen Ebene I2, 
fü r  welche die Potenz l eines Punktes P nicht von der Lage der Geraden g durch P 
abhängt, besitzen die Gestalt
j+k^n
(6) 2  ajk xJ yk = 0  mit an_ee = 0 fü r  1 S  q ^  n.
j,k = 0
Für die Potenz !(P) im Punkt P(p1, p>) gilt 
( _ i y  j+ksn
(7) f(p) = _ —  2  aJkp{p\ mit an-.M = 0 fü r  1 sS e =§ n.
ano j,k
Beweis. Da wir die Kurve k(n) als algebraische Kurve n-ter Ordnung in I2 
voraussetzen, ist die Ferngerade /  nicht Bestandteil von k(n). Hiermit existieren 
Geraden g durch P, welche k(n> in eigentlichen Punkten {Xl5 ..., X„} schneiden. 
Wird g  in der Form {x=p1 + tv1, y= p2 + tv2} mit v1^ 0  parametrisiert, so werden 
die Schnittpunkte {Xl? ..., X„) durch die Nullstellen {t1, . . . , t n} des Polynoms
j+k-^n
(8)  2  fkipi+tv^ ipo+ti^ y = o
j,k = 0





2  aJk pi p\
>i—> ■ -(- ! )*  J'* '^  v, 4  ■
j + k = n
— gesetzt, so darf schließlich
vi
j + k^n
2  ajk p{ p\
a- j r -
j+k=n
nicht von X abhängen, was die Bedingung a„ _ u = a„ _ 22 = . . .= a0n—0 nach sich zieht;
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es gilt hingegen am^0 . Diese Bedingung ist auch hinreichend und die Potenz f(P) 
ist — wie man aus (10) folgert — durch (7) gegeben
w.z.z.w.
Rechnet man (6) auf projektive Koordinaten um und bringt man die Kurve /c(n) 
mit der absoluten Geraden f ( x 0=0) zum Schnitt, so stellt sich F(0:0:1) als ein­
ziger Schnittpunkt ein, der «-fach zu zählen ist. In Analogie zur euklidischen Situation 
liegt nahe die
Definition 2. Eine algebraische Kurve k{n) n-ter Ordnung der isotropen Ebene 
I c P 2, welche mit der absoluten Geraden/ in F einen genau «-fachen Schnittpunkt 
hat, heißt eine vollständig zirkuläre Kurve «-ter Ordnung der isotropen Ebene.
Nach Satz 1 sind die vollständig zirkulären Kurven n-ter Ordnung somit da­
durch gekennzeichnet, daß die Potenz I(P) eines Punktes P nicht von der Geraden g 
durch P abhängt.
F o lg e r u n g e n . 1) Gemäß der Nebenbedingung in (6) dürfen bei einer vollständig 
zirkulären Kurve n-ter Ordnung folgende Glieder nicht in der Kurvengleichung auf- 
treten
(11) an_u xn~1y, a„_22x"-1>’2, ..., aln_1xyn~'i, nc. yn.
2) Wir betrachten die Fälle l ^ « s 3 :  Für « =  1 erhält man a00 + a1Qx=0, 
d.h. isotrope Geraden. Für diese ist die Potenzeigenschaft unmittelbar einsichtig. 
Für n=2 findet man die Kurven
(12) a00+a10x+ a01y+ a 20x2 =  0.
Für «oi^O liegen isotrope Kreise vor, für welche die Potenzeigenschaft schon lange 
bekannt ist (vgl. [4,348f]). Für aal = 0 treten reduzible Fälle auf, nämlich 2 isotrope 
Geraden, die reell oder konjugiert-komplex sein können oder eine isotrope Doppel­
gerade. Für «= 3  bekommt man die Lösungskurven
(13) a00+a10x+ a01y+ a20x2+an xy+ a 02y2+a30x3 = 0.
Diese Kurven wurden von D. Palman in [2] ausführlich studiert. Abgesehen von re- 
duziblen Fällen, zerfallen sie in 3 Hauptklassen, nämlich die divergenten Parabeln
(14) y2 = ax3 4 bx2+cx + d,
bei denen F ein Wendepunkt mit /  als Wendetangente ist, die kubischen Parabeln
(15) y  = ax3+ bx+ cx+ d
mit F als Spitze, wobei /  die Spitzentangente ist und die Tridens-Kurven (1), bei de­
nen F ein Knoten mit /  als einer Tangente ist. Die von D. Palman entdeckte Potenz­
eigenschaft der Tridens-Kurven kommt somit auch den divergenten und kubischen 
Parabeln zu, wie unsere allgemeinen Überlegungen zeigen.1
1 Die vollständig zirkulären Kurven 4 . Ordnung wurden inzwischen von D. P a l m a n  in [2a]
systematisch untersucht.
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2. Zur Herleitung einiger Eigenschaften von vollständig zirkulären Kurven 
geben wir zunächst die
D efinition 3. Sind k[n) und zwei vollständig zirkuläre Kurven der Ordnung 
n bzw. m in I2, dann versteht man unter der Potenzkurve p(k)n), k[m)) der beiden 
Kurven k)n) und k[m) die Menge der Punkte P $I2, die bezüglich k[n) und k(fn) 
gleiche Potenz besitzen. Die Potenzkurve p ( k ^ )  einer vollständig zirkulären Kurve 
;i-ter Ordnung in I2 ist die Menge der Punkte P, die bezüglich k[n> konstante Potenz 
besitzen.
Satz 2. Sei n>m und seien k[n) und /c2m) zwei vollständig zirkuläre Kurven, 
dann ist die Potenzkurve p ( k f \  k |m)) eine vollständig zirkuläre Kurve n-ter Ordnung. 
Für n =  m ist p(k[n\  k (f ' y) eine Kurve maximal (n -l)-ter  Ordnung, welche i.a. nicht 
vollständig zirkulär ist. Die Potenzkurve einer vollständig zirkulären Kurve /dn) ist 
wieder eine vollständig zirkuläre Kurve n-ter Ordnung.
Beweis. Hat P die Koordinaten P (x,y), dann wird nach (7) die Potenzkurve 
p(k^"\ k |m)) durch t1(P) =  !2(P), d. h.
(16)
Z _11« j'+kSn r _ 1V".7 + fcTsm
2  =  2  bjkXj yk
u n 0  j , k  u m 0  j , k
mit an_BB = 0 für lS g ^ H  und bm_(,Q = 0 für l ^ g  + m festgelegt, wobei die 
ajk bzw. bjk die Koeffizienten in den Kurvendarstellungen von k\n) bzw. /dm) bezeich­
nen. (16) ist für n>m  eine algebraische Kurve «-ter Ordnung, welche vollständig 
zirkulär ist, da die Glieder an_11xn~1y, ..., a0„yn in (16) nicht Vorkommen.
Für n=m  fällt in (16) das Glied x" heraus, sodaß eine Kurve von maximal 
(n — l)-ter Ordnung vorliegt. Diese muß nicht vollständig zirkulär sein, wie das be­
kannte Beispiel (vgl. [4, 349]) zweier isotroper Kreise y= Rix2+aix+ ß i (i—1,2) 
zeigt. Sind die beiden Kreise nicht kongruent (Rx R2), dann ist p eine nichtisotrope 
Potenzgerade, sind hingegen die beiden Kreise kongruent und konzentrisch (Rx =  R2, 
ax =  a2), dann ist p eine isotrope Gerade. Die letzte Aussage folgt sofort aus (7)
w.z.z.w.
Dieser und auch der folgende Satz verallgemeinert je eine Resultat aus [2].
Satz 3. Sind k[n> und k[m) zwei vollständig zirkuläre Kurven der Ordnungen n 
bzw. m, dann liegen alle Punkte P der isotropen Ebene, für die das Produkt der Poten­
zen bezüglich k[n) und klfn) konstant ist, auf einer vollständig zirkulären Kurve der 
Ordnung (n+m).
Beweis. Nach (7) gilt fü r P (x ,j)  wegen fx(P) • f2(P)=c0= konst.
(17)
+  J + k S n  j + k ^ n
a ■„ ■ 2  aJkxJy k- 2  bjkxJyk
u n 0  " niO j , k  =  0 j , k  =  0
mit ß„_ee =  0 für lS ß S n  und hm_ee = 0 für 1 wenn die aJk bzw. bJk
die Koeffizienten der Kurven k1(n) bzw. k(m) bezeichnen. (17) ist eine algebraische 
Kurve der Ordnung (n+m). Diese ist vollständig zirkulär, da in der Produktbildung 
(17) d ie  Glieder dn+m_11x n+m~1y, ..., d0n+myn+m ersichtlich nicht Vorkomm en
w.z.z.w.
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Zur Klasse der vollständig zirkulären Kurven rc-ter Ordnung gehören auch die 
reinen Parabeln k(n)
(18) y  = Ax".
Wir geben eine geometrische Deutung des Koeffizienten A im Rahmen der Be­
wegungsgruppe ©3 im
Satz 4. Ist P ein Punkt, der nicht auf einer reinen Parabel ldn) (18) liegt und 
bezeichnet P den Schnittpunkt der isotropen Geraden durch P mit k{"\ dann gilt
(19) A = ( - 1 / + 1 s(P, P)  
U  P )
wobei s(P, P)  die Spanne der beiden Punkte P und P bezeichnet.
Beweis. Nach (7) gilt für P(x, y) die Beziehung At(P)= (— 1)"[Ax" — y] und 
andererseits findet man P(x, Ax"), d. h. j(P, P)=y — Ax", woraus (19) folgt
w.z.z.w.
Um den Begriff der Tridens-Kurve (1) zu verallgemeinern geben wir die
D efinition 4. Unter einer verallgemeinerten Tridens-Kurve k(n) n-ter Ordnung 
der isotropen Ebene versteht man ein Monoid, welches F als (n — l)-fachen Punkt 
besitzt, wobei die absolute Gerade /  genau Tangente eines Zweiges von k(n) ist.
Nach einem bekannten Satz der algebraischen Geometrie (vgl. [1,74]) lassen 
sich verallgemeinerte Tridens-Kurven somit in der Gestalt
(20) a„ - 2  (x)y+ß„(x) =  0
schreiben, wobei oc„_2(x)=an_2xn~2+ ■■■+a0 ein Polynom vom Grad (n—2) und 
ßn(x)=b„x"+...+b0 ein Polynom n-ten Grades bezeichnet. Wir werden im folgen­
den stets den Koeffizienten an_2 zu 1 normieren und sprechen dann von einem nor­
mierten Tridens n-ter Ordnung. Als Tridens 2. Ordnung stellt sich ein isotroper Kreis 
ein. Für n =3 erhält man — nach Anwendung einer Schiebung in x-Richtung — genau
(1), sodaß (20) als Verallgemeinerung von (1) angesehen werden kann. Die Nullstellen 
von a„_2(x) legen im algebraischen Sinn die (n—2) isotropen Asymptoten von k(n) 
fest. Es gilt der
Satz 5. Der Koeffizient b„ des höchsten Gliedes in der Gleichung (20) eines nor­
mierten Tridens /c(n) besitzt geometrische Bedeutung bezüglich der isotropen Bewegungs­
gruppe ©3. Ist P ein Punkt, der weder dem Tridens k("\ noch der Asymptotenmenge des 
Tridens angehört, und bezeichnet P den Schnittpunkt der isotropen Geraden durch P 
mit k(n), während f(a(P)) die Potenz von P bezüglich der Asymptotenmenge von k(n) 
bedeutet, so gilt
(21) _ t ( a ( P ) ) - s ( P , P )  UP) '
Beweis. Die Asymptotenmenge a„_2(x) =  x n_2+ . . .+ ű 0= 0  des normierten 
Tridens k(n) ist ebenfalls eine vollständig zirkuläre Kurve (n—2)-ter Ordnung und
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nach (7) gilt í(a(P))=(—l)"_2an_2(x0), wenn P die Koordinaten P(x0, yu) besitzt.
Der Satz 5 liefert für «=3 eine bisher ausstehende geometrische Deutung des 
Koeffizienten a in (1), während der Satz 4 für n = 3 die entsprechende Deutung 
des Koeffizienten U in (15) liefert. Daß a der einzige wesentliche Koeffizient in (15) ist, 
hat K. Strubecker in [5, 143] gezeigt. Wir deuten noch den Koeffizienten a in der 
Gleichung (14) der divergenten Parabeln im Sinne der Gruppe 933:
Satz 6. Ist P eine Punkt, der nicht auf einer divergenten Parabel /?<3) liegt und 
bezeichnen P1 und P., die Schnittpunkte der isotropen Geraden durch P mit p(i), dann 
gilt fü r  den Koeffizienten a des höchsten Gliedes in der Gleichung (14) von p (:l)
Der Beweis dieses Satzes ergibt sich unschwer aus (14) unter Anwendung von (7).
Der folgende Satz verallgemeinert ein Resultat aus [2] und liefert weiter einen 
interessanten Reduktionssatz für Tridens-Kurven kln> mit nur reellen Asymptoten.
Satz 7. Ist k{n) ein Tridens n-ter Ordnung und l eine isotrope Gerade, so liegen 
alle Punkte P, für die das Produkt der Potenzen bezüglich k(n) und I konstant ist, auf 
einem Tridens k(n+1) der Ordnung (n + 1), welcher l und die Asymptoten von kSn) als
Kette von Operationen, wie sie im ersten Teil des Satzes genannt wurden, aus einem 
isotropen Kreis erzeugen.
Beweis. (1) Wird / durch x —c beschrieben und /c(n) durch (20) festgelegt, so 
folgt mit einer Konstanten y die Bedingung [a„ _ 2 (x)y  + ßn (x)] • [x—c] = ( — 1)"+1 ybn, 
d. h. man findet
Dies ist ein verallgemeinerter, normierter Tridens der Ordnung (n + 1) mit den an­
gegebenen Asymptoten.
(2) Ist ein normierter Tridens k(n+1) der Gestalt v.n_1(x)y+ßn+1(x) = 0 vor­
gegeben, so bleiben, um eine Reduktion um 1 vorzunehmen, die Gleichungen
w.z.z.w.
(22) a = s(P, P j  ■ s(P, P2) 
t(P)
Asymptoten besitzt. Jeder Tridens kln) mit nur reellen Asymptoten läßt sich durch eine
(23) [A - 2 (x) (x - c ) ] y + ß „ (x ) ( x - c ) - ( - l  )n+1ybn = 0.
(24a, b) < * n -iW  =  oc„~2(x )(x -c )
ßn+iW  =  Ai(x)(x—c)—( — l)n+1ybn
zu studieren. Nach Voraussetzung besitzt x„ _x(x) reelle Nullstellen. Bezeichnet x=c  
eine solche, so ist wegen der Normiertheit a„_2(x) eindeutig bestimmt. Nun folgt
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aus (24.b) /?„(x) = —------wobei notwendig bn + 1=bn gilt. Wird( x - c )
nun y so gewählt, daß x —c eine Nullstelle von ß„ + i(x)+ (—l)n+1yb„ wird, so 
liegt auch ß„(x) eindeutig fest. Mit der Geraden x =  c und der Konstanten y kann 
somit der Tridens k(n+1) aus einem Tridens /cw nach dem angegebenen Verfahren er­
zeugt werden. Durch sukzessive Anwendung dieses Verfahrens gelangt man schli­
eßlich zu einem isotropen Kreis und der Asymptotenmenge
w.z.z.w.
Besitzt k(n+1) auch konjugiert-komplexe Asymptoten, so läßt sich ein entspre­
chender eleganter Reduktionssatz offenbar nicht angeben.
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ON A PROBLEM OF VAN DOUWEN
I .  J U H Á S Z
Abstract
L et D(x)  d e n o te  th e  s ta tem en t “ev ery  first c o u n ta b le  T ,  sp a c e  in  w h ich  tw o  d is jo in t  c lo s e d  se ts  
o f  s iz e  - = x  ca n  a lw a y s b e sep ara ted  is n o rm a l” . W e  p r o v e  h ere that ( i)  i f  x is  r eg u la r  a n d  E(x) 
h o ld s  th en  D(x) fa ils ;  ( ii)  i f  x is stro n g ly  c o m p a c t  th e n  D(x) h o ld s;  (iii)  i f  w e a d d  x m a n y  C o h e n  o r  
ra n d o m  rea ls  t o  V, w h ere  x is  s tro n g ly  c o m p a c t, th e n  D(c + ) h o ld s  in  th e  e x te n s io n . T h is  sh o w s , 
in  r e s p o n s e  t o  a  p ro b lem  o f  v a n  D o u w e n  [1] th a t D{c*) is  in d ep en d e n t.
In [1] E. van Douwen raised the following problem: Let Abe a first countable 
T! space such that any pair of disjoint closed subsets of A of cardinality S e = 2 s» 
can be separated. Is it true then that X  is normal?
The aim of this note is to show that, modulo some large cardinals, the answer to 
van Douwen’s question is independent of set theory. In order to facilitate the formu­
lation of our results we introduce the following piece of notation:
D(x) is the statement “Every first countable Tx space X  is normal provided that 
any pair of disjoint closed subsets of X  of cardinality can be separated”. Thus 
van Douwen’s question may now be phrased as follows: Is D(c+) true?
We first give a negative answer to this question, which will be a corollary to the 
next result.
T heorem 1. Let x be an uncountable regular cardinal for which E(x) holds; 
then there exists a non-normal but O-dimensional T2 and first countable space X  which is 
a x-type increasing union o f clopen metrizable subspaces.
P roof. Let us start by recalling (cf. [5]) that E(x) means the existence of a set 
E a x  consisting of co-limits which is stationary in x, but for each ol£x the set £Tla 
is non-stationary in a.
Now, for every b£E we fix an co-sequence <5„£<5 that converges up to Ő. The 
underlying set of our space X will be i?X(co+1), every point in EXco will be iso­
lated, finally a neighbourhood base for a point (6, w)£Ex{co} is formed by the 
sets
V n(0 ) = {(<5, tu» U U {(<5\A) fl £  X {A:}: /c£co\n}
for n£co.
It is straightforward to check that every V„(S) is clopen, hence A is O-dimensional, 
first countable, and trivially T2.
R e se a r c h  su p p o r ted  b y H u n g a r ia n  N a t io n a l  F o u n d a t io n  fo r  S c ien tif ic  R e s e a r c h  G ran t  
n o . 1805 .
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To show that X  is not normal, consider first two disjoint subsets H  and K  of E 
that are both stationary in x, see e.g. [7], Then //x{co} and ÁTx{co} are disjoint closed 
sets in X  that we claim cannot be separated. Indeed, let Gz>//X{co} be any open set 
in X, then for every ő£H  there is some n£co for which V„(0)cG. Now there is an 
m€co and a stationary set SczH  such that V„,(S)czG for each ö£S. For every 
n ^ m  the map cpn which assigns to every <5£ S  the ordinal ő„ is clearly regressive on S, 
hence by the pressing down lemma there is a stationary set S„aS  and an ordinal 
y„£K such that for every d£Sn we have <p„(<5)=y„. But this clearly implies that, for 
y=U{y„: n£co\m},
(E \y )  X (m \m ) c  G.
Of course, a similar argument shows that if G1 is any open set containing Kx{oo] 
then there are y ^ x  and m^co  such that
CE\y1)X(co\m1)c=G1,
hence clearly GC[Gl 9i 0.
Finally, to show the last mentioned property of X  it will obviously suffice to 
prove that for every a£x the subspace
Ya = (Er\a)X(co+1),
that is clearly dopen in T if  E  has a largest element below a, is metrizable. We do this 
by induction on or.
First, if a is limit (and Yß has already been shown to be metrizable for all /?<a) 
then we can choose a closed unbounded set Cx in a such that Ct,i'l£=0, i.e. F f l a c  
c a - Q .  Let Cx = {ßi : <i;6<p} be the increasing enumeration of Ca. We can now 
write
3r« = U { [ 0J4,/? i+ 1) n j E ] X ( o i + l ) :  £€<?},
hence, by the inductive hypothesis, Yx is metrizable, being the topological sum of 
metrizable subspaces.
Next, if a = <5 + l with ö£E (if <5$ E then Yx — Yd), then first note that 
co)}=7áU({(5}Xcu) is metrizable if Yö is, moreover, since Yx is regular and 
first countable, Lemma 2 of [5] implies that Yx is also metrizable.
C o r o l l a r y . I f  x x o  is regular and satisfies E(x) then D(x) fails. In particular, 
i f  there is a regular cardinal x with E(x) then D (c+) fails.
It is known that the failure of the assumption in the second part of this corollary 
implies the consistency of certain large cardinals (e.g. many measurables) and in fact 
it is “very close” to being equiconsistent with the existence of a strongly compact 
cardinal (cf. e.g. [3]). Therefore the occurence of a strongly compact cardinal in our 
following results is very natural.
Let us now give here a definition taken from [4]: A family of sets Xf in a space 
X  is called ^-separated if for every set Z£[X]<X the trace family
XC\Z =  {HHZ: Htíxe}
is separated. We denote by S(x) the following statement: “Every x-separated family 
in a first countable space is also separated.” The relevance of these concepts to our 
problem will be clear from the next result.
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Lemma \. I f  x  is co-inaccessible (i.e.for every 2< x  we have Aro-<x) arid 
S(x) holds then D(x) is valid.
P roof. Let X be a first countable T1 space in which pairs of disjoint closed sets 
of size < x  can always be separated (note that in this case X is automatically T2 
as well) and A, B be two disjoint closed sets in X. By S(x), it will suffice to show that 
the two-element family {A, B) is x-separated in X. But for every Ze[X]<x note 
that \AD Z |s | / f n z |“ <x and similarly we have |Z?nZ|<x, since X is T2 and x 
is co-inaccessible, hence, by assumption, even AD Z  and BD Z  may be separated.
In [4] general conditions under which S(x) is valid are formulated (in part ex- 
plicitely, in part just implicitely), however no proofs of these are given there. But since 
we need them for concrete applications, we decided to present here the details. In 
fact, for reasons of presentation we start with an easier particular case.
T heorem 2. I f  x is strongly compact then D(x) is valid.
P roof. N ow x is inaccessible, hence also co-inaccessible, and thus to apply 
Lemma 1 we only need to prove S(x). To this end, let X be first countable (for each 
pe X  we fix a countable neighbourhood base r j  and let ^  be a fine ultrafilter on 
•P([T]<X) (see e.g. [6]), i.e. such that °U is x-complete and for every p eX
% = {ze[X]<x: Pez}e<%.
Now, suppose that ^ f c ? ( L )  is x-separated, i.e. for every Ze[X]<x we have 
a disjoint open family
r z = {V(H, Z ) : HeXf) 
with HDZczV(H,Z)  for HeXC.
For each Ze[X]<x and every point p e Z tl UX? we may then choose a neigh­
bourhood W(p, Z )k rp suchthat
W (p,Z) c  V(H ,Z)
for p£H.
Now, for any fixed peUX? we have
wp = u{^p>v: verj,
where
3V„ = {Z€% : W (p,Z) = V).
Since and W is x-complete, there is for every pe(JX? a Vpe rp such that
?yp='3'Ptyve°U as well. Let us put for each Hex?
Uu =  U{FP: peH).
We claim that the family {UH: H eXf) is disjoint, hence separates Xf.
To see this, let Hx, H2 be distinct members of Xf and let pxe.H\ and p2£/L2; 
we first choose any Z6‘3 ,^'fW p». Then, by definition, we have
Vplc:V (Hl tZ )  and FPlc  V(H2,Z),
hence Vpir\VPt=0. This completes the proof.
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Now, in order to formulate Fleissner’s general result on when S(x) is valid 
we need a definition that is also due to him. A pair (B, L) is said to be a lynx if B is 
a Boolean algebra, LczB is linked, i.e. bx,b 2dL  implies bxf b 2AO, moreover for 
every collection {bn: n£a>}czB with \J{bn\ ndcd} = 1 there is a k£co such that 
b0\/ .. .\ /b kfL . Every measure algebra is trivially a lynx, moreover, by the so-called 
Dow’s lemma [2], so is every regular open algebra RO(2x) for every A.
Lemma 2 (Fleissner). Assume that for every X  with |Aj there is a countably 
complete Boolean homomorphism
h: P([A']<*) -  B
where (B, L) is a lynx and h('Wp) = \ for each p d X  (here, as above, aXp = {Zd[X]<x: 
pdZ}). Then S(x) is valid.
P roof. Let I ’ b e a  ^-separated family in the first countable space X, and pick 
h, B, L  as above. Just as in the proof of Theorem 2 we get to the equality
^ P = U  {Wpy. Vdrp)
for each pd \dXT. Then using the countable completeness of h we get
V{h(% ,v): V drp} =  1.
We may then choose °Upd\Xrf[<a such that
V{/i(^p,F: Vd%)} = h (U {% tV: Vd%})dL.
Clearly, Vp=C\aUp is a neighbourhood of p, hence
U„= U{FP: pdH )
is again a neighbourhood of H  for each HdXT. To show that {UH: HdXT) sepa­
rates XT, consider I f  //„ from XT and p f j f ,  p f H 2. Then the linkedness of L 
implies the existence of V f aUpi and V fk lpi such that
W r u v ^ . v ,  A  0,
hence let Zd^p 1,vi n® rJ>t>K1- Then
for i =  l,2 , consequently VP1C\VP,=0, showing that the collection {UH\ HdXT) 
is disjoint.
Now, it follows from Theorem 6.1 of [4] that the assumption of Lemma 2 is valid 
in Vpx if x is strongly compact and Px is the notion of forcing that adds x many 
Cohen or random reals to V. Consequently, we obtain the following result.
T heorem 3. I f  x is strongly compact and Px adds x-many Cohen or random reals 
to V then, in Vp«, we have D(x+) = D(c+).
P roof. By the above we have S(x) and thus also .S'(x+) = <S'(c+) in Vp*. Moreo­
ver, since c+ is clearly co-inaccessible we get D(c+) from Lemma 1.
Let us remark here that our constructions also yield the independence of the 
following statement analogous to van Douwen’s original: A first countable Tx space
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is collectionwise normal if every family of at most (or less than) c closed sets of size 
S c  is separated in X.
In [8] a non-normal, first countable, locally compact T2 space X  of cardinality c 
is constructed, in ZFC, with the additional property that every closed set in X  is 
either countable or of cardinality c. Clearly, this space X  shows that D(c) is simply 
false, thus, in general, S(x) does not imply D(x).
Finally we want to mention á problem that is left open by our above results, 
namely could D(c+) be valid when c is small? More precisely we state the following
P roblem. Can £>(k2) be consistent? Or, in other words, does CFI imply that 
Z)(k2) is false?
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ORDER OF MEAN CONVERGENCE OF HERMITE—FEJÉR 
INTERPOLATION
PÉTER VÉRTESI* and YUAN XU
1. Introduction. Notations. Preliminary results
1.1. The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the order of weighted Lp, 
0</?<oo, convergence of Hermite—Fejér (HF, in short) interpolating processes based 
on the roots of generalized Jacobi polynomials (c.f. Theorem 2.1). Moreover, we 
obtain the corresponding statement concerning Lagrange interpolation, too (c.f. 
Statement 2.4).
1.2. If xkn, k —1, 2, ..., H, are n distinct numbers a n d /is  a bounded function» 
then the HF interpolatory polynomial is defined to be the unique polynomial of degree 
at most 2 /2  — 1 satisfying
(1.1) H ,(f, x j  = / ( * J ,  H'n( f ,  xkn) =  0, k  =  1, 2 ,.... 72.
Although there are many-many papers dealing with the convergence and divergence 
of HF interpolation, they are concerned mostly with uniform norm and, as far as we 
know, only two papers investigate Lp convergence. In [1], the first of us in a joint 
work with P. Nevai gives necessary and sufficient conditions for weighted Lp conver­
gence of HF interpolation based on the zeros of generalized Jacobi polynomial 
(Theorem 1.1). The other one, a very recent paper by J. Prasad and A. K. Varma [2] 
considers, among others, the order of Lp convergence when the HF interpolation is 
based on the Tchebycheff roots (cos (2k—l)n/(2n)} (Theorem 1.3).
1.3. As it was mentioned, we also deal with the order of weighted Lp conver­
gence of HF interpolation, but we consider the roots of generalized Jacobi poly­
nomials. To state the corresponding results, we introduce the following notations.
N denotes the set of positive integers. The symbol “const” denotes some con­
stant which is positive and independent of the variables and indices. Whenever 
“const” is used it will always be clear what variables and indices it is independent of. 
In each formula “const” may take a different value. The symbol is used as 
follows. If A and B are two expressions depending on some variables and indices then
A ~ B  o  \AB~l\ ^  const and \A~*B\ s. const.
* The work was completed during this author’s visit at Temple University, Philadelphia, PA, 
USA in January—May, 1987, it was partially supported by Hungarian National Foundation for 
Scientific Research Grant #1801.
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Orthogonal polynomials. Let \v be a nonnegative Lebesgue-integrable function in 
[ — 1, 1] such that
l
J  w >  0.
- i
The corresponding set of orthogonal polynomials is denoted by {p „(h>)}: 
pn(w,x) =  }>„(vv) x" +lower degree terms, y„(w) >  0 and
i
/  Pn(w)pm(w)w= Snm.
-1
The zeros of pn(w) are denoted by xkn(w) and they are indexed so that
* i„0 ) >  x2n(w) > . . .>  xn„(w).
The reproducing kernel Kn(w) is defined by
n — 1
Kn(w,x, t) = 2  Pk(w, x )p k(w, t).
k — 0
According to the Christoffel—Darboux formula [3, p. 43] K„(w) can be written as 
Kn(x,t) = [P„(w> x)pn-i(w, t)-p„ _i(tv, x)pn(vv, /)](x -  t y 1.
The Christoffel function l„(vv, x) is defined by
A„(w, x)_1 = Kn(w, x, x).
It is well-known [3, Theorem 3.1.3] that
i
(1.2) 2„(w, x) = min J  I^COI2 w(0 dt
—l
where the minimum is taken over all polynomials P of degree less than n such that 
P(jc) =  1. The numbers Ak„(w) defined by
hn(w) = A„(W, Xkn(w))
are called the Cotes numbers. By the Gauss—Jacobi quadrature formula [3, p. 47]
n -1
2  P { X k n ( w ) ) h n ( w )  =  /  P W
k = l  - 1
holds for every polynomial P of degree less than 2n. By Szegő’s theorem [3, p. 309]
(1.3) 0 -= lim yn(w)2~n <  °°.n-+o°
Lagrange interpolation. The Lagrange interpolating polynomials corresponding 
to the distribution w and bounded function f  are denoted by Ln(w,f). They satisfy
L„(w,f,xkn(w)) = f(x kn(w)), n£N, Isk tä n .
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The polynomial Ln(w ,f) can conveniently be written in the form 
(1-4) Ln(w ,f) = 2  f{ x kn(w))lk„(w)
k = 1
where the fundamental polynomials lkn(w) are defined by
L (w ,x) ______ Pn(w,x)______
It is well-known [3, p. 48] that
(1.5) L(w, x) = y" hn(w)Pn-l{w,Xkn(w))
yn\w)
Pn(W’X)
x - x kn(w)
Hermite—Fejér interpolation. If the interpolation nodes {xk„} in (1.1) are taken to 
be the zeros {xk„(w)} of the orthogonal polynomials pn(w), then we denote the corre­
sponding Hermite—Fejér interpolating polynomial by Hn(w, x). Hence
( 1.6) Hn (w ,f; x) = 2  f  (Xkn (w)) (1 -k = 1
Pn(w,Xkn(w)) 
Pn{w,Xkn(w)) ( x - x kn(xj) lkn(w, x)2.
If P is a polynomial of degree less than 2n then
(1.7) P(x) = H„(w, P, x)+ 2  p '{xkn(w))(x-xkn{w)) lkn(w, x)2
k = 1
which is the Hermite interpolation formula [3, p. 331].
Lp and Lp spaces. If 0 then /GL" if ||/ ||p<°° where
ll/llp = [ /1/(01 dt]1,p, 0 < p  <= co,
-1
and
ll/IU =  ess sup |/(0 I •
<£[-1.1]
If p^O  and then f£ L p if ||/||p,p<00 where
ii/iu.p =  [ S  \ m pP(t)di\vp.
- i
Naturally, when 0 < p < l,  || *||p>p and || - ||p are not norms, nevertheless we retain 
this notation for convenience.
Jacobi weights. The function u is called a Jacobi weight function if u can be writ­
ten the form
(1.8) u(x) = (1 —x)d (1 Tx)6
for —l s x s l  and n(x)=0 for |x|=-l. In this paper we do not necessarily assume 
that u is integrable.
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Generalized Jacobi polynomials. Let w be a nonnegative integrable function defin­
ed in [ — 1, 1]. We say that w is a generalized Jacobi weight function (w^GJ) if w 
can be written in the form
where A, — 1 and g ±1£L°°. If, in addition, g(x) is continuous and its modulus 
of continuity co(g, t) satisfies
then w is a generalized smooth Jacobi weight (wcGSJ). If, moreover, Lip 1 in 
[ — 1,1], then w is a very smooth generalized Jacobi weight (w£GCJ).
Orthogonal polynomials corresponding to generalized Jacobi weight functions 
are generalized Jacobi polynomials (see the works V. Badkov [5] and P. Nevai [6]).
1.4. In [1, Theorem 5, p. 55] P. Nevai and P. Vértesi proved as follows (the origi­
nal statement is slightly stronger).
T heorem 1.1. Let w^GCJ, p> 0 and let u be a Jacobi weight function. Then
As a simple consequence of Theorem 1.1, we may mention the following special 
cases. Obviously, if u (x)= (l—x 2)y, vv(x)=g(x)(l —x2)“, a , y>  —1, then (i) holds 
iff y — a/?> — 1 or y + l=»a/?, from where we get
Corollary 1.2. (1) I f  — l< a s O ,  then (i) holds for any p > 0, (2) i f  a>0,
Considering the rate of convergence, J. Prasad and A. K. Varma [2, Theorem 1] 
obtained
T heorem 1.3. I f  w(x)=(l —x2)_1/2 and /?>0, then




Km \\Hn(w ,f) - f \ \UiP =  0, /<SC[-1, 1],
n-+ ®o
w~p udL1.
\\Hn( w ,f) - f \ \W'P ss const, co(/4)> A ci-i-il
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2. Results
2.1. We prove the following
T heorem  2.1. Let w£GCJ. W(x):=w(x)i\ — x 2, 0 and let u be an inte-
grable Jacobi weight function. I f
(a) \\Hn(w ,f) - f\\U'P s  const. c o ( / , / € C [ - 1 , 1],
(b) W~p u£L \
(b*)W-’* u iL \  />*</>, 
then (b)=>(a) and (a)=>(b*).
Again, let us consider some special cases. Let u(x)=(1—x2)v, w(x) = 
g(x)-(l — x2)*, a , y>  —1. Since W ~pu£Lx iff y — /^ a + y j= -  — 1, then if —l < a <




C o r o lla r y  2.2. I f  u(x)=(l — x2)v and w(x)=g(x)(l — x2)a, g > 0, g'eLip 1, 
a ,y >—  1 then
(1) i f  — l < a ^  — (a) holds true for any 0;
1 y -f-1(2) i f  a=>—  — , (a) holds true i f  ------— ; and whenever (a) holds true,
y + l
a + -
•, the lats inequality being p ^  1+-
a + y  
1
1 + 2a i f  a=y.
2.2. R e m a r k . It follows from our proof that in (a ) cannot be replaced
by co2^ /,—j , say (see (3.7)). So Theorem 2.1, in certain sense, is the best possible
one. Further, it is easy to see that (b)=>(ii), which means, if we demand more, gen­
erally we have to suppose more (see (i) and (a)). Although this sounds very natural, as 
an interesting “counterexample” we shall see the somewhat surprising fact that the 
corresponding conditions for Lagrange interpolation are equivalent (c.f. statement 
2.4). So in the mean convergence case, Lagrange interpolation is better than the 
Hermite—Fejér one.
2.3. Namely, in his comprehensive work P. Nevai proved as follows (see [4, 
Theorem 6, p. 695]; we use a special case only).
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T heorem 2.3. Let w£GSJ, p > 0 and let u bean integrable Jacobi weigth. Then
(1) lim \\Ln(w ,f)—f\ \U'P = 0, f e C [ - 1,1] 
holds iff
(2) u tL 1.
Now let En(f)= min \\f— P|[„ where the minimum is taken over all polynomials 
of degree at most n. Then we have (c.f. 3.8)
Statement 2.4. Let w£GCJ, p> 0 and let u be an integrable Jacobi weight. Then 
the conditions (1), (2) in Theorem 2.3 and
(3) \\Ln(w ,f) - f \ \U'P const. £„(/), f f C [ - 1,1] 
are equivalent.
As above, we can get the next
Corollary 2.5. I f  m(x)=(1 —x z)y and w(x)=g(x)(l — x2)*, g> 0 , g f Lip 1, 
a, y =— 1, then
(a) i f  — 1 < « ^  —-L , (3) holds true for any p > 0,
1 y -j-1(b) i f  oc>—— , (3) [or (2)] holds true iff 2------— , the last inequality being
a + 2
/7<2 + ---- l—  i f  cc = y.
a + 2
Using [4, Theorem 6, p. 295] we can get the corresponding statements for quasi 
Lagrange interpolation, too. We omit the details.
3. Proofs
3.1. The proof of Theorem 2.1 is based on the closed connection between 
H „(w ,f) and L„(w,f) revealed and used by G. Freud; P. Nevai, P. Vértesi [1]; J. 
Prasad, A. K. Varma [2]. In their “ad hoc” proof, the latter ones used nice identities 
valid if  w=w=(l  — x2)~1/2; for the general setting we applied certain modifications 
of theorems proved in paper [4] and the statements of [1]. Further, relations (3.6) 
and (3.7) applied in [2] also, was very useful.
Statement 2.4 is a simple consequence of the modified versions of Theorems 1 
and 2 in [4].
3.2. First we summarize some relations on p„(w) and 2„(x).
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Let wdGSJ, and let x*„(>v)=cos 0kn (x0n = 1, x„+li„= — 1, 0 ^ 0 kn^ n ). Then
(3.1)
uniformly for Q s k s n ,  ndN,
@ k + l , n ~ O kn ~ —
1(3.2) Xkn(w) ~ j -w  (xkn(wj) i  1 - x k„{wf 
uniformly for 0s fc sn , ndN,
(3.3) \Pn-l{w, Xtn(w))| ~w(vt„(H'))“1/2(l-**„(H02r  
uniformly for 1 SfcSn, ndN,
(3.4) |p„(w, x)| S  const. [w (x)/l — x2]~ 1/2, \ x \ ^ \  — an~2
uniformly for ndN, where <r>0 is a constant, and
,n fw  . . { / « [ w i 1- « " 1)]-1'2, l+ * ln(w )^2x==2
' * '  ]Pn{’ n n [w(— 1 + n~2)]_1/2, - 2 ^ 2 x S - l + x nn(w),
uniformly for ndN  (see [1; Lemma 2, p. 35]).
3.3. As mentioned before, we need the following two theorems from [4] and
[1].
Lemma 3.1 [4, Theorem 1, p. 680(1)]. Let wdGSJ and /?>0. Let v,V  be two 
not necessarily integrable Jacobi weight functions such that VdLp, vVdLp, V/W1/2dLp 
V/W1,2dL1 and vWI/2dLL, where, as above, W (x) = w(x)\ 1 — x2. Then for any given 
bounded function /„, ndN,
IIL„(w, vf„)V\\„ const. II/JU nd N, 
with some constant independent o f {/„}.
L e m m a  3.2 [1; Theorem 5, p. 55]fl). Let wdGCJ, p > 0, and let u be Jacobi 
weight function such that w~*dLp. Then for any given continuous function f„, ndN,
\\Hn(w,fn)\\u,P ^  const. Il/J, ndN, 
with some constant independent o f {/„}.
3.4. By a well-known theorem of S. B. Steckin [7], there exists a polynomial 
R„(x) of degree at most n such that for all x, — l S x ^ l ,
(3.6) I/ ( * ) - RnM l^  const.oj|/, —  nX —j
1 T h e  orig in a l T h e o r e m s are  sta ted  fo r  a  fixed  fu n c t io n  / .  O n  th e  o th e r  h a n d , o n e  ca n  see from  
th e ir  p r o o fs  th a t th ey  c a n  b e  s ta te d  in  th e  a b o v e  m en tio n ed  fo rm s , t o o .
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and
(3.7) (1 —x2)1/2 |i?'(x)| S  const, nco  ^/ ,  .
For this Rn(x) we prove as follows.
Lemma 3.3. Let w£GCJ, W(x) = w(x)\f 1 — x2, 0, and let u be an
integrable Jacobi weight function. Then
s  const, co (/;-^-), / € C [ - 1,1]
holds true i f  W~pu£L1.
P roof. By (1.5) and (1.7), we have
(3.8) Rn(x ) -H n(w,Rn,x) =
=  ' 2^ K(Xkn) hn(w) Pn-l(w,Xkn(w)) p n(w, X) !kn(w, X).
According to (3.2) and (3.3), we have
Kn(w) Pn-l(w, x k„) =  Cknw(xkn(w))ll2( l - X kn(w)2f l*Jn 
=  ckn W (xkn(w))lli y  1 - x kn(w)2/n ,
where ck„ are constants bounded uniformly for k and n. Define the continuous func­
tion cn(x) such that
c„(xkn(w)) = ckn
and c„(x) uniformly bounded for — 1 1 and n. Then if the continuous function
qn (x)  is defined by
qn(x)  =  cn(x) R ’n(x) y  1 -  x 2/n
we can rewrite (3.8) as
(3.9) Rn(x)-H n(w,Rn,x )  =  y"y- f f  P„(w ,x)Ln(W,q nW ^ ,x ) .  
Furthermore, from (3.7)
(3.10) || qn|| „  =§ const, co ( / ;  - i j .
By Theorem 6.3.14 in [6, p. 113] for every 0 and Jacobi weight u there exists 
a constant a —a(p ,u)^0  such that for every polynomial P of degree at most 2n
1 1 —Ö7I “ 2
/  \p(t)\p u(t) dt =§ 2 J  \p(t)\p u(t) dt.
-1 -l+oir*
Using this to the polynomial R„(x)—H„(w, Rn, x), by (1.4), (3.8) and (3.9), it
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follows
1 — nn '  *
(3.11)||Än-if„(w, ss const. j  \p„(w, x)|'’ \L„(w, qn W1'2, x)\p u(x) dx
—l  + an~* 
l  — an~z
S  const. /  |L„(w, qn, W1/2, x)\p W(x)~p'2 u(x) dx
—1 + an“2
S  const. ||Ln(w, qn W1'2, x ) IF^IIJ.p.
Now we apply Lemma 3.1 with v=W 1/2, V = W ~1/2u1/p. First let us check the con­
ditions of Lemma 3.1 which in our special case are W ~p/2u£L1, u^L1, W ~pu£L1 
and W ^L1. Obviously, W dL1 and u^L1 (by the conditions of Lemma 3.3). Now, if
w(*)—£(•*)(! — x)“(l +*)6, first let —1 < a s —^  . Then W~Pt2 and W ~p are in-
tegrable on [0, 1], If a=-— y , then by W~pu£L1 (condition) W~p/2u is integrable
on [0, 1], The interval [ — 1,0] can be treated similarly. So we get from (3.10), (3.11) 
and Lemma 3.1 that
\\Rn-Hn(w, i?„)L,p S  const. UtfJ. ^  const, co , 
which was to be proved.
3.6. Proof of Theorem 2.1 (b)=>(a). Let Rn be a polynomial satisfying (3.6) 
and (3.7). Then
II//.0 v,/ ) - / ! „ , p ^  B /-Ä „ ll„ .p + Il//.(W ',K ) - ^ l l u . p + l | / / n ( H ', / - /? „ ) ! ! „ . ,
By (3.6) and Lemma 3.3, we only need consider the third term on the right. Clearly, 
W ~pu^L1 implies vt'-1CLj, so (a) follows from Lemma 3.2 and (3.6).
(a)=>(b*).
Let f 1(x)=x. Then f x, , and
/ , ( * ) - / / > , / ! , * )  =  V: ; ^ 2)2 P n ( W , x ) 2 i  ^ ( W f P n -J ^ ) ) 2_
ynM* k = 1 x - x kn(x)
For 1 +xlns 2 x s 2 ,  by (1.3), (3.2) and (3.3) we have




S  COnSt. 2  Kn(w)Pn (w, xf/tl.
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Now, by Gauss—Jacobi quadrature formula,
" r2  J-kn(w) = w(x) dx = const,
*=1 - i
(3.12) A (x) - Hn(vv, f x, x) S  const. pn (w, xf jn
for l + x lns 2 x ^ 2  (c.f. [1; Lemma 5, p. 43]). By (a) we can write
f  |//„(vv,/1, x )—f l (x)\p u(x) dx ^  const, n p
(l + xIn(w))/2
which, using (3.12), gives
1
n~p f  \Pn(wi X)\2P u(x) dx á  const. n~p.
(l + x,„(w))/2
By (3.5) this is equivalent to
l
(3.13) w( l— n~2)~p j  n(x)dx = const. vi~p.
(i + Xin(w))/2
Writing w(x)=g(x)(l —x)“( l+ x )6, «(x) =  (l — x ^ l  +x)B and applying (3.1), we 
can see that (3.13) is equivalent to
(3.14) ap—A — 1 +—  ^  0, or A — ap—|  ä - 1 ,
from where we get that W ~p*u is integrable on [0, 1] whenever p*<p. The interval 
[—1, 0] can be treated similarly, which completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
3.7. By (3.12) and (3.5) we have
(3.15) \\Hn{w,fx)-fi\\Pu,P S  /  \Hn(w ,f1, x ) - f 1(x)\pu (x)dx
(l+Xln(W))/2
which implies 2.2.
S  const. nz(ap- A- v const, co2 =  0,
3.8. P roof of Statement 2.4. If Pn(f)  is the polynomial for which \\f— P J „ =  
=En(J), then
\\Ln{ w , f ) - n UtP^ \ \L n{W, f - P n) h ,P+ \ \ f - P J u ,P-= h  +  h -
If W ~ p/zu£L1, then it is easy to check that Lemma 3.1 can be applied with the cast 
f„ = f—P„, V=u and v = 1, which gives that const £„(/), /2Sconst En(f) 
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THIRD NOTE ON HAJNAL—MÁTÉ GRAPHS
PÉTER KOMJÁTH
0. Introduction
This paper is a continuation of [4] and [5], If G is a graph on cox (only graphs 
of this kind will be considered), for a<cot G(a) denotes {/?<a: {/?, a}6G'|. G is 
a Hajnal—Máté (in short, H—M) graph, if for every a<(o1 G(a) is either finite or 
is an co-sequence, cofinal in a. The chromatic number, Chr (G) is the minimal car­
dinality x such that there exists an / :  cox—% with / ~ 1({c}) independent for ^ o c . 
In [3], A. Hajnal and A. Máté showed that, assuming <>* there exists an H—M 
graph G with Chr(G) = co1. (For the combinatorial principles O , O* and set 
theoretic background see [7].) In [4] a similar example without triangle is given, 
and in [5] even those circuits built from two monotonic paths are excluded. A graph 
r  is obligatory if it is a (not necessarily spanned) subgraph of every G with Chr (G) ^  
Scoj. In [2] the results of [4], [5] were applied to limit (from <>*) the obligatory 
graphs.
Our first theorem gives an H—M graph G with Chr (G)=a>1, the circuits 
mentioned above are excluded, and G has the following strange property: there 
is a function g\ [cod2—co such that if a<jS<co1 are given, every point y>~ß, 
joined to both a and ß, is joined to at most g(a, ß) points between a and ß. A cor­
ollary of this is that there exists an -chromatic graph on a>l without subgraphs 
of the following type: the points are /Sco, s£[co-F l]<tu},
x t is joined to ys if and only if i£s.
Our last theorem asserts that, under <0*  every obligatory graph F splits: 
the vertex set is the union of countable sets {Ax: okcoJ  such that if x£Ax, then 
x is joined to finitely many points in U {At : ß<a}.
1. Construction of an exotic H—M graph
Theorem 1 «>*)■ There exist a graph G on co1 and a function g: [cod2—co 
such that
(a) Chr (G)=co1, G is a Hajnal— Máté graph;
(b) no circuit o f G is the union o f two monotonic paths;
(c) i f  a<   ^ and £, is joined to both a and ß, then it is joined to at most g( a, ß) 
points between a and ß.
4
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P roof. Let (a-^coj be the <0>*-sequence, {G.: y^coj] disjoint
stationary sets.
We are going to build G and g by transfinite recursion. Assume a is limit and 
Gja, gj[a]2 have already been defined, and a£Sy with y<oc.
Put J% = {A0, Ax, Let ( a n < c o )  be a sequence increasingly converging 
to a. First, define g on aX{«} in such a way that if A( is infinite, then
sup {g(r, a): t€ A j = co.
Pick those Ai’s for which the following is true:
(* ) if i€[a—y]<<0 and j<co then
At fl {<;: iZs->-g(T, and £ is not sup (j)-covered} is unbounded in a,
where ő is jS-covered if and only if there exists a monotonic path v„< vx<  ...<  v„=<5 
with v0^ /j.
If Aio, Ah, ... is the sequence of the A{s described above, choose y, for 
t  — 0, 1, ... with
(a) a,<y,;
(b) y,£Ait;
(c) y, is not -covered, y0 is not y-covered;
(d) if t'< t, then g (y ,.,y ,)s t.
This is possible by the choice of the Ait’s. If a forbidden circuit is born with 
a as last point then for some t<a> y, would be yt_x -covered. Clearly, the prop­
erty of g prescribed in the theorem will be satisfied, too. So we can choose G(a) = 
= {y,- t^co}.
We prove that G is a»!-chromatic. Assume that / :  co^co is a good coloring. 
Let us call bad if
(*  *) for every there are ö’-^cü^  y<co, and [a>i — fi]< “ suchthat
{£: £ is not <5'-covered, Vt(A g(x, c)=/} is bounded
(in cűj), say, it is in e. Otherwise call i good. Now, if / is bad, there is a series of dis­
joint finite sets sln (ii^ojt) ordinals <5'', e* and finite numbers yjj of property (* *). 
We can assume that /  = / ‘ (>/<co). By the property O* for club many a it is true 
that BiC.-/fx for every bad /, where Z?; = U {./ : rj<co}, moreover a x 5 '‘, e'
If i is good, there exists a yi<o)1 such that for every x€[<Ui — y,]<ca 
; <  co the set
{£: /(c) =  i, £ is not ^'-covered, Vt€s g(x, £) S j}
is unbounded in cot . There exists a set C; club in m1 such that the above statement 
still holds below a for any a£C;. Put y=sup {y;: i goodJUsup / bad, rj<(o}. 
Intersecting these Cj’s with each other, with a club set D such that if a£ D then 
for every good / f ^ l (i)C\rJA./fx (by <>*), the set described in the previous paragraph 
and with Sy, we get a point a which cannot get any of the colors; if /= /( a) is good 
i= i, for some /<co, so /(a )  =/(>',), a contradiction. If /= /(a) is bad, then for 
some 7/<co there is a x^sj, suchthat g (x ,a )^ ji. As a is (/'-covered, which 
is impossible as y=-<5'‘.
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2. Excluded subgraphs
T heorem 2 «>*). There exists an (Ox -chromatic graph on a>l without a subgraph 
o f the following type: the points are a'0< x1<  ...< xa , ys (s£[üj4- 1]<m) such that 
they are different and x t is joined to ys i f  i£s.
P roof. Take the example from Theorem 1. As j= g(x0, x(0) is finite, if 0, cods 
and |j|> y  then ys< xm. If 0, oj€j0>íi and j < |s0l> W . y,0, ysi, x  is a for­
bidden circuit unless yso, J si< x 0. This gives that x a is joined to infinitely many 
points below x0, which is impossible, as our graph is an H—M graph.
T heorem 3 (<C>*)- Assume that T is a graph on cox such that every graph G with 
|G| =Chr (G)=ca1 contains T. Then there is a closed unbounded set C such that i f  
c$C, cSx, then r(x )f jc  is finite.
P roof. Let T be as above. We are going to define an H—M graph G with 
Chr(G)=ß)x. If / :  co1^ a>1 is an imbedding of T as a subgraph of G, there exists 
a closed, unbounded set C, such that /?<a —/(/?)> / -1(/I)<a for a£C. As G is 
H—M, there is at most one point in T such that it is joined to infinitely many points 
in a. Call this point /1(a), it is defined, once / |a and a are given. We assume that 
the set .S = {a: r(fl(xj)(jct is infinite} is stationary.
By <f*, there are functions / M : a-*a (n «= to) and sets (« « a )  ’catch­
ing’ the functions / :  and sets XQcOj^, respectively. Assume that G(ß)
is defined for /?<a. G(a)=0, unless a is limit. In this latter case, choose distinct 
points {z1,z 2,...}  into G with the z,’s converging to a, G(ot){~)Xa „ ^0  if Xa_n 
is unbounded in a, G (a)f t f f„ T(ß(xj) where ß(x) is calculated as f\x.=fi,„.
To show that G is (Ox -chromatic, assume that <wJ = U{A'n: is a good
coloring. There exists an a such that a is limit, if Xn is bounded then sup T„<a;
if X„ is unbounded, then it is unbounded in a, W„fla is an element of our <>*- 
sequence. Clearly, no color can be given to a.
Assume that / :  cox—co1 imbeds T into G. There exists an a such that
/ " a , / -1"aQ a, a£S  (S  is calculated from f  but a£S depends on / | a , / _1|a),
and there is an «<co such that f \o t= fin. As a CG, aC\T(ß(a.)) is finite, and we 
cannot find /(/1(a)); it is not a by our construction, and, as G is H—M, it cannot 
be larger.
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Introduction
It is well-known which role Borel functions play in some sections of mathe­
matics. They represent probably the most remarkable class among all known exten­
sions of the class of continuous functions.
In spite of the fact that the class of Borel functions is extensively investigated, 
the natural question, what properties distinguish the Borel extension B*(T ) among 
all the other extensions of the set C*(T) of all bounded continuous functions on a 
space T, had no answer.
The paper consists of three paragraphs on three different topics, which are 
connected by the fact that the proofs of the consecutive results are based on the 
previous ones.
The first paragraph is devoted to the Borelian cover H  of a completely regular 
space T. Briefly, it can be defined as such “good” preimage of the space T  that 
discontinuous Borel functions, lifted on H, become “almost” continuous on H. 
This cover was considered by Gordon [1], Sentilles [2], [3], Graves [4] and others, 
however, no characterization of it was known. The first characterization of the 
Borelian cover was given by the author in the paper [5] with the help of the notion 
of perfect preimages lifting separable covering.
On this base the notion of extensions o f C*(T ) inheriting separable decomposi­
tion was introduced. With the help of this notion in the second and the third par­
agraphs the characterizations of the Borelian extension B*(T) are presented.
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In the paper we shall adhere to the terminology accepted in the books [6 ]—[10]. 
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1. Perfect preimages lifting separable covering
Let T  and H  be completely regular spaces and q : H-* T  be a surjective perfect 
mapping.
1.1. The family of all cozero-sets in H  will be denoted by %?(H). Consider
some base in H  consisting of a subset %>a{H) of cd(H ) and containing H  and the 
empty set. Let &0(H) denote the set of all complements to elements of and
A0{H) denote the set of all open-closed elements of
The base (H) will be called completely normal if:
1 ) ^o(H) is closed under countable unions and finite intersections;
2 ) disjoint zero-sets from SLfH) are contained in disjoint cozero-sets from 
V0 (H)\
3) any cozero-set in ^ 0(H) is a countable union of zero-sets from £L0(H).
Note that if (H) is a completely normal base then (H, £?0(H)) is a com­
pletely normal Alexandrov space ([11]). Further we shall assume that ri~1C€<&0(H) 
for any C ^ ( T ) .
L e m m a . Let T0(H) be a completely normal base. Then
(a) for any C ^ 0(H) there exists a sequence C ffd fH )  such that C = U C k 
and cl Ck(~C;
(b) for any s1^ s 2f  H there exist C1,C 2£(#o(H) such that s1dC1, s2dC2, 
ii<f cl C2, Q  and C1 UC2= //;
(c) for any C £^0(H) and any s£C there exists C ffd fH )  suchthat Aft cl Cx 
and CU C 1 =  //.
[Pr o o f . Consider the set 4 > consisting of all functions f£C*(H) such that 
f ~ x(]a, b [ ) ^ 0(H) for any open interval ]a, b[. Then <t> is a uniformly complete 
vector-lattice containing the constant functions. By the theorem of Alexandrov 
<!?0(H )=  {coz/j/ 6  0} ([11]). Therefore <P separates points and closed subsets from
H. Now assertions (a)—(c) follow from these facts.
1.2. Let H  be a perfect preimage of T  with a completely normal base rd0(H). 
The preimage H  will be called lower extremally disconnected if cl ri~1G£AQ(H) 
for any open set G in T. The preimage H will be called o-extremally disconnected if 
cl C£A0(H) for any cozero-set C ^ 0(H).
1.3. Let £f(T) denote the set of all non-empty countable subsets of the space T. 
For every countable subset S  consider the closed separable subset 71;=cl S. The 
covering {Ts\S f í f  (T)} will be called the separable covering of the space T.
The preimage H  will be called lifting separable covering if H  has a family of 
closed subsets {Hs\S^iT{T)} suchthat U7/s is dense in H, t]Hs=Ts and SkczS2
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implies HSia H Si. The mapping TS^ *HS will be called the lifting o f the separable 
covering.
Let {H,rj: H^-T, 7’s > --//s } and {//, »7: / í  — T, TS^ H S} be preimages lifting 
separable covering. The preimage H  will be called larger than the preimage H if 
there exists a surjective perfect mapping 7 : H ^ - H  such that 1 7 = 1 7 0 7  and y H s =  
=HS. The preimage H  will be called isomorphic to the preimage H if there exist 
mutually inverse homeomorphisms 7 : H-<-H and ő: H —H  such that H  is larger 
than H relative to 7  and H is larger than H  relative to <5.
1.4. Let H  be a perfect preimage of T lifting separable covering.
The preimage H  will be called saturated, if for any Hs and any open set G 
intersecting Hs there exists an HR such that 0 ^ H RczHSC\G and Rc^S.
The preimage H  will be called filled if U HSk is dense in Hs for any sequence 
Sk such that U Sk = S. Any saturated preimage is filled.
The preimage H  will be called lower disjoined if ti~1GC\Hs =0 implies 
(cl rj~1G)C)Hs =0 for any open set G in T.
1.5. Let H  be a perfect preimage of T lifting separable covering and having 
a completely normal base W0(H).
The preimage H will be called o-disjoined if C n / / s =0 implies cl CC\Hs —0 
for any cozero-set C£W0(H).
2. Vector-lattice extensions inheriting separable decomposition
We shall suppose that all considered vector-lattices are Archimedian, have fixed 
strong units and are uniformly complete with respect to their units and that all 
considered vector-lattice homomorphisms preserve these units. Also we shall sup­
pose that all considered vector-lattice ideals are uniformly closed.
Let T  be a completely regular space and C*(T ) be the vector-lattice of all 
bounded continuous functions on T. Let A be a vector-lattice and u: C*(T)-»X  
be an injective vector-lattice homomorphism. We shall say that X  is an extension 
of C*(T) and shall identify C*(T) with its image in X.
2.1. Remind that the vector-lattice X  is called o-Dedekind complete if for any 
countable set bounded from above there exists the supremum of this set. The exten­
sion X  will be called lower Dedekind complete if for any set from C*(T ) bounded 
from above there exists the supremum of this set in X.
Let Y  be an ideal in X. The ideal Y  is called a component of X  if y(£Y, xdX  
and x=supyi imply x£ Y. The ideal Y will be called a a-component of X  if yrfi Y, 
x£X  and x = sup y„ imply x^Y. The ideal Y will be called a lower component 
of X  if yt£C*(T)C)Y, x£ X  and x=supy{ imply x£ Y.
2.2. For any countable set S£Sf(T) consider the ideal
CU T) = {f£C*(T)\f(Ts) =  0}
in C*(T). The family {C s(r)|S^^(r)}  will be called the separable decomposition 
o f the vector-lattice C*(T).
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The extension X  of C *(T ) will be called inheriting separable decomposition if 
X  has a family of proper ideals {Xs\S£.£f(T)} such that nYs = {0}, uf£Xs iff 
fC C s(T) and Skc S2 implies XSlZ)XSa. The mapping CJ(7/-*-Ys will be called 
the inheritance of separable decomposition.
Let {X,u: C * (T )^X , C $(T)~X S} and {X ,ú: C *(T )^X , C*S(T)—X S} be 
extensions inheriting separable decomposition. The extension X  will be called lar­
ger than the extension if  if there exists an injective vector-lattice homomorphism v: 
AT — X  suchthat voú =u and vXsczXs . The extension X  will be called isomorphic 
to the extension X  if there exist mutually inverse vector-lattice homomorphisms v: 
X -~ X  and w: X —X  such that X  is larger than X  relative to v and X  is larger 
than X  relative to w.
2.3. Let X  be an extension of C*(T) inheriting separable decomposition.
The extension X  will be called saturated if for any Xs and any proper com­
ponent 7  such that Yd(£.XS there exists an XR such that Xs UYczXR and R a S , 
where Y* = {x£X\ 7  (\x\ A \y\ =0)}.
The extension X  will be called filled if r\XSk=Xs for any sequence Sk such 
that U*S’k=5'.
The extension X  will be called o-component if every ideal Xs is a cr-component 
of X. The extension X  will be called lower component if every ideal Xs is a lower 
component of X.
L e m m a . Any saturated extension X is filled.
P roof. On the strength o f Yosida’s theorem ([12]) there is a compact H  such 
that the vector-lattice X  is isomorphic to the vector-lattice C(H). Consider the 
non-empty closed subsets Hs = {s£H \dx£Xs (x(s)=0)}. Let 5 =  US'*. Then 
U HSk is dense in Hs. In fact assume that there exists an open set G such that 
G n (H s\ U H Sk)*0. Take a regular closed set FczG such that / /s n in t FX0. 
Consider the proper component Y={y£X\y(F)=0}. Then there exists an R c S  
suchthat XsÚYc:Xr . So  H r czG. As Rk = R fl Sk ^  0 for some k we get 0?±HR(Z 
a H RDHSk=0. From this contradiction we conclude that such a set G does 
not exist.
Now take a O sx f C\XSk. Then x(Hs)= 0. Consider the functions xk = 
=  ^x — -i-ljvO. From the property HsC\c\ coz xk=0 we conclude that xk£Xs . 
As this ideal is uniformly closed we get xdXs . The lemma is proved.
3. Lattice-ring extension inheriting separable decomposition
We shall suppose that all considered /-rings are commutative, Archimedian, 
have strong units1 and are uniformly complete with respect to their units and that 
all considered /-ring homomorphisms are unitary. Also we shall suppose that all 
considered /-ring ideals are uniformly closed.
1 The unit 1 of an /-ring X  is called the strong unit, if  for any x d X  there exists a natural num­
ber n = n (x )  suchthat \x \^ n l.
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Let T  be a completely regular space and C*(T) be the /-ring of all bounded 
continuous functions on T. Let X  be an /-ring and u: C*(T)-+X be an injective 
/-ring homomorphism We shall say that X  is an f-ring extension of C *(T ) and 
shall identify C*(T) with its image in X.
3.1. If Y  and Z are modules over the /-ring X  then the set of all module homo- 
morphisms from Y  into Z is denoted by Horn* (Y, Z). Let Y and Z be ring ideals 
in the /-ring X. A  homomorphism g£Homx ( Y, Z) will be called bounded if there 
is a natural numbern such that \gy\^n\y\ for any Y. Thesubsetof Horn* (Z, Z) 
consisting of all the bounded homomorphisms will be denoted by Homx (Y, Z).
The first and second annihilator of a subset Y  of X  will be denoted as usual by 
Y* and Y**, resp.
The /-ring X  will be called o-continuing if for any countably generated ring 
ideal Y  of X  and for any homomorphism g$Homx (Z, Z*+) there exists a homo­
morphism /i£Homx (X, Y**) extending g.
The extension X  will be called lower continuing if for any ring ideal Y  of the 
ring C*{T) and for any homomorphism H omier) (T, C*(7')n Y**) there exists 
a homomorphism /i£Homx (X, Y**) extending g.
An /-ring ideal Z in X  will be called a a-segment of X  if for any countably gen­
erated ring ideal Y of X  and for any pair of homomorphisms Horn £ ( Y, Y**)
and A(Homx (X, Y**) such that h extends g the condition g(Y)czZ  implies 
h(X)czZ. The /-ring ideal Z  will be called a lower segment of X  if for any ring ideal of 
the ring C*(T) and for any pair of homomorphisms g£Hom£.(T) (Z, C*(T)Cl Y**) 
and /i£Homx (Z, Z**) such that h extends g the condition g(Y )czZ  implies 
h(X)c:Z.
3.2. For any countable set S££f(T) consider the /-rimr ideal Cs(T) = 
= {f£C*(T)\f(Ts)=0} in the /-ring C*{T). The family {C*s{T)\S<íSf {T)} will be 
called the separable decomposition o f the f-ring C*(T).
The extension X  of C*(T) will be called inheriting separable decomposition 
if X  has a family of proper /-ring ideals {Xs\S^iZ(T)} suchthat n z s =  {0}, uf£Xs 
iff f£Cg(T) and Sxd S 2 implies XSl^>XSt. The mapping Cs(T)>—Xs will be 
called the inheritance o f separable decomposition.
Let {X,u: C*(T)r X, C*S(T )~ X S} and {X ,ú: C*(T)~X, C*S( T ) ^ X S} be 
/-ring extensions inheriting separable decomposition. The extension X  will be called 
larger than the extension X  if there exists an injective /-ring homomorphism v: X ^-X  
such that voú =u and v(Xs)a X s . The extension X  will be called isomorphic to 
the extension X  if there exist mutually inverse /-ring homomorphisms v: X-+X 
and w: X —X  such that X  is larger than X  relative to v and X  is larger than X 
relative to w.
3.3. Let X be  an /-ring extension of C * (T) inheriting separable decomposition.
An /-ring ideal Y in X  is called an annihilator f-ring ideal if Y coincides with
its own second annihilator Y**.
The extension X  will be called saturated if for any Xs and any proper annihilator 
/-ring ideal Y  such that Y*(tX s there exists an XR such that XSU Y a X R and 
RczS.
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The extension X  will be called filled if fl XSk= Xs for any sequence Sk such 
that U Sk=S. Any saturated extension is filled.
The extension X  will be called o-segment if any Xs is a er-segment of X. The 
extension X  will be called lower segment if any Xs is a lower segment of X.
§ 1. Borelian cover
Let T  be a completely regular space. The set of all the Borel subsets of T  will 
be denoted by 38 (T).
Consider the Stone compact H0 of all ultrafilters in 38 (T). For any point s€H0 
let Ps denote the set fi {cl B \B f0 s} where s corresponds to the ultrafilter 0 S. Con­
sider the subspace H = {s^H o\Ps9i 0} and define the surjective continuous mapping 
17: H-+T such that r/s = Ps. The space H  with the mapping rj will be called the 
Borelian cover of T.
Let i0 be the Stone isomorphism between 38 (T) and the Boolean algebra A (//„) 
of all open-closed subsets of H0. Let i: 38 (T) -*A(H) be the corresponding homo­
morphism of Boolean algebras such that iB = HC\i0B.
It can be checked that the subspace H  is dense in H0, the homomorphism / 
is injective and the mapping 77 is perfect.
Associate with a countable set S the closed subspace Hs of all the ultrafilters 
from H, all the members of which intersect the set S. Then the set H,=it is an 
isolated point in H  for every point t<3 T, U {H,\t3T} is dense in H  and there are 
no other isolated points in H.
Borel sets B1 and B2 will be called S-equivalent if (Ba B')P\S=0. Let 38 s (T) 
denote the Boolean algebra of all classes of ^-equivalence B of elements B from 
38(T). Let (Ba B')C\S=0. Let s£iBC\Hs and s correspond to an ultrafilter 0 S. 
Assume B f i0 s. Then B a B 'zdB \B '£ 0 s but this is false. Hence s£iB 'r\H s . 
Thus iBC]Hs=iB' H Hs . So we can define^correctly the homomorphism of Boolean 
algebras is : 38S(T)-»A(HS) such that \sB=iBr\Hs .
L em m a  1. The space H s is extremally disconnected, is is an isomorphism 
and rjHs =Ts .
P r o o f . Let Qs denote the Stone compact of all the ultrafilters of the Boolean 
algebra 38S(T). As this Boolean algebra is complete the space Qs is extremally 
disconnected. Denote by H„s the subspace of H0 consisting of all the ultrafilters, 
all the members of which intersect the set S. Consider the Boolean homomorphism 
hs : 38{T)^-38S{T) such that hsB=B. Let 0 '  be an ultrafilter in 38S(T). Then 
is an ultrafilter in 38{T), O£.H0s ar>d the mapping ys : 0 '—0  is an 
injective continuous mapping from Qs onto Tf0s. This implies that the space H„s 
is extremally disconnected.
The homomorphism is is injective. In fact let is ß = 0  and assume BC lS^ß. 
Consider a compact set FcB C lS. Consider the proper filter base 0 O in 38(T) 
consisting of the set F and all open sets G containing F. Then 0'o=hs 0 O is a proper 
filter base in 38S{T). Imbed 0'o in some ultrafilter O' and consider the ultrafilter 
0  = h s10 fiH Os. If B 'Z 0  then Fflcl ŐV0. Otherwise G flclß / =0 for some 
G £ 0 ac:0. This implies B'C \G ^0. Hence 0 = B 'r\G C ]S^0. It follows from this
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contradiction _that Pi {Fflcl B'\B '£0 )^ 0 .  Therefore 0dH s . Besides this FdO' 
implies OdisB=0. Thus B =0.
Define the homomorphism i„s : £%s(T)-*A(H0ll) by setting i0sJ3 =  i0 2? IT //0s. 
Let U be an arbitrary open-closed subset of H0s^  Consider V=yg1U. Then 
V= {0'dQ s\BdO'} for some B^O. Take O£i0sB and 0 '= h s 0£V . Since 
0 = h s 1&' we have 0£  U. On the other hand let 0£i/_  and © 'sy ^ 1©. Then 
Bd.0’ implies 0£ i0sB. Thus U=i0sB. So U nH s —is B ^0 . It means that Hs 
is dense in H0s. Therefore the space Hs is extremally disconnected.
Let U be an open-closed subset of the space Hs, V be its complement, U' and 
V  be the closures of U and V in the space H„s . As H0s—ßHs we have U'C\V'=0 
and H„s—U'{JV'. So U' is open-closed. It follows from above that U '—i0sB. 
Hence U—isB. Thus the homomorphism is is surjective.
Let tdTs. Consider the proper filter base 0 O consisting of all open sets G 
containing /. Imbed hs0„ in some ultrafilter O' and consider the ultrafilter 
0 = h s 1O'£HOs. As (T {cl 5|Z?£0} we have 0 d H s and t]0 = t. Further let 
a 0£H S and G be a neighbourhood of i/0. As G C\B^0  for any BdO we obtain 
Gd.O- So GD7i?í0. It means r]0dTs. Thus rjHs =Ts . The lemma is proved.
C o r o l l a r y . The space Hs satisfies the Souslin condition, i.e. each family of 
disjoint open subsets in Hs is countable.
L em m a  2 . In IIs any meager subset is nowhere dense.
P r o o f . Let Fk be a sequence of closed nowhere dense subsets in Hs . Assume 
that cl UP* is not nowhere dense, i.e. there is an open-closed set U ~\SB in Hs 
suchthat t/c c l UF*. We can suppose that Fka U  and so U=c\ UFk. According 
to the previous corollary for every k there exists in U a sequence VkJ=isBkj of 
decreasing open-closed subsets with nowhere dense intersection, containing the set 
Fk. We can suppose that Bz2 BkJZDBkj +1. Assume that Ek= ljB kjr\S?±0. Then 
0?*isEkcVkJ for any j, but this is false. So Ek—0. Take a point tdS. Then there 
exists a set BkJlc such that t does not belong to this set. Consider the non-empty 
set F = is?. We get ö(VkjkC\V)=0 and VczU, but this is impossible.
C o r o l l a r y . The space Hs is Baire.
Now we need a classification of Borel sets. The classification of Young ([6]), 
used usually in mathematical literature, is not suitable for us since it is valid only 
for such spaces whose open sets have the type Fa. It can be checked that the fol­
lowing classification is valid. ^S{T)— U {^(Tjla-^coj}, where @0(T) consists of all 
open subsets of T  and
» S T )  =  {U ( B fJ (T \C k))\3ßk < <* 3y* < a (Bkd33Pk(T), Ckd<%.JT)j).
k
Denote by rjs the restriction of t] to Hs.
L em m a  3 . For any Borel set B the set is B Ar\sl B is nowhere dense in the 
space Hs .
P r o o f . Let G b e  an open set. Then isG=cl ris1G. In fact assume that there 
exists sdt]s 1GC]is(T \G ). Then rjssd T \G  but this is false. On the other hand
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assume that there exists a non-empty set U=isB such that C/cisG \c l tisl G and 
BczG. Represent G in the form G=\JFP for some family of closed sets Fp. As 
Br\Fpf] S ^ 0  for some p we can consider the non-empty set V=\s (BC\Fp). Then 
O^j/sFcFpCG. On the other hand V(zU at]s1{T \G ), but this is impossible. 
Thus the assertion of the lemma is valid for the 0-th Borel class. It is proved by 
induction that the same is valid for all other classes.
C orollary 1. Let B be a Borel set. Then BC\S~0 iff f / j1 B is nowhere dense 
in Hs .
C orollary 2. Let B be a Borel set. Then iBAri~1Bt>Ffs for any S.
L emma 4. For any Hs and any open-closed set U in H there exists a countable 
set R a S  suchthat HSC\U=HR.
P roof. Consider the non-empty set V=Hsr\U. By Lemma 1 V= iSB for 
some B. Consider the set R = BC)S. Then HRczHs . Let 0^V . Then B£0. 
So 5 'f lÄ ^ 0  for any B'd&. This means 0£H R. Conversely, let 0 £ H R. For 
any B f 0  we have B 'F\BG[S?í0. It has a consequence that B £0  and so 0£V.
L emma 5. I f  S \c  S2 then HSl is an open-dosed subset in the space HSz.
P roof. Consider the set 1S'=S,2\ S '1. Then Hs U HSl c  HSz. Assume that there 
exists an ultrafilter 0 ^ H s D H Sl. For any point t^ S k consider an open set G, 
such that t$G, and SczG,. Let B= D {G,|t€5'1}. Then Bn.S1=0 and ( r \ B ) n  
0 5 = 0  imply that B $0  and T \ B $ 0  but this is impossible. So F/Sn / / Sl=0. 
Assume E = Hsf\(H s U HSl) 0. Then by the previous lemma there exists a sub­
set R a S 2 suchthat HRczE. Denote RC\S1 = R1 and R f]S = R 2. Then 0 ^ / / RlU 
U //R2c / / Rn (//sU //S2)=0. It follows from this contradiction that E=0. The 
lemma is proved.
Consider in the space H  the base %>0(H) consisting of all cozero-sets C which 
can be represented in the form C = Ö U k for some sequence of open-closed subsets 
U„£id8(T). Then A0{H)=\3S{T).
L emma 6. The base Ttn(H) is completely normal.
P roof. Consider the uniformly complete vector-lattice
<P =  { fe C * (H )\3 ffC * (H 0) ( f= f '\H ) } .
Let C = d iB k. Consider the functions f= 2!'/.idBk)/2k£C*(H) and
/ '  = 2 x 0 *  Bk)/2kec*(H 0).
As f= f ' \H  we have /€<?. In addition C=coz/. Conversely let C = c o z / for 
some /€*£• Then f= f '\H  for some f'dC *(H 0). As c o z / ' =  Uio-S* for some 
sequence Bk, we get C = U iBk. Thus r£0(H) = {cozf\fZ<P}. This has as a con­
sequence that the base is completely normal.
L emma 7. Let G be an open subset o f T. Then cl p~1G=iG.
P roof. Assume that there exists a point s£ti~1GC\i(T\G). Then t]s^Gf) 
n ( T \G )  but this is impossible. On the other hand assume that there exists a non­
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empty set C/=iß such that I7ciG \cl t]~1G. We can suppose that BaG. Rep­
resent G in the form G={JFP for some family of closed sets Fp. Then V=i(BC\Fp)^ 0  
for some p. This implies 0^t]VczFpczG. But this contradicts to the inclusion 
Vcr,~H T\G ).
Corollary 1. The preimage H is lower extremally disconnected.
Corollary 2. The preimage H is lower disjoined.
P roof. Let r]~1GC\Hs =0. By the corollary to Lemma 3 G (jS=0. This im­
plies iGC\Hs =0.
Lemma 8. The preimage H  is o-extremally disconnected and o-disjoined.
P roof. Let C=[JiBk. Consider the sets B= U Bk and U= iB. It is evident 
that cl C = U.
Let Cf]Hs =0. Then according to Lemma 1 BkC\S=0. So ß fl5 '= 0  implies 
UC\Hs —0 in the same manner.
Now let H  be an arbitrary preimage of T  lifting separable covering and having 
a completely normal base Tj(H). The preimage H  will be called Borel determined 
if for any cozero-set C ^ a lH )  there exists a Bdd$(T) such that C Atj~l B L H s 
for any S£lT(T).
Lemma 9. Let H  be the Borelian cover o f T. Then the preimage H is Borel de­
termined.
P roof. Let C = U \Bk and B=lJBk. Then according to Lemma 3 and 2 the 
set (CAr]~1B)DHs is nowhere-dense in Hs. So C At]-1 B^>HS.
Further uniqueness is understood up to isomorphism.
T heorem 1. Let H be the Borelian cover of T. Then
(1) H is the unique largest o f alt the perfect saturated Borel determined preimages 
o f T lifting separable covering;
(2) II is the unique smallest o f all the perfect filled lower extremally disconnected 
o-extremally disconnected lower disjoined o-disjoined preimages o f T lifting separable 
covering and moreover H is the unique universal (in the sense o f Bourbaki) among 
all such preimages;
(3) H is the unique perfect saturated Borel determined lower extremally dis­
connected o-extremally disconnected lower disjoined o-disjoined preimage o f T lifting 
separable covering.
P roof. Let [H, q: H-*T, T s^H s, ^ 0(H)} be a preimage of T  having the 
properties from 1). Then for any C from the base there is a Borel set B such that 
C Aq~1B fiH s for any S. Assume that there exists another set Bk having this prop­
erty. Assume that there exists a point t^ B \B k. Then H,czri~1B r\(H \ri~1Bl). 
By the given property /Í ,f lC ^ 0. Therefore É ,c C \r i~ 1Bl but this is false. That 
is why B=Bk. So we can define correctly the mapping k: <&0(H)-+£%(T) such 
that kC = B.
Verify that k is a lattice homomorphism. Let kC1=B1 and kC2=B2. Assume 
that f isC iC iU C jA /r’i^U ßa). If / isn((C1UC2) \» j-1(ß iU ß2))^0  then there
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exists a set RczS such that HRczHsr\(C1{JC2). Let HRC\C1^0 . Then there 
exists a set Rt czR such that HRl<zHRn C 1(zC1\r i~ 1B1 but this is impossible. 
Hence Hsari~1(B1\J B2) \ (C j UC2). Then the inclusion Ts<a BlUB2 means that 
Bj n S -^ 0  for example. Take a compact subset R from this intersection. Then 
HRczii~1B1P\Hsc:fi~1B1\ C 1 but this is false. As a result we get k(C1UC2) =
Assume that Hsa { C ^ C 2) A q - ^ B ^ B ,) .  If Hs f l((C1 DC2) \ f j “ 1 (5LflB2))jt0 
then there exists a set R a S  such that HRc H s n(Cj HC2). This implies HRC\ 
C]r]~^Bxyí0. Assume B1C\R=0. Then there exists a compact set Rj^czCJ^B^DR. 
So H Rl<^HRr\(H \fi~1B1)c:C1\ i i ~ 1Bl but this is false. Hence B1G\Rtí 0. But then 
similarly 0 ^T Rid B 1 for some R2czR. So £[RiczáRr\ri~1B1. As HRnfi~1(B1C)B2)7í0 
we get i i jR3c:C2'v j~ 1.ß2. It follows from this contradiction that
h s c  r n ^ n ^ M Q n c , ) .
Then HS(~)C17±0. So there exists a set RczS  such that Hr<a Hs C]C1. But then 
0 7 _ 1 i?2\ C 2. As this is impossible we get as a result that k(Ci n C 2)=B 1DB2. 
It is clear that k preserves the unit.
Let C f0 .  Then C n H s ^ 0  for some set S. So there exists a set RczS  such 
that Hr<a Hs (~]C. This implies kC ^0. Conversely, let k C 0. Take a point tfkC. 
Then H(c i m p l i e s  CV0.
Check that cl i)C=cl kC. Denote the left-hand set by P and the right-hand 
set by Q. Let s£C and t = qs$ Q. Then there exists a cozero-set G such that t£Gcz 
c 7 \ Q .  Denote C1=ij~1G. We have 0?ík(Ci nC )= k C n G = 0 . From this con­
tradiction we get qCaQ. Now assume that there exists a cozero-set G such that 
G PlP=0 and GC\Q^0. Denote C1 = /j_1G. We get CDC1p^0 because of 
k(C kC\C) =GC]kC7i0. But this is false.
Now let {H,rj: H ^ T , TS^ H S, fAü(H )} be a preimage of T  with the prop­
erties from 2).
Assume that for some Borel set B there exists a set U(LA0(H) such that for 
any S  there exists a representation S= (\JS j)\J(Ö Sk) for some sequences of com­
pact sets Sj and Sk such that U H jC £/ní/“ 1ő c l / U ) r 1í c / / \ U I / É where Hr = 
=  HSr for rf {j, k). Then the set U with this property is unique. In fact let for B 
there exists another set U'£A0(H) such that for any S  there exist a representation 
S =  U-SpU US. such that UH„cz U'Cltj^Bcz U'Ur]-1B c iH \lJ H g where Hr= 
= HSr for r<k (p, q). Consider the sets SJp = Sj f l  Sp. In the same manner we define 
the sets Sjq, Skp and Skq. Denote HSrt by Hrs for any r, s£ {j, k ,p , q}. Then Hrscz 
<=HrC\Hs. So (UHjp)U (ÖH Jq)cU r\ri~1Bcz UUr]-1 B a H \({ J H kp)(J(\JHkq) and 
similarly (U //JP)U (U Hkp) a U 'D q ^ B c zU 'ö q -1 B<zH \(\JH Jq)U (UH kq). So UA 
AU'<^(UAt]- i B){J(U'Ari-1ß ) c H \( ( U H jp)U(\JHjq)lJ(UHkp)ö (Ö H kq)). As the 
preimage H  is filled we conclude that (Ga U')DHs =0. Since this condition is 
fulfilled for any S  we get U =  U'.
Denote U by iB. Prove that iB is defined for all Borel sets B. Let G be an open 
set. Then G f]S= U Sj and (T \G )  fl »S’ = U Sk for some sequences of compact 
subsets of S. Consider the open-closed set U=c\ ri~1G£A0(H). By virtue of the 
lower disjoinedness of the preimage H  we get U //,• c  G fl 1G c: G U i? ~1G c  
c z H \ l ) H k. Therefore U=\G.
Further we shall proceed by induction. Assume that the set iB exists for any
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B£39P(T) and for any /?<a. Let U'm = \B'm and
U" = iB". Then H \U ;= i(T \B Z ).  Denote B2m = B'm, Bim+1= T \B : ,  U2m=U ’m 
and U2m+i = H \U " .  Then Um=\Bm. This means that UH f czUmC]t] 1Bmc U mU 
Ut]~1Bmc H \ [ j H k for some representations S'= U S” U U S™. Applying the 
mapping >7 to this chain of the inclusions we get U S” a  Bm c  T \  U S“. So U S” = 
= Bm fl S. Represent S \B  in the form S \Ä = U S r for some sequence of compact 
sets Sr. Consider the sets S™r = S'™ ft Sr. As 1J  Skr =Sr the set (J H™r is dense
k  k
in Hr. Since t/m H1J Hkrc  UmHU Z/” =0 we get UDHr=0. Consider the open-
k k
closed set U=c\ U Um£A0(H). By virtue of the cr-disjoinedness of the preimage 
H  we have UOHr=0. Besides t]~1Bi]Hr=0. As a result we get (J [J L/]"c:t/n
m jf)r}~1BczUlJri~1B (zH \{JH r. In addition for the set S  we have the representa­
tion S = ( |J  (J S™)U(USr). This means that U=iB. 
m J
Consequently we can consider the mapping i: ^ (T )  — A0(H). Check that this 
mapping is a homomorphism of Boolean algebras. Let iB=U  and \B' = U', i.e. 
U/Zj-C UC\r]~1Bci UUti~1B< zH \U  Hk for some representation S  =  USj U USk and 
\JHpc:U'r\ri~1BczU'r\ti~1B 'c H \U H q for some representation S=  USPU US,. 
Consider as it was done above the sets Srs and Hrs for any r, s£ {j, k ,p , q). Then
(UHjp)U(UHjq) U(UHkp) c  ( UHj)U(UHp) c  (U{JU')nr,~'(B{JB’) c
c  (U U U ^U rj^iBU B') c  Z /\( (U Hk) n (UHg)) c  H \U H kq
means that i(BUB')=UÖ U'. Hence i preserves the supremum. Let U=iT. Then 
UZ//CU a H c :H \\JH k implies that UC]HS = HS for any S. So U=H. Hence 
i preserves the unit. It is obvious that i preserves the complement.
If 2M0 then for some point t£B we consider the set Ss{(}. In this case 
Sj 9i0 implies H ^ 0 .  So U?±0. Thus i is injective.
Consider the unit preserving lattice homomorphism or <tf0(H)-»A0(H) such 
that oL = \ok. Let tdH. Consider the sets T =  {C€<^’0 (//) |/6 aC} and P=rj~1r]t. 
Assume that PC\c\C=0 for some C£Z\ Then ritdG = T \d  r\C implies t£r]~1G(Z 
cziG. As G n d k C = 0  we have iGflaC=0 but this is false. Hence PC\c\C tí 0 
for any C€T. Let C1,C 2^ T. Then C xO C ^T  implies Z’lT cl C jflcl C2 ?í0. 
Therefore P,= D {Z’flcl C \C ^r}^0  because of the compactness of P. Assume 
that there exist sk, s2^ P,. As the base ^ 0(K) is completely normal by the lemma 
from 1.1 there exist cozero-sets Ck and C2 from this base such that s1^ .C1, s2£C2, 
cl C2, i 2|c l  Cj and C1 UC2 = H. Then H = olH =aC 1 UaC2. Assume that t£<x.Ck. 
Then ,y2£cl Cx but this is false. It means that the set P, consists of only one point. 
So we can define correctly the mapping y: ZZ— H by means of the equality yt=Pt. 
This mapping is continuous. In fact let G be a neighbourhood of the point s=yt. 
Consider a cozero-set C from our base such that .v£Cccl C cG . We can take a 
cozero-set Ck from the base such that i^cl Ck and CUC1=H according to the 
lemma from 1.1. This implies H —aCöocC1. The assumption igaCj implies 
.y£clCi but this is false. Hence t£aC. Let t^otC. Then ytk£c\Cc-G. As the 
set aC is open we obtain the continuity of y.
This mapping is surjective. In fact consider a point s£H, the set
r  =  {C£V0(H)\s<iC}
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and the set Assume that aC flP= 0  for some C€F. Then there exists
a cozero-set G such that risdGc:T\t]ixC. Then sdri~1G=C1. On the other hand 
t1~1GPla.C=0 implies oc(Ci n c )= ikC 1C\ixC—iGr\acC=0. It has as a consequence 
that C1fTC=0 but this is false. It follows from this contradiction that aC(~)Pp0 
for any C£F. Therefore there exists a point t£ fl {aCP\P\CdP}. Consequently, 
y t€ n { c lC |C e r} = i .
From the definition of the mapping y we conclude that i]oy=tj. It has as a 
consequence that this mapping is perfect ([7], VI, § 2, 56).
Prove that yHS=H S. Assume that there exists a cozero-set C d^0(H) such 
that C(~]Hs^ 0  and c\CC\yHs =0. Assume that there exists a point tdu.CC\Hs . 
Then ytdc\ CP\yHs =0 but this is impossible. Therefore aCDHs =0. Consider 
the set B=kC. Consider for B the corresponding sets Sj and Hj c  Hs defined 
above. Then UHjCiB  implies H}=0. So Sj= 0. Therefore B(~)S=0. On the 
other hand there exists a set f lc S  such that HRczCP\Hs • Take a compact set 
Rj^czR. As BP\R1=0 we have HRlc (H \r j~ 1B )r\H Rc C \r i~ 1B but this is im­
possible. From this contradiction we conclude that HscyH s .
Conversely assume that there exists a cozero-set CdW0(H) such that CC\yHS7±0 
and CP\Hs=0. Consider the set B=kC. Assume that B H S^0. Then there 
exists a compact set RczBPlS. This implies HRcf]~ l Br\Hsafi~1B \C  but this 
is impossible. So BP] S =0. Consider for B the corresponding sets Sj and Sk defined 
above. As Sj=0 and S = U S k we have iB c zH \U H k. This implies iBf]Hs =0. 
Let t be a point of y_1C. Then there exists a cozero-set Ck from the base such that 
yt^clC i and C{JC1 = H. Then aCL)txCi=H shows that /£aC. That is why 
y_1CcraC. So we get CP)yHs =0 but this contradicts to our assumption.
Thus H is larger than H. Now let H be the Borelian cover of T. As the Borelian 
cover has the properties from 1) and 2) simultaneously we get as a result that the 
Borelian cover is the largest of all the preimages with the properties from 1) and 
the smallest of all the preimages with the properties from 2).
Let H be some other largest preimage of T. Then there are mappings y: H-+H 
and ö: H-»H  such that H  is larger than H relative to y and H is larger than H 
relative to <5. Let tdHs . Then t=n{//j;}. This implies yf€n{FTR} and őytd D 
fl {Hr }=!. As U Hs is dense we conclude that <5oy=id. This means that y and 
<5 are mutually inverse homeomorphisms and so the preimages H  and H are iso­
morphic.
The uniqueness of the smallest preimage and assertion 3) are checked in a simi­
lar manner. The theorem is proved.
This Theorem will be used for the proof of the following Theorems 2 and 3.
Now with the help of this Theorem we shall give a functional characterization of 
the Borelian cover.
Let {H,r\: H-+T, Ts^-H s , Wa(H)} be a perfect saturated preimage of T 
lifting separable covering and having a completely normal base.
Let P and Q be subsets of H. If P\Q$>HS for any S  we shall say that P is 
almost contained in Q and write P c  Q.
Let { C ^ c ^ ^ H )  be a finite covering of the space H  and {Bk}cdS(T) be a 
finite covering of the space T. The family {Ck,t]~1Bk} will be called a cohesive 
covering o f the space H  if rj~1Bk a  Ck for any k. Note that for any cohesive covering 
{<Ck,rj~1Bk} the set U(r]~1Bkr\Ck) is dense in H.
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Lemma 10. Let {C j,q 1BJ} and {Ck,t] 1Bk) be cohesive coverings. Then the 
family {CyflC*, ri~1(Bjf)Bk)} is a cohesive covering, too.
P roof. Assume that there exists a set S  such that Hs(Zt]~1(Bj r\Bk)\(C jr \C k). 
As Hsr\Cj?±0 there exists a set RczS such that HRczHsi)Cj. This implies 
HRczq~1Bk\ C k but this is impossible. It follows from this contradiction that 
r,-^B jr\B k)c .C j^ C k.
Further for a natural number n the number l/n will be denoted by u„.
Let /  and g be functions on H. The functions /  and g will be called equivalent 
if for any n there existsa cohesive covering {Ck, rj ~1Bk) of //such that | / ( $ ) — g (j) |<  
< u„ for any j(£ \J(q~1Bk\C k). In this case we shall write f~ g .  It follows from 
the previous lemma that this relation is indeed an equivalence relation.
Consider on H the set C%(H) of all functions f£C*(H ) such that
f -W a , bQZV^H)
for any open interval ]a, b[. It follows from the theorem of Alexandrov ([11]) that 
Cq(H) is a uniformly complete vector lattice and <^’0(//) = {coz/|/CCj (//)}.
The set of all bounded Borel functions on T will be denoted by B*(T).
We have the following functional description of Borel determinedness.
Lemma 11. The following assertions are equivalent:
a) H is Borel determined;
b) for any function /€ C q (H) there is a (unique) Borel function x£B*(T) 
such that f~ xo tj.
P roof. Denote B*(T) by X  and Cl{H) by <P. Let H  be Borel determined. 
Consider a function 0 4>. Divide an interval, containing the range of the function
f  by points amj so that amJ+1- a mJ=um/6. Then for any CmJ= / _1( K .7- i ,  amt]+x[) 
there exists a Borel set B'mj such that rj~1 B'mj ACmj $> Hs for any S. Assume that 
there exists a point t$ U As Ht[\CmJ^ 0  for some j  we have H ,aC mJ. So 
Ht cz. ~1 B'mj but this is impossible. This means that {B'mJ} is a covering of
T  for any m. Consider the sets BmJ = B'mj \ ö  {B'mi |/</}. Then {CmJ, q~1Bmj} is a 
cohe-ive covering. Consider the Borel step function xm = ] f  amjx(Bmj). Let x„ = 
= 2  ankX(B,xk)- Take a point T. Then t<z BmjC\Bnk for some j  and k. So H ,d  
czr\~lBmj implies H,czCmJ. Similarly H,czC„k. Take a point s£Ht. Then we 
have \xm{ t) - x n(t)\ = \amj - a nk\s \a mj-f(s ) \ + \ f ( s ) - a nk\<uml?> for nSm . That is 
why there exists a Borel function x  such that |x (/)—x„(t)\<2uJ3. Let s<(P„ = 
=  U((i/_1Bnt) \C nt). Then \f(s)-xo q (s)\< u n. Thus f-x o r ,.
Assume that there exists another function x f X  having this property. Then for 
any n there exists a cohesive covering {Cl,t]~1Bl} such that \ f ( s ) —x'ori(s)\<un 
for any s$ Qn= \J(rj~1Bl\C i) . Take a point t£T. Then t^Bnkr\Bi for some 
indexes. Therefore Htari~i{BnkC\Bl). By virtue of Lemma 10 there exists a point 
s£HtC\r\~l (Bnkr\Bl)0(C nkC\Cl). So qs=t. Besides s$PnUQn. Hence we get 
\x(t)—x'(t)\<2un. Consequently x= x'.
Now let C be a cozero-set from the base. Then C = co z / for some function 
0 S /€ $ . Consider for the function /  the corresponding Borel function x^O  such 
that f~ xo q . Consider the Borel set B=cozx. Assume that Hsczr}~1 B a C=Q. 
If Hs r\(C\rj~1B)?±0 there exists a set RczS such that HRc zC \q ~ 1B. Con­
5
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sider the sets C„= {s£H\f(s)>u„}. For some n there exists a set RkczR such 
that HRl<zC„C]HRc:C„\r]~1B. But for this n there exists a cohesive covering 
{Ck, >7-1 Bk) such that \ f ( s )  —xorj(s)\<u„ for any P„ = U(^_1Bfc\ C t). It is 
clear that HRlaP„. As R 1C)Bk7±0 for some k, there exists a compact set R2a  
czRi n B k. So HRsc:t]~1Bk\ C k but this is impossible. Consequently Hs<zri~1B \C . 
Consider the sets Bn= {t£T \x(t)> un}. Then SC\Bn^ 0  for some n. Hence there 
exists a compact set R aSC ]B n. Therefore HRczri~1Bn\ C .  This implies HRaPn. 
But as it was shown above this is impossible. From this contradiction we get that 
p-1 B AC  f>Hs for any S. So H  is Borel determined. The lemma is proved.
P roposition 1. Let H  be the Borelian cover o f T. Then
(a) H-*T, TS>~»HS, ^ 0(H)} is a perfect saturated preimage o f T lifting 
separable covering and having a completely normal base;
(b) there is a bijection r: x ^ * f between the family B*(T) and the family Cq (H) 
such that f~xor\;
(c) H as a preimage o f T  lifting separable covering is completely determined 
(up to isomorphism) by the properties (a)—(b).
P roof. Denote B*(T) by X  and Ct{H) by <P. Let 0^x£ X . Then there exist 
step functions such that \x(t)—x„(i)|<«n for any t and xn = 2  ctky(Bk)
for some Borel partitions {Bk} of T. Denote the set iBk by Uk. Consider the func­
tions f n = 2  akX(Uk)€ Let 0^f£<P be the uniform limit of the sequence f m. 
By virtue of Corollary 2 of Lemma 3 the family {Uk, r/~1Bk} is a cohesive covering. 
Let s$Pn={J(ti~1Bk\ U k). Then |/(s) —xotj(s)\<3un. Hence f^xorj.
Assume that there is another function / '€  <P satisfying this condition, i.e. for 
any n there exists a cohesive covering such that \ f '( s )—xori(s)\<un
for any s$ (2„ = U(i/_1BI\ C /). We can suppose that {B,} is a partition. Take a point 
s e U t O r H ^ n s ^ n ^ n C , ) ) ^ , , .  Then j<tP„UQ„ implies that \ f( s ) - f '( s ) \<  
< 4 u„. By virtue of Lemma 10 and the density of the set R„ we conclude that this 
inequality is valid for any s<E H. As a result we get / = / ' .
Thus the mapping r: is defined correctly. By virtue of Lemma 11 we
get that this mapping is bijective.
Now let {ti, rj: H-*T, TS>->~HS, (//)} be a preimage of T with the prop­
erties from (a) and (b). Denote the vector lattice C„ (H ) by <f>. It is easy to check 
that the mapping r: X-+<i> is an isomorphism of the vector lattices. By virtue of 
Lemma 11 É  is Borel determined.
Let C be the cozero-set of a function f= rx . Consider the functions 
y = sup  {nxl\\\n)£X and g=ry. Then g=sup {n/Al} in <P. Hence g = x(c\C). 
Consequently U= cl C£A0(H). Thus H is tr-extremally disconnected. Let CC\Hs =0. 
Denote the cozx by B. It follows from the proof of Lemma 11 that C Aij~1Bf>HR 
for any R. Assume that B C \S ^0  and take a compact subset R from this inter­
section. Then HRczri~1Br\H s czri~1B \C  but this is impossible. So Bfl.S=0. As 
B = cozy, U=cozg and g= ry  then as above UAii~1Bf>HR for any R. Assume 
U fVds ^0 . By virtue of the saturatedness there exists a set R c S  suchthat Hra  
czUCVds. Then / /RlT/j_1ß ^ 0 . But this contradicts to BC\R—0. This means 
that the preimage H is cr-disjoined.
Let G be an open set from T  and x=x(G). Then x=sup { frZC*(T)\ fr^ x )  
in X. Consider the function f= rx .  Then /= su p  ( r / r}=sup {fro>]}=yXU), where
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U=c\r\~1G. Hence U£A0{H). This means that H is lower extremally disconnected. 
By similar arguments as above it is verified that H is lower disjoined. On the strength 
of Theorem 1 we conclude that the preimages H  and H are isomorphic. The prop­
osition is proved.
This proposition also will be used in the sequel.
Maks some remarks. Substituting open set by cozero-sets in all the above 
definitions we can define the field S3„{T) of all Baire subsets o f T, the Baire cover 
Ha o f T, the notion of the Baire determinedness, the family B*(T) of all bounded 
Baire functions and so on. In such manner we shall obtain the very similar theory 
of the Baire cover and its characterizations of the same form. In this case the 
notions of the lower extremally disconnectedness and the lower disjointedness are 
unnecessary.
In fact a more general form of these definitions is obtained by considering 
from the beginning a completely normal Alexandrov space [11] rather than the 
families of closed sets and of zero-sets in a completely regular space.
§ 2. Vector lattice of Borel functions
Let T  be a completely regular space and B*(T) be the vector lattice of all bounded 
Borel functions on T. Let u: C*(T)-~B*(T) be the canonical imbedding. For a 
countable set S  consider the ideal B%(T)={x£B*(T)\x(S)=0}. Then
{B*(T), u: C*(T) -  B*(T), C*S(T ) -  B*S(T)}
is an extension of C*(T) inheriting separable decomposition. This extension will be 
called the Borelian extension of C*(T).
Let H  be the Borelian cover of T  and tj: H — T  be the canonical mapping. 
Let d>=C^(H) be the vector lattice of functions on H  defined in § 1. Consider 
the injective vector-lattice homomorphism <p: C*(T)-»<P suchthat cpf=for\. For 
a countable set S  consider the ideal 4>s = {/£ <P\f(Hs)=0\. Then
{<P,<p: C*(T) -*• <P, C*s (T )^3> s}
is an extension of C*(T) inheriting separable decomposition.
Now let {X,u: C*(F)—X, Csfr)*—Vs} be a vector-lattice extension of C*(T) 
inheriting separable decomposition. Identify C *(T ) with its image in X.
Let x£X  and {xJcV . The element x will be called the d-supremum o f the set 
{x^ } if ;c sx ? and for any Xs we have x — sup x ( in X/Xs . In this case we shall 
write x = i / - s u p  x^. In a similar way the d-infimum o f the set (x?) is defined. 
Consider the sets S,(C*(T), X)=  {x6V |a/4€C *(r) (x= dsupf^},
B0{C*(T),X) = {x -y \x ,y £ S ,(C * (,n  X)}
and B(C*(F), V)=U{Ba(C*(J’),A')|a<ai1}, where
B'(C*(T),X) =
= {*€ V| 3 oG t ^  B J C  * (J), V) 31 B J C  * ( F), V) (x =  d-sup un =  rf-inftO}.
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The extension X  will be called Borel generated if X=B(C*(T), X).
For the extensions B*(T) and 0  consider the mapping r: B*(T)-*$  from 
Proposition 1 of the previous paragraph.
P roposition 2. With respect to the mapping r the extensions B*(T ) and 
<P are isomorphic saturated Borel generated lower Dedekind complete o-Dedekind 
complete lower component o-component extensions o f C*(T) inheriting separable 
decomposition.
P roof. Denote B*(T) by X  and B%(T) by Xs . It can be verified that rou — cp 
and r is an isomorphism of the vector lattices. Let x£X  and f= rx. Consider the 
sets B = cozx  and C = coz/. As established in the proof of Lemma 11, C Atj~1B f  
for any R. Let x£Xs and assume that /sf 4>s . By virtue of the saturatedness 
there exists a set R a S  suchthat HR(zCÍ~\Hs . We can suppose that R is compact. 
Hence H Rf}ri~1B?£0 implies R f)B ^ 0  but this is impossible. Thus our assumption 
is false. Conversely, let /€  d>s and assume that Z? fl SV 0. Take a compact set 
RczBD S. Then HRc q ~ 1B \ C  but this is impossible. Consequently, x^X s . Thus 
the extensions X  and <P are isomorphic.
Let Y be a proper component of X  such that Yd<tXs. Consider the non­
empty set P={tk T\ Vyd Y  (y(?)=0)}. Then Y=  {xr6JL|x(P)=0}. Consequently, 
R = P D S ^ 0 .  Therefore J s U 7 c L s . This means that X  is saturated.
Now verify that X  is Borel generated. Let S f (T) denote the set of all bounded 
lower semicontinuous functions on T. Then B*(T)=  U {.SaCrjlaccuJ where 
b ; (T) =  {x-y \x , ye S? (J)} and
BUT) =
= {xeB*(T)\3ocn <  «3t«.€Ä* (T )3 \v .e$ i(T )V t€ T (x(t)  =  sup«B(0  =  inf »„(/))}.
Let xd S f(T ). Then x:(f) =  sup {/^(0} for some family f^C * (T ). It can be 
checked that x= supfi in any X/Xs . So x=d-sup f t . Thus (T)a B0(C*(T), X). 
In a similar way it is checked that B*(T)cBSI(C*(7'), X). As the rest of the prop­
erties of X  are well-known the proposition is proved.
Further uniqueness is understood up to isomorphism.
T heorem 2. (1) B*(T) is the unique largest o f  all the saturated Borel generated 
extensions o f C*(T) inheriting separable decomposition;
(2) B*(T) is the unique smallest o f all the filled lower Dedekind complete o-Dede­
kind complete lower component o-component extensions o f C*(T) inheriting separable 
decomposition and moreover B*(T) is the unique universal among all such exten­
sions;
(3 ) B*(T) is the unique saturated Borel generated lower Dedekind complete 
o-Dedekind complete lower component o-component extension of C*(T) inheriting 
separable decomposition.
P roof. Let {X, u: C*(T)-+ X, Cs(T)>-+Xs} be an extension having the prop­
erties from 1). On the strength of Yosida’s theorem ([12]) there is unique compact 
H0 such that the vector lattice X  is isomorphic to the vector lattice C (//0) relative 
to an isomorphism r0. Then the mapping u generates a unique surjective continuous
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mapping t]„: H0-*ßT such that r0uf=f'ot]0, where / '  denotes the extension of a 
function fdC*(T) on ßT.
Consider the space H=rjö1T  and the perfect mapping rj: H-*T  which is 
the restriction of rj0. Consider the vector lattice <P, consisting of the restrictions on 
H  of all functions from C(H0), the homomorphism r:X-+q> such that rx= r0x\H, 
and the homomorphism cp: C*(T)-+<P such that q>f=fot\.
For a countable set S  consider the ideals <P0s=r0Xs and <Ps=rXs and the 
closed subsets H0s={s£H0\Vf£<P0s ( / ( j)=O)}?í 0 and Hs=H0sr\H. Then U H0s 
is dense in H0 and ri0H0s=c\ Ts. It is clear that implies HSlc H Si. Let
7? be a compact subset of S. Then Hr=H0r. It follows from this fact that Hs ^ 0  
for any S.
Let 0 be a function from C(H0) such that f(H 0s)—0. Consider the func­
tions f k= ( f—uk\)M0. From the property / /0sflcl cozfk=0 we conclude that 
f k£ <Pas. This implies that/belongs to this set, too. Thus ^ 0s={/fC (^o)l/(/foJi)=0}-
Let C be the cozero-set of a function f£C(H 0) such that C fl H0s ^  0. Represent 
5  in the form for some compact subsets Rk. As X is filled we have /€<i>0
for some k. Therefore CClHsdC f]H 0R ^ 0. This means that Hs is dense in H0s. 
As a consequence we get 3>s =  {/€4>|/(/7s) = 0} and rjHs =Ts.
Besides we established that H  is dense in H0. Hence the triplet
{<P,cp: C*(T) <P, C*s (T )^4> s}
is an extension isomorphic to the initial one.
In addition we get that U Hs is dense in H. Consequently, H  is the preimage 
of T  lifting separable covering and having the completely normal base %0(H)=  
=  {coz/|/e<2>}.
Let G be an open set in H  and GC\Hs tí0. Take a proper regular closed set 
FczG suchthat //s (Tint F ^0 . Consider the proper component Y={f£<P\f(F)=0}. 
As Y i <PS we get by virtue of the saturatedness that there exists an ideal <t>R 
containing the set <£SU Y. This means that HR cz Hs fl G. Thus H  is a saturated 
preimage.
Now let/be an element from S,(C*(T), <P) and C=coz/  Then/=<f-sup {/{Oi;}. 
Consider the lower semi-continuous function x  on T, such that x(/)=sup {/$(/)}, 
and the Borel set B=cozx. Assume that HsdC A t]-1 B for some S. If Hsf] 
f l(C \ri~1B )^ 0  then by virtue of the saturatedness there exists a set R a S  such 
that HRd C \r j~ 1B. This means that f (£CR(T) and /C<£R. But this contradicts 
to the equality /= sup  {<?/$} in <£/<//. Hence Hsczri~1B \C . This implies that 
f^ C s (T )  for some £ and f f  $s , but this is also impossible. Thus such a set S 
does not exist.
Further we shall proceed by induction. Assume that for any /?<a and for any 
f£B ß(C*(T), <P) there exists a Borel set B such that cozfA t]-1 BJ) Hs for any S. 
Let f  be a function from BjC *(T), <P) and C = coz/. Then /=<r/-sup uk—d-inf vk 
for some sequences uk, vk^ .Bak(C*(T), <P). Consider for the sets Ck=coz uk the 
corresponding Borel sets Bk and the set B= U Bk, Assume that Hs<zC Ar\~l B 
for some S'. If HsC\(C\r]~1B )^ 0  then there exists a set RczS such that HRa  
d C \r]~ 1B. This means that /(J <PR. Therefore uk$ for some k. Hence CkO 
implies that there exists a set Rkd R  suchthat HRlczCk\r i~ 1Bk. But 
this is impossible. Thus Hsari~1B \C . So there exists a compact set R d B kC\S for
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some k. Then HRdt] 1Bk\ C k but this is also impossible. From this contradiction 
we conclude that such a set S  does not exist.
As a result we get that for any cozero-set C from the chosen base there exists 
a corresponding Borel set B. This means that the preimage H is Borel determined.
Now let {X, ú: C*(T)-~X, Cs(T)>-»Xs} be an extension having the prop­
erties from 2). Consider, as it was done above, the isomorphic extension
{<P,cp: C*(T) -  4>, C*S(T )
for the corresponding preimage {H, fj: H-+T, TS>-*HS, %0(H)}.
Let S = 0 S k for some sequence of subsets Sk. Then 4>s =  H (PSk implies that 
UH Sk is dense in Hs . This means that the preimage H is filled. Let G be an open 
set from T. Consider the family { /J  consisting of all continuous functions which 
are smaller than the characteristic function of the set G. Consider the function 
/= s u p  {(pfs). Then /(s )  =  l for any s£ri~1G and f ( s )= 0 for any U=c\ r\~1G. 
From the continuity of the function /  we conclude that f=x{U). So U£A0(H). 
Thus the preimage H is lower extremally disconnected.
Let i)~1GC]Hs=0. Then f$dC*s{T) implies that / £ $ s. Therefore UC\Hs =0. 
This means that H is lower disjoined.
Let C be the cozero-set of a function/^ 4>. Consider the function g=sup [nff\\\n). 
Then g=x(U) for the set U=c\C. So U£A0(H). Therefore H is cr-extremally 
disconnected. If C D fis = 0  then /£i>s implies g£<Ps - Hence Uf)Hs =0. Thus FT 
is cr-disjoined.
On the strength of Theorem 1 there exists a mapping y: H-+H such that H 
is larger than H relative to y.
Let C be a cozero-set from the base on H. Check that c\y~1C=ocC where 
a: <&0(H) — A0(H) is the lattice homomorphism from the proof of Theorem 1. Let 
i€ y _1C. Take a set Cx from the base such that yj^clC j and CUC1 = H. Then 
H =ocCUtxC1. If we assume that s(aC1 then we get yy£cl Cj. As this is false 
we have sdaC. Thus y~1C daC . Further consider cozero-sets C„ from the base 
such that C =U C m and cl CmdC . Consider the Borel sets Bm=kCm and the set 
B = U B S. Assume that Cxst]-1 Bd>Hs for some S. If Hsn {c \t]~ 1B)7i 0 then 
there exists a set R d S  suchthat HRczCm\t] ~ 1B for some m but this is impossible. 
Therefore Hscri~1B \C .  This implies that there exists a compact set RczSC]Bm 
for some m. Then HRczr]~1Bm\ C  but this is also impossible. From this contradic­
tion we conclude that such a set S  does not exist. Hence B=kC. It was established 
in the proof of Theorem 1 that iß=cl Uißm. Consequently, aC=cl UaCm. If 
s£aCm then ys£cl CmcC . So aC=c\y~1C.
Now let / ^ 0  be a function from <P. Divide an interval, containing the range of 
/ ,  by points cij so that aj+1—aj=uJ2. Consider the sets CJ^ f ~ 1(]aJ_1, aJ+1[) 
and U j=cly~1CJ=(xCj. It was established above that there exist functions g fi é  
which are the characteristic functions of the sets a.C}. Consider the step function 
gm=svip {aJ_1gJ}. It is clear that 0 ^ fo y (s )—gm(s )^u m for any s. Therefore 
fo y d é .
This means that we can define correctly the injective vector-lattice homo­
morphism v: (p-+<b by setting vf=foy. Then (p = vocp. Let/ £ <PS. Then (vf)(Hs)=  0
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implies vf£<Ps. Thus the extension é  is larger than the extension <P. This fact is 
valid for the initial extensions X  and X, too.
Now let <P be the extension from Proposition 2 isomorphic to the Borelian 
extension B*(T). As <P has the properties from (1) and (2) simultaneously we get 
as a result that <P is the largest of all the extensions with the properties from (1) 
and the smallest of all the extensions with the properties from (2).
Let X  be some other largest extension of C*(T). Consider, as it was done 
above, the isomorphic extension {i>, cp: C*(7')— 4>, C$ for the preimage
{H,rj: H ^ T , Ts>--Hs , Take some mapping w: such that 4> is
larger than <P relative to w. Define the surjective perfect mapping S : ft-+H  by 
setting Ss=C\{c\ cozfi)r]~1ris\s^cozwf}. Then r\oö=r\. Check that wf=foö for 
anyfunction 0 s /£  0. Assume that there exists a point s such that (w f)(s)^(foö)(s). 
If (wf)(s)>(foő)(s) then we shall consider the function g = f  otherwise g = —f  
Denote the number ((tvg)(j) + (goá)(i))/2 by a. Consider the function h = (g—ol)V0. 
Take a neighbourhood G of i  such that (wg)(t)>a for any tdG. Also take a 
neighbourhood U of the point Ss such that g (r)< a  for any r£U. Then 
U czH \cozh  and GDc)-1 t/ccoz wh. Therefore ös$c\cozh  and ősZdcozh  but 
this is impossible. From this contradiction we conclude that such a point s does 
not exist.
Check that ÖHsczHs . Assume that there exists a point s£SHs\ H s . Take a 
function f£<Ps such that s£cozf. Then for some point t€Hs such that s=St 
we get (tv/)(0*0 . But on the other hand wf£4>s implies (w/)(/)=0. It follows 
from this contradiction that this inclusion is valid.
Now consider the mapping v: defined above. Let s be a point from Hs.
By virtue of the saturatedness of the Borelian cover we have i=(T  {//«}. Then 
<5yr€ (T {HR}=s. From this fact we conclude that Sys=s for any point s£H. There­
fore (wvf)(s)=f(s). Thus v and vv are mutually inverse isomorphisms of vector 
lattices. So the extensions <£ and <P are isomorphic.
The uniqueness of the smallest extension and assertion (3) are checked in a 
similar way. The theorem is proved.
Make some remarks. In a similar manner we obtain the characterization of 
the Baire extension B*{T) consisting of all bounded Baire functions on T. In this 
case the notions of the lower Dedekind completeness and the lower componentness 
are unnecessary. §
§ 3. Lattice ring of Borel functions
Let T  be a completely regular space and B*(T) be the /-ring of all bounded 
Borel functions on T. Let u: C*(T)-<-B*(T) be the canonical imbedding. For a 
countable set S  consider the /-ring ideal Bg(T)=  {t G B * ( 7 ’) | x ( 5 ' ) = 0 } .  Then 
{B*(T),u: C * (T )-B * (r), CK7’) '-^ s (7 ’)} is an extension of C*(T) inheriting 
separable decomposition. This extension will be called the Borelian extension of 
C*(T).
Let H  be the Borelian cover of T  and r]: H-*- T  be the canonical mapping. 
Let ^=C o(ff) be the /-ring of functions on H  defined in § 1. Consider the injective 
/-ring homomorphism cp: C*(T)-*<P such that (pf=foi;. For a countable set S  con-
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sider the /-ring ideal <PS= {/£ #|/(77s)=0}. Then {<£, <p: C*(T)-*4>, Cs(T)>-*<Ps} 
is an extension of C*(T) inheriting separable decomposition.
Now let {X, u: C*(T) —A, Cs(T)^-Xs) be an /-ring extension of C*(T) in­
heriting separable decomposition. Define the set B(C*(T), X) as it has been done 
in § 2. The extension X  will be called Bor el generated if X=B(C*(T), X).
For the extensions B*(T) and consider the mapping r: B*(T)—d> from 
Proposition 1 of § 1.
P roposition 3 . With respect to the mapping r the extensions B*(T) and <P are 
isomorphic saturated Borel generated lower continuing a-continuing lower segment 
a-segment extensions o f C*(T) inheriting separable decomposition.
P roof. Denote B*(T) by X  and B%(T) by Xs . It can be verified that rou=cp 
and r is an isomorphism of the /-rings. It has been checked in the proof of Proposi­
tion 2 that x£Xs iff rxd <PS. Therefore the extensions X  and <P are isomorphic.
In just the same way as in the proof of Proposition 2 it is checked that X  is 
saturated and Borel generated.
Let Y  be a ring ideal in the ring C*(T) and g£Hom£*(T) (F, C*(T)íT F**). 
Let y l t y a^ Y  and t£coz y ^ c o z  y2. Then (gy1)(t)/yl (t)=(gy2)(t)/y2(t). Con­
sequently we can define correctly the Borel function z^X  by setting z(t) = (gy)(t)/y(t) 
for any y€F  and any t£cozy  and z(t) = 0 for any t i G = U{cozy|y£F}.
As z£Y** we can define correctly the homomorphism hf, HornJ (X, Y**) 
by setting hx=xz. Let y í  Y  and t<zG. Then there exists a y f  Y  such that rgcoz yt . 
Therefore y1(t)(hy)(t)=y(t)(gy1)(t)= y1(t)(gy)(t) implies (hy)(t)=(gy)(t). As hy 
and gy belong to Y** we have (hy)(t)=0=(gy)(t) for any t$G. This means that 
hy—gy. Thus X  is lower continuing.
Now let g and h be the homomorphisms from the definition of the lower segment 
and ,g(F)c:A’s . Let xCJSf and t£Sf)G. Then t£cozy  for some F  implies 
y(t)(hx)(t)=x(t)(gy)(t)= 0  and hence (hx)(t)=0 . If t£ S \G  then (hx)(t)=0 
because of hx£Y**. Consequently, hx£Xs . This means that Xs is a lower seg­
ment of X.
Let F  be a ring ideal in the ring X, generated by a countable set {y„}, and 
g€Hom* (F, F**). Consider the Borel sets B„ = cozy„ and B= \JBn. Define the 
Borel function z£X  by setting z(t) = (gyn)(t)/y„(t) for any n and any t£B„ and 
z(/) =  0 for any 1$B. Let x£ Y*. Then for a point t£B we have x{t)z(t) — 
=(g(xy„))(t)/yn(t)=0. Therefore xz=0  implies F**. That is why we can 
define correctly the homomorphism h£Y\om*x (X, Y**) by setting hx=xz. Let 
F  and t£B. Then t£B„ for some n. Hence y„(t)(hy)(t)=y(t)(gyn)(t)=  
=yn(t)(gy){t) implies (hy)(t)=(gy)(t). Let x be the characteristic function of 
the set T \B .  Since an arbitrary element of the ideal Fis of the form x,n ...„kyni...y„k 
we conclude that x£ F*. That is why (hy)(t)=0 = (xgy)(t)=(gy)(t) for any t£ T \B .  
Hence hy=gy. Thus X  is cr-continuing.
As earlier it is checked that any Xs is a cr-segment of X. The proposition is 
proved.
Further uniqueness is understood up to isomorphism.
T heorem 3 . 1) B*(T) is the unique largest o f all the saturated Borel generated 
extensions o f C*{T) inheriting separable decomposition;
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2) B*(T) is the unique smallest o f all the filled lower continuing e-continuing 
lower segment e-segment extensions o f C*(T) inheriting separable decomposition 
and moreover B*(T) is the unique universal among all such extensions;
3) B*(T) is the unique saturated Borel generated lower continuing e-continuing 
lower segment e-segment extension of C*(T) inheriting separable decomposition.
P r o o f . Let {X, u: C*(T)-+X, Cs(T)>-+Xs} be an extension having the prop­
erties from 1). On the strength of Johnson’s theorem ([13]) there is a unique com­
pact H0 such that the /-ring X  is isomorphic to the /-ring C (H0) relative to an iso­
morphism r0. Further by completely the same arguments as in the proof of Theo­
rem 2 we obtain the preimage {//, t]: H —T, Ts -+Hs , ^ 0(H)} of T and the cor­
responding extension {<P, <p: C*(T)-»<P,C$(T)i->-<Ps} isomorphic to the initial one.
In just the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2 it is established that the 
preimage H  is saturated and Borel determined.
Now let {X,u: C*(T)-*X, C*S{T)<-*Xs) be an extension having the properties 
from 2). Consider the isomorphic extension {Z, <p: C*(T)^-<P, Cs(T)|-*Zs} for 
the corresponding preimage {//,?): H-»T, Ts^-H s, Then the preimage H
is filled.
Let G be an open set from T. Denote the set q~1G by V. Consider the ring 
R = (pC*(T) and the ring ideal Y={y£R\cozyczV} of the ring R. Define the 
homomorphism g^Hom^ (Y, RO Y**) by setting gy=y. Then there exists a 
bounded Z-module homomorphism h: Z — Y** extending g. Consider the func­
tion u= /il£Z  and the set U=c\V. It is clear that u(H \U )= 0. Let s£V. Then 
s£cozy for some y£ Y. Therefore y(j)n(5,)=(gy)(j)=y(5') implies w(s)=l. 
Since the function u is continuous we conclude that u —x(U) and U£A0(H). So 
the preimage H is lower extremally disconnected.
Let VClHs—Q- Then g(Y)c<i>s implies w£Zs . Therefore UClHs =0. Thus 
the preimage H is lower disjoined.
Let C be the cozero-set of a function v£d>. Consider the principal ideal 
F=  { /d|/£Z}  of the ring Z. Define the bounded Z-module homomorphism 
g: Y^-Y** by setting gy=y. Then there exists a bounded Z-module homomorphism 
h: Z -T **  extending g. Consider the function w =/il£Z and the set U=c\C. 
It is clear that u (H \U )=  0. Let s£C. Then v(s)u(s) = v(s) implies n(s)= l. 
This means that u=y(U) and UdA0{H). So the preimage H is cr-extremally dis­
connected.
It is checked as above that H is rr-disjoined.
Further the proof goes on in exactly the same way as the proof of Theorem 2.
Make some remarks. In a similar manner we obtain the characterization of 
the Baire extension B*(T) consisting of all bounded Baire functions on T. In this 
case the properties to be lower continuing and lower segment are unnecessary.
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BANACH LIMITS AND RELATED MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS
R. COLÁK and Ö. CAKAR
Summary
In this paper we establish a relationship between sublinear functionals which generate Banach 
limits and strongly regular matrices. Then, defining a sublinear functional on m, we show that 
this functional generates Banach limits and dominates all Banach limits. Furthermore, we give 
the relation between any sublinear functional defined on m  and Banach limits by means o f this 
functional. Finally we give the relations between sublinear functionals which generate Banach 
limits and dominate all Banach limits. It may be remarked that the elements of {m , ß } , for a 
particular sequence, are not necessarily unique, where ß  is a sublinear functional on in and {m, ß}  
is the set o f all linear functionals L  defined on m such that L( x ) S  Q(x)  for all x(-m. Therefore, 
we also examine the equality o f the limits.
1. Introduction
Let N  be the set of natural numbers, and let s, m, c and c0 be the linear spaces 
of all real, bounded, convergent and null sequences x= (xk), respectively. We write
n
m0 =  {x£m: sup I 2  *,-| <  “ }•
n € N  i =  l
The linear spaces m, m0, c and c0 are normed by \\x\\ =sup \xk\.
k£N
We define S: m-+R by ,S,(x)=supÄ xk, L*: m-+R by L*(x)=lim sup** and
k —co
a: m —m by (ox)k=xk+1. Let m* be the algebraic dual of m.
A Banach limit L is an element of m* satisfying the conditions, [1],
(i) xk S  0 (fc =  1, 2, ...) =>L(x) S  0,
(ii) L(e) = 1 where e =  (1, 1, ...),
(iii) L(ax) =  L(x).
The condition (iii) is equivalent to say that L  is e-invariant and a is called a 
shift operator. We denote the set of all Banach limits on m by 39 and the set of all 
linear functionals L defined on m such that L (x)^Q (x)  for all x£m  — where Q 
is a sublinear functional on m — by {in, ß}; i.e.,
{m, Q} = {Ldm*: L(x) S  Q(x) for all x£m).
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Let V be a sublinear functional on m. We say that (i) V generates Banach limits 
if {m, F}cá? and (ii) V dominates all Banach limits if S8cz{m, V). Thus, if V 
both generates Banach limits and dominates all Banach limits, then {m, V}=äS [9].
Let A=(ank) be an infinite matrix of real numbers. We write A„(x)= 2  ankxk
k = l
if the series converges for each n£N, where x= (xk)£s. In this case we write Ax=
oo
=(A„(x)). A sequence (xk) is called T-summable to a, if A„(x)= 2  a n k x k exists
k = 1
for all n£IV and An(x)--a  as n-+°° and it is written A-\im xk—a or lim Ax=a. 
We denote the convergence field of a matrix A by cA, i.e., cA = {x: Ax£c}. We 
recall that the matrix A is called regular if A: c—c and lim A„(x)=\im xk. If 
the matrix A is regular then we say that A is almost positive if and only if
lim 2  \ank\ = l [9]. A matrix A is called strongly regular if it is regular and
*=i
lim 2  \ank~a„,k+i\=0 ([6], [8]).
n~°° /t=i
2. Banach limits and strongly regular matrices
Lemma 1. Let V: m-*R be a sublinear functional. Then V generates Banach 
limits i f  and only i f  there exist strongly regular positive matrices A and B such that
(2.1) lim B„(x) á  — V(— x) ^  V(x) S  lim An(x)
tt— co n — oo
for each x€.m.
P roof. Since V is sublinear then by the Hahn—Banach extension theorem we 
can conclude that {m, V }^ 0 .
Now suppose that V generates Banach limits. Then V(x)^W (x) for all x£m  
where IF(x)=sup {L(x): L£d8}, [9], If we consider Lemma 1 in [5], p. 498 and 
the inequality V(x)ä W(x) then it follows that there exist strongly regular positive 
matrices A and B such that
lim Bn( x ) ^  —V(—x ) V ( x )  S  lim An(x)
n-*- oo n -+ c o
holds. Conversely, if there exist strongly regular positive matrices A and B satis­
fying (2.1) and if L£{m, V} then the following inequalities are satisfied:
(2.2) lim Bn(x) 'S — V(— x) ^  —L(—x) = L(x) á  V(x) ^  lim An(x).
n-* co n-*- oo
Now let us show that L  is a Banach limit. Since B is positive, (2.2) gives that L(x)^Q  
in the case xk^ 0  for all k£N . By (2.2) it also follows that
(2.3) lim Bn(x) ^  L(x) = lim A„(x).
n-*-oo n-*-co
If we take the sequence e= (l, 1, ...) instead of (xk) in (2.3) we easily have L(e) = 1. 
Finally we have to show that L(ox)=L(x). If we take the sequence ax—x  instead
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of x  in (2.2) where xdm, then, by the hypothesis, there exist strongly regular posi­
tive matrices C and D. So we get,
lim D„(px—x) S; — V (x—ax) s- L(ax—x) S  V(ax — x) S  lim Cn(ox—x).
n-~°° «-► oo
Therefore, since C and D are strongly regular, we have L{ax—x)=0, because 
lim Dn{ox — x)=  lim Cn(ax—x)=0 ([2], [3]). The linearity of L gives us L(crx) =
n-*- oo ft-*- oo
=L(x), so L is a Banach limit. Hence the functional V generates Banach limits and 
this completes the proof.
Throughout the paper we shall denote the set of all sublinear functionals 
ß : m—R which generate Banach limits by i.e.,
3Sd — {ß: ß : m — R is sublinear and {m, ß} c  áí}.
Lemma 2. Let x£m. Then there exist strongly regular positive matrices A and 
B such that
(2.4) lim Bn(x) S  — ß ( — jc) Si £2(x) S  lim A„(x)
«-►oo «-►oo
for every Q(:äSd.
Proof. Let x£m  and let us consider an element Q£ä8d. Then ű ( x ) ^  W(x). 
Furthermore, there is a strongly regular positive matrix A such that W(:c) =  lim A„(x),
n — oo
r5]. Hence, for the matrix A, we have ß (x )^  lim A„(x). Since — ß ( —x ) s — W( —x)
for x£m, it can similarly be seen that there exists strongly regular positive matrix 
B; i.e., for the matrix B, — ß ( —x)slim  B„(x) is satisfied. Since Q£tMd is arbi-
ft-*- oo
trary, (2.4) is satisfied for every Q£tMd.
Remark. Let U and V be two sublinear functionals on m. If £/(*) — F (x ) for 
all x£m  and if V generates Banach limits then U also generates Banach limits, [4], 
It can easily be seen that this follows from Lemma 1.
3. A fundamental sublinear functional related to Banach limits
D efin itio n  1. We define the functional <P as
<P(x) — sup {ß(x): ß € ^ d}
where x£m.
The functional <f>: m-+R is obviously sublinear.
Now let us consider the set {m, <!>}. Since <P is a sublinear functional on m, 
then {m, 0 )^0 , by Hahn—Banach extension theorem, [7, p. 121],
Theorem 1. (i) (P generates Banach limits; (ii) <l> dominates all Banach limits.
Proof, (i) Let x£m. By Lemma 2, there exist strongly regular positive matrices 
A and B such that
(3.1) lim Bn(x) == —Q( — x) i: ß(x) S  lim An(x)
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for every QdFSd. Since the inequality Q (x)^\im  A„(x) holds for every Qd@d,
t l — oo
then taking supremum over Qd3Sd, we have <P(x)s lim A„(x) and similarly we
n-*- oo
have — 4> (—x ) s  lim B„(x) and so, we can write the inequality
ll  — o o
lim Bn{x) =5 — $ ( —*) i: <£(x) '= lim ^„(x)
«-*-00 n-*-°o
for the strongly regular positive matrices A and B. Therefore, <P generates Banach 
limits, by Lemma 1.
(ii) Since by [9], Theorem 21 (a) Wd@>d, by the definition of 4>, we write 
W( x) ^  <P(x) for every xdm. Since W dominates all Banach limits and W(x)^  
^ l<P{x) for all xdm, <P also dominates all Banach limits.
T heorem 2. Let Q : m —R be a sublinear functional.
(i) Q generates Banach limits i f  and only i f  Q (x) 2  <I> (x) for every xdm.
(ii) Q dominates all Banach limits i f  and only i f  <£>(■*) = 2 M , for every xdm.
(iii) Q both generates Banach limits and dominates all Banach limits i f  and only 
i f  Q (x) = (p (x) for every xdm.
P roof, (i) Suppose that Q(x)S<P(x) for every xdm. Since F generates Banach 
limits by Theorem 1 (i), it follows immediately that Q generates Banach limits, too. 
Conversely, if Q generates Banach limits then, by the definition of <P, it follows that 
(P (x) £  Q (x) for every xdm.
(ii) Now suppose that <J>(x)sQ(x) for every xdm. Since <I> dominates all 
Banach limits by Theorem 1 (ii), it follows that Q dominates all Banach limits. 
Conversely, if Q dominates all Banach limits then it follows by Theorem 1 (i) that 
<P(x)^Q(x) for every xdm. Using the fact that {m, 0 } c á íc  {m, Q}, we can 
also reach the conclusion <P(x)^Q(x) for every xdm.
(iii) This follows from (i) and (ii).
R emark. By the conclusion obtained above, we have the following result: 
For xdm , the sequence x= (xk) is almost convergent if and only if &(x) = 
= -< P (-x).
4. Relations between the sublinear functionals defined on m
In this section we establish the relations between sublinear functionals defined 
on m and Banach limits, by using the subspace m0 of m. First we define
f n W  =  inf {Q(x+y): ydm 0},
where Q: m-+R is a sublinear functional. If U (y)£0 for all ydm0, then xFn 
is well-defined.
If £2 generates Banach limits then {F n  also generates Banach limits. But the 
converse is not generally true. In fact, L* does not generate Banach limits while 
Fl . generates Banach limits, [9],
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Now, let Q be a sublinear functional which generates Banach limits. Then 
L(ox)=L(x) for every L£{m,Q} and so tFSi(x)=Q(x) for every x£m , [4], 
Hence, if we consider the sublinear functionals <P, W and q defined by
1 *
q ( x ) =  inf l im s u p - j -  2  Xm+J’...... K i-i
then we can state the following lemma.
Lemma 3. The following conditions are satisfied for every x£m:
(i) n w  =  H x ) ,
(ii) Vw(x) = W(x),
(iii) Fq(x) =  q(x).
It was shown that q and 1/L,, W and Fs generate Banach limits and dominate 
all Banach limits ([4], [9], respectively). <P also generates Banach limits and dominates 
all Banach limits, by Theorem 1. Therefore, we can state the following theorem by 
Lemma 3.
Theorem 3. (i) {m,  <!>} — {m , IV} =  {w, T q} — {m , T 0} =  ä), and so (ii) d> =  
= <Fw = <Fq = >r0.
5. Infinite matrices and Banach limits
Let us define the functionals LA , L*f: m-^R  as follows:
La (x) = limsup 2  ankX„
k = i
and
L*a *(.x )  = limsup sup 2  a n k X k + J .
jSO C=1
The functionals are sublinear and L*A(x)^ LA* (x) for every x£m.  Furthermore, 
the sequence x=(xk) is ^4-summable if and only if LA(x) = —LA( —x)  and FA- 
summable if and only if L*f(x)——L*f(—x),  [9].
Now, let A=(a„k) be a strongly regular matrix. In this case, (A„(x))£c0 for 
every x£m0, [4], and so LA(y)=0  for every y€m0 and LA*(y)=0.  Therefore, 
we have
L*A(x + y )s -L * A( - x )  and L*A*(x+y) S -L*A* (-x )
and so the functionals and F ,** are well-defined. 
Now, we can give the following theorem.
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Theorem 4. Let A=(ank) be a strongly regular matrix. Then, for every x£m, 
the following equalities are satisfied:
(i) Vl.a(x) = L*a (x),
(ii) VL**(x) = L*A*(x).
P roof, (i) By the definition of the functional 'Tl *a , we can write
(5.1) (x) S  LA(x), for every xdm, 
since (0)dm0. And
lPL*A(x) = inf {L*A(x)-L*A( - y ) :  y€m0}
since LA(x + y )^ L A(x)—L A(—y). Furthermore, since the matrix A is strongly 
regular and y£m0, we also have —L*A{~ y)—0, so
(5.2) (x) ^  La(x), for every x£m.
Therefore, if we compare (5.1) with (5.2), then we get
'P/ * (x) =  L*a(x), for every x£m.
(ii) Let L£{m, L*f}. Since x£m-exrx—x£m 0czm, then
L (o x -x ) L*A* (o x -x ) ^  limsup ||x]| [ Z  l«nfc — ««.k+il + [a„il]
n~°° k= 1
holds for every x£m. Since A is a strongly regular matrix, the right-hand side of 
the above inequality is equal to zero, and so L (a x—x )s 0  for every x£m. Simi­
larly, it can be shown that L (x —o x)s  0. Therefore,
0 r -  —L(x — a x ) =  L((t x — x )  — 0
is satisfied, i.e., L(ax—x)=0. Using the linearity of L, we get L(ax)=L(x) and 
so, for every x£m, 'P L*A* {x) — L*f{x).
If we consider this theorem and Theorem 18 in [9], we can write the following 
result:
Corollary 1. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) A is almost positive and strongly regular.
(ii) P L*A generates Banach limits.
(iii) T g e n e r a te s  Banach limits.
6. Equality of limits
It may be remarked that the elements of {m, Í2}, for a particular sequence, 
are not necessarily unique, where Q is a sublinear functional on m. Therefore, in 
this section we examine the case of unique limits.
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Let us consider
m(Q) = {xdm: Q(x) =  — fi( — *)},
where Q is a sublinear functional on m. If we consider this definition for a special 
sequence x0£m and for all L£{m,Q} then L(x0)=a, say, if and only if
(6 .1 ) S W  =  - ß ( - * o ) ,
since L(x)^Q(x)  for all L€{m, Í2} where x£m,  [3],
It is known that a bounded sequence x= (xk) is called almost convergent to 
a if L(x)=a for every Banach limit L. The set of almost convergent sequences is 
denoted by F.
Let A=(ank) be a regular matrix. A bounded sequence (xk) is called F^-sum- 
mable to a if
J / l j  ^  Ilk X k  -f- j
k  = l
converges uniformly in j ,  to a, as n— We denote the set of Fj-summable se­
quences by Fa, [6],
If we take the sublinear functionals Fw, , f '4> instead of Í3 in (6.1), then 
we have the following result:
Corollary 2. m(<I>)=m('Pw)=m('Fil)=m('I,0) = F.
Proof follows easily from Theorem 3 (ii).
If we consider Theorem 4 in this paper and Theorem 6 in [3], then we have the 
following result:
Corollary 3. Let A=(ank) be a strongly regular matrix. Then
(i) = mOcA
(ii) m(FL^ )  = m nFA.
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BIPLANES AND THEIR AUTOMORPHISMS
VLADIMIR CEPULlO and MARIO ESSERT1
1. Introduction
Finite groups, especially permutation groups as automorphism groups of de­
signs are a very powerful tool for investigations in design theory. Here we shall 
consider an application of automorphisms in constructing and characterizing bi­
planes. By methods, which will be explained below, we get the following result:
T h e o r e m . Let 3  be a (56, 11, 2)-biplane admitting an automorphism o f order 8, 
which fixes 4 points. Then 3  is isomorphic either to the Hall biplane B.zo or to a Den- 
niston biplane, Bu or B26 ■
Ljubo Marangunic considered in [5] the remaining case of an automorphism 
of order 8 fixing some point and proved that a (56, 11, 2)-biplane admitting such an 
automorphism is a known one.
At the beginning we shall recall some basic definitions (see [1], [2], [3]).
An incidence structure consists of a point set 2P and a line (or block) set 38, and 
of the incidence relation 10.38x38. Let x£38. We say that P is on x (or
that x is going through P) if (P, x)£I.
Denote by (P) = {y£38\{P, y)€/} the set of lines through P and by (x) = 
=  {QdlPKQ, x)£/j the set of points on x. The cardinal numbers of these sets denote 
with |P | and |x|, respectively.
D e f in it io n  1. Let v,k£  N and v>-k. A biplane (v,k, 2) is an incidence 
structure 3 —(38, $3,1) suchthat
(1) \38\ = \38\ =v,
(2) |x |= k  for each x£38,
(3) x^y= >(x)^(y) for all x, y£38,
(4) each pair of points in 38 is incident with exactly 2 common lines in 38.
In view of (3) we can consider lines as sets of points incident with them, just 
identifying x with (x).
Let 3 X=(38 ,^ 7j) and 0>2=(0’2,382,12) be two biplanes (v, k, 2). An
isomorphism from S>1 onto 3>2 is a bijection or. SPfid 3$1-»0,2U362 suchthat 0>1ol=3P2, 
á?1a=á?2 and (P, x)£l1o(Poc, xa)£I2. If = = a is an automorphism of
3 ). The full automorphism group of 3> we denote with Aut 3 ).
6*
1 The second author has done the algorithmic and programming computer work.
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In the following proposition we resume some known properties of biplanes, 
which we shall use frequently.
P r o po sit io n  1. An incidence structure is a biplane (v, k, 2), v, kd N, i f  and 
only i f
(1) \9\ == m  = v =  fc(Jfc-l)/2+l,
(2) |x| = |P | =  k, k >  2 for all PddP, xdSß,
(3) |(*>n(y>| =  |<P)U <ß> |=2 for all P ,Qd& , x, ydSt.
The condition |(x )n  (y)| = 2  in (3) we shall call the consistence condition.
Although the number of biplanes might be infinite, until now there are up to 
isomorphism only 17 known biplanes, one of each (4,3,2), (7,4,2), (11,5,2), 
three (16,6,2), four (37,9,2), five (56,11,2) and two (79,13,2), the recent 
one (56, 11, 2) being discovered in 1985 by Z. Jankó and Tran van Trung (see [4]) 
after about 7 years of stagnancy.
Denoting points w ithO , 1, 1 and lines as sets of points, the smallest
3 biplanes are as follows (0 stands for 10):
(4, 3, 2) (7, 4,
0 1 2  0 1 2  3
0 1 3  0 1 4  5
0 2 3 0 2 4 6
1 2 3 0 3 5 6
1 2 5 6 0 1 2 3 4
1 3 4 6 0 1 5 6 7
2 3 4 5  0 2 5 8 9
0 3 6 8 0
(11,5, 2)
0 4 7 9 Ö  2 3 6 7 9
1 2 7 8 Ö  2 4 5 6 0
1 3 5 9 Ö  3 4 5 7 8
1 4 6 8 9
2. Chain representation of a biplane in a given basis (P)
Here we introduce another representation of a biplane 3>=(0>, 38,1) (see 
also [6]). Let PdtP be a chosen point, which we call the basic point. Denote with 
0, 1, . . . , k - l  the lines through P, thus (P) = {0, 1, . . . , k — 1}. By Prop. 1 (3). for 
any Qd0>\{ P )  it holds (P)C\(Q) = {a{Q), b(Q)} and then also (a(Q))C\(b(Q)) = 
=  (P, Q}. Thus there is a one-to-one correspondence between points Q dtP\{P}  
and unordered pairs of lines in (P). In the following we shall identify 
Q = a(Q)b(Q)=ab, a, bd(P). The representation of points just introduced leads to 
a new representation of lines in dS\(P) as well.
Let xd@ \(P) and Qi = a1a2d(x) with ax, a2d(P). Now (a2)P \(x)-{Q 1,Q 2} 
by Proposition 1 (3) with Q2=a2a3 and again (a3) D(x) = {Q2, O f. Here a.i 7i al 
since otherwise QX = Q2. If ß 3 — Qx then (Qi)r\{Q2)fl{x , a2, u3}, a contradiction. 
Thus ß i^ ß s  also.
Assume that we have already built a sequence Öi = öiö2 , •••> ö t - i= űt - i ai, 
with Qid(x) and at^ af for rV / Let (ü,)n(x) =  {ßi_1, Q,j and Q,=a,at+1. If 
at+i=Gi for some /, 1 then (ai)n (x )^ { Q i_1, Q(, Q,}, a contradiction.
Thus either al+1=a1 or at+1^ a t for all i, 1 < /<  t. Because of finiteness of (P) 
there must be some t such that at+1=a1 and we come in this way to a closed se­
quence a1a2, a2a3, ..., a,_1at, ata1. For brevity we write it as /a1a2...a,/, where 
each pair of neighbour symbols denotes a point, the both symbols adjacent to de-
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limiters being also considered as neighbours. The symbol /a1...a,l just introduced 
is called a chain of length t.
If there exist other points on x not included in the above chain, we proceed in 
the same manner and build further chains. Thus, whole x  will be represented by 
one or more chains. Such a representation we call a chain representation of x  in 
the basis (P) and identify it with x. For chain representation it holds
P r o p o s it io n  2. Let 3> , 38, 7) be a biplane (v, k, 2),
<-P> = {0, 1 ,..., k — \)
and Qd2P\{P}, xd3$\(P ). Then (P)C\(Q)={a,b) is uniquely determined by Q, 
and we identify Q = ab. The line x  is represented by chains in the form
( * )  x  =  / a P  ... a<i>/ . ..  /af*> . . .  a £ 7
where the chains satisfy the following conditions:
(1) each pair o f neighbour symbols denotes a point in the above sense, the two 
symbols adjacent to delimiters inside a chain being also considered as neigh­
bours;
(2) each symbol o f (P) occurs in x just once;
(3) each chain is o f length at least 3;
(4 ) two different lines have exactly two pairs o f neighbour symbols in common;
(5) any succesive three neighbour symbols o f a line x  occur as such neighbours 
only in x.
P r o o f . The assertions (1 )—(4 ) were proved at the beginning of this paragraph 
or follow immediately from what was stated there. (5): If ...abc... belongs to a 
chain of x and also to a chain of y£3$\{P), then (ab)f](bc)'3{x, y, b}, which 
contradicts Proposition 1 (3). Thus (5) is also proved.
As the chains themselves are unoriented and cyclic, it will be useful to intro­
duce a canonical form of chain representation. We shall do it by the following
D e f in it io n  2 . W e  sa y  th a t  a  c h a in  re p re s e n ta t io n  o f  a  lin e  x
(* ) x =  /a[l) ... aff/.../aff> ... a </>/.../ajs) ... a£>/
is canonical if and only if
(1) a\P = m in  ( a f 0 ; 1 S  i s  iff fo r  e a ch  j, 1 S  j  S  s ,
(2) a[j) <  af* for each j, 1 S  j  S  s,
(3) a(2J"> <  air)  for j '  < / ' .
If (*) is canonical, we say that x is of type t1—t2—...—ts in the basis (P).
Obviously, the canonical form of a line x in the given basis (P) is unique, and 
a ^  =0  for this form.
E xam ples . The line /5241/6987/03Ö/ (here again Ö stands for 10) has the can­
onical form /30Ö/4152/7698/ and has chain type 3—4—4. For /c =  11 there are 13
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chain types: 3—4—4, 4—3-—4, 4—4—3, 3—3—5, 3—5—3, 5—3—3, 5-—6 , 6 —5, 
4—7, 7—4, 3—8, 8—3, 11.
By Proposition 2 (5) each canonical line x  is uniquely determined within a 
biplane by its beginning triplet 0a^ =aOb. We say that x  belongs to the layer 
aOb and denote x —aOb... .
We shall consider now the action of automorphisms fixing some point of a 
biplane represented in the corresponding basis.
D e fin it io n3. Let 3>=(3P,S8,I) be a biplane (v,k,2) and g£Aut@. We 
denote f e(P )= {Q ^\Q e= Q }, f é(0)= {y€*\ye= y}  and FQ = \ fa(P)|, / ,  = | / #(*)|. 
Henceforth Q> will always denote Q)={3P, 3S, /), a biplane (v, k, 2). The next 
proposition is of basic importance.
P ro po sitio ns. Let PdSP and let Gs(Aut @)g> be a subgroup o f the stabilizer 
o f P in Aut 3>, i.e. PG = P. Then (P)G = {P) also, and G acts faithfully on (P) 
as a permutation group. I f  g£G and Q = abdP \{P }, with a, b£(P), then Qq = 
= (ag) (bo)- Similarly, i f  x £ & \( P )  is represented in (P), we get the (P)-representa- 
don o f  x q  by replacing symbols from (P) with their Q-images.
P roof. Obviously, (P)G  = (P). If G does not act faithfully on (P), then 
there must be a q€G, 1, which acts trivially on (P). Now, for any Q =abZ& \(P), 
we have (PQ)n(Qg) = (P)C\(Qg)={ag, bg), and thus Qg=(ag)(bg) = ab = Q im­
plying f e{3P)=2? and f e(3d)=&. The last assertion follows from the fact that
Now we prove the following
P roposition 4. Let P^tP, and £>6 (Aut G)')», |ß| =ps, p a prime. I f  <xs is the 
number o f cycles of length ps, O s is ^ f  in the representation o f g on (P), then the 
number ßs o f g-orbits in SP. o f  length ps is equal:
1) Case 2.
3. Representation of automorphisms fixing some point
(x)g  = {Qg\Q£(x)}.
ßs = ( 2  v-j P1 +  (O s  - 1 )/2)Ps +  (Ps -  0 / 2  )as, for s S  1.
j =o
2) Case p —2.
ßo =   ^2°) ai  ^’
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P roof. 1) />>2.
We have Q=ab = Qg=(ag)(bg) if and only if og=o, bg=b. There are exactly 
 ^2 *j such pairs. As P is also a fixed point, ß0 is as asserted. Every symbol of a p-'-cycle
of q in (P), j< s, combined with the first symbol of any //-cycle as a point, deter­
mines a 0 -orbit of length / /  in and all such orbits are different. There are XjpJxs 
such orbits. Similarly, combining each symbol of a //-cycle with the first symbol of
another //-cycle we get different //-orbits again. There are [ 2  ] P*= ((aj(a*— l))/2)// 
such orbits. Finally, every pair of two symbols in a //-cycle determines a point of 
a //-orbit. Thus there are as 12  ) : P*=0Cs(P*— l)/2 such orbits.
2) p = 2.
The proof is analogous as above with exception of the case, where both symbols 
belong to the same 2s-cycle. Let (n1 ...fl2*) be such a cycle and Q=ata}. If Qg' = Q, 
i s l ,  then {diQ^icij( fisa id j . Here 2s if and only if n;o '=n 7 aJQ, =ai, i.e. 
di0 2,= a f. This implies t= 2S _ 1  and thus aj =aigi’~l. There are exactly 2S _ 1  such 
pairs dld2*-i+1, ..., d2s-id2, in our cycle, which belong to a 2s - 1  orbit. Thus we
have [ ^ 2  as: 2 S=((2 S —2 )/2 )as 0 -orbits of length 2 s arising from 2 s-cycles
and as + 1  0 -orbits of length 2 s from 2 s+1-cycles.
As we are especially interested in the case, when q fixes an incident pair 
(P,x)£l, we shall consider this case separately.
P roposition s. Let 0 6  Aut 3i dnd let there exist such P£3P, 0 €(P), thpt 
Pq=P, 0 0 = 0 . Then the point orbits o f q hove the some distribution ds the line orbits 
o f 0 , i.e. for every s there ore os mony point-orbits in SP o f length s os line-orbits in 38 
o f the some length.
P roof. Let (P) — {0, 1, . . . ,k —1} and let 0  be represented as permutation on 
(P). We shall construct a bijection a of 3? onto 38, or. 3P-+S8, suchthat Qx, Q2£3P 
belong to the same 0 -orbit if and only if Qxx, Q2x£38 belong to the same orbit. 
Let Qd0>\{ P }  and Q=ob, with o,b£(P). Consider first the case o^O, b^O. 
We set Qct=a0b ..., the line in Q) belonging to the layer aOb.
Now
(Qe‘)cc =  [(ob)Q']cc = [(no')(6 0 ')]* =  (ag')O(bg') ... = (dg')(0g')(bg') ... =
=  (aOZ>...)0 '=  (ßa)0 f
by Proposition 3. By Proposition 2 (5) we see that Q g'^Q  if and only if (Qx) g '^  
r^Qx. Consider next the case a=0, b^O. Weset Qx=b. Now C0 0 r)oc = [(0Z>)^ ']a = 
=[0{bg'^x^Q '={Qx)gt. Again, Q g'^Q  if and only if (Qx)gt ^ Q x. Set finally 
Px=0. The bijection a maps obviously .y-orbits of 3P onto s-orbits of 33, proving our 
proposition.
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4. Combinatorial construction of biplanes admitting an automorphism fixing
an incident pair
The general idea of constructing biplanes is the following: to generate biplanes 
line by line (layer by layer). Each new line must be consistent with all the 
previous lines.
We shall sketch here the outlines of an algorithm for constructing biplanes in 
chain form. In the following we identify biplane 3  with the set of its lines, considered 
as sets of points. We assume that there is an automorphism group G acting on 3 , 
i.e. 3 G —3 . Moreover, we suppose that there is a G-stable incident pair (P, 0)6/, 
so that PG—P, 0G=0. Let G and 3  be represented in the basis (P) and N = N ^(p> (G), 
I (P) being the symmetric group on (P). For it is obviously 3a. isomorphic
to 3 ,  where a acts on lines of 3  as explained in Proposition 3.
In the rest of this chapter we always suppose that the above assumptions are 
satisfied and we use the above notation.
P roposition 6 . Let a£N. Then 3a is also a biplane admitting G as automorphism 
group.
P roof. We have (3a)G =3(aG )=3(G a)=(3G )a=3a, which proves the as­
sertion.
D efinition 4. Each layer aOb of 3  generates under G a layer orbit (aOb) G =  
=  {(<2y)0(6y)|yÉG} of length \G\ Hah\, where Hah = {y6 G\{a, b}y =  {a, A}}. For each 
such layer G-orbit we choose a representative, briefly: layer representative, and define 
an ordering among them. Let 3 '  be a set of full G-orbits of lines in the defined or­
der o f layer representatives such that each two lines of 3 '  satisfy the consistence 
condition. Such a line set 3 '  will be called a beginning scheme.
P roposition 7. Let 3 ’ be a beginning scheme, which is not yet a biplane. Let 
x  be a line belonging to a layer representative aOb, which is outside o f 3 ',  such that 
3 "  = 3 '(JxG  is again a beginning scheme. Then the following holds:
(1) It must be xHab=x, i.e. xy= x for all ydHab. This is equivalent with 
xH*b= x  for any minimal generator set H*b o f Hab.
(2) I f  x is consistent with all y  in 3 ', then for each ydG, xy is also consistent 
with all y  in 3 ’.
(3) Let G*b, G*b Q G, be a set o f minimal cardinality satisfying the condition: 
G*ah = {y\yiG*ah or y~1ZG*j,} is a set o f right coset representatives for (G/Hab)* = 
=  {IIaby\y£G \H ah}. Then the consistence conditions |(x )n (x )y |= 2  for all y£G 
are equivalent with | ( x ) n  (x)y| =2  for all y£G*ft. Such a set G*b will be called a 
minimal consistence set for the group G and the layer aOb.
P ro o f . (1) If x belongs to the layer aOb and y£HabQG, then xy is in 3 "  
and xy belongs to the layer aOb, too. By Proposition 2 (5) it must be xy=x. The 
seconcl part of the assertion is trivial.
(2) It is | ( x > y n < y > |  =  | ( x > y y - i n ( y ) y - 1| = K x ) n < y > y - 1| .  But yy~ K 3 ’ if 
y € 3 ',  by the definition of 3 '.  Thus | ( x ) n ( y ) y  *|=2 by our assumption and 
therefore also | ( x ) y f l < y ) |  =2.
(3) The assertion follows immediately from |(x )yn (x )|= |(x )n (x )y -1|.
Next we define the precedence relation for lines and beginning schemes.
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D efinition 5. Let 3>[ and 3>'2 be two beginning schemes of the same length 
(i.e. containing the same layer orbits), represented in the canonical chain form. We 
assume that there is a fixed ordering defined among chain types. Let x 2^ G)2
be two lines belonging to the same layer. We say that xx precedes x2, xx^ x 2, if
either: (1) the chain type of xx precedes that of x2,
or: (2) xx and x2 have the same chain type and the symbol sequence of 
xx precedes that of x2 lexicographically.
We say that $>[ precedes S>2, 3>’x s  , if 3>i precedes Q>2 lexicographically in 
terms of their lines belonging to the layer representatives and written in the defined 
order (see Definition 4). As usual, <  will denote S  and ?í, in both cases.
In our seeking for biplanes, we try to omit the isomorphic ones, retaining only 
those, which are first in the order of the defined precedence. Thus, in view of Proposi­
tion 6, if 2 '  is a beginning scheme and we omit such 3i'.
Now, we can explain our algorithm for constructing all biplanes (v, k, 2) 
admitting some automorphism group G.
Let S  be any ordered set, and s£S. We denote with s+ the next element in S, 
and with (5')0 the first element of S. If s is the last element of S, then s+$S.
Let M sM i( be the set of all combinatorially possible lines, belonging to the 
layer representative aOb, generated in the order defined by Definition 5. Let H*b 
be a minimal generator set of Hab and G*b a minimal consistence set, both as ordered 
sets (in arbitrary way). Then we can build the layer set A = Aah consisting of all 
lines in M, which are consistent with their G-images by the following
A-Procedure
x  = (M)0; 
repeat
y := ( J % )« ;
while y£H%b and xy=x do y:=y+; 
if yi H*b then
{y=(G.U;
while y£G*b and |(x)n(x)>’|= 2  do y:=y+; 
if y^G*b then write x to 4 ;
};
x := x +; 
until x +$M.
After building the layer sets we can go over to the main
A lgorithm
Let A;, i =  denote the ordered set of the beginning schemes built
up to the /-th layer representative afibi and At the layer set of afibi. We set A0=  {0}. 
The elements of the sets A,, Ai+1, N  will be denoted by 2 ', x  and a, respectively.
The following procedure leads to the construction of all biplanes, which satisfy 
the above conditions:
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A„={0}; i:=0; 
repeat




if x is consistent with Q)' then 
{9":=S'U{xy \ y € G } ;  < x : = ( A ) 0 ; 
while not (3"<x-^3") and a.+dN  do a := « +; 
if not (3"oc<3") then write 3)" to A i+i; 
};
x := x+; 
until x([ Ai+1;
S>':=®,+; 
until A (; 
i:= i + l;
until i = t or a ,= 0 ;
if A (=0 then there is none solution
else A, is the set of solutions.
The above algorithm is a relatively powerful tool for finding out all biplanes 
(56, 11,2) with given automorphism groups of order >3, fixing some incident 
pair, even with personal computers. We get our results just in this way.
5. Proof of the Theorem
We turn now over to the case of biplanes (56, 11,2) admitting an automorphism 
group G = (q) of order 8, which fixes 4 points. Let P be a point fixed by q. Then 
we can represent g as a permutation on ( />)={0, 1, 2, ..., 0 =  10} of the form 
q  =  012(34567890). Here a0=3, a,=0, a2=0, a3 =  l and by Proposition 4 (2) we 
have ßo—4, ^ = 0 , ß2 — 1, ß3 = 6. Thus there are four 1-orbits, one 4-orbit and six 
8-orbits for g on 2P and on Sd. (The only other possibility for an automorphism 
of order 8 fixing some point would be 0=0(12)(34567890) with 2 fixed points and 
2 fixed lines.) In (P) there are 3 fixed lines and one 8-orbit. Consequently, in 3S\(P) 
there are: one 1-orbit, one 4-orbit and five 8-orbits. As one easily sees, the cor­
responding layer representatives are: 102 for 1-orbit, 307 for 4-orbit, and 103, 203, 
304, 305, 306 for 8-orbits. We shall build biplanes just in this order of layer rep­
resentatives. The chain type order will be the same as in the example of Chapter 2.
It is N=Nr(P)((o)) = (ix, ß, g ,y,S) with a=(012), ß=(12), y = (46)(59)(80) and 
<5 =  (40) (59) (68). Here gy = g3 and Qa — Q7. Furthermore, we can obviously choose 
the following sets as H*b and G*b:
# 1*2 ={<?}, Gi« =  0; #3*7 = { e 4}, G3*7 =  {i>, e2};
r r *  __ r r *  __  z jr*  __  r r *  __ rjr* __ rt^13 “  ^23 — ** 34 — -“ 35 -“ 36
Gt3 = G%3 =  G*, = g*5 -  g*6 = {e, Q\ q\  e4}.
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By simple combinatorial calculations based on canonical form in Definition 7, one 
can easily check that there are 67259 combinatorial^ possible lines in each layer. 
It can be easily proved that 102/5397/6408/, x2= 102/43Ö98765/, x 3=
= 102/63850749/}. Since x3y= x2, it is A1={x1, x2}. The same can be reached 
by machinal computation. Applying the algorithm of Chapter 4 with all its reduc­
tions, we get with help of computer as the only solutions the following biplanes 
(we write only the o-orbits representatives, the other lines one gets acting on these
representatives with the permutation ,o):
1) 1 0 2 / 5 3 9 7 / 6 4 10 8 /
3 0 7 / 5 1 9 2 / 6 4 8 10 /
1 0 3 / 4 2 6 7 / 8 5 9 10 /
2 0 3 / 8 1 10 7 / 5 4 6 9 /
3 0 4 / 5 1 8 6 1 r 2 10 9 /
3 0 5 / 2 1 6 10 1 7 4 9 8 /
3 0 6 / 9 1 10 4 / 7 2 8 5 /
2) 1 0 2 / 5 3 9 7 / 6 4 10 8 /
3 0 7 / 5 1 9 2 / 6 4 8 10 /
1 0 3 / 4 2 6 9 5 10 7 8 /
2 0 3 / 4 1 6 7 / 8 5 9 10 /
3 0 4 7 2 10 5 / 8 1 9 6 /
3 0 5 4 9 7 8 / 2 1 6 10 /
3 0 6 7 2 8 9 / 5 1 10 4 /
3) 1 0 2 / 4 3 10 9 8 7 6 5 /
3 0 7 / 4 1 8 2 / 6 5 9 10 /
1 0 3 / 9 2 10 7 / 6 4 8 5 /
2 0 3 / 6 1 9 10 5 7 4 8 /
3 0 4 / 5 1 7 10 / 6 2 8 9 /
3 0 5 / 9 1 10 8 / 4 2 7 6 /
3 0 6 / 2 1 5 9 / 7 4 10 8 /
4) 1 0 2 / 4 3 10 9 8 7 6 5 /
3 0 7 / 4 1 8 2 / 6 5 9 10 /
1 0 3 / 5 2 6 9 10 8 4 7 /
2 0 3 / 5 1 10 7 9 4 8 6 /
3 0 4 5 10 1 8 7 2 9 6 /
3 0 5 7 1 6 8 9 2 4 10 /
3 0 6 4 10 7 8 / 2 1 9 5 /
Representing these biplanes by other basis, changing the basic point, one can 
easily see (see Appendix in [6]) that the first is isomorphic to Hall’s biplane B20, 
the second to Denniston’s biplane BH and the last two to Denniston’s biplane
bm.
This proves the assertion of our theorem.
A ck n o w le d g em en t . We are thankful to professor Zvonimir Jankó from Mathe­
matisches Institut Heidelberg, for the suggestion of this theme.
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COMPLETE BASES IN TOPOLOGICAL SPACES II
JOSE L. BLASCO
Introduction
The word space will refer to Tychonoff spaces. A base1 ® o n a  space X  is called 
complete if it coincides with the trace on X  of all zero-sets in its Wallman real- 
compactification «(A, S>). The existence of noncomplete bases is not trivial. In 
the matter the author proved in ([3], Theorem 2) the following sufficient condition:
(C) Let K be a compaclification o f a space X  such that there exist two com­
pact subsets Cx andC2o f K~Q (X, K) which are disjoint andhomeomorphic.
I f  C] UC2 is not z-separated from X, then there exist noncomplete bases 
on X.
This condition was then applied to obtain the following results:
A paracompact space X  is Lindelöf i f  and only i f  each base on X  is complete ([3], 
Corollary 4).
I f  G is a topological group, then vG is Lindelöf i f  and only i f  each base on G is 
complete ([4], Theorem 4).
In this paper we prove that condition (C) is also necessary for the existence 
of noncomplete bases. In addition, we give two equivalent conditions to (C) which 
are more convenient to apply. From those conditions we prove that for a separable 
space X, vX is Lindelöf if and only if each base on X  is complete. In the same way 
we characterize the Lindelöf property of certain products of realcompact spaces.
As an application of our results we give a partial solution to a question on 
certain inverse-closed subalgebras of C(X) posed by Hager and Johnson in [6].
Preliminaries
Inverse images of one-point sets under a mapping <p are called fibers of cp. 
As usual, C(X) will denote the algebra of all continuous real-valued functions on a 
space X. The set of points of X  where a member / of C(X) is equal to zero is called 
the zero-set of /  and will be denoted by Z (/) . The collection of all zero-sets of X
1 This notion is due to E. F. Steiner [8] who uses the term separating nest generated inter­
section ring. An equivalent concept is the strong delta normal base due to R. A. Aló and H. L. Sha­
piro [1].
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 54D20; Secondary 54D35.
Key words and phrases. Nest generated intersection ring, strong delta normal base, complete
base, Lindelöf space, inverse-closed subalgebra of C(X),  algebra on X, realcompact space.
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will be denoted by Z(X). The Q-closure of a subset A of X  is the set Q (A, X) of 
all points p£X  for which each Gs-set containing p meets A.
Compactifications will always be Hausdorff. We write ßX  for the Stone—Cech 
compactification of the space X. It is well-known that vX=Q(X, ßX). Two ex­
tensions 7j and T2 of X  are said to be equivalent if they are homeomorphic via a 
map that leaves X  pointwise fixed. In this case we write 7 i= r2.
Let E and F be two subsets of the space X. The set F is said to be z-separated 
from E  if there is a zero set Z  in X  such that f c Z  and ZC\E—0. It is known [7] 
that X  is a Lindelöf space i f  and only i f  there is a compactification K o f X  such that 
every compact subset o f K ~ X  is z-separated from X.
L emma 1. Let It be a continuous mapping from a space X  into a space Y, let 
F be a subset o f X and let M  be a closed subset o f Y which misses h(F). Then:
(a) I f  M is z-separated from h(F), then h~1(M) is z-separated from F.
(b) I f  X  is compact and h~1(M) is z-separated from F, then M is z-separated 
from h(F).
P roof, (a) Is immediate, (b) Let Z be a zero-set in X  such that A_1(M )cZ  
and Z D F = 0 .  Then A ' ~ Z = U  {Z„: n£N}zi F, Z n£Z{X), n£N, and therefore 
A fn(U  {/z(Z„): n£N})=0. Since M  is closed and h(Z„) is compact, it follows 
that M  is z-separated from h(Zn) for every n£N. Consequently, M  is z-separated 
from U {/i(ZJ: n£N}.
Lemma 2. Let K be a compactification o f a space X. Let S be an upper semi- 
continuous decomposition o f a compact subset M  o f K~Q (X, K) whose members 
are compact and are z-separated from X.
I f  <^ 0= ^ U { { / ? } :  p fK ^ M } ,  then the decomposition space K* =K(<o(t) is a 
compactification of X  such that Q(X, K) = Q(X, K*).
Proof. Clearly K* is a compact space containing X  as a dense subspace. Since 
$0 is an upper semicontinuous decomposition of K into compact sets, then K* is 
a (Hausdorff) compactification of X. If <p is the quotient map from K onto K*, 
it is easy to check that cp(Q(X, K))czQ(X, K*). Now letp be a point in K ~Q (X , K). 
Since the members of $  are z-separated from X  it follows that <p~r((p(pj) is z-sep­
arated from X. According to Lemma 1 (b) the point cp(p) is z-separated from X  
(in K*), therefore q>(p)$ Q(Z, K*) and Q(T, K*)cZ(p(Q(X, K)). Since the restric­
tion of <p to X  is the identity we have Q(Z, /£*) =  Q(A', K ).
Lemma 3. Let K  be a compactification o f a space X  and let &  be a 
base for a filter o f closed sets in X. I f  S' is closed under countable intersections and 
H {F\ F €^}= 0, then K0= D {clx F: F fS '}  is a compact subset o f K ~ X  which 
is not z-separated from X.
P roof. It is clear that K0 is a non-empty compact subset of K ^ X . Let Z  be 
a zero-set in K such that K0<zZ. Every compact subset of K ~ Z  is disjoint from 
some clK F, FC.Y. Since K ~ Z  is c-compact, Z must contain the intersection of 
countably many clKP. Since the intersection of these sets F is not empty, necessarily 
ZITAV0.
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The results
We will write co(X, Sf) (resp. v(X, S)) for the Wallman compactification 
(resp. Wallman realcompactification) associated with a given base 3> on a space X. 
For definitions and basic results the reader is referred to [1], [2] and [9]. For a base 
S o n I  let S> be the trace on X  of all zero-sets in v{X, S>). Then S) is a base on X  
which contains S . A base 3> on X  is called complete if S>=S). It follows from ([2], 
Corollaries 2.1 and 2.2) that:
(i) A base 3> on X  is complete i f  and only i f  ß(u(X, S))=co(X, S).
(ii) 3> is the largest base on X  such that v(X, S>) = v(X, S).
(iii) S  is the smallest complete base on X  containing 2>.
Theorem 4. For every space X, the following statements are equivalent:
(1) In some compactification K o f X  there exist disjoint compact subsets Kl 
and K2 o f K ~ X  suchthat: (a) K1 UK,, is not z-separated from X. (b) For 
each i =  l, 2 there is a continuous map (pt from onto a compact space C 
whose fibers are z-separated from X.
(2) Condition (1) with K —ßX.
(3) There is a compactification K* o f X  with two compact subsets Cx and C2 
of K*~Q(X, K*) which are disjoint, homeomorphic and whose union is 
not z-separated from X.
( 4 )  There exist noncomplete bases on X.
Proof. (1) implies (2). Let i// be the Stone extension of the identity from X  
into K  and put Kl =ij/~1(Ki), i=  1, 2. Thus Kl and Kl are disjoint compact subsets 
of ßX~X, and according Lemma 1 (b) the set Kl U Kl is not z-separated from X. 
Finally, it is clear that <pto\j/ is a continuous mapping from Kl onto C whose fibers 
are z-separated from X, i=  1,2.
(2) implies (3). Firstly, since the fibers of <p, and (p2 are z-separated from X  it fol­
lows that (Kj[JK2)r\Q(X, ßX )—0. The family &? = {<pT1(x),<pi1(x ):x£ C }  is an 
upper semicontinuous decomposition of KX\JK2 into compact sets which are z-sep­
arated from X. By Lemma 2 we have that Q(X, K*) = Q(X, ßX) where K* = 
=K(S,o). Moreover if iß is the Stone extension of the identity from X  into K*, it is 
clear that il/(Kß) and \I/(K2) are disjoint compact subsets of K *^Q (X , K*j which 
are homeomorphic (to C). By Lemma 1 (a), the set \l/{Ki)\J\l/{K.fi is not z-sep­
arated from X.
(3) implies (4) follows from Theorem 2 in [3],
(4) implies (1). Let @ be a noncomplete base on X. Let S' be a subset of X. 
For convenience we write clv S  (resp. cl„ S, c\ß S )  for the closure of S  in co(X, S>) 
(resp. v(X,@), ß(o(X',# ))). By ([2], Corollary 2.1) ß(v(X, 9j)*co(X, 3>) and 
therefore there exist disjoint zero-sets Z{ and ZÓ in o(X, 3>) such that K = clM Zjfj 
fielWZ'2 is a non-empty compact subset of cv~(X, ^ )~ u (Z , 3>). Put Z, =  Z('DZ.
Firstly, let us see that if D, and D2 are members of Si such that Z.-crZ),-, then 
D ^ D ^ Q .  Suppose that then clM Djflcl^ Z)2=0 and hence cl^Zifl
DelWZ2=0. Since each zero-set in v(X, S>) meets X, we have that cl„Zf=Z,' and
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hence c\a)Zi=c\aZ'i, i= \,2 .  Then cl,» Z \fiel,» Z2= 0 which is a contradiction. 
Consequently, D1f]D29*0.
Consider the family
&= {Dd&>: A n ö j  c  A  Z; c  Dt, D£Q>, i=  1,2}
and let us see that 3F is a ^-filter closed under countable intersections. Given a 
sequence {£>„: ndN} in we have D"C]Dl(zDn, Z tczD", D1d3), i= 1,2,
Then
Z i C f l  {A: A} -  A e A  i =  1, 2,
and since Zj and Z2 are not separated by members of 3), it follows that
0^z);n/);cn{i}„: ndN}  =  D
therefore DGJF
Since {cla Z>: Dd3)} is a base for the closed sets in co(X,3>) such that 
cl,» (Di n D 2)=cla D1i)cl(l) D2 for Dt , D2d3> it is easy to check that
(* )  0 9* K = H {clwD : De&} c  co(X, 3>) ~  v(X, 3).
If \\) is the Stone extension of the identity from v(X, 3>) into co(X, 3>) we have 
that i^_1(A) is a non-empty compact subset of ß(v(X, 3))~o(X , 3). Put K0 — 
= D {cl, D : D d^}  and let us see that il/(K0)=K.
Since i/r is continuous it follows that ij/(K0)c:K  and hence K0(ZiJ/~1(K). Now 
consider a point z in K. The family
aUz = {Dd3>: zdc\a D}
is a -ultrafii ter and therefore a base for a ^-filter. If p is a point in
fl {cl,F: Dd%)
then \J/(p)ddt0 F for every FdaUz.
Since
i z) = n  {clra F: Fd%}
it follows that I]/(p)=z. As z  is in K, from (* ) we have that 2Fcz°Uz and hence 
pd.Kn. Thus Il/(K0)=K.
Applying Lemma 3 to ß(v(X, 3)) and $F it follows that K0 is not z-separated 
from X.
Define A j=^-1(A )ncl, Z4. Then \j/(KßaKC\c\a Z t—K and since \p(cl  ^Z;) = 
=  clMZ;, it follows that i//(Ki)=K, i= l ,  2.
Now consider the following cases:
(i) There exists Fd£F suchthat F flZ 1=0. Then cl, Fflcl, Z, =0 and there­
fore KoC\Kl =0. Moreover, ij/(K0)=\J/(K1)=K  and since K dv(X , 3 )= 0 , it fol­
lows that the fibers of if/ in K0 and Kx are z-separated from X.
(ii) For every Fd&, FC\Zl 9*0 and F f)Z29*0. It is easy to see that
A'oflcl, Zx =  D {cl, (F flZ j): Fd &}.
Since "V = {FDZ1: F d ^ }  is a base for a ^-filter and ir  is closed under count­
able intersections, from Lemma 3 it follows that A,Del, Zx is a compact subset
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of Kx which is not z-separated from X. Then K 1C)K.i =0,  p(K1)=\j/(K2) = K  and 
Kx is not z-separated from X. As in (i) the fibers of ip in Kx and K2 are z-separated 
from X.
By an algebra on a space X  is meant a subring of C(X) which contains the 
constants, separates points and closed sets, and is closed under uniform convergence 
and inversion in C(X). If A is an algebra on X  and Z(A)=  {Z(/): /£/!}, the map 
A-+Z{A) is a one-to-one correspondence between the family of all algebras on X  
and the family of all bases on X ([9], Theorem 4.3). In [6], Hager and Johnson have 
proved that if the Hewitt realcompactification vX  is Lindelöf then each algebra on 
X is isomorphic to C(Y) for some space Y and they ask whether the converse of this 
assertion holds. From ([3], Theorem 10) and ([4], Theorem 4) the answer is yes if 
X  is paracompact or a topological group.
C o ro llary  5. Let X  be a separable space. The following conditions are equiv­
alent:
(1) vX is Lindelöf.
(2) Each base on X  is complete.
(3) Each algebra on X  is a C(Y).
P roof. (1) implies (3) follows from ([6], 4.4). (3) implies (2) is an immediate 
consequence of ([2], Theorem 5). (2) implies (1). Suppose that vX is not Lindelöf 
and let K be a compact subset of ßX~vX  which is not z-separated from X. Since 
each point in ßX ~ vX  is z-separated from vX, then K is infinite. Let P i,p2£K, 
Pi^Pz and choose zero-sets in K, Kx and K[, such that K=Kx\dK[, p^K^^K'-^ 
and p^K'x^K^. Then one of these sets, say Klt is not z-separated from X. Since 
p2$vX  there is a zero-set Z£Z(ßX) suchthat p2£Z  and 0oX)= 0. By
([5], 9.11) Z contains a copy M  of ßN.
On the other hand, since X is separable there is a continuous map a from ßN  
onto ßX. Put K2=o~1(K1) and consider K2 as a subset of the copy M  of ßN. Then 
there is a continuous map from the compact subset K2 of M onto , whose fibers 
are z-separated from X  because M cZ . From Theorem 4 with C=K1, there 
exist noncomplete bases on X.
C o ro llary  6 . Let X  and Y be realcompact spaces having more than one point. 
I f  each base on XX  Y is complete then X X Y  is Lindelöf.
P roof. Firstly, assume that ß X ~ X  has at most one point. Then X  is pseudo­
compact ([5], 6J) and therefore compact. By ([3], Proposition 6) Y is Lindelöf, 
hence XX Y  is Lindelöf and the result is proved.
Now suppose that XX Y is not Lindelöf. Then ß X ~ X  has at least two points 
and there is a compact subset K'  of ( ß X x ß Y ) ~ ( X X  Y) which is not z-separated 
from XXY.  We shall prove that there exist a point z £ ß X ~ X  and a compact 
subset Kt of K'  such that z \ p x{Kß) and Kx is not z-separated from XX Y.
Let u and v be distinct points of ß X ~ X  and denote the sets 
and Px1(M )n  K' by K'u and K'v, respectively. If one of these sets, say K ' , is empty, 
put z=u  and K,=K'. Assume that K'u and K'v are non-empty. If C1=K'U and 
C2—K'v, then C, and Co are disjoint compact subsets of K \  therefore there is a function 
fiC (ß X X ß Y )  such that /(C ,) = {0} and f(C 2) =  {1}. If E={(x, y)£K': f(x ,y)= =3/4} 
and F—{(x,y)^.K': f(x , y)sl/4}, then one of these sets, say E, is not z-separated 
from X X Y. In this case put Kt =E and z=v.
7
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Define K2 = {z}XpY(K1). Then K2 is a compact subset of (ßX X ßY )~ (X X  Y) 
disjoint from Kx and the map cp: K1-*K2 defined by <p(x, y )= (z, y) is continuous 
and onto. We will prove that cp~1(z,y) is z-separated from X X Y  for each 
TíPrCKi).
Let y  be a point in YC\pY(Kß). Since KYC\(XXY)=0, it follows that K{=  
=Px(pY1(W ) n ^ 1) is a compact subset of ßX ~ X . According to ([3], Proposi­
tion 6) X  is Lindelöf, therefore there is a function g£C(ßX) such that K ?aZ (g)  
and Z(g)DX=0. The function h defined by h(x, t)=g(x) is continuous on 
ß X x ß Y ,
cp-i(z,y) = K ?x{y}czZ (h )
and Z(h)C[(XxY)=0.
Now let y£pY(Kß)~Y. Since Y  is realcompact there is a function w£C(ßY) 
su ch tha t w(y)=0 and Z(w )flT=0. The function h defined by h (x ,t)  = w(t) is 
continuous on ßXXßY, (p~1(z, y)aZ(h) and Z(h)f](XX Y)=0. According to 
Theorem 4 there exist noncomplete bases on X X Y .
C orollary 7. Let {Xi : /£ /}  be a family o f realcompact spaces. Assume that 
at least two X ’s have more than one point. Then the following conditions are equiv­
alent:
(1) The product space X = P  {Xt: /£/} is Lindelöf.
(2) Each base on X  is complete.
(3) Each algebra on X  is a C(Y).
P roof. (1) implies (3) follows from ([6], 4.4). (3) implies (2) is a consequence 
of ([2], Theorem 5). (2) implies (1) is a consequence of Corollary 6 because the con­
ditions on the Ays imply that X  can be factored as a product of two subproducts 
with more than one point both of them.
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REMARKS ON THE OPTIMIZATION 
OF THE LEHMER—SCHUR METHOD
A. GALÁNTAI
Abstract
Optimal or near optimal Lehmer—Schur methods utilizing a maximum o f seven disks are 
determined. A lower estimation for the optimal parameters is given for the general case. This estima­
tion is found to be sharper than Friedli’s estimation (3).
1. Introduction
Lehmer’s method was introduced in 1961 [5] for the approximate solution 
of polynomial equations of the form
(1.1) p(z) = anzn + an- 1z"-1+ ... + a1z + a0 =  0 (af€ C).
This method is based on a geometrical search technique and a Schur-criterion 
which may be used to decide whether or not a polynomial has a zero within a given 
disk of the complex plane.
The Lehmer—Schur method is defined as follows
(i) Choose an initial disk which includes at least one zero of the polynomial.
(ii) Cover the inclusion disk by a finite set of disks of smaller radii.
(iii) Choose a disk from the covering such that it includes a zero of the poly­
nomial.
(iv) Go to (ii).
If the coverings of step (ii) are similar to a fixed covering of the unit disk the algo­
rithm is obviously convergent with linear speed.
Lehmer’s choice consists of 9 disks (see (5), (6) and (8) pp. 391, P. 50). The 
first disk has radius 1/2 and is concentric with the unit disk. The remaining 8 disks 
have radius 2/5.
The computational efficiency of Lehmer’s method which obviously depends 
on the choice of covering was investigated by Henrici (4) and Friedli (3). In fact, 
Henrici investigated the more general class of proximity methods to which Lehmer’s 
method belongs. Using some results from discrete geometry Henrici found an op­
timal method in the class of congruent coverings of the unit disk. (A covering is 
called congruent if its disks are congruent.) Henrici’s covering consists of 8 con­
gruent disks of radius 0.44504... . Friedli approached the problem in a different 
way and proved that for 3 or more disks there exists an optimal Lehmer—Schur 
method and it is defined by an extremal ^-covering of the unit disk. (A covering is
7»
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called ^-covering if the radii of its disks form a geometric progression with ratio q.) 
Friedli gave no extremal (/-covering for any number of disks. However, using a 
heuristic technique he found two excellent (/-coverings which consist of 11 and 22 
disks, respectively. Friedli also gave a lower estimation for the parameter of the 
extremal (/-coverings.
In this paper we give a sharper lower estimation for these parameters and con­
struct the extremal (/-coverings (optimal Lehmer—Schur methods) for 3 and 4 disks, 
respectively. Near optimal coverings are constructed also for the case of 5, 6 and 7 
disks. An important consequence of our estimation is that the parameter of Friedli’s 
22 disk (/-covering approaches the asymptotic optimum with an error not exceeding 
0.02. Finally, we investigate the effect of changing the measure of comparison. It 
is shown that the optimal methods will change only slightly and Henrici’s method 
will not be optimal in the subclass of congruent coverings. The optimal Lehmer— 
Schur method in the class of congruent coverings is also determined.
2. Preliminaries
Denote by C(i, = {Dl5 D2, ..., D,} (/&3) a covering of the unit disk D0 (Z)0c C ) 
such that each disk D, satisfies 1 (/= 1, 2, ..., /) where rf= a-(/),) denotes the 
radius of disk Dt. We assume that the coverings of step (ii) are similar to a fixed 
covering C(!). The disks of the covering can be tested in arbitrary but fixed order 
and the numbering of disks corresponds to this fixed order. If the zero testing on 
one disk is chosen as the unit of computational cost and all disks are tested then 
the computational efficiency index of the Lehmer—Schur method is defined by
(2.1) <P(C(,)) =  max {//|log rf| : i =  1, 2, ..., /},
where C(,) denotes the covering related to the method ([3]). A method (covering C(l)) 
is said to be optimal (extremal) if
(2.2) <HC(0) =  inf {(p(C(l)): Ca\  l fixed}.
The choice of the base of the logarithm does not affect the optimal method. If we 
choose the base of the logarithm to be 10 as in [3] then Lehmer’s method has effi­
ciency index 22.616 and Henrici’s method has 22.753.
A covering C(,) is said to be a ^-covering of the unit disk if there is a number 
0 < ( /< l  such that rt=ql (i—1,2, ...,/) . For (/-coverings (denoted by C<°) the 
efficiency index becomes </>(C<0) — l/|!og q\. If (7(7) denotes the extremal (/-covering 
of the unit disk by / disks, that is Q(l) is the smallest q value for which a (/-covering 
of the unit disk by / disks exists, then it can be proven ([3]) that
(2.3) inf {cp(C^y. C(1), / fixed} = <p(C^0).
Hence it is sufficient to seek only extremal (/-coverings. Friedli’s heuristic construc­
tions have the parameters 7=11, q=  0.7698 and 1=22, (/= 0.7663, respectively.
i
His lower estimation for Q(l) is the positive zero of the equation ^  q2i= l.
t=i
Since Q(l) is monotonically decreasing as /-> +  «. the best efficiency index is ap­
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proached asymptotically and the limit is
(2.4) lim (l/|logß(OI)-t -*- + 00
Friedli’s estimation yields the lower bounds lim Q (l)= U (2  for the small-/-*■ + 00 '
est ^-parameter and lim (l/|log g(/)|)s6.643 for the best efficiency index.
n - * - 4- 0 0
The efficiency index (2.1) is related to the maximum computational cost in a 
given class of polynomial equations. It is also possible to introduce an average 
computational efficiency index which is based on assumptions from geometrical 
probability ([3], [4]). For Lehmer’s method this average efficiency index is 11.143 
and for Henrici’s choice it is 11.168. Since for ^-coverings this measure coincides 
with (2.1) ([3]) we do not investigate it separately.
3. The lower estimation and the optimal constructions
Consider the following equation
(3.1) 2  arc s*n =  n 0  — 3).i = l
This equation has a unique real solution in the interval (0, 1). This unique solution 
is denoted by q{l). Then we have
T heorem 1. For the optimal parameter Q(l) o f the extremal q-coverings the 
inequality
(3.2) ß (0  ^  <7(0 (/ ^  3)
holds. I f  1=3 or 1=4 then equality holds in (3.2) and the coverings o f Figure 1 and 
2 give the extremal (optimal) configurations (Lehmer—Schur methods).
Proof. First we prove that there is no (/-covering C*!) of the unit disk such 
that q<q(l) is satisfied. If there was such a ^-covering then its disks must cover 
the unit circle, too. The arc defined by the intersection of the disk of radius r, (/-,< 1) 
and the unit circle has a maximum length given by 2 arc sin r; (see Fig. 3). Thus 
the unit circle can be covered by the disks of only if the inequality
i i
(3.3) 2 2  arc s'n ri =  2 2  arc s'n <7* = 2ni=i i=i
is satisfied. Since q(l) denotes the unique solution of (3.1) in (0, 1) the inequality
(3.3) cannot be satisfied for any number q<q(l). From this fact (3.2) clearly fol­
lows. For q=q(l) the disks of radii q1 (/ =  1, 2, ..., /) can cover the unit circle if 
they are arranged as in Figure 3. However, they do not necessarily cover the whole 
unit disk. From Molnár’s [7] more general result it follows that these disks also 
cover the unit disk in the case of 3 and 4 disks (see Figure 1 and 2). More precisely
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Fig. 1
the disks cover the triangle A x A2A3 or the quadrangle A1A2A3Ai inscribed in 
the unit circle. Hence they cover the whole unit disk. Thus the configurations of 
Figure 1 and 2 are the extremal (/-coverings and the related Lehmer—Schur me­
thods are optimal for 1=3, 4.
It can be shown that for / s 5. However, utilizing concepts from
Theorem 1 we can construct near optimal ^-coverings for 1=5,6, 7. Let us arrange 
the disks of radii rf=<7 f/)/ (7=1, 2 , . . . ,  /) such that they cover the unit circle in 
the following (counterclockwise) order
(3.4) 1,2 +  1, .... 5, 3, 2, 4, 6 , ..., 2 [ 1 ] .
Let the intersection of disk D , and the unit circle be denoted by the arc A x B f. In­
crease the parameter q(l) by a small number and the radii of the disks to
r\ =(q(l)+Sy (7=1, 2, ..., /). Then move the center of the disk of radius r[ toward 
the center of the unit circle such that the arc defined by their intersection exactly 
coincides with the arc A xBi (7=1, 2, ...,/). If this new configuration is a covering 
of the unit disk the procedure is finished. If not we increase the value of ő and repeat 
the process.
The following table includes some of the results we obtained in this way as 
well as some of the results obtained by Friedli.
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1<2
Table 1
Friedli’s lower estimation <?(/)
The ^-parameter o f  the best 
known construction
3 0.73735 0.926968 0.926968
4 .72027 .860545 .860545
5 .71320 .820865 .8210
6 .71003 .796856 .7992
7 .70853 .781736 .7895
8 .70780 .771866 .7840
4-oo Í2 /2 0.748987* 0.7663**
The number marked by (* ) is an approximation to the value lim q(l) with
©o
error less than 0.0003. The other number marked by (* *) is the parameter of 
Friedli’s configuration with 22 disks.
The efficiency index of the 4-disk optimum is 15.332 which is 67.8% of the 
computational efficiency of Lehmer’s method. The coverings we gave for l —5,6,1  
are near optimal in the sense that none of the disks can be omitted from the cov­
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ering of the unit circle and their ^-parameters approximate Q(l) with an absolute 
error not exceeding 0.008. If we seek a ^-covering for which the (average) efficiency 
index is less than the average computational efficiency of Lehmer’s method and 
the number of disks is minimal we need at least 6 disks. For our 6-disk configuration 
the (average) efficiency index is 10.273 which is less than 11.143. This configuration 
is given in Table 2 where c{ denotes the center of disk Dt of radius rt.
Table 2
i Re c, Im c , r,
1 0.543001636 0 0.7992
2 -0.691665726 -0.128510216 0.63872064
3 -0.406039690 0.683577178 0.510465536
4 -0.239074846 -0.818753509 0.407964057
5 0.281818842 0.845796974 0.326044874
6 0.348926122 -0.849297389 0.260575064
By observing Table 1, we find that our lower estimation is obviously sharper than 
Friedli’s result. It follows from our estimation that his 22-disk configuration ap­
proaches lim Q(l) with an error not exceeding 0.02.
4. Remarks
The computational efficiency index (2.1) is based on the assumption that all 
the disks are tested in (algorithm) step (ii). However, it is clear that we need to test 
only the first /—I disks. In this case the computational efficiency index changes to
(4.1) V(CW) =  max {//|logr,|, (Z —l)/|logr,|: i =  1 , 1 } .
For Lehmer’s covering the (^-efficiency index is 20.104 and for Henrici’s covering 
it is 19.91. Having adopted the technique of [3] we can introduce the concept of 
quasi ^-coverings. A covering C(i) is said to be a quasi ^-covering if the radii of 
disks satisfy
ri = qi (i = 1, 2, ..., l - l ) ,  r, = ql_1 (0 <  q <  1).
We can then prove that the ^-optimal methods are based on the extremal quasi 
^-coverings with minimal ^-parameter. We can also reformulate all of the results of 
Section 3 in a slightly different but similar form.
It is worth noting that Henrici’s covering is not ^-optimal in the subclass of 
congruent coverings. For a congruent covering C(i) with common radius r the effi­
ciency index is q>(Cw)= (l— l)/|log r |. If R{1) denotes the minimal radius for which 
a congruent covering of the unit disk by / disks still exists, then
(4.2) inf {<p(C(,)): C(,) congruent, l fixed} =  ( /—l)/|log7?(/)|.
Obviously, the best method based on congruent coverings is defined by 
inf {(/—1)/1 log R(l) |: / s  3}. The extremal value R(l) and the related extremal con-
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figuration are known only for a few values of / ([1], [9]). For 1—3, 4, 7 the extremal 
radii are R(3) —1/3/2, R(4) =  /2 /2 , R(7) = 1/2 and the extremal configurations can 
be found in [9J. For 1—5, 6 only a conjecture of Grünbaum and Neville was known 
([9]), but upon correcting these conjectures, Bezdek [1] determined the extremal 
configurations. The extremal radii are given by R (5)=0.6098 and R (6) =0.5559 
with four decimal precision. No other result is known. However, one can prove 
the trivial inequality i?(/)>l/(/7. For the range 7 < /<  12 we need to prove the 
sharper inequality
(4.3) R{1) >  sin (7r/(/ — 1)) (Z>7).
Assume that there exists an /-disk congruent covering of the unit disk with 
radius sin 1)). Note that sin (tc/(I— 1))< 1/2 for />7. Hence there must
be a disk (say disk /) which has no common point with the unit circle. The first 
/ —1 disks of radius sin (n/(l—l)) can cover the unit circle only in one configura­
tion which is similar to Figure 3. The diameter of the uncovered area of the unit 
disk is 2(1 — 2 sin2 (n/(l— 1))) which is greater than 1. Since the last disk cannot 
cover this area we have proved (4.3). Elementary calculations show that 
inf {(/— l)/llog /?(/)]} is attained for 1—5. Thus we have
T heorem 2. The best q>-optimal Lehmer—Schur method in the class o f con­
gruent coverings is based on the extremal 5-disk covering o f the unit disk ([1]) and its 
cp-efficiency index is 18.621.
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ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE SOLUTIONS 
OF AN AUTONOMOUS DIFFERENTIAL-DELAY SYSTEM 
BY THE METHOD OF CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION
S. CSATÓ
1. Introduction
The asymptotic behaviour of the solutions of a linear autonomous differential- 
difference equation is determined by the roots of the characteristic equation. These 
characteristic roots can be used for establishing boundedness and stability of solu­
tions as well as some properties of unbounded solutions. E.g., as it was proved by 
F. V. Atkinson and S. N. Zhang [1], the characteristic equation of the scalar 
equation
(1.1) x(t) = p (x ( t) - x ( t - r ) )
has at most one root with a positive real part. From this fact it follows that every 
solution x(t)  of (1.1) is of the form
(1.2) x(t) = y(t)c+x0(t),
where y  and x0 is an unbounded and a bounded solution of (1.1), respectively; 
c is constant. Atkinson and Zhang proved representation (1.2) for the equation
x(t) = P (t){x (t)-x (t-r )) ,
too, where P(t) is a diagonal matrix. So the question arises whether representation
(1.2) holds in the case of non-diagonal P(t).
In this paper we prove that the answer is negative, but a more general repre­
sentation can be obtained instead of (1.2). Investigating the characteristic equation of 
the system
(1.3) x(t) =  A { x ( t) -x ( t-r ) )
we give conditions for the eigenvalues of A which guarantee the existence of k  and 
only k  solutions with positive real parts of the characteristic equation of (1.3). 
Therefore, the solutions of (1.3) can be obtained in the form
x(t) =  y(/)c + x0(0,
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where Y  is a matrix whose columns are unbounded solutions of (1.3), x0 is a bounded 
solution of (1.3), and c is a constant vector. It will be pointed out that while the 
characteristic equation of (1.1) has at most one root with a positive real part, the 




(2.1) x(i) =  A(x(t)—x(t — r)),
where A is an n'Xn real matrix, /•>0 is a real number. The characteristic equation 
of (2.1) reads
(2.2) det(/l(l —e~rz) —zE) =  0.
If the value of the function z/( l —e ~ rz) at z= 0  is meant by its limit, equation (2.2) 
can be rewritten into the form
(2.3) (1 -  e ~ rz)n det \ a  -  ~ ~ ~ r  £  j =  0.
If g= z/( 1 —e~rz) is an eigenvalue of A then number z is a solution of this equation. 
This leads us to the equation
(2.4) z - g ( l - e - rz) =  0.
To characterize the solutions of (2.2) we have to know the zeros of the quasi­
polynomial
/(z) = z - g ( l - e - rz),
so first we investigate the localization on the complex plane of the zeros of /  If 
g = 0 , then /h a s  the single zero z=0, thus we can assume g^O.
Introducing the notation n = Rei,p(R>0, — 7i< ssre) we get
/(z ) =  z -R e iv( 1 — e~rz).
It is known [1] that for real g the function /h a s  at most one zero with a positive 
real part. It turns out that for a complex g the function /  may have an arbitrarily 
large number of zeros.
We fix those curves on the domain R > 0, —n ^cp S n  of the plain (R; <p) at 
whose points the real part of one of the zeros of/  is zero. Since the real parts of the 
zeros of /  are continuous functions of R and cp, these curves divide the plane in 
domains where the number of the zeros of/  with positive real parts is constant [2].
Using the canonical form z=x+iy  of the complex number z in the equation 




x —Rcoscp + Re rx cos (cp — ry) — 0 
y  — R  sin (p + Re~rx sin (<p — ry) = 0.
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The equation /(z )= 0 has a solution with zero real part if y  is a solution of the 
system
(2.7) — R cos cp + R cos (cp — ry) = 0,
(2.8) y — /isin cp + R sin {cp — ry ) = 0.
By equations (2.7), (2.8), z= 0  is always a solution of the equation f( z )= 0, and 
this equation has another solution with zero real part if and only if p is a point of 
the curves
G0 — {(R, cp)\Rr sin cp = cp, if 0 -c |^ >| «= n,
R = 1/r, if cp =  0},
Gk = {(i?, (p)\Rr |sinip| =  \cp\ + kn, if 0 <  \<p\ <  n) k = 1, 2, 3, ... .
These curves divide the plane (R, cp) in domains
r 0 = f(iJ, <p)|0<7?<—, if cp = 0, 0 <  7? < — f-— ,I r rsmcp
if 0 < |<p| < n, 0 «= R, if (p — 7rJ,
= if <P =  0, — ^ I + t » ifl r  rsinip r |sin J
=  {(*, <P)\
\cp\+(k — \)n  
r |sin cp I R
\<p\ + kn 
r |sin cp\ if 0 <  \<p\ 7iJ, k = 2 ,3 ......
Curves Gk and domains Tk can be seen on Figure 1.
Consider also the curve L on (R, cp) plane defined by
r f, „ .1 7t n  l+ lni?r ,1L = j(7?, <p)j-y  cos cp = ----—----, Rr £  l j .
The following theorem describes the connection between the zeros of /  and the 
curves and domains defined above.
T heorem 1. (i) /  has at most double zeros.
(ii) / has a double zero i f  and only i f  p£Lf] G2k. The double zeros different from 
0 have positive real parts.
(iii) I f  p£GkUTk, then f  has k and only k zeros with positive real parts. 
Proof. Statement (i) follows from the formulae
f \ z )  — 1 —pre~rz, f"(z) = pr2e~rz.
To prove statement (ii) separate equation f '( z ) = 0 into real and imaginary part:
(2.9) 1 — Rre~rx cos (cp — ry) =  0,
(2.10) Rre~rx sin (cp — ry) = 0.
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The equation f'(z)= 0  has a solution with zero real part if and only if the equa-
tions
(2.11) 1 —Rr cos (cp — ry) — 0
(2.12) Rr sin ((p — ry) — 0
hold. Since equation (2.7), (2.8), (2.11), (2.12) admit the only solution y=0, func­
tion / h a s  the only double zero z=0. From equation (2.10) we get cp — ry=kn, 
where, by equation (2.9), k  is even: k=2m  (m—0, +1, + 2 ,...). Then equation
(2.9) implies
1 =  Rre~rx,
and from (2.5) we obtain the equation
(2.13) x  = Rcos(p—i .
There exists number x  satisfying both of these equations only if <p and R fulfil the 
equation
R 1cos (p---- In Rr(2.14) r
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This yields curve L. Equations (2.6) and (2.12) concern the imaginary parts of the 
double zeros. Number y  can be a solution of these equations only if cp and R satisfy 
the condition
<p —2mn = Rr sin cp,
being in the definition of curve G2m.
Relations (2.13) and (2.14) show also that a double zero different from 0 must 
have a positive real part.
In order to prove statement (iii) we show the following assertions:
(a) If /i€r0, then /h a s  no zero with a positive real part.
(b) If p£Gk, th en /h as  only one zero with zero real part besides z —0.
(c) If, while n is changing, the point (R, cp) goes over to the domain Tk from 
then the real parts of the zeros of/  with zero real parts increase.
Setting (p—Ti in equations (2.5), (2.6) and squaring we obtain
(x+R)2+y2 = R2e~2rx.
Since this equation cannot be satisfied by an x>0, assertion (a) is proved.
To prove (b) we observe that equations (2.7), (2.8) have only one solution dif­
ferent from zero. On the other hand, by statement (ii) of Theorem 1, this zero is 
simple.
In order to prove (c) we have to investigate how the real parts of the zeros 
with zero real parts vary when the point (R, cp) goes over to Tk from Tk_k crossing 
the curve Gk. To do this we need the sign of the expression
dx = — Re
d f  d f  . 
dR d R + dy d(p
df/dz
when x= 0  and (R, (p)dGk [2], Let cp be a constant and after differentiation set 
x=0. Then a simple calculation gives
_  cos cp— cos((p— ry) + /?r(l — cos ry)
X ~  (l — Rr cos ((p — ry))2 + (Rr sin ((p — ry))2
Taking into account equation (2.7) and the fact that if (p is constant and (R, (p) 
goes over to Tk from Tk_1, then R increases, we obtain the inequality
, ____________ J?r(l —cos ry)__________
X (1 — Rr cos (cp — ry))2+(Rr sin (cp — ry))2 ~
From this inequality it follows, too, that dx can vanish only at a certain value of 
y, namely on the line cp=0. If (p^O, then dx>0; consequently, the real parts 
of the zeros of/  with zero real parts increase when /i goes over to Tk from Tk_k par­
allel with the line <p=0 while R is increasing [2],
On the basis of assertions (a) and (b) we can describe the zeros of /  in the fol­
lowing way. If /i€T0, then all the zeros have negative real parts except z=0. When 
H is moving and comes to G0, then one of the zeros with negative real parts becomes 
a zero with zero real part. When n arrives Tx, z = 0 remains a zero, while the zero 
with zero real part becomes a zero with a positive real part. If /i€7i, then /h a s  a
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single zero with positive real part, z= 0  is another zero of / ,  all the other zeros 
have negative real parts. If p£G2, then one of the zeros with negative real parts 
becomes a zero with zero real part because of dx> 0. Therefore, if pdT2, then /  has 
already two zeros with positive real parts, the other zeros have negative real parts 
except z=0.
The theorem is proved.
Let us return to equations (2.2) and (2.3). Since lim z(l — e~rz)~1 = l/r, everyZ-+ 0
solution of (2.2) is a solution of (2.3), too. Denote by pl t ..., pn the eigenvalues of 
matrix A and introduce the notation
/( z )  =  z —p f l  — e~rz).
Theorem 2 describes the connection between the zeros of f  and the solutions 
of the characteristic equation (2.2).
Theorem 2. A complex number is a solution o f equation (2.2) i f  and only i f  it 
is a zero o f some function f .  I f  z is a solution o f  (2.2) with multiplicity k, and it is a
n
zero o f f  with multiplicity mit then k=  2  mi-
i  =  l
Proof. First we prove the theorem for the solution z=0.
Number z=0 is a zero of every /• and, by (2.3), it is a solution of (2.2) with a 
multiplicity least n. If p ^ l / r ,  then z=0 is a solution of (2.3) with the (exact) 
multiplicity n, and then it is a simple zero of every f .  If Pi—l/r is an eigenvalue of 
A of multiplicity j,  then z — 0 is a solution of (2.3) with the multiplicity n+j. In 
this case z=0 is a double zero of those j  functions among / (z), . . . ,/ ,  (z) which
n
belong to l/r. Therefore, 2  rn— n+j.
;=l
If zA- 0 is a solution of (2.2) then it is a solution of the equation
d« ( ' < - r r p 7 r £ ) =  o.
too, i.e. z is a solution of some of the equations z(l —e~rz)~1=pi. On the other 
hand, the solutions of these equations are zeros of f(z ) .
The proof is complete.
Using Theorems 1 and 2 we can describe how the solutions of the characteristic 
equation (2.2) depend on the eigenvalues of A.
Let p be an eigenvalue of A of multiplicity k. Denote by A any zero of the func­
tion /belonging to p. If A A- 0 is a single zero of f  then it is a solution of (2.2) of 
multiplicity k. If it is a double zero of/ ,  then it is a solution of (2.2) of multiplicity 
2k. If l/r  is not eigenvalue of A, then 2=0 is a solution of (2.2) of multiplicity«. 
If l/r  is an eigenvalue of A with multiplicity k, then 2=0 is a solution of (2.2) of 
multiplicity n + lc. Each solution of equation (2.1) belonging to 2 is of the form 
p(t)ext, where p is a polynomial. We distinguish two kinds of solutions: the bounded 
and the unbounded ones. If Re 2>0, or Re 2 =  0 and the degree of p is greater 
than 0, then p(t)eM is an unbounded solution of (2.1). If Re 2 < 0 or Re 2 = 0  and
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the degree of p is not greater than 0, then p(t)ex‘ is a bounded solution of (2.1). 
We choose linearly independent solutions from the solutions of the form p(t)eu.
D efinition. Functions x x, x 2, xk are linearly independent on [a, b] if from 
identity
Ci *i (0 + CgjCü (I) +  • • .+ c* xk (t) = 0, a S  t si>
it follows that cl =c2=c2 = ...= ck—0.
The function x(kt ) —pJ(t)eXt is a solution of equation (2.1) if the equation
(2.15) *PjQ)+Pj(t) = ( l-e -* )A p j( t)+ e -x,A (p j( t) -p j( t-r j)  
holds.
First we investigate the solutions of equation (2.1) belonging to 2=0, e.g. 
the polynomial solutions. In this case the following lemma holds.
Lemma 1. (a) I f  \/r is not eigenvalue o f A, then the solutions o f (2.1) belonging 
to 2=0 are constant vectors.
(b) I f  \/r is an eigenvalue o f A with multiplicity 2(>0), then besides the con­
stant vectors there are still k linearly independent polynomials which are solutions of
(2.1), and the degree o f these polynomials is greater than 0.
Proof. Let Pj( t )=vJxtJ+vJ2tJ~1 + ... + Vjjt+VjJ+1. In this case equation (2.15) 
is equivalent to equation
Pj (0 = A (pj (/) -  pj (t -  r)).
Separating this equation, we get the system of equations 
jvji = jrAvn
(2.16) ( j - l ) v j2 = ( j- \ ) r A v J2- f y  r*Avjk
Vjj = rAvJj —rtAvjj-1+ l ) J+1rJAvn .
If 1/r is not eigenvalue of A, then from the first equation of the system (2.16) fol­
lows that j —0. Consequently, in this case the solutions of equation (2.1) belonging 
to 2=0 are constant vectors. The statement (a) is proved.
Let us now prove case (b). Suppose that vectors hx, h2, hj exist such that 
Ahx= \/r  /ij, Ahj=]/r /ij +  h , . , ,  /= 2 ,3 , It is easy to see that the system
(2.16) has a unique system of solutions vJk, vJ2, ..., vJ} which can be expressed by 
the vectors hx, h2, ..., hj as
Vjt = ajp hk Fajj’ h2+ ...+  ajP ht,
where txJk are constant, <x$y±0 (/=  1, 2, ...,_/)• Hence statement (b) follows.
Let us now consider the solutions of (2.1) belonging to 2^0 .
Lemma 2. Suppose that p is an eigenvalue o f A o f multiplicity k.
(a) I f  X is a single zero o f f  then there are polynomials p f t )  (/ =  1, . . . ,  k) such 
that the degree o fp ft)  is not greater than k — 1 and the functions pi(t)eXt are linearly
8
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independent solutions o f (2.1), moreover /;i(?0)e;'° are linearly independent vectors for 
every to~0.
(b) I f  A is a double zero o f f,  then there are 2k linearly independent solutions of
(2.1) o f the form p f t )  eXt (i =  l, 2, ..., 2k) such that the degree o f p f t )  is not greater 
than 2k— 1.
P roof. If A^O, then the equation (2.15) can be transformed into the form
(A —pE)pj(t) =-  P /0
Ar
—jp A (p j( t) -Pj( t-r )) .1— e~kr l —e~
Separating this equality we get the system of the following equations 
(A —pE)Vjl = 0
Vn—re-^Avn(A — pE)vJ2 — j j' vn
(2.17)
1 — e
( a c  n  Vj2 — re~x'AvJ1(A -p E )vJ3 =  0 - 1 )  ------------1 — e— Ar +
r2e~Xr f/T 
1 - e ~ Ar Ú J dFjl




-A r +  1
X'AvJJ- 1 + ...+
(— ly ^ e  Vj
1 —e~Xr
Suppose that the vectors hx, h2, ..., hJ+1 exist, such that Ahi =phi , A h ^p h t+ h i^ , 
i= 2 , +1. It is easy to see that in this case the system (2.17) has a unique
system of solutions vn , vJ2, ..., tq/+1 which can be expressed by the vectors ht as
vJi ~  +  h2 + ...+(*$hf, i = 1,2, . . . J + l ,
where ajj? are constant, ajp^O  (Ar= 1, 2 ,..., _/+ 1). Therefore it follows that the 
vectors Vji (i= l, 2, . . . , j+  1) are linearly independent, that is the statement (a) 
is true.
(b) If A is a double zero of function /, then 1 — pre~Xr=0 and equations (2.17) 
are transformed to the system of equations
(A —pE)vJ1 =  0
(2.18)
(A —pE)Vj2 = 0
re~Xr r2e~Xr ( i \
(A 3 = - ( j ~  1) u^ ~ i _ e^ xF (2 J Av*
Yg v2e Xr T 1 —Xr
(A —pE)vJJ+1 =  -  —_ - p sr uJ-i+ —_ e^ r  A v jj- i+ ... +  ~ f _ e-ir AvJi>
where ui=Avji+1—pvJi+1, i=  1, 2, . . . , / — 1. If to the eigenvalue p belong the vectors 
h1,h i , . . . , h m such that yt/q =  pht , Ahi~phi+hi_1 (/= 2 ..... m) and 7 = 2m — 1.
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then the system (2.18) has a unique system of solutions
v 2 m - 1 1 > • • • »  v 2 m - 1 2 m t
which can be expressed by the vectors ht as
v 2 m -1 2 i  =  ß t m - 1 1 ^ 1  +  P i n t - 1 2 ^ 2 +  •••  ß i m - U ^ i i
t =  l,2 , where a^ -u , ß2 m-u (i =  l, 2, .... m), are constant, a^-u^O  and
ß2,1-u  7^0. The Lemma 2 is proved.
Let us denote the number of the unbounded linearly independent solu­
tions of equation (2.1) by m .  Let /q, /q, ••• > ffj be the eigenvalues of ^ (d if­
ferent from l/r andO), let us denote their multiplicity by klt k2, ...»kj.  Suppose 
that n ^ T lx, na£Tit, ..., pN£TiN (0táNtáj), iiN+1£.GÍH+l, pN+2 ^GlNtl, .... Let
k + = kl i1 + k2i2+ ... + kN iN,
ko = kN+i(iN+i+ l)  — ln+i + kN+2(iN+2 + \ ) —lN+2 + ...+ kj(ij+ \) — lj,
where is the number of the eigenvectors belonging to /q, N+  1 s i ^ j .  Let us 
denote the multiplicity of the eigenvalue l/r by kr. Then m = k++ k0+ kr.
Now we can formulate the following theorem on the solutions of equation (2.1).
T heorem 3. Every solution x o f equation (2.1) can be represented in the form
(2.19) *(/) =  r (0 c + * o(/),
where Yis an nXm matrix whose columns are unbounded linearly independent solutions 
o f equation (2.1), c£Cm is a constant vector and x0 is a bounded solution o f equa­
tion (2.1).
This theorem generalizes Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 of F. V. Atkinson and
S. N. Zhang [1] concerned with the scalar equation
(2.20) x(t) =  p (x ( t) -x ( t - r ) ) .
Namely, it follows from our Theorem 1 that in the case p< \/r  the solutions of 
the characteristic equation of (2.20) have negative real parts except the solution 
z=0; therefore in this case every solution of (2.20) is of the form
*(0 = x0(t).
If p = l/r, then z=0 is a characteristic root of multiplicity 2, the other 
characteristic roots have negative real parts; therefore, in this case every solution 
of (2.20) is of the form
x(t) = a t+ x0(t).
If p > l/r , then the characteristic equation of (2.20) has a positive real solution 
denote it by A. Then the representation
x(t) =  aex'+ x0(f)
follows from our Theorem 3.
8*
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If all the eigenvalues of matrix A lie in domain T0, then each solution of (2.1) 
has a limit as t-+°° [5]. Integrating equation (2.1) we can calculate this limit, so we 
get the following assertion:
C o ro llary  2.1. I f  ß£T0, then each solution o f  (2.1) has a limit as t-~ =», The 
limit o f the solution through (0, g) equals
0
(E -r A ) - 'g (0 )- fA g ( t)d t .
—r
Lemmas 1, 2 and Theorem 3 imply the concept of asymptotically ordinary 
functional differential equations introduced and investigated by I. Győry [3, 4],
A linear functional differential equation is called asymptotically ordinary on 
the interval [/0, °°) if there is a function u : [/„—r, °°) -*■ R" X R" with the following 
properties
(i) det(n(í))7 í 0  for all t ^ t 0—r,
(ii) for every solution * the relation
*(0  =  m(0(c(x) - o(1)), t -  °°
holds,
(iii) for every c£Rn there is a solution a such that c(x)=c.
C orollary  2.2. I f  all the eigenvalues o f A lie in the domain Tk, then equation
(2.1) is asymptotically ordinary.
P ro o f . If eigenvalue /q lies in the domain Tj, then f  has one zero with posi­
tive real parts, e.g. Y  is an nX n  matrix. If the multiplicity of pt equals kt then the col­
umns of Y belonging to the eigenvalue pt are of the form Pij(t)exf  ( j — 1, 2, ..., k,), 
where A, is zero o ff  with positive real parts, Pij(t) is a polynomial (its degree is 
not greater than kt— 1). From statement (a) of Lemma 2 it follows that the vectors 
Pij(tfi)exi'° are linearly independent for every t0 =  0. Consequently, the columns of 
Y(t0) are linearly independent vectors for every i0 —0, e.g. det (F(/))^0. In this 
case Y~x(t) exists and since Re it follows that
Um ||7 _1(0II — 0.
t~*" °°
If matrix Y  is real, then let u(t)=Y{t) and according to the formulae (2.19) the 
Corollary 2.2 is true. Let us consider the case where Y  is not real. Let us denote 
they'-th column of Y by Yj, that is 7=(F], Y2, ..., F„). If Yj is real then let us define 
Uj(t) = Yj(f), where Uj is they'-th column of u. If is not real, then there is a A: such 
that Yk = Yj. (Yj is the complex conjugate of Yj.) In this case we can defined the 
y'-th and /c-th columns of u in the following way: Uj(t)=\/2(Yj(t) + Yk(t)), uk(t) = 
=  1/2i (Yj(t)—Yk(t)). Since Re Yj(tu) and Im Yj(tn) are linearly independent vectors 
for every 0, then det (m(/))t£0 for every isO , w_1(i) exists and
lim I n“1 (Oil — 0*t~*‘ oo
By the formulae (2.19) the Corollary 2.2 is proved.
A ck n o w le d g em en t . The author would like to thank Professor J. Terjéki for 
helpful suggestions.
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It  is  sh o w n  th a t th e  G liv e n k o — C a n te lli th e o r e m  h o ld s  fo r  c o n tin u o u s m e a su r e s  o v e r  th e  
c la s s  o f  b a lls  w ith  cen ters in  a  fixed  co m p a c t se t  o r  o v e r  th e  c la s s  o f  b a lls in  a  f in ite  d im e n s io n a l  
sp a c e , w h ile  it  d o es  n o t  h o ld  in  an  in fin ite  d im e n s io n a l rea l in n er  p rod u ct sp a ce .
1. Introduction
Let (S, sé, P) denote a probability space and let (S", s in, Pn) be its «-th 
product (1 S n S » ) , If Z=(Z j, Z2, ...)£S°° is a random sample, then
fin =^~ 2  <5z,n i = l
denotes the corresponding empirical measure (« = 1,2, ...), where <5Z( is the unit 
mass concentrated at the point Z*. If ‘V  is a subclass of si, then the ^-discrepancy 
between the measures P and Q is defined as
D(P,Q; r ) =  stxV \P(A)-Q(<A)\.AÍY
"P~ is called a Glivenko—Cantelli (GC) class for P if
lim D(P, "P") =  0 P°° a.e.n-*oo
In the sequel 5  is a metric space and s i  is taken as the Boréi cr-field in S  (i.e. 
the smallest cr-field containing all open subsets of S). The main topic of this paper 
is to study the GC property of the class fiS of all closed balls in S. Particularly, 
when S' is a vector space as well, this property is closely related to the GC property 
of the class of all closed half-spaces in S. It turned out that there is an essential 
difference between the finite an infinite dimensional cases. (A good survey about 
the evolution of the GC problem can be found in Gaenssler and Stute (1979).)
Fortét and Mourier (1953) showed that in a k-dimensional Euclidean space 
the set JP is a GC class for any P which is absolutely continuous w.r.t. Lebesgue 
measure. Wolfowitz (1954, 1960) generalized this result to arbitrary P's.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 62G30; Secondary 60B10.
Key words and phrases. Glivenko—Cantelli class, empirical measure, probability in metric
spaces.
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Elker (1975) proved that in Rk 88 is a GC class for arbitrary P ’s. This also fol­
lows from a general theorem of Vapnik and Chervonenkis (1971) combining their 
result with Dudley (1979). Elker, Pollard and Stute (1979) gave a rather elementary 
method, based on the so-called university classes and compactness arguments, to 
prove that (among other classes of convex sets) SC and 88 are GC classes in Rk for 
arbitrary P ’s.
On the other hand, when S  is an infinite dimensional space, there are mostly 
negative answers to the GC problem. Sazonov (1963) showed that SC is not a GC 
class in this situation in general. In fact, it follows from his result that in an infinite 
dimensional real vector space, SC is not a GC class for any SC-continuous measure P, 
i.e. if P  assigns zero measure to the boundary of any half-space. Also, Topsoe, 
Dudley and Hoffmann—Jorgensen (1976) gave an example that 88 is not a GC class 
in an infinite dimensional Banach space in general.
In this paper it will be shown that 88 K, the class of closed balls with centers in 
an arbitrary compact subset K, is a GC class in any metric space S  if P  is 88-con­
tinuous, i.e. if P  assigns zero measure to the boundary of any ball. Then, in case 
of ^-continuous P ’s, this result plus simple geometric arguments will be applied 
to obtain an elementary proof of the (already known) fact that 88 is a GC class in 
any finite dimensional real inner product space. Finally, Sazonov’s (1963) result 
combined with simple geometric consideration will be applied to prove that 88 is 
not a GC class in an infinite dimensional real inner product space whenever P  is 
SC-continuous.
R. M. Dudley kindly called my attention to references [21 and [9], Talagrand 
(1984) gives a general solution to the GC problem, so my results should follow 
from his. Also, Dudley (1984) describes a rather general method for determining 
GC convergence using the notion of total boundedness in the sense of metric entropy 
with inclusion. This could be also applied to prove my results. Of course, the results 
of this paper should follow from the general theory of Vapnik and Chervonenkis 
(1971) as well.
2. The compact case
We need the following elementary fact about ordering. (Obviously, this has 
been known for a long time, but as I cannot give a reference, the proof will be also 
included.)
Lemma 1. Let xr, . . . , x n and y1,...,y„ be real numbers. Let us denote by 
x(L)S . . . - ^ x (ri) and by =y<„>, respectively, the above real numbers in non­
decreasing order. Then for any convex function i// we have
2 iK*<o-P(o) -  2 'I'iXi-yl).•=i ;=i
P roof. Since one can order numbers by performing a sequence of transpositions, 
it is enough to prove that
\l/(a—c) + i]/(b-d) S  il/(a—d) + i]/(b — c),
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if a ^ b  and c^d . But the convexity of \j/ implies that i/í (x —c)—t/f(x—d) ( c s d )  
is non-decreasing as a function o f x, so that
i/r(a — c) — ^ (a — d) S. >p(b — c) — — d). g
Corollary. For any 1,
[ 2 \ ^ - y a r Y ,p^ [ 2 \ x i- y in " >,
i = 1 i = 1
and i f  p-*- °° we get
(1) max |x(0 - y (0| S  max |x ,-y ,|.
Theorem 1. Let K be a compact subset o f the metric space S  and let P be a 38- 
continuous probability measure in S. Then 38K, the set o f all balls with centers in K, 
is a GC class for P.
Proof. For any Z —{ZX, Z2, ...)£S°° and « =  1 ,2 ,... we take the empirical 
measure pz and we define
(2) dz (x) = sup|P(£(x, r))-/ij(£ (x , r))| (x£S),
r > 0
where B(x, r) denotes the closed ball with centre at x  and radius r. If q denotes 
the metric in S, then dz (x) is clearly a Kolmogorov statistics for the random vari­
able rf(x) = a(x, Zf) for any fixed x£S, and
(3) dz (x) =  is ;  max=Q x |p (£(x, rzJ} (x))) -  J—f  ,
where rz^ ( x ) ^ . . .S r zn)(x) are the distances rz (x), ..., rz {x) in non-decreasing 
order.
Let us take any e>0. First, the classical GC theorem implies that for any 
x£iS there exists a set W(x)<zS°° of / ’“ -measures zero and for any Z(f W(x) 
there is an integer N(x, Z )  such that
(4) d^(x)< £  if ZiW (x) and n s  N(x,Z).
Second, we prove that dz is continuous on S, uniformly in Z and n. I.e., for 
each x£S  there exists a <5(*)>0 such that for any Z£S°° and « =  1,2, ... we have
(5) \dz (x ) -d z (y)\ <  e if e (x ,y )< á (r ) .
To show this, by (3), it is enough to prove that
|P(5(x, rzU) (x))) — P(B(y, rz(j) (y)))| <  £ if q(x, y) < Ö(x)
for any Z£S"”, « =  1,2, ..., and j=  1 , ...,« . Since P is ^-continuous, this fol­
lows if we show that for any Z£iS“ , « = 1, 2, ..., and j= l ,  ...,n  we have I
I ru) (*) -  rU) OOI <  ö(x) if q (x, y) -= S (x).
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But this is a consequence of (1) with Xj = r f (x) = q(x , Zfi and yj = r f(y ) = Q(y, Zj), 
7=1,
Finally, since K is compact, we have points i , , ..., tm in K such that
m
K < z  U  B( tx ,  <5 (/()),
i=l
where <5(/) is defined according to (5). Let
m
W = \J W (ti)  and N(Z) = max N(tt,Z )  if ZiW .
j = l  1 S i S m
For any y iK  we can find a point q so that £>(q, y)<<5(A)> therefore, by (4) and (5), 
we obtain
2e if Z iW  and n S  N{Z).
This proves that
lim D(P, p%‘, d#K) =  lim sup d%(x) = 0 P°° a.e. 1
n-*°° n~°° xCK
3. Two geometric lemmas
We need the following simple geometric fact, which essentially says that a ball 
with a distant centre and a large radius is similar to a half space. In a real inner 
product space S a closed half-space H(x, a) will be defined as
H(x, a) =  {z : (z, x) S  a} (x iS ,  a iR 1).
We also introduce the notation U for the unit sphere in S:
U = {z: \z\ = 1} = {z: (z, z) = 1}.
Lemma 2. Let S be a real inner product space and let us fix a closed ball D0 =  
= B(0, R0) with an arbitrary radius Pa>0. Then for any x0i  U and <5>0 there 






B0C\H{xo, a2) c  B0CiB(y, r) c  B0PiH(x0, cq)
for every r> 0 with suitable numbers oq and v.2, 0 < a2 —oq<<5.
P roof. First, for any z£Bor\B(y, r) we will choose an oq such that z£B0O 
0  H (x0, oq). If
(7) |z - y |2 = \z\2+\y\2-2 \z \\y \( -^ r , - r ~ r - x ^ -2 \y \{ z ,x 0) S
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then
<z, x0> 2 |7 j- (\z\*+\y\*-r*-2\z\ \y \f e ,  •
If |z|=»/i0 also holds, then choosing
a i=  2|7F
(\y\2- r 2-2 \y \R 0ti),
by (6) we have (z, x0) a  ax, i.e. z£H(x0, aj).
In a similar manner, if z£B0C\H(x0,a 2) and so (z, xa) ^ a 2 holds, where
= - 2 ^ ( K + \y \2- r 2+ 2 \y\R0n),
then by (7) we obtain that zdB0C\B(y, r).
Since now
0 <  a2 —ax <  Y^j-(7?0 +  4|y|7?o'7) ^  R%/(2R1) +  2R0ri, 
the lemma is proved. |
Lemma 2 is closely related to the next one, which states that in any real inner 
product space ^-continuity implies -continuity. (Its converse is not true; an 
example: uniform distribution along the unit circle in R2.)
Lemma 3. Let S be a real inner product space and let P be a 39-continuous prob­
ability measure in S. Then the P-measure o f any hyper plane {z : (z, x0)= a 0} is zero, 
i.e. P is -continuous as well.
P roof. Let B0 = B(0, Ru) be a closed ball in S  with arbitrary radius 7?()=-0. 
Then we show that for any x0dU ,a0dR and <5>0 there exist ydS  and numbers 
rx, r2, 0 < r 2—rj<<5, such that
(8) ßon  {z: <z, x0) = a0} c  Bon  [B{y, r2)\B (y , rx)].
For, let us take y= R x0 with a suitably chosen 0, and let zdB0, (z, x0) = 
= oc0. Then
|z—y|2 = |z|2+7?2 —27?a0, |z|=£7?0.
We choose
r2 = (Rl + R2 — 2Ra0)112, r, = (R2 -  2 R atf'2, 
since then (8) follows and
0 <  r2- r x -  i?o/(rx + r2) — 0 as 7? — °°. |
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4. The finite dimensional case
Our aim here is to give a new, elementary proof to the following, already 
known fact.
T heorem  2. Let S  be a finite dimensional real inner product space and let P be 
a -continuous probability measure in S. Then 1% is a GC class for P.
P r o o f . We have to show that
lim D(P, p%, dS) -  lim sup sup IP(B(y, r ))-p l(B (y , r))| = 0 P°° a.e.
°° yCS r^O
Let us fix an s>0. Then there exists a closed ball B0=B(0, R0) such that
(9) P(B'0) «= e/5.
Then by the SLLN  there exists a set WaaS°° of P “ -measure zero and for any 
Z$ W0 there exists an integer N0(Z) such that we have
(10) pUBco) <  2e/5 if n is N 0(Z).
Since P is .^-continuous by Lemma 3, for any x06 U one can choose a <5 (x0) >  0 
such that
(11) 0 ^  P(H (xo ,  aj)-P(H(?c o ,  a2)) <  e/5
if 0 < a 2 —ai<(5(x0). Then, by Lemma 2, there exist numbers P1 (x0)> P 0 and 
ti(x0)>  0 suchthat y£S, |y| \y /\y \-x0\s ti(x 0) imply
(12) B0D H(x0, a2) c  BonB(y, r) c  B0(lH (x0, ax)
for every 0 with suitable numbers ax and a2, 0-^a2 — a1<S(x0).
Because of the compactness of the unit sphere U, we have points tl , ..., tm 
on U such that U is covered by the balls B(t., ri(tfi), /=  1, ..., m. Then we take
Ri =  max R fitfil^t^m
By Theorem 1, for the compact ball B1=B(0, RJ  we have
(13) lim supsup|P(B(y, r))~p^(B(y, r))| =  0 P°° a.e.
H- 00 Jigs, r=-0 I
In order to handle the balls with centers in B{ we will consider half-spaces 
in the directions /x, ..., tm. According to the classical GC theorem, for each tt 
there is a set BfcS“ of P “ -measure zero and for any Zi£ Wt there is an integer 
Nt(Z) such that
(14) sup \P{H(ti, ocj)—p%(H(ti, a))| <  e/5 if n ^ N f Z ) .
aÉR1
W = U WÍ and N (Z) = max Nt(Z) if Z$W.
i = 0
Now we choose




for some tt . By (9), (11), and (12), for any /•>■ 0 we obtain ax and a2 such that
(15) O S P(H(tj, a !))-/> (#(/„ a,)) <  e/5 
and
(16) P(H(t„  oe2))—e/5 <  P(/?(y, r)) <  />(#(*„ a ^  + e/ő.
Also, by (10) and (12), for arbitrary Z ^W  and n ^ N (Z )  we get
(17) {H(t,, a2)) -  2e/5 <  (5 (y, r)) <  (//(/,-, ax))+ 2e/5.
Finally, it follows from (14), ...»(17) that
sup sup \P(B(y, r))—p%(B(y, r))| <  e
y£B% r=»0
if Z $ W  and n ^N (Z ). This and (13) prove the theorem. |
5. The infinite dimensional case
T heorem 3. Let S be an infinite dimensional real inner product space and let P 
be an JP-continuous probability measure in S. Then for some e>0,
liminf D(P, p%; e P°° a.e.
n-~ oo
P r o o f . By Theorem 1 in Sazonov (1963), the assumptions above imply that 
there exists an e>0 suchthat P°°(E) — 1, where
(18) E =  n  {Z ts~ :  sup IP(H(x, 0) ) - p zn{H{x, 0))| ^  6e}. 
1*1=1u =1
Let BU=B(0, R0) be a closed ball in S  with the property
(19) P(BS <  a,
and let E0aS°° be a set of / ’“ -measure one and N0(Z) be an integer for each 
Z£R U such that
( 20) pl(Bl) <  2e if n ^ N 0(Z).
For any Z£EC\E0 and for any n ^ N 0(Z) we choose a point x0= x0(£ ,Z ,n) on 
the unit sphere U with the property
(21) |P(jy(x„, 0)) -g„z(//(x0, 0))| S  5e.
Then we take a S(x„)>-0 such that
(22) if 0 S a 2- a i <  <5(*«>)•
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By Lemma 2, there exists a number R Jxn)> R n such that taking y — R„xa, 
s R i ( x 0) and r=(R% + Rl)1/2 we obtain
B0nH (x0,Q)cz BonB (y ,r)cz B oO H ixo,^) if t t l= -I$ /(2 R J .
Here R2 is chosen so that |ax|<(5(x0) and
(23) n l (H(x0, aj)) = nJ; (H (x0, 0)).
Now, by (19),
P{H(x0, 0 ))-e  <  P(B(y, r)) <  P(H (x0, Kl)) + s
and by (20),
Pn{H(x0, 0)) — 2e <  l4{B(y, r)) <  t f (H (x 0, ai)) +  2£.
Hence, by (22), 
and by (23),
These formulae
|/> (£(y ,r))-P (//(xo,0 )) |< 2 e ,
\n'n{B(y, r ) ) - t f(H (x u, 0))| <  2e. 
and (21) show that
\P(B(y, r j) - tf(B (y ,  r))| >  5e -4 e  =  8. |
Note that if one substitutes 3! by the class of those balls that are centered at 
sample points, then the GC theorem can hold even in the infinite dimensional case. 
More exactly, it follows from [8], Theorem 1, that
lim max sup IP(B(Zi, r))-u%(B(Z:, r))| = 0 P°° a.e.ISiSn r=. 0 1
in any separable metric space S  if P is ^-continuous.
Also, it is clear from Theorem 1 that if one substitutes D(P, ; 3P) by
Dq(P, p%) =  sup {űéR1: Q({x: d%(x) >  a}) >  <5},
where d% is defined by (2), then
lim Dd„(P, jujf) = 0 P°° a.e.
n -*■ co
for each <5>0 in any metric space S  if P is a ^-continuous and Q is a tight prob­
ability measure in S.
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